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STATE OF NEW YORK – COURT OF APPEALS
-------------------------------------------------------------------x
PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK,
-against-

)
)

RAPHAEL GOLB,

)

Appellant.

)

--------------------------------------------------------------------x
STATEMENT PURSUANT TO CPLR 5531

1.

This proceeding was identified in the court below as Docket Number

9101 by the Appellate Division, First Department and Indictment Number 2721/09
by New York County Supreme Court.
2.

The full names of the original parties are set forth in the caption above.

There have been no changes.
3.

The trial of this matter occurred in the Supreme Court of the State of

New York, New York County.
4.

Appellant was indicted on June 9, 2009. Appellant was found guilty on

September 30, 2010 and sentenced on November 18, 2010.
5.

This is an appeal from the judgment of the Supreme Court, County of

New York, convicting the Appellant of two counts of identity theft in the second
degree, fourteen counts of criminal impersonation in the second degree, ten counts

vi

of forgery in the third degree, three counts of aggravated harassment in the second
degree, and one count of computer trespass. The Supreme Court imposed a
sentence of six months in prison followed by a five-year term of probation on the
identity theft counts, and three months in prison followed by three years probation
on each of the misdemeanor counts, all sentences to run concurrent.
6.

The Honorable Carol Berkman of the New York County Supreme

Court directed the entry of the above judgment on November 18, 2010. On January
29, 2013, the Appellate Division, First Department dismissed one felony count of
identity theft in the second degree, but otherwise affirmed the conviction.
Appellant filed a Leave Application with the New York State Court of Appeals on
February 11, 2013. Appellant was granted leave to appeal by the Hon. Eugene F.
Pigott on March 11, 2013.
7.

This proceeding will be heard on the original record using the

appendix method.

vii
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK
_____ 0 _____ •

__________________________________________ -

___________________________ ,

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK·

,,

:

-againstRAPHAEL GOLB,

Defendant.

THE GRAND JURY OF THE COUNTY OF NEW YORK, by this indictment, accuse
the defendant of the crime of IDENTITY THEFT IN THE SECOND DEGREE, in violation
of Penal Law §190.79(3), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, durin~ the period from on or about July 1,
2008 to on or about December 31, 2008, knowingly and with intent to defraud assumed the
identity of another person, to wit, Lawrence Schiffman, by presenting himself as that other·
person, and by acting as that other person, and by using personal identifying infonnation of that
other person and thereby committed and attempted to commit a felony and acted as an accessory
to the commission of a felony.
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SECOND COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURy AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of IDENTITY THEFT IN THE SECOND DEGREE, in violation of
Penal Law §190.79(3), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, during the period from on or about July 1,
2008 to on or about December 31, 2008, knowingly and with intent to defraud assumed the
identity of another person, to wit, Lawrence Schiffman, by presenting himself as that other
person, and by acting as that other person, and by using personal identifying information of that
other person and thereby committed and attempted to commit a felony and acted as an 'accessory
to the commission of a felony.

THIRD COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURy AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of AGGRAVATED HARASSMENT IN THE SECOND DEGREE,
in violation of Penal Law §240.30(1)(a), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, during the period from on or about August
I, 2008 to on or about December 31, 2008, with intent to harass, annoy, threaten and alarm
Lawrence Schiffman, communicated and caused a communication to be initiated by mechanical
and electronic means and otherwise, with Lawrence Schiffinan anonymously and otherwise, by
telephone, telegraph, mail and any form of written cortununication, in a manner likely to cause
annoyance and alarm.
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FOURTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of IDENTITY THEFT IN THE TIDRD DEGREE, in violation of
Penal Law §190.78(2), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about August 3, 2008, knowingly and
with intent to defraud assumed the identity of another person, to wit, Lawrence Schiffman, by
presenting himself as that other person, and by acting as that other person, and by using personal
identifying information of that other person, and thereby committed a class A misdemeanor or
higher level crime.

FIFTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE, in
violation of Penal Law §J90.25(l), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about August3, 2008, impersonated
another, to wit Lawrence Schiffman, and did an act in such assumed character with intentto
obtain a benefit and to injure and defraud another.
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SIXTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of IDENTITY THEFT IN THE THIRD DEGREE, in violation of
Penal Law §J90.78(2), committed as follows:.
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about August 4, 2008, knowingly and
with intent to defraud assumed the identity of another person, to wit, Lawrence Schiffinan, by
presenting himself as that other person, and by acting as that other person, and by using personal
identifying information of that other person, and thereby committed a class A misdemeanor or
higher level crime.

SEVENTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE,. in
violation of Penal Law §190.25(1), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about August 4,2008, impersonated
another, to wit Lawrence Schiffman, and did an act in such assumed character with intent to
obtain a benefit and to injure and defraud another.

EIGHTH COUNT: .
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of FORGERY IN THE THIRD DEGREE, in violation ofPl)nal Law
§170.05, committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about August 4, 2008, with intent to
defraud, deceive and injury another, falsely made, completed and altered a written instrument.
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NINTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURy AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse. the
defendant of the crime of IDENTITY THEFT IN THE THIRD DEGREE, in violation of
Penal Law §190.78(2), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about August 5,2008, knowingly and
with intent to defraud assumed the identity of another person, to wit, Lawrence Schiffman, by
presenting himself as that other person, and by acting as that other person, and by using personal
identifying information of that other person, and thereby committed.a class A misdemeanor or
higher level crime.

TENTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE, in
violation of Penal Law §190.25(J), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about August 5, 2008, impersonated
another, to wit Lawrence Schiffman, and did an act in such assumed character with intent to
obtain a benefit and to injure and defraud another.

ELEVENTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of FORGERY IN THE THIRD DEGREE, in violation of Penal Law
§170.05, committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about August 5, 2008, with intent to
defraud, deceive and injury another, falsely made, completed and altered a written instrument.
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TWELFTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of IDENTITY THEFT IN THE TmRD DEGREE, in violation of
Penal Law §190.78(2), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about August 5,2008, knowingly and
with intent to defraud assumed the identity of another person, to wit, Lawrence Schiffman, by
presenting himself as that other person, and by acting as that other person, and by using personal
identifying information of that other person, and thereby committed a class A misdemeanor or
higher level crime.

THIRTEENTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE, in
violation of Penal Law §190.25(1), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about August 5,2008, impersonated
another, to wit Lawrence Schiffman, and did an act in such assumed character with intent to
obtain a benefit and to injure and defraud another.

FOURTEENTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of FORGERY IN THE THIRD DEGREE, in violation of Penal Law
§170.05, committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about August 5, 2008, with intent to
defraud, deceive and injury another, falsely made, completed and altered a written instrument.
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FIFTEENTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of IDENTITY THEFT IN THE TIDRD DEGREE, in violation .of
Penal Law §190.78(2), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about August 5, 2008, knowingly and
with intent to defraud assumed the identity of another person, to wit, Lawrence Schiffman, by
presenting himself as that other person, and by acting as that other person, and by using personal
identifying information of that other person, and thereby committed a class A misdemeanor or
higher level crime.

SIXTEENTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE, in
violation of Penal Law §190.25(1), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about August 5, 2008, impersonated
another, to wit Lawrence Schiffinan,. and did an act in such assumed character with
intent to
.
obtain a benefit and to injure and defraud another.

SEVENTEENTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of FORGERY IN THE THIRD DEGREE, in violation of Penal Law
§170.05, committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about August 5, 2008, with intent to
defraud, deceive and injury another, falsely made, completed and altered a written instrument.
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EIGHTEENTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse t):le
defendant of the crime of IDENTITY THEFT IN THE TIURD DEGREE, in violation of
Penal Law §190.78(2), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, On or about August 6, 2008, knowingly and
with intent to defraud assumed the identity of another person, to wit, Lawrence Schiffinan, by
presenting himself as that other person, and by acting as that other person, and by using personal
identifying infonnation of that other person, and thereby committed a class A misdemeanor or
higher level criIue.

NINETEENTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE, in
violation of Penal Law §190.2S(1), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about August 6,2008, impersonated
another, to wit Lawrence Schiffman, and did an act in such assumed character with intent to
obtain a benefit and to injure and defraud another.

TWENTIETH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of FORGERY IN THE TmRD DEGREE, in violation of Penal Law·
§170.0S, committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about August 6, 2008, with intent to
defraud, deceive and injury another, falsely made, completed and altered a written instrument.
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TWENTY -FIRST COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime oflDENTITY THEFT IN THE THIRD DEGREE, in violation of
Penal Law §190.78(2), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about November 22, 2008, knowingly
and with intent to defraud assumed the identity of another person, to wit, Jonathan Seidel, by
presenting himself as that other person, and by acting as that other person, and by using personal
identifying information of that other person, and thereby committed a class A misdemeanor or
higher level crime.

TWENTY-SECOND COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE, in
. violation of Penal Law §190.25(4), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about November 22, 2008,
impersonated another, to wit, Jonathan Seidel, by communication by internet website and
electronic means with intent to obtain a benefit and injure and defraud another, and by such·
communication pretended to be a public. servant in order to induce another to submit to such
authority and act in reliance on such pretense.
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TWENTY-THIRD COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE, in
violation ofPenaJ Law §190.25(1), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about November 22, 2008,
impersonated another, to wit Jonathan Seidel, and did an act in such assumed character with
intent to obtain a benefit and to injure and defraud another.

TWENTY-FOURTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of IDENTITY THEFT IN THE THIRD DEGREE, in violation of
Penal Law § 190.78(2), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about November 22, 2008, knowingly
and with intent to defraud assumed the identity of another person, to wit, Jonathan Seidel, by
presenting himself as that other person, and by acting as that other person, and by using personal
identifYing infonnation of that other person, and thereby committed a class A misdemeanor or
higher level crime.

TWENTY-FIFTH COUNT:
. AND THE GRAND WRY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant ofthe crime of CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE, in
violation of Penal Law §190.25(1), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about November 22, 2008,
impersonated another, to wit Jonathan Seidel, and did an act in such assumed character with
intent to obtain a benefit and to injure and defraud another.
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TWENTY -SIXTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE, in
violation of Penal Law §190.25(4), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about November 22, 2008,
impersonated another, to wit, Jonathan Seidel, by communication by internet website and
electronic means with intent to obtain a benefit and injure and defraud another, and by such
communication pretended to be a public servant in order to induce another to submit to such
authority and act in reliance on such pretense.

TWENTY-SEVENTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of FORGERY IN THE THIRD DEGREE, in violation of Penal Law
§170.05, committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about November 22, 2008, with intent
to defraud, deceive and injury another, falsely made, completed and altered a written instrument.
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TWENTY-EIGHTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND WRY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of IDENTITY THEFT IN THE TruRD DEGREE, in violation of
Penal Law §190.78(2), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about November 24,2008, knowingly
and with intent to defraud assumed the identity of another person, to wit, Jonathan Seidel, by
presenting himself as that other person, and by acting as that other person, and by using personal
identifying information of that other person, and thereby committed a class A misdemeanor or
higher level crime.

TWENTY-NINTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE, in
violation of Penal Law §190.2S(1), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, 0Ii. or about November 24, 2008,
impersonated another, to wit Jonathan Seidel, and did an act in such assumed character with
intentto obtain a benefit and to injure and defraud another.
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THIRTIETH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE, in
violation of Penal Law § 190.25(4), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about November 24, 2008,
impersonated another, to wit, Jonathan Seidel, by communication by internet website and
electronic means with intent to obtain a benefit and injure and defraud another, and by such
communication pretended to be a public servant in order to induce another to submit to such
authority and act in reliance on such pretense.

THIRTY-FIRST COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of FORGERY IN THE THIRD DEGREE, in violation of Penal Law
§170.05, committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about November 24,2008, with intent
to defraud, deceive and injury another, falsely made, completed and altered a written instrument.
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THIRTY-SECOND COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of IDENTITY THEFT IN THE THIRD DEGREE, in violation of
Penal Law §J90.7S(2), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about November 24, 2008, knowingly

,
and with intent to defraud assumed the identity of another person, to wit, Jonathan Seidel, by
presenting himself as that other person, and by acting as that other person, and by using personal
identifying information of that other person, and thereby committed a class A misdemeanor or
higher level crime.

THIRTY-THIRD COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE, in
violation ofPenaJ Law §190.2S(1), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about November 24, 200S,
impersonated another, to wit Jonathan Seidel, and did an act in such assumed character with
intent to obtain a benefit and to injure and defraud another.
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THIRTY-FOURTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
<

defendant of the crime of CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE, in
violation of Penal Law §190.2S(4), conunitted as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about November 24, 2008,
impersonated another, to wit, Jonathan Seidel, by conununicationby internet website and
electronic means with intent to obtain a benefit aod injure and defraud another, and by such
conununication pretended to be a public servant in order to induce another to submit to such
authority and act in reliaoce on such pretense.

THIRTY-FIFTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of FORGERY IN THE THIRD DEGREE, in violation of Penal Law
§170.05, conunitted as follows:

<

The defendaot, in the County of New York, on or about November 24, 2008, with intent
to defraud, deceive and injury aoother, falsely made, completed and altered a written instrument.

,r---..::--==------

« . _ _.. _ _ _ _ _

0 ________-
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THIRTY-SIXTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
of .
defendant of the crime of IDENTITY THEFT IN THE THIRD DEGREE, in violation
.
Penal Law §190.78(2), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about December 6, 2008, knowingly
and with intent to defraud assumed the identity of another person, to wit, Jonathan Seidel, by
presenting himself as that other person, and by acting as that other person, and by using personal
identifying information of that other person, and thereby committed Ii class A misdemeanor or
higher level crime.

THIRTY-SEVENTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE, in
violation of Penal Law §190.25(1), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about December 6, 2008,
impersonated another, to wit,' Jonathan Seidel, and did an act in such assumed character with
intent to obtain a benefit and to injure and defraud another.
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THIRTY-EIGHTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse .the
defendant of the crime of CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE, in
violation of Penal Law §190.25(4), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on· or about December 6, 2008,
impersonated another, to wit, Jonathan Seidel, by communication by internet website and
electronic means with intent to obtain a benefit and injure and defraud another, and by such
communication pretended to be a public servant in order to induce another to submit to such
authority and act in reliance on such pretense.

THIRTY-NINTH COUNT:
.AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of FORGERY IN THE THIRD DEGREE, in violation of Penal Law
§170.05, committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about December 6, 2008, with intent
to defraud, deceive and injury another, falsely made, completed and altered a written instrument.
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FORTIETH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of AGGRAVATED HARASSMENT IN THE SECOND DEGREE,
in violation of Penal Law §240.30(1)(a), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, during the period from on or about July 1,
2008 to on or about December 31, 2008, with intent to harass, annoy, threaten and alarm
Stephen Goranson, communicated and caused a communication to be initiated by mechanical
and electronic means and otherwise, with Stephen Goranson anonymously al).d otherwise, by
telephone, telegraph, mail and any form of written communication, in a manner likely to cause
annoyance and alarm.

FORTY-FIRST COUNT:

AND THE GRAND JURy AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of IDENTITY THEFT IN THE TmRD DEGREE, in violation of
Penal Law § 190.78(2), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about August 7, 2008, ,knowingly and
with intent to defraud assumed the identity of another person, to wit, Stephen Goranson, by
presenting himself as that other person, and by acting as that other person, and by using personal
identifying information of that other person, and thereby committed a class A misdemeanor or
higher level crime.
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FORTY-SECOND COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of CRIMINAL IMPERSONAnON IN THE SECOND DEGREE, in
violation of Penal Law §190.25(1), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about August 7, 2008, impersonated
another, to wit Stephen Goranson, and did an act in such assumed character with intent to obtain
a benefit and to injure and defraud another.

FORTY-THIRD COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of IDENTITY THEFT IN THE THIRD DEGREE, in violation of
Penal Law § 190.78(2), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about July 20, 2008, knowingly and
with intent to defraud assumed the identity of another person, to wit, Frank Cross, by presenting
himself as that other person, and by acting as that other person, and by using personal
identifying information of that other person, and thereby committed a class A misdemeanor or
higher level crime.

FORTY-FOURTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE, in
violation of Penal Law §190.25(1), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about July 20,2008, impersonated
another, to wit Frank Cross, and did an act in such assumed character with intent to obtain a
benefit and to injure and defraud another.
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FORTY-FIFTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of IDENTITY THEFT IN THE THIRD DEGREE, in violation of
Pena! Law §190.78(2), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about July 20, 2008, knowingly and
with intent to defraud assumed the identity of another person, to wit, Frank Cross, by presenting
himself as that other person, and by acting as that other person, and by using personal
identifying infonnation of that other person, and thereby committed a class A misdemeanor or
higher level crime.

. FORTY-SIXTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE, in
violation of Penal Law §190.25(1), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about July 20, 2008, impersonated
another, to wit Frank Cross, and did an act in such assumed character with intent to obtain a
benefit and to injure and defraud another.

FORTY-SEVENTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of FORGERY IN THE THIRD DEGREE, in violation of Penal Law
§170.05, committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about July 20, 2008, with intent to
defraud, deceive and injury another, falsely made, completed and altered a written instrument.
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FORTY-EIGHTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of AGGRAVATED HARASSMENT IN THE SECOND DEGREE,
in violation of Penal Law §240.30(l)(a), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, during the period from on or about June I,
2007 to on or about March I, 2009, with intent to harass, annoy, threaten and alarm Robert
Cargill, communicated and caused a communication to be initiated by mechanical and electronic
means and otherwise, with Robert Cargill anonymously and otherwise, by telephone, telegraph,
mail and any form of written communication, in a manner likely to cause annoyance and alarm.

FORTY-NINTH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of IDENTITY THEFT IN THE THIRD DEGREE, in violation of
Penal Law §190.78(2), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about June 15,2008, knowingly and
with intent to defraud assumed the identity of another person, to wit, Jeffrey Gibson, by
presenting himself as that other person, and by acting as that other person, and by using personal
identifying information of that other person, and thereby committed a class A misdemeanor or
higher level crime.
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FIFTIETH COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURy AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse the
defendant of the crime of CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE, in
violation of Penal Law § 190.25(1 ), committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, on or about June 15,2008, impersonated
another, to wit Jeffrey Gibson, and did an act in such assumed character with intent to obtain a
benefit and to injure and defraud another.

FIFTY-FIRST COUNT:
AND THE GRAND JURY AFORESAID, by this indictment, further accuse. the
defendant of the crime of UNAUTHORIZED USE OF A COMPUTER, in violation of Penal
Law §156.05, committed as follows:
The defendant, in the County of New York, during the period from on or about July 1,
2008 to on or about March 1, 2009, knowingly used, caused to be used, and accessed a
computer, computer service, and computer network without authorization.

ROBERT M. MORGENTHAU
District Attorney
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OJ No.-8, Case No. 857
Filed:

CCI

2009NY018004

N°'1
THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
-againstRAPHAEL GOLB,
Defendant.

INDICTMENT
IDENTITY THEFT IN THE SECOND DEGREE, P.L. §190.79(3), 2 counts
IDENTITY THEFT IN THE THIRD DEGREE, P.L. §190. 78(2), 15 counts
FORGERY IN THE THIRD DEGREE, P.L. §170.0S, 10 counts
CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE, P.L. §190.25(1), 15 counts
CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE, P.L. §190.2S(4), 5 counts
AGGRAVATED HARASSMENT IN THE SECOND DEGREE, P.L. §240.30(1)(a), 3 counts
UNAUTHORIZED USE OF A COMPUTER, P.L. §156.05

ROBERT M. MORGENTHAU, District Attorney
A True Bill
John Bandler
Trial Bureau 70, Identity Theft Unit

Foreman

ADJOURNED TO PART F ON 6/1112009
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DATE

CHAR~E

1

71112008 12/3112008

PL 190.79(3).
Identity theft in the second degree

2

7/112008 12/3112008

Identity theft in the second degree

3

8111200812/3112008

Aggravated harassment in the
second degree

=
~

SUMMARY

'It

PL 190.79(3).

Assumed identity of Lawrence Schiflinan and
committediattempted to commit felony of Scheme to
Defraud 1st Degree.
Assumed identity of Lawrence Schiffinan and
commitediattempted to commit felony ofFalsuying
Business Records 1st Degree

PL 240.30(1)(.)
Aggravated harassment of De. Lawrence Shiffman

PL 190.78(2)

-.

Created 1any.sclriffman@gmail.com email account

4

8/312008

Identity theft in the third degree

5

8/312008

Criminal impersonation in the
second degree

Created lany.schiffman@gmail.comemail account

6

8/4/2008

PL 190.78(2)

Sent email from lany.schiffroan@gmail.com to Dr.
Schiffman's students.

7

8/412008

Criminal impersonation in the
second degree

8

8/4/2008

Forgery in the third degTee

PL 190.25(1)

Identity theft in the third degree

PL 190.25(1)

Sent email from lany.schiffman@gmail.com to Dr.
Schi!finan's students.
Sent email from lany.schiffroan@gmail.com to Dr.
Schiffman's students.

PL 170.05.

~

PL 190.78(2)

9

8/5/2008

Identity theft in the third degree

10

8/5/2008

Criminal impersonation in the
second degree

II

81512008

Forgery in fue third degree

12

815/2008

Identity theft in the third degree

13

8/512008

Crimina) impersonation in the
second degree

14

8/512008

Forgery in the third degree

15

8/512008

ldentity theftin the third degree

16

8/512008

17

81512008

Forgery in the third degree

18

8/6/2008

ldentity theft in the third degree

PL 190.25(1)

PL 170.05.
PL 190.78(2)
PL 190.25(1)

PL 170.05.
PL 190.78(2)
PL 190.25(1)
Criminal impersonation in the
second degree

PL 170.05.
PL 190.78(2)

Sent email from 1any.schiffman@gmail.com to
multiple NYU email addresses
Sent email from lany.schiffman@gmail.com to
mUltiple NYU email addresses
Sent email from lany.schiflinan@gmail.com to
multiple NYU email addresses
Sent email from lany.schiffman@gmail.com to NYU
Dean Stimpson
Sent email from lany.schiffman@gmaiJ.coID to NYU
Dean Stimpson
Sent email from lany.schiffman@gmaiJ.comtoNYU
Dean Stimpson
Sent email from lany.schiffinan@gmail.com to NYU
provost
Sent email from lany.schiflinan@gmail.com to NYU
pro~ost

Sent email from lany.schiffman@gmail.com to NYU
provost
Sent email from lany .schiffman@gmail.com to
NYUNews.com, forwarding email from Provost office.
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CHARGE

SUMMARY

19

8/6/2008

PL 190.25(1)
CriminaJ impersonation in the
second degree

Sent email from larry.schiffman@gmaiLcom to
NYUNews.com, forwarding email from Provost office.

20

8/6/2008

PL 170.05.
Forgery in the third degree

Sent email from larry.schiffman@gmail.comto
NYUNews.com, fonvarding email from Provost-office.

21

11/2212008

PL 190.78(2)
Identity theft in the third degree

Created email account sei.del.jonatban@gmaitcom

22

11122/2008

PL 190.25(4)
Criminal impersonation jn the
second degree.

Created email account seide1.jonathan@gmaiLcom

23

11122/2008

PL 190.25(1)
Criminal impersonation in the
second degree

Created email account seide1.jonathan@gmail.com

24

11/2212008

PL 190.78(2)
Identity theft in the third degree

Sent email from seidel.jonathan@gmaiLcomtoRoyal
Ontario Museum (ROM)

25

11/22/2008

PL 190.25(1)
Criminal impersonation in the
second degree

Sent email from seidel.jonathan@gmaiLcom to Royal
Ontario Museum (ROM)

~

,.

26

11/22/2008

PL 190.25(4)
Criminal impersonation in the
second degree

Sent email from seidel.jonathim@gmail.com to Royal
Ontario Museum (ROM)

27

11122/2008

PL 170.05.
Forgery in the mird degree

Sent email from seidel.jo~athan@gmaiLcom to Royal
Ontario Museum (ROM)

28

11124/2008

PL 190.78(2)
Identity theft in the third degree

Sent email from seidel.jonathan@gmailcom to Risa .
Kahn (ROM's curator for Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit)

29

11124/2008

PL 190.25(1)
Criminal impersonation in the
second degree

Sent email from seidel.jonathan@gmai1.com to Risa
Kohn (ROM's curator for Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit)

30

11/24/2008

PL 19025(4)
Criminal impersonation in the
second degree

Sent emml from seidel.jonathan@gmail.com to Risa
Kohn (ROM's curator for Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit)

31

11/24/2008

PL 170.05.
Forgery in the third degree

Sent email from seidel.jonathan@gmail.com to Risa
Kohn (ROM's curator for Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit)

32

11/24/2008

PL 190.78(2)
Identity theft in the third degree

Sent emml from seidel.jonathan@gmail.com regarding
NonnanGolb

33

11/24/2008

PL 190.25(1)
Criminal impersonation in the
second degree

Sent email from seideJ-ionathan@gmail.com regarding
Norman Golb

34

11/24/2008

PL 190.25(4)
Criminal impersonation in the
second degree

Sent email from seidel.jonathan@gmail.comregarding
Norman Golb

35

11/24/2008

PL 170.05.
Forgel)' in the third degree

Sent email from seidel.jonathan@gmail.com regarding
Norman Golb

36

12/6/2008

PL 190.78(2)
Identity theft in the third degree

Sent email from seide1.jonathan@gmail.com regarding
Stephen Goranson internet post

37

J2I6/2008

PL 190.25(1)
Criminal impersonation in the
second degree

. Sent email from seideJjonathan@gmail.com regarding
Stephen Goranson internet pOSl
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PL 190.25(4)

38

12/612008

Criminal impersonation in the
second degree

Sent email from seidel.jonathan@gmail.com regarding
Stephen Goranson internet post

39

12/6/2008

Forgery in the third degree

40

71112008 12/3112008

Aggravated harassment in the
second degree

41

81712008

Identity theft in the third degree

42

81712008

43

7/20/2008

44

712012008

45

7120/2008

46

7/20/2008

47

712012008

Forgery in the third degree

48

6/l/2007 3/112009

Aggravated harassment in tlJe
second d.cgree

49

6115/2008

Identity theft jn the third degree

50

6/15/2008

Criminal impersonation in the
second degree

51

7/1/2008 3/112009

PL 156.05

~

Sent email from seidel.jonathan@gmail.comregarding
Stephen Goranson internet post

PL 170.05.
PL 240.30(1)(0)

PL 190.78(2)

Aggravated Harassment of Stephen Goranson
Created email account steve.goranson@gmail.com

PL 190.25(1)
Criminal impersonation in the
second degree

PL 190.78(2)
Identity theft in the third degree

Created email account steve.goranson@gmail.com
Created email account frank.cross2@gmail.com

PL 190.25(1)
Criminal impersonation in the
second degree

PL 190.78(2)
Identity theft in the third degret

PL 190.25(1)
Criminal impersonation in the
second degree

Created email account frank.cross2@gmai1.com

Sent email from frank.cross2@gmail.comregarding
Bart Ehnnan and the Jewish Museum
Sent email from frank.cross2@gmail.com regarding
Bart Ehnnan and the Jewish Museum
Sent email from frank.cross2@gmail.com regarding
Bart Ehrman and the Jewish Museum

PL 170.05.
PL 240.30(1)(a)

Aggravated harassment of Robert Cargill

PL 190.78(2)

Created email account gibson.jeffrey2@gmail.com

PL 190.25(1)
Created email account gibson.jeffrey2@gffiail.com

Unauthorized use of a Computer

Unauthorized use of NYU computers to commit
criminal offenses and otheIWise in violation of NYU
computer use policy
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK
THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

-againstRAPHAEL GOLB,

Defendant.

1. IDENTITY THEFT IN THE SECOND DEGREE (July 1,2008 to on or about December 31,
2008, Lawrence Schiffman, Scheme to Defraud)
2. IDENTITY THEFT IN THE SECOND DEGREE (July 1, 2008 to on or about December 31,
2008, Lawrence Schiffman, FalsifYing Business Records)
3. AGGRAVATED HARASSMENT IN THE SECOND DEGREE (August 1,2008 to on or about
December 31, 2008, Lawrence Schiffman).
5. CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE (August 3, 2008, Lawrence
Schiffman).
7. CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE (August 4,2008, Lawrence
Schiffman).
8. FORGERY IN THE THIRD DEGREE (August 4, 2008).
10. CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE (August 5, 2008, Lawrence
Schiffman).
11. FORGERY IN THE THIRD DEGREE (August 5, 2008).
13. CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE (August 5, 2008, Lawrence
Schiffman).
14. FORGERY IN THE THIRD DEGREE (August 5, 2008).
16. CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE (August 5, 2008, Lawrence
Schiffman)
17. FORGERY IN THE THIRD DEGREE (August 5, 2008).
19. CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE (August 6, 2008, Lawrence
Schiffman).
20. FORGERY IN THE THIRD DEGREE (August 6, 2008).
23. CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE (November 22, 2008, Jonathan
Seidel).
25. CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE (November 22, 2008, Jonathan
Seidel).
27. FORGERY IN THE THIRD DEGREE (November 22,2008).
29. CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE (November 24,2008, Jonathan
Seidel).
31. FORGERY IN THE THIRD DEGREE (November 24, 2008).
33. CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE (November 24,2008, Jonathan
Seidel).
35. FORGERY IN THE THIRD DEGREE (November 24, 2008).
37. CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE (December 6, 2008, Jonathan
Seidel).
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39. FORGERY IN THE THIRD DEGREE (December 6, 2008).
40. AGGRAVATED HARASSMENT IN THE SECOND DEGREE (Jilly 1, 2008 to on or about
December 31, 2008, Stephen Goranson).
42. CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE (August 7, 2008, Stephen
Goranson).
44. CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE (July 20,2008, Frank Cross).
46. CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE (July 20, 2008, Frank Cross).
47. FORGERY IN THE THIRD DEGREE (July 20,2008).
48. AGGRAVATED HARASSMENT IN THE SECOND DEGREE (June 1,2007 to on or about
March 1, 2009, Robert Cargill).
50. CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION IN THE SECOND DEGREE (June 15, 2008, Jeffrey Gibson).
51. UNAUTHORIZED USE OF A COMPUTER (July 1, 2008 to on or about March 1, 2009).
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
PART 71

-------------------------------------------------------------------x
THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK,

-vRAPHAEL GOLB,
Defendant.

-------------------------------------------------------------------x
MOTION FOR A TRIAL ORDER OF DISMISSAL, PURSUANT TO
N.Y. PENAL L. §290.10, DISMISSING ALL COUNTS OF THE
INDICTMENT

To: ADA John Bandler

SIR:
Please take notice that upon the annexed Affirmation of Ronald L.
Kuby, duly affirmed on the 26th day of September, 2010, the trial record,
and all proceedings prior to trial, the undersigned moves this Court, on
September 27,2010, for a trial order of dismissal as to all counts, for the
reasons set forth herein.
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Respectfully submitted,

Ronald L. Kuby
Law Office of Ronald L. Kuby
119 West 23 rd Street, Suite 900
New York, NY 10011
(212) 529-0644
(212) 529-0644 (fax)
David Breitbart, Esq.
The Law Offices of David Breitbart
470 Park Avenue South, 10th fl. north
New York, NY 10016
Dated:

New York, NY
September 26, 2010
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
PART 71

-------------------------------------------------------------------x
THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK,
-v-

RAPHAEL GOLB,
Defendant.

-------------------------------------------------------------------x
AFFIRMATION IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR A TRIAL
ORDER OF DISMISSAL, PURSUANT TO N.Y. PENAL L.
§290.10.

RONALD L. KUBY, an attorney duly admitted to practice as such in
the Courts of the State of New York, hereby affirms, under the pains and
penalties of perjury, as follows:
1. I am one of the attorneys for Raphael Golb, defendant herein, and I
make this Affirmation in support of his motion for a trial order of dismissal,
pursuant to N.Y. Penal L. §290.l0.
2. In accordance with the Court's recommendation that the motion be
brief, I will not repeat, at length, the arguments and factual assertions made
in support of pre-trial motions to dismiss. I do, however, incorporate them
herein as if set forth fully. More specifically, I incorporate Defendant's
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Motion to Dismiss Counts 1, 2, 4-39, 41-47, 49 & 50, dated November 3,
2009 and the Memorandum of Law in support thereof; Defendant's Notice
of Motion to Dismiss Counts 3, 40, 48 and 51, dated December 2,2009 and
the Memorandum of Law in support thereof; and Defendant's Reply
Memorandum, dated January 26,2010. The Court previously held that it
was "virtually impossible-and legally unnecessary-for this court to
address all ofthe myriad of arguments raised by the defense at this point...."
Opinion and Order, February 11,2010. At this juncture, the prosecution's
proof has been submitted and the matters are ripe for adjudication.

ARGUMENTS COMMON TO ALL COUNTS EXCEPT COUNT 51

Attempting to influence an academic debate is not a legally
cognizable fraud, benefit or injury.
Attempting to injure the reputation of an academic opponent is not a
legally cognizable fraud or injury.
The First Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, and the
Constitution of the State of New York, and Article I, Section 80fthe
Constitution of the State of New York prevent criminalization of the speech
engaged in by defendant, and the statutes under which defendant has been
prosecuted have never been, and cannot be, extended to reach such speech.
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The People's application ofthe relevant statutes to defendant's
conduct renders the statutes void for vagueness under the Fourteenth
Amendment to the Constitution ofthe State of New York.
The People's application of the relevant statutes to defendant's
conduct renders them overbroad under both the First Amendments to the
United states Constitution and the Constitution of the State of New York,
and the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States.
Defendant's speech may be deemed, at worst, abusive and derisive
and provocative, but it falls far short of actionable threats. It created no
clear and present danger of some serious, substantive evil, and may not be
criminalized consistent with the freedom of speech guarantees of the
Constitutions ofthe United States and the State of New York.
Additional infirmities, in law and in proof, are addressed below.

DISMISSAL OF COUNT 1
Count One, alleging Identity Theft in the Second Degree, has been
charged with the object felony being Scheme to defraud in The First Degree.
The People stated that the underlying object was the intentional attempt to
have the Jewish Museum cancel the scheduled lecture of Lawrence
Schiffman and to replace him with Professor Norman Golb, and to obtain
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property in excess of$1,000.00.1
Based upon the evidence adduced at trial, no rational juror could
conclude that Raphael Golb intended to have Dr. Schiffman's lecture
cancelled. None ofthe e-mails or blogs introduced at trial call for Dr.
Schiffman's lecture to be cancelled. Dr. Susan Braunstein, who was
responsible for the exhibit at the Jewish Museum, testified that she was
never asked by anyone, anonymously or otherwise, to cancel Dr.
Schiffman's lecture. Indeed, when she personally spoke to the defendant, he
did not state, suggest, or intimate that Dr. Schiffman should not speak. Dr.
Braunstein further testified that she was aware of the plagiarism allegations
against Dr. Schiffman since 1995, and such allegations did not negatively
influence her decision to invite him. She further testified that the exhibition
was not a debate on the origin of the Scrolls, but rather, on other issues
raised by the Scrolls.
In addition, based upon the evidence adduced at trial, no rational juror

The First Amendment/overbreadth-as-applied argument as to this
Count has not been previously made in its entirety. Simply stated, even if
the defendant had the requisite intent, the methods he used-calling Dr.
Schiffman a plagiarist, are constitutionally protected. This is not to say that
the People could not criminalize intending to attempt to get a lecture
cancelled. For example, had the defendant accessed Dr. Schiffman's
personal information and used it to impersonate Dr. Schiffman to cancel the
airline flight, there is no doubt that such speech could be criminalized. But
that is far different from calling Dr. Schiffman nasty names.
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could conclude that Raphael Golb intended to obtain $1,000.00 or more.
Even if one were to accept the premise that Raphael Golb was the unseen
hand behind Dr. Freidenberg's request to have Norman Golb provide a third
lecture at the Jewish Musuem, this involved no deception or false e-mail
addresses. Alternatively, even if a jury could conclude that Raphael Golb
used some deceptive means to try and promote his father as a speaker at the
Jewish Museum, there is no proofthat in so doing, he attempted to obtain
property in excess of$I,OOO.OO. There is no evidence that defendant knew
that an honorarium would be paid at all. Dr. Schiffman's honorarium was
$650.00. There is no basis to conclude that, had Dr. Golb been invited to
speak, Dr. Golb would have received $1,000.00 or more. The People's
argument that "common sense" dictates that the $650.00 would be
augmented by plane fare, hotel, and meals, thereby reaching the magic
$1,000.00 figure, is utter guesswork. Would Dr. Golb have flown in from
Chicago or taken the train? Would he have been in town anyway, visiting
his son? Would he have stayed at a hotel, or stayed with his son or
colleagues? Would he have taken taxis or the subway or be driven by
friends? Would he have dined expensively, frugally, or been treated by his
colleagues and/or son? No point in going on. The People have simply
reached too far and the evidence cannot support such a span.
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MOTION TO DISMISS COUNT 2
Count Two charges identity theft in the second Degree, with
Falsifying Business Records in the First Degree as the object felony.
According to the People, defendant's underlying object was to "generate an
inquiry based upon false premises."z
The People have yet to set forth the "premises" they allege to be
"false." If the People intend to assert that the "false premises" are the
allegations that Dr. Schiffman was a plagiarist, they cannot do so. This
Court has ruled that the truth of the allegations is irrelevant, and has
precluded efforts by the defense to prove the truth of the allegations. The
People cannot be permitted to base their proof on the allegation that the
accusations against Dr. Schiffman are false, while precluding the defense
from proving they are true.
If the People maintain that the "false premises" are e-mails in the
name of Larry.Schiffman@gmail.com that made a false "self-confession" of
plagiarism, this too requires dismissal of the charges. As demonstrated at
trial, an "inquiry" into plagiarism is "generated" whenever a complaint of

This differs from the Court's far clearer, and frankly, far cleverer,
characterization ofthe People's theory in the Court's proposed (or
suggested) Jury Instructions, at page 16.
2
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such is made, no matter by whom and no matter whether it is done
anonymously, by pseudonym 3, or by any other means. It is the allegation,
not then sender, that generates the inquiry. This has been proved through
Dean Foley, Dean Stimpson, and in the NYU documents introduced at trial
by the People. There is no "nexus" between the sender of the allegation and
the fact that an inquiry is generated by the allegation. Therefore, the
evidence on this Count is insufficient as a matter oflaw.
Next, the evidence is insufficient as a matter oflaw to prove that
defendant made, or attempted to make, a "false entry in the business records
of an enterprise," at least as that term applies to the Larry.Schiffman@gmail.com
e-mails, and the appended articles linked to said e-mails.
As demonstrated by the testimony of the Google Legal Compliance
officer, Google request for a "name" to open a gmail account does not
require the account opener's actual name. Using a different name from the
sender's own name is not falsifying a business record of Google. The same
is true ofthe evidence adduced regarding the Blogger articles authored by
pseudonyms.
The e-mail address Larry.Schiffman@gmail.com likewise is not a

For purposes ofthis motion, I use the term "pseudonym" to denotes
names allegedly used by the defendant that are not charged as criminal
impersonation; ~, Peter Kaufmann.
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"business record" of New York University, as opposed to an address that
ended in "NYU.edu".

DISMISSAL OF COUNTS 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19,20
The evidence adduced for these counts fail to prove that the defendant
intended to defraud, or to commit a legally-recognized deception, or injury,
or to receive a legally-cognizable benefit. See, Defendant's November 3,
2009 Memorandum and January 26, 2010 Memorandum.

DISMISSAL OF COUNTS 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 29, 31, 33, 34, 35, 37, 38, 39,
The People have yet to articulate their theory of what fraud, benefit, or
injury the defendant was intending to inflict or obtain through these e-mails,
although the defense has been asking for over a year. Whatever it may be,
the evidence adduced for these counts fail to prove that the defendant
intended to defraud, or to commit a legally-recognized deception, or injury,
or receive a legally-cognizable benefit. See, Defendant's November 3, 2009
Memorandum and January 26, 2010 Memorandum.
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DUPLICATIVE COUNTS: JURY CONFUSION AND DOUBLE
JEOPARDY
This Court earlier dismissed Count 30, alleging a violation of
N.Y.Penal L. § 190.25(4), because it criminalized precisely the same conduct·
as Count 29, which charged a violation of N.Y. Penal L. § 190.25(1). The
same infirmity is present with respect to Counts 22 and 23, Counts 25 and
26, Counts 33 and 34, and Counts 37 and 38. Whether based upon Double
Jeopardy, or preventing jury confusion, Counts 22,

26 34, and 38, all of

which charge under subsection (4), should be dismissed.

DISMISSAL OF COUNT 42
Count 42 alleges a violation of N.Y. Penal L. §190.25(1) based solely
upon defendant's creation of a gmail account in the name
Stephen.Goranson@gmai1.com. This evidence is insufficient as a matter of
law because the simple act of opening an gmail account under the name of
another person is not "impersonating another", nor is it "doing an act in such
assumed character. ... " both of which are required. Even ifthis Court
were to find that the act of opening the account was impersonation, the
completed offense still requires doing something in the assumed character
with the requisite intent. Here, nothing else was done.
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DISMISSAL OF COUNTS 44, 46, 47
Count 44 charges a violation ofN.Y. Penal L. § 190.25(1) for opening
a gmail account in the name frank.cross.2@gmail.com and Counts 46 and 47
charge criminal impersonation and forgery for codnuct described as "sent an
e-mail from frank.cross2@gmail.com regarding Bart Ehrman and the Jewish
Museum."
The People have yet to articulate their theory of what fraud, benefit, or
injury the defendant was intending to inflict or obtain through these e-mails,
although the defense has been asking for over a year. Whatever it may be,
the evidence adduced for these counts fail to prove that the defendant
intended to defraud, or to commit a legally-recognized deception, or injury,
or receive a legally-cognizable benefit. See, Defendant's November 3,2009
Memorandum and January 26, 2010 Memorandum.
In addition, there is no actual person identified as "Frank Cross2".
There is a Frank Moore Cross, who is not identified as (and is not), Frank
Moore the Second. The dissimilarity in the e-mail address makes the
evidence insufficient, as a matter of law, to convict the defendant for these
acts.
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DISMISSAL OF COUNT 50
Count 50 alleges a violation of N.Y. Penal L. § 190.25(1) based solely
upon defendant's creation of a gmail account in the name
Gibson.Jeffrey2@gmail.com. This simple act of opening an gmail account
under the name of another person is not "impersonating another", nor is it
"doing an act in such assumed character. ... " both of which are required.
Even if this Court were to find that the act of opening the account was
impersonation, the completed offense still requires doing something in the
assumed character with the requisite intent. Here, nothing else was alleged.
In addition, there is no actual person identified as "Gibson.Jeffrey2."
There is a Jeffrey B. Gibson, who testified in this case. But he is not
Jeffrey2 Gibson, or Jeffrey the II Gibson. The difference in the e-mail
address compared with the name of the actual person renders the evidence
insufficient as a matter of law to convict the defendant for these acts.

DISMISSAL OF COUNTS 3,40, 48: AGGRAVATED HARASSMENT
Counts 3, 40, and 48 charge the misdemeanor of aggravated
harassment as against Lawrence Schiffman, Stephen Goranson, and Robert
Cargill, respectively. As noted more fully in the Memoranda of Law
incorporated by reference herein, the communications at issue are protected
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by the First Amendment and the statute, as applied, is both vague and overbroad. The evidence is insufficient to sustain a conviction, as the
communications were merely criticisms and commentary.
"No danger flowing from speech can be deemed clear and present
unless the incidence ofthe evil apprehended is so imminent that it may
befall before there is an opportunity for full discussion ... Only an
emergency can justifY repression. If there be time to expose through
discussion the falsehood and fallacies, to avert the evil by the process of
education, the remedy to be applied is more speech, not enforced silence."
Whitney v. California, 274 U.S. 357, 377 (1927) (Brandeis, l, concurring).
"Speech is often provocative and challenging .... [But it] is nevertheless
protected against censorship or punishment, unless shown likely to produce
a clear and present danger of a serious substantive evil that rises far above
public inconvenience, annoyance, or unrest"; only "fighting words" that, "by

their very utterance, inflict injury or tend to incite an immediate breach of
the peace" are punishable. City of Houston v. Hill, 482 U.S. 451, 461-62
(1987), quoting Lewis v. City of New Orleans, 415 U.S. 130, 132 (1974)
(internal quotes omitted). As a matter oflaw, the communications sent
cannot constitute a crime as they are fully protected by the First
Amendment. See, e.g., People v. Smith, 89 Misc.2d 789 (App. Term, 2d
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Dept. 1977); People v. Dietze, 75 N.Y.2d 47 (1989).
In addition, Courts have held that the statute, at least to the extent that
it criminalizes conduct that is meant to annoy or alarm, and/or is likely to
annoy and alarm, is unconstitutionally vague, People v. Dupont, 107 A.D.2d
247 (1st Dept. 1985), and overbroad. People v. Dietze, 75 N.Y.2d 47
(1989).
Lastly, aggravated harassment almost requires that the actionable
communications be sent to the alleged victim, People v. Dupont, 107 AD.2d
247 (1st Dept. 1985);4 People v. Martinez, 19 Misc.3d 1104(A) (Crim. Ct.,
New York County 2008) ("the allegations must establish that the defendant
communicated with the complainant").

It is true that in "the last few years

there have been a handful of 'oddball' cases where, under peculiar
circumstances, communications made to some one other than the victim may
nevertheless be sufficient .... [Kochanowski and other citations omitted]
But the general rule still holds true; it is simply not a crime merely to speak
or write bad things about another person." People v. Bethea, 1 Misc.3d
909A; 781 N.Y.S.2d 626 (Bronx Crim Ct. 2004). The highly limited
exceptions carved out in the cases cited in Bethea refer to conduct that
4

Movant recognizes that this Court has previously held that this
portion of DuPont is dicta. Movant respectfully disagrees, as the vagueness
and overbreadth issues were also tied to the fact that communications sent to
others besides the "target" could be, and were, made criminal.
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threatened to kill a third party. or conduct that "post[ed an] internet message
importuning others to harass complainant," id., my making an obscene
proposal. The suggestion made by this Court, that a message that is intended
to have "specific others communicate with the victim" can constitute a basis
for aggravated harassment goes beyond the small steps taken by the handful
of "oddball" cases. At the very least, the People would have to prove that
these intended communications by others would be harassing,

~,

an

internet posting that falsely stated Dr. Schiffman was a child molester, and
publishing his phone number and contact information urging the viewer to
call Dr. Schiffman and tell him what you think should happen to child
molesters would probably qualify, as the communications generated would
themselves constitute actionable fighting words, and the indirect
communication itself should the requisite intent. But the evidence is
insufficient to show this, as a matter of law. 5

DISMISSAL OF COUNT 51: UNAUTHORIZED USE OF A COMPUTER
Count 51 alleges a single violation ofN.Y. Penal Law § 156.05 which
provides that "A person is guilty of unauthorized use of a computer when he
No emails were sent to Goranson or Cargill. The only e-mails sent to
Schiffman were polite suggestions that he answer his critics. This simply
cannot be a crime.
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or she knowingly uses, causes to be used, or accesses a computer, computer
service, or computer network without authorization." N.Y. Penal Law
§ 156.05. It is not disputed that, as an NYU alumnus, Raphael Golb was
"authorized" to "use" or "access" a computer at Bobst Library. The
People's theory of this offense is that defendant used the computer in
violation of NYU's terms of service agreement by committing crimes on the
NYU computer.
As noted in the December 2, 2009 Motion papers and Memorandum
of Law, and in the January 26,2010 Reply Memorandum of Law, there are
two infirmities with this theory that mandate acquittal.
The People's theory is that the defendant, by using NYU computers to
allegedly violate the law, violated NYU's policy against using computers to
violate the law, and hence, acted in excess of his authorization and hence,
can be criminalized under §156.05.
Knowingly violating an Internet Service Provider's terms of service
(TOS) (which is directly analogous to NYU's policy) does not constitute
"accessing a computer without authorization or in excess of authorization"
United States v. Drew, 259 FRD 449,2009 WL 2872855 (C.D. Cal. 2009).
The Drew court held that the federal statute (a direct analogue to
§ 156.05) was void for vagueness because it failed to provide actual notice
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as to what was prohibited and did not contain minimal guidelines to govern
law enforcement. Id. at 464. The Drew Court held that ordinary people
would not consider the breach of a TOS to be a contractual violation
resulting in civil, but not criminal, penalties. That reasoning is particularly
applicable here, as the evidence at trial established that only one subsection
of NYU's computer policy warned about possible criminal penalties for
violations, while the penalty subsection (H) provided only institutional
punishments for violating the subsections that that defendant allegedly
violated.
Thus, the issue is not whether defendant was on notice that
committing a crime with a computer was a crime-by its own terms, one
knows that committing a crime is a crime. The issue is whether defendant
had any notice that committing a crime with an NYU computer is an
additional crime by virtue of using an NYU computer. As in Drew, he did

not.
The Drew court also found that, given the wide range of conduct
prohibited by the MySpace TOS (which as with the NYU Code requires
"civility"), it was unclear which violations would result in acting in "excess
of authorization" and which would not. 259 FRD at 464-465. To the extent
that the answer was "all ofthem," the Drew court noted that the law would
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be "incredibly overbroad and contravene the second prong ofthe void-forvagueness doctrine as to setting guidelines to govern law enforcement." Id.
at 465. As the Drew Court noted, in language that should be applied here:
In sum, if any conscious breach of a website's terms of service is held.
to be sufficient by itself to constitute intentionally accessing a
computer without authorization or in excess of authorization, the
result will be that [the statute] becomes a law "that affords too much
discretion to the police and too little notice to citizens who wish to use
the [Internet]."
Drew, 259 FRD at 467, guoting City of Chicago v. Morales, 527 U.S. 41, 64
(1999).

WHEREFORE, it is respectfully requested that all counts in the indictment

be dismissed.

Ronald L. Kuby

Dated:

NewYork,NY
September 26, 2010
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DEFENDANT'S REQUEST TO CHARGE #1: INJURY

A. The intended injury that the People must prove is not limited to financial
injury. However, not all injuries are the subject of the criminal law.
1. Intending to another's reputation by disseminating falsehoods is
not the type of harm that the criminal law recognizes. That type of
injury may be redressed in the civil courts.

See. e.g.. Ashton v. Kentuckv. 384 u.s. 195 (1966); Figari v. New
York Telephone Co., 32 A.D.2d 434, 446 (2d Dept. 1969). See also,
Defendant's Nov. 3, 2009 Memorandum ofLaw, pp. 33-44.
2. Similarly, the injury intended must go beyond intending to have
another spend time responding to accusations or criticisms. A
defamation does not become criminal simply because the alleged
injured party spends time responding to, or countering, what he or she
believes to be falsehoods.

Self-evident conclusion based upon #1.
3. Similarly, intending to abuse, deride, provoke, with the use of
words, even vulgar words, is not the type of harm that the criminal
law recognizes.

See. People v. Dietze. 75 N.Y.2d 47 (1989)("Speech is often
abusive-even vulgar, derisive, and provocative-and yet is still
protected under the State and Federal constitutional guarantees of
free expression unless it is much more than that. ... )
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DEFENDANT'S REQUEST TO CHARGE #2: BENEFIT
A. The intended benefit that the People must prove is likewise not limited to
financial gain. Similarly, not all benefits are the subject of the criminal law.
The fact that a defendant may gain emotional pleasure from harming
another's reputation, from informing the public or the academic community
of perceived wrongdoing, from provoking debate, from getting another to
respond to criticisms, and/or from irritating another is not the type of benefit
that the criminal law recognizes.
Self-evident mirror-image of the previous propositions. If intending to
do these things cannot be a legally-recognized harm, then the fact that
one enjoys doing them cannot be a legally-recognized benefit.
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DEFENDANT'S REQUEST TO CHARGE #3 DEFRAUD
A. Intent to defraud means an intention to deceive another person, and
induce such person, in reliance on the deception, to assume, create, transfer,
alter or terminate a right, obligation, or power.

Black's Law Dictionary, 6th ed. 1990, cited with approval, Donnino
Commentary, §170.05, McKinney's, (2010), pages 408-409.
"Intent to defraud" is not defined in the Penal Law.
1. As with the terms "benefit" and "injury," the intended deception
need not be financial. And, as with the terms "benefit" and "injury," not all
deceptions are the subject of the criminal law. Satire, parody, and/or pranks,
for example, generally contain elements of deception, but these are not
criminal.
2. Moreover, the People must prove that the intent to deceive was an
actual, or genuine intent. For example, ifthe People fail to prove that the
defendant was actually intending to convince others that Professor Lawrence
Schiffman was the author of the e-mails, and/or fail to prove that the
defendant was actually intending to convince others to assume, create,
transfer, alter or terminate a right, obligation, or power based upon this
deception, then you must acquit the defendant on these counts. In other
words, to find that the defendant intended to defraud, you must find, beyond
a reasonable doubt, that the defendant actually intended for others to believe
that the Schiffman e-mails were authored by Professor Lawrence Schiffman,
and intending to convince others to initiate an investigation of Professor
Schiffman based upon an induced belief in the false self-confession rather
than upon the content ofthe linked article.

There must be a nexus between the impersonation and the intent to
deceive. If the content 0/ an e-mail would have triggered an
investigation no matter who the sender (as in the case o/NYU), then
the sender is irrelevant unless there was an attempt to add weight or
credibility to the underlying accusation by impersonating a specific
person.
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DEFENDANT'S REQUEST TO CHARGE #4: INTENT TO DEFRAUD,
GAIN A BENEFIT, OR CAUSE HARM.

A. In order to find, beyond a reasonable doubt, that the defendant
intended to defraud, or cause legally recognized hann, or to achieve a legally
recognized benefit, the People must prove, beyond a reasonable doubt, that
the defendant knew that the accusations he was making under assumed
identities were false. That is, it is not enough to prove that the defendant
knew he was impersonating or taking the identity of another; you must find
that he did so to make accusations that he knew were false. For this purpose,
you need not decide whether such accusations were true or false; you need
only decide whether the People have proved that the defendant
knew them to be false.

B. In considering the defendant's intent, you may consider whether
the accusations made by defendant were, in fact, true.
Article 1, §8 of the New York State Constituiton, requiring that in all
prosecutions for criminal libel, truth is a defense.
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DEFENDANT'S REQUEST TO CHARGE #5: FREEDOM OF SPEECH
The right to speak and to write freely is protected by both the
Constitution of the United States and the State of New York. You cannot
find the defendant guilty of any of the charged offenses unless you find that
his speech and/or writings created a clear and present danger of some
serious, substantive evil.

See, e.g., People v. Dietze. 75 N.Y.2d 47 (1989); Vives v. City of
New York, 305 F.Supp.2d 289 (S.D.N.Y. 2003).
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DEFENDANT'S REQUEST TO CHARGE #6: IMPERSONATE A REAL
PERSON.
Before you can find the defendant guilty of criminal impersonation or
identity theft, you must find, beyond a reasonable doubt, that he
intended to assume, and did assume, the identity of a specific,
identifiable person. It is not sufficient to prove that a name used by
the defendant happens to be the name of a real person.
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK

------------------------------------------------------------------x
THE PEbPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
-v-

Ind. 2721/2009

RAPHAEL GOLB

------------------------------------------------------------------x
DEFENDANT'S OBJECTIONS TO THE COURT'S PROPOSED
JURY CHARGE.

The defendant incorporates all prior arguments as if set forth herein.
Specifically, Defendant incorporates Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Counts
1, 2, 4-39, 41-47, 49 & 50, dated November 3,2009 and the Memorandum

of Law in support thereof; Defendant's Notice of Motion to Dismiss Counts
3,40,48 and 51, dated December 2,2009 and the Memorandum of Law in
support thereof; and Defendant's Reply Memorandum, dated January 26,
2010, and Defendant's Proposed Jury Instructions 1-6; Court Exhibit C.
The most recent iteration of the Court's proposed charge is attached
hereto.
1. Defendant objects to the Court's proposed definition of "defraud"
and "fraud," as used on page 11, lines 11-16. Specifically, defendant objects
to the words "interest," "advantage" and "benefit." More specifically, the
terms are both vague and overbroad, particularly in the context of speech.
1
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Under the Court's instruction, if the defendant assumed the identity of
another to hurt someone's feelings (assuming he/she has an "interest" in
those feelings), he is guilty. Or, if the jury finds that the defendant assumed
the identity of another for the purpose of criticizing the victim's scholarship
or movie, he is guilty. The use of the word "advantage" is equally
problematic. Under the Court's proposed instruction, if the jury finds that
the defendant assumed the identity of others to deprive the victim of an
"advantage" in an online debate over the origin of the Dead Sea Scrolls, the
defendant is guilty. Since the most important disputed aspect ofthis case is
the defendant's intent in doing what he admits to have done, there must be
language that circumscribes the scope of "advantage" and "interest."
Otherwise, anything and everything qualifies.
2. The same is true with respect to the use of the word "benefit" on
page 12, line 14, and the definition of benefit at page 18, lines 6-8. Defining
benefit as "any gain or advantage," no matter how intangible, psychological
or spiritual, renders the term unconstitutionally vague and impossibly
overbroad.
3. The Court's proposed charge does not define "injury." Leaving
this crucial term to be interpreted as anything "hurtful" also renders the term
unconstitutionally vague and overbroad.

2
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4. Defendant objects to the Court's articulation of the People's theory
as set forth on page 15, lines 1-3. First, the statement of the People's theory
from the Court gives it an authority that it would not otherwise have if
articulated by Mr. Bandler. Second, the Court does not give the defense
theory. And third, the Court's formulation of the People's theory differs
substantially from what the People said its theory was in the opening
statement. Mr. Bandler stated that the object was to have Dr. Schiffinan
cancelled as a participant and have Dr. Golb take his place. The Court's
formulation subtly, but significantly, changes the People's theory, without
any notice to the defense.
5. Defendant objects to the Court's articulation of the People's theory
as set forth on page 15, lines 9-11, on the same grounds. More specifically,
the People asserted that the object was to "generate an investigation based
upon false premises." That is strikingly different from the Court's
formulation.
6. Lastly, as set forth in earlier papers, it is not a crime to intend to
annoy someone in a manner likely to annoy them. I do it every day. The
Court's proposed charge on the count, while faithfully tracking the statutory
language, is unconstitutional.

3
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Respectfully submitted,

Ronald L. Kuby

Dated:

New York, NY
September 28, 2010
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Before you deliberate, I will explain the rules of law which you must follow
in order to be fair to both sides. That is your sworn duty.
Whatever you want during the course of your deliberations - read back of
testimony, exhibits admitted into evidence, instructions on the law - send a note
(which should be signed by the foreperson, juror number 1). Particularly when it
comes to read back of testimony, try to be specific in your request. It will take us
longer to find the testimony you want, but will save you the time and effort of
listening to testimony you do not need for your deliberations.
Some of you have taken notes. As I have said before, note taking should
not distract you from the proceedings. Your notes you have taken are only an aid
to memory, and may not take precedence over your recollection. Those of you
who have not taken notes must rely on your own independent recollection of the
evidence. Do not be influenced by the notes of another juror. Any notes are only
for the note taker's own personal use, in refreshing his or her own recollection of
the evidence. If there is a discrepancy between a juror's recollection and the
notes, request a read back ofthe record. The court's transcript prevails over the
notes. In other words, the notes are not a substitute for the official record or for
the governing principles oflaw as I instruct you. After the trial is over, the notes
are yours, to keep or to discard.
1
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I begin with general instructions and then turn to the specific issues and
charges in this case. I will try to be brief, since you should feel free to ask me to
repeat or clarify an instruction as you need it. If I repeat an instruction, do not
think it is more important than a rule of law I mention only once. Also,
understand that I refer to evidence only to help you understand a rule of law. That
in no way implies that the item of evidence I mention is more important or more
credible. It is your recollection ofthe evidence that controls, not mine, so follow
your own recollection.
I am neutral. Nothing I have said or done during this trial - my rulings,
questions I have asked, what I say during these instructions, nothing - reflects an
opinion about the facts. It is neither my intention nor my function to make factual
judgments. You must follow the law as I instruct you, but you are the judges of
the facts. It is your sworn duty to make your factual determinations based on the
evidence, or insufficiency of the evidence, in the case. Do not speculate, or be
influenced by bias or prejudice or sympathy. Follow the law and not what you
personally think is "just." In short, make your decision, based on the law as I
instruct you, and without reference to anything outside the four comers of the
evidence.
It is part of a lawyer's function to make objections, and mine to rule on
2
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them. I am sure you understand that your duty to evaluate the evidence and follow
the law is separate from any feelings you may have about either the lawyers or the
judge.
The lawyers have made arguments to you about the evidence, but what they
say, whether in questions or in argument, is not evidence. You have the right to
accept or reject any lawyer's arguments about the evidence, in whole or in part,
depending on whether or not you find the argument reasonable and logical, based
on the evidence as you recall it, and consistent with the evidence.
The evidence consists of the testimony of the witnesses under oath, any
concessions or agreements or stipulations between counsel (a stipulation is
information the parties agree to present to you without calling a witness to testify),
and the exhibits that have actually been admitted into evidence. Testimony
stricken from the record or to which an objection was sustained must be
disregarded. Exhibits which were not received in evidence are not evidence, and
are not available for your inspection and consideration, although any testimony
based on such an exhibit may be considered.
While you may rely on your everyday life experiences in evaluating the
evidence, you may not use or share your special expertise, professional or
otherwise, to insert facts outside the record; if you do that, you become an
3
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unsworn and uncross-examined witness, and that is not permissible.
The indictment is not evidence. It is only a procedural device that sets forth
the charges the People must prove.
Issues of sentence and punishment are not evidence, and must not enter in
any way into your deliberations.
As judges of the facts, you alone determine the truthfulness and accuracy of
the testimony of each witness. You have to decide whether the witness told the
truth and was accurate, or testified falsely, or was mistaken or inaccurate. It is
also up to you to decide what importance to give any testimony you accept as
truthful and accurate. There is no particular formula for this process of evaluation.
Use your COMMON SENSE and your life experience, as we all frequently decide
the truthfulness and accuracy of statements made to us by other people. The tests
and techniques you use in your lives for evaluating credibility are equally valid in
your function as a juror.
It is the quality and not the quantity of the evidence that controls. So far as

the law is concerned, one witness can prove guilt beyond a reasonable doubt if a
jury is so satisfied by the evidence; in other cases, a jury may find that many
witnesses are incredible, or that they provide insufficient credible information to
establish all the elements of the crime. The rule is quality, not quantity.
4
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Use the same tests in evaluating the testimony oflaw enforcement officials
as you use for any other witness. The mere fact that a witness is in law
enforcement or associated with the district attorney's office does not mean that
hislher testimony should be afforded any greater, or any lesser, weight than that of
any other witness.
I will mention some possible considerations. These are only suggestions.
Whether or not a factor is present, and its impact, if any, is up to you to decide.
You are certainly not limited to the factors I mention. Apply any ofthe
commonsense tests you use in your everyday lives to make important decisions.
Did the witness have an adequate opportunity to see or hear the events about
which he/she testified?

What was the witness' ability to recall the events?

Did the witness' account seem likely to be true?
Was the witness' testimony consistent or inconsistent with other evidence?
If there are inconsistencies, consider whether they were significant inconsistencies
related to important facts, or the kind of minor inconsistency naturally expected
from various witnesses to the same events.
Are there any factors in the witness' background, training education, or
experience which affect the believability of his/her testimony?
Does the witness have a bias, hostility or some other attitude which
5
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influenced hislher testimony or somehow affected the truthfulness ofthe witness'
testimony?
You have the right to consider any witness' character as it bears on whether
he is likely to lie on the stand. In this regard, you may consider whether a witness
has been convicted of a crime or has engaged in criminal conduct. Antisocial acts
are relevant to credibility because they may show a willingness and/or inclination
on the witness' part to put his own interests ahead of those of society - here to
violate the oath to tell the truth that the witness took in this courtroom. You are
not required to reject the testimony of such a witness, or accept the testimony of an
apparently law-abiding witness, but you may consider this factor. With respect to

the defendant, understand that prior convictions or criminal conduct is not
evidence of his guilt in this case, or evidence that he is disposed to commit crimes.
You are permitted to consider such convictions or conduct only to evaluate the
defendant's truthfulness.
Did the witness have a motive to lie, and did that motive affect his or her
truthfulness? Was there no apparent motive to lie? Did the witness hope for or
expect any benefit for testifYing, or for testifYing in a certain way? In determining
the credibility of any witness, you have the right to consider whether the witness
has any bias or prejudice for or against any party in the case and similarly you may
6
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consider whether the witness has an interest in the outcome of the trial.
A defendant is an interested witness. He has a primary interest in the
outcome of the trial.
Evidence that a witness made a prior statement inconsistent with his
testimony at trial may be used only to impeach his credibility. In general, out of
court statements are not evidence in chief, that is evidence which shows what
happened or on which you may rest a guilty verdict. The question of whether a
prior statement is inconsistent and effect of any inconsistency on the witness'
credibility are questions of fact for you to determine.
If you find a witness has deliberately testified falsely as to a material fact,
the effect ofthat on credibility is up to you to determine. You have the right to
reject all the testimony or simply disregard the untruthful portions, accepting only
what you find to be truthful.
We now come to the basic principles oflaw that apply to all criminal trials:
the presumption of innocence, the burden of proof, and the requirement of proof
beyond a reasonable doubt. A plea of not guilty requires the People to prove guilt
beyond a reasonable doubt. The defendant is presumed innocent and you must
find him not guilty unless you find that the credible evidence at this trial
establishes guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. Take this presumption with you into
7
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the jury room, and start your deliberations by presuming defendant's innocence.
The cloak of the presumption falls from him only if the evidence you accept and
believe convinces you of guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.
In determining whether the People have satisfied their burden of proving
guilt beyond a reasonable doubt, you may consider all the evidence, whether
presented by the People or the defendant. Remember, however, that even though
the defendant has presented evidence, the burden of proving guilt remains on the
People and never shifts to the defense.
The defendant is not required to prove he is not guilty, or to prove anything.
To the contrary, the People have the burden of proving the defendant's guilt
beyond a reasonable doubt. This means that before you can find the defendant
guilty of a crime, the People must prove, beyond a reasonable doubt, every
element of the crime and that the defendant committed it. The burden of proof
never shifts to the defense. If the People fail to prove guilt beyond a reasonable
doubt, you must find the defendant not guilty.
The law uses the term proof beyond a reasonable doubt to tell you how
strong the evidence must be to permit a guilty verdict. The law recognizes that in
dealing with human affairs there are very few things we know or can prove with
absolute certainty, so the law does not require proof beyond all possible doubt.
8
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Moreover, proof beyond a reasonable doubt does not require that the People
produce every possible witness or every possible exhibit. On the other hand, the
standard of proof beyond a reasonable doubt requires more than proof that the
defendant is "probably" guilty. The proof must be stronger than that. It must be
proof beyond a reasonable doubt.
A reasonable doubt is an honest doubt of the defendant's guilt for which
there is a reason, a reason based upon the nature and/or quality of the evidence. A
reasonable doubt is not a fanciful or imaginary doubt. It is a doubt that a
reasonable person, acting in a matter of this importance, would be likely to
entertain because of the evidence presented or because of some lack or
insufficiency of material, convincing and/or necessary evidence.
In determining whether or not the People have proved the defendant's guilt
beyond a reasonable doubt, you must make a full and fair evaluation of the
evidence. Your verdict must not rest upon outlandish theories or baseless
speculation. Nor may your verdict be in any way influenced by bias, prejudice or
sympathy, or a mere desire to end deliberations, or by a mere desire to avoid the
unpleasant and difficult duty of returning a verdict which may make one party or
another deeply unhappy.
Each juror must carefully review, weigh, consider and evaluate all of the
9
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evidence and decide which evidence you accept as credible. The next duty of each
of you is to detennine, as to each count, whether you have a reasonable doubt. If
you then find that the People have not proved guilt beyond a reasonable doubt, as I
have just defined it, you must find the defendant not guilty ofthat crime and
acquit. If, on the other hand, you are satisfied that the People have proved the
defendant's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the defendant guilty.
I will tum now to the definition ofthe charges in this case. There are only a
few definitions as many of the counts charge the same offense, but allegedly
committed against a different victim and/or on a different date. You verdict sheet
lists the charges you are to consider, with notations the only purpose of which is to
help you distinguish one count from the other. Those notations are proof of
nothing. You will also note that the charges are not sequentially numbered. Draw
no inference from that. I've just eliminated some of the counts for the sake of
simplifying your job.
IDENTITY THEFT SECOND DEGREE
The first two counts charge Identity Theft in the Second Degree.
A person is guilty ofIdentity Theft in the Second Degree when he
knowingly, and with intent to defraud, assumes the identity of another person
by presenting himself as that other person, or by acting as that other person or by
10
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using personal identifYing information of that other person, and thereby commits
or attempts to commit a felony. The object felony alleged with respect to count
one is Scheme to Defraud in the First Degree. The object felony alleged with
respect to count two is FalsifYing Business Records in the First Degree. I'll talk
about that if a moment, but first I'll give you some other definitions.
A person KNOWINGLY assumes the identity of another person when that
person is aware that he has assumed the identity ofthat other person.
INTENT means conscious objective or purpose. A person acts with intent
to defraud when his conscious objective or purpose is to deceive or trick another
with intent to deprive that person ofhis/her right or in some manner to do him/her
an lllJury.

The word 'defraud' means to practice fraud, to cheat or trick to

deprive a person of property or any interest or right by fraud, deceit or artifice.
The meaning of fraud, both in its legal usage and its common usage, is the same: a
deliberately planned purpose and intent to cheat or deceive or unlawfully deprive
someone of some advantage, benefit or property. To defraud is to intentionally
use dishonest means to deprive another person of their property, or to imperil their
rights or interests.
Each charge you are. to consider requires the proof brd of a specincintent or
intents. I will detail them as! define the charges. For example, the charges
11
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criminal impersonation charges require the intentional impersonation ofan actual
person and the intentto obtain a benefit or injure or defraud another; the
a:ggravated harassment charges require the intent to annoy harass ora:lann the
designated viCtim. There have been numerous referenc.es during this trial to the
firstamendment,to free academic discussion, to parody, which is the close
imitation of the syle of an author or a work for comic effect or in ridicule, andio
satire, which is a form of humor where the writer tries to make the reader have a
negative opinion ofanother by laughing at that person, or making that person
seelll ridiculous or foolish, and the like. In this cOUJitry, we zea1ouslyprotectthe
right to speak freely, whether under one's own name, or anonymously, or even
under a fake name, or pseudonym. We zealously protect that right whether the
speech is correct or incorrect, truthful or not. Thus, focusing for the moment on
the criminal impersonation charges, without the intent to deceive or defraud as to
the source of the speech with the intent to reap a benefit from that deceit, there is
no crime, In other words, Tina Fey is free to keep doing her famous SatahPaIin
imitation. But words can be the tools by which crimes are committed,· as, for
obvious examples, when a robber says, your money or your life, or Bernie
Madoffs fraud. So the questions for you are not the legal issues of freedom of
speech under first amendment to the United States Constitution, but rather whether
12
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the elements of a charged crime have been proved brd.
What a person intends is an operation of his mind. Of course you are not
mind-readers, and there's no device or technique to determine the mind's
operation directly. You have to look at all of the circumstances, the entire context,
as you find the credible evidence establishes, and then use your common-sense
and life experience, just as you do in your every day lives, to draw inferences
(reach conclusions) about the purpose with which another person acted.
Intent and motive are not the same. Motive is the reason why a person acts
(whether that reason is good or bad, rational or irrational). Motive is not an
element ofthe crime. On the other hand, if you find that there is credible evidence
showing motive, the reason a person acts, the why, obviously can bear on what the
person wants to accomplish. The absence of motive is also something you may
consider as tending to establish lack of criminal intent. The absence or presence
of motive is simply a factor to be considered in determining whether a specific
intent has been proved beyond a reasonable doubt.
There are many (other) factors you may wish to consider in determining
whether the evidence establishes the requisite intent beyond a reasonable doubt.
F or example, what if anything does the evidence show the defendant did (and said)
before the event, during it, afterwards?
-13-
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What were the nature and manner of the defendant's acts? What were the
natural and probable consequences of his acts? You have the right to conclude, if
you consider it factually appropriate under all the circumstances, that the
defendant intended the natural and probable consequences of his acts.
In the final analysis, whether or not the People have proved to your
satisfaction, beyond a reasonable doubt, that the defendant acted with the intent
required for the commission of a crime is a question of fact for the jury to be
decided on the basis of all of the evidence in the case.
PERSONAL IDENTIFYING INFORMATION, as it applies here, means a
person's name, address, telephone number, date of birth, driver's license number,
social security number, place of employment ....
Felony scheme to defraud is coti:1mitted when a person engages in a schellle
.

.

constituting a systematic ongoing course ofcortduct with intent to defraud more
than one person or to obtain property from more than one person by false of
fraudulent ... representations, and so obtains property withavalue in excess of
one thousand dollars ... and so obtains property from one otlllore of such
persons, at least one of who is identified .... This felony is attelllpted when a
person intends to commit the crime, intending to defraud and to obtain property
worth more than $1000 from one or more persons, and comes dangerously close to
-14-
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doing so. Thetheory here is that defendant attempted tohaveI)r.Schiffnlan
rejectedasa participant in the Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit at theJewishMliseum,ot
at least add Dr. Golb to the roster.
A person is guilty of falsifYing business records as a felony when he makes
or causes a false entry in the business records of an enterprise, and when his intent
to defraud includes an intent to commit another crime - specifically criminal
impersonation in the second degree or forgery in the third degree - or to aid or
conceal the commission thereof. A person attempts to falsifY business records
when he intends to do so, and comes dangerously close to succeeding. Broadly
speaking, the People's theory here is that the defendant sought to falsifY the
records of NYU to reflect that Dr. Schiffman was an admittedplagiarist.
In order for you to find the defendant guilty of this crime, the People are
required to prove, from all the evidence in the case, beyond a reasonable doubt,
each of the following four elements:
1.

That from on or about July I, 2008 to December 31,
2008, in the County of New York, the defendant
assumed the identity of Lawrence Schiffman by using
Dr. Schiffman's name;

-15-
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2.

That the defendant did so knowingly and with intent to
defraud; and

3.

That the defendant thereby committed or attempted to
commit a felony - scheme to defraud as to count 1 and
falsifying business records as to count 2.

Therefore, if you find that the People have proven beyond a reasonable
doubt all ofthose elements as to a count, you must find the defendant guilty of the
crime ofIdentity Theft in the Second Degree.
On the other hand, if you find that the People have not proven beyond a
reasonable doubt anyone or more of those. elements, you must find the defendant
not guilty of the crime ofIdentity Theft in the Second Degree.
This rule is true as to each count: if the people have proved each element
brd, convict. If you have a reasonable doubt as to one or more elements, acquit. I
won't keep repeating this with each definition.
AGGRAVATED HARASSMENT

Counts 3, 40, and 48, charge Aggravated Harassment in the Second Degree
against Lawrence Schiffman, Stephen Goranson and Robert Cargill, respectively.
A person is guilty of Aggravated Harassment in the Second Degree when,
with intent to harass, annoy, threaten or alarm another person, he communicates
-16-
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with a person, anonymously or otherwise, by telephone, by telegraph, or by mail,
or any other form of written communication, in a manner likely to cause
annoyance or alarm.
In order for you to find the defendant guilty of this crime, the People are
required to prove, from all the evidence in the case, beyond a reasonable doubt,
both of the following two elements:
As to count 3:

1.

That on or about August 1 to December 31, 2008 , in the
County of New York, the defendant

communicated, anonymously or otherwise, by telephone, telegraph, mail or
any other form of written communication, in a manner likely to cause
annoyance or alarm to Dr. Schiffman;
2.

That the defendant did so with intent to harass, annoy, threaten or
alarm Dr. Schiffman.

Count 40 relates to the period from July 1 to December 31, 2008, and the alleged
victim is Stephen Goranson. Count 48 relates to the period from June 1,2007, to
March 1,2009, and the alleged victim is Robert Cargill. The elements are the
same.
CRIMINAL IMPERSONATION SECOND DEGREE

-17-
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A number of counts - 5, 7,10,13,16,19,23,25,29.33,37,42,44,46 and
50 - charge Criminal Impersonation in the Second Degree under the theory that
defendant intentionally impersonated an actual person.
A person is guilty of Criminal Impersonation in the Second Degree when he
knowingly impersonates a specific other person and acts in such assumed
character with intent to obtain a benefit or to injure or defraud another.
BENEFIT means any gain or advantage to the beneficiary and includes any gain or
advantage to a third person pursuant to the desire or consent of the beneficiary.
In order for you to find the defendant guilty of this crime, the People are
required to prove, from all the evidence in the case, beyond a reasonable doubt,
each of the following three elements:
1. That on or about the date specified, in the county of New York the
defendant, knowingly impersonated another person;
2. That the defendant acted in such assumed character with intent to
obtain a benefit or to injure or defraud another.

FORGERY THIRD DEGREE

A number of counts - 8, 11, 14, 17,20,27,31,35,39,47 - charge Forgery
in the Third Degree.
-18-
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A person is guilty of Forgery in the Third Degree when, with the intent to
defraud, deceive or injure another, he falsely makes, completes, or alters a written
instrument.
A WRITTEN INSTRUMENT means any instrument or article containing
written or printed matter or the equivalent thereof, used for the purpose of reciting,
embodying, conveying or recording information ... which is capable of being
used to the advantage or disadvantage of some person.
A person FALSEL Y MAKES a written instrument when he makes or draws
a written instrument, which purports to be an authentic creation of its ostensible
maker or drawer, but which is not such either because the ostensible maker or
drawer is fictitious or because, if real, he or she did not authorize the making or
drawing thereof.
In order for you to find the defendant guilty of this crime, the People are
required to prove, from all ofthe evidence in the case, beyond a reasonable doubt,
both of the following two elements:
1.

That on or about the date specified, in the County of
New York:, the defendant falsely made, completed or
altered a written instrument; and
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2.

That the defendant did so with the intent to defraud,
deceive or injure another.
UNAUTHORIZED USE OF A COMPUTER

Count 51 is Unauthorized Use ofa Computer.
A person is guilty of unauthorized use of a computer when he knowingly
uses, causes to be used, or accesses a computer, computer service, or computer
network without authorization. The People's theory of lack of authorization in
this case is that defendant used the NYU computer to commit a crime in violation
of the terms of use.

The peqple must prove brd that thede.fendant haqno reas()qa~le
grounds to believe that he had authoriiatioh{o usethe computerforthe
purpose.
COMPUTER means a device or group of devices which, by manipulation of
electronic, magnetic, optical or electrochemical impulses, pursuant to a computer
program, can automatically perform arithmetic, logical, storage or retrieval
operations with or on computer data, and includes any connected or directly
related device, equipment or facility which enables such computer to store,
retrieve or communicate to or from a person, another computer or another device
the results of computer operations, computer programs or computer data.
-20-
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COMPUTER SERVICE means any and all services provided by or through
the facilities of any computer communication system allowing the input, output,
examination, or transfer, of computer data or computer programs from one
computer to another.
COMPUTER NETWORK means the interconnection of hardwire or
wireless communication lines with a computer through remote terminals, or a
complex consisting of two or more interconnected computers.
ACCESS means to instruct, communicate with, store data in, retrieve from,
or otherwise make use of any resources of a computer, physically, directly or by
electronic means.
WITHOUT AUTHORIZAnON means to use or to access a computer,
computer service or computer network without the permission of the owner or
lessor or someone licensed or privileged by the owner or lessor where the actor
knew that his use or access was without permission ....
In order for you to find the defendant guilty of this crime, the People are
required to prove, from all the evidence in the case, beyond a reasonable doubt,
the following three elements:

-21-
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1.

That on or about July

I, 2008 to March 1109,

in the county of New York,

the defendant used, or accessed a computer, computer service, or
computer network without authorization;
2.

That the defendant did so knowing he had no permission for the use,
in that he used the computer, computer service or computer network
to commit a crime or crimes; and

3.

That the defendant did not have reasonable grounds to believe that he
had authorization to use the computer for a criminal purpose.

-22-
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CONCLUSION

The verdict must be unanimous and must also represent the considered
judgment of each juror.
It is your duty, as jurors, to be open-minded, to consult with one another and

deliberate with the goal of reaching agreement. Each of you must decide the case
for yourself, but only after an impartial consideration of the evidence with your
fellow jurors. In the course of your discussions, constantly examine and
reexamine your views. Change your opinion if you are convinced it is erroneous.
But do not give up your views as to the weight and effect ofthe evidence simply
because your views differ from the opinion of your fellow jurors, or only to reach
a verdict.
You are each a judge of the facts. It is your duty to use your best efforts to
reach a unanimous decision, if at all possible, as to whether or not the evidence
establishes guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK: PART 71

--------------------------------------X
THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

-againstInd. No. 2721109

RAFAEL GOLB,
Defendant.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -X
BERKMAN,J:
Defendant is charged with two counts of identity theft in the second degree, fifteen counts
of identity theft in the third degree, ten counts of forgery in the third degree, fifteen counts of
criminal impersonation in the second degree, P.L.§190.25(l), five counts of criminal
impersonation in the second degree, P .L.§ 190.25(4), three counts of aggravated harassment in the
second degree, P.L.§240.30(l)(a) and one count of unauthorized use ofa computer. Defendant
has asserted, inter alia, that the prosecution violates the right to freedom of speech, and seeks to
controvert the search warrants on various grounds.
Leaving aside the standing issues with respect to the motion to controvert the searqh
warrants, defendant's complaints as to allegedly material omissions (such as the failure to state
that - as every holder of an email account knows - a user can choose any name for such an
account) and material misstatements (primarily about the history of the Dead Sea Scrolls and
related scholarship) are without merit. The warrants were issued on probable cause. The
motion to controvert is in all respects denied.

1
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As this court has previously ruled, the evidence before the grand jury was factually
sufficient and the proceedings procedurally proper. Upon reviewing the submissions of counsel,
the court adheres to that ruling.
It is virtually impossible - and legally unnecessary - for this court to address all of the
myriad of arguments raised by the defense at this. poiht. Suffice it to say that the trial of the
charges in this indictment will not resolve the controversy in the world of Dead Sea Scroll
scholarship or even the issue (for example) of whether the accusation of plagiarism against one
of the complainants is accurate. I

lIt is this court's view that the "truth" of the Dead Sea Scrolls controversy or of the claims in the blogs or
emails allegedly created by defendant is not relevant to any issue actually presented in this case, or as to any issue
presented by this motion, whether the freedom of speech claims or the propriety of the warrants or the sufficiency of
the evidence. As the defendant correctly argues in this motion, there is no longer a criminal penalty for libel, and
neither good faith nor truth is a defense to any of the crimes cbarged here. Accordingly, absent a persuasive offer of
proof in this regard, this court declines to enter into this fray.

2
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With respect to the First Amendnient challenges, the People do not disagree with
defendant that there is a constitutional right to speak anonymously or pseudonymously. The
gravamen of the identity-theft and related charges, however, is the intentional assumption of
specific identities of actual people - to wit, "individuals within and around the Dead Sea Scrolls
community, namely Dr. Schiffman, Dr. Jonathan Seidel, Dr. Stephen Goranson, Dr. Frank Cross,
and Jeffrey Gibson" (People's response, ,-r31) - with the requisite intent to obtain a "benefit," as
the statute broadly defines that tenn. As the People assert, "a reasonable view of the evidence
indicates that defendant did not pick these names by mere 'coincidence'" (People's response,
,-r 52). From the evidence, various "benefits" suggest themselves, but there is no requirement that
the benefit be financial or that the People specify further. 2 People v. Mackey, 49 N.Y.2d 274
(burglary).
With respect to the aggravated harassment counts, the constitutional challenge is more
viable. This is particularly so as to any count or counts depending on proof of indirect
communications. People v. Dupont, 107 AD.2d, 247, 252. 3 Nonetheless, the statute has
repeatedly been held constitutional on its face. E.g., People v. Cooper, 4 Misc.3d 788 (District
Court, Nassau Cy), and cases therein cited. The final detennination of this issue can and should

2The defendant's factual arguments are not pertinent here, either to the warrant or
sufficiency issues.
3Dupont:S

reference to "communications transmitted directly to the complainant," at 252,
is dictum, and thus does not mandate dismissal on that ground. Nor, contrary to defendant's
argument, at page 8 of the Memorandum of Law (Counts 3, 40 and 48), has Dupont been read as
striking down the statute. Indeed, there have been successful prosecutions since Dupont with a
case by case analysis of the constitutional issues, and since People v. Dietze, 75 N.Y.2d 47 (a
case also relied on by defendant to support his claim that the harassment charges are
unconstitutionally brought).
3
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..
be deferred until the development of a full trial record. Nor will this unfairly impact on the
defendant's right to a fair trial. First of all, it is plain that the evidence with respect to the
harassment counts, if not identical to the evidence of the other charges, is very similar. That
evidence is in any event part of the narrative ofthe events relating to this prosecution and
relevant at least to the required mens rea for all of the charges. Further, even as to the indirect
harassment, this case is distinguishable from Dupont, as the evidence before the grand jury
supports the inference that the communications initiated by defendant were targeted with the
intent of having specific others communicate with the victim, and thus intentionally causing that
victim annoyance and alarm. People v. Kochanowski, 186 Misc.2d 441 (App.Term 2nd Dep't).
The charge of unauthorized use of a computer is proper.
The court declines to issue an advisory opinion as to what defendant mayor may not do
under the order of protection in terms of his participation in the academic debate in which he is
so interested. The best remedy for his uncertainty in this respect is a speedy trial, which this
court strongly encourages.
The foregoing constitutes the order and opinion of the court.
Dated: New York, New York
February 11, 2010

CAROL BERKMAN
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Plagiarism and the Dead Sea SeroUs
August 3, 2008
Charges of impropriety resurface against New York University professor
Lawrence Schiffman
Filed under: Uncategorized -larryschiffman @ 2:03 am
Tags: Academics, Bible, Biblical Studies, Christianity, Dead Sea Scrolls, Ethics, History, Judaism,
Lawrence Schiffinan, Raleigh, Religion
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[Update: see this succinct summary of the allegations against Dr. Schiffman.]

Every member of the University ... is expected to conform to the highest standards of honesty and
integrity. Activities such as plagiarism [and] misrepresentation ... are expressly prohibited ....
Plagiarism [is] the appropriation of another's ideas, processes, results, or words without giviug
appropriate credit." - New York University Faculty Handbook
"Plagiarism ... whether intended or not, is academic fraud ... You plagiarize when, without proper
attribution, you .,. paraphrase or restate someone else's facts, aualysis and/or conclusions." Statement on Academic Integritv, New York University (Steinhardt School of Culture, Education
and Human Development)
.
"A charlatan's job is, to begin with, to protect himself and his ego. While he is always conning
people, he must be careful not to make enemies so that he won't be exposed to any threats. He
must preserve his fa~ade, or his falsity will be seen through. He ... only enters a situation when it
seems to be to his advantage." - Chogyam Trungpa, Letter to the Vajra Guards, November 1975
A little-known case of apparent academic quackery has recently surfaced again, which deserves,
perhaps, renewed attention in light of the media's ongoing celebration of Dead Sea Scrolls "scholarship"
and the exposure of corruption in this field by various internet bloggers.
Many Dead Sea Scrolls fans, especially in the New York area, will be familiar with Dr. Schiffinan's
name and appearance. It would, in fact, be difficult to mistake him for anyone else: the big beard, the
booming voice that soars out over lecture halls and into living rooms during televised documentaries there is, in a word, an unmistakable charisma associated with this man, who seems to know exactly how
things stand with the scrolls and is not afraid to say it.
To be sure, among scholars Dr. Schiffinan is also known for his perplexing attempts to demonstrate that
the scrolls belonged to and, in part, were written by a Sadducee sect living at Khirbet Qumran, even
though, by his own admission, they contain the writings of many different "Judaisms" of the period.
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And, among his students, he is known for the stern severity with which he opposes any inappropriate
conduct, such as plagiarizing papers: see the ~yllabus for one of his courses, where he warns that
"papers must be fully footnoted ... Students must learn the difference between the documented
use of the work of others, and ... plagiarism. I'lagiarism will not be tolerated under any
circumstances."
But behind his complicated arguments, academic severity and booming veneer, is Schiffman himself
actually a plagiarist? Here are the facts, well known among academics since they were exposed by an
Israeli journalist in 1993 (see below), but always discreetly ignored in the United States:
o

1. "Fine words! I wonder where you stole 'em." - Jonathan Swift
In an article entitled "The Problem or Origin and Identification orthe Dead Sea Scrolls," published
in Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 124 (1980), University of Chicago historian
Norman Golb broke ranks with the traditional "Qumran-sectarian" school of scrolls scholarship. He
argued that the scrolls did not, as had been previously assumed, belong to a sect living at Qumran, but
were the remains of libraries j}om Jerusalem, hidden in the desert either ShOlily before or during the
siege and sacking of the city by the Romans in 70 A.D.
In the course of building his case, Golb focused on a series of historical and palaeographical details,
including the discovery at Masada of manuscripts similar and, in one instance, identical to the ones
found in the caves near Qumran. Other scholars had previously suggested that the Masada texts might
have been brought there from Qumran, but Golb rejected this explanation and wrote as follows:
"In the ruins of [Masada] were discovered fragments of fourteen .. ' scrolls, including ... remarkably, a
pOltion of the so-called "Songs ofthe Sabbath Sacrifice" - a duplicate of a text found in Qumran
Cave IV ... The cogent inference to be drawn from the presence of Hebrew manuscripts at Masada is
that Jewish sicarii inhabiting the site possessed scrolls which they had brought there after taking the
fortress in A.D. 66, while other Jews, of Jerusalem, took scrolls with them in addition to basic
possessions needed for survival, in withdrawing to that site."
Expressing a view that, in 1980, was highly unOlthodox, Golb wrote that the Qumran and Masada
manuscripts were not merely the product of a sect, but were writings of Palestinian Jews in general and
were remnants of a literature showing a "wide variety of practices, beliefs and opinions."
The serolJs, Golb suggested, \-vere best to b(; interpreted "not by pressing them into the single sectarian

bed of Essenism, but by separating them out from one another, through internal analysis, into various
spiritual currents which appear to have characterized Palestinian Judaism of the intertestamental
period,"
In the same article, Golb also wrote that the apocalyptic texts found among the Dead Sea Scrolls showed
that the mentality of various Palestinian Jewish groups prior to 70 A.D. were "factors which may ...
help to explain the zeal which led to the Jewish War."
Then, in 1985, Golb published another article (in Biblical Archaeologist), in which he saiel (pp. 8 I -82)
that the content of the scrolls was "more than sufficient to show the mentality and religious outlook of
various groups within Palestinian Judaism" before 70 A.D., and that they "cast important new light
on aspects ofthat period's history, particularly on the question ofthe influence ofthe beliefs and
practices then current in Palestine on both the nascent rabbinic Judaism and the earliest forms of
Palestinian Christianity."
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So much for Golb's 1980 and 1985 articles which, of course, on account of their detailed and
fundamentally novel analysis of the evidence - emphasizing the wide variety of ideas in the scrolls
where others had attempted to fit them into a single "sectarian" current - were rightly seen as posing a
severe threat to the traditional Qumran-Essene theory.
2. "Those literary cooks Who skim the cream of others' books ... " - Hannah More
Enter Lawrence Schiffman who, in 1990, published an atticle entitled "The Significance of the Scrolls."
The article, similar to other writings that also came out under his name, appeared in Bible Review, and
was later (in 1992) reprinted in Hershel Shanks, ed., Understanding the Dead Sea Scrolls. Schiffman
argued (using a rationale which Bdtish scrolls scholar Philip Davies has described as "not merely
difficult to accept, but difficult to understand") that the scrolls belonged to a Sadducee sect living at
Qumran.
Here, however, are some of the other tllings he said in the article:
"Very recently several fragmentary texts were published from Masada ... , occupied by rebels during the
... Revolt against Rome. In addition, a manuscript of the Sabbath Songs (angelic liturgy), known in
several manuscripts from Qumran, was found at Masada. Thus, Jewish defenders of Masada
possessed books ofthe same kind as those in the Qumran collection, but that were not directly
associated with the sect itself. In other words, many of the works found at Qumran were the common
heritage of Second Temple Judaism and did not originate in, and were not confined to, Qumran
sectarian circles."
Schiffman did not mention or cite Golb's practically identical argument made ten years previously. On
the next page, Schiffman wrote:
"It is now becoming increasingly clear that the Scrolls are the primary source for the study of Jndaism
in all its varieties in the last centuries before the Common Era. In short, this corpus does not simply
give us an entry into the sect that inhabited the nearby settlement, but also has an enormous amount to
tell us about the widely varying Judaisms of the Hasmonaean anel Herodian periods ... these
documents are providing a critical background for the study of the later emergence both of rabbinic
Judaism and of the early Christian Church."

Compare Golb's earlier statements about the "religious outlook of various groups \vithin Palestinian
which "cast ilJ1portant new light ... 011 both the mIS(CHt raui.>illir.: Judaism and the earliest
forms of Palestinian Christianity."
Judai.sJl1~·

Schiffman, however, again did not mention or cite Golb's articles.
Instead, on the next page of his article, he went on to state that the influence of the apocalyptic Dead Sea
Scrolls could be seen "in the messianic pressures for Jewish resistance against Roman rule that were
factors in fueling the two Jewish revolts, the First Revolt of 66-70 C.E., and the Second Revolt, the
so-called Bar Kokhba revolt, of 132-135 C.E., both of which had messianic overtones." COJllpare Golb's
earlier statement about the "factors which Jllay ... help to explain the zeal which led to the Jewish
War."
Schiffman did not mention or cite this statement ofGolb's either.
Note how Schiffman changed the wording a bit but kept the basic ideas (including some of the
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vocabulary, such as "factors"): "various groups within Palestinian Judaism" becomes "widely varying
Judaisms";- "cast important-new light" becomes "has an enormous amount to tell us"; "the-question of
the influence ... on both the nascent rabbinic Judaism and the earliest forms of Palestinian Christianity"
becomes the "background for the study of ... the emergence both of rabbinic Judaism and of the early
Christian Church"; etc.
Schiffman, of course, like anyone else, had every right in the world to argue the case for variety in the
scrolls; but it was his duty to say where he got his arguments from. According to New York University's
statement on academic integrity (linked at the top of this page), if a student paraphrases without proper
attribution, he stands a good chance of getting called before a committee on charges of plagiarism and
even of getting expelled.
Schiffman, however, is not a college student, and so he apparently thought he could straddle both sides
of the Dead Sea Scrolls debate and get away with stealing Golb's credit for emphasizing the diversity of
ideas found among the scrolls (including ones related with rabbinic Judaism), the Masada connection,
and the influence of the apocalyptic ideas of some ofthe scrolls on the Jewish revolt.
3. "Their writings are thoughts stolen from us by anticipation." - Alexis Pi ron
Well, Israeli journalist Avi Katzman appears to have had a different point of view and so, in an
interview published in Haaretz (Jan. 29,1993), he asked Schiffman why "in different articles you have
published, you have not hesitated to take over portions of Golb's theory without acknowledging as
much, and without giving him appropriate credit?"
Given the circumstances, one might have expected Schiffman to give some kind of explanation. He
could have said, for example, that the failure to credit Golb was unintended and that he planned to
correct it in his next book. Instead, this is what he said:
"This isn't the issue. There's no innovation in Golb's theory. He can say what he wants. The idea that
we're not dealing with a sect is self-evident. Does he think that he wrote the Bible?"
Well, let's take a closer look at this: "There's no innovation in Golb's theory."
As is well known, Golb, starting with the above-linked 1980 article, published a series of works arguing
that the Dead Sea Scrolls were the remains ofJerLlsalclll libraries, containing the writings orl11uitip1c
Jewish groups. At tho very end of the 1980 arlicle (,ce JootllOtc 80 011 p. 24), he carefully uistinguisiled
his theory from the "overly specific" view of Karl Rengstorf, who in the early 1960's had argued that
the scrolls were the library of the Jerusalem Temple. Golb wrote:
"While it is true that a number of the scrolls give prominence to the sons of Zadok and the priestly order,
most ofthel11 do not, so that the assignment of all of the scrolls to the single library of the Temple
becomes a matter of arbitrary choiee ... narrowing clown the conception of intellectual ancl spiritual life
prevailing within Jerusalem before the war." Golb's own, broader conclusion was that the scrolls were
"remnants of a literature showing a wide variety of practices, beliefs and opinions whieh was removed
from Jerusalem before and during the siege .... "
Then, in 1985 (Biblical Archaeologist, p. 80), Golb wrote of "collections of literary scrolls - that is,
libraries - removed far D'om their original home," and concluded that the scrolls stemmed "not merely
fi'om sectarians but from first-century Palestinian Jews in general," and that they were "removed from
Jerusalem by inhabitants of the city before and during the siege on the city."
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Let's look at that statement of Schiffman's again: "There's no innovation in Golb's theory." The
statement is obviously untrue, because no one, until Golb came along, had argued that the scrolls were
the remnants of Jerusalem-area literary collections. Was Schiffman incapable of comprehending the
articles which he himself had apparently chosen to make use of without crediting their author? Or was
he attempting to confuse the issue? I mean, what better response to someone who suggests that you have
committed plagiarism, than to assert that the plagiarized ideas are themselves not original? After all,
they're self-evident. They could have occurred to anyone, so why include a reference to the person who
actually came up with them?
4. "That's not a lie, it's a terminological inexactitude." -

Alexander Haig

Whatever the answer to this question may be, Schiffinan repeated his plagiarisms in his 1994 hook
Reclaiming the Dead Sea Scrolls (almost two years after the Katzman intervew). See, e.g., Pl'. 49, 335,
403 and 447, discussing the "Songs ofthe Sabbath Sacrifice" text found at Masada and Qumran: "The
common heritage of Qumran and Masada [is] typical of the literature read by the intellectual and
religious elites of Second Temple Judaism"; "most of the apocryphal-type texts found in the Qumran
caves were probably copied elsewhere"; "we reject this view [i.e., that the Masada texts came from
Qumran],,; etc., all of this without any citation of Golb.
What's more, not content with appropriating Golb's ideas, Schiffman also began pUblishing
misinformation about Golb's theory. In his above-cited Bible Review article, he stated: "I should
perhaps comment briefly on the hypothesis recently put forward by Professor Norman Golb ofthe
University of Chicago. According to him the Qumran scrolls are the library of the Jerusalem Temple,
brought from Jerusalem and hidden at Qumran during the First Jewish Revolt against Rome." Schiffman
then repeated this misleading assertion in his 1994 book, where we read (see p. 413) that "the hypothesis
that the scrolls are the library of the Jerusalem Temple is put forward by Golb ... "
Interestingly, while Schiffman apparently did not have the courage or good will to cite Golb when using
his arguments, he did, at this single spot in his book, provide several sources that purportedly backed up
his false characterization of Golb's theory. These included, for example, Golb's 1990 Journal ofNear
Eastern Studies atiicle "Khirbet Qumran alld the Manuscripts of the .Judaelln 'Vilderness:
Observations on the Logic of Thei .. Investigation." But in this as in his other articles, Golb (see
footnote 68 on p. 113) specifically described his view as being that "the various Qumran texts originated
in libraries in Jerusalem that were hidden away for safekeeping before or during the siege of AD. 70."
The other Golb articles that Schifrman cited were published in 1989 '"111 1987 (in The AII/CI'iCC/II Scll()/ur
and The Sciences), but he omitted the important 1980 and 1985 articles, thereby leaving readers with the
impression that Golb's work in the field dated not from well before, but from around the same time or
even after Schiffman began publishing his own "multiple Judaism" articles on the scrolls, and directing
them away from the specific evidence of his plagiarism (see the first and second sections above).
Neither the 1987 Sciences nor the 1989 American Scholar article arc available on-line, but anyonc can
easily consult them at the library. The first states merely that the scrolls "originated not with an obscure
sect but with Palestinian Jews .. : [and] depict ... the surprising breadth of Jewish literary cuiture
during the centuries between the Old and New Testaments"; and the second argues at length that "the
writings came frol11 libraries; the great number of scroll remnants points to their origin in a center of
learning and study ... such as only Jerusalem was before 70 AD ... Because of the loss of [Jerusalem's]
archival records [in a fire of 66 A.D. described by Josephus], no documentary texts of the years
immediately before 70 A.D., but only remnants of the libraries that evidently abonnded in the city,
have been found subsequently in the Judaean wilderness."
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Did Schiffman simply not read any of these articles which he cited in support of his deceptive attribution
-ofRengstorf'sTempleclibrary theory to Golb? Was he incapable of comprehending the difference
between the "library of the Jerusalem Temple" and "the libraries that evidently abounded in the city"?
The multiple-libraries theory was, of course, set forth at great length in Golb's 1995 book Who Wrole
the Dead Sea Scrolls? and, to the best of my knowledge, Schiffman has remained curiously silent about
the lack of "innovation" in Golb's work since then.
Steal and ye shall be promoted: During the fifteen years that have elapsed since he blLuted out that
"Golb can say what he wants," Schiffinan has apparently been promoted to department chairman and
popular Dead Sea Scrolls icon without the slightest investigation of his actions ever taking place at
NYU. After all, who really cares about a little bit of hanky-panky here and there? We all know that
rules are meant to be broken anyway.
As I recall this episode in light ofthe recent allegations about continuing misconduct in this field of
studies, I'm obliged to ask which is worse, the act of plagiarism itself or the decision to misrepresent
the theory ofthe scholar whose ideas one has decided to filch. Apparently, it has become normal
procedure in academic circles to play vicious games with one's scholarly adversaries, disseminating
falsehoods about their views and appropriating them at the same time without proper attribution. Those
who base their careers on such conduct cleverly illustrate Hugh Kingsmill's words, "A charlatan makes
obscure what is clear; a thinker makes clear what is obscure,"
And who, in the end, elevates such individuals to the status of popular authorities? To some of us the
answer is quite clear: it's a sick system that glorifies an academic thief
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Did NYU department chair plagiarize Chicago
historian's work?
The following is a succinct summary of allegations of unethical
conduct that have been raised against Dr. Lawrence Schiffman, Chair
. of the Skirball Department of Hebrew and Judaic Studies at New York
University.
(1) Schiffman appropriated University of Chicago historian Norman
Golb's arguments (published in 1980 and 1985) concerning (a) the
connection between texts found at Qumran and Masada; (b) the
variegated nature of the !?'~~9..~~~..~.~X!!.l!~; and (c) their previously
neglected relationship with !:~_l?~iD_\~~!).H~.~.\~.rrl and the Jewish revolt,
all of this on several consecutive pages of an article he published in
1990 and without crediting Golb;
(2) When questioned about his plagiarism by prominent Israeli
journalist Avi Katzman in 1993, Schiffman responded: 'There's no
innovation in Golb's theory." Despite being questioned about his use
of Golb's ideas by Katzman, Schiffman again used the ideas in his 1994
book without crediting Golb.
(3) Schiffman, in his 1990 article, falsely stated that Golb had argued
that the scrolls were the "library of the Jerusalem Temple," a view
defended by a German scholar (K. Rengstorf) in the early 60's and
explicitly rejected by Golb on numerous occasions, including in the
1980 article;
(4) In his 1994 book, Schiffman repeated the same misrepresentation,
citing three articles by Golb (from 1987, 1989 and 1990) each of
which shows instead that Golb never argued the scrolls were the
Temple library; and
(5) In his book, Schiffman carefully omitted any mention of Golb's
1980 and 1985 articles, thereby covering his tracks and making it
seem that he and Golb both came up with the multiple-Jewish-groups
view around the same time. By falsely attributing Rengstorf's theory
to Golb, Schiffman again implied that there was no "innovation" in
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Golb's theory,

We are, in sum, if the allegations are true, dealing with a classic case
of combined plagiarism and misrepresentation.
Yet the allegations have been discreetly ignored at NYU and
elsewhere.
Some may conclude that in this field, anyone who, like Golb, does not
belong to the "inner sanctum" of traditional Qumranologists may
expect to be smeared, misrepresented, and plagiarized by one or
another member of the Qumran·sectarian clique, without any
accountability whatsoever vis-a-vis the larger academic community.
For full details, including links to Golb's 1980 and 1985 articles, see
the Nowpublic article linked here and at the top of this page.
Posted by plagiarist-schiffman at 12'47 PM
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Lawrence Schiffman to speak at Jewish Museum

WEDNESDAY,

SEPTEMBER 24,

2008

Plagiarism charges dog "incoherent" Judaica
lecturer

lIB'I"llrl

On October 30, 2008, at the Jewish
Museum in New York, Lawrence

Schiffman will give a lecture
entitled 'The Dead Sea Scrolls and the
History of Judaism and Christianity."
Schiffman chairs the Skirball
Department of Judaica at New York
University. The lecture accompanies
the museum's Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit,
which has just opened.
Is the museum aware of recently aired allegations that Schiffman
plagiarized a number of key historical arguments developed by
another scholar?
An orthodox rabbi, Schiffman has based his academic career on the
rather peculiar and idiosyncratic idea that some of the scrolls were
written by a sect of Sadducees living at Qumran .. an idea that
various authorities in the field have called "incoherent" and "difficult
to understand."
Some readers may be surprised to learn that Schiffman is now also
presenting himself as an expert on the history of Christianity. A little
joke is making the rounds that this an excellent response to scholars
of Christianity who falsely present themselves as experts on the Dead
Sea Scrolls (see here for a recent example).
Posted by lawrence.schiffman.speaks at 2:20 PM
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• Plagiarism and the Dead Sea Scrolls: Did
NYU department chairman pilfer from Chicago
historian's work?
Share: lil D 2I;;l1] ~

by Peter Kmrlinan I August 4,2008 at 02:35 pm
5500 views I 9 Recommendations I 22 comments

A little-known case of apparent academic quackery has recently surfaced again,
which deserves, perhaps, renewed attention in light of the media's ongoing celebration of
Dead Sea Scrolls scholarship and the dogged exposure of corruption in this field by several
internet bloggers. (These include an author writing on this site who has examined the
religious orientation of science museum exhibits and the rigging of academic conferences on
the scrolls.)
Before going into the details, let's take a brieflook at New York University's policy on
plagiarism and other unethical research activities:
"Every member of the University ... is expected to conform to the highest standards of
honesty and integrity. Activities snch as plagiarism [and] misrepresentation ... are
expressly prohibited .... Plagiarism [is] the appropriation of another's ideas, processes,
results, or words without giving appropriate credit." -

New York University Faculty

Handbook
"Plagiarism ... whether intended or not, is academic fraud ... You plagiarize when,
without proper attribution, you ... paraphrase or restate someone else's facts, analysis
and/or conclusions." - Statement on Academic Integrity, New York University
(Steinhardt School of Culture, Education and Human Development)
Now that we have reviewed this official policy of the institution where he is entrusted with a
teaching position, let us take a look at the case of Lawrence Schi fiinan, Chainnan of the
Skirball Department of Hebrew and Judaic Studies at New York University. [Update: see this
succinct sUlllmary of the allegations against Dr. Schiffman.]
Many Dead Sea Scrolls fans, especially in the New York area, will be familiar with Dr.
Schiffman's name and appearance. It would, in fact, be difficult to mistake him for anyone
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else: the big beard, the booming voice that soars out over lecture halls and into Jiving rooms
during televised documentaries - there is, in a word, an unmistakable charisma associated
with this man, who seems to know exactly how things stand with the scrolls and is not afraid
to say it.
To be sure, among scholars Dr. Schiffman is also known for his perplexing attempts to
demonstrate that the scrolls belonged to and, in part, were written by a Sadducee sect living
at Khirbet Qumran, even though, by his own admission, they contain the writings of many
different "Judaisms" of the period.
And, among his students, he is known for the stem severity with which he opposes any
inappropriate conduct, such as plagiarizing papers: see the syllabus for one of his courses,
where he warns that "papers must be fully footnoted... Students must learn the

difference between the documented use ofthe work of others, and ... plagiarism.
Plagiarism will not be tolerated under any circumstances."
But behind his complicated arguments, academic severity and booming veneer, is Schiffman
himself actually a plagiarist? Here are the facts, delicately discussed in a hushed tone in
certain academic circles when they were exposed by an Israeli journalist in 1993 (see below),
but always discreetly ignored in the United States:
1. "Fine words! I wonder where you stole 'em." -

Jonathan Swift

In an article entitled "The Problem of Origin and Identification of the Dead Sea Scrolls,"
published in Proceedings o/the American Philosophical Society 124 (1980), University of
Chicago historian Norman Golb broke ranks with the traditional "Qumran-sectarian" school
of scrolls scholarship. He argued that the scrolls did not, as had been previously assumed,
belong to a sect living at Qumran, but were the remains of libraries from Jerusalem, hidden
in the desert either shortly before or during the siege and sacking of the city by the Romans
in 70 A.D.
In the course of building his case, Golb focused on a series of historical and palaeographical
details, including the discovery at Masada of manuscripts similar and, in one instance,
identical to the ones found in the caves near Qumran. Other scholars had previously
suggested that the Masada texts might have been brought there from Qumran, but Golb
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rejected this explanation and wrote as follows:
"In the ruins of [Masada1were discovered fragments of fourteen ... scrolls, including ...
remarkably, a portion of the so-called "Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice" -

a duplicate of a

text found in Qumran Cave IV ... The cogent inference to be drawn from the presence of

Hebrew manuscripts at Masada is that Jewish sicarii inhabiting the site possessed scrolls
which they had brought there after taking the fortress in A.D. 66, while other Jews, of
Jerusalem, took scrolls with them in addition to basic possessions needed for survival, in
withdrawing to that site."
Expressing a view that, in 1980, was highly unorthodox, Golb wrote that the Qumran and
Masada manuscripts were not merely the product of a sect, but were writings of Palestinian
Jews in general and were remnants of a literature showing a "wide variety of practices,
beliefs and opinions."

The scrolls, Golb suggested, were best to be interpreted "not by pressing them into the single
sectarian bed of Essenism, but by separating them out from one another, through internal
analysis, into various spiritual currents which appear to have characterized Palestinian
Judaism of the intertestamental period."
In the same article, Golb also wrote that the apocalyptic texts found among the Dead Sea
Scrolls showed that the mentality of various Palestinian Jewish groups prior to 70 A.D. were
"factors which may ... help to explain the zeal which led to the Jewish War."
Then, in 1985, Golb published another article (in Biblical Archaeologist), in which he said
(pp. 81-82) that the content of the scrolls was "more than sufficient to show the mentality and
religious outlook of various groups within Palestinian Judaism" before 70 A.D., and that
they "cast important new light on aspects of that period's history, particularly on the
question of the influence of the beliefs and practices then current in Palestine on both the
nascent rabbinic Judaism and the earliest forms of Palestinian Christianity."

So much for Golb's 1980 and 1985 articles which, of course, on account of their detailed and
fundamentally novel analysis of the evidence -

emphasizing the wide variety of ideas in the

scrolls where others had attempted to fit them into a single "sectarian" current -

were

rightly seen as posing a severe threat to the traditional Qumran-Essene theory.
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2. "Those literary cooks Who skim the cream of others' books ... " - Hannah More
Enter Lawrence Schiffinan who, in 1990, published an article entitled "The Significance of
the Scrolls." The article, similar to other writings that also came out under his name,
appeared in Bible Review, and was later (in 1992) reprinted in Hershel Shanks, ed.,
Understanding the Dead Sea Scrolls. Schiffman argued (using a rationale which British

scrolls scholar Philip Davies has described as "not merely difficult to accept, but difficult to
understand") that the scrolls belonged to a Sadducee sect living at Qumran.
Here, however, are some of the other things he said in the article:
"Very recently several fragmentary texts were published from Masada ... , occupied by rebels
during the ... Revolt against Rome. In addition, a manuscript of the Sabbath Songs (angelic
liturgy), known in several manuscripts from Qumran, was found at Masada. Thus, Jewish
defenders of Masada possessed books of the same kind as those in the Qmnran collection,
but that were not directly associated with the sect itself. In other words, many of the works
found at Qumran were the common heritage of Second Temple Judaism and did not
originate in, and were not confined to, Qumran sectarian circles."
Schiffman did not mention or cite Golb's practically identical argument made ten years
previously. On the next page, Schiffinan wrote:
"It is now becoming increasingly clear that the Scrolls are the primary source for the study of

Judaism in all its varieties in the last centuries before the Common Era. In short, this corpus
does not simply give us an entry into the sect that inhabited the nearby settlement, but also
has an enormous amount to tell us about the widely varying Judaisms of the Hasmonaean
and Herodian periods ... these documents are providing a critical background for the study of
the later emergence both ofrabbinic Judaism and ofthe early Christian Church."
Compare Golb's earlier statements about the "religious outlook of various groups within
Palestinian Judaism" which "cast important new light ... on both the nascent rabbinic
Judaism and the earliest forms of Palestinian Christianity."
Schiffman, however, again did not mention or cite Golb's articles.
Instead, on the next page of his article, he went on to state that the influence of the
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apocalyptic Dead Sea Scrolls could be seen "in the messianic pressures for Jewish resistance
against Roman rule that were factors in fueling the two Jewish revolts, the First Revolt of
66-70 C.E., and the Second Revolt, the so-called Bar Kokhba revolt, of 132-135 C.E., both
of which had messianic overtones." Compare Golb's earlier statement about the "factors
which may ... help to explain the zeal which led to the Jewish War."
Schiffman did not mention or cite this statement of Golb's either.
Note how Schiffman changed the wording a bit but kept the basic ideas (including some of
the vocabulary, such as "factors"): "various groups within Palestinian Judaism" becomes
"widely varying Judaisms"; "cast important new light" becomes "has an enormous amount to
tell us"; "the question of the influence ... on both the nascent rabbinic Judaism and the
earliest forms ofPalestiriian Christianity" becomes the "background for the study of ... the
emergence both of rabbinic Judaism and of the early Christian Church"; etc.
Schiffman, of course, like anyone else, had every right in the world to argue the case for
variety in the scrolls; but it was his duty to say where he got his arguments from. According
to New York University's statement on academic integrity (linked at the top of this page), if
a student paraphrases without proper attribution, he stands a good chance of getting called
before a committee on charges of plagiarism and even of getting expelled.
Schiffman, however, is not a college student, and so he apparently thought he could straddle
both sides of the Dead Sea Scrolls debate and get away with stealing Golb's credit for
emphasizing the diversity of ideas (including ones related with rabbinic Judaism) found
among the scrolls, the Masada connection, and the influence of the apocalyptic ideas of some
ofthe scrolls on the Jewish revolt.
3. "Their writings are thoughts stolen from us by anticipation." - Alexis Piron

Well, Israeli journalist Avi Katzman appears to have had a different point of view and so, in
an interview published in Haaretz (Jan. 29, 1993), he asked Schiffman why "in different
articles you have published, you have not hesitated to take over portions of Golb's theory
without acknowledging as much, and without giving him appropriate credit?"
Given the circumstances, one might have expected Schiffman to give some kind of
explanation. He could have said, for example, that the failure to credit Golb was unintended
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and that he planned to correct it in his next book. Instead, this is what he said:
"This isn't the issue. There's no innovation in Golb 's theory. He can say what he wants. The
idea that we're not dealing with a sect is self-evident. Does he think that he wrote the Bible?"
Well, let's take a closer look at this: "There's no innovation in Golb's theory."
As is well known, Golb, starting with the above-linked 1980 article, published a series of
works arguing that the Dead Sea Scrolls were the remains of Jerusalem libraries, containing
the writings of multiple Jewish groups. At the very end of the 1980 article (see footnote 80
on p. 24), he carefully distinguished his theory from the "overly specific" view of Karl
Rengstorf, who in the early 1960' s had argued that the scrolls were the library of the
Jerusalem Temple. Golb wrote:
"While it is true that a number of the scrolls give prominence to the sons of Zadok and the
priestly order, most ofthem do not, so that the assignment of all of the scrolls to the single
library of the Temple becomes a matter of arbitrary choice ... narrowing down the
conception of intellectual and spiritual life prevailing within Jerusalem before the war."
Golb's own, broader conclusion was that the scrolls were "renmants ofa literature showing a
wide variety of practices, beliefs and opinions which was removed from Jerusalem before
and during the siege .... "
Then, in 1985 (Biblical Archaeologist, p. 80), Golb wrote of "collections ofliterary scrolls
-

that is, libraries - removed far from their original home," and concluded that the scrolls

stemmed "not merely from sectarians but from first-century Palestiuian Jews in general,"
and that they were "removed from Jerusalem by inhabitants of the city before and during the
siege on the city."
Let's look at that statement of Schiffinan's again: "There's no innovation in Golb 's theory."
The statement is obviously untrue, because no one, until Golb came along, had argued that
the scrolls were the remains of Jerusalem-area literary collections, containing the writings not
just of a sect or of Temple priests, but of many different Jewish groups, both mainstream and
heterodox.
Was Schiffman incapable of comprehending the articles which he himself had apparently
chosen to make use of without crediting their author? Or was he attempting to confuse the
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issue? I mean, what better response to someone who suggests that you have committed
plagiarism, than to assert that the plagiarized ideas are themselves not original? After all,
they're "self-evident." They could have occurred to anyone, so why include a reference to
the person who actually came up with them?
4. "That's not a lie, it's a terminological inexactitude." -

Alexander Haig

Whatever the answer to this question may be, Schiffinan repeated his plagiarisms in his 1994
book Reclaiming the Dead Sea Scrolls (almost two years after the Katzman intervew). See,
e.g., pp. 49, 335, 403 and 447, discussing the "Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice" text found at
Masada and Qumran: "The common heritage of Qumran and Masada [is] typical of the
literature read by the intellectual and religious elites of Second Temple Judaism"; "most of
the apocryphal-type texts found in the QUlman caves were probably copied elsewhere"; "we
reject this view [i.e., that the Masada texts came from Qumran],,; etc., all of this without any
citation of Golb.
What's more, not content with appropriating Golb's ideas, Schiffinan also began publishing
misinformation about Golb's theory. In his above-cited Bible Review article, he stated: "I
should perhaps comment briefly on the hypothesis recently put forward by Professor Norman
Golb of the University of Chicago. According to him the Qumran scrolls are the library of
the Jerusalem Temple, brought from Jerusalem and hidden at Qumran during the First
Jewish Revolt against Rome." Schiffinan then repeated this misleading assertion in his 1994
book, where we read (see p. 413) that "the hypothesis that the scrolls are the library ofthe
Jerusalem Temple is put forward by Golb ... "
Interestingly, while Schiffinan apparently did not have the courage or good will to cite Golb
when using his arguments, he did, at this single spot in his book, provide several sources that
purportedly backed up his false characterization ofGolb's theory. These included, for
example, Golb's 1990 Journal ofNear Eastern Studies article "Khirbet QUlllran and the
Manuscripts ofthe Judaean Wilderness: Observations on the Logic oJ'Their Investigation."
But in this as in his other articles, Golb (see p. 113, footnote 68) specifically described his
view as being that "the various Qumran texts originated in libraries in Jerusalem that were
hidden away for safekeeping before or during the siege of AD. 70."
The other Golb articles that Schiffinan cited were published in 1989 and 1987 (in The
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American Scholar and The Sciences), but he omitted the important 1980 and 1985 articles,

thereby leaving readers with the impression that Golb's work in the field dated not from well
before, but from around the same time or even after Schiffman began publishing his own

"multiple Judaism" articles on the scrolls, and directing them away from the specific
evidence of his plagiarism (see the first and second sections above).
Neither the 1987 Sciences nor the 1989 American Scholar article are available on-line, but
anyone can easily consult them at the library. The first states merely that the scrolls
"originated not with an obscure sect but with Palestinian Jews ... [and] depict ... the
surprising breadth of Jewish literary culture during the centuries between the Old and
New Testaments"; and the second argues at length that "the writings came from libraries;
the great number of scroll remnants points to their origin in a center of learning and study ...
such as only Jerusalem was before 70 A.D ... Because of the loss of [Jerusalem's] archival
records [in a fire of66 A.D. described by Josephus], no documentary texts of the years
immediately before 70 A.D., but only remnauts of the libraries that evidently abounded

in the city, have been found subsequently in the Judaean wilderness."
Did Schiffman simply not read any of these articles which he cited in support of his
deceptive attribution ofRengstorfs Temple-library theory to Golb? Was he incapable of
comprehending the difference between the "library of the Jerusalem Temple" and "the
libraries that evidently abounded in the city"? The multiple-libraries theory was, of course,
set forth at great length in Golb's 1995 book Who Wrote the Dead Sea Scrolls? and, to the
best of my knowledge, Schiffman has remained curiously silent about the lack of
"innovation" in Golb' s work since then.
Steal and ye shall be promoted: During the fifteen years that have elapsed since he blurted
out that "Golb can say what he wants," Schiffman has apparently been promoted to
department chairman and popular Dead Sea Scrolls icon without the slightest investigation of
his actions ever taking place at NYU. After all, who really cares about a little bit of hankypanky here and there? We all know that rules are meant to be broken anyway.
As I recall this episode in light of the recent allegations about continuing misconduct in this
field of studies, I'm obliged to ask which is worse, the act of plagiarism itself or the decision
to misrepresent the theory of the scholar whose ideas one has decided to filch. Apparently,
it has become normal procedure in academic circles to play vicious games with one's
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scholarly adversaries, disseminating falsehoods about their views and appropriating them at
the same time without proper attribution. Those who base their careers on such conduct
cleverly illustrate Hugh Kingsmill's words, "A charlatan makes obscure what is clear; a
thinker makes clear what is obscure."
And who, in the end, elevates such individuals to the status of popular authorities? To some
of us the answer is quite clear: it's a sick system that glorifies an academic thief.
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i~: Charles Gaddaflagged this story as Good Stuff
at 23:43 on August 4th, 2008
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Peter,
Thanks for signaling my articles.
I remember reading about Schiffman's peculiar conduct several years ago.
In his defense, allow me to point out that he appears to have been caught between a
desire to follow the path defined by Golb, and the knowledge that ifhe did so he would
be ostracized by the authority figures of the Qumran "establishment." The Freudian
results are sad and also quite comical at the same time.
Charles Gadda

I;;'
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> .

World_ Groovcflagged this story as Good Stuff
at 13 :23 on August 7th, 2008

,reply

I do not know the man or his works, I do not know of his innocence or guilt.
Plagiarism is a slippery slope.... Innumerable times in my life, I have come up with
spontaneous theories and concepts which I thought original and new, but only to find
later they already existed. Many times I have read in books complete concepts written
and worded exactly how I would have.
What do you call it in those cases where your critics scream plagiarism, and your
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associates applaud creativity?

o

Peter Kaufman
at 17:29 on August 7th, 2008

Charles Gadda and World Groove,
Interesting comments -- thanks.
The associates who applaud Schiffman's "creativity" are, of course, members of the
Qumran-sectarian clique (or cartel, or monopoly, as it's variously called), who are
generally motivated by a seething and quite unprofessional resentment against Golb. In
Dead Sea Scrolls scholarship, one must always ask who is doing the applauding.
I believe it would be quite astonishing if Schiffman did not read Golb's 1980 and 1985
articles, given the enormous attention they received in the field and in the media, both
here and in Israel.
Golb's arguments appeared on three consecutive pages of Schiffman's own article. And
Schiffman actively misrepresented Golb's theory: even the articles that he did eventually
cite (on page 413 of his book) do not argue that the scrolls came from the Temple. Did
he not read these articles either?
Nor did Schiffman express any surprise when Katzman questioned him. Instead, he
denied the originality of Golb's work.
Best,
Peter Kaufman

John Cowan (not verified)
at 16:43 on August 8th, 2008

Without reference to this specific case, the Statement's definition of plagiarism is
preposterous. There can be no such thing as unintentional fraud. If it's brought to your
notice that someone else has made your argument before you, you amend your work to
cite him properly: you don't go up on charges.

o

Peter Kaufman

reply

at 19:17 on August 9th, 2008
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John,
Thanks for the interesting comment
While fraud per se cannot be unintentional, plagiarism certainly can, as when (1)
someone "forgets" having read something and "unconsciously" remembers it (cf. the
famous George Harrison copyright case), or (2) a student "accidentally" plagiarizes "due
to a lack of understanding ofthe conventions of citation and documentation," or (3)
certain writers do not understand "the sanctity with which American academics endow
the concept of idea ownership." Unintentional plagiarism is "also a breach of academic
integrity and may be punished accordingly." (I'm quoting from the many websites that
discuss this phenomenon).
I believe the NYU statement is meant to convey a high standard: that such excuses will
not be tolerated. They could no doubt have worded it a bit better, but their basic point is
clear enough for our purposes.
As for Schiffman, if we assume for argument's sake that he never read Golb's articles (in
which case there would have been no plagiarism at all), it must be pointed out that after
Katzman nailed him in the Haaretz interview, he had ample opportunity to do exactly
what you suggest: to amend his work and cite Golb properly. Surely he would have
been put on notice that there was a problem, and it would have been his duty to look into
it
Instead, he repeated his plagiarism in his 1994 book (almost two years after the Katzman
intervew).
See, e.g., pp. 49, 335 and 447, discussing the "Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice" text found
at Masada and Qumran: "Today ... we recognize that these texts were part ofthe general
literature ofthe times and were shared by many communities"; "we reject this view [i.e.,
that the Masada texts came from Qumran1"; etc., without any citation of Golb.
See also his introduction (p. xxi), where he asserts that the scrolls "shed light on a
variety of trends in ancient Judaism," and then immediately goes on to assert that
"they are not the library of the Jerusalem Temple." His only mention of Golb in the
entire book is in the note on p. 413 where he falsely attributes this Jerusalem Temple
view to Golb, without even mentioning that Golb was the one who originally argued that
the scrolls "shed light on a variety of trends in ancient Judaism."
By email to Dr. Schiffman, I have informed him of my above article. Perhaps he should
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come forward with some kind of explanation of why he didn't give appropriate credit to
Golb, and why he misrepresented Golb's theory? Silence in such circumstances is often
construed as an admission of guilt.

Raphael Joel (not verified)

o

at 12:42 on August 9th, 2008

Peter,
Does this same rule apply to Magen and Peleg? In their Preliminary Report, they
accepted Golb's theory of a Jerusalem origin of the scrolls AND Dr. Golb's conclusion
that Qumran was originally a fortress, but never once cited Dr. Golb. Did they plagiarize
Dr. Golb? They have had "ample opportunity to amend their work and cite Golb
properly." Should they come forward and apologize? Why are you criticizing Dr.
Schiffman and not Magen and Peleg?
-Raphael

..... ,
,

.~.'

o

Peter Kaufman

ft<ply.

at 13 :50 on August 9th, 2008
Raphael, thanks for your interesting comment.
I'm not aware that Magen and Peleg engaged in a sneaky and unethical attempt to
misrepresent Golb's theory, or that they continued with such an effort after
having been questioned about plagiarism by an Israeli journalist. But if, as you
say, they failed to appropriately credit Golb in their Preliminary Report, then their
failure should be exposed, and they should be given the opportunity to amend
what they did by citing him properly in their final report which, rumor has it, is in
the making.
I'm also not familiar with the Hebrew University's policy on plagiarism. New
York University's policy is as stated in their Faculty Handbook, quoted above (see
the top ofthis page).
If you have any similar cases, please bring them to my attention. Perhaps an
article can be put together that would fully expose a pattern of
endemic plagiarizing in this field.
Best,
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Peter Kaufman
Raphael Joel (not verified)
at 13 :52 on August 9th, 2008

o

"Rumor has it?" Ah.
It's just hard to imagine that two skilled scholars that had spent 10 years at Qumran have
not heard of Dr. Golb's theories, especially since they published the same conclusions as

Dr. Golb. That is the equivalent of of Dr. Golb publishing his theory of the Jerusalem
origin of the scrolls without acknowledging that Dr. Rengstorfhad published it first. Dr.
Golb states repeatedly in his book that he had no idea that Dr. Rengstorf had come up
with and published the theory first. Likewise, Dr. Golb acknowledged that several
scholars, including Masterman and Dalman, claimed that Qumran had originally been a
fortress. So, while Golb cannot claim to have been the first to make either of these
"discoveries," (i.e. the Jerusalem origin or that Qumran was a fortress) the least Magen
and Peleg could do is credit Dr. Golb for claiming that he was the first to come up with
those theories.
And if Dr. Golb wasn't the first to publish either of the theories, then what are you
complaining about??
Is it because Dr. Schiffman disagrees with Dr. Golb that you attack and defame him?
And is it because Magen and Peleg appear to support Dr. Golb that you give them a free
pass for not crediting Dr. Golb?
-Raphael

,"',

"''''
o

Peter Kaufman

reply

at 10:19 on August 12th, 2008

Thanks again for helping to clarify the exact nature of the plagiarism in which
Schiffman is alleged to have engaged. Incidentally, you say I'm "defaming"
Schiffman. Have 1 said something that's not true? If so, please let me know, so I
can correct it.
Masterman and Dalman may have asserted in passing that Qumran was a fortress
(and as you point out, Golb appropriately credits them for this), but neither of
them ever put together evidence and formulated an argument to that effect (unlike
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Golb).
Golb discusses Rengstorf at length, crediting him for having created the Jerusalem
Temple theory and specifically acknowledging him as a forerunner to the extent
that he theorized the scrolls originated in Jerusalem. As Golb explains, Rengstorf
did not have knowledge of, or take into account, the various elements (including,
e.g., the Masada texts) on which Golb later based his multiple-Jerusalem-libraries
theory.
Allow me to point out that your comment, by focusing solely on the "Jerusalem
origin" of the scrolls, fails to take account of the basic difference between the
Temple theory and the multiple-libraries theory. What Schiffinan did, however,
was far worse, because he actually went out of his way to attribute Rengstorfs
Temple theory to Golb. The combination of misrepresentation and plagiarism is,
of course, far worse than simple plagiarism, because it points towards an apparent
intent to steal the other scholar's credit and harm his reputation (or dis-credit him)
at the same time.
As for Magen and Peleg, I wouldn't want to give them a free pass, but (I) we're
simply talking about a preliminary report; (2) they haven't been questioned about
plagiarism by a journalist writing in a major Israeli newspaper; and (3) they
haven't misrepresented Golb's theory. Perhaps you should take the matter up and
write an article exposing their plagiarism here on Nowpublic? I'd be happy to
comment on it to keep the discussion alive.
Peter Kaufman
·Frank Lieberman (not verified)
at 20:05 on August 13th, 2008

o

. r(lPIy

The guy had it coming to him, but no action will ever be taken against him.
The Skirball crew supports him -- big money, NYU would never do anything that would
fray its ties with those people.

o

Peter Kaufman

reply

at 17:42 on August 15th, 2008

Frank, thanks for your interesting comment, although I'm not sure I agree with the
implications of what you are saying.
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My aim in writing this article was not to give Schiffman something he "had
coming to him," but to provide full and complete information on this case to
anyone who is concerned by the ongoing pattern of corruption in this field of
studies.
As for the "Skirball crew," by which you are apparently referring to the Skirball
Foundation, they are a prime funder of Jewish educational institutions, and one
can only assume that they have never heard of Schiffman's apparent efforts to
plagiarize and discredit a well-known Jewish historian, and that they will be
disturbed to learn of them.

':)
o

~~1 Yelena Katz (not verified)
at 12:45 on September 2nd, 2008
This 2006 New York Times article refers to "Rabbi Lawrence Schiffman, a professor of
Hebrew and Judaic Studies at New York University and an expert on early
Christianity. "
I hope Rabbi Schiffman's religious training had nothing to do with his rather unusual
research policies!

,"',

.. ,:

'

o

Chad Ocho Cinco (not verified)
at 17:57 on September 2nd, 2008
Fishy fishy fishy. This whole article is fishy! The only plagiarism going on here is one of
Charles Gadda's aliases copying another. You write with speculative questions, no
evidence, and with the same vocabulary, motive, and litigious style as Charles Gadda to
defame yet another Dead Sea Scrolls scholar. Do you really expect the world to believe
that simply by changing the name of your alias, you can pretend to be a different person?
That's as silly as, well...
NowPublic should be ashamed (and wary legally) for allowing Gadda, et. al. to use this
site to defame Dr. Schiffman and everyone else Charles Gadda has defamed (and the list
is very, very long ... )

o

Peter Kaufman

reply

at 12:47 011 September 4th, 2008
Yelena, thanks for your comment. In my article, I did not discuss Dr. Schiffman's
rabbinical status or career, because my focus was on the issue of academic ethics, and
I'm not sure what his religious background has to do with that.
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Chad Ocho Cinco, thanks very much for your interesting comment about me and Mr.
Gadda. I could not help but notice that you, like another contributor above, believe I
have actually defamed Schiffman because, according to you, he did not commit
plagiarism. This leads me to wonder whether Avi Katzman, a highly respected Israeli
journalist (and, incidentally, professor of journalism), defamed Schiffman when he asked
him, in the pages of Israel's most important newspaper, why he had "not hesitated to take
over portions of Golb's theory without acknowledging as much, and without giving him
appropriate credit." And to take over portions of another's theory without giving him
appropriate credit, does that not fall under the definition of plagiarism?
I think we need to ask, then, what would be the most accurate way of describing what
Schiffman did, if the word "plagiarism" is not appropriate.
this is getting ridiculous (not verified)
at 09:54 on September 4th, 2008

LOL. This is getting ridiculous! I'm beginning to think Charles Gadda and his aliases are
getting a little carried away. For instance, read this blog on how Greensboro, NC Area
churches are encouraging prostate examinations for black men. Yes, this is a perfect
place for three of Gadda's aliases to attack a Dead Sea Scrolls exhibition. Looney alert! It
seems that maybe the rumors of senility of a certain aging University of Chicago
professor might be valid after all.
http://www.newsrecord.com/content/200S/OS/09/article/area_churches _ encouragingyrostate_tests jor_ bla(
,".,

'.~",

o

Peter Kaufman
at 19:23 on September 4th, 2008

Thanks for your interesting comment on my article!
Although this is not my axe to grind, readers may wish to observe that the link in
the comment above sends us not to a blog, but to a news item by Nancy
McClaughlin (perhaps an alias for Mr. Gadda?) on the Greensboro News-Record
site. Nancy concludes her article with this statement:
If you haven't been on The Front Pew lately, here's some of what you've
missed: ...
and there follow several comments, one of which seems to disagree with the
others, about a Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit. Well, it turns out that Nancy (or Gadda?)
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also has a blog on the News-Record site called The Front Pew, specialized in
religious topics, and she has reprinted, at the end of her news item, some
comments from a heated debate on that blog, which she thinks might be of interest
to readers who may not know about it.
It appears, then, that a religion reporter in Greensboro got carried away, and was

ridiculous enough to think it would be a good idea, not only to encourage prostate
examinations, but to point readers to a debate taking place on her blog about a
museum exhibit going on down there in North Carolina. Again, thanks very much
for pointing this out, I'm sure it will be of interest to Mr. Gadda and his
mUltiple aliases!

c:·

o

1(f~11 Brad H. (not verified)
fA
at 21 :56 on September 16th, 2008
I am reading the above story and I see no sign of plagiarism whatsoever. Lots of people
have ideas, not only Dr. Golb. This just looks like a libel piece put out by a rival scholar .

•
1

NYU teaching fellow (not verified)
at 17:37 on September 17th, 2008
A comment on Brad H.'s statement: "Lots of scholars have ideas."
I'm not sure that's an excuse for misrepresenting other people's theories, and for not
referencing the scholars who first came up with the ideas being discussed. If Brad is
right, plagiarism only exists when people copy each other verbatim.
I think in a situation like the one described here opinions wi11 vary depending on who is
looking at the facts ... or on which side of the rivalry you're on.
For example, I sent this article to a religion professor who was involved in drafting the
academic ethics policy of his university (not in New York), and he responded:
"no question he crossed the line (in my view). I'd heard about this but thanks for
sharing."
But I'd be willing to wager that most people teaching in New York, or who dislike Dr.
Golb and the views he represents, will tend to have a quite different reaction.
(I'm happy to pass the email exchange and contact information on to Mr. Kaufman if he
ever needs it. I can be reached at ethics.policy.statement at g mai1.)
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....
.. ...
o
,

Scrolls Fan (not verified)
at 21 :37 on September 26th, 2008

~

reply;

Peter,
How does this story affect the Dead Sea Scrolls exhibits in North Carolina and New
York? Does it?
Scrolls Fan (not verified)
at 14:25 on September 27th, 2008

o

Peter,
This is an excellent article. Keep up the good work. Are you aware of speculation that
the Essenes had enormous hidden treasures that are still buried under the Temple Mount?

•

Ft~i NYU grad student (not verified)

1

at 21 :04 on October 30th, 2008
Peter Kaufman has moved to Wordpress, where he has an interesting update on a lecture
Dr. Schiffman's gave yesterday at the Jewish Museum .

....
..
....
,

o

NYU grad student (not verified)
at 21 :06 on October 30th, 2008
P.S. That should read Dr. Schiffman, not "Dr. Schiffman's."

Your name:

*

E-mail:
The content of this field is kept private and will not be shown publicly.
Homepage:
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 11, 2007

Curator of San Diego Exhibit responds to critIcism
Dr. Risa Levitt Kahn, the curator of the San Diego exhibit, has
responded to a comment.subniittedby our East Coast colleague,
Charles Gadda, to the San·Diego·based Jewish Sightseeing site.
The link is:
http://www.jewishs;ghtseeing comlietters to

editQ[/2007~Q-1-09-

dead%ZOsea%ZOchaUenge, htm
The San Diego Natural History Museum's website states that Dr. Kahn is
"the current president of the Society of Biblical Literature, Pacific
Coast Region (SBL) ......
Perhaps Dr. Kahn could let us know if SBL has ever invited an
opponent of the Qumran-Essene or Qumran-sectarian theory to lecture
under its auspices?
Dr. Kahn's letter contairis several highly misleading statements and,
in certain fundamental respects, seems to be indicative of an alarming
incapacity on the part of the Museum's award winning staff to
understand the nature of this debate.
Ultimately, Dr. Kohn's letter puts a spotlight on the danger of
entrusting an exhibit on a topic of this importance not to a speCialist
in history, archaeology or Hebrew manuscript investigation, but to a
professor of religious studies who describes herself as a "Dead Sea
Scrolls scholar" even though no publication by her on this subject
appears in her bibliography posted at http'iiwwwrohan,sdsu,eduideptllipinskyifaculty pub htm.
Below, we reprint this open exchange of letters, together with Mr.
Gadda's reply to Dr Kahn, which was not published by Jewish
Sightseeing but which clearly reveals the evasive and misleading
nature of Dr. Kahn's letter:
Additional comments of our own (in bold throughout) will assist the
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reader in evaluating these opposing claims.
We invite Dr •. Kohn to respond to each of our comments. Hopefully,
she will address our points in a direct manner, without deploying the
evasive rhetoric of henesponse· to Mr. Gadda.

MR. GADDA'S INITIAL COMMENT:
January 9, 2007
Editor,. Jewishsightseeing:
I've read your article on the upcoming Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit on your
site.
Unfortunately, there has been mounting criticism of this exhibit during
recent weeks, on ethical and scholarly grounds.
The San Diego Natural History Museum has published a detailed
description of the planned exhibit on its website. Judging from this
description, the exhibit will feature exactly the same omissions and
distortions that spoiled the recent Seattle exhibit.
People who feel that this type of exhibit should be balanced and
informative, rather than biased towards a small clique of scholars
whose conduct has previously led to controversy and scandal, may wish
to contaGttheMuseum with questions such as the following:
The Cambridge History of Judaism " probably the most prestigious
existing reference work on this topic .. features articles on the two
saltent theories of Scroll origins, namely (1) the old Qumran-Essene
theory and (2) the Jerusalem-librariestheorywhich has come to be
increasingly supported by the newer generation of scholars, Why is the
Museum planning to conceal the evidence that supports the Jerusalem
theory from the public? Why is the Museum's announced roster of
lecturers stacked with scholars who support the old Qumran-Essene
theory of Scroll origins, without including a single opponent of it?
Why aren't they planning a public debate on the Scrolls controversy,
between proponents and opponents of the old theory? Why doesn't
their website material include an accurate description of the newer
theory that has played a prominent role in research over the past
decade? In a word, is the Museum planning to adhere to the principle
of scientific neutrality prescribed by the American Association of
Museums?

Thank you for your attention.
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DR. KOHN'S RESPONSE, with our commentary in bold:
Editor, JeWlshsightseeing:
A couple of paints in response to your reader's critique:
The "mounting" criticism to which your reader refers amounts to one
critique of the Seattle Pacific Science Center's Dead Sea .scrolls
Exhibition py Norman Golb, a long standing proponent of the view that
completely disconnects the Dead Sea Scrolls from the site of Qumran.
Your reader's letter has taken Golb's criticism of the Seattle show and
applled it to what he incorrectly believes will be coming to San Diego.
[Dr, Kahn appears to have been unaware of our blog, which existed
already sevenilmonths before Golb's critique appeared on the
University of Chicago webSite.]
The Exhibition at the San Diego Natural History Museum (SDNHM) is not
in anY part related or similar to the Seattle exhibition, other than it
being sponsored in part by the Israel Antiquities Authority, the
government body in Israel responsible for all national treasures. The
SDNHM exhibition is being created by and exclusively fOr this museum
and as such will not duplicate any previous Dead Sea Scrolls Exhibition
to date. [This-appears to be a fundamental admission of
responsibility on the part of SDNHM.]
The materials available on the SDNHM web site do not provide anything
more than a brief introduction to the scrolls in general. On that basiS,
it is quite premature to draw the conclusion that the exhibition is
either "biased" or "unbalanced." Noteworthy is the fact that the SDNHM
web site text does not refer to the potential authors of the Scrolls as
Essenes, a problematic association based on historical sources but not
found in the Scrolls themselves. Similarly, the site pOints to the fact
that "many," but not all scholars, associate the Scrolls with the site of
Qumran. ["Many" scholars now believe, on the basis of the sale
historical document found "in the Scrolls themselves" as well as
other historical sources, that the Scrolls were not the product of a
sect, but are the remnants of the libraries of Jerusalem. A common
variation on the Qumran-Essene theory holds that the "sect of
Qumran" was actually a different sect. By contrast, the proponents
of the Jerusalem-libraries theory argue, on the basis of solid
empirical evidence rather than speculation, that no sect
whatsoever inhabited Qumran or authored "the Scrolls". Dr Kahn is
simply evading the fact that instead of fulfilling its mission to
educate the public by providing it with information on this
fundamental opposition between two contrasting views, SDNHM has
chosen to present one of the views as being supported by "many
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scholars", and to hide or distorUhe evidence that has led 'an
increasing number, of sCholars to support the other one.]
The curators, developers and designers of the DSS exhibition are well
versed in thewariety,'oHheoriesand hypotheses concerning the
interpretation with respect to the relationship of the site of Qumran to
the provenance of the Scrolls and have sought In their presentation of
the material to present facts based on current scholarly consensus as
well as considered analysis of the eVidence, including the variety of
theories posited bY Golb and others. ,[This statement evades',the fact
that" according;to many'news reports and the Cambridge ,History of
Judaism, there Is no "current scholarly consensus" on the origins of
the Dead Sea'Scrolls, but rather a polarization of Scrolls research
into two opposing schools.] SDNHM is the only Dead Sea Scrolls (DSS)
venue in North America to have a full time biblical scholar on its staff
and oversee all aspects of this particular exhibition.
A collection of twenty-two world renowned lecturers from different
institutions, backgrounds and even nationalities can hardly be referred
to as a "small clique" of scholars. Your reader is also clearly not
familiar with the work of the archaeologist Dr. Jean Baptiste Humbert
I
who will be presenting his views on the site of Qumran as part of our
series in July 2007 and whose archaeological analysis of Qumran is far
from mainstream. "[On this absurd daimthat Dr. Humbert has "nonmainstream" Views, see below. Here we point out merely that Dr.
Kohn Is in essence acknowledging that not a single one of the 22
Invited lecturers is a proponent of the Jerusalem theory -- thereby
flatly contradicting her earlier assertion that the exhibit is neither
"biased" nor "unbalanced." Is the purpose of Dr. Kohn's statement to
convince us that traditional Qumranologists form a "big" clique
rather than an increasingly "small" one? Why did she choose to
Invite Dr. Humbert to "present his views", but not Drs. Magen and
Peleg, the Israel Antiquities Authority team leaders who after ten
years of excavations at Qumran have concluded that the site was a
pottery factory and that the Scrolls came from Jerusalem? Is this a
balanced, unbiased curatorial decision? Doesn't the San Diego public
deserve better than that?]
In short your reader has made several premature assumptions based
apparently on Golb's critique of an unrelated exhibition at a different
venue entirely. He will likely be pleasantly surprised come June 2007.
Some unique points regarding the SDNHM DSS Exhibition:
This is an original exhibition to the SDNHM, not a "traveling" exhibition.
It is designed by our own, award-winning staff, and will not go to any
other Museum after it closes here.
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[Several.statements follow which describe various aspects of the
San Diego eXhibit. We omit a few of them that appear to be
advertising the exhibit rather than contributing any useful
information to this debate; the full text of Dr. Kahn's letter may be
found at the above-linked site,]
• Of the museums hosting the scrolls, SDNHM is the only museum that
has its own curator fonhe exhibition. As a Dead Sea Scrolls scholar
and professor of religious studies at SDSU, I am fortunate to have been
selected·for thatposition. [Again, (1) this appears to be a
fundamental admission of responsibility on the part of Dr. Kohn.and
SDNHM .. this time, the Israel Antiquities Authority is not being
blamed for the content· of the exhibit; (2) we would be grateful if
Dr_ Kahn could referusto any published work of hers that qualifies
her as a "Dead Sea Scrolls scholar", so that we can set to rest any
doubts our readers might otherwise entertain on her credentials in
this area, since her on-line bibliography includes no such works.]
• Our team of Dead Sea Scrolls scholars selected the scrolls SDNHM is
displaying. 100% of the scrolls she requested were granted to SDNHM.
These scrolls are different than the scrolls that have been displayed at
other museums; ten of them are being displayed for the first time.
[We assume that by "she" in the second sentence of this paragraph,
Dr. Kahn meant to say ''we'' or ''they''.]
• Some of the scrolls SDNHM is featuring are the very same scrolls that
are being studied by the lecturers who are speaking in our
Distinguished Lecturer Series.
• SDNHM is the first museum to have the actual Copper Scroll from
Jordan. Until now, this scroll was not permitted to be displayed
outside of Jordan or with the Dead Sea Scrolls. [Will the Museum
frankly acknowledge that this scroll is now widely regarded as the
sale historical document (as opposed to scribal copies of literary
texts) contained among the Dead Sea Scrolls, and that it lists
objects known in part, from rabbinical sources, to be identical with
treasures of the Temple of Jerusalem? Or will it offer an evasive
description of it such as that employed in the Seattle exhibit, so as
to allow it to be reconciled with the Qumran-Essene or Qumransectarian theory?]

[... J
• A fine-art landscape photography exhibition will feature photos by
Israeli photographers; this exhibition will foster a sense of place for
Israel and its deep cultural history. Additional photos will highlight the
similarities in terrain, habitat, and Mediterranean climate between
Israel and San Diego County. [The reference to Israel's "deep cultural
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history"ringshoUow in the context of an attempt to justify a series
of curatorial actions that include the decisions (1) to invite a
Dominican.priest, ratherthanlsrael's finest archaeologists, to
preseht his.'\iiewso~Qumran" ~and(2) to prevent any proponents
of the Jerusalemthe~ry f~om presenting and explaining the
empirical reasons that have led a new generation of scholars to
reach dramatiC historical conclusions concerning cultural life in the
ancient Jewishcl\pital,l
*Inour gianf,screen· theater we will feature a virtual-reality. ':walk"
through the Qumran ·community settlement;· this tour is being
developed by· a· doctoral candidate from UCLA. [Will this 'Virtual
reality" touroHhe "community settlement" be designed to lead the
public.intogivlng credence to Father De Vaux's sectarian
identifications of rooms and other areas in Qumran, such as the socalied"scriptorhim" and "ritual baths", or willit point out that these
identificatio~shave-been rejected qyan entire series of
archaeologists over the past decade,including the Donceels, Dr.
Hirschfeld· andlhe Israel Antiquiti~s Authority team led by Dr_
Magen?]
Dr. Risa Levitt Kohn
Curator, Dead Sea ScroUs Exhibition, San Diego Natural History Museum

Anhls point; the Jewish Sightseeing moderator saw fit to end the
exchange, but we publish Mr, .Gadda's Reply:
Editor, Jewishsightseeing:
I have read Dr. Kohn's response .. many thanks for obtaining this from
her.
My immediate reaction is that the response is both encouraging and
evasive .. it engages a dialogue, but it speaks merely of "the variety of
theories posited by Golb and others", and does not address the
problem of two salient views, one of which is not represented at aU
in the Museum's recommended reading list or in the announced
lecture series.
Let us be very clear about this. Matti Friedman's recent Associated
Press article (Jan. 2, 2007) states that "the nature of the settlement at
Qumran is the subject of a lively academic debate. The traditional
view ... is that the settlement was inhabited by Essene monks who
observed strict rules of ritual purity and celibacy and who wrote many
of the Dead Sea ScroUs. The second school says the people living at
Qumran were farmers, potters or soldiers, and had nothing to do with
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Jerusalem and stashed in caves at Qumran by Jewish refugees fleeing
the Roman conquest of the city in the first century."This statement
coincides perfectly with the fact that two theories (and nota "variety
oltheories") are presented in the Cambridge History of judaism.
In her statement about 22 lecturers not being a clique, Dr. Kahn
implicitly concedes that only traditional Qumranologists have been
invitecito participate in the lecture series, but she cites the
participation of Jean-Baptiste Humbert to refute' this point. I am not
an expert on Dr. Humbert's view, but I read the following on the web:
"Dr. Jean'BaptisteHumbert of the French Biblical and Archaeological
School of Jerusalem, successor to Father de Vaux at the school, now
deceased, generally defended the traditional interpretation. Bulhe
conceded, Today, no one can prove that Qumran is an Essene site,
though the hypothesis remains the most likely one.'"
http:l Iwww...(oarea.com/aasdeadseascrolls.html
In other words, while Dr. Humbert Is perhaps not a strict adherent of
the.Essene theory, he does, like many traditional Qumranologists,
follow a modified form of it according to which' Qumran was inhabited
by a sect that wrote most of the scrolls, although "some" of the scrolls
may have come from Jerusalem.
So the question remains, why is the second salient theory, the one
d",veloped at length in the Cambridge History of Judaism. and cited in
news accounts over andover again, not represented by even a single
proponent of that theory in the lecture series, let alone the
recommended reading list?
If the Museum is responding to my critique in good faith, then, since
we are six months away from the exhibit they should be wllling to
address this question head-on and make additions and/or changes
accordingly. In a spirit of openness, would the Museum be willing to
invite a scholar like Golb, Magen, Donceel, Wise,Elior, etc., to
evaluate the planned exhibit and recommend modifications?
Charles Gadda

We add a clarification to Mr. Gadda's statement on Dr. Humbert.
This scholar, of the Dominican Ecole Biblique in Jerusalem, has
responded to the Magen and Peleg findings by arguing that the
Essenes (who, according to him, authored many, most or all of the
Scrolls) might have lived not inside Qumran, but around the site.
Dr. Humbert's

statement of his
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follows: 'We refuse to limit the 'Community of Qumran' to a.single, .
'unique'site andinste~demphasize
thaUhe sectarIans preferre'C!
.
.
living in the surroundings of theOead'Sea .... lf our interpretation is
acceptable, Qumran served as a religious centerfor a Jewish sect
living ar~UJ:'d the OeaclSea", The Site dfthe.Dead Sea Scrolls:
Archae%gica//nterpretationsand Debates,ed. Galor, Humbert'
and.Zangenberg (Brill,2006),pp.36, 38,
Itis a~tounding that Dr: Kohnblandly characterizes this 'VieW" as
"f<\rfrom mainstr~am", Unlike Magenaild'Peleg'sfindingswhich
resultfroniten years of digs, Dr,' Hunibert's prejposaFisbasednot
any,empkica.l,evidence but only ona series,of,conjectures;
nOl1etheless,itisM obvious attempt to defend the traditiomU
Qumran·E~s',"etheory. against the findings made over the past
d~cad" ,WhiChhav~,led the officia Ilsra,H.AntiquitiesAutharU:yteam
to conclude that the Scrolls were not written'by a sect' living in the
desertbllt must'have come' from Jerusalem,
By evading tllispoint,as ·wellas the Museum's failuretoinvite.pr,
Magen and, Dr, Peleg to present their findings to the San Diego
public,Dr, K~hnobligesus to ask once again: has she chosen to
violate the ethicaily fundamental transparency standard of the
Amedcan Association of Museums by usingtliisexhibitto.defend.a
distorted, one-sided view of current Scrolls schOlarship?
posted by We Demand A Neutral Scientific Exhibit @ 8'06 AM
comments
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1 Comments:
At 2'11 AM,

9\ Anonymous said ...

This post has been removed by a blog administrator.
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FRIDAY, JUNE 29, 2007

Chronology of Dead Sea Scrolls controversy in
San Diego
The following is a chronology of events connected with the current
controversy surrounding the Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit at the San Diego
Natural History Museum. This information will be updated, corrected
or revised periodically.

Background
1995: Following in the wake of the Scrolls monopoly scandal,
University of Chicago historian Norman Golb publishes Who Wrote the
Dead Sea Scrolls. Golb argues that the scrolls are the remnants of
Jerusalem libraries and not the writings of any specific group in
ancient Judaism, but rather contain a wide range of conflictIng
doctrines. Evidence supporting the argument includes the Copper
Scroll, the presence of over 500 scribal hands among the scrolls and
the wide variety of doctrines they contain, and the lack of any
demonstrable organic link between the scrolls and Khirbet Qumran.
2002: New York Times article "Debate Erupts Over Authors of the
Dead Sea Scrolls" reports on wide disagreement of scholars at Brown
University conference. Several Israeli archaeologists announce that
they have concluded there was no link between Qumran and the
scrolls, that no sect ever inhabited Qumran, and that they accept the
Jerusalem libraries theory.
2004; Israeli Archaeologist Yizhar Hirschfeld publishes Qumran in
Context; Reassessing the Archaeological Evidence. Hirschfeld
endorses the Jerusalem theory of scroll origins and argues that no
sect ever lived at Qumran. Rachel Elior, the head of the department
of Jewish Thought at the Hebrew UnIversity in Jerusalem, publishes
The Three Temples, in which she also rejects the Qumran'sectarian
theory and focuses on links between the Dead Sea Scrolls and priests
in Jerusalem.
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2006: Israeli archaeologists Yizhak Magen and Yuval Peleg, leaders of
the official Israel Antiquities Authority Qumran excavation team,
publish the results of ten seasons of digs at Qumran. In their articles
(the first of which appeared in The Site of the Dead Sea Scrolls:
Archaeological Interpretations and Debates: Studies on the Texts of
the Desert of Judah 57), they reject the identification of Qumran as a
sectarian site and conclude that the scrolls are the remnants of
Jerusalem libraries.
August 2006: John Noble Wilford reports on the Magen and Peleg
conclusions in The New York Times and The International Herald
Tribune. The article is picked up by other newspapers including the
San Die~o Union· Tribune, and quickly spreads over dozens of internet
blogs. Scrolls exhibit opens at Seattle's Pacific Science Center.
December 2006: The Seattle scrolls exhibit winds down and is packed
for its move to Kansas City, while San Diego Natural History Museum
publishes website description of its own exhibit to open on June 29,
2007, billed as the 'largest Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit ever to take place
in America."

2007 events
January 9, 2007: San Diego Jewish Sightseeing website publishes an
exchange of letters between Charles Gadda (New York) and Dr. Risa
Levitt Kahn, curator of the San Diego exhibit. Gadda notes that The
Cambridge History of Judaism features two separate articles on
the ·'two salient theories of Scroll origins, namely (1) the old Qumran·
Essene theory and (2) the Jerusalem·libraries theory which has come
to be increasingly supported by the newer generation of scholars,"
and asks why the museum's "announced roster of lecturers is stacked
with scholars who support the old Qumran·Essene theory of Scroll
origins, without including a single opponent of it," In her response, Dr.
Kahn does not address the question of lectures, but asserts that the
San Diego curators "are well versed in the variety of theories and
hypotheses concerning ... the Scrolls and have sought ... to present
facts based on current scholarly consensus as well as considered
analysis of the evidence, including the variety of theories posited by
Golb and others."
January 11, 2007: Anonymous bloggers republish the Jewish
Sightseeing exchange with detailed commentary on Dr. Kahn's letter.
The bloggers point to a New York Times article quoting Qumran
archaeology specialist Katarina Galor's statement that there is no
longer any scholarly "consensus" on Scroll origins. The bloggers suggest
that Dr. Kahn might have a conflict of interest stemming from her
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position as president of the West Coast chapter of the Society of
Biblical Literature, and conclude that her letter "puts a spotlight on
the danger of entrusting an exhibit on a topic of this importance not
to a specialist in history, archaeology or Hebrew manuscript
investigation, but to a professor of religious studies who describes
herself as a 'Dead Sea Scrolls scholar' even though no publication by
her on this subject appears in her bibliography."
February-May 2007: Scrolls exhibit takes place in Kansas City.
April 13, 2007: The Forward publishes editorial by Golb
entitled "Take Claims About Dead Sea Scrolls With a Grain of Salt."
Golb attacks the scientific credibility of the scrolls exhibits: "A
sophisticated media campaign has accompanied all the current
exhibits, aimed at convincing the public of the truth of an old, and
now increasingly disputed, theory of the Scrolls' origins:' Golb
denounces "scholarly disregard for ancient Judaic culture" evidenced
in exhibits: "Like the recently propagated claim that ossuary coffins
found in a Jerusalem crypt contain the remains of the family of Jesus
of Nazareth and of Jesus himself," the claims made in the exhibits
are "based not on scientific research per se, but rather on conjecture
and a tendentious presentation of evidence - techniques feeding on a
largely faith-based fascination with Christian origins."
April 26, 2007: Golb lectures at Scrolls exhibit in Kansas City. Report
on event in Kansas City Jewish Chronicle quotes Raymond Shubinski,
the science director who invited Golb to be part of the series, as
stating: "This kind of heated scholarly dispute happens in. every
scientific field ... [Golb's] ideas need to be discussed .....
June 6, 2007: Golb publishes detailed article "Fact and Fiction in
Current Exhibitions of pead Sea Scrolls: A Critical Notebook for
Viewers." The article is immediately cited on various biblical studies
blogs. An appendix critiques the San Diego exhibit, concluding that
statements made on the museum's website "raise basic questions

regarding the scientific conduct of the San Diego museum in respect
to its forthcoming exhibit of the Scrolls."
During the several weeks that follow, San Diego area newspapers
repeatedly publish articles announcing the opening of the exhibit and
making no mention of Golb's criticisms. On June 11, the Jewish
Observer and on June 26, the Jewish Journal publish letters by Mr.
Gadda attacking the exhibit. Gadda asserts that the "Museum is being
accused ... of taking sides in a bitter and widening academic dispute.
The Museum's motives for hosting such a biased exhibit are unclear;
thus, its conduct manifestly violates the ethical-transparency
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standard promulgated by the American Association of Museums:'
June 26, 2007: Los Angeles Times publishes article by Mike Boehm
entitled "A lively debate over the Dead Sea Scrolls." Boehm quotes
Golb's article: 'The museum, instead of guiding viewers toward an
understanding of the controversy over the origin and significance of
the scrolls, manifestly undertakes to manipulate the layman's
comprehension of them," and Kohn's reply: "You don't want to confuse
people with so many competing theories, so they walk away,
saying, Well, nobody really knows anything!""
June 27-28, 2007: Comments appear on various websites accusing
Dr. Kohn of insulting the public's intelligence with her statement "you
don't want to confuse people," and pointing to the contradiction
between this statement and her earlier claim of January 9, 2007 (see
above) to the effect that the exhibit would not be slanted towards
one particular view but would include "the variety of theories posited
by Golb and others." Commentators argue that the exhibit violates the
San Diego museum's declared mission to "educate the pUblic."
June 29, 2007: San Diego scrolls exhibit opens.
July, 2007: UCLA press campaign publicizes "findings" of Dr. William
Schniedewind, presented at the museum in a "virtual reality" film
produced by his graduate student Robert Cargill. Mr. Cargill
announces that the film was funded by $100,000 provided jointly by
the San Diego museum and Steven Spielberg's Righteous Persons
Foundation. Writing on the Nowpublic site, Charles Gadda Questions
the originality of Schniedewind's "findings" and suggests that the film
and accompanying press campaign are designed to mislead the public
as to the grounds for the research conclusions of several Israeli
archaeologists.
August 2, 2007: Article by Mr. Gadda entitled Christian
Fundamentalism and the Dead Sea Scrolls in San Diego appears on

Nowpublic site. Gadda exposes apparent evangelical affiliations of
several individuals Involved in creating and setting the agenda of the
exhibit. Among other revelations, the article indicates that Dr.
Schniedewind serves on the Board of Advisors and adjunct faculty of
the University of the Holy Land, a Christian educational institution,
and that before enrolling at UCLA, Dr. Schniedewind's student Robert
Cargill received a Master of Science degree in Christian Ministry and a
Master of Divinity degree from Pepperdine University, affiliated with
the Churches of Christ.
August 18 (1), 2007: British humanist View from Number 80 blog
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attacks San Diego exhibit, asserting that "in the USA, a country half,
choked by its own religiosity, a Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit has been
doing the rounds, oddly promoting an old and largely discredited
theory about the origin of the scrolls and their authors .. ," Referring to
Gadda's Nowpublic articles, the blog further asserts that "celebrities,
including Steven Spielberg, have contributed considerable sums of
money to fund the exhibit and its associated 'scholars', most likely
unaware that they were aiding in the dissemination of pseudo,
archaeology and an unjustified and partisan interpretation of the
evidence both textual and archaeological."
September, 2007: Updates to Mr. Gadda's "Christian Fundamentalism"
article ,provide information to the effect that David Noel Freedman (a
well-known professor of Biblical studies and one of the organizers of
the exhibit) has been a Presbyterian minister since 1944, and that he
was a member of the original Dead Sea Scrolls monopoly team, Gadda
further reveals that Dr, Russell Fuller (who teaches in the department
of Theology and Religious Studies at the University of San Diego, a
Roman Catholic institution) is a consultant of the San Diego Natural
History Museum with respect to its Scrolls exhibit, On July 23, Fuller
gave a lecture at the museum entitled 'Who Wrote the Dead Sea
Scrolls?" which is the title of the well-known book by Golb (who was
excluded from the lecture series), Fuller's lecture was sponsored by
Point Loma Nazarene University, an institution affiliated with the
Church of the Nazarene, Point Loma's on-line mission statement
asserts that it aims to become a "nationally prominent Christian
university. "

September 24-25, 2007: In a comment submitted to the Nowpublic
page featuring Gadda's article, Dr. Pam Fox Kuhlken, who is the coauthor with David Noel Freedman of a popular book on the Scrolls,
responds to criticisms, defending Dr. Freedman and suggesting that
Gadda is establishing "guilt by association," Gadda replies, pointing to
Dr. Kuhlken's 'own associations with Christian educational institutions
(she is in fact the founder of a Christian on-line "college") and to her
role as a "Christian writer." We have reproduced excerpts from this
pubLic exchange on a separate page.

October 6, 2007: A new artjcle by Gadda, again on the Nowpublic
site, reveals that Martin Abegg, co-director of the Dead Sea Scrolls
Institute at Trinity Western University, was involved in the creation of
the San Diego exhibit. The Dead Sea Scrolls Institute's program
states: 'We believe that Evangelical Christian scholars should playa
significant role in the study of the Dead Sea Scrolls," In addition,
Gadda reveals that in an interview of June 2, 2007, Dr, Kohn denied
that the Dead Sea Scrolls were "Jewish" texts, Gadda concludes that
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the museum's conduct has resulted in an "appearance of impropriety;'
and suggests that "we appear to be dealing, at the very least, with an
exhibition tainted by intellectual antisemitism, with an obscurantist,
seemingly irrational fear of debate, and with biased conduct that is
abhorrent to our basic social sentiments and to the principle of
freedom of inquiry which lies at the core of our system of values."
October 22, 2007: Golb launches wide·ranging critique of San Diego
exhibit in 24-page article entitled The Dead Sea Scrolls as Treated in
a Recently Pllblished CataloglJe. The article examines the translations
and descriptions of the various scrolls contained in the exhibit's
catalogue (authored by the curator, Dr. Risa Levitt Kohn), arguing
that they are repeatedly erroneous, misleading and mendacious. Golb
offers 23 examples of "factual errors and unprovable assertions
presented as truths:' He concludes that "every conceivable effort
appears to have been made to convince readers of the truth or
verisimilitude of the Qumran-sectarian theory," and that evidence to
the contrary is .. thoroughly suppressed from the catalogue:' In the lack
of "scientific evidence to justify this course of conduct," he questions
whether the museum was motfvated by '~inancial gain ... regardless
of the truth or falsehood of the curatorial claims."
November 16, 2007: Golb publishes review of "Virtual Qumran" film
funded by Steven Spielberg and being shown at exhibit: ~
Called "Virtual Reality Tour" at the 2007 San Diego Scrolls Exhibit. The
article offers further examples of false assertions made throughout
the film. A passage towards the end focuses on marginal comments in
the film script that apparently were not intended for publication, and
in which the author of the film (Robert Cargill) appears to be
referring to secret deliberations over the contents of the film
(Cargill's exact words are ..there is a third reason, but I never write it
down." Golb concludes: ''The effort here expressed cannot but raise
troubling issues regarding the genesis and purpose of this show:'
Posted by Museum Ethics Controversy at 11'42 AM
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Not one,of22 opponents ,of.old theory invited to,
Museum lecture series
Scroll down for alist of 22 opponents andlor critics of the old,
"Qumran'sectarian" theory of Scroll origins, none of whom have peen
invited to partkipate in the lecture series accompanying the Natural
History Museum's upcoming Scrolls exhibit. Instead, the Museum has
announced lectures by 22 proponents of the old theory.

!

San Diego's Jewish Sightseeing blog has published a letter from Dr.
Risa Levitt Kahn, curator of the exhibit, attempting to defend the
exhibit against allegations of misconduct. For details and links, see
CuratQr-ResPQnd$-tQ~Al1egatiQns-of~Mj$cQnduct

I
1

blogspot com.

In her letter, Dr, Kahn denies that the exhibit is "biased" and
"unbalanced". In essence, she admits that not a single opponent of the
traditional theory has been invited to participate in the Museum's
lecture series (featuring, as we said, 22 speakers), but she attempts to
justify this decision by referring to the "scholarly consensus" on Scroll
origins.
This assertion flatly contradicts recent new accounts, as well as John
Noble Wilford's 2002 New York Times article describing what he calls a
"crumbling consensus" on Scroll origins. Wilford quotes Brown
University archaeologist Dr. Katharina M, Galor (co-editor of Qumran,
The Site of the Dead Sea Scrolls: Archaeological Interpretations And
Debates, Brill 2006) as saying "There is no new consensus, or the new
consensus is that the old consensus is dead." See Text of Wjlford's

article.
What gives Dr. Kahn (whose on-line bibliography doesn't include a
single piece of writing on the topic despite her claim to be a "Dead Sea
Scrolls scholar"), rather than Dr. Galor (who is a recognized expert in
the field), the right to decide whether or not there is a "consensus"?
In response to Dr. Kahn's claim of consensus, we have compiled a list
of 22 scholars
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traditional Qumran-sectarian theory in published books or articles, Not
a single one of these scholars (let alone the most prominent of them:
Donceel, Elior, Golb, Magen or Peleg) has been invited to participate in
the Museum's lecture series.
We believe that a great number of additional scholars doubt the
traditional theory'but 'maintain 'a facade of "neutrality" in their writings
because of feared professional consequences. By way of illustration,
any scholar who wishes to participate in the Museum's lecture series,
must adhere to the traditional theory; if he declares his opposition to
the theory, he wmbe excluded. Thus, the Museum's policy
(undeclared, but manifestin:itsconduct) will have. a "chilling effect"
onprogress.in Scrolls, research and poses a,fundamental ethical
problem.
The Museum website states that Dr. Kohnis"the current president of
the Society of Biblical Literature, Pacific Coast Region". We ask the
Museum: has a single one of the below-listed scholars ever been
invited to lecture at the Society of Biblical Literature? We are obliged
to ask this question, because we are concerned that Dr, Kahn may
have a confUctof interest stemming from her position at the Society - a conflict that would flagrantly violate the ethical standards of the
American Association of Museums.
List of 22 opponents andlor critics of Qumran-sectarian theory:
Rachel Bar-Nathan (Israel Antiquities Authority)
Steven Bowman (University df,Cincinnati)
Lena Cansdale (University of Sydney)
Alan Crown (University of Sydney)
Phillip Davies (Sheffield University)
Robert Donceel (Catholic University of Louvain)
Pauline Donceel-Voute (Catholic University of Louvain)
Rachel Elior (Hebrew University)
Katharina Galor (Brown University)
Norman Golb (University of Chicago)
Menashe Harel (University of Tel Aviv)
Yizhar Hirschfeld (Hebrew University)
Matthias Klinghardt (Technische \,lniversitat Dresden)
Yitzhak Magen (Israel Antiquities Authority)
Steve Mason (York University)
Yuval Peleg (Israel Antiquities Authority)
K.H. Rengstorf (University of Munster)
David Rothstein (UCLA)
Yaakov Shavit (University of Tel Aviv)
Michael Wise (Northwestern College)
David Washburn (author of A Catalog of Biblical Passages in the Dead
Sea Scrolls, Brill 2004)
Jurgen langenberg (University of Leiden)
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Dead Sea ScroUs in New York
July 28,2008
New York's Jewish Museum announces Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit. sees lack of
conseusus on scrolls' origins
Filed under: Uncategorized - biblicalnewyork @ 7:39 pm
Tags: Archaeology. bart ehrman, Bible, biblical studies, christianity, Church, dead sea scrolls, History,
judaism, new york, raleigh, Religion, risa levitt kohn, San Diego, Susan Braunstein .
New York's famous Jewish Museum has announced its upcoming Dead Sea ScroUs exhibit, produced
by the Israel Antiquities Authority and entitled "The Dead Sea Scrolls: Mysteries of the Ancient World."
In a marked departure from previous Dead Sea Scrolls exhibits, the announcement describes the
"Qumran-Essene" theory of scroll origins as merely one among several possibilities, and we read that
the question of who wrote the scrolls is
still being debated by historians and archaeologists, particularly now that the last of the
scrolls have been published and new archaeological studies have been undertaken on
material from sites in the Dead Sea region. Just as it took sixty years to study and publish
the individual scrolls, it may be many years before scholars can come to a consensus on
who wrote and used the Dead Sea Scrolls, where they lived, and how this impacts on our
interpretation oftheir meaning for our lives today.
In a separate press release, the Museum explains that during recent years,
scholars have once again pored over these texts and over the archaeological remains from
Qumran, seeking to unravel their mysteries: Who wrote and used them? What can they tell
us about the development of early Judaism, the text-oriented and synagogue-based form of
worship that evolved alongside the sacrificial rituals at the Temple? And can they shed
light on the beginnings of Christianity in the first century CE?
Finding the answers to these questions is an ongoing process, one that has already produced
lively scholarly debates. The scrolls have opened up a complex world of Jewish diversity
and inquiry from which Christianity eventually emerged.
Scholars have two basic theories about who used the scrolls. The first posits that the scrolls
all belonged to a single religious sect [living] at the settlement of Qumran. Most scholars
identify this group as the Essenes ... although other groups such as the Sadducees and even
proto-Christians have been proposed.
The second theory proposes that the scrolls were a random collection of texts reflecting the
beliefs of many Jewish groups ofthe period. They represented either a single priestly
repository or public library or the sacred texts of various Jewish communities from
Jerusalem and elsewhere in the land ofIsrael. During the Jewish revolt against Rome
beginning in 68 CE, refugees from further north hid their precious texts in the Dead Sea
caves. This hypothesis holds that there is uo counection between the scrolls and the
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settlement at QUlImmllJ, and that the site was !II fortress, a villa, a farm, an industrial
site, or a commercial center.
The press release further states that in an exhibition gallery, "visitors will learn that scholars still do not
agree about the origins and meaning of the scrolls decades after their discovery," and that "in
assembling the exhibition ... Susan Braunstein, Curator of Archaeology and Judaica ... selected texts that
illustrate the diversity and transformations in Judaism during the Second Temple Period."
Those who have been following the Dead Sea Scrolls controversy over the past few years can hardly fail
to read these statements as a sharp rebuke to various individuals involved in the controversy (including
Risa Levitt Kohn, the curator ofthe 2007 San Diego exhibit) who have been arguing that scrolls exhibits
should reflect a claimed Qumran-Essene "consensus." [See also Bart Ehrman's attempt to justifY the
biased scrolls exhibit that has been traveling around the country.]
Indeed, the New York museum's frank and neutral recognition that no such consensus even exists
cannot but call further attention to the stance of various "science" museums around the country, where
exhibitors have used their displays and lecture series to inculcate belief in the disputed sectarian theory,
their stated aim being to avoid "confusing people with so many competing theories" (Dr. Kohn as
quoted in the Los Angeles Times).
This is the attitude adopted, for example, by the creators of the exhibit currently taking place in Raleigh,
North Carolina, who hired Dr. Kohn as their "scientific consultant" despite her biased handling of the
San Diego exhibit (reflected in her statement that the scrolls are not really "Jewish" texts).
The Raleigh exhibit - showing in, of all locations, a "natural sciences" museum operated by the North
Carolina Department of the Environment, which is a government agency - will be running through
December, and will thus overlap with the Jewish Museum exhibit. There is, however, a quite
astonishing contradiction between the stances taken by the North Carolina institution and the museum in
New York. Doesn't the public deserve some kind of explanation as to how this came about and what it
means?
[From: NOVIIPublic]
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• Antisemitism and the Dead Sea Scrolls
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While details of a terrible struggle concerning the
rigging of Dead Sea Scrolls exhibits have been
trickling out (see, for example, here), there is
perhaps not enough general awareness of the role
played by antisemitism in fifty years of scrolls
research. Therefore, it will be useful to present
some basic information on the topic, so readers
can place the current exhibit controversy in
context.
The elements of this scandal have been
documented in many venues, including, most recently, in an article by Edward Rothstein of
the New York Times.
Rothstein explains that in the aftermath of the 1948 war, virtually all ofthe thousands oftext
fragments found in the caves near Qumran were kept in the Rockefeller Museum in East
Jerusalem, and the Jordanian government appointed a team of "editors" to publish them, led
by Roland de Vaux, a Dominican priest affiliated with the Ecole Biblique (also in East
Jerusalem).
Now the crucial fact, as Rothstein indicates, is that "Jewish scholars were deliberately
excluded from de Vaux's original eight-member team, which was dominated by Roman
Catholic priests and scholars."
According to Rothstein, De Vaux "rejected offers by Israelis to help his team and persisted in
referring to Israel as Palestine." Other members of the team also had a "scorn of political
[and] religious aspects ofJudaism."
Rothstein explains that while the theory that the scrolls were produced by a sect of ascetic
Essenes was first proposed by a Jewish scholar teaching at the Hebrew University, "that
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vision was filled out by de Vaux and his colleagues," who argued that Qumran housed a
"monastic celibate group living in the desert, isolated from other Judaic movements," and
espousing messianic views that "embodied almost proto-Christian sensibilities."
Referring to what is commonly known as the Dead Sea Scrolls monoPQly, Rothstein reminds
us that "the scrolls were passed among generations of scholars like esoteric possessions," and
that the Qumran-sectarian theory "became orthodoxy, made immutable because until the
1990s the texts were largely inaccessible to outsiders."
Rothstein observes that "the scholarly cult devoted to these scrolls was as tightly knit, selfregarding and monastic as the cult those scholars imagined produced the scrolls." (Substance
is given to Rothstein's account in an editorial by University of Chicago historian Norman
Golb, where we read that the "complex history of the Palestinian Jews on the eve of the First
Revolt [was] pushed aside in favor ofa bizarre, Christologically colored thesis.")
This situation continued until recent times, because when Israel conquered the West Bank in
1967, it failed, according to Rothstein, to "assert any real authority over the project."
John Strugnell, an early appointee of de Vaux, became head oftheteam in the 1980s, and in
1990 gave an interview in which he described Judaism as a "horrible religion" that "should
have disappeared." (For more on Strugnell, see his New York Times obituary by John Noble
Wilford, where we leam, for example, that he never received a Ph.D.)
At least one member of the original monopoly, David Noel Freedman, was a convert to
Christianity who served as a Presbyterian minister; his student, Risa Levitt Kohn, curated the
San Diego exhibit and is "guest-curating" the Toronto exhibit; in a published interview, she
has declared that the scrolls are not really "Jewish texts."
Another monopoly member, John Allegro, issued an antisemitic book, The Chosen People
(1971), which is regularly cited on "maverick" websites. I've posted a few extracts from this
work here, and see, e.g., this page, where we learn that the work is "the best study ... for the
general anti-Semite to read," because it "details just how blood-thirsty, organized and
generally genocidal the Jews were." The author of this fascinating statement explains that
Allegro was a "theologian who focused on 'macro-theology' and the Essene connection to
Christianity. "
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I don't recall ever reading that the Dead Sea Scrolls reflect a "blood-thirsty and genocidal"
world-view. Clearly, then, Dr. Kohn was right to say that they are not really "Jewish texts,"
despite the standard term intertestamental Judaism, commonly used to describe the period
and culture to which they belong.
To be sure, Allegro left the editorial "team" before he published his quasi-scholarly diatribe;
Strugnell himself was dismissed after making his antisemitic statements; and in the 1990s the
group was gradually opened to a number ofJews, after Oxford scholar Geza Vermes-another convert to Christianity. and an adamant defender ofthe Qumran-sectarian theory-admitted that the monopoly was "the academic scandal par excellence of the 20th century,"
but entered into a controversial deal to obtain copies of the unpublished scrolls for Oxford
under the condition that only individuals selected by the "official" editors could see them.
Despite the grudging expansion of the "team," today it remains a fact that no one who
fundamentally disagrees with the old Qumran-sectarian theory has ever been included in it.
Moreover, while a variety of Jewish scholars have been invited to give lectures at the current
museum exhibits, the views of the key opponents ofthe sectarian theory -- in particular, of
the prominent scholars in Israel and elsewhere who have argued for a specifically Jewish, as
opposed to sectarian, theory of scroll origins -- have been largely downplayed and excluded
from these venues (with, it would seem, the single exception of the Jewish Museum's recent
exhibit ~n New York).
Finally, is it insignificant that an antisemitic insinuation has appeared in a press release
announcing at least one of the exhibits, and that a concerted effort to prevent the public from
finding out about opposition to the exhibits appears to have been engaged in by interested
parties, some of whose work histories include, for example, employment in companies with
names like "Christianity.com"?
Clearly these are difficult questions. Nor can antisemitism alone be held responsible for the
current crisis in scrolls research: personal enmities, financial interests, the ordinary, paltry
desire for power are surely all partly to blame. This being said, the question of how much
influence the shadow of the original monopoly continues to exercise over public perception
of the scrolls remains a pressing issue to this day, and one is entitled to wonder whether
inviting a few Jewish people to participate in the exhibits isn't a bit like that old story: "Oh,
but I have many Jewish friends ... "
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at 15:37 on February 26th, 2009

Thanks so much. I read about the controversy but only in passing.

~
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h
at 15:3 9 on February 26t ,2009

As a person who had the honor of studying the scrolls, with a man who was there when
they were dug up and who helped to translate them, I understand them quite well. ( the
teacher had to get a special dispensation to teach the class, as he was nearly 90 at the
time) In any case, he left the team oftranslators, due to the fact they did and one
assumes still are sitting on them and denying others the right to view, other than a select
few.

Rene

o

at 17:13 on February 26th, 2009

I knew there was a reason I never looked into them much. The Nag Hammadi scrolls are
much more interesting. and controversial.
I~«:
&..iI l;.

o

o •. _...•~.
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at 21 :17 on February 26th, 2009

Actually, the Catholics translating the scrolls tried to control the whole thing to insure
the interpretation that they wanted, but, after a while, they had to let others photograph
them and translate them. Orthodoxy will not rule in the end.

.
2

::~) 11 ~" !~!~9

on February 27th, 2009

Which is why my good teacher, left the group, in protest.

;,

oldleftie (not verified)

reply

at 18:08 on March 2nd, 2009
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As an observant Jew who has for many years been forced to confront antisemitism, I
cannot however deny that many ofthe events described in Tanach can give modern
readers the impression that Jews of the Biblical period were "blood-thirsty, organized
and generally genocidal". The problem with those who promote this view is that, while
one cannot deny the ethnic cleansing that the Israelites promoted in their conquest of the
land, one cannot know the nature of the culture, and whether those whom the Israelites
were so bent on eliminating were any less determined to eliminate them. Jesus'
appearance so many centuries later and his rejection by the Jews of his time cannot
properly be connected to the Jews of the time of Saul who were commanded by Samuel
to destroy Amalek. A fair reading of the works of Hilel and other respected theologians
ofthe period immediately preceding Jesus' time on earth shows that most of that which
Jesus is 'credited with proclaiming were in fact being taught in the generation before his
birth; and, given the structure of Hebrew theological education which requires anything
propounded be substantiated with reference to a prior authority (much like citing
precedent in legal briefs) it is almost certain that Jesus would have been familiar with the
new humanism that was permeating the Judiasm of the decade immediatly preceding the
Common Era. That, centuries earlier, Jews were willing to portray themselve as warlike
and intolerant does not mean that by the time that Christianity was born the religion and
culture of Judiasm had not already become one promoting peace and justice.

....
..
..
,

' '

o

III Charles Gadda
_.@

at 11 :46 on March 3rd, 2009

Obviously I agree. There are, of course, unpalatable things about many ancient
cultures, and to take, some twenty-five years after the Holocaust, certain aspects of
the biblical narrative and make them into central characteristics of ancient
Palestinian Judaism was plainly abusive and misleading, particularly in view of
the fact that Judaism had profoundly transformed itself by the Talmudic period.
The point I'd like to insist on is that according to one perspective, many ofthe
Dead Sea Scrolls themselves document that transformation in ancient Judaism, and
the insistence of exhibitors on presenting them to millions of people as the product
of a "separate" group from which early Christianity developed, arguably reflects
deeply entrenched attitudes -- ones quite handily expressed in this antisemitic "cult
classic," The Chosen People, produced by a Dead Sea Scrolls scholar who
participated in the original scrolls monopoly team and supported the QumranEssene theory.
Unfortunately, even many Jews who attend the lectures at the current exhibits can
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hardly come away without being influenced by some of these attitudes. It is
distressing to see, upon doing a simple googk search, an antisemitic statement
appearing on the website of a Raleigh-area synagogue in connection with a
publicity campaign for a Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit.
AliI can do is express the hope that eventually people will begin to realize what
has been going on for the past ten years, in museums and on the internet (including
the vicious chat-room attacks coming from the Duke University library and
elsewhere against scholars who have rejected the Qumran-sectarian theory), and
that they will take whatever measures need to be taken to put a stop to it.
~"

-~,

Toto Katt (not verified)

o

at 14:39 on March 3rd, 2009

Why must you libel John Allegro? His book is not anti,semitic, not a "cult classic." His
views are compatible with what most Jews and others already believe, and only upset
religious fundamentalists. There is more on the FRDB thread you started:
. http://www .freeratio .orglshowthread. p hp?t=263326

:,~.''. tt~:
't"1ift: another old leftie (not verified)
0'

at 17:32 on March 3rd, 2009

This is hardly the first time someone has suggested John Allegro was an antiSemite. A google search brings up various sources. The regular citation of
Allegro by neo-Nazis is in line with the same interpretation.

o

~~ Charles Gadda
.

at 17:02 on March 4th, 2009

I've posted a few extracts from the book here, so readers can judge for themselves
whether it's "compatible with what most Jews and others already believe." I
certainly don't wish to libel John Allegro or assert that he, as a person, was an
"antisemite," but I don't think respect for his memory should prevent us from
seeing The Chosen People for what it was -- a quasi-scholarly diatribe, containing
a series of disingenuous arguments similar to ones cataloged in Leon Poliakov's

History of Antisemitism. When I call it a "cult classic," I am of course referring to
the point of view of the "mavericks" who cite it as a source.
As pointed out in the discussion linked by Toto, Allegro's daughter, Judith Anne
Brown, attempted to justify the book by saying that her father was merely "trying
to establish the historical reasons why the Jewsfelt themselves special, aside from
the emotional ones thatfostered the/i- pride." As I said in that discussion as well,
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this doesn't quite do it for me; in fact, it reminds me of De Gaulle's famous
statement that the Jews are an "elite people, sure of themselves and domineering."
Ms. Brown also wrote that scholars avoided "interviews and debates" dealing with
her father's book because "they may have been afraid of stirring up antiSemitism." While there is no doubt a good deal of truth to that, I think it is also
quite clear that people were simply saddened by the tragic path this Dead Sea
Scrolls scholar's life had taken, and decided it would be in poor taste to entertain
the matter further. Arguably, it is only in retrospect, i.e., now that the QumranEssene theory has been rejected by an entire series of major Jewish researchers,
that the significance of this episode has become clear.

c;
o

'~:"1l! Jews are Anti-Semitic? (not verified)
at 20:30 on March 3rd, 2009
Charles,
Are you suggesting that Jews that disagree with Dr. Golb are anti-Semitic? Are
Christians that disagree with Dr. Golb anti-Semitic too? Are Christians and Jews that
conclude that Essenes wrote the Dead Sea Scrolls anti-Semitic? Are Jews and Christians
that agree that the Essenes were not proto-Christians anti-Semitic? Are Christian and
Jewish scholars that agree that the Essenes have nothing to do with Christianity antiSemitic?
The only scholars I know of that think the Essenes have anything to do with Christianity
are Robert Eisenman and Barbara Thiering. Are they the ones you believe are antiSemitic?

o

I~: Charles Gadda

:teply

at 22:38 on March 3rd, 2009
Good day to you. I certainly

didn~

mean to suggest anything of the sort:)

Rather, I have pointed to a well-documented phenomenon connected with the
elaboration of a major historical theory over the course of some 50 years, and
raised the question of its continuing influence on public perception of the scrolls
today (see the last paragraph of my article above).
As for speculation about connections between the hypothesized "sect of Qumran"
and early Christianity, there has been an unabated flood of literature since the
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1950s. See Jesus and the Dead Sea Scrolls by Rev. James Charlesworth (a
Methodist minister), The Dead Sea Scrolls and Christian Origins by Rev. Joseph
Fitzmyer (a Jesuit priest), and many other works with similar titles. (Readers can
simply google "Jesus Dead Sea Scrolls" to see the type of speculation on this topic
that keeps pouring out, and where, in many instances, it leads).
This being said, and setting aside the topic dealt with in my article (and in
Rothstein's), the problem of "Jewish antisemitism," and the perversity involved in
it, is of course a hotly debated orie. I don't have the time to chase down sources,
but you may wish to start here.
Cheers,
Charles Gadda

....
o

,

.'
....

Cal BerkelEy Alum (not verified)
at 22:53 on March 4th, 2009
How does one spell Berkeley, anyway? dumbass.

o

~! Charles Gadda

[~ji

at 23:34 on March 4th, 2009

I'm not sure I see the connection (?) but I'm glad to hear you went to Berkeley!
Thanks for your comment and have a good day.

o

Explanation Please (not verified)
at 23 :56 on March 4th, 2009
So let me get this straight. Scholars that think the Essenes wrote the Dead Sea Scrolls are
anti-Semitic?

:",

,,.,''

o

~~: Charles Gadda

rep'!y

. at 00:11 on March 5th, 2009
As I said earlier, I certainly didn't mean to suggest anything of the kind (see my
comment above). It is of course interesting to reflect on the vicious, systematic and total
exclusion of Jewish researchers from the monopoly, and to ask whether, as Rothstein
suggests, the theory elaborated by the monopolists reflected their own "cult-like"
religious orientation. But I don't see how one could reasonably derive a general
statement from any of this of the sort you have proposed here. That at least is my
opinion. Thanks for your comment!
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by Charles Gadda I October 5, 2007 at 10:45 pm

'ill

16126 views I 14 Recommendations I 15 comments

February 27, 2009 update: the Dead Sea
Scrolls controversy is now moving to Toronto.
See this article from the National Post; and see
historian Norman Golb's scathing review of
the San Diego exhibit catalog, which was
prepared by the same person who will be
curating the upcoming Royal Ontario Museum
exhibit. See also the letter by Michael Hager,
director of the San Diego museum, attacking
Golb, and Golb's response to Hager. For
background on antisemitism in Dead Sea
Scrolls research, see my new item.
"The truth is, I wouldn't classify these as Jewish texts.... "
Curator ofDead Sea Scrolls exhibit, San Diego Natural History Museum, speaking on June
2, 2007

Was it appropriate for a scientific institution to allow a grQup of Christian academics to
impose their agenda on an exhibit of ancient documents taking place under its auspices?
Given what happened with the Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit that took place in 2007 at the San
Diego Natural History Museum, this question confronts those of us who are concerned with
issues of science, religion and ethics in American society.
Take a look at the program of the "Dead Sea Scrolls Institute" at Trinity Western University
(which, as its name and website description indicate, is a Christian establishment). The
program states: "We believe that Evangelical Christian scholars should playa significant
role in the study of the Dead Sea Scrolls." Well, the Institute's co-director, Martin Abegg,
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did indeed playa "significant role" in creating the exhibit of the scrolls that took place in
2006 at the Pacific Science Center in Seattle, even to the point of acting as. Governor
Christine Gregoire's "personal guide" on her tour of the exhibit; and there can be little doubt
that he was involved in the creation of the San Diego exhibit too - as indicated, for example,
in his role as a "featured commentator" on the exhibit's audio tour.
It is thus not surprising to learn that, in an interview of June 2,2007, the curator of the San

Diego exhibit, Dr. Risa Levitt Kohn, stated:
"The truth is, I wouldn't classifY these as Jewish texts ... Because I would say Judaism, the
way we tend to think about it, even early Judaism, is not yet fully crystallized in this
period.... "
While flowing naturally from the views of Abegg and a number of other individuals whose
names are listed below, Kohn's statement was, unfortunately, tendentious; and it was
particularly inappropriate coming from the curator of a supposedly scientific Dead Sea
Scrolls exhibit. After all, the scrolls are mostly Hebrew and Aramaic manuscripts dating
from a time when the civilization commonly known as "intertestamental Judaism" flourished
in Palestine. What is more, an important group of historians and archaeologists have argued,
both from the actual contents ofthe texts and from the results of the excavations of the past
decade, that the scrolls are specifically the remains of Jewish libraries in Jerusalem, removed
to multiple locations in the desert for safekeeping shortly before or during the Roman siege
and sacking of the city in 70 A.D.
The evidence supporting this Jewish view (treated as one of the two salient theories of scroll
origins in the Cambridge History of Judaism, and in the prcss release announcing the New
York Jewish Museum's remarkably unbiased 2008 scrolls exhibit) was simply concealed in
the San Diego exhibit, which favored the so-called "Qumran-Essene" theory according to
which the scrolls were written, not by mUltiple groups of Jews living in a major urban center,
but by a radical sect (or "community") imagined, without any supporting archaeological
proof, to have been living in a military fortress and commercial entrepot in the desert. What
is more, all of the Jerusalem theory's proponents were excluded from participating in the
lecture series accompanying the exhibit. Thus, none of the proponents of the Jewish view had
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the opportunity to publicly challenge Dr. Kohn's assertion concerning the non-Jewish
character of the scrolls.
We must note, moreover, that in the same interview, Dr. Kohn asserted that she studied the
scrolls only in a "tangential" way, thereby contradicting her earlier written statement of
January 9,2007, to the effect that she is a "Dead Sea Scrolls scholar."
Bearing these assertions of Dr. Kohn's in mind, let us now tum to the religious background,
training and affiliations of the five key individuals who - in addition, of course, to the abovecited Martin Abegg - are known to have been involved in the creation of the San Diego
exhibit (for full details and links, see my article on Christinn fundamentalism and the Dend
Sea Scrolls in San Diego):
· David Noel Freedman: Presbyterian minister from 1944 until his death in 2008, biblical

scholar and member of the original team that monopolized the Dead Sea Scrolls for many
years; Risa Levitt Kohn's professor at UCSD; co-author, with Pam Fox Kuhlken (who, since
this piece first came out, has been hired to teach in the same "Department of Religious
Studies" as Risa Levitt Kohn at San Diego State University), of a popular book on the scrolls
whose publication was timed to coincide with the exhibit (I will have a word to say about this
book below).
· Weston Fields: Th.D. from "Grace Theological Seminary," Ph.D. in biblical studies from

Hebrew University; affiliated with Christian fundamentalist "University of the Holy Land"
network; connected with Freedman and other members of the old monopoly team, through
the "Dead Sea Scrolls Foundation" of which he is the director; sells Dead Sea Scrolls ties.
· Russell Fuller: professor in the Theology department at the University of San Diego,

which (despite its name) is a "Roman Catholic institution" with a declared religious mission.
His lecture at the museum was sponsored by "Point Loma Nazarene University," which aims
to become a "nationally prominent Christian university."
· William Schniedewind: B.A. and M.A. from two Christian educational institutions

("George Fox University" and "Jerusalem University College," which was the predecessor of
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the "Institute of Holy Land Studies"); Ph.D. from Brandeis; biblical scholar at UCLA;
described in one news item as a "practicing Christian with a deep appreciation of Judaism";
listed, until September 2007, as adjunct professor and member of board of advisors on
personnel page of the "University of the Holy Land"; apparently no longer affiliated with
that institution .
. Robert Cargill: Schniedewind's graduate student at UCLA; received his Ph.D. in 2008;

holds Christian Ministry and Divinity degrees from Pepperdine University, an institution
affiliated with the Churches of Christ; his employment history includes a year-long stint at a
company called Christianity.com. An article that appeared on a Jewish website two weeks
before the San Diego exhibit opened, and for which he was interviewed, states merely that
while at Pepperdine he majored in "biblical studies" -- a very interesting way of describing
his program there -- and quotes him as stating that he "realized that to understand
Christianity I had to first understand Judaism."
These five individuals, both separately and in tandem, (1) taught Risa Levitt Kohn at UCSD
and recommended her as curator to the museum; (2) arranged for the scrolls to come to San
Diego; (3) served as consultant(s) to the museum's exhibit; (4) have defended the old
Qumran-Essene theory of Dead Sea Scroll origins in a variety of articles that ignore the
major archaeological research developments of the past decade and feature titles like
"Qumran Hebrew as an Antilanguage"; and (5) created a misleading "virtual reality" film
that carefully distorts current research on Qumran and was shown at the exhibit. They also
(6) snitched the title ofa book by one of the excluded scholars for a lecture at the museum
attacking the excluded scholars' views; and (7) used the exhibit to promote their own books;
engaged in sensationalist media campaigns designed to promote their own ideas as well as
the exhibit; and have remained utterly silent in the face of criticism.
With respect to the above-mentioned popular book by David Noel Freedman and Pam Fox
Kuhlken: timed, as I said, to coincide with the San Diego exhibit, and entitled What Are the
Dead Sea Scrolls and Why Do They Matter?, it presents the Qumran-Essene theory in the
manner of a dogma, without even informing readers of the existence of historical and
archaeological research to the contrary. One passage, narrated in an earnest tone, suggests
that the "secrecy" of the famous scrolls monopoly was wrong -- but keeps it a secret from
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readers that Freedman himself was part of the monopoly. I am no expert, of course, on the
ethical standards applicable to Presbyterian ministers, but shouldn't the ordinary standards of
common human decency lead us to have slightly higher expectations from someone who
received a Ph.D. and who presented himself to the public as a serious scholar? Then again, I
seem to recall that telling the truth never earned anyone a fortune.
In the case of Mr. Cargill, it must be emphasized that his work on the misleading "virtual
reality" film shown at the museum was inappropriately funded with $100,000 that the
museum obtained from Stephen Spielberg's Holocaust fund. Why was a project of such
importance entrusted to a graduate student with a ministerial degree from an institution
affiliated with the Churches of Christ, rather than the group of seasoned Israeli archaeologists
who, in 2006, published their detailed account often years spent re-examining Qumran? Is it
because their on-site work led them to conclude that Qumran was a military fortress and
commercial entrepot, that no sect ever lived there, and that the scrolls came from Jerusalem?
Was it fair to deny the San Diego public the opportunity to hear from those archaeologists,
and instead expose 450,000 people to the speculative reasonings of a young man who hadn't
even completed a doctoral dissertation? Was Stephen Spielberg fully aware ofthe manner in
which the exhibitors intended to use his money? Did he know the information would
eventually conle out that the film's author, in providing a list of "reasons" to mention a
particular Israeli scholar .in connection with the "theory" that Qumran was a fortress, would
implicitly attribute the creation of that "theory" to the wrong scholar in a manner that is
arguably defamatory; would indicate that mentioning the name "will shield us from
criticism"; and would assert in writing: "There's a third reason, but I never write it down"?
Are we to conclude that the museum suggested to the film's author that he not keep a
written record of certain reasons? A fine comment on academic ethics and museum
exhibits today!
Mention should also be made of the elaborate network of evangelical "Bible blogs" that in
essence advertised the San Diego exhibit free of charge. Take, for example, the case of .lim
West (Th.D. from Andersonville Theological Seminary in Georgia; currently a pastor in
Petros, Tennessee). West went to considerable lengths to promote the above-mentioned
"virtual reality" film, even using images from it (including the imaginary reconstruction Of a
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"scriptorium" at Qumran which archaeologists now believe never existed) for his blog
header.
Interestingly, West also rose to the defense of Nadia Abu el-Haj, the Palestinian "sociologist"
who received tenure from Columbia University despite (or indeed because of) her
fashionably post-modernist claims to the effect that the abundant material evidence of a
Jewish kingdom in ancient Palestine has simply been manufactured by Israeli archaeologists
for political purposes. West (who has made his own "anti-Zionist" views clear in numerous
postings) condemned Abu el-Haj's detractors on the basis that they have not attempted to
"engage" with her. Yet he had not a word to say about the San Diego museum's refusal to
"engage" the prominent scholars who have rejected the theory of scroll origins defended in
the exhibit. Which is worse, various individuals failing to "engage" with Abuel-Haj on
internet blogs, or a scientific institution violating the principle of free debate by excluding an
entire group of major researchers from a six-million-dollar exhibit?
In addition to the individuals specifically responsible for creating and promoting the exhibit,
we may add others who, in one way or another, appear to have been involved in other recent
exhibits and/or in various sensationalist attempts to defend the traditional Qumran-Essene
theory against the objections raised by the archaeologists of the past decade:
· James Tabor ("Lost Tomb of Jesus" and "Essene toilet" claims; professor in religion

department in Charlotte, N.C.; former Worldwide Church of God member; listed as
"resource" on [i.e., apologist for] "new religions" by Church of Scientology)
· Joe Zias (M.A. from Wayne State University; no Ph.D., but presents himself as

"anthropologist"; Tabor's collaborator on "Essene toilet" claim; affiliated with "Jerusalem
Institute for Biblical Exploration," a Christian fundamentalist outfit based in Tennessee;
gives lectures on topics that include "crucifixion and the Dead Sea Scrolls" and "the
monasteries of the Judean Desert and their role in preventing and containing infectious
disease during the Early Christian period")
· Randall Price (World of Bible Ministries; adamant defender of Qmman-Essene theory)
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Finally, with respect to David Noel Freedman, we must also mention some of his principal
associates, past and present:
· Father Roland de Vaux (Dominican priest, now deceased; chief promoter of QumranEssene theory, member of original monopoly team)
· Frank Cross (Bachelor of Divinity from McCormick Theological Seminary, professor at
Harvard Divinity School, member of original monopoly team; "co-wrote" Freedman's Ph.D.
dissertation)
· Pam Fox Kuhlken (co-author with Freedman of the popular book on the scrolls mentioned
above; ministerial degree from Bethel Seminary, founder of an on-line Christian "college,"
and now employed, why am I not surprised, alongside Risa Levitt Kohn in the Department of
Religious Studies at San Diego State University)
This, of course, is only a partial list (among many others, one could add, e.g., the Dominicans
of the Ecole Biblique in Jerusalem (one of whom also lectured at the San Diego museum), or
people like Stephen Pfann, David Bivin and Todd Bolen of the "Holy Land" network; for
details, see my "Christian Fundamentalism" article and the additional comments appended to
it).
Many of these people appear to share a conviction (whether it is based on scientific or
religious grounds is subject to debate) that the "beliefs, literature and men ofthe Essene
community" were a "vital part of the fabric of Jesus' world." In addition, given the programs
of the institutions with which they are affiliated, it appears likely that at least some of them
believe that on account of "disobedience ... Israel was temporarily set aside ... but will again
be awakened through repentance to enter into the land of blessing." Such "repentance," of
course, is Christian evangelical lingo for conversion of the Jews to Christianity. (See, again,
the additional comments appended to my "Christian Fundamentalism" article for details).
At the same time, as indicated above, the evidence supporting the views of a group of
important Jewish and Israeli historians and archaeologists who disagree with Freedman and
his Christian colleagues has been belittled and excluded, the only explanation offered being
that "you don't want to confuse people with so lllany competing theories." The excluded
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scholars, who include University of Chicago historian Norman Golb along with Rachel
Elior of the Hebrew University, Yitzhak Magen, Yuval Peleg, Yizhar Hirschfeld and

others, believe that no Essenes lived at Qumran, that the Scrolls came from the Jewish capital
and, as Golb phrased it in a Forward editorial, that the "complex history of the Palestinian
Jews on the eve of the First Revolt is being pushed aside in favor of a bizarre,
Christo logically colored thesis."
Incidentally, it appears that the San Diego chapter of the University of Chicago alumni
association, no doubt curious to hear an alternative point of view, arranged to have Golb give
a prescntati on on the scrolls and a guided tour ofthe exhibit. I recall seeing this mentioned
on Dr. Jim Davila's "Palaeojudaica" blog, but of course the museum, as well as the local
newspapers, carefully hushed it up, presumably because they didn't want any "criticism" of
the exhibit. The local media also covered up Golb's review of the museum'5 catalogue, in
which he makes a mockery of this exhibit's claim to have any scientific validity whatsoever,
as well as his review of the "virtual reality" film funded by Spielberg and prepared by UCLA
grad student Robert Cargill. These articles expose an entire host of erroneous and
mendacious statements in the museum's presentation.
Returning to Risa Levitt Kohn, the curator of the exhibit [and author of the above-mentioned
catalogue], one must bear in mind that she had only recently completed her Ph.D., could well
have had difficult career choices to make and was probably (I'm happy to be corrected by her
or others if I'm wrong) following orders or advice dished out by her mentor Dr. Freedman
and the others. How could it be otherwise, given that she had only a "tangential" knowledge
of the topic? One can certainly empathize with her on account of the difficulty she was in,
but I don't see how that can excuse her conduct, which contributed to the current situation, in
which the two theories of scroll origins oddly continue to subsist side by side, in parallel
universes, without any of the direct public exchanges that alone would allow people to judge
for themselves whose arguments are more convincing.
I believe these facts speak for themselves. While there is certainly no easy answer to the
question of why any of this "matters," what is now known surely gives rise to an
appearance of impropriety. In sum, we appear to be dealing, at the very least, with an

exhibition that was tainted by intellectual antisemitism; with an obscurantist, seemingly
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irrational fear of debate; and with biased conduct that is abhorrent to our basic social
sentiments and to the principle of freedom of inquiry which lies at the core of our system of
values.
What is more, the view defended in the exhibit may well distort the true picture of the
historical relationship between Judaism of the intertestamental period and early Christianity a topic that is of immense significance to many people. And the exhibitors were clearly
worried that the possibility of such distortion might become known. Why else could they
have been afraid to invite the opponents of the view in question to explain their objections to
the San Diego public?
So much for the exhibit itself. As was to be expected, a small number of rational,
humanistically minded people have signaled my pieces in a favorable way, especially in
England (I am truly grateful to the author of the View Ji'om Number 80 blog); but several
individuals, apparently associated in one way or another with the exhibit or with the theory
defended in it, have attacked me here and there, both privately and publicly, accusing me of
"playing the religion card," of being a "bigot," and (as it was put by Freedman's co-author
Pam Fox Kuhlken in her dramatic intervention in the comments to my "Christian
Fundamentalism" article) of establishing "guilt by association." (These accusations are
repeated by the individual who has posted a series oflengthy attempts to defend the museum,
replete with ad hominem attacks against me, in the comments below.)
Well, who are the bigots here? If a shop owner keeps saying "we're closed" when atheists,
agnostics, or people of one religion or another show up, does a concerned observer "play the
religion card" ifhe complains about this? Did I condemn the San Diego team members
because oftheir affiliations, or did I not rather condemn their conduct? Did I ever say that
proponents of the old Qumran-Essene theory should be silenced in a six-milliondollar museum exhibit? Did I blame David Noel Freedman for being a Presbyterian minister,

or did I blame him rather for playing along with -- and profiting from -- an exhibition that
stifled debate, excluded a group of major Jewish scholars, and misled the public by
presenting a fabricated Qumran-Essene "consensus" that no longer exists?
The San Diego exhibit, it must be said, was only one of a series of similarly vulgar and
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biased displays, all of them in "science" museums of one sort or another. It thus appears that
the same unscientific pattern of conduct that we have seen here has been going on for at
least several years in a variety of venues. Yet, for a variety of reasons - ranging, one can only
presume, from general distaste to fear for one's career - everyone has always delicately
passed the matter over in silence.
As for me, I am glad to have set forth the basic facts for anyone to see, and will continue to
hope that serious-minded people will think about the situation and draw whichever
conclusions are the right ones.

*
Update: in the comments below, an individual calling himselfB. Ralph, who clearly knows

a good deal about the Dead Sea Scrolls research milieu and is a supporter of the museum, has
submitted a lengthy set of lurid accusations, virtually all of them evasive of the basic issues I
have raised. The one point where he actually tries to offer a rationale for the museum's
conduct is when he asks why the proponents of the Jerusalem theory should "get primacy"
and suggests that if the exhibit were to be inclusive, it would have had to "show ... every
other of the dozens of ideas out there."
That, of course, is precisely the explanation offered by Risa Levitt Kohn, when she said that
the museum didn't want to "confuse people with so many competing theories." As I have
explained in several articles, this show of good will towards the public actually misled the
public in an embarrassingly obscurantist manner, because it hid the fact that the Jerusalem
theory is treated as one of the two salient theories of scroll origins in major reference works
such as the Cambridge History of Judaism, in articles published by major news sources such
as the New York Times and the Associated Press (one AP article speaks of a "polarization"
of scrolls studies between the two theories) and, later, in the important exhibition of the
scrolls that took place in the fall of2008 at the Jewish Museum in New York. By belittling,
distorting, and excluding the evidence that supports one of those two salient theories, the San
Diego museum inappropriately took sides in a bitter and widening academic dispute - and,
indeed, implicitly defamed an entire group of important scholars, by suggesting that they are
on the same level as minor figures on the margins of scrolls research.
Is it just a coincidence that B. Ralph also uses his comments to tout an annual meeting of the
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Society of Biblical Literature, an organization (incidentally of mostly Christian membership)
. whose West Coast chapter "president" is none other than ... Risa Levitt Kohn? (That Dr.
Kohn, who only recently completed her Ph.D. and has very few publications to her credit,
would be appointed to such a high-ranked position, says more than a little about how people
like David Noel Freedman use their influence in the game of getting-ahead-in-academics.)
According to B. Ralph's bluster, I am (among other things) a "bigoted liar" who has
"maliciously maligned" the creators and promoters of the San Diego exhibit. Revealing an
unusual degree of fascination with internet chatter critical of the museum, and stabbing me in
the abdomen with the terrible revelation that I once posted a few comments using my
nickname Carlo, B. Ralph also repeatedly suggests that I have used "pseudonyms" to
perpetrate my abominable "lies."
This is of course ridiculous and irrelevant to the substance of the dispute, but even if it were
significant, readers may wish to observe that diatribes similar to those appearing below were
published on wikipedia on July 1,2007 (the day the exhibit opened), by someone identifying
himself as "Thesultan." This blogger, right before touting the Society of Biblical Literature
meeting, blamed opposition to the museum's exhibit on a single individual who, according to
him, "travels around the internet" furthering a "campaign" conducted by "Norm
Golb" (surely a rather odd way of referring to this scholar). Then, only four days later, on

July 5, an article in the San Diego Reader quoted Ms. Delle Willett, the San Diego museum's
able marketing director, as saying that "a guy named Norm Golb just loves to follow these
Dead Sea Scrolls around the country and talk about how we've got it all wrong."
More important than the ad hominem accusation that I am a coward hiding behind
"pseudonyms" is the question whether I actually have maligned anyone, or if! have not
rather simply sought to shed light on an important, and (sadly) very real, institutional
problem. Hoping to clarify this matter, in one response to B. Ralph I have sought to answer
all of his more "substantive" objections one by one, reproducing his statements in italics and
giving my responses in regular typeface after each statement. I encourage readers to examine
this exchange, since I believe it gives a good deal of insight into the mentality ofthe San
Diego exhibit's creators and of the "community" they represented. Ultimately, after B.
Ralph came back with a further set of accusatory tirades, a moderator stepped in and blocked
the thread, thereby sparing me from having to deal with this particular interlocutor on a
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permanent basis. Hopefully this gave B. Ralph some time to sit back and contemplate what
he had achieved on behalf of the museum.
The author of the View 1I"0m Number 80 blog has published a clear-sighted comment on B.
Ralph's invective (see his paragraph entitled "Objective: Obfuscate"); I am extremely
grateful for his statement, which to my mind goes straight to the core of the situation.
I have not been able, of course, to draft a full response to each and every one of the
accusations, which are in essence a somewhat paranoid, if no doubt titillating, smokescreen
whose real effect is to distract readers from the issues. Naturally I take offense to being
called a bigot, but I'm happy to be called a liar by such an opponent, since what I am accused
of is but a drop in the bucket compared with the implicit smearing of the excluded scholars
(and indeed of the public at large, which needed to be protected from "confusion") that lay at
the core of the San Diego exhibit. If the exhibit's creators feel they have to lash out at me
instead of speaking to the issues, this merely exposes their astounding inability to defend
what they did. One thing I will say, however, is that contrary to the slightly deranged
accusation that B. Ralph armounces in an authoritative tone in his introduction (see his
paragraphs in bold typeface, below), I did not remove a single, specific name tag from this
article; cf. the multiple name tags in my Christian Fundamentalism article. The fact that I
didn't bother entering the name tags in this article means one thing in B. Ralph's mind: I
removed the "Norman Golb" name tag. I congratulate the museum on having an ally of this
mental caliber.
As it stands, this episode gives rise to a basic question: can we still hope that logic, reason
and civility will prevail in (and in discussions surrounding) public exhibits concerning the
Dead Sea Scrolls? Or are we doomed to continuing displays of exclusion, grandstanding and
denial? Only the future will tell, but the foolish, uncritical enthusiasm with which the media
promoted the San Diego exhibit is certainly not a good sign.

[!I] aD See all footage I View Slidcshow
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dwayncflagged this story as Good Stuff
I" ~, at 13 :08 on October 6th, 2007
Interesting article--well written and informative. When defending religion and the status
quo means covering up disagreement, the system has failed. It's embarrassing to see
them coming up with nonsense like "You don't want to confuse people."
Monntainccrflagged this story as Good Stuff
at 11 :08 on October 8th, 2007
Charles Gadda, I like this story. It's good stuff.

•I ,["lit'
I

B. Ralph
, at 08 :42 on October 17th, 2007

Please note: Gadda has modified his bigoted essay by removing the "Norman
Golb" tag aud by adding some false conjecture about me as well as a complaint
about ad hominem attacks. When Gadda complains about ad hominem
attacks, readers who have seen him viciously maul people and institutions for
months know there is ouly one guilty party and it is the person who calls himself
Charles or Carlo Gadda (his internet name evolved). I encourage you to do a
google search for any of the people named in this essay and see how they have been
molested for months. I then encourage you to do a similar search for" norm au
Golb" or even "Charles Gadda," "Carlo Gadda" or any of the supporting cast
Gadda has created for Golb and see how they have remained entirely uumolested.

Like Gadda, I encourage you to read our discussion so that yon can understand the
mindset of an individual who has spent 14 months maliciously attacking, without
having visited either one, two exhibitions, the people he can identify as involved
and people who are not involved but are perceived to be opponents of Golb or his
theories. The one exhibition that remains unmolested is the Kansas City exhibition,
which happens to be the only one of the three where Norman Golb was invited to
lecture.
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In the last conple of months I have watched horrified as Gadda maligned my
commnnity, an excellent exhibition, and people who seem to have done nothing
wrong except participate in some way in an exhibition be dislikes, as he nses
vicious, bigoted attacks, laced with activity promoting Norman Golb (like the
alumni lecture advertisement in this essay or the endless links to Norman Golb
articles). Hundreds of other scholars also were not iuvited to speak iu Seattle or San
Diego, but apparently none of them have dedicated supporters (or associates,
although Gadda will deny it) running vicious, bigoted campaigns. Read on to watch
the bigoted liar exposed.

I am confused about something.

On the first version of this essay, you publicized the talk Golb will be giving to the
University of Chicago alumni without mentioning how you learned of it. This struck me
because, as you pointed out, the talk has not been publicized but you knew about it. A
couple ofdays later, on October 8, you revised this essay and added that you recall
learning about the talk from "Paleojudaica." An odd little detail for you to add in a
revision to a long essay about a different topic.

I looked it up. The problem is that according to both google and the "Paleojudaica"
search function, that blog never listed that Golb giving a University of Chicago alumni
lecture. The Paleojudaica entry from July, and it is the only one about Golb going to San
Diego, actually speaks of Golb leading a group from the University of Chicago through
the Natural History museum (the museum must be really aggressive about stifling
debate). Here is the link for the $500 per person trip,
hltps:lloi.uchicago.cdu/evcnts/travclldss.htI111, as a quick search revealed. What the same
Google search, "Golb San Diego" did not reveal was anything about an alumni lecture,
although it did show Gadda and his characters' lengthy history of attacks on the San
Diego exhibit. .. and promotion of Golb.

In fact, I never found any Google link to the alumni lecture and learned about it only
by going deep into the alumni part of the University of Chicago's site.
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In other words, Gadda couldn't and didn't learn about the talk he is publicizing from
Paleojudaica. Instead, after posting the essay and reluctant to lose the promotional value
of mentioning it, he became nervous that someone would question how he knew and
tried to provide a false source. The possibility that Gadda simply made a mistake is
almost entirely impossible because this information came in a revision, which means he
had time to consider what he would write and probably decided to misrepresent facts
intentionally. He has also had a week to correct the revision if it was an error.

Why would having others know how he learned about an alumni talk cause
nervousness to a degree that Gadda revised and posted an apparent falsification? There
are only two possibilities that I can imagine: I. he is on the University of Chicago
alumni mailing list and would be linked to his alma mater; 2. somebody whose
connection to him has to be hidden provided this information.

Well, we know Gadda is from New York. We know from one of the characters with
which he posted on Wikipedia that he has a connection to New York University and he
. gave away that he lives in Brooklyn. We know then that even if he was an alumni
member the University of Chicago alumni would not contact him because he is not in
their San Diego chapter. In other words, option one is highly unlikely.

We remain with the second option, of Gadda knowing someone whose connection to
him is important to hide who provided this information about the alumni talk. Obviously,
the first source that comes to mind is Norman Golb.

Did Golb provide this information to you, Gadda?

•
I

flll.;4',.'

1~:;'~1 Charles Gadda
at 10:22 on October 15th, 2007

First of all, I want to thank B. Ralph for providing the link to the Oriental Institute
announcement of Norman Golb's alumni talk in San Diego.
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As anyone can see, the announcement describes not only a guided tour, but a
"presentation on Dead Sea Scroll research and theory by Professor Golb," to take place
in the museum's Boardroom. Nowhere, however, have J been able to find any
announcement by the museum of this talk, which is apparently not open to the public and
not part of the museum's exhibit or accompanying lecture series. One can only assume
that the Chicago alumni association, like several others which have announced similar
packages (see here and here for examples), has reached some sort of a
private arrangement with the museum.
My description of this event as a "lecture" was based on my amalgamation of several
distinct memories: this announcement which, frankly, J recalled having seen around a
month ago but could no longer locate; the statement on Jim Davila's blog, which J had
seen around the same time; and a conversation I had at the time with a contact at The
Jewish Museum in New York.
Observe, however, the way B. Ralph, without addressing any of the substantive issues
raised in my article, focuses in on my inclusion of the information about Golb's alumni
talk, and derives from it a series of conclusions about how I am "promoting Golb" and
even receiving information from him -- as if there would be something improper about
obtaining information from one of the scholars whose views have been downplayed and
distorted in the San Diego exhibit. Golb is indeed a major figure in Scrolls research, but J
certainly would not think of myself as "promoting" him or any other individual scholar.
Rather, as anyone can plainly see, my aim is to promote scientific neutrality, public
debate, inclusion as opposed to exclusion, and ethical awareness pertaining to this and
related issues.
Regrettably, B. Ralph's take on the matter is typical of supporters of the old QumranEssene dogma, who tend to be resentful of the manner in which their theory (and hence
what they feel to be their deserved preeminence in the academic world) has been
challenged and rejected by a growing number of researchers over the past decade. Even
if! were promoting the views of historians and archaeologists who have rejected the
Qumran-Essene theory, which would be worse, my doing that, or the patently biased
conduct of the San Diego museum, which has led to the public's being denied the
opportunity to hear both sides of the story?
At any rate, as some readers will no doubt have observed, J have been occasionally
revising this article, because I want it to be as clear and accurate as possible. Sometimes
J do locate information which is new or which I had previously seen but misplaced, and
insert it at the appropriate spot to tighten my argument as much as possible (see, e.g., the
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information on Martin Abegg's role last year in Seattle, inserted in the newest version). I
am sorry if this has led to any confusion. I am, of course, sensitive to criticism, whether
coming from B. Ralph, Pam Kuhlken or anyone else; in this instance, I will correct the
statement on Golb's "lecture" accordingly.

,....
....

o

r.':""'~lli
rJ~ "'%i:,

B. Ralph
at 08:26 on October 15th, 2007

Gadda, try to do better in the future. You publicized an alumni lecture without attribution
to any source. Two days later, you provided a source that was false. This is called a
"fabrication." I returned to those sites to check again. There is the group tour and there is
the alumni lecture, two different activities held on different days at different times at
apparently different venues as the websites clearly describe. A person such as you who
has gone to the extensive trouble of researching this exhibit at length, while promoting
Norman Golb, must have looked at the different websites before you posted. You must
have looked after you posted and when you revised. Even if you did not, you would have
looked after I stated my confusion and question.
You also didn't answer the question. Did Dr. Golb tell you directly about the alumni
lecture? Of course, since your response to me about the "confusion" was disappointing
and appears to be the equivalent of a response from a guilty person who is tongue-tied
after being caught off-guard, it may not be prudent to trust any response you give at this
point.
In reviewing your essay once more, I am confused again. Maybe you can enlighten me
on this new issue.
You claim in your article that Jim West "in essence advertised the San Diego exhibit free
of charge" and you brought up a Palestinian scholar to indicate West's support of a
purported denier of a "Jewish kingdom." You speak of West's anti-Zionist views and
correlate his politics with your accusation that he supports the San Diego museum's
exhibit. All believable information.
The confusing part for me, Gadda, is that West has a history of promoting Golb.
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htlp :11 d Ij iIII wcst. wo rdpress.com/2 006/1 0/22/is-norma n-go 1b-righ I-afteralII and hllp:l/orion.hllj i.ac. ilIorion/archivesli 998a/msg002 14 .html and the best of
all: http://dljimwcst.wordprcss .com/2007/06/0 8/norman-go Ibs-g 1I iclc-for-dead-scasCl'olls-exhibit-attendeesl where West thanks CHARLES GADDA for providing a link to
a ...Norman Golb article.

Gadda, did you prostitute yourself and Golb at the altar ofGolb promotion on an antiZionist's website? Some things apparently trump bad political views.
So Gadda, please respond to the old question about Golb and you, and here are new
ones: why would you post on Jim West's blog ifhe is so evil? Are you accusing the San
Diego museum of "advertising free of charge" when it is actually you who did so on that
blog?

PS, for anybody who wants some more detail, this may get a little boring but I would
feel like my research is wasted if] didn't post some of the other information I have
uncovered. Read at your own peril.
The problem is that I am an infrequent reader of Jim West's blog, but I recalled
seeing Gadda's name prominently listed on his blog. I went back to search for Golb or
San Diego and was surprised to discover that there were no more Charles Gadda
comments anywhere on the site. Was my memory deceiving? No, I'm afraid not.
http://drjilllwes!.wordpress.com/2007/04/1 5/norman-go Ib-on-the-dead-sea-scro Iisl

In discussing a Golb article, it appears that a disjointed discussion follows where a
certain Dierk van der Berg is seemingly conversing with two people but we can only see
one, Max E. That is because of the 21 original comments, only 13 remain after West
removed Gadda's 8 comments after Gadda called him names. Gadda called him names
after West let Cargill (the UCLA student whose career Gadda appears to be trying to
destroy) post on his site and added a link to Cargill's website. You can still see Harold
Libowich and Max E. in that discussion, both of whom appear to be Gadda
creations. You can see Max E. praising Golb, "Since Golb's original article appeared
way back when in the American Philosophical Society proceedings ... the gig is up on the
Essene-thesis of scroll origins." Max E. then gives us a Gaddaesque "mass-marketed
'scientific' museum exhibitions of a patently fraudulent/mendacious nature is basically a
way to avoid sticking up for crucial principles that have been with Western societies
since the Enlightenment."
Ignore the hot air and look at the key word, "mendacious." Look up "mendacious dead
sea scrolls" on Google, and the first hit is ... a NORMAN GOLB article. The fifth hit is a
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CHARLES GADDA comment attacking Schniedewind and Cargill. "This is an
adaptation of the mendacious and sensationalist news release put out by UCLA-including the misleading statement that U of Chicago professor Norman Golb published
an 'article,' and not a major book entitled Who Wrote the Dead Sea Scrolls, in 1996."
A "major book!" It's a good thing Gadda isn't promoting Golb too much.
Back to West and Gadda's prostitution of Golb on the "anti-Zionist" West's site before he
turned on him. In that discussion with Max E., "Harold Libowich" appears, insults the
Gadda/Max E. opponent, and praises the ... Golb article. Max E. then reappears with a
handy link to another Golb article. To be clear, West is using blog software that allows
him to read every IP address. This indicates that he was aware of the similarities or
sameness of Gadda and the others' IP addresses but did nothing about it.
We have seen Harold Libowich before as Harold Liebovich. It's hard for "Charles"
to keep track, I guess. Harold appeared previously commenting on an article about
Golb's visit to the Kansas City Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit, where, diplomatic as ever, Golb
called the show "brainwashing'" (Golb also accused the San Diego exhibit of trying to
"brainwash the public" before the show opened). Here is a link:
http://www.kcjc.com!articles/2007/04!27/news/a.kcj c.news.go Ib.dead.sea.scro lis. txt. And
there is Harold "Gadda" Liebovich in the comments. Look at how he defends Golb,
knowing his intimate personal history and reframing some answers Golb gave so that
Golb's unclear comments are reworked. How would Gadda/Max/Harold know what
Golb means or speak with such intimate familiarity about him?

Such a mystery.

•
I

f~i Charles Gadda
.."..

at 19:57 on October 15th, 2007

B. Ralph, I have no time to respond in full to this long rant of yours, which amply
reveals the mentality of the San Diego exhibitors.
I cannot even make heads or tails of your point about the alumni "lecture." Apparently it
is not even a lecture, but rather a "presentation," combined with a guided tour on a
separate day. I did not "source" or provide a link to Jim Davila's blog, I merely said I
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recalled having seen the lecture mentioned there. You seize on this terrible failure of
mine to suggest that I "fabricated" something.
Perhaps you would like to point out some other "fabrication" in my article, dealing with
the substantive issues I raise?
Six months ago I took part in a discussion on Jim West's site about Golb's Forward
editorial, which of course in your mind becomes a further act of "promotion" and an
additional proof of "guilt" on my part. From what you say, it appears that West has
removed my comments--an interesting procedure for someone who condemns people for
failing to "engage" with Nadia Abu el-Haj. Incidentally, at the time I knew nothing
about West's "anti-zionist" ideology and I hadn't even begun to reflect on the web of
Christian evangelical associations behind this museum exhibit. Readers can judge which
is worse, this additional failure on my part or the museum's conduct.
Again, perhaps you would actually like to discuss some of the issues raised in my article,
or do you prefer to continue defending the museum by suggesting that there is something
dishonest about me?

o

Anon-SD
at 16:23 on October 16th, 2007
B. Ralph:

The point is: the history of the scrolls is being distorted. The care and effort which was
expended, at the risk and loss of human lives, to insure that these books would be handed
down intact to future generations and civilizations needs to be known. History tells us
this has happened more than once.

o

B. Ralph
at 08:36 on October 16th, 2007
Be careful, Anon-SO, if you are a figment of Gadda's imagination, Gadda dumped his
own pseudonym "Suzanne Shapiro" in a heartbeat and if you are a real person, he turned
on one, Jim West, in a flash. Next time try posting from a different city.

Here is what Gadda said to West in his (as far as I know) last post before turning on him.
Charles Gadda, on September 11th, 2007 at 2:04 pm Said:
Jim,
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I am dismayed that a man ofyonr integrity would defend the "ethics" of someone
whose purported scholarship conveys a transparently antisemitic ideology and, along the
way, makes a mockery of scientific methodology. This has all been examined at
considerable length in the Journal of Near Eastern Studies and many other serious
venues. How conld yon stoop to such a level?

Charles Gadda

htlp://dlj imwcst. wordprcss.col11/2007107127 Ilhe-wilch-hllnt-against -nad ia-abll-el-hajcontinuesl

As you can see, Anon, Gadda is wailing at someone he knows well and who knows him
well. He calls West a man of integrity. In fact, he is calling West a "man of integrity"
several weeks after West published Cargill's comment asserting the views of his Qumran
movie. In .other words, Gadda thought of this Cargill comment as a rare event, and had
already launched his attack on Christians on Now Public without losing confidence in or
pointing out West (apparently his old chum). But the "man of integrity" supports elHaj and this is a problem because even the Journal of Near Eastern Studies critiqued her
work. Do you know who publishes the Journal of Near Eastern Studies, Anon? It's the
University of Chicago.

Also, Anon, good friend, never follow the guy with the conspiracy theory. Here is what
Gadda said about an entirely different subject recently. Do you think the programmers of
some jazz concert are also "Christians with an agenda?"
(http://home.ncslor.minsk.by/jazz/forllI11/2007/02/140100.html;
http://homc.ncstor.lIlinsk.by/jazz/ncws/200710 I 1300S .htllll).
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discussion
Cecil T>lylor and .John Zorn at the Rose Theater

Charles Oadda 14.02.0720:30

After censoring Cecil Taylor for nearly two decades, the Jazz at Lincoln Center
programmers now insult this giant of modern music by pairing him with John Zorn,
rather than, say, Jean Michel Pile or another Monk-influenced pianist, which would
help the audience to understand where Mr. Taylor's music comes from. At least they
could do us the favor of telling us approximately what time Taylor will be playing, so
we can arrange our schedules accordingly.

.,.",
,
,-,'

o

B. Ralph
at 08 :50 on October 16th, 2007
Gadda, I understand your desire to discuss "substance" and that is what I'm doing by
pointing to your prevarications. Your deceitful and vicious campaign is the substance
here. West was of the same faith six months ago as 6 weeks ago as now. You apparently
contacted that evangelist directly and offered the material for a post. You saw him as a
man of integrity. Max E. praises him for his courage. In other words, you had no
problem using West to promote your agenda regardless of his faith or views. By the way,
other than your lies here, there is nothing wrong with trusting a devout Christian and
attacking him for being an "evangelist" is beneath contempt..

Regarding the museum. I am sorry to disappoint you but I am not in a position to explain
anything to anybody since I don't know much (except what I've learned following you
online) and I am not connected to it (based on what I've seen, they have not responded to
you at all). I'm just the guy who gets really ticked off at lying bullies. However, since
you asked me for a discussion of your "substance," and since I have been reading you for
a while, I'll offer it.

You have no credibility because:
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•
You haven't seen the exhibit. This is incredible, after 10 months of daily attacks
you haven't seen the exhibit.

•
You don't know a single one of the principals, by your own admission.

•
You haven't had a substantive discussion with even one of them according to your
own admission.

•
You hide behind pseudonyms.

•
You present only partial information to make your case.

•
You often misrepresent facts.

•
You make false and bigoted accusations and insinuations.

•
You then move on to other essays where you present your original accusations and
falsehoods as facts.

•
To my mind you have an agenda of promoting a particular scholar.

You wantto discuss the two theories you've created about the exhibit without having
seen it. Good.

Which theory would you like to discuss first, the one where the big, evil cabal of
Christian male zealots has caused the pliant, weak-minded, female Jewish curator to be
led by the nose to do their bidding? Or would you rather begin with the other theory
you've created where a big, evil cabal of Christian male zealots who are incompetent
"scholars," in conjunction with deceitful, self-hating but capable Jewish scholars, has
established an anti-Semitic academic paradigm that has been supported by the San Diego
museum, its exhibit makers and the Seattle museum?

In other words, did you wish to discuss your theory where bigotry and sexism, and
possibly misogyny, intersect with inexcusable accusations of anti-Semitism? Or did you
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wanno discuss your bigoted theory where the big bad Christian "scholars" (your
quotation marks) who don't buy Golb's theory are apparently anti-Semitic, and those
Jews who subscribe to similar views, are apparently self-loathing Jews?

There, now we have discussed your "substance."

There is no substance to anything you say, although there is quite a bit of hate. The
questions that crop up are:

Do you really believe this? Unlikely because you often misrepresent facts.

If you do not believe it, are your bigoted and sexist ideas bait to draw attention? I don't
know whether that is more vile than actually believing the bigotry you publish.

What is your motive? No matter how I try to view it, it always comes up support
for Golb who wasn't invited to the lecture series. Since your campaign attacks Seattle
and San Diego while avoiding attacks on Kansas City, which invited Golb, it is hard to
believe any other scenario exists.

o

B. Ralph
at 09:04 on October 16th, 2007

Now that we've discussed your "substance," let us move on to real questions of
substance. You are the one who claims to seek facts and truth, so let's explore the
IItruth."

You claim to have researched all of these Christian scholars and you imply strongly that
they were "inculcated" or "indoctrinated" with certain beliefs as a result of their partial
education in Christian educational institutions. You make this claim in support of an
assertion that a museum exhibit appears to be tainted by intellectual anti-Semitism.
Putting aside issues of defamation and bigotry, some serious questions about the
integrity of your statements, and consequently about your entire months-long campaign,
do arise from this.

You omit mention of Weston Fields' Ph.D. from Hebrew University where he studied
with the Israeli scholar Talmon. Please do not say that you couldn't find it because when
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I entered "Weston Fields" on Google, I found that information in the 4th link on the first
page.

You omitted mention ofthe easily found information about Schniedewind's Ph.D. at
Brandeis, a prominent secular Jewish institution, until you were forced to acknowledge
it. Why have you minimized his status at UCLA - a secular and respected school - where
he is the Chair of his department?

You write about Freedman's Ph.D. with Cross, something that must have happened 60
years ago, with anger and sarcasm. Do you realize than only somebody of their age
group or who cares about somebody from their age group would have any emotion
invested in this?

You you ignore the decades of dedicated work on the Anchor Bible and other projects
that require a scientific viewpoint and approach in Freedman's decades of work.

You ignore the decades of highly respected work by Cross.

You omit mention of the fact that the co-founder of the Oriental Institute's Dead Sea
Scroll project, along with Norman Golb, is a graduate of an evangelical school. Wouldn't
that be part of your vast conspiracy of institutions and scholars getting funded by
Christians?

You accuse Geza Vermes of "effectively purchasing" his way into the
Scrolls publication project when he has been well regarded as a scholar for decades.

You keep discussing Yizhar Hirschfeld as ifhe's alive and should be invited to the
lecture series at San Diego.

You ignore the known fact that Elior's theories are part of a broader theory of which the
scrolls play only a part and that she disagrees with significant parts ofGolb's theory.

You ignore the 1998 BAR interview with Hirschfeld where he dismisses Golb's fortress
idea.
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You do not mention that Zias worked for the IAA for 25 years and praise Magen and
Peleg for their IAA connection.

As for institutions, you omit mention of the Dead Sea Scrolls Foundation's primary
purpose to enable the necessary support for the Dead Sea Scrolls Publication Project.

That's a lot of information to omit or distort, Gadda. If you had included it, your essays
would look quite different and its premise would fail. In fact, the information you omit is
all readily available, often in the same places where you discovered it (and, thanks to
you, where J discovered it). It follows that you knew and omitted on purpose ..

For somebody who wants to layout the facts for people to decide, you have an odd
idea of which information to present..

•
I

~Ii Charles Gadda
"

. at 01 :00 on October 17th, 2007

B. Ralph,
(1) To begin with, readers can judge whether my reference to Jim West's "integrity" was

a sign of my great esteem for Dr. West, or if it was an instance of sarcasm and irony on
my part. But perhaps this is too subtle for you. Do I have esteem for Risa Levitt Kohn
because I rose to her defense when she suggested that the public consists of infantile
idiots who are incapable of judging for themselves and need to be protected from

"confusion "?
(2) Turning to your two massive diatribes, the first consists of a smokescreen of lurid
rhetorical accusations -- "cabal of misogynists," "self-loathing Jews," etc. -- that have the
(apparently intended) effect of obscuring the fundamental issues. Why don't you just
come out and say that you don't believe there ought to be a free debate in San Diego
among scholars of radically opposing views? Why don't you just say that you don't
believe the open exchange of scholarly ideas ought to be encouraged in a democratic
society?
Wby don't you address tbe mendacity of Dr. Kohn's documented statement that she is a
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"Dead Sea Scrolls scholar"? Why don't you address her statement that the Dead Sea
Scrolls are not really "Jewish" texts, and her peculiar philosophy of avoiding public
confusion? Why don't you address Martin Abegg's position that "Evangelical Christian
scholars should playa significant role in the study of the Dead Sea Scrolls," and his
connection with this and other similar exhibits, in which the Jewish view of scroll
origins is not given a significant role?
(3) As for the claims you make in your second diatribe, I will respond to them one by
one. Your statements are in italics, my responses follow.
You claim to have researched all of these Christian scholars andyou imply strongly that
they were "inculcated" or "indoctrinated" with certain beliefs as a result of their
partial education in Christian educational institutions. You make this claim in support of
an assertion that a museum exhibit appears to be tainted by intellectual anti-Semitism.
PUtting aside issues of defamation and bigotry, some serious questions about the
integrity ofyour statements, and consequently about your entire months-long campaign,
do arise from this.

My general point is quite simply that a group of scholars all of whom either have
Christian educational backgrounds, are associated with the old Dead Sea Scrolls
monopoly, or both, and who share an apparently dogmatic belief in the Qumran-Essene
theory, have created a museum exhibit in which the evidence for the opposing,
Jewish view is downplayed, distorted and concealed, with all of the scholars who have
rejected the Qumran-Essene theory being excluded from participating in the lecture
series accompanying the exhibit. Further, I argue that in light of the statements quoted
in my article (the scrolls are not "Jewish" texts, Evangelical Christians "should playa
significant role," etc.) there is an appearance of impropriety and indeed, of intellectual
antisemitism. You try and twist this against me by questioning the "integrity" of my
own assertions. Well, iflfalsely asserted, for example, that one or another of
these individuals has a Christian educational background, or ifIfalsely asserted that Dr.
Kohn said what she said, then I would have done something outrageous, and would
gladly retract everything I've written on this topic (but not on Cecil Taylor). But
since the information I've gathered happens to be true, I'm entitled to set forth my
opinion as to what appearances this all gives rise to. I understand your resentment, but
the basic problem you and the museum confront is that the exhibit was organized by
these people with this background and belief, that the statements were made, and that the
evidence for the Jewish view was downplayed, distorted and concealed. And that, of
course, is why the museum has failed to respond to me, apart from Dr. Kohn's published
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letter of January 9, 2007, in which she mendaciously referred to herself as a "Dead Sea
Scrolls scholar."
You omit mention of Weston Fields' Ph.D. from Hebrew University where he studied
with the Israeli scholar Talmon. Please do not say that you couldn't find it because when
1 entered "Weston Fields" on Google, Ifound that information in the 4th link on the first
page.

First of all, the fourth link I find for "Weston Fields" on Google is the personnel page of
the University of the Holy Land, but I don't see Weston Fields on that page. If you
would like to provide the exact link to this information, I will gladly look at it.
However, if what you say is true (and I see no reason to doubt that it is), it should be
pointed out that Shemariah Talmon is one of the most doctrinaire defenders of the
Qumran-Essene theory ever to have played a role in scrolls research. This simply
underscores my point, that "even Oxford University professors and Jewish researchers
like Emmanuel Tov [a close associate of TalmonJ will work together with Christian
fundamentalists like Fields to achieve common goals." If Fields got a Ph.D. at the
Hebrew University, good for him and I will add it to my articles. He would then belong
to the category (and I never called this a "cabal" or a "conspiracy") that includes a
number of other individuals who have studied at the Hebrew University while founding
and promoting Christian fundamentalist "educational institutions." Incidentally, perhaps
you also know where he got his "Th.D.," I'd be grateful for the link to that information
too.
You omitted mention of the easily found information about Schniedewind's Ph.D. at
Brandeis, a prominent secular Jewish institution, until you were forced to acknowledge
it. Why have you minimized his status at UCLA - a secular and respected school - where

he is the Chair of his department?

In fact, I emphasized Schniedewind's Ph.D. from the outset, giving its title ("Prophets,
Prophecy and Inspiration in the Book of Chronicles") in my article on the sensationalist
Schniedewind-Cargill press campaign and carefully including a link to the wikipedia
page on him, where anyone can read the info about where he received his degree. My
focus in the "Christian Fundamentalism" piece (where, incidentally, I also provided the
wikipedia link) was specifically on the Christian component of Schniedewind's
education, and with the apparent continuity of his involvement in Christian educational
enterprises, as seen in his recent affiliation with the University of the Holy Land, i.e.,
after he received his Ph.D. from Brandeis. I have been trying to understand Dr.
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Schniedewind's actions myself and make no claim to have all the answers. But none of
this excuses his conduct in participating in a campaign to mislead the public and in
snitching the credit for other people's research. J have not minimized his status at
UCLA. Quite to the contrary. Secular institutions often grant degrees to religious
students, but they don't normally give department chairs to people who are affiliated with
places like the "University ofthe Holy Land." Is this why Schniedewind's name recently
disappeared from the personnel page of that Christian educational institution, after I
signaled his being listed there in my "Christian Fundamentalism" article?
You write about Freedman's Ph.D. with Cross, something that must have happened 60
years ago, with anger and sarcasm. Do you realize than only somebody of their age
group or who cares about somebody from their age group would have any emotion
invested in this?

Sarcasm, no doubt; perhaps even a touch of scorn; but I'm not aware of any anger in my
description of this ethical irregularity -- only one of many in the field of biblical
scholarship. As for my age, that's none of your business--but I'm old enough to know a
fraud when J see one. My sources are of various ages, and I use my own judgment too.
But since you've raised the topic, allow me to say that I've seen at least one die-hard
defender of the old Qumran-Essene theory described as a "dinosaur" who is incapable of
facing up to advances in research.
You ignore the decades of dedicated work on the Anchor Bible and other projects that
require a scientific viewpoint and approach in Freedman's decades ofwork.

I'm not aware that J ignored this. In response to Pam Fox Kuhlken, J indicated that I'm
not seeking to suggest that Freedman is not a competent biblical scholar, but rather that
I'm taking issue with the unethical role he has played in Dead Sea Scrolls scholarship. J
make the same response to you.
You ignore the decades of highly respected work by Cross.

I'm not aware that I ignored this either. It is lamentable that Dr. Cross, who was once a
scholar of repute, has descended to participating in at1east two separate campaigns of
intentional disinformation (the "Lost Tomb of Jesus" scam and the "yahad" ostracon
claim). Here as elsewhere, you seem to be sniveling at the fact that I don't sing the
praises of your heroes in my articles. I happen to be a bit more critical than you. Where
have you said a single critical word about the scrolls monopoly, or the refusal of the
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monopolists to engage with scholars who have rejected the Qumran-Essene theory? At
least Freedman had the courage to recognize that "secrecy" was wrong, even though he
lacked the courage to frankly admit his own role in the monopoly. You seem to take it a
step further, altogether ignoring the ethical issues I've signaled.

You omit mention of the fact that the co-founder of the Oriental Institute's Dead Sea
Scroll project, along with Norman Golb, is a graduate of an evangelical school.
Wouldn't that be part ofyour vast conspiracy of institutions and scholars gettingfimded
by Christians?
I don't know anything about this, but my point was obviously not that everyone who
graduates from an evangelical school is part ofa conspiracy. My point was simply that a
group of people who graduated from such institutions have played an unfortunate role in
putting together (and in promoting) a biased exhibit in which the Jewish view of scroll
origins is clearly belittled, distorted and excluded.

You accuse Geza Vermes of "effectively purchasing" his way into the Scrolls publication
project when he has been well regarded as a scholar for decades.
What does Vermes' purchasing his way into becoming a member of the monopoly
(which you consistently refer to in a respectful tone as the "Scrolls publication project")
have to do with his having been well regarded as a scholar? Some people, especially
defenders of the Qumran-Essene theory like yourself, regard him well; others have found
his conduct to be unethical. He appears to have used the resources ofthe Wolfson
foundation (which granted $350,000 to the Qumran Center at Oxford University for this
purpose) to effectively purchase his way into the monopoly. What is more, to the best of
my knowledge he, like most other Qumran-Essene ideologues, has failed to say a single
word in response to the criticism of scholars who have rejected the Qumran-Essene
theory, Does he even inform readers of the existence of such criticism in his popular
translation ofthe scrolls? Cf. my remarks (in my article above) on Freedman's dogmatic
presentation of the Qumran-Essene theory in his popular book. Yet Freedman has also
been "well regarded."

You keep discussing Yizhar Hirschfeld as if he's alive and should be invited to the
lecture series at San Diego.
The roster of participants in the lecture series was put together well before Dr. Hirschfeld
had a heart attack and died. The fact that he is deceased has nothing to do with the
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museum's decision to exclude him along with all the other known opponents of the
Qumran-Essene theory. The public was cheated of the opportunity to hear this important
scholar speak at each of the other scrolls exhibits of the past few years as well, to the
shame of the institutions hosting these exhibits.
You ignore the known fact that Elior 's theories are part of a broader theory of which the
scrolls play only a part and that she disagrees with significant parts of Golb 's theory.

I do not "ignore" these facts. Unlike you, I attended Rachel Elior's lecture on the scrolls
at the Jewish Museum a couple of years ago, during which she recommended a single
book -- Who Wrote the Dead Sea Scrolls by Golb. She is an important scholar in the
field. Like Golb, she believes the scrolls came from Jerusalem. Unlike Golb, she puts
more emphasis on scrolls written by Temple priests. Shouldn't the San Diego public
have the right to know about these significant developments in research? With six
million dollars in funding, couldn't the museum have put together a good panel
discussion on these interesting questions? Here as elsewhere, you seem strangely intent
on distracting people from the basic issue, which you never address. (Readers will note
that the Jewish Museum in New York invited Dr. Elior to speak on the scrolls even
without holding an exhibit on the topic, but with a six million dollar budget the San
Diego exhibitors carefully kept her off their list. I'll move on to the next point, lest I be
accused ofpromoting Dr. Elior.)
You ignore the 1998 BAR interview with Hirschfeld where he dismisses Golb 's fortress
idea.

First of all, I would not trust a popular (and quite trashy) pUblication like BAR on any
scholarly issue of importance. Hirschfeld's book, published in 2004, six years after the
interview you refer to, specifically explains that Qumran was originally built as a
fortress. Unlike Golb, he believed that the site was then used for other purposes (and in
your mind this becomes a "dismissal"). But like Golb, and like Magen and Peleg, he
concluded that the site had a secular purpose, was never inhabited by a sect and that the
Dead Sea Scrolls came from Jerusalem. Clearly, all of these scholars are part of a single
group who reject the Qumran-Essene theory -- and thus have been excluded from the
exhibit you so-much appear to admire. You, on the other hand, are trying to suggest that
since there are differences between the scholars who reject the Qumran-Essene theory,
therefore they should not be seen as a group holding one of the two salient views on
scroll origins -- even though there are also differences between scholars who support the
Qumran-Essene theory and they are seen as a group. Why am I not surprised that a
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defender of this museum exhibit would go to such lengths (even quoting an interview in
a trashy magazine tbat took place six years before Hirschfeld's book was published) to
mislead people?
You do not mention that Zias workedfor the IAAfor 25 years and praise Magen and
Pelegfor their IAA connection.

I do not care if Zias "worked" for the IAA, and I did not "praise" Magen and Peleg for
their "IAA connection." Magen is the specific Israeli government archaeologist who is
responsible for the Judaea and Samaria region, which includes Qumran. In that capacity,
he, together with Peleg, led the officially appointed team that conducted ten seasons of
digs at Qumran and concluded that the place was never inhabited by a sect and that the
scrolls came from Jerusalem. Yet Magen and Peleg have been excluded from
participating in the museum's lecture series, and the grounds supporting their research
conclusions are concealed in the exhibit. Readers can judge whether Joe Zias' having
worked for the lAA is of any relevance to this basic point.
As for institutions, you omit mention of the Dead Sea Scrolls Foundation's primary
purpose to enable the necessary support for the Dead Sea Scrolls Publication Project.

I did not omit this, I specifically included it in my description ofthis entity in my
"Christian Fundamentalism" piece (see the 17th paragraph of that article). Since you
seem to have been reading my articles quite closely in search of points to disagree with,
I'm surprised that a man of your integrity would say such a dishonest thing about what I
do or don't mention. As for your use of the term "necessary," everyone knows that
publication of the scrolls under the auspices of the "Dead Sea Scrolls Publication
Project" (i.e., the famous scrolls monopoly) was virtually completed several years ago.
What does this have to do with the Dead Sea Scroll Foundation's current purpose, which
appears to be to defend the Qumran-Essene theory through museum exhibits that
hoodwink the public by presenting the evidence in a biased and misleading manner?
Why don't you address this important etbical issue anywhere in your diatribe?
That's a lot of information to omit or distort, Gadda.

Ifyou had included it, your essays

would look quite different and its premise would fail. In fact, the information you omit is
all readily available, often in the same places where you discovered it (and, thanks to
you, where 1 discovered it). It follows that you knew and omitted on purpose. Fo/"
somebody who wants to layout the factsfor people to decide, you have an odd idea of
which information to present.
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Readers can judge whether I have distorted anything, or whether you -- clearly a
supporter or even an associate of the museum and hypocritically taking advantage of the
very liberty of debate that was denied to the excluded scholars who have rejected the
Qumran-Essene theory -- are trying to distort things, distract attention from the basic
issue, and defend a biased and misleading exhibit with your various statements.

o

B. Ralph
at 09:29 on October 17th, 2007

First, a brief reminder to Gadda.

You have no credibility because:

•
You haven't seen the exhibit. This is incredible, after 10 months of daily attacks
you haven't seen the exhibit.

•
You don't know a single one of the principals, by your own admission.

•
You haven't had a substantive discussion with even one of them according to your
own admission.

•
You hide behind pseudonyms.

•
You present only partial information to make your case.

•
You often misrepresent facts.

•
You make false and bigoted accusations and insinuations.

•
You then move on to other essays where you present your original accusations and
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falsehoods as facts .

•
To my mind you have an agenda of promoting a particular scholar.

You have not responded to any of these remarks for an obvious reason.

"Gadda,"

Of course readers can judge for themselves. I'm helping them out. Sorry to disappoint
you that after all these months, but you still haven't had a response from the museum.l
have no affiliation with them, although l deserve some free tickets for all the time I've
spent on this.

l have to also say that lloved the show and encourage all Christians, Jews, atheists,
agnostics and all members of humanity to attend because they will love it but also
because bigots should not be allowed to win the day. Gadda now has every reason to
minimize his bigoted intentions because he has been advocating for one scholar in
particular but the meaning of what he has written is clear: scholars with any identifiable
Christian connection in their schooling or teaching institutions have their education,
research, teaching or any combination of these tainted by their faith. "Mendacity" is the
word that comes to me after considering this.

(1)

To begin with, readers can judge whether my expression of dismay at a man ofJim

West's "integrity" supporting Nadia Abu El-Haj was a sign of my great esteem for Dr.
West, or

if it was an instance ofsarcasm and irony on my part.

First you claim that you were being sarcastic and then you claim you didn't post the
statement. Please decide. So you have had private communications with West about "the
museum." That's an interesting admission which confirms my earlier conjecture.

To reiterate and close the chapter on your lies about the relationship with West, which
you have attempted to twist into some sort of religious malfeasance by others:

I. you wrote to West using a familiar tone, calling him a man of integrity - which echoes
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Max's comment that he is brave - and whining that he should know better because a
vaunted University of Chicago publication said so (Golb is at the University of Chicago).

2. You acknowledge communicating with West, which you denied before, and
presumably that is when you gave him the Golb article link that you claim you didn't
give him.

3. You were the one seeking free advertising on an "evangelical" blog and now you
attack "Christians."

She [Levitt Kohn} suggested that the public consists ofirifantile idiots who are incapable
ofjudging for themselves and need to be protected from "confusion"

If you had seen the exhibition, you would know how respectfully the public is treated.

(2)

Turning to your two massive diatribes, the first consists of a smokescreen of lurid

rhetorical accusations -- "cabal of misogynists and self-loathing Jews, " etc. -- that have
the (apparently intended) effect of obscuring the fundamental issues.

Obscuring? I simply provide a synopsis of your theories. You know your theories are
bigoted against Christians and you don't even try to hide it. When you were asked (you
were pretending to be another character) why you attack Christians, you answered that
you actually meant "devout evangelicals who have a deep concern with returning to
Christian roots."

Singling out any group offaith is bigotry. Accusing them of being "scholars" as opposed
to scholars because of their faith is also bigotry. Finally, you don't know even one of
them, by your own admission. As a consequence, you have no idea what they believe
and therefore your attacks are overly broad. This is bigotry. This is the very definition of
bigotry.

Since you have no knowledge of the museum, the exhibit, the principals involved, or the
people who you name in your fantasy essays, we can break these essays down into the
base and vulgar ideas you express. Namely, that an evil cabal of Christian male zealots
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either manipulated a hapless Jewish woman or that they worked in slimy conjunction
with a self-hating Jewish woman. At other times, you list other Jewish scholars in the
same fashion, including Tov and Vermes.

Either way, what you wrote is terrible and deserves to be labeled for what it is.

(3)

Why don't you just come out and say that you don't believe there should be afree

debate in San Diego among scholars ofradically opposing views? Why don't you just
say that you don't believe the open exchange of scholarly ideas should be encouraged in
a democratic society?

What I or you believe is not important. Facts matter. In November of this year, while the
Scrolls exhibit is still on, the Society of Biblical Literature is having its annual
conference. Thousands of scholars in this field will come to San Diego and listen to and
present papers in peer reviewed forums where they will be challenged, prodded, pushed,
insulted and praised by their colleagues and peers. That, Gadda, is a free exchange of
ideas!

Since both the SBL and this exhibit have been in the planning for years, it appears that
this was a planned, happy coincidence. I wonder if the "mendacious" curator thought this
one up.Maybe a Christian zealot did. She or whoever dreamed this up must have
thought the museum could "pull the wool over the eyes" of several thousand bible
scholars.

Is Dr. Golb presenting a section or paper at the SBL? Will Rachel Elior attend and give a
paper? How about a "series of major Israeli archaeologists" induding a deceased one?
NO? How many sections do they have this year on Qumran and the Scrolls? Ten,
twenty? I looked at their schedule and it's a huge number, each with 3 to 6 scholars
presenting and many in the audience participating. Sounds to me like some people
LOVE the exchange of scholarly ideas and others prefer media and internet campaigns.

(4) Why don't you address the mendacity of Dr. Kohn's documented statement that she is
a "Dead Sea Scrolls scholar"? Why don't you address her statement that the Dead Sea
Scrolls are not really "Jewish" texts, and her peculiar philosophy of avoiding public
confosion?
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"Mendacity" is not a word to be used in the context of a terrific exhibit like this. My
questions to the curator would be different than yours but I have seen the exhibit, unlike
you, and respect it deeply. Also, I am not promoting a scholar who wasn't invited to the
lecture series, unlike you.

(4)

Why don't you address Martin Abegg's position that "Evangelical Christian

scholars should playa significant role in the study of the Dead Sea Scrolls, " and his
connection with this and other similar exhibits, in which the Jewish view ofscroll origins
is not given a significant role?

Why should any group be excluded from study of the Scrolls as long as it does not
interfere with the scientific quality of their research. If you have such complaints about
Abegg's work, perhaps you can take them up at the SBL.

Your statement about the "Jewish view" will be ignored since you have not seen the
exhibit.
(5) As for the claims you make in your second diatribe, I will respond to them one by

one. Your statements are in italics, my responses follow.

First, let's review:

You lied about West and his site as well as your relationship with him. Twice.

You still have not answered whether Dr. Golb told you about the alumni talk.

You have tried to obfuscate regarding your stumble with Golb's unadvertised alumni
talk and the Paleojudaica reference, so far quite unconvincingly.

You have written bigoted essays about Christian scholars.

You have written maliciously about Jewish scholars.
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You have written at least one interpretation which can be viewed as sexist.

You have attacked scholars, their work and their motives on the basis of their faith.

You have misrepresented the notion that a free exchange of ideas has been desired by the
museum in light of the presence of the SBL during the exhibit.

If you had really cared, you would have visited this exhibit instead of sitting in your
Brooklyn apartment or NYU attacking people and exhibitions. This leaves the
impression that you are more interested in making noise than in finding truth or facts.

You have no valid response to my reasons as to why you have no credibility regarding
this exhibit.

:",

'.~.J

o

B. Ralph
at 09:58 on October 17th, 2007

Now for the actual responses:

Gadda's comments are in italics:

(I) First of ail, the fourth link ljindfor "Weston Fields" on Google is the personnel page

of the University of the Holy Land, but I don't see Weston Fields on that page.

http://www.jcrusHlemperspective.com/ciera ult.aspx ?tab id= 32&a 1I thori d= 1 I

You should stop pretending. Today it was #6 on Google. Sinceyou have already listed
"Jerusalem Perspective" in a previous essay (01 :39 I September 17th, 2007 in the
Fundamentalist essay comments section), it is clear you knew about this but still omitted
the pertinent mention of his Ph.D. from Hebrew University with Talmon. Whether you
approve ofTalmon's views or not, he is a noted scholar and you are a pseudonym.
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You attacked Fields on the basis of his faith and listed his schools as evidence, but you
omitted Hebrew University and Talmon. Since your research goes deep and you knew
Jerusalem Perspective, not only is your interpretation of Fields' faith not material, but
what is material is that you knowingly omitted information which you must have come
across.

(2) Infact, 1 emphasized Schniedewind's Brandeis PhD. from the outset, in my article
on the sensationalist Schniedewind-Cargill press campaign (which you have perhaps not
read). 1 also included a link to the wikipedia page on him, where anyone can read the
irifo about his PhD. True, 1 did not initially feel there was any need to mention the
Brandeis Ph. D. in the "Christian Fundamentalism" piece (where the focus was obviously
quite different), but then it occurred to me that many people were reading that piece
without having read the earlier article on Schriiedewind's press campaign, and so 1
decided to mention it.

Sorry, since we now know that you knowingly omitted the part about Fields' education
that contradicted your thesis, it is not believable that you mistakenly neglected to
mention Schniedewind's doctoral school in an essay on "fundamentalists" since that
would also negate your thesis. Since you have gone around posting links specifically and
solely to the Fundamentalist essay - without linking to your "article" about the
"sensationalist" press campaign, it holds that you were intent on obscuring available
information about a person while attempting to defame him (stating that Christian
schools inculcate their students is defamation when you are discussing one of their
graduates who is a scholar).

Your dozens of logged and recorded desperate attempts to skew the Wikipedia entry
about Schniedewind to make him look like a devout Christian, make your statement
about linking to that entry self-serving but also deceptive.

(3) None of this excuses Schniedewind's conduct in participating in a campaign to
mislead the public and in snitching the credit for other people's research 1 have not
minimized his status at UCLA. Quite to the contrary. Secular institutions often grant
degrees to religious students, but they don't normally give department chairs to people
who are affiliated with places like the "University of the Holy Land." Is this why
Schniedewind's name recently disappeared from the personnel page of that Christian
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educational institution, after I signaled his being listed there in my "Christian
Fundamentalism" article?

You haven't seen the film. You have no credibility on this topic. Why don't you go to
your local multiplex, don't watch a movie but pick out the name of one from the marquee
and write a bitter and defamatory review of the film while defaming its makers. Make
sure to write that you haven't seen it. Oh no, you keep forgetting to mention that part, of
not having watched theflIm, in your vicious libel about the Qumran movie and its
makers!

(4) B. Ralph: You write about Freedman's Ph.D. with Cross, something that must have
happened 60 years ago, with anger and sarcasm. Do you realize than only somebody of
their age group or who cares about somebody from their age group would have any
emotion invested in this?
Gadda: Sarcasm, no doubt; perhaps even a touch ofscorn; but I'm not aware of any
anger in my description of this episode. I'm glad to have pointed out this ethical
irregularity, only one of many in the field of biblical scholarship.

The point is that you care. You must have some pretty darn good degrees and career
success to have scorn for two graduates of Albright with the careers these two have had.
But why would you even care?

(5)

Readers can judge the merit ofyour attempt to demonstrate that I'm of the same

age group as Cross and Freedman. But since you've raised the topic, allow me to say
that I've seen at least one die-hard defender of the Qumran-Essene theory described as a
"dinosaur" who is incapable offacing up to advances in research.

I don't know what the readers can judge. I didn't mean that you were elderly. My guess
about who you are places you in your late 40s. My point was that you may have been
communicating with somebody ofthat generation who knew about this sharing business
of 60 years ago and had expressed sarcasm or anger regarding the subject. Is this
connected to Norman Golb? He graduated from Johns Hopkins and at least one person
who purports to be a historian on Orion claimed that Albright was Golb's teacher. I can't
verifY this information but it seems plausible. Since you have been linking to Golb
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articles all over the internet for 14 months while praising him frequently (not to mention
that you haven't answered whether he told you about the alumni talk), I guessed it might
have been him who told you about their joint dissertation. I have no way of knowing but
it's a tantalizing guess.

(6) B. Ralph: You ignore the decades of dedicated work on the Anchor Bible and other
projects that require a scientific viewpoint and approach in Freedman's decades of
work.
Gadda: I'm not aware that I ignored this. In response to Pam Fox Kuhlken, I indicated
that I'm not seeking to suggest that Freedman is not a competent biblical scholar, but
rather that I'm taking issue with the unethical role he has played in Dead Sea Scrolls
scholarship. I make the same response to you.

That isn't a satisfactory answer when the entire premise of your essay is an attack on
supposedly devout Christians who somehow manipulated a field of study as well as
museum exhibits away from scientific research and toward a religiously colored thesis.

That also isn't a satisfactory answer when you point out Freedman as an example of this
supposedly unethical set of circumstances. The omission of such an important fact about
Freedman while you make the effort to include (several times) the irrelevant but scornful
comment about his joint dissertation, from which we are supposed to conclude
something negative about his academic qualifications, seems to be blatantly defamatory.
You didn't include this information even though you knew it because you wanted to
mock him, undermine his stature and prevent the disintegration of your thesis. Your
thesis, to remind you, is that Christian-identified scholars are not serious scholars. They
are, according to you, "scholars." Your October 14 title for this essay put scholars in
quotes. If Pam Fox Kuhlken had not responded to you, your comment to her would
never have appeared on these pages.
(7)

B. Ralph: You ignore the decades of highly respected work by Cross.

Gadda: I'm not aware that I ignored this either. It is lamentable that Dr. Cross, who was
once a scholar of repute, has descended to participating in at least two separate
campaigns of intentional dis information (the "Lost Tomb ofJesus" scam and the ''yahad''
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ostracon claim). Here as elsewhere, you seem to be sniveling at the fact that I don't sing
the praises ofyour heroes in my articles. I happen to be a bit more critical than you.
Where have you said a single critical word about the monopoly or the refusal to engage
with scholars who have rejected the Qumran-Essene theory? At least Freedman had the
courage to recognize that "secrecy" was wrong, even though he lacked the courage to
frankly admit his own role in the monopoly. You seem to take it a step further,
altogether ignoring the ethical issues I've signaled.

You did ignore his work.

We are speaking about your dishonesty so my ideas about the "monopoly" or the Tomb
of Jesus have no bearing on this discussion. Nobody cares what I think just as nobody
would care what you think if you didn't go around brutally defaming museums, scholars
and anybody else you consider fair game.

If you had the courage of convictions and were interested in a debate, you would not
behave as you do. If your interest was in truth and scientific exploration, you wouldn't
engage in lies, distortions, obfuscations and omissions. You also wouldn't hide behind
15-20 pseudonyms and 6 or 7 (I've lost count) anonymous blogs. Your stand on ethical
issues is to denounce scholars because of their faith.

(8)

B. Ralph: You omit mention of the fact that the co-founder of the Oriental

Institute's Dead Sea Scroll project, along with Norman Golb, is a graduate of an
evangelical school. Wouldn't that be part ofyour vast conspiracy of institutions and
scholars gettingfunded by Christians?

Gadda: I don't know anything about this, but my point was obviously not that everyone
who graduates from an evangelical school is part of a conspiracy. My point was simply
that a group ofpeople who graduatedfrom such institutions have played an ul1(ortunale
role in putting together (and in promoting) a biased exhibit in which the Jewish view of
scroll origins is clearly belittled, distorted and excluded.

No, Gadda, that has to be a lie. You have been promoting Norman Golb's Oriental
Institute articles for more than a year, probably daily sometimes. There is no way that
you are not familiar with the history ofthe Oriental Institute Dead Sea Scrolls Project or
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the article by Norman Golb about it. I came across it the first time I saw one of your
links to 01. That's assuming you don't know Golb personally, which is highly doubtful.

Your denial on this point proves everything I have said. You are seeking to protect this
other scholar because he is connected to Golb and because you know that his educational
history is precisely the same as many of the people you have disparaged here. He is
supposed to be a good scholar but in your essay, if he was on the wrong side of Golb,
he'd be mincemeat.

As to your second point, you have no credibility. You have not seen the exhibit.

(9) What does Vermes' purchasing his way into becoming a member of the monopoly
(which you consistently refer to in a respectfUl tone as the "Scrolls publication project'~
have to do with his having been well regarded as a scholar? Some people, especially
defenders of the Qumran-Essene theory like yourself, regard him well; others havefound
his conduct to be unethical. He appears to have used the resources of the Wolfson
foundation (which granted $350, 000 to the Qumran Center at Oxford University for this
purpose) to effectively purchase his way into the monopoly. What is more, to the best of
my knowledge he, like most other Qumran-Essene ideologues, has failed to say a single
word in response to the criticism ofscholars who have rejected the Qumran-Essene
theory. Does he even inform readers of the existence of such criticism in his popular
translation of the scrolls? Cfmy remarks (in my article above) on Freedman's dogmatic
presentation of the Qumran-Essene theory in his popular book. Yet Freedman has also
been "well regarded. "

You expand on this unbelievable, brutal libel. No wonder nobody debates you, with your
bullying and anonymity. You do seem to have a wealth of knowledge about events that
happened a long time ago.

(10) B. Ralph: You keep discussing Yizhar Hirschfeld as

if he's alive and should be

invited to the lecture series at San Diego.

Gadda: The roster ofparticipants in the lecture series was put together well before Dr.
Hirschfeld had a heart attack and died. The fact that he is deceased has nothing to do
with the museum's decision to exclude him along with all the other known opponents of
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the Qumran-Essene theory.

In other words, you don't know when or how the list was composed or completed but
you are resurrecting the deceased into your list of "excluded" scholars because it is
convenient to have a "series" instead of just "two" archaeologists.

(11) The public was also cheated of the opportunity to hear this important scholar speak
at any of the other scrolls exhibits of the past few years, to the shame of the institutions
hosting these exhibits.

Oh, I'm sure that if this exhibition was held before 2002, you would be railing that they
invited Hirshfeld, a "traditional Qumranologist" who supports the "old Qumran-Essene"
theory, but excluded Golb.
(12) B. Ralph: You ignore the knownfact that Elior's theories are part of a broader
theory of which the scrolls play only a part and that she disagrees with significant parts
of Golb 's theory.
Gadda: I do not "ignore" these facts. Unlike you, I attended Rachel Elior's lecture on
the scrolls at the Jewish Museum a couple ofyears ago, during which she recommended
a single book -- Who Wrote the Dead Sea Scrolls by Golb.

End of discussion. You have proven my point. What is your connection to Golb?

That is very funny, that you feel that the recommendation of a book by a scholar in a
public talk makes a museum guilty of exclusion. Maybe they didn't hear her
recommendation of Golb, seeing as they were in San Diego.

(12 continued) She is an important scholar in the field. Like Golb, she believes the
scrolls came from Jerusalem. Unlike Golb, she puts more emphasis on scrolls written by
Temple priests. Shouldn't the San Diego public have the right to know about these
significant developments in research?

Sure, and they should know about all of the developments in the field. But why stop at
Elior? Why should she get primacy? The exhibit should also show Mason's ideas,
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Eisenman's ideas, Davies' ideas and every other of the dozens of ideas out there. After
all, anyone of these scholars will tell you their theory is the right one. People will love
it, and maybe a few die-hards lilke you will actually attend. You should curate that show,
Gadda, since you have it all figured out. Until then, however, they have this other show
where some theories are given a respectful hearing even if the promoters of some of
these theorists have run a vile and hostile campaign.

In what I saw, and as others have told you, the exhibit treats the Jerusalem theory and
pottery factory ideas respectfully. This is what makes your campaign to promote Golb
and attack the show so ugly. Please don't give the speech about how there need to be two
panels at every juncture where your pet theory separates from whatever the museum has
up.

(13) With six million dollars infunding, couldn't the museum have put together a good
panel discussion on these interesting questions? Here as elsewhere, you seem strangely
intent on distracting people from the basic issue, which you never address.

The basic issue is your hateful, defamatory campaign. Since you have not seen the
exhibit, you have no credibility about the show at all. If you had run a normal, decent
campaign, you would have the right to ask questions or challenge decisions. It looks like
a great lecture series, though, even without your desired panel.

(14) B. Ralph: You ignore the 1998 BAR interview with Hirschfeld where he dismisses

Golb 's fortress idea.
Gadda: First of all, I would not trust a popular (and quite trashy) publication like BAR
on any scholarly issue of importance.

But Magen and Peleg's big article was in BAR. Can we now remove them from your list
of excluded "major archaeologists?"

(14 continued) But your real point here, of course, is to suggest that since there are

differences between the scholars who reject the Qumran-Essene theory, therefore they
should not be seen as a group holding one of the two salient views on scroll origins.
There are also differences, however, between scholars who support the Qumran-Essene
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theory, yet they are seen as a group. Hirschfeld's book specifically explains that
Qumran was originally built as afOJ·tress. Unlike Golb, he believes that the site was
then used for other purposes. But like Golb, and like Magen and Peleg, he believes that
the site had a secular purpose, was never inhabited by a sect and that the Dead Sea
Scrolls came from Jerusalem. Clearly, all of these scholars are part of a single group
who reject the Qumran-Essene theory -- and thus have not been invited to the exhibit you
so much appear to admire.

I do admire the exhibit and I have seen it. I'm afraid my point was different. It is that you
ignore that prior to having to prove that Essenes lived in Ein Gedi, Hirschfeld
completely rejected Golb's ideas. He walked all over Golb in public, and from what I've
read, this would have been his position until around 2000-2002. The additional problem
is that the Ein Gedi theory has not been accepted by others, and a museum is not the
place to build consensus. You have neglected to mention this in months of campaigning
and it's dishonest.

This is the same pattern of deception as ignoring Golb's differences with Elior - which I
learned about after somebody forced your "Critical Reader" to admit it on Wikipedia.
The same deception as declaring that there is an "old" theory and a "new" theory, not
giving Rengsdorff his due, or claiming that that there is a "controversy," or that scholars
are incompetent, blinded by their faith, lie to save careers and all of the other lies you've
thrown out over many months. You have a self-serving framework for the question,
nothing more.
(I5) I do not care ifZias "worked"for the IAA, and I did not "praise" Magen and Peleg
for their "fAA connection. "

Yes you have. You attack the IAA sometimes, but you harp on the fact that they work
for the IAA, "the official authority" because you perceive that it gives them credibility.
Maybe they are credible, but then so is Zias, unless the difference is their faith. Or is it
that the ones you support agree with Golb and the one you attack does not. In other
words this is either religious bigotry or cynical religious bigotry. There is no third
choice.

(15 continued) Magen is the specific Israeli government archaeologist who is
responsible for the Judaea and Samaria region, which includes Qumran. In that
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capacity, he, together with Peleg, led the officially appointed team that conducted ten
seasons of digs at Qumran and concluded that the place was never inhabited by a sect
and that the scrolls came from Jerusalem. Yet Magen and Peleg have been excluded
from participating in the museum's lecture series, and the grounds supporting their
research conclusions are concealed in the exhibit. Readers can judge whether Joe Zias'
having worked for the IAA is of any relevance to this basic point.

If Joe Zias has no relationship to this post or the IAA, why did you list him in this post?
You brought him up, just as you bring up Magen's official position. How does Zias'
official position not matter? You listed him as a Christian "scholar" who is part of your
Grand Manipulation. Ironically, Magen and Peleg's ideas were mentioned in the exhibit,
however, and I don't know if Joe Zias' ideas were.

(16) B. Ralph: As for institutions, you omit mention of the Dead Sea Scrolls
Foundation's primary purpose to enable the necessary support for the Dead Sea Scrolls
Publication Project.
Gadda: J did not omit this, J specifically included it in my description of this entity in my
"Christian Fundamentalism" piece (see the 17th paragraph of that article).

Good for you, you got me. My mistake.

(16 continued) Since you seem to have been reading my articles quite closely in search
ofpoints to disagree with, I'm surprised that a man ofyour integrity would say such a
dishonest thing about what I do or don't mention. Asfor your use of the term
"necessary, " everyone knows that publication of the scrolls under the auspices of the
"Dead Sea Scrolls Publication Project" (i.e., the famous scrolls monopoly) was virtually
completed several years ago. What does this have to do with the Dead Sea Scroll
Foundation's current purpose, which appears to be to defend the Qumran-Essene theory
through museum exhibits that hoodwink the public by presenting the evidence in a
biased and misleading manner? Why don't you address this important ethical issue
anywhere in your diatribe?

My "diatribe" is directed at a bigot who defames people by using lies and distortions and
who promotes a scholar by attacking institutions who don't invite the scholar while not
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attacking an institution that did. I don't care what the Foundation does but it makes sense
that after publishing the scrolls, they would want to help show them around. I thought
you wanted the public to learn ...
(17) Readers can judge whether J have distorted anything, or whether you -- clearly a
supporter or even an associate oj the museum and hypocritically taking advantage oj the
very liberty oj debate that was denied to the excluded scholars who have rejected the
Qumran-Essene theory -- are trying to distort things, distract attention from the basic
issue, and deJend a biased and misleading exhibit with your various statements.

Gadda, you bet I support this exhibit, It is so terrific that I hope every person in
California reads your attacks and attends just to spite your bigoted, hateful rantings.

Funny how language can be used by an intelligent deceiver. I am certainly not an
associate of the museum, but I am a "supporter" of the exhibit the same way that every
single bible or scrolls scholar in the world except for the invited ones was "carefully
excluded" from participating in the lecture series.

To remind us all of the conclusions so far:

You have never attended the exhibit.

You have never met or talked to any of the principals.

You have invented scenarios which you have published as fact.

You have defamed people, in some cases the case can be made that you did it
knowingly.

You lie about the unavailability of scholarly debate in San Diego since the SBL is
coming to town.

You distort the quality of Abegg's work by promoting the value statement of his team.
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You almost certainly lied about not knowing Weston Fields' schooling.

You distort your reasons for not mentioning Schniedewind's title or Ph.D. schooling.

You attack a movie you have not seen.

You obscure how you know about Cross and Freedman's work as students.

You mislead how you represent Freedman and your attacks on him.

You lie (I'm going to say apparently because I can't prove it) about not knowing how
your essay reflects on the co-founder of the Oriental Institute's Dead Sea Scrolls Project.

You libel Vermes. You complain about a discussion of Vermes even though you brought
him up.

You have included a deceased person for months in your list of "excluded"
archaeologists, without noting so.

You rail against the exclusion of a scholar because she praised a Golb book in public.
Sure, you cover up by calling her a good scholar, but the eat's out of the bag.

You trash BAR, even though two of your "excluded major archaeologists" published
their big essay about their findings there.

You dish dirt on a scholar and then complain when I bring up that same scholar.

And, fi'om before:
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You still have not answered whether Dr. Golb told you about the alumni talk.

You have tried to obfuscate regarding your stumble with Golb's unadvertised alumni
talk and the Paleojudaica reference, so far quite unconvincingly.

You have written bigoted essays about Christian scholars.

You have written at least one interpretation which can be viewed as sexist.

You have attacked scholars, their work and their motives on the basis of their faith.

You have misrepresented the notion that a free exchange of ideas has been desired by the
museum in light of the presence ofthe SBL during the exhibit.

You clearly have no clue about this exhibit which leaves the impression that you are
more interested in making noise than in truth or facts.

You have no valid response to my reasons as to why you have no credibility regarding
this exhibit.

You have been promoting Norman Golb for months linking almost exclusively solely to
his articles.

"
1

lm,

Charles Gadda
at 14:17 on October 17th, 2007

B. Ralph,
Again, I will not bother answering everything you say; readers can judge whether you
are doing more good or harm to the museum with your profound attacks on me. Readers
can also judge whether by engaging in a debate on someone's website and then
submitting a sarcastic comment to the same website a few months later I demonstrated
my friendship for the website's owner. And they can judge whether I denied having
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submitted a comment to Jim West's site, or whether I simply did not recall that he had
briefly posted the comment in question before blocking it (a fact I verified by checking
the cached version of his site after I didn't find the comment on the current version).
Finally, they can judge what all of this suggests about your effort to defend the museum.
That said, I will selectively respond to a few of yours statements. First of all, thank you
for pointing me towards the info on Weston Fields (I had originally discovered the
"Jerusalem Perspective" site while researching Todd Bolen, and had not noticed their
statement about Fields). I have now added this information (along with a clear and
direct mention ofSchniedewind's Brandeis Ph.D.) to my Christian Fundamcntalism
article, and readers can judge whether the article is any less convincing in its new form.
It is interesting, by the way, to see that Fields got his Th.D. at the famous ... Grace

Theological Seminary, and that he wrote his doctoral dissertation (under the direction
of Qumran-Essene ideologue Shemaryahu Talmon) on "Sodom and Gomorrah:
Tradition, Motifs and Meaning in Genesis 18, 19" -- hardly a qualification for presenting
oneself as an expert on the Dead Sea Scrolls. It would be interesting to know on what
topic he wrote his Th.D. dissertation -- hopefully not "Sodom and Gomorrah ... "
How compelling that you bring the "presence of the SBL" into this conversation. I seem
to recall that the topic of my articles was the biased exhibit taking place at the Natural
History Museum, not a meeting of the Society of Biblical Literature. Is this the best you
can do? But since you raise the topic, anyone who knows anything about this field
knows that the SBL is in the hands of so-called "traditional" scroll scholars,.and that its
directors are deeply resentful of any criticism of people like Freedman and Cross. And
who is the "president" of the SBL's West Coast chapter? Last I heard, it was Dr. Risa

Levitt Kohn, curator of the San Diego scrolls exhibit! This, of course, in light of the
museum's biased treatment ofthe scrolls, raises the question of whether Dr. Kohn has a
conflict of interest stemming from her position at the SBL -- a conflict, of course, that
would directly violate the "ethical transparency" standard promulgated by the American
Association of Museums. But I almost forgot -- the question of a museum's
responsibility towards the public is not the topic here, because you prefer to change the
topic.
You keep proclaiming that I haven't seen the exhibit, as if (1) the massive press
campaign surrounding the exhibit's opening (much of which was written directly by the
museum's publicity department), (2) the museum's own website presentation and (3)
their list of featured lecturers did not amply document what is going on here.
Incidentally, although you try to adopt the tone of a disinterested amateur and present
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yourself as someone who is not associated with the museum, but who simply saw the
exhibit, it is quite clear from everything you say that you have training in this field -how else would you know so much about things like "Mason's ideas" (which I haven't
even heard of) and why else would you be so embittered by my criticisms, which various
reasonable people have found to be interesting rather than "bigotted"? But since you
know so much, perhaps you could refer me to some article of yours on the scrolls that I
might read for greater enlightenment.
Since we're on the topic of scholarship, allow me to reiterate that I would never produce
a popular magainze like BAR as a source on any scholarly issue; and the "big article,"
i.e. the scholarly one, by Magen and Peleg was not in BAR, but rather in the book
entitled The Site of the Dead Sea Scrolls: Archaeological Interpretations and Debates
(Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah, vol. 57, 2006). That you would hide this
fact from readers and instead try and smear Magen and Peleg for having agreed to allow
the editor of BAR (who is a lawyer and an amateur archaeology fan rather than a trained
scholar of any type) to summarize their findings in an article, shows a good deal about
your own methods of scholarship.
Readers can judge whether I have, as you say, "proven your point" about promoting
Golb by citing Rachel Elior's recommendation of his book at her Jewish Museum
lecture. Oh, but of course Rachel Elior herself "promoted" Golb by recommending his
book, and therefore by pointing out that she belongs to the group of scholars who have
rejected the Qumran-Essene theory, I am engaged in the same promotion. That a fine
scholar like yourself would stoop to this level, is also quite revelatory. Incidentally, I
didn't "libel " Vermes, I simply pointed out well-known facts that are documented ... on
pages 217-247 of Golb's book, which I have right here on my shelf among a dozen other
books on the scrolls. I would certainly rather "promote" the scholar who exposed the
monopoly outrage and all the unethical conduct it produced, than the creators of the
biased museum exhibit taking place in San Diego.
I will let readers judge whether your other comments have any merit, and what this says
about the museum's ability to actually justify its conduct.
.

,"'
~,:

..

o

G Kaitiin
at 14:20 on October 17th, 2007

I would like to remind NowPublic members that inflammatory or abusive speech in
comments is considered Flaming and will be construed as a violation our Flaming Policy
andlor our Terms of Service. THIS INCLUDES BAITING, a definition of which can be
found in the policy. Users found to violate these terms risk losing their site privileges.
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Please refer to the above links for more information.
This comment thread will now be closed.
Thank you.

in Culture, Religion, San Diego, history, ethics, scandal, Christiunity, archaeology, .Judaism, Dead Sea
Is
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Robertdworkin's Weblog
July 12, 2008
The Ethics of Exhibition: Romancing the Scrolls
Filed under: Archaeology, Christianity, Dead Sea Scrolls, History, Judaism, Religion, Science,
Uncategorized - robertdworkin @ 2:54 am
Tags: Archaeology, Christianity, Dead Sea Scrolls, Ethics, Judaism, Liberalism, Museums, Religion,
Science
by Robert Dworkin
The following article was originally published on the Spinoza 's Lens site, which has since been taken
down.
In recent years, history, science, and religion have had a series of increasingly embarrassing encounters.
An especially significant, if rarely analyzed, example of this phenomenon is the inaccurate treatment of
the current state of Dead Sea Scrolls scholarship in traveling exhibitions being presented all over the
United States and elsewhere. As ofthis date, one such exhibit is at the Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints in Almyra, New York. Another, entitled "The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Origins of
Christianity," is at the National War Monument in Seoul, Korea. Others were recently presented at the
Pacific Science Center in Seattle and at the San Diego Natural History Museum (the latter at a cost of
six million dollars), and one will be opening on June 28 at the North Carolina Museum of Natural
Sciences in Raleigh - a division of the North Carolina Department of the Environment and Natural
Resources. Judging from the descriptions of these exhibits available on the websites ofthe exhibiting
institutions, each of them fails to give the public a balanced view of a deepening academic struggle that
has divided the world of Scrolls research for the past decade.
The theory of Scroll origins favored in the exhibits is the "traditional" one, first proposed sixty years ago
- at a time when scholars had read only seven of the 900 scrolls ultimately found in the cav.es to the
north of the famous Khirbet Qumran site. Academics who defend this theory (for the most part biblical
scholars rather than historians or professional archaeologists) hold that Qumran - whose fortified ruins
are located on a desert cliff overlooking the Dead Sea - was home to a small, celibate sect usually said
to be Essenes. They argue that the Dead Sea Scrolls were composed and copied by monks living at this
site. Speculation that the claimed Essenes of Qumran were forerunners of early Christianity (reflected in
the title of the Korean exhibit) quickly made the Dead Sea Scrolls the most popular archaeological
discovery of the 20th century.
Over the past decade, however, an increasing number of researchers, including Hebrew University
archaeologist Yizhar Hirschfeld (who died following a heart attack in 2006) and a top archaeological
team led by Yitzhak Magen and Yuval Peleg of the Israel Antiquities Authority, have come to favor a
fundamentally different view. Responding to anomalies in the traditional theory (e.g., the presence of
over 500 scribal hands among the scrolls, the wide variety of doctrines they contain, and the failure to
find evidence of scribal activity at Qumran or any organic link between the scrolls and the site), they
have concluded that Qumran was a secular site well integrated into the economy of the region, inhabited
by soldiers and pottery makers - but never by any religious sect - and that the Scrolls are the
renmants of libraries from the Jerusalem area, the writings of many different Jewish groups taken down
to the desert for safe-keeping shortly before the siege and sacking of the city by the Romans in 70 A.D.
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These conclusions echo and amplifY those forcefully argued for by University of Chicago historian
Nonnan Golb since the late 1970s. One reviewer ofGolb's 1995 book (suitably entitled Who Wrote the
Dead Sea Scrolls?) summarized some ofthe stakes involved in the ongoing controversy as follows:
Many traditional scholars "held or were influenced by the 'entrenched belief that the culture of the Jews
mattered relatively little, and that urban civilization was a force inimical to it.' These scholars could not
accept or possibly even conceive the extent of the literature associated with Jerusalem before the
destruction of the Second Temple by the Romans" (G. Armstrong, in Church History, vol. 64, no. 4
[1995], p. 636).
The opposition to the sectarian theory is, by any nonnal academic standards, both serious and concerted.
The rift was clearly visible by 1998, when the pertinent volume of the Cambridge History ofJudaism
appeared: it contained two lengthy articles on Scroll origins, one representing the Essene theory, the
other the Jerusalem theory. Four years later, a major New York Times article reported on a wide
disagreement of scholars at a Brown University scrolls conference. The article quoted Dr. Katarina
Galor, the conference organizer, to the effect that there was no longer any "consensus" on the topic. By
2006, the same newspaper (in an article focused on Dr. Magen's excavations) described opposition to
the sectarian theory as "a rising tide of revisionist thinking."
Yet, museums across the country have chosen to ignore this situation and, what is worse, have
systematically failed to inform the public of any of the reasons that have led to it. While the exhibits
occasionally pay lip service to "some scholars" who "believe" the scrolls came from Jerusalem, the
exhibiting institutions appear to have gone to considerable length to convince the public that the
"consensus," and even the recent findings of archaeologists in Israel, still favor, or at any rate do not
threaten, the E$sene theory. Evidence supporting the Jerusalem theory is simply omitted or, as in the
case ofthe famous Copper Scroll (whose contents, according to most current specialists, point to the
Temple in Jerusalem as the source ofthe hidden treasures and artifacts that it lists) is treated as
"mysterious." The descriptions of the other texts on display tend to read as ifthe sectarian theory were a
presupposed fact.
Nor can the exhibitors plead ignorance. Golb himself, in a series of articles published on the University
of Chicago website, has presented several lengthy lists of what, according to him, are egregiously false
and misleading claims made in the exhibits. Surprisingly, however, not one of the institutions in
question has even attempted to respond to any ofGolb's criticisms. If the exhibits, according to a
respected scholar in the field, consist largely of propaganda that fools the public, then wouldn't one
nonnally expect the directors of the prestigious museums where they are being held to investigate these
claims?
As indicated, some of the exhibits have been held in religious (particularly Monnon) institutions.
Leaving aside the question of whether such institutions may reasonably be expected to meet the
standards applicable to science museums, another more basic question is whether the large numbers of
people who pay to see these exhibits are not entitled to the simple truth. For example, the website
description of the exhibit taking place at the church in Almyra, NY states that "scholars do not agree on
the origin of the scrolls," but then pointedly adds that the exhibit "includes artifacts ... found in the
Qumran area, home to the scribes of the Dead Sea Scrolls." The reader is left with the impression that
the scholarly disagreement referred to has no impact whatsoever on the veracity ofthe assertion
pronounced, as a fact, a few sentences later.
Over and beyond the question of scientific accuracy, other disturbing problems must also be confronted.
Even the exhibits taking place in science museums have been created largely by Christian scholars,
some of them affiliated with educational institutions with names like "University of the Holy Land."
Some of the exhibitors are members of the team that strictly controlled the Scrolls (refusing access to
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those who disagreed with the Essene interpretation) until the famous "Scrolls monopoly" collapsed in
1992. With one rare exception, the Jewish, secular-minded scholars who have rejected the Qumransectarian theory have been excluded from the lecture series accompanying the exhibits. The exception
occurred at Kansas City's Union Station, where Dr. Golb - i.e., a single opponent of the sectarian
theory in a field of over twenty lecturers - was invited to speak. The Kansas City museum director
explained his decision by invoking his own "scientific background," indicating that "if you are trying to
decide on a theory, you need as many data points as possible." This opinion, however, has apparently
been rejected by the directors of exhibiting scientific institutions all across the country. Interviewed by
the Los Angeles Times, the curator of the San Diego Natural History Museum's exhibit justified that
institution's stance with the statement: "You don't want to confuse people with so many different
theories."
As for the North Carolina exhibit, it quite clearly has been designed to cater to a particular religious
audience, thus once again raising the question of the proper role of scientific institutions - and now for
the first time one run by an American governmental branch - with respect to issues having a religious
dimension. The museum's website explains that the scrolls' purportedly sectarian authors saw
themselves as the "true Israel." What large numbers of visitors may not know is that the expression "true
Israel" was a polemical phrase used by figures in the early Christian church who believed that the
Christians, not the Jews, were the True Israel. In the lack of any evidence that such an expression is
found anywhere in the Dead Sea Scrolls, the museum's website statement must be either an arbitrary
piece of misinformation or something offered with specific religious intent. (In this respect, it is worth
noting that since at least the late Renaissance, some Christian writers have argued that the purity-loving
Essenes, rather than wicked, "priestly" Jews from Jerusalem, were the "true," direct link with
Christianity; Jesus himself has sometimes been popularly understood to have been an Essene - a
tradition not grounded in any historical evidence, but which certainly forms part of the backdrop to this
unfolding scholarly controversy over Scroll origins.)
The "true Israel" statement - and others included on the museum's website are equally dubiouscannot help but raise the question of whether the North Carolina exhibit violates the United States
Constitution by, in effect, taking a Jewish cultural treasure (as many now consider the scrolls to be) and
presenting it with a Christian slant under state auspices. Surely a strong argument exists that state
institutions, should they choose to exhibit the Scrolls, are legally bound to present both salient theories
of scroll origins in a neutral manner, without imposing an unverifiable (and possibly fabricated)
"consensus" on the public. Unfortunately, the warm reception generally accorded to these exhibits
wherever they have previously showed does not encourage one to hope that the local media in Raleigh
will directly address this issue and help set a standard for future exhibits.
Writing on the "View from Number 80" blog, British skeptic Ross Sargent comments on the controversy
as follows: "Far from all this being a storm in an inkwell important principles are at stake. Archaeology,
in the atmosphere of aggressive religiosity that now pervades society is becoming a football kicked
around merely to further sectarian, and associated political, interests." Surely we are dealing here with a
pressing cultural problem. Yet the very nature of the problem invites reticence and discretion on the part
of precisely those individuals to whom one would naturally look for action. Understandably, few people
wish to become involved in a potential scandal, or to be sucked into a complicated academic dispute that
does not directly concern them; above all, people do not wish to lay themselves open to charges of antiChristian bigotry. Our natural reaction, then, is to shrug it off: what does it really matter if these exhibits
cater to a Christian audience? After all, museum exhibits are often inaccurate, and the progress of
science, along with "peer review," can be expected to gradually work their effects.
Such an outcome, however, should not be taken for granted - particularly if, as appears to have
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occurred here, millions of dollars are being pumped into a propaganda effort designed to defend the
interests of one group of scholars at the expense of another. In this regard, it is disconcerting to read, in
an account of a lecture given by a defender of the Qumran-sectarian theory at the 2007 annual meeting
of the Society of Biblical Literature, that the lecturer repeatedly attacked the highly regarded Israeli
archaeologists who have rejected that theory following ten seasons of excavations at Qumran, and that
an audience of biblical scholars greeted these attacks with encouraging laughter - but that the
archaeologists in question, unlike the lecturer, were not invited to attend the SBL annual meeting. Sadly,
as North Carolina prepares to host a Scrolls exhibit that is bound to excite immense popular interest, one
is left to wonder whether financial and religious concerns have, in this domain, been allowed to trump
the basic principle of free and open debate.
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The Dead Sea Scrolls controversy in San Diego
How a major museum scammed the public, and got away with it too

Jesus, Judas, and the Dead Sea Scrolls: peddling religious
sensationalism in America (December 10,2007)
Background: the "public square"
A few days ago, American presidential candidate Mitt Romney gave what was billed as a major address
on the "religion" question. Apparently, one of his principal goals was to put Evangelical Christians at
ease with his candidacy, and to that end, he took it upon himself to repudiate a key argument made by
John F. Kennedy in a famous speech delivered during the 1960 presidental campaign.
Kennedy asserted that a candidate's "views on religion are his own, private affair," which should not be
"imposed by him upon the nation." By contrast, Romney declared that religion is not merely "a private
affair," and that "no movement of conscience can succeed in America that cannot speak to the
convictions of religious people."
In the course of his mock-Kennedy speech, Romney rehashed the tendentious claim of fundamentalists
to the effect that America was founded as a "Christian" nation. Still worse, he sought, as the New York
Times put it in an insightful editorial, to reduce the debate over religion to a childishly rigid quarrel
between people who believe religion has a place in public life and others who advocate "the elimination
of religion from the public square." (And for a look ahead at where this is going, allow me to put the
question from the outset: what is a massive, six-million-dollar museum exhibit, promoted in dozens of
newspapers and viewed by 450,000 visitors, if not a "public square"?)
The NY Times editorial sharply exposes the dangers facing our constitutional system of separation of
Church and State at a time when Mike Huckabee, a Baptist minister, has made the religious test "the
cornerstone" of his own presidential campaign and when yet another candidate, John McCain, has also
declared that America is a "Christian nation."
What is Jess commonly perceived, however, is the fact that this threat of a breakdown in our political
culture has been accompanied by other, related manifestations. These can be illustrated by examples
from three domains: (I) fallacious theoretical discourse about a claimed nexus between science and
religion; (2) religiously motivated sensationalism involving two hoaxes initially perpetrated on
the National Geographic and Discovery channels, and widely publicized through dozens of other media
outlets; and (3) the ongoing scandal involving the cooperation between a major "non-profit" science
museum and a "scholarly" monopoly aimed at exploiting the public's fascination with Christian origins.

"The greatest scientists of the West ... "
The science/religion claim was recently illustrated by an article by Dinesh D'Souza, entitled A
Christian .Fonndation and prominently featured as an editorial in USA Today. The article begins by
stating that "popnlar efforts to tuck Christianity neatly aside as a footnote to this country's history and to
deliver a secular society will fail. Why? Because the faith is inextricably tied to onr valnes, our
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institutions and even modern science." D'Souza condemns the "aggressive" actions of atheists
(represented in a cartoon accompanying the article), and argues that Christianity "has shaped the core
institutions and values of the USA and the West," including even "secular institutions such as
democracy and science."

Without mentioning, e.g., the brutality ofthe Spanish Inquisition, the Wars of Religion or the
extermination of the American Indians, he adds that Christianity "has fostered in our civilization values
such as respect for human dignity, human rights and human equality that even secular people
cherish" (my italics). He then focuses in on science, boldly asserting that "Christians were the fIrst ones
who envisioned the universe as following laws that reflected the rationality of God the creator." As if to
lend an air of dignity to this offensive argument, he offers us a list of "the greatest scientists of the
West." Here is the complete list as printed in USA Today: Copernicus, Kepler, Galileo, Boyle, Newton,
Leibniz, Gassendi, Pascal, Mersenne, Cuvier, Harvey, Dalton, Faraday, Joule, Lyell, Lavoisier,
Priestley, Kelvin, Ampere, Steno, Pasteur, Maxwell, Planck, Mendel, and Lemaitre.
As I read this powerful accumulation of names, I was tempted to add D'Souza to his own list, and to
thank him (I) for scientifIcally informing me that "Gassendi, Mersenne and Lamaitre [sic] were priests,"
and (2) for sparing me from having to confront such boring details as the fact that Galileo was arrested
by the Catholic Church, charged with heresy, forced to retract his scientifIc claims under threat of torture
and burning at the stake, and then ultimately banished from Florence. At least they let Galileo live,
unlike his predecessor Giordano Bruno, another scientist who just happens not to be on D'Souza's list.
But wait a second. Isn't there another name missing from the list? What about Albert Einstein? Could
it be that he's not included on the list because he wasn't Christian? And while we're at it, what about
Darwin and Huxley, is there perhaps a particular reason they're not on the list? And what about
Benjamin Franklin, who said he found Christian dogma "unintelligible," or Thomas Edison, who said
"religion is all bunk"? What about Marie Curie and all the other atheist Nobel laureate scientists listed
here?
And moving back to our "core institutions," what about someone named Abraham Lincoln, and all the
other fIgures listed here? I guess they played only a minor role in the formation of our system of values,
because they stood apart from the dogmas of organized Christianity? Here, for example, is one of
Lincoln's statements: "The Bible is not my book nor Christianity my profession. I could never give
assent to the long, complicated statements of Christian dogma." And here is another one: "My earlier
views of the unsoundness of the Christian scheme of salvation and the human origin of the scriptures
have become clearer and stronger with advancing years, and I see no reason for thinking I shall ever
change them."
Well, who cares about these little details. After all, America is a Christian nation, and USA Today is a
newspaper written for Americans, right? D'Souza concludes with the important statement that we must
"not hesitate to acknowledge, not only privately but also publicly, the central role that Christianity has
played and still plays in the things that matter most to us." This led me to wonder whether Governer
Romney has been reading USA Today.
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Bones ofJesus found; Judas goes to heaven
But since we're on the topic of the public acknowledgment of religion, let's move on to the religiolllsly
motivated sensationalism of several recent media campaigns. Here I will limit myself to two
examples. First, the "Lost Tomb of Jesus" scam, massively marketed in televised presentations and .
dozens of "news" items in the Spring of2007. The claim being made by hack "archaeologists" was that
they had identified the tomb of Jesus and his family (including his wife) in Jerusalem. The only problem
with the claim was that it was fraudulent, based on the doubly false assertion that the name
"Jesus" (Hebrew "Yehoshua") had indeed been found scrawled on an ossuary (the name was in fact
illegible), and that this would have had some kind of significance if it had been true, even though the
common name "Yehoshua" has been found on dozens of ossuaries from that time.
Ultimately, the claim was rejected by numerous scholars, but not before the "documentary" on this
"discovery" had earned its makers millions of dollars. More important than the wrongful profit,
however, is the manner in which the media presented the scholarly quarrel occasioned by the fraudulent
claim: namely, as a dispute between "secularists" who believe that Jesus was an ordinary person, and
devoutly "religious" people who believe that his bones could never have been found because he was
resurrected. No one paused to reflect that the entire claim might have been based on an unscrupulous
effort to profit from a prurient, popular, religiously motivated fascination with Jesus.
My second example is the gnostic "Gospel of Judas." This third-century text had been found in an
Egyptian tomb during the 1970's, and since then had been passed around for years until National
Geographic finally got its hands on it and decided to sensationalize it. They hired a bunch of "bible
. scholars" who prepared a translation, and then came the shocking revelation: according to this text,
Judas didn't betray Jesus; rather, Jesus asked Judas, his most beloved disciple, to hand him over to be
killed, and Judas was rewarded with a place in heaven and exaltation above the other disciples.
This stunning revelation earned National Geographic millions of dollars, but then came the equally
stunning revelation, in a New York Times opinion piece by April DeConick (another, but more serious
biblical scholar), that the entire thing was a hoax, based on the egregious mistranslation of basic words
in the text. For example, the text uses the Greek word "daimon" to refer to Judas. In third-century
gnostic circles, this word always meant "demon." The translators, however, cleverly assigned it the
innocuous meaning "spirit" that it has in ancient philosophical texts of Plato and Aristotle.
Interestingly, Dr. DeConick observes that "when National Geographic published its transcription, the
facsimiles ofthe original manuscript it made public were reduced by 56 percent, making them fairly
useless for academic work. Without life-size copies, we are the blind leading the blind. The situation
reminds me of the deadlock that held scholarship back on the Dead Sea Scrolls decades ago. When
manuscripts are hoarded by a few, it results in errors and monopoly interpretations that are very
hard to overturn even after they are proved wrong."
Scholar undone by slur, but "natural history" museum takes pride in Christian-oriented exhibit
Dr. DeConick's statement about the Dead Sea Scrolls leads me to the third domain in which religiously
motivated individuals are violating our basic cultural practices for their own profit. First, we saw the
boundary between science and religion questioned; next we saw the mediatized abuse of popular
fascination with religion; now we turn to unethical monopolization of ideas in the field of the most
widely publicized discovery of ancient manuscripts ever made, here again the aim being to profit (no
doubt both financially and otherwise) from popular religious beliefs.
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Indeed, what is the San Diego Natural History Museum's exhibit of the Dead Sea Scrolls, if not the
resurrection, in a somewhat different form, of the same monopoly that collapsed in the midst of scandal
around fifteen years ago? Clearly, one group of (mainly Christian) scholars has manipulated this exhibit
to pull the wool over the public's eyes and keep people from learning why an entire series of other
researchers have rejected the "Qumran-Essene" theory of scroll origins slavishly followed by the
museum. Clearly, as I explained in an earlier item of mine, the museum's distorted presentation ofthe
evidence gives rise to an appearance of impropriety involving "intellectual antisemitism, an
obscurantist, seemingly irrational fear of debate, and biased conduct tpat is abhorrent to our basic social
sentiments and to the principle of freedom of inquiry which lies at the core of our system of values."
Tragically, the concluding weeks of this biased exhibition have coincided with the death of one of the
great icons of traditional scrolls research, Harvard Divinity School professor John Strugnell. Here again,
a New York Times article, in the form of an obituarY on Strugnell, reminds us ofthings we like to
avoid thinking of. Strugnell, we read, never received a Ph.D., but
was appointed to the faculty of the Harvard Divinity School in 1966, becoming a professor
of Christian origins. He was made editor in chief of the scrolls project in 1984. Six years
later, at a time when the scrolls team was coming under sharp criticism for its exclusive
control over access to the documents and its sluggish pace of publication, he was in
Jerusalem and gave an interview to the Tel Aviv newspaper Ha'aretz. As quoted by the
newspaper, he said of Judaism: "It's a horrible religion. It's Christian heresy, and we deal
with our heretics in different ways." Mr. Strugnelliater denied accusations of antiSemitism, noting that he was the first editor to have included Jewish scholars in the project,
which had been domina ted by Christians ... But the damage was irreparable. He was
replaced as the scrolls editor and forced to retire from Harvard.
The Times obituary also carefully states that "scholars consider the Dead Sea Scrolls a reflection ofthe
thinking of Jews during the turbulent period of the beginnings of Rabbinic Judaism and the emergence
of Christianity." This is quite different from the view expressed by the curator of the San Diego
exhibit, who announced in an interview of her own (see my above-linked piece for details) that she
"wonldn't classify these as Jewish texts," because "JUdaism, the way we tend to think about it, even
early Judaism, is not yet fully crystallized in this period .... "
.
How ironical, that a biased, misleading exhibit put together by a group obviously dominated by
Christians, and from which a series of "dissenting" (or shall I say: heretical?) Jewish researchers have
been excluded, has nonetheless seen a massive outpouring of enthusiastic media reports, precisely
during the final months ofMr. Strugnell's life. In the case ofthe San Diego exhibit, charges of
antisemitism have not even been broached in the press, let alone addressed by the museum's directors.
Apparently, nothing has been learned over the years. Tempted by profit, yet another scientific institution
has ceded to the call of religion, and calmly ignored the problem posed by its own aiding and abetting,
in the "public square," of an outrageous monopoly perpetrated in the name of "biblical scholarship."
Perhaps Governor Romney can take a little trip to San Diego and give a speech on the steps ofthe
museum on the last day of the exhibit, a week after Christmas. Then the circle will close, and the nexus
between politics, religiously motivated sensationalism and the abuse oftrust will be clear for all to see.
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Bart Ehrman and the Essenes in Raleigh
July 17, 2008
TINe professor admits Ine's "not a scrolls expert," defellds museum exhibit's bias as
legitimate; Jewish Museum in New York disagrees
.
Filed under: Uncategorized - biblicalraleigh @ 2:07 am
Tags: Archaeology, Bart Ehrman, Bible, Biblical Studies,. Christianity, Dead Sea Scrolls, Essenes,
Judaism, Qumran, Raleigh

Background
In putting together its series of eight "distinguished lectures" to accompany the
current Raleigh exhibit on the Dead Sea scrolls, the North Carolina Museum of
Natural Sciences decided to invite Professor Bart Ehrman to deliver the concluding
talk of the series, entitled "The Dead Sea Scrolls and Early Christianity." Dr.
Ehrman, who chairs the religious studies department at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, is well known as a scholar of New Testament and "Jesus"
studies and, in that capacity, has appeared on various televised "documentary"
features.
The announcement of Ehrman's lecture on the museum's website reads as follows:
"Like the Essenes, who were probably responsible for producing the Dead Sea
Scrolls, Jesus and his followers were Jewish apocalypticists. Even though Jesus
and his disciples are not mentioned in the Scrolls, understanding the message of
the community at Qumran can still contribute to our understanding of the Jewish
milieu in which Jesus lived and out of which early Christianity emerged."

The problem
There is, yes, a problem with this announcement: While Dr. Ehrman himself has
never published any substantive work on Qumran or the Dead Sea scrolls, a series
of major historians and archaeologists specialized in the field, including top Israeli
archaeologists Yizhar Hirschfeld and Yitzhak Magen, have, over the past decade,
rejected the theory that any type of "community at Qumran," let alone Essenes,
were "reponsible for producing the the Dead Sea Scrolls," and have concluded that
the scrolls must have come from the Jerusalem area. These speCialists, however,
have been excluded from participating in the museum's lecture series.
Two questions thus arise: (1) why did the museum invite a non-specialist to give.
such a lecture, while excluding from its series all of the historians and
archaeologists who have rejected the Qumran-Essene theory? (2) What are the
museum's grounds for asserting, in its announcement of Dr. Ehrman's talk, that
the "Essenes were probably responsible for producing the Dead Sea Scrolls"? One
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can only assume that Dr. Ehrman approved (or even wrote) this statement.

In the hope of clarifying these matters, Mr. Jerome Cooper emailed Dr. Ehrman,
and received a lengthy response, which he has been good enough to forward to
me. In his statement, Dr. Ehrman admits that he is not a Dead Sea scrolls scholar,
but attempts to justify the exhibit and lecture series on the grounds that the
Essene theory is a "common opinion" shared by many of his colleagues.
In putting forth this argument, however, Dr. Ehrman neglects to mention the
names of the many highly respected researchers who have rejected that "common
opinion." And he fails to mention that The Jewish Museum of New York, in its
announcements here and here of its upcoming scrolls exhibit (produced by the
Israel Antiquities Authority), specifically states that scroll origins are "still being debated";
that there are "two basic tbeories" about the scrolls, and that "it may be many years before scholars
can come to a consensus on who wrote and used the Dead Sea Scrolls, where they lived, and how this
impacts on our interpretation of their meaning for our lives today."

Dr. Ehrman suggests that the "vast majority" of scholars support the Essene
theory and regard the views of their adversaries as "inadequate, speculative and,
probably, dead wrong," but he fails to point out that this accusation is precisely
what many current researchers (i.e., the ones whose names he fails to mention)
believe about the Essene theory.
Given (1) the popularity of the Dead Sea scrolls; (2) criticism that has been
leveled against the Raleigh, N.C. exhibit; and (3) the North Carolina Department
of the Environment's involvement in creating the exhibit and lecture series
(presumably at taxpayers' expense), we are clearly dealing here with a matter of
genuine public interest. Therefore, since Dr. Ehrman's statements appear to shed
considerable light on the attitudes and considerations that went into the creation
of the Raleigh exhibit, I am reprinting the statements below, along with Mr.
Cooper's replies and a few additional comments of my own (in brackets) that will
allow readers to judge for themselves whether Dr. Ehrman's arguments are
convincing.
Dr. Ehrman: I'm participating in the DSS exhibit by giving a lecture simply
because I was asked to do so. I was asked because I'm an expert on the historical
Jesus and the early Christian movement, and I will be talking about how the
apocalyptic character of the scrolls allow us to see the Jewish apocalyptic milieu
out of which Christianity emerged.
Mr. Cooper: I can certainly understand why you would accept an invitation to give
a talk, but you have apparently not given any serious thought to the rigged quality
of the lecture series in which you will be participating; to the obvious exclusion of
a series of prominent historians and archaeologists who, over the past decade,
have rejected the Qumran sectarian theory; and to the appearance of impropriety
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that, as a consequence, surrounds the lecture series as well as the exhibit as a
whole. This is a museum of natural sciences run by a N.C. government agency,
not a propoganda organ for a disputed theory.
[Mr. Cooper might have added that only a small portion of the Dead Sea scrolls
have the "apocalyptic character" Dr. Ehrman apparently attributes to the scrolls as
a whole.]
Dr. Ehrman: Are you familiar with scholarship generally? What views of ancient
Judaism or Christianity do you consider not to be disputed? It's not an issue of
there being "another" side to the story. There are tons of different sides. Do you
expect all of them to be represented? And you think that would be helpful? Maybe
you don't know just how many other views are floating around out there?
Yes, I think the Essenes probably did produce the scrolls. That's not as
controversial claim as you seem to think. There are always loud minority views,
but that doesn't keep them from being very much in the minority. I personally
know some of the top experts in the study of the scrolls, and some of the top
archaeologists of Palestine in the world. So far as I know they all, to a person,
think the Essenes wrote the scrolls. This would include my colleague Jodi Magness,
who has written what many have touted as the authoritative book on the
archaeology of Qumran (whose office is next to mine, and whom I hired atUNC
when I was chair), my Duke colleague Eric Meyers, with whom I have served on
dissertation and PhD exam committees at both Duke and UNC for twenty years,
and who is one of the two senior Palestinian archaeologists in the country, as well
as the other senior archaeologiest, James Strange, as well as editors of the scrolls,
such as Armin Lange, one of the leading experts on the scrolls in Western Europe,
who was my colleage for a number of years, and on and on and on. I am not an
archaeologist or scrolls expert myself, but I have read the scholarship for over
twenty years. And everyone whom I know who is personally committed to doing
research on the scrolls thinks that the Essenes probably wrote them. I could list
names for a very long time.
So it doesn't seem so strange or exorbitant to me, at least, for a public display of
the scrolls to present the opinio communis of scholarship, and let the experts
wrangle over it, rather than giving equal air time to views that the vast majority of
scholars have considered to be inadequate, speculative, and, probably, dead
wrong.
Mr. Cooper: Forgive me for speaking frankly, but it's almost embarrassing to read
these obscurantist arguments of yours.
As anyone can see from reading major news sources like the New York Times, or
authoritative reference works like the Cambridge History of Judaism, there are
today two salient theories of D55 origins; indeed, the museum implicitly
recognized as much by inviting Rachel Elior to speak. To invoke a plurality of
marginal views obscures this basic reality.
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To voice your approval of "senior" archaeologist James Strange and speak of Jodi
Magness' popular book as "authoritative" is arbitrary and absurd in light of [the
refutation of her claims in] Yizhar Hirschfeld's book and the official Israel
Antiquities Authority report of Yitzhak Magen and Yuval Peleg (to say nothing of
the Donceels, Bar Nathan and many other professional archaeologists who have
rejected Magness' views). What archaeological training do you even have that
allows you to erect Dr. Magness ... as an authority? [I have omitted a parenthetical
remark critical of Magness' conduct with respect to lectures she gave at
ASORjSBL.]
You cite your friend Armin Lange [a member of Emmanuel Tov's Dead Sea scrolls
editorial team, sometimes referred to as the Dead Sea Scrolls monopoly group],
but have any opponents of the Qumran-sectarian view been invited to participate
in "editing" the scrolls? This itself is a serious problem, of which you don't even
seem to be aware.
You also cite Eric Meyers who, like you - but unlike the excluded researchers -,
has never published any substantive work on Qumran or the DSS. What kind of an
authority is that?
You speak of an "opinio communis." It is true that many scholars who based their
academic careers on the Qumran-sectarian theory have sought to fabricate a
"consensus" by refusing to admit they erred, and by excluding their opponents
from conferences and lecture series; but the fact remains that virtually all the
professional archaeologists who have specifically reexamined the issue over the
past fifteen years (including the Donceels, appointed by the Ecole Biblique, and
the Magen and Peleg team, appointed by the IAA) have rejected that "opinio
communis." We are not speaking of light-weight "minority" figures here. Science is
not decided by taking votes, but by analysis of the evidence and open debate of
opposing interpretations. Do you think the public benefits from being denied the
opportunity to weigh such an exchange?
It is sad to see the prevailing ethos of smug camaraderie and exclusion expressed
in your remarks. Have none of you and your colleagues any sense of decency, at
long last?

[Mr. Cooper might have added that "in questions of science, the authority of a
thousand is not worth the humble reasoning of a single individual." This, at least,
is what Galileo famously said. In his remarks, Dr. Ehrman vigorously touts what he
claims is the "vast majority" opinion of his colleagues, but does he give any sign of
critical thinking on the debate over Qumran and the DSS?]
Dr. Ehrman: Who the hell are you and what kind of bee is in your bonnet?
Whatever it is, I hope you get it removed.
Mr. Cooper: Who are you to participate in a transparently unethical scheme and
implicitly present yourself as an expert on the "probable" Essenes? Shame on you.
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A few afterthoughts
Thus concludes the debate between Dr. Ehrman and Mr. Cooper. I will allow
readers to draw their own conclusions on whether Dr. Ehrman has successfully
rebutted criticism of the Raleigh exhibit, or whether he has simply illustrated an·
attitude of scorn for those who disagree with him, and of non-critical acceptance of
outdated views which, over the past decade, have been rejected by a series of
respected historians and archaeologists.
Especially noteworthy, however, is Dr. Ehrman's assertion that "it doesn't seem so
strange or exorbitant to me ... for a public display of the scrolls to present the
opinio communis of scholarship, and let the experts wrangle over it." In view of
Dr. Ehrman's apparent belief that the "wrangling" of scholars should be a private
affair, it would be interesting to know whether he also agrees with the ongo.ing
policy of excluding researchers who have rejected the Qumran-Essene theory from
participating in "international conferences" such as the one that recently took
place in Jerusalem, and which are generally not open to the public.
Furthermore, by acknowledging, as he apparently does, that the Raleigh exhibit is
biased toward the Qumran-sectarian theory, Dr. Ehrman directly contradicts the
statement of Hava Katz, one of the exhibit's curators, denying any such bias: "We
say there is a debate, and we leave it open. The visitor can decide."
Is Dr. Ehrman simply unaware of the exhibit's contents? Or was curator Katz being
less than candid when she made her statement? Many mysteries remain,
particularly in light of The Jewish Museum's explicit denial that a "consensus"
exists in this field of studies.
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Subject: Dead Sea Scrolls controversy at your museum -- press dossier
From: "Jonathan Seidel" <seidel.jonathan@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 22 Nov 2008 19:45:21 -0500
To: board@rom.on.ca
BCC: bccicc@rom.on.ca, falvarez@rom.on.ca, library@rom.on.ca, marketing@rom.on.ca, nmr@rom.on.ca,
media@rom.on.ca, naturalhistory@rom.on.ca, programs@rom.on.ca, publicaffairs@rom.on.ca,
publications@rom.on.ca, renaissance@rom.on.ca, governors@rom.on.ca, schoolv@rom.on.ca,
traveIlingexhibitions@rom.on.ca, info@rom.on.ca, worldcultures@rom.on.ca, conservation@rom.on.ca,
dmv@rom.on.ca
Ladies and Gentlemen of the Board of Trustees,
I wish to call the following items to your attention:
http://www.nationalpost.com/atts/story.html?id=953450 (National Post alticle on upcoming Royal Ontario
Museum exhibit)

http://oi.uchicago.edu/pdf/dss review sandiego catalogue 2007.pdf (University of Chicago historian
Norman Golb's critique of San Diego exhibit catalogue, prepared by Risa Levitt Kohn who will also be
curating the ROM exhibit)
http://www.nationalpost.com/story.html?id=970819 (Letter to National Post by San Diego museum director
Michael Hager, attacking Norman Golb and defending San Diego exhibit and Risa Levitt Kohn)
http://www.nationalpost.com/todays paperlstory.html?id=983256 (Letter to National Post by Norman Golb,
responding to Mr. Hager)

https:lloi.uchicago.edu/pdf/dds new york exhibit 2008.pdf (Norman Golb's review of current New York
Jewish Museum exhibit of scrolls)
A dossier of at least five news items and other materiar(New YorrTimes, Le Monae;Wiill Street Jour/iiil,
National Post, USA Today/Associated Press, Jewish Week, New York Jewish Museum press release) is now
also circulating, which substantially confirms that there are currently two principal theories of Dead Sea Scroll
origins. In addition, the Cambridge History of Judaism contains precisely two essays on scroll origins, one by
Norman Golb, the other by a defender of the Essene theory.
Yet, the Los Angeles Times reported that Risa Levitt Kohn (ROM's "guest curator"), in San
Diego, intentionally stuck to a "low-key presentation" ofthe Essene theory, because "you don't want to
confuse people with so many competing theories." The San Diego exhibit said nothing of two principal
theories, but focused on the Essene theory while briefly mentioning the existence of "many competing
theories."
In other words, the San Diego exhibitors set out to confuse the public, in part by belittling the views of
University of Chicago professor Norman Golb, the author of a well-known 450-page book on the scrolls, who
is interviewed or quoted as the main authority on the "second theory" in all the above-mentioned newspaper
articles. Here are links to the articles, with details:

Wall Street Journal, September 26, 2008:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SBI22238636935776931.html?mod=googlenews wsj ("There are two competing
theories about the scrolls," etc.)
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Jewish Week, October 20, 2008:
htlp:llwww.thejewishweek.com/viewArticle/c347 a137451The Arts/Museums.html(The Jewish Museum's
exhibit "highlights a roiling scholarly debate that continues to hound the scrolls," etc.
The Jewish Museum in New York's press release of September 12, 2008:
http://www.thejewishmuseum.org/site/pages/press.php?id=140 ("Scholars have two basic theories about who
used the scrolls," etc.)

New York Times, August IS, 2006:

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/08/IS/science/lSscroll.html?n=Top/Reference/Times%20Topics/People
IW/Wilford,%20John%20Noble ("Despite the rising tide of revisionist thinking, other scholars of the Dead
Sea scrolls continue to defend the Essene hypothesis, though with some modifications and diminishing
conviction. ")
USA Today (Associated Press), January 2, 2007:
http://www.usatoday.com/tech/science/discoveries/2007-01-02-gumram-latrinex.htm ("The nature of the
settlement at Qumran is the subject of a lively academic debate. The traditional view ... is [etc.]. The second
school says," etc.)

Le Monde, November 5, 2008:

http://www.lemonde.fr/cu Iturelattic le/200S1 I 1/05Iles-manuscrits-de-la -mer-morte-v iennent-d-etretraduits- ("The ties between the Essenes and Qumran have now been reduced to nothing, just as the major
American historian and paleographer Norman Golb had already written." -- cf. last sentence of article for
original French.)
To which we can now add the above-linked National Post article of November 12,2008:
http://www.nationalpost.com/arts/story.html?id=9S3450 ("Academics are divided between two principal
theories regarding the origin of the scrolls," etc.)
See, however, Los Angeles Times, June 26, 2007:
http://articles.latimes.comI2007 Ijun/26/entertainment/et-scrolls26 ("Wall texts and the exhibition catalog by
the show's curator '" Risa Levitt Kohn, acknowledge that competing theories [note the plural] exist but stick
mainly to a low-keyed assertion of the mainstream view. "You don't want to confuse people with so many
competing theories, so they walk away, saying, 'Well, nobody really knows anything!'" Kohn said, smiling."
Given Mr. Hager's attack on Norman Golb in the pages of the National Post, and the above-quote statement
by Risa Levitt Kohn (a statement which is shockingly ob.scurantist, I might add, for someone involved in
creating a museum exhibit at the ROM), I believe the public has the right to know whether the ROM exhibit
will indeed present the two basic theories in a scientifically neutral manner, as is being done at the Jewish
Museum in New York, or ifi! will rather stick to a "low-keyed assertion of the mainstream
view." Furthermore, the public has a right to know if University of Chicago historian Norman Golb, who is
widely considered to have debunked the traditional theory of the Dead Sea Scrolls in his book, will be
excluded from participating in the museum's lecture series, as is reported to have been the case in San Diego.
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With best re gards,
Jonathan Seidel
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Subject: Le Monde article (the question that confronts the Royal Ontario Museum)
From: "Jonathan Seidel" <seideIJonathan@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 24 Nov 2008 18: J 0:2 J -0500
To: board@rom.on.ca
BCC: bccicc@rom.on.ca, falvarez@rom.on.ca, library@rom.on.ca, marketing@rom.on.ca, nmr@rom.on.ca,
media@rom.on.ca, naturalhistory@rom.on.ca, programs@rom.on.ca, publicaffairs@rom.on.ca,
publications@rom.on.ca, renaissance@rom.on.ca, governors@rom.on.ca, schoolv@rom.on.ca,
travellingexhibitions@rom.on.ca, info@rom.on.ca, worldcultures@rom.on.ca, conservation@rom.on.ca,
dmv@rom.on.ca

Gentlemen,
In addition to what I have said in my previous messages (to which no one at your museum had the courtesy to
respond), it has now also been brought to my attention that Mr. Beuve-Mery, the author of the Le Monde
article that I attached, is a well-known figure in France who is the son of Le Monde's founder, Hubert
Beuve-Mery.
In light of everything that has been said, I think it should be pointed out that Mr. Beuve-Mery and other major
journalists will undoubtedly be contacted by critics of Dr. Kohn in an effort to help focus attention on the
National Post controversy over your upcoming exhibit.
Because I have been unable to find out any information on how the Royal Ontario Museum plans to handle
this matter (one would think there would be a frank and explicit statement on it by now, and not simply
vague public relations junk), I must reiterate the question. It is simple. It comes in three parts:
(I) Will your museum, like the Jewish Museum in New York, highlight the debate over the "two basic
theories" of scroll origins, or will it follow the path of mendacity and obfuscation ("you don't want to confuse
people with all those competing theories") embarked upon by Dr. Kohn in San Diego and defended by Mr.
Hager in his offensive letter?

(2) Will your museum put together a balanced lecture series, featuring Dr. Golb and other major proponents
of the second basic theory alongside defenders of the Qumran-sectarian theory, or will you continue the
vindictive policy of exclusion implemented by Dr. Kohn in San Diego? Has a sum of money been offered to
your museum by the Dorot Foundation under the condition that you continue to implement that policy?
(3) Will your museum put together a serious, balanced exhibit based on the scientific analysis of
archaeological, historical and palaeographical data, 01' will it dish out the same kind of misleading, religiously
motivated garbage that was foisted upon the public by a team of "biblical scholars" (Mr. Hager's
term) assembled by Dr. Kohn in San Diego?
See again: http://michaelhagerspeaks.wordpress.com/
With best wishes,
Jonathan Seidel
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Subject: Dead Sea Scroll exhibits
From: "Jonathan Seidel" <seideLjonathan@gmaiLcom>
Date: Mon, 24 Nov 2008 19:56:55 -0500
To: rkohn@maiLsdsu.edu
BCC: mbolthou@maiLsdsu.edu, pboni@maiLsdsu.edu, pamfox@juno.com,jlgillma@maiLsdsu.edu,
whansen2@maiLsdsu.edu, Iholler@maiLsdsu.edu, mkelly@mail.sdsu.edu, bkirkega@mail.sdsu.edu,
scottymeltz@hotmail.com, khaleeLmohammed@sdsu.edu, remoore@maiLsdsu.edu, yshabata@mail.sdsu.edu,
Istewar@maiLsdsu.edu, sswayd@mail.sdsu.edu, jthomas@mail.sdsu.edu, timalsin@maiLsdsu.edu,
jtsai@mail.sdsu.edu, kvaldivi@san.rr.com, roywhitaker@post.harvard.edu, crsrvr@mail.orcasonline.com,
friedma3@maiLsdsu.edu, gefter@maiLsdsu.edu, iasparks@sciences.sdsu.edu, Turn5 3122@aoLcom,
hrml@cox.net
Dear Dr. Kohn,
I believe you may find this item of interest: http://michaelhagerspeaks.wordpress.com/
and, in particular, the article from Le Monde linked at the bottom of the page, which concludes with the
sentence: "The ties between the Essenes ... and Qumran have now been reduced to nothing, just as the major
American historian and paleographer Norman Golb had already written."
I would be curious to know your opinion: did the Jewish Museum in New York get it wrong about the "two
basic theories"? Are all these news items about the "two principal theories" simply wrong?
I would also be interested in knowing if you are planning to answer Golb's critique of your catalogue, which I
read last night. See his review of the Jewish Museum exhibit too. It's all linked there on that page. Hoping to
hear from you,
With best wishes,
Jonathan Seidel
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Misinformation on Dead Sea Scrolls

Subject: Misinformation on Dead Sea Scrolls
From: "Jonathan Seidel" <seidel.jonathan@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 24 Nov 2008 23:05:44 -0500
To: seidel.jonathan@gmail.com
BCC: maeira@mail.biu.ac.il, manupfoh@yahoo.com, mbjll@juno.com, medveI942@yahoo.de,
meso@sbcglobal.net, mfg_valerio@yahoo.com, mflane@umbc.edu, michael.brass@uclmail.net,
Michelt@pacbell.net, miroslaw_ olbrys@yahoo.co.uk, nbtsdp@nsu.ru, npl@teol.ku.dk,
office@curtisvillechristian.org, orel@truman.edu, packedmaniac@gmail.com, palbenda@yahoo.com,
paolaraffetta@gmail.com, Peter.Bienstman@ugent.be, peter.fischer@ptj.se, Peter@p.ijames.freeserve.co.uk,
philngabi@msn.com, pr_ arceya@yahoo.com, pwesth@hum.ku.dk, r.brianroberts@yahoo.com,
RFaussette@aol.com, richardhbeal@yahoo.com, romiller@msmary.edu, RSTERN@khhte.com,
rtschaub74@yahoo.com, RUSSELLGMIRKIN@aol.com, rwallenfels@verizon.net, rwhiteke@calvin.edu,
rwklein@wowway.com, ryanbyrne66@yahoo.com, haGalil@gmx.net, ianir@israntique.org.il,
j.jonesey@yahoo.ca, j.wevers@utoronto.ca, jblakely@wisc.edu,jkilmon@historian.net,
jm4906@amaonline.com, jmtebes@yahoo.com, jnardellis36@numericable.fr,joezias@yahoo.com,
johnJ_wall@bigfoot.com, josephlauer@hotmail.com, joshua.reznick@yahoo.com, jpw@sasktel.net,
jsn_ colorado@comcast.net, jspinti@eisenbrauns.com, jwest@highland.net, karinacroucher@yahoo.co.uk,
katIII153@hotmail.com, kent_sparks@verizon.net, kevin@bombaxo.com, kimasita@bloomington.in.us,
KLNoll@mts.net, knashef@yahoo.com, kolinskiiniraq@yahoo.co.uk, leftcoastpress@sbcglobal.net,
lehavyy@yahoo,com, lehmann@uni-mainz.de, lesterness@hotmail.com, levinyl@mail.biu.ac.il,
lizfried@umich.edu, DAVID.STACEY63@ntlworld.com, davidlorton@earthlink.net, despinne@gmail.com,
dgrolin@yahoo.com, dhirsch@library.ucla.edu, dhyphenf@yahoo.com, dieleman@humnet.ucla.edu,
diwonusoio@yahoo.co.uk, donaldrvance@mac.com, dopderbeck@gmail.com, dqha1l59@yahoo.com,
driver40386@yahoo.ca, dwashbur@nyx.net, mail@robert-deutsch.com
Hello,
I'm wondering if perhaps you could help prepare a response to misinformation which is being spread around
the internet. See http://michaelhagerspeaks.wordpress.com/, with the list ofpropoganda at the end,
including this article in Le Monde,
http://www.lemonde.fr/culture/article/2008/ 11 10 5/les-manuscrits-de-la-mer-morte-v iennent-d-etre-trad u itsen-francais 1115194 3246.html
which outrageously states (pardon my French): "The connection between the Essenes, who were thought to
have written the scrolls, and Qumran has been reduced to nothing, just as the major American historian and
paleographer N. Golb had already written."
These lies about the Chicago "historian" filth must be answered as quickly as possible, so please let me know
if you're willing to help out on ANE or otherwise.
Best,
Jonathan S.
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Re: Misinformation on Dead Sea Scrolls

Subject: Re: Misinformation on Dead Sea Scrolls
From: eliot braun <eliotbraun@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue, 25 Nov 2008 11 :22:36 -0800 (PSn
To: Jonathan Seidel <seidel.jonathan@gmail.com>
Damnit no, its not filth, you are some kind of fanatic. Other people have different
ideas. Your non-scholarly approach to the subject is anathema to me. Donlt write to me
again, please, on any subject.
Eliot Braun, Ph D
Sr. Fellow WF Albright Institute of Archaeological Research, Jerusalem
Associate Researcher Centre de Recherche Fran9ais de Jerusalem
PO Box 21, Har Adar 90836 Israel
Tel 972-2-5345687, Cell 972-50-2231096
--- On Tue, 11/25/08, Jonathan Seidel <seidel.jonathan@gmail.com> wrote:
From: Jonathan Seidel <seidel.jonathan@gmail.com>
Subject: Misinformation on Dead Sea Scrolls
To: seidel.jonathan@gmail.com
Date: Tuesday, November 25, 2008, 6:00 AM
Hello,
11m wondering if perhaps you could help prepare a
response to misinformation
which is being spread around the internet.
See
http://michaelhagerspeaks.wordpress.com/, with the list of
propoganda at the
end, including this article in Le Monde,
http://www.lemonde.fr/culture/article/2008/11/05/les-manuscrits-de-Ia-mer-morteviennent-d-etre-traduits-en-francais 1115194 3246.html
which ouotrageously states (pardon my French): liThe
connection between the
Essenes, who were thought to have written the scrolls, and
Qumran has
been reduced to nothing, just as the major American
historian and
paleographer N. Golb had already written. II
These lies about the Chicago filth must be answered as
quickly as possible,
so please let me know if yourre willing to help out on
ANE or otherwise.
Best,
Jonathan S.
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Subject: Re: Misinformation on Dead Sea Scrolls
From: David Hall<dqha1l59@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue, 25 Nov 2008 13:19:07 -0800 (PST)
To: Jonathan Seidel <seidel.jonathan@gmail.com>
In the scrolls found in the Qumran cave there were some references that might have been attributed to
Christian or reformed influence other than devout Jewish Orthodox, thus some have speculated that the
scrolls were deposited by some other group or persons and not written by the Essenes who were presumed to
be more Jewish in their philosophy. Some of the statements in the sectarian scrolls did not appear to be
Olthodox Jewish to those who were Orthodox Jewish is my general take on the arguement after hearing
someone else speak about the situation. Most people including the Israel Antiquities authority who have
prepared a museum, film, and signage at Qumran accept that it was probably Essene, not that it was probably
anything other than Essene. Some in ANE have vigorously opposed those who would want Qumran as
recorded as not Essene nor connected with the scrolls deposited there.

David Stacey stated the site was a small industrial complex and was not associated with the scrolls. He found
some difficulty accepting DeVaux's statements and has tried to take out every arguement that it was Essene,
including the inkwells, bench, and table found in the scriptorium. I have already offered opposing arguements
when possible.
The arguement has gone back and forth in ANE for years.
The Moslems have a statement in the Quran that Arabia is flat, they did not know the world was round at the
time, nor did their god who they said gave the book to them via an angel have any idea that Arabia was
curvilinear. Islam has no plans to revise the Koran, nor do they acknowledge the book is imperfect.
Neither can some accept that a Jewish sect wrote the scrolls at QUIllian; most likely an all male celibate sect,
the Essenes.
If you do an exhaustive study of the matter, you might give thanks for arguements to support the truth about
Qumran.
Sincerely:
David Q. Hall
--- On Mon, 11/24/08, Jonathan Seidel <seidel.jonathan@gmail.com> wrote:
From: Jonathan Seidel <seidel.jonathan@gmail.com>
Subject: Misinformation on Dead Sea Scrolls
To: seidel.jonathan@gmail.com
Date: Monday, November 24, 2008, II :05 PM
Hello,
I'm wondering if perhaps you could help prepare a response to misinformation which is being spread
around the internet. See http://michaelhagerspeaks.wordpress.com/, with the list ofpropoganda at the
end, including this article in Le Monde,
http://www.lemonde.fr/c uIturelaIticle/200S1 11 105/les-man uscrits-de-Ia-mer-morte-v iennent -d-etretraduits-en-francais 1115194 3246.html
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Re: Misinformation on Dead Sea Scrolls

which outrageously states (pardon my French): "The connection between the Essenes, who were
thought to have written the scrolls, and Qumran has been reduced to nothing, just as the major
American historian and paleographer N. Golb had already written."
These lies about the Chicago "historian" filth must be answered as quickly as possible, so please let
me know if you're willing to help out on ANE or otherwise.
Best,
Jonathan S.
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Subject: Your Gmail account, leonard.schiffman@grnaiLcom, has been created
From: "Gmail Team" <mail-noreply@grnaiLcorn>
Date: Fri, II Apr 2008 16:20:44 -0700
To: "Leonard Schiffinan" <harold.finnis@grnaiLcorn>
Congratulations on creating your brand new Gmail account,
leonard.schiffman@gmail.com.
Please keep this email foryourrecords.asit contains an
important verification code that you may need should you ever
encounter problems or forget your password.
You can login to your account at http://mail.google.com/
Enjoy!
The Gmail Team

verification code: b7995077-695a160b-93ec181c9c

If you didn't create this Gmail account and don't recognize this email,
please visit: http://mail.google.com/support/bin/answer.py?answer=62400
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Subject: Activate larryschiffman. wordpress.com
From: "WordPress.com" <donotreply@wordpress.com>

Date: Sun, 3 Aug 2008 0 I: 13 :00 +0000
To: larry.schiffman@gmail.com
Howdy,
Thank you for signing up with WordPress.com. You are one step away from blogging at
larryschiffman.wordpress.com. Please click this link to activate your blog:
http://wordpress.com/activate/d64f25292c29ca98
--The WordPress.com Team
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Subject: New Wordpress.com Blog: Plagiarism and the Dead Sea Scrolls
From: "WordPress.com" <donotreply@wordpress.com>
Date: Sun, 3 Aug 200801 :13:12 +0000
To: larry.schiffinan@gmail.com
Your new Wordpress.com blog has been successfully set up.
You can log in with the following information:
Username: larryschiffman
Password: goranson33
at http://wordpress.com
Some useful links:
Write a new post: http://larryschiffman.wordpress.com/wp-admin/post-new.php
Change your blog's settings: http://larryschiffman.wordpress.com/wp-admin/options-

general.php
Choose another theme: http://larryschiffman.wordpress.com/wp-admin/themes.php
See what others are writing about: http://larryschiffman.wordpress,com/wp-admin
!index.php
If you're just getting started, there are tons of helpful resources available and
easily searched for on our FAQs and forums.
http,!!fag.wordpress.com!2007!08!16!im-new-to-blogging-where-do-i-start!
http,!!fag.wordpress.com!new-here!
More Frequently Asked Questions: http://fag.wordpress.com
We hope you dig your new weblog. If you have any questions or comments, please let us
know!
Your WordPress.com API key allows you to use services like Akismet
API Key, 22dacd8d7bOl

@

http://akismet.com/

--The WordPress.com Team
Wordpress.com
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Subject: plagiarism charges
From: "larry schiffman" <larry.schiffman@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 4 Aug 2008 22:08:20 -0400
To: mtb281@nyu.edu, sdI237@nyu.edu, ckp212@nyu.edu, ays200@nyu.edu
Miryam, Sara, Cory, Ariel,
Apparently, someone is intent on exposing a minor failing of mine that dates back almost fifteen years ago.
You are not to mention the name of the scholar in question to any of our students, and every effort must be
made to prevent this article from coming to their attention. This is my career at stake. I hope you will all
understand.
http://www.nowpublic.comlculture/plagiarism-and-dead-sea-scrolls-did-nyu-professor-snitch-chicago"
historians-work
Lawrence Schiffman
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Subject: NYU department chairman plagiarizes and misrepresents scholar's work, goes uninvestigated for 15
years
From: Peter Kaufman <peter.kaufman2@yahoo.com>
Date: Mon, 4 Aug 2008 14:45:24 -0700 (POl)
To: robert.roach@nyu.edu
CC: rebecca.holland@nyu.edu, diane.delaney@nyu.edu
Dear Mr. Roach,
1 am writing to ask why it is that the outrageous misconduct of Dr. Lawrence Schiffman, chairman of the
Skirball Department of Hebrew and Judaic Studies at NYU, has never been investigated.
This man has in large measure based his career on the plagiarism and misrepresentation of another scholar's
work. For the basic facts, see:
http://larryschiffman.wordpress.coml2008/08/03/charges-of-impropriety-surface-against-new-yorkuniversity-professor-Iawrence-schiffmanl
1 would appreciate it if you could write back to me with any information on steps you mayor may not wish to
take concerning this egregious, widely known, and discreetly ignored violation ofNYUs code of academic
conduct.
With best wishes,
Peter Kaufman
(I am frankly using an alias to write to you, as my own career at NYU could be ruined if it became known that
1 finally had the nerve to rat on Dr. Schiffman concerning facts that have been generally known to researchers
for the past fifteen years, but which everyone has always calmly passed over in silence because of the man's
popularity.)
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Subject: Please forward to Pierre Hohenberg
From: Peter Kaufman <peter.kaufman2@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue, 5 Aug 2008 19:50: 16 -0700 (PDT)
To: provost@nyu.edu
Dear Dr. Hohenberg,
In case you have already looked at the material I sent to Robert Roach (see the link below), I want you to
know that I have updated it with specific information on Dr. Schiffman's misrepresentations (see the fourth
section), including the exact words he used on p. 413 of his book and the obviously deliberate omission, in his
list of works by Dr. Golb, of the two articles that he had plagiarized.
Peter Kaufman

--- On Tue, 8/5/08, Robert Roach <robert.roach@nyu.edu>wrote:
From: Robert Roach <robert.roach@nyu.edu>
Subject: RE: NYU department chairman plagiarizes and misrepresents scholar's work, goes
uninvestigated for 15 years
To: peter.kaufman2@yahoo.com
Date: Tuesday, August 5, 2008, 9:07 PM

Dear Mr. Kaufman: I have received your complaint regarding Dr. Schiffman. At NYU, we have a research
misconduct policy that governs the review, investigation, and adjudication of complaints of plagiarism and other
research misconduct. I have forwarded your compliance to the Senior Vice Provost for Research for resolution.

Thank you

From: Peter Kaufman [mailto:peter.kaufman2@yahoo.com]
Sent: Monday, August 04, 2008 5:45 PM

To:
Cc:

robert.roach@nyu.edu
rebecca.holland@nyu.edu; diane.delaney@nyu.edu
Subject: NYU department chairman plagiarizes and misrepresents scholar's work, goes uninvestigated for 15
years

Dear Mr. Roach,

I am writing to ask why it is that the outrageous misconduct of Dr. Lawrence Schiffman, chairman of
the Skirball Department of Hebrew and Judaic Studies at NYU, has never been investigated.

This man has in large measure based his career on the plagiarism and misrepresentation of another
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scholar's work. For the basic facts, see:

http://larryschiffman.wordpress.coml2008/08/03/charges-of-impropriety-surface-against-new-yorkuniversity-professor-Iawrence-schiffmanl

I would appreciate it if you could write back to me with any information on steps you mayor may
not wish to take concerning this egregious, widely known, and discreetly ignored violation of NYU's
code of academic conduct.

With best wishes,

Peter Kaufman

(I am frankly using an alias to write to you, as my own career at NYU could be ruined if it became
known that I finally had the nerve to rat on Dr. Schiffman concerning facts that have been generally
known to researchers for the past fifteen years, but which everyone has always calmly passed over in
silence because of the man's popularity.)
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Subject: Charges of plagiarism raised against a lecturer at your museum: please forward to Director Bennett
From: "Albert White" <albert.white3@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 5 Aug 2008 22:39:34 -0400
To: lori.jones@ncmail.net
BCC: yshimron@newsobserver.com, dcrabtree@wral.com
Dear Director Bennett,

-.

-

As you mayor may not know, allegations of plagiarism that were first raised against Dr. Lawrence Schiffman
by a prominent Israeli journalist in 1993 have emerged again, this time on a variety ofwebsites.
See, e.g.• http://www.nowlJublic.com/culture/plagiarism-and-dead-sea-scrolls-did-nyu-department-chainnanpilfer-chicago-historian-s-work.
Since Dr. Schiffman is scheduled to lecture on the Dead Sea Scrolls at your museum, I believe it is your
duty to conduct an independent investigation of these allegations and to act upon your conclusions in
accordance with basic scientific principles. Certainly, you cannot knowingly allow any of the content of a
lecture delivered at your museum to be plagiarized.
Especially troubling is the evidence (see the fourth section of the linked article) that Dr. Schiffman repeatedly
misrepresented the views of the scholar whose ideas he had appropriated, apparently so as to conceal the
nature of what he had done. My understanding is that Dr. Schiffman has continued with these
misrepresentations over the years (he has certainly never corrected them), and that this matter is now
being looked into by the Senior Vice Provost for Research at New York University.
Wishing you the best of luck with your current exhibit,
AI White
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Subject: RE: NYU department chairman plagiarizes and misrepresents scholar's work, goes un investigated for
15 years
From: "Robert Roach" <robert.roach@nyu.edu>
Date: Tue, 5 Aug 200S 17 :07: 19 -0400
To: <peter.kaufinan2@yahoo.com>
Dear Mr. Kaufman: I have received your complaint regarding Dr. Schiffman. AtNYU, we have a research misconduct
policy that governs the review, investigation, and adjudication of complaints of plagiarism and other research misconduct.
I have forwarded your compliance to the Senior Vice Provost for Research for resolution.
Thank you

From: Peter Kaufman [mailto:peter.kaufman2@yahoo.com]

Sent: Monday, August 04, 2008 5:45 PM
To: robert.roach@nyu.edu
Cc: rebecca.holland@nyu.edu; diane.delaney@nyu.edu
Subject: NYU department chairman plagiarizes and misrepresents scholar's work, goes uninvestigated for 15 years

Dear Mr. Roach,
1 am writing to ask why it is that the outrageous misconduct of Dr. Lawrence Schiffman, chairman of the
Skirball Department of Hebrew and Judaic Studies at NYU, has never been investigated.
This man has in large measure based his career on the plagiarism and misrepresentation of another scholar's
work. For the basic facts, see:
http://larryschiffman.wordpress.coml200S/OS/03/charges-of-impropriety-surface-against-new-yorkimiversity-professor-Iawrence-schiffmanl
1 would appreciate it if you could write back to me with any information on steps you mayor may not wish to
take concerning this egregious, widely known, and discreetly ignored violation of NYU's code of academic
conduct.
With best wishes,
Peter Kaufman
(I am frankly using an alias to write to you, as my own career at NYU could be ruined if it became known that
1 finally had the nerve to rat on Dr. Schiffman concerning facts that have been generally known to researchers
for the past fifteen years, but which everyone has always calmly passed over in silence because of the man's
popularity. )
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Subject: RE: NYU department chairman plagiarizes and misrepresents scholar's work, goes un investigated for
15 years
From: Peter Kaufman <peter.kaufman2@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue, 5 Aug 200818:38:54 -0700 (PDT)
To: Robert Roach <robert.roach@nyu.edu>
Thank you. I would be grateful if you could let the Senior Vice Provost know that the'linked information has
now been updated with further specific evidence (in the fourth section, towards the end) on the precise
language that Dr. Schiffman employed to misrepresent Golb's views on p. 413 of his book, and on how he hid
the traces of his plagiarism by citing, on that page, only articles by Golb that appeared in 1987, 1989, and
1990, i.e., after the plagiarism had been committed, when anyone in the field is fully aware of the existence
of the important 1980 and 1985 articles from which Schiffman pilfered.
--- On Tue, 8/5/08, Robert Roach <robert.roach@nyu.edu> wrote:
From: Robert Roach <robert.roach@nyu.edu>
Subject: RE: NYU department chairman plagiarizes and misrepresents scholar's work, goes
uninvestigated for 15 years
To: peter.kaufman2@yahoo.com
Date: Tuesday, August 5, 2008, 9:07 PM

Dear Mr. Kaufman: I have received your complaint regarding Dr. Schiffman. At NYU, we have a research
misconduct policy that governs the review, investigation, and adjudication of complaints of plagiarism and other
research misconduct. I have forwarded your compliance to the Senior Vice Provost for Research for resolution.

Thank you

From: Peter Kaufman [mailto:peter.kaufman2@yahoo.com]

Sent: Monday, August 04, 2008 5:45 PM
To: robert.roach@nyu.edu
Cc: rebecca.holiand@nyu.edu; diane.delaney@nyu.edu
Subject: NYU department chairman plagiarizes and misrepresents scholar's work, goes uninvestigated for 15
years

Dear Mr. Roach,

I am writing to ask why it is that the outrageous misconduct of Dr. Lawrence Schiffman, chairman of
the Skirball Department of Hebrew and Judaic Studies at NYU, has never been investigated.

This man has in large measure based his career on the plagiarism and misrepresentation of another
scholar's work. For the basic facts, see:
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http://larryschiffman.wordpress.coml2008/08/03/charges-of-impropriety-surface-against-new-yorkuniversity-professor-lawrence-schiffinanl

I would appreciate it if you could write back to me with any information on steps you mayor may
not wish to take concerning this egregious, widely known, and discreetly ignored violation of NYU's
code of academic conduct.

With best wishes,

Peter Kaufman

(I am frankly using an alias to write to you, as my own career at NYU could be ruined if it became
known that I finally had the nerve to rat on Dr. Schiffman concerning facts that have been generally
known to researchers for the past fifteen years, but which everyone has always calmly passed over in
silence because of the man's popularity.)
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Subject: Please forward to Pierre Hohenberg
From: Peter Kaufman <peter.kaufman2@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue, 5 Aug 200819:50:16 -0700 (PDn
To: provost@nyu.edu
Dear Dr. Hohenberg,
In case you have already looked at the material I sent to Robert Roach (see the link below), I want you to
know that I have updated it with specific information on Dr. Schiffman's misrepresentations (see the fourth
section), including the exact words he used on p. 413 of his book and the obviously deliberate omission, in his
list of works by Dr. Golb, of the two articles that he had plagiarized.
Peter Kaufman

--- On Tue, 8/5/08, Robert Roach <robert.roach@llyu.edu> wrote:
From: Robert Roach <robert.roach@nyu.edu>
Subject: RE: NYU department chairman plagiarizes and misrepresents scholar's work, goes
uninvestigated for 15 years
To: peter.kaufman2@yahoo.com
Date: Tuesday, August 5, 2008, 9:07 PM

Dear Mr. Kaufman: I have received your complaint regarding Dr. Schiffman. At NYU, we have a research
misconduct policy that governs the review, investigation, and adjudication of complaints of plagiarism and other
research misconduct. I have forwarded your compliance to the Senior Vice Provost for Research for resolution.

Thank you

From: Peter Kaufman [mailto:peter.kaufman2@yahoo.com]

Sent: Monday, August 04, 2008 5:45 PM
To: robert.roach@nyu.edu
Cc: rebecca.holland@nyu.edu; diane.delaney@nyu.edu
Subject: NYU department chairman plagiarizes and misrepresents scholar's work, goes uninvestigated for 15
years

Dear Mr. Roach,

I am writing to ask why it is that the outrageous misconduct of Dr. Lawrence Schiffman, chairman of
the Skirball Department of Hebrew and Judaic Studies at NYU, has never been investigated.

This man has in large measure based his career on the plagiarism and misrepresentation of another
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scholar's work. For the basic facts, see:

http://larryschiffman.wordpress.comI200S/0S/03/charges-of-impropriety-surface-against-new-yorkuniversity-professor-lawrence-schiffmanl

I would appreciate it if you could write back to me with any information on steps you mayor may
not wish to take concerning this egregious, widely known, and discreetly ignored violation of NYU's
code of academic conduct.

With best wishes,

Peter Kaufman

.(I am frankly using an alias to write to you, as my own career at NYU could be ruined if it became
known that I finally had the nerve to rat on Dr. Schiffman concerning facts that have been generally
known to researchers for the past fifteen years, but which everyone has always calmly passed over in
silence because of the man's popularity.)
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Subject: Re: Plagiarism charges
From: "larry schiffman" <larry.schiffman@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 5 Aug 2008 18:24:33 -0400
To: editor@nyunews.com, university@nyunews.com, managing@nyunews.com, campus@nyunews.com,
editorial@nyunews.com
The following is self-explanatory. I must ask you not to publish a word about this in the Washington Square
News, should it be brought to your attention. -- Lawrence Schiffman
Dear Dean Stimpson,
I would like to know what action I can take to counter charges of plagiarism that have been raised against
me.

Apparently, someone is intent on exposing conduct of mine that dates back almost fifteen years ago. It is
true that I should have cited Dr. Golb's articles when using his arguments, and it is true that I
misrepresented his ideas. But this is simply the politics of Dead Sea Scrolls studies. If! had given credit
to this man I would have been banned from conferences around the world.
I am especially concerned that this affair may come to students' attention. My career is at stake. I hope
you will understand.
http://www.nowpublic.com/culture/plagiarism-and-dead-sea-scrolls-did-nyu-department-chairman-pilferchicago-historian-s-work
Lawrence Schiffman, professor
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Subject: Plagiarism charges
From: "larry schiffman" <Iarry.schiffman@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 5 Aug 2008 18:15:29 -0400
To: catharine.stimpson@nyu.edu
Dear Dean Stimpson,
I would like to know what action I can take to counter charges of plagiarism that have been raised against me.
Apparently, someone is intent on exposing a failing of mine that dates back almost fifteen years ago. It is true
that I should have cited Dr. Golb's articles when using his arguments, and it is true that I misrepresented his
ideas. But this is simply the politics of Dead Sea Scrolls studies. If I had given credit to this man I would
have been banned from conferences around the world.
I am especially concerned that this affair may come to students' attention. My career is at stake. I hope you
will understand.
.
http://www.nowpublic.comlculture/plagiarism-and-dead-sea-scrolls-did-nyu-department-chairman-pilferchicago-historian-s-work
Lawrence Schiffman, professor
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Subject: Re: Plagiarism charges
From: "larry schiffman" <larry.schiffman@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 5 Aug 2008 18:11:28 -0400
To: provost@nyu.edu
Dear Provost McLaughlin,
I would like to know what action I can take to counter charges of plagiarism that have been raised against me.
Apparently, someone is intent on exposing a failing of mine that dates back almost fifteen years ago. It is true
that I should have cited Dr. Golb's articles, and it is true that I misrepresented his ideas. But this is simply the
politics of Dead Sea Scrolls studies. If I had given credit to this man I would have been banned from
conferences around the world.
I am especially concerned that this affair may come to students' attention. My career is at stake. I hope you
will understand.
http://www.nowpublic.comlculturelplagiarism-and-dead-sea-scrolls-did-nyu-depaltment-chairman-pilfer-'
chicago-historian-s-work
Lawrence Schiffman,professor
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Subject: Plagiarism charges
From: "larry schiffman" <larry.schiffman@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 5 Aug 2008 17:59:54 -0400
To: rc2@nyu.edu, hrdl@nyu.edu, de2@nyu.edu, ge293@nyu.edu, yfl@nyu.edu, df2@nyu.edu,
michah.gottlieb@nyu.edu, rk4@nyu.edu, marionkaplan@yaboo.com, bkg@nyu.edu, am96@nyu.edu,
evan.rapport@nyu.edu, jr6@nyu.edu, mss II@nyu.edu, erw I@nyu.edu, rzI7@nyu.edu, rzll@nyu.edu
Dear colleagues,
Apparently, someone is intent on exposing a minor failing of mine that dates back almost fifteen years ago.
Every effort must be made to prevent this article from coming to students' attention. This is my career at
stake. I hope you will all understand.
http://www.nowpublic.com/culture/plagiarism-and-dead-sea-scrolls-did-nyu-department-chairman-pilferchicago-historian-s-work
Lawrence Schiffman
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Re: plagiarism charges

IfoS
Subject: Re: plagiarism charges
From: "larry schiffman" <larry.schiffman@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 6 Aug 200800:01:42 -0400
To: "Cory Peacock" <ckp212@nyu.edu>
P.s. He has now attacked me in a truly outrageous way, in the foutth section of his damn article.
Lawrence Schiffman
On Tue, Aug 5, 2008 at 2:54 PM, larry schiffman <larry.schiffman@gmail.com> wrote:
Cory, thanks for your kind words.

This is defmitely ruining my week. I don't know if you can understand how I feel, but it is as if someone had set fire to
my beard. The last thing I need now is to be investigated by the dean.
Best,
Lawrence Schiffman

On 8/4/08, Cory Peacock <ckp212@nyu.edu> wrote:
Dear Professor, Miryam, Sara, Ariel,

Wow. That's a character assassination piece if! ever read one. No mistake justifies this young man's piece here - it
seems personal. He was clearly in the class this spring. Did he receive a poor grade? The author is clearly very skilled
at stacking the deck prior to any evidence even being considered. I foresee a future in politics for him. Professor, I am
sorry that this has happened.

Two thoughts: 1) he posted the syllabus online which contains the contact information of the professor and all four
preceptors without our permission. While he is linking to a urIan NYU's website, there is a difference between an
obscure urI for student usage and a public forum where the preceptors are indirectly linked to this hatchet job. I take
offense to him putting our contact information out there without our permission. This is a minor point, but this could be
one point of order regarding flagging (perhaps notifying the site's owners/editors) the article due to inappropriate
content. 2) More importantly, is there I will there be a response? I don't know that we should, but I don't like seeing this
go unanswered. I know we could tear that piece apart, but it would seem tendentious to do so.

Lastly: Miryam, Sara, Ariel - I'm including the full text of the article in this email so that you don't have to take the
link. On sites like these, lots of hits raise the "importance" of the article which in turn generates more traffic. So, let's
not give him what he waUls. Here's the article.

Cory

III

Plagiarism and the Dead Sea Scrolls: Did NYU professor snitch Chicago historian's
work?
by F~i"0r KallfmJlli August 4, 2008 at 06:35pm) 58 views! nod ¢Olllmt'W"

"Plagiarism ... whether intended or not, is academic fraud ... You plagiarize when, without proper attribution, you ... paraphrase or
restate someone else's facts, analysis and/or conclusions." - Statement 00 Acadcudt Jntcgriiy, New York University (Steinhardt
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School of Culture, Education and Human Development)
"Every member of the University ,.. is expected to conform to the highest standards of honesty and integrity. Acth'ities such
as plagiarism [and] misreprej'elltation ... are expressly prohibited .... Plagiarism [is1 the appropriation of another's ideas, processes,
results, or words without giving appropriate credit." -

Nt'''!' \' ork.(!n~\'el'~ity hH:ulty HIHldo<tok

A little-knoVvTI case of apparent academic quackery has recently surfaced again, which deserves, perhaps, renewed attention in light of the
media's ongoing celebration of Dead Sea Scrolls "scholarship" and the dogged exposure of corruption in this field by ChHrks Cradrlh, an author
writing on this site.
Many scrolls fans, especially in the New York area, will be familiar with the name and appearance of Lawrence Schiffman, Chairman of the
SkU-ball Department of Hebrew and Judaic Studies at New York University. It would, in fact, be difficult to mistake Dr. Schitlinan for anyone
else: the big beard, the booming voice that soars out over lecture halls and into living rooms during televised documentaries -

there is, in a

word, an unmistakable charisma associated with this man, who seems to know exactly how things stand wi.th the scrolls and is not afraid to say

it.
To be Sllre, among scholars Dr. Schiffman is also known for his perplexing attempts to demonstrate that the Dead Sea Scrolls belonged to and,
in part, were written by a Sadducee sect living at Khirbet QUlnran, even though, by his own admission, they contain the writings of many
different Jewish groups of the period.
And, among his students, he is known for the stem severity "With which he opposes any inappropriate conduct, such as plagiarizing papers: see
the syllabus for one of his courses, where he warns that "papers must be fully footnoted ... Students must Jearn the difference between the
documented use of' the work of others, and copying or plagiarism. Plagiarism will not be tolerated under any circumstances."
But behind his complicated arguments, academic severity and booming veneer, is Schiffman himself actually a plagiarist? Here are the facts,
well known among academics since they were exposed by an Israeli journalist in 1993 (see below), but always discreetly ignored in the United
States:

1.. ".Fine words! I wonder where you stole 'em." - Jonathan Swift
In an article entitled "The ProbJem of Origin and Identification of the Dead Sea Scrolls," published in Proceedings a/the American

Philosophical Society ]24 (1.980) [available on JSTOR], University of Chicago scrolls scholar Nonnan Golb v.--rote as follows:
"In the ruins of [Masada] were discovered fragments of fourteen .. scrolls, including ... remarkably, a portion of the so-called "Songs of the
Sabbath Sacrifice"- a duplicate of a text found in Qumran Cave IV .. 'Ine cogent inference to be drawn from the presence of Hebrew
manuscripts at Masada is that Jewish sicarii inhabiting the site possessed scrolls which they had brought there after taking the fortress in A.D.
66, while other Jews, of Jerusalem, took scrolls with them in addition to basic possessions needed for survival, in withdrawing to that site."
Golb wrote that the Qumran and Masada ma11l1scripts were v.-ritings ofPaiestinian Jews and were renlllants of a literature showing a "wide
varJety of practicesJ beliefs and opinions."
The scrolls, Golb suggested, were best to be interpreted "not by pressing them into the single sectarian bed ofEssenism, but by separating them
out from one another, through intemal analysis, into various siliritual currents which appear to have characterized Palestinian Judaism ofthe
intertestamental period."
In the same article, Golb also Vt'fote that the apocalyptic texts found among the Dead Sea Scrolls showed that the mentality of various Palestinian
Jewish groups prior to 70 AD. were "factors which may ... help to explain the zeal which led to the Jewish Wal'."
Then, in 1985, Golb published another article (in Biblical Archaeologist 48, also available onJSTOR), in which he said (pp. 81-82) that the
content of the scrolls was "more than sufficient to show the mentality and religi.ous outlook of various groups within Palestinian Judaism"
before 70 A.D., and that they !least important new light on aspects of that period's history, particularly on the question of the influence of the
beliefs and practices then current in Palestine on both the nascent rabbinic Judaism and the earliest forms of Palestinian Christianity."
So much for Golh's 1980 and 1985 articles which, of course, on account of their detailed and fundamentally novel analysis of the evidenceemphasizing the wide variety of ideas in the scrolls where others had attempted to fit them into a single "sectarian!! current - were rightly seen
as posing a severe threat to the traditional Qumran.-Essene theory.
2. "Those literary cooks Who skim the cream of others' books ... " -

Hannah More

Enter Lawrence Schiffman who, in 1990, published an article entitled "The SignifimIDce of the Scrolls." The article, similar to other \\'ritings
that also came out under his name, appeared in ajoumal entitled Bible Review, and was later (in 1992) reprinted in Hershel Shanks,
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ed.,Unders£anding the Dead Sea Scrolls. Schiffman argued (using a rationale which British scroJJs scholar Philip Davies has described as "not
merely difficuJt to accept, but difficult to lmderstand") that the seroUs belonged to a Sadducee sect living at Qumran.
Here, however, are some of the other things he said in the article:
"Very recently several fragmentary texts were published from Masada .. , occupied by rebels during the ... Revolt against Rome. In addition, a
manuscript of the Sabbath Songs (angelic liturgy), known in several manuscripts from Qumran, was found at Masada. Thus, Jewish

defenders of Mas ada possessed books of the same kind as those in the Qumran collection, but that were not directly associated with the sect
itself. In other words, many of the works found at Qumran were the common hcritage of Second TempJe Judaism and did not originate .in,
and were not confined to, Qumran sectarian circles."
Schiffman did not mention or cite Golb's practically identical argument made ten years previously. On the ne}.i page, Schiffman '""Tote:
"It is now becoming increasingly clear that the Scrolls are the primary source for the study ofJudaism in aU its varieties in the last centuries
before the Common Era. In short, this corpus does not simply give us an entry into the sect that inhabited the nearby settlement, but also has an
enonnous ammmt to tell us about the widely var,ying Judaisms of the Hasmonaean and Herodian periods ... these documents are providing a
critical background for the study ofthelater emergence both of rabbinic .Judaism and of the early Christian Church."
Compare Golb's earlier statements about the "religious outlook of various groups within Palestinian Judaism" which "cast important new
light ... on both the nascent rabbinic Judaism and the earliest forms of Palestinian Christianity."
Schiffman, however, again did not mention or cite Gotb's articles.
Instead, on the next page ofllis article, he went on to state that the influence of the apocalyptic Dead Sea Scrolls could be seen "in the messianic
pressures for Jewish resistance against Roman rule that were factors in fueling the two Jewish revolts, the First Revolt of 66-70 C.E., and the
Second Revolt, the so-called Bar Kokhba revolt, of 132-135 C.E., both of which had messianic overtones." Compare Oolb's eartier statement
about the "factors which may .. help to explain the zeal which led to the Jewish War."
Schiffman did not mention or cite this statement of Oolh's either.
Note how Schiffman changed the wording a bit but kept the basic ideas (including some of the vocabulary, such as "factors"): "various groups
within Palestinian Judaism" becomes "widely varying Judaisms"; "cast important new light" becomes "has an enonnous amount to teU us"; "the
question of the influence .. on both the nascent rabbi.nic Judaism and the earliest fonns of Palestinian Christianity" becomes the "backgrOlmd
for the study of .. the emergence both of rabbinic Judaism and of the early ChristitID Church"; etc.
Schiffman, of course, like anyone else, had every right in the world to argue the case for variety in the scrolls; but it was his duty to say where he
got his arguments fronl. According to New York University's statement on academic integrity (linked at the top of this page), jf a student
paraphrases without proper attribution, he stands a good chance of getting called before a committee on charges of plagiarism and even of
getting expelled.
Schiffman, however, is 110t a college student, and so he. apparently thought he could straddle both sides of the Dead Sea Scrolls debate and get
away with stealing Gotb's credit for emphasizing the diversity of ideas found among the scrolls (including ones related with rabbinic Judaism),
the Masada connection, and the influence of the apocalyptic ideas of some of the scrolls on the Jewish revolt.
3. tlTheir writings are thonghts stolen from us by anticipation." - Alexis Piron
Well, Israeli journalist Avi Katzman had a different point ofvie. . v and so, in an interview published in Haaretz (Jan. 29, 1993), he asked
Schiffman why "in different articles you have published, you have not hesitated to take over portions of Golb's theory without acknowledging as
much, and wi.thout giving him appropriate credit?"
Interesting question! Given the· circ.umstances, one might have expected Schiffman to give some kind of explanation. He could have said, for
example, that the failure to credit Golb was unintended and that he planned to correct it in his next book. Instead, this is what he said;
"This isn't the issue. There's no innovation in Golb's theory. He can say what he wants. The idea that we're not dealing with a sect is
self-evident. Does he think that he ,,,'(ote the Bible?"
Well, Jet's take a closer look at this, folks: "TIlere's no innovation in GoJb's theory."
As is well known. Gotb, starting in 1980, published a series of articles arguing that the Dead Sea Scrolls were the remains oflibraries from the
Jerusalem area, containing the writings of multiple Jewish groups. At the very end of his 1980 article (see footnote 80 on p. 24), he carefully
distinguished his theory from the "overly specific" view of Karl Rengstorf, who in the early 1960's had argued that the scrolls were the library of
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the Jemsalcm Temple. Gotb wrote:
"While it is true that a number of the seroUs give prominence to the sons of Zadok and the priestly order, most of them do not, so that
[Rengstorfs] assignment of aH of the scrolls to the single library of the Temple becomes a matter of arbitrary choice ..

~arrowing

dovm the

conception of intellectual and spiritual life prevailing within Jerusalem before the ,vaL" Goth's own, broader conclusion was that the scrolls were
"remnants of a literature showing a wide variety of practices,

belief~

and opinions which was removed from Jemsalem before and during the

siege ..
Then, in 1985 (Biblical Archaeologist, p. 80), Galb "''fote of "collections ofliterary scrolls - that is, libraries - removed far from their original
home," and concluded that the scrolls stemmed "not merely from sectarians but from

first~century

Palestinian Jews in general," and that they

were "removed from Jerusalem by inhabitants of the city before and during the siege on the city."
Let's look at that statement of Schiffman's again: "There;s no imlOvation in Golb's theoIY." The statement is obviously untrue, because no one,
until Golb came along, had argued that the scrolls were the remnants of Jerusalem~area literary collections. Was Schiffman incapable of
comprchcnding the articles which he himself had apparently chosen to make use ofv.':ithout crediting their author? Or was he attem.pting to
confuse the issue? I m.ean, what better response to someone who suggests that you have committed plagiarism, than to assert that the plagiarized
ideas are themselves not original? After all, they're seJf-evident. They could have occurred to anyone, so why include a reference to the person
who actually carne up with them?
4. "That's not a lie, it's a terminological inexactitude." -Alexander Haig
Whatever the answer to this question may be, Schiffman, not content: with using Golb's ideas, also began publishing misinformation about
Golb's theory. According to Schiffman's

ahove~cited

Bible Review article, Golb had argued that the scrolls were the "library of the .Jerusalem

Temple." Schiffman then repeated this false assertion' in his 1995 book Reclaiming the Dead Sea Scrolls.
As 1 recall this episode ~llight of the recent allegations about continuing misconduct in this field of studies, I'm obliged to ask which is
worse, the act of plagiarism itself or the decision tomisrepresent the theory of the scholar whose ideas one has decided to filch. Apparently, it
has become nonnal procedure in academic circles to play vicious games with one's scholarly adversaries, disseminating falsehoods about their
views and stealing from them at the same time without proper attribution. Those who base their careers on such conduct cleverly illustrate Hugh
Kingsnri1l's words, "A charlatan makes obscure what is clear; a thinker makes clear what is obscure.!'
And who, in the end, elevates such individuals to the status of popular authorities? To some ofus the answer is quite clear: it's a sick system that
glorifies an academic thief

/1////

On Mon, Aug 4, 2008 at 9:08 PM, larry schiffman <larry.schiffman@gmail.com> wrote:
Miryam, Sara, Cory, Ariel,
Apparently, someone is intent on exposing a minor failing of mine that dates back almost fifteen years ago.
You are not to mention the name of the scholar in question to any of our students, and every effort must be mad~ to
prevent this article from coming to their attention. This is my career at stake. I hope you will all understand.
http://www.nowpublic.com!culture/plagiarism-and-dead-sea-scrolls-did-nyu-professor-snitch-chicago-historians-work
Lawrence Schiffman
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Subject: Nowpublic allegations concerning your work
From: "Steven Fishbane" <steven.fishbane@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 6 Aug 2008 17: 15 :27 -0400
To: lawrence.schiffman@nyu.edu
Dear Dr. Schiffman,
I have read the "plagiarism and misrepresentation" allegations concerning you on the Nowpublic site,
at http://www.nowpublic.com/culture/plagiarism-and-dead-sea-scrolls-did-nyu-department-chairman-pilferchicago-historian-s-work.
If, as I suspect, the author of this outrageous piece is Jeffrey Gibson of Chicago, then you are dealing with an
agent provocateur driven by his own academic failure, whose basic motivation is hatred of Golb, and whose
aim is simply to stir further resentment among scholars.
As someone who has had a certain amount of experience with such matters in the past, may I offer a word of
advice? You may wish to register with the Nowpublic site (it's free, takes just a few minutes and you can use
any alias you like) and contact the author by private email, proposing to issue a statement of some sort if he is
willing to take down the article and discontinue his efforts.
This type of suggestion often does the trick, because those who produce such pieces are usually frustrated
individuals looking for some type of personal recognition.
You may wish to propose saying, for example, that these are times of great developments in scrolls research;
that the time has come for scholars to put their quarrels behind them; that you yourself, in the heat of great
polemics, said certain things that you regret; that we must recognize the contribution of all scholars, etc.
I know this may be an unpalatable suggestion, but I recommend it nonetheless because I have seen these
things start with a few hundred readers and boomerang all over the internet until they are picked up by
mainstream news sources. If you are indeed dealing with Gibson, this is even more likely, given the man's
skill at using aliases, the contacts he seems to have around the country, and his in-depth knowledge of the
internet.
With best wishes,
Steven Fishbane
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S1lIbject: Fwd: [Fwd: FW: Plagiarism charges]
From: "larry schiffman" <larry.schiffman@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 6 Aug 2008 17:20:45 -0400
To: editor@nyunews.com, university@nyunews.com, managing@nyunews.com, campus@nyunews.com,
.editoria1@nyunews.com

liP V

As I said, you are not to mention this matter. My career is at stake.
Lawrence Schiffman
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Pierre Hohenberg <pierre.hohenberg@nyu.edu>
Date: Aug 6,20085:09 PM
Subject: [Fwd: FW: Plagiarism charges]
To: larry schiffman <larry.schiffman@gmail.com>
Cc: Richard Foley <dick.foley@nyu.edu>

Dear Professor Schiffman,
The allegation against you has been referred to me in my capacity as Senior Vice Provost for Research.
According to NYU's policy on research misconduct, (http://www.nyu.edu/oaa/policies.html#misconduct) I
have in turn referred the matter to Dean Richard Foley for further disposition. You should hear from the dean
or his staff in due time.
Pierre Hohenberg
-------- Original Message -------Subject:FW: Plagiarism charges
Date:Wed, 06 Aug 2008 10:20:49 -0400
From:Amanda Neczypor <amanda.neczypor@nyu.edu>
To:David McLaughlin <david.mclaughlin@nyu.edu>
CC:Pierre Hohenberg <pierre.hohenberg@nyu.edu>

Hi Dave}

This came to the provost alias last night.
-Amanda
------ Forwarded Message
. From: larry schiffman <Iarry.schiffman@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, OS Aug 2008 18:11:28 -0400
To: <provost@nyu.edu>
Subject: Re: Plagiarism charges
Dear Provost McLaughlin,
I would like to know what action I can take to counter charges of plagiarism that have been raised against me.
Apparently, someone is intent on exposing a failing of mine that dates back almost fifteen years ago. It is true that I
should have cited Dr. Golb's articles, and it is true that I misrepresented his ideas. But this is simply the politics of
Dead Sea Scrolls studies. If I had given credit to this man I would have been banned from conferences around the
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world.
I am especially concerned that this affair may come to students' attention. My career is at stake. I hope you will
understand.
http://www."owpUblic.com/cu Itu re/pla gia ris m -a nd-d ea d-sea-scrolls-d id-nyu -d epa rIm ent-cha irma "-pi Ifer-ch icagohistorian-s-work
Lawrence Schiffman, professor

------ End of Forwarded Message
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Subject: Re: [Fwd: FW: Plagiarism charges]
From: "larry schiffman" <Iarry.schiffman@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 6 Aug 2008 17:34:48 -0400
To: angela.baker-james@ncmail.net
I must beg you not to mention this matter if it should be brought to your attention. My career is at stake.
Lawrence Schiffman
---------- Forwarded message ---------,
From: Pierre Hohenberg <pierre.hohenberg@nyu.edu>
Date: Aug 6,2008 5 :09 PM
Subject: [Fwd: FW: Plagiarism charges]
To: larry schiffman <Iany.schiffman@gmail.com>·
Cc: Richard Foley <dick.foley@nyu.edu>

Dear Professor Schiffman,
The allegation against you has been referred to me in my capacity as Senior Vice Provost for Research.
According to NYU's policy on research misconduct, (http://www.nyu.edu/oaa/policies.html#misconduct) I
have in turn referred the matter to Dean Richard Foley for further disposition. You should hear from the
dean or his staff in due time.
Pierre Hohenberg
-------- Original Message -------Subject:FW: Plagiarism charges
Date:Wed, 06 Aug 200810:20:49 -0400
From:Amanda Neczypor <amanda.neczypor@nyu.edu>
To:David McLaughlin <david.mclaughlin@nyu.edu>
CC:Pierre Hohenberg <pierre.hohenberg@nyu.edu>

Hi Dave,
This came to the provost last night.
-Amanda
------ Forwarded Message
From: Lawrence Schiffman <Iarry.schiffman@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 05 Aug 2008 18:11:28 -0400
To: <provost@nvu.edu>
Subject: Re: Plagiarism charges
Dear Provost Mclaughlin,
I would like to know what action I can take to counter charges of plagiarism that have been raised against me.
Apparently, someone is intent on exposing a failing of mine that dates back almost fifteen years ago. It is true
that I should have cited Dr. Golb's articles, and it is true that I misrepresented his ideas. But this is simply the
politics of Dead Sea Scrolls studies. If I had given credit to this man I would have been banned from conferences
around the world.
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I am especially concerned that this affair may come to students' attention. My career is at stake. I hope you.will
understand.
http://www.nowpublic.com/cu Itu re/p lagia ris m-. n dod ead-sea -sera IIs-d id-nvu-depa rlment-cha irma n-pilferch icago-h islo ria nos-work
Lawrence Schiffman, professor

------ End of Forwarded Message
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Subject: Lawrence Schiffman; plagiarism
From: Peter Kaufman <peter.kaufman2@yahoo.com>
Date: Wed, 6 Aug 200819:38:35 -0700 (PDT)
To: dick.foley@nyu.edu
Dear Dean Foley,
As the allegations I have raised against Dr. Schiffman have undoubtedly been referred to you by now, I am
writing to succinctly summarize the facts. They are as follows:
(I) Schiffman appropriated Golb's highly original 1980 and 1985 arguments concerning Masada, the
variegated nature of the Dead Sea Scrolls and their (previously neglected) relationship with rabbinical
Judaism and the Jewish revolt, all of this on three consecutive pages of his own article and without crediting
Golb;
(2) When questioned about his plagiarism by a prominent Israeli journalist in 1993, Schiffman responded:
"There's no innovation in Golb's theory."
(3) Schiffman, in his article, falsely stated that Golb had argued that the scrolls were the "library of the
Jerusalem Temple," a view defended by a German scholar (K. Rengstorf) in the early 60's and explicitly
rejected by Golb on numerous occasions;
(4) In his 1994 book, Schiffman repeated the same misrepresentation, citing three articles by Golb (from
1987,1989 and 1990) each of which shows instead that Golb never argued the scrolls were the Temple
library.
(5) In his book, Schiffman carefully omitted any mention of Golb's 1980 and 1985 articles, thereby covering
his tracks and making it seem that he and Golb came up with the multiple-Jewish-groups view around the
same time. By falsely attributing Rengstorf's theory to Golb, Schiffman again implied that there was no
"innovation" in Golb's theory.
The facts set forth in the first three paragraphs above are all examined by Golb himself in his 1995 book Who
Wrote the Dead Sea Scrolls? (see pp. 213-215). The last two paragraphs contain information that was
presumably not available to Golb when his book went to press, since Schiffman's book appeared shortly·
before.
We are, in sum, dealing with a classic case of combined plagiarism and misrepresentation, which would have
been immediately denounced in virtually any other field of studies. I decided to bring this to your attention
because I am sick and tired of seeing a different, and utterly unethical, standard applied to Dead Sea Scrolls
scholarship, both here at NYU and elsewhere.
In this field, anyone who, like Golb, does not belong to the inner sanctum of Qumran-sectarian theorists· may
apparently expect to be smeared, misrepresented, and plagiarized by one or another member of the Qumran
clique, without any accountability whatsoever vis-a-vis the larger academic community. That the facts set
forth in Golb's widely read book were not previously brought to your attention is itself indicative of the
general lack of concern for ethical standards in this fie Id.
.
I have set forth the facts summarized above in a detailed manner at http://www.nowpublic.com/culture
Iplagiarism-and-dead-sea-scrolls-did-nyu-department-chainnan-pilfer-chicago-historian-s-work. Golb's 1980
and 1985 articles are both linked there, as is his 1990 article where again he states that the scrolls are the
remains of various libraries (and not: the Temple library) from the Jerusalem area. As soon as I can get my
100
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hands on the 1987 and 1989 articles, I will update you with the precise quotations from those articles as well,
. .,
so as to leave no doubt whatsoever as to the extent of Schiffman's misrepresentation.
P .s. angry emails about Golb are now being sent around the department. I wish to make it clear to you that I
have nothing to do with Golb -- nor would it matter if! did. I knew this would happen, and this is why I
prefer to remain anonymous.
Yours sincerely,
Peter Kaufman
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Subject: Plagiarism allegations raised against NYU department chair specialized in Dead Sea Scrolls
From: "Sammy Edelstein" <sam.edelstein2@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 7 Aug 2008 17:22:24 -0400
To: murray. weiss@nypost.com, yoav.gonen@nypost.com

Je~tch

Dear esteemed journalists,
Having reported on the Madonna Constantine plagiarism case, you may be interested in these articles:
http://plagiarist-schiffinan.blogspot.com/
http://www.nowpublic.com/culture/plagiarism-and-dead-sea-scrolls-did-nyu-department-chairman-pilferchicago-historian-s-work
I know from internal sources that a formal investigation of this matter has been opened by the dean at NYU.
See also http://chronicle.com/free/v511iI7117a00802.htm.
With best wishes,
Sam Edelstein (frankly, this is an alias, as my own career at NYU would be jeopardized if anyone found out
that I had the nerve to bring this to your attention).
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Subject: Allegations of plagiarism resurface against NYU professor
From: "Sammy Edelstein" <sam.edelstein2@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 7 Aug 2008 22:37:49 -0400
To: wagner.alumni@nyu.edu, wagner.officeofthedean@nyu.edu, robert.polner@nyu.edu,
dalton.conley@nyu.edu
Dear Colleagues,
The NYU-Wagner academic code has an excellent description of plagiarism.
Nonetheless, there's a bit of hypocrisy in this, isn't there, given that an NYU department chair has himself
been a known plagiarist for the past fifteen years? Or does the Wagner school hold its faculty to a higher
standard than the rest of the university?
See:
http://www.nowpublic.comlculture/plagiarism-and-dead-sea-scrolls-did-nyu-department-chairman-pilferchicago-historian-s-wol'k
With best wishes to all of you,
Sam Edelstein
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Subject: NowPublic News Story - Plagiarism and the Dead Sea Scrolls: Did NYU department chairman pilfer
from Chicago historian's work?
From: NowPublic <noreply@NowPublic.com>
Date: Fri, 8 Aug 200816:55:46 -0500
To: sam.edelstein2@gmai1.com
The News is NowPublic.com

Sam Edelstein (sam.edelstein2@gmai1.com) has sent you a news story from
NowPublic.com. (E-mail address has not been verified.)
Message from Sender:
Some of you may be interested in this: it turns out that Dr. lawrence Schiffman,
the next scheduled lecturer at the Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit in Raleigh, is a
plagiarist. A formal investigation of the allegations, which had always been
"discreetly ignored," has now been opened at New York University. Isn't the
Natural Sciences museum obliged to open its own independent inquiry? Will
members of the public attending the lecture be informed of the allegations? Can
the museum knowingly allow a lecture to be given which is possibly plagiarized,
in whole or in part?
Plagiarism and the Dead Sea Scrolls: Did NYU department chairman pilfer from Chicago historian's
work?
by Peter Kaufman
A little-known case of apparent academic quackery has recently surfaced again, which deserves, perhaps,
renewed attention in light of the'media's ongoing celebration of Dead Sea Scrolls "schola
Click here to read more on our site
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Subject: NowPublicNews Story - Plagiarism and the Dead Sea Scrolls: Did NYU department chairman pilfer
from Chicago historian's work?
From: NowPublic <noreply@NowPublic.com>

Date: Fri, 8Aug200817:l5:53 -0500
To: sam.edelstein2@gmail.com
The News is NowPublic.com

Sam Edelstein (sam.edelstein2@gmail.com) has sent you a news story from
NowPublic.com. (E-mail address has not been verified.)
Message from Sender:

Some of you may be interested in this, particularly if you are planning on
attending (or promoting) Dr. Lawrence Schiffman's upcoming lecture on the Dead
Sea Scrolls.
Plagiarism and the Dead Sea Scrolls: Did NYU department chairman pilfer from Chicago historian's
work?
by Peter Kaufman
A little-known case of apparent academic quackery has recently surfaced again, which deserves, perhaps,
renewed attention in light of the media's ongoing celebration of Dead Sea Scrolls "schola
Click IJere to read more on our site
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Subject: Fwd: Plagiarism allegations resurface against Lawrence Schiffman
From: "Steven Fishbane" <steven.fishbane@gmaiJ.com>
Date: Fri, 8 Aug 200816:30:47 -0400
To: mssll@nyu.edu
You may be interested in this.

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Flescher, Andrew <AFlescher@csuchico.edu>
Date: Thu, Aug 7, 2008 at 10:26 PM
Subject: RE: Plagiarism allegations resurface against Lawrence Schiffman
To: Steven Fishbane <steven.fishbane@gmaiLcom>

F

c

no question he crossed the line (in my view). I'd heard about this but thanks for sharing, Steven.
Best,
Andy Flescher

From: Steven Fishbane [mailto:steven.fishbane@gmail.com]

Sent: Thu 8/7/2008 2 :04 PM
To: Flescher, Andrew

Subject: Plagiarism allegations resurface against lawrence Schiffman
Dear Professor Flescher,
You may be interested in these articles:
http://plagjarist-schiffman. blogspot.coml
http://www.nowpublic.comlculture/plagiarism-and-dead-sea-scrolls-did-nyu-department-chairman-pilferchicago-historian-s-work
Best,
Steven Fishbane
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Fwd: Plagiarism allegations resurface against Lawrence Schiflinan

Subject: Fwd: Plagiarism allegations resurface against Lawrence Schiffman
From: "larry schiffman" <Iarry.schiffman@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 8 Aug 200816:23:27 -0400
To: marionkaplan@yahoo.com

F

Thanks for your kind words Marion, but unfortunately it's getting worse.
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Steven Fishbane <steven.fishbane@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Aug 8, 2008 at 4:19 PM
Subject: Fwd: Plagiarism allegations resurface against Lawrence Schiffman
To: larry.schiffman@gmail.com
You see, Dr. Schiffman? You thought you could get away with it, but people in the field are aware of what
you have done.
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Flescher, Andrew <AFlescher@csuchico.edu>
Date: Thu, Aug 7,2008 at 10:26 PM
Subject: RE: Plagiarism allegations resurface against Lawrence Schiffman
To: Steven Fishbane <steven.fishbane@gmail.com>
no question he crossed the line (in my view). I'd heard about this but thanks for sharing, Steven.
Best,
Andy Flescher

From: Steven Fishbane [mailto:steven.fishbane@gmail.coml

Sent: Thu 8/7/2008 2:04 PM
To: Flescher, Andrew
Subject: Plagiarism allegations resurface against Lawrence Schiffman

Dear Dr. Flescher,
You may be interested in these articles:
http://plagiarist-schiffman.blogspot.com/
http://www.nowpublic.comlculture/plagiarism-and-dead-sea-scrolls-did-nyu-depatiment-chairman-pilferchicago-historian-s-work
Best,
Steven Fishbane
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- J3foggei-AccOtmt Information

Subject: Blogger Accouut Infonnation
From: Blogger Support <no-reply@blogger.com>
Date: Wed, 13 Aug 2008 19:39:41 -0700 (PDT)
To: steve.goranson@gmail.com
Hi there,
Your blog, http://pJagiarist-schiffman.blogspot.coml, is associated with the Google Account username
steve.goransou@gmail.com. Please use this Google Account username to log in to Blogger and access your
blog.
If you've forgotten your password, you can reset it by clicking this link:
http://www.blogger.com/forgot.g?r=steve.goranson%40gmail.com
This account is a member of the following blogs:
• http://plagiarist-schiffman.blogspot.coml

If you experience any problems or have further questions, please visit our help site at http://help.blogger.com/
Sincerely,
The Blogger Team
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Subject: Fwd: Plagiarism charges
From: "larry schiffman" <Iarry.schiffman@grnail.com>
Date: Wed, 20 Aug 2008 23 :21 :36 -0400
To: marion.gottlieber@grnail.com
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Mark S Smith <mss 11 @nyu.edu>
Date: Wed, Aug 6,2008 at 12:43 PM
Subject: Re: Plagiarism charges
To: Larry Schiffman

I do, Larry. And I am concerned about any wider impact that this might potentially have.

It is also curious about how this person has come to be writing about this.
Hang in there.
Regards,
Mark
Mark, what an interesting perspective!
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Subject: Fwd: Plagiarism charges
From: "Marion Gottlieb" <marion.gottlieber@gmail.com>
I Gt~
Date: TIm, 21 Aug 2008 00:00:35 -0400
To: rc2@nyu.edu, hrdl@nyu.edu, de2@nyu.edu, ge293@nyu.edu, yfl@nyu.edu, df2@nyu.edu,
michah.gottlieb@nyu.edu, rk4@nyu.edu, marionkaplan@yahoo.com, bkg@nyu.edu, am96@nyu.edu,
evan.rapport@nyu.edu, jr6@nyu.edu, mss II@nyu.edu, erwl@nyu.edu, rzI7@nyu.edu, rzll@nyu.edu

tI

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Mark S Smith <mss II@nyu.edu>
Date: Wed, Aug 6,2008 at 12:43 PM
Subject: Re: Plagiarism charges against Larry Schiffman

I am concerned about any wider impact that this might potentially have.
I am also curious about how this person has come to be writing about this.
Hang in there [Larry].
Regards, Mark

Mark, what an interesting perspective! What form of "wider impact" do you have in miud?
Could it be that some of us might come to feel a bit uncomfortable with the way Larry is handling our
affairs? Or that others might be exposed? Or that Larry's influence at NYU might be a bit curtailed,
when word gets out about his little situatiou?
Let's hope Mark explains what he meant!
http://wwvv.nowpublic.com/world/plagial"ism-andl-deadl-sea-scroHls-didl-nyu-department-chaimumpilfer-chicago-historian-s-work!
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Subject: Fwd: Plagiarism charges
From: "Marion Gottlieb" <marion.gottlieber@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 21 Aug 2008 00:00:35 -0400
To: rc2@nyu.edu, hrdl@nyu.edu, de2@nyu.edu, ge293@nyu.edu, yf1@nyu.edu, df2@nyu.edu,
michah.gottlieb@nyu.edu, rk4@nyu.edu, marionkaplan@yahoo.com, bkg@nyu.edu, am96@nyu.edu,
evan.rapport@nyu.edu, jr6@nyu.edu, mss II@nyu.edu, erw l@nyu.edu, rzI7@nyu.edu, rzll@nyu.edu
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Mark S Smith <mss II @nyu.edu>
Date: Wed, Aug 6,2008 at 12:43 PM
Subject: Re: Plagiarism charges against Larry Schiffman

I am concerned about any wider impact that this might potentially have.
I am also curious about how this person has come to be writing about this.
Hang in there [Larry].
Regards, Mark
Mark, what an interesting perspective! What form of "wider impact" do yon have in mind?
Conld it be that some of ns might come to feel a bit nncomfortable with the way Larry is handling our
affilirs? Or that others might be exposed? Or that Larry'sinflnence at NYU might be a bit cnrtailed,
when word gets out about his little situation?
Let's hope Mark explains what he meant!
hUp:llwww.uowplllblic.comiworld/plagiarism-aud-dead-sea-scrolIs-did-nYIlI-department-chainmm. pilfer-chicago-historian-s-work!
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Subject: Re: Fw: Re: NowPublic News Story - Plagiarism and the Dead Sea Scrolls: Did NYU department
chairman pilfer from Chicago historian's work?
From: "Sammy Edelstein" <sam.edelstein2@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 30 Aug 200823:47:23 -0400
To: sfine2@yu.edu
Larry has been asked, and remains oddly silent. Why do you think that might be? Hopefully he will respond
to this "gibberish" soon, because the History News Network (i.e., George Mason University) seems to be
taking the matter quite seriously.
Incidentally, I feel obliged to express my astonishment that you would categorize such an article as
"gibberish." I usually take that word to refer to something that doesn't make sense (and there's a lot of it
going around), but this article is quite clear and specific about what it's saying. If you have some grounds for
defending Larry against Mr. Kaufman's allegations of plagiarism and misrepresentation, please say what they
are. In the meantime, rest assured that I don't keep any "list"; otherwise I would gladly remove you.
Have an excellent weekend.
Sam Edelstein
On Sat, Aug 30, 2008 at 8:30 PM, Steven Fine <leahsteven@yahoo.com> wrote:
Mr. Edelstein: If you have a question for Prof. Schiffman, as him yourself. Please do remove me from
your list. -_SF

Steven Fine,
Professor of Jewish History, Yeshiva University
Director, YU Center for Israel Studies, www.vu.edu/cis
Chair, Department of Jewish History, Yeshiva College
Belfer Hall 524, 500 West 185th Street, New York, NY 10033.
Cell: 646-508-6603. Webpage: www.cojs.org/stevenfine

--- On Sat, 8/30/08, Sammy Edelstein Qam.edeistein2@gmail.com> wrote:
From: Sammy Edelstein <sam.edelstein2@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: NowPublic News Story - Plagiarism and the Dead Sea Scrolls: Did NYU department
chairman pilfer from Chicago historian's work?
To: sfine2@yu.edu, leahsteven@yahoo.com
Date: Saturday, August 30, 2008, 5:18 PM

And on what basis do you defend Larry's conduct? Personally I find the misrepresentation (which I
have verified for myself in Larry's book) even more disturbing than the unattributed borrowings.
At any rate, I have sent this article to several colleagues. One responded that Larry "did cross the
line, in my view." Another forwarded a message to me from a close colleague of Larry's who said
he was worried about the "wider impact" this could have, which is a very interesting perspective
when you come to think ofit.
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On Fri, Aug 29,2008 at 6:32 PM, Steven Fine <Ieahsteven@yahoo.com> wrote:
gibberish. Shabbat shalom, SF

Steven Fine,
Professor of Jewish History, Yeshiva University
Director, YU Center for Israel Studies, www.yu.edu/cis
Chair, Department of Jewish History, Yeshiva College

c

f

Belfer Hall 524, 500 West 185th Street, New York, NY 10033.
Cell: 646-508-6603. Webpage: www.cojs.org/stevenfine

--- On Fri, 8/29/08, sllm.e!lielstein2@gmail.com Qam.edelsteiIl2@gmail.com> wrote:
From: sam.edelstein2@gmail.com <sam.edelstein2@gmail.com>
Subject: NowPublic News Story - Plagiarism and the Dead Sea Scrolls: Did NYU
department chairman pilfer from Chicago historian's work?
To: Israelstudies@yu.edu
Date: Friday, August 29,2008,3:44 PM
The News is NowPublic.com
Sam Edelstein (sam.edelstein2@gmail.com) has sent you a news story from
NowPublic.com. (E-mail address has not been verified.)
Message from Sender:
Judaica chair at NYU exposed as plagiarist
Plagiarism and the Dead Sea Scrolls: Did NYU department clnairrman pilfer from
Chicago historian's work?
by Peter Kaufman
A little-known case of apparent academic quackery has recently surfaced again,
which deserves
Click here to read more on our site
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Subject: Fwd: Plagiarism allegations against Lawrence Schiffman

From: "Steven Fishbane" <steven.fishbane@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 31 Aug 2008 16:18:42 -0400
To: dick.foley@nyu.edu
Re: Plagiarism allegations against Dr. Schiffman
From: Dr. Andrew Flescher (co-author of California State University's academic integrity policy)
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Flescher, Andrew <AFlescher@csuchico.edu>
Date: Aug 7, 2008 10:26 PM
Subject: RE: Plagiarism allegations resurface against Lawrence Schiffman
no question he crossed the line (in my view). I'd heard about this but thanks for sharing.
Best,
Andy Flescher
Professor of Religious Studies; Director, Center for Applied and Professional Ethics, California State

Univers~y

at Chico

...

From: Steven Fishbane
Sent: Thu 8/7/2008 2:04 PM
To: Flescher, Andrew
Subject: Plagiarism allegations resurface against Lawrence Schiffman

Dear Dr. Flescher,
You may be interested in these articles:
http://plagiarist-schiffman.blogspot.com/
http://www.nowpublic.com/culture/plagiarism-and-dead-sea-scrolls-did-nyu-department-chairman-pilferchicago-historian-s-work
Best,
Steven Fishbane
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Subject: Re: Lawrence Schiffinan
From: Peter Kaufman <peter.kaufinan2@yahoo.com>
Date: Sun, 7 Sep 2008 20:57:18 -0700 (PDT)
To: dick.foley@nyu.edu
Dear Dean Foley,
I hope you had a good vacation. Now that you are back, I must once again call your attention to the
plagiarism and misrepresentation of historian Norman Golb's work by Dr. Lawrence Schiffman, chairman of
the Skirball Department of Judaica at NYU.
In case any further proof is needed in addition to what you have, please be aware that Schiffman attended the
1987 Dead Sea Scrolls conference in Mogilany, Poland, which focused at great length on Golb's multiplelibraries, Jerusalem theory of scroll origins. Golb lectured at the conference, Schiffman attended the lecture
and surrounding discussions, and nothing was said to create any ambiguity as to the nature of Golb's theory,
as any of the other participants can testify.
Thus, even ifhe did not read Golb's articles (despite plagiarizing their ideas), Schiffman's misrepresentation of
Golb's theory can only have been intentional, and ifhe tells you anything else he is simply not telling the
truth. Furthermore, even if Schiffinan had not read Golb's articles before the conference, would he have
attended such a conference and then used Golb's ideas in his own articles, without reading Golb's articles to
verify whether they contained those ideas? There was a huge controversy at the time around Golb's theory.
Would anyone who traveled all the way to Poland to attend a conference on the topic have failed to read
Golb's articles?
Best,
Peter Kaufman

--- On Thu, 817/08, dick.foley@nyu.edu <dick.foley@nyu.edu> wrote:
From: dick.foley@nyu.edu <dick.foley@nyu.edu>
Subject: Auto: Lawrence Schiffinan; plagiarism
To: peter.kaufman2@yahoo.com
Date: Thursday, August 7, 2008, 2:38 AM
I will be out of the office until August 23 with intermittent access to email.
If you have pressing business, please contact Amber Min Lee
(amber.minlee@nyu.edu) or Sherri Katz (sherri.katz@nyu.edu).

Richard Foley
Dean, Faculty of Arts and Science
New York University
5 Washington Square North
New York, NY 10003
212 998 8000
FAX 212 995 4010
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the criminal complaint NYU (or Ur. Schifunan) has apparently WeG agam...

Subject: the criminal complaint NYU (or Dr. Schiffman) has apparently filed against me
From: Peter Kaufman <peter.kaufman2@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue, 16 Sep 200818:43:21 -0700 (PD1)
To: dick.fo1ey@nyu.edu
CC: robert.roach@nyu.edu
Dear Dr. Foley,

It appears, from the letter below and the "legal notice" it describes, that instead of investigating Dr.
Schiffman's conduct, you and/or Dr. Schiffman have filed some kind of a criminal complaint against me.
I would like to know what "crime" I am accused of committing by exposing -- as a prominent Israeli journalist
first did fifteen years ago -- Dr. Schiffman's repeated plagiarisms and misrepresentation of another scholar.
Or is the freedom of speech no longer protected in this country?
Now that I have been informed by a third party that I am the "subject of a criminal investigation in New
York," if I do not receive a written assurance that NYU and Dr. Schiffman are not involved in this fascist
procedure, or that it has been discontinued, I will do whatever I need to do to preserve my integrity -- at a
minimum, by forwarding the letter I have received to journalists, and to the entire faculty of New York
University.
I hope you do not think you can make this problem go away by ignoring it or by using terror tactics to try and
prevent me from telling the simple truth about a topic of interest to thousands of people, both here in New
York and around the world.
Peter Kaufman
--- On Fri, 9/12/08, Tina Kells <tkells@nowpublic.com>wrote:
From: Tina Kells <tkells@nowpublic.com>
Subject: Your Now Pub lic Account
To: peter.kaufman2@yahoo.com
Date: Friday, September 12, 2008, 4:55 PM

Hello,

We have received a legal notice regarding you and your account at Now Public. As a response to that notice
we have suspended your account until we hear back from you with your side of the events. We will make a
decision about any further action or a suspension reversal only after we have received a reply from you.

The notice received states that you are the subject of a criminal investigation in New York, and that there may
be civil litigation pending against you surrounding your actions toward the Dead Sea Scrolls study being
conducted at the Uriiversijy of Chicago.

A further allegation has been made that you have more than one identity at Now Public, and that you have used
these identities in a way that contravenes sections of our Code of Conduct in attempts to cause disruption to
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the criminal complaint NYU(or Dr. Schiffinan) has apparently filed again...

the Dead Sea study.

Please feel free to contact me directly regarding this matter. If any of these allegations are in error we would
like to sort them out as soon as possible.

Tina Kells
Deputy News Director
NowPublic.com
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Your article on the "Virtual Qumran" film

Subject: Your article on the "Virtual Qumran" film
From: Carlo Gadda <carlogadda@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue, 19 lun 2007 10:59:05 -0700 (PDT)
To: msullivan@support.ucla.edu

Dear Ms. Sullivan,
I have read your article on the "Virtual Qumran" film, and I regret to inform you that it gives a
seriously misleading impression to anyone who might not be familiar with the current state of
scholarship on Qumran.
(1) To begin with, Norman Golb did not publish an "article" in 1996; he published a 400-page book
entitled "Who Wrote the Dead Sea Scrolls?"

(2) Your sources (no doubt Cargill and Schniedewind themselves) failed to inform you that the thesis
they are defending has been rejected not only Golb, but by an entire series of major archaeologists
since 1990. These include most notably the Donceel team (officially appointed by the Ecole Biblique
to review and finish de Vaux's work); Yizhar Hirschfeld (see his book Qumran in Context); and the
officially appointed Israel Antiquities Authority team led by Yizhak Magen and Yuval Peleg, who,
after ten seasons of digs at Qumran, have published their conclusions that the site was never inhabited
by any sect and that the Dead Sea Scrolls are the renmants of libraries from the Jerusalem region:
These facts are well known to Qumran scholars, and your article gives a distinctly
misleading impression to the reader by not mentioning them. Dr. Schniedewind is known to be a
.... J.flru!<al de.fmder ofJ:bLdi.§.]llJ1~st.Q1!mIilll=ESS,=Jhe,DrY.,_and.khas.a .right to .defend.his views, but it
., :wasjllghl~.inappropriate-of-him-tG-use..$,I,OO,OOO-in-grant,,-tQ-mi£leag the-public-in-thi£-film-ey-[ailing ---' -- - - .,
to mention the conclusions of the Magen and Peleg team, and it was inappropriate for you to advertise
the film without informing people of the actual facts.
(3) Your article also fails to mention that the film has already been subjected to biting criticism by
Norman Golb (see his article "Fact and Fiction in Current Exhibitions of the Dead Sea Scrolls--A
Critical Notebook for Viewers," available on the University of Chicago website at
http://oi.uchicago.eduJresearch/projects/scrl). In the wake of Golb's criticism, one commentator has
suggested that "the goal of this film is simply to indoctrinate visitors, before they see the rest of the
[San Diego ScrollsJ exhibit, into believing in the old, Qumran-Essene theory, despite the fact that it
has now been rejected by virtually all of the major archaeologists in the field."
I have left aside the clear manipulation of evidence in the film itself, e.g., the way it argues that
Qumran was inhabited by a group of male Essenes, despite the fact that the remains of women were
found in the cemetery--since Pliny states that the Essenes of the Dead Sea were celibate, the makers of
the film were obliged to distort, ignore or explain away the actual evidence to support their view. And
so on and so forth with the other claims they make.
In the hope these observations will have given you fruit for thought, J am
Yours sincerely,
Charles Gadda
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NYU students accuse UCLA teacher/student duo of unethical conduct

Subject: NYU students accuse UCLA teacher/student duo of unethical conduct
From: <d matthews52@yahoo.com>
Date: Sat, 6 Oct 2007 14:51 :57 -0700 (PDT)
To: news@media.ucla.edu

Dear News Editor,
There is a fight raging on wikipedia between a bunch of anonymous New York University students
and a UCLA graduate student, Robert Cargill, who published a wikipedia article about his professor,
Bible scholar William Schniedewind.
Here is what the NYU students are saying:
"At least at NYU we learn to be critical of our professors, rather than write encyclopedia articles about
them--probably one of the most unethical things a graduate student can do." Cargill has "debased the
academic community," etc.
In addition, the NYU students have pointed out that Professor Schniedewind has been working as
advisor to a Christian fundamentalist organization called the "University of the Holy Land." They
accuse Cargill and Schniedewind of covering this up by having Schniedewind's name removed from
the personnel page ofthat organization:
"[1]n the United States, church and state are separated, and ... state-run educational institutions don't
hire theologians or theologically minded individuals to teach the Bible. Schiedewind's affiliation with
UHL (the "University of the Holy Land") raises a serious issue with re~ectto the.~lr}iY~!§iD'_()f
f~i.f:~~~ and academic culture in general ... Now they have concealed the facts by having
[Schniedewind's] name removed from the UHL personnel page .... "
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Subject: NYU students accuse UCLA teacher/student duo of unethical conduct
From: Don Matthews <d_matthews52@yahoo.com>
Date: Mon, 22 Oct 200718:52:04 -0700 (PDT)
To: news@media.ucla.edu

Dear News Editor,
Did UCLA graduate student Robert Cargill, author of a $100,000 "virtual reality" film being shown at
the exhibit of the Dead Sea Scrolls taking place at the San Diego Natural History Museum, recently
publish an angry attack on a critic of the exhibit using a pseudonym? See here for the vicious public
exchange, in which Cargill is alleged to have misled the public in the film, and to have engaged in
unethical conduct relating to the promotion of the career of his professor William Schniedewind:
http://www.nowpublic.comlcultureldid-christian-agenda-Iead-biased-dead-sea-scrolls-exhibit-san-diego
Best,
D. Matthews

Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
http://mail.yahoo.com
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Subject: Film produced by UCLA team criticized by U of Chicago historian
From: "robert dworkin" <robeltdworkin@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 17 Nov 200716:30:01 -0500
To: apesce@media.ucla.edu,news@media.ucla.edu

Dear Mr. Pesce,
A film entitled "Virtual QUl11Ian," prepared by Professor William Schniedewind of UCLA and his
stndent Robert Cargill (who received $100,000 from Steven Spielberg's Righteous Persons
Fonndation to make the film), is being projected to thousands of people daily in a Dead Sea Scrolls
exhibit taking place in a "natural history" museum in San Diego.
The University of Chicago's Oriental Institute website is carrying an article by historian Norman Golb,
in which he exposes a series ofblatantly false and misleading claims made in the film.
http://oi.uchicago.eduJpdf/san diego virtual reality 2007.pdf
Of particular note is a passage towards the end (pp. 6-7), concerning marginal comments in the film
script that apparently were not intended for publication, and in which the principal author of the
film refers to a "reason" that he "never writes down." Given the demonstrably false claims made
throughont the film, the attitude of secrecy and concealment signaled in snch a statement clearly raises
ethical concerns regarding the intersection between religion, academics and science mnseum exhibits.
With best wishes,
Robert Dworkin
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Subject: Robert Cargill's work
From: "rober! dworkin" <robertdworkin@gmaiLcom>
Date: Fri, 23 Nov 2007 21 :24:02 +0000
To: MStar@morningstarentertainment.com

Gentlemen,
I write to you regarding a troubling matter that should be of concern to you.
I read Olttp:/lwww.bobcargilLcom/news.htm) that UCLA graduate student Robert Cargill has "signed
a television contract" with your company, and "has begun work with Morningstar shooting footage to
promote a yet-to-be-named new series on archaeology and history."
On your website, you state that your company has "the goal of producing high-guality non-fiction and
alternative programming."
Given this laudable goal, I thought you would want to lmow that the University of Chicago website is
featuring an article by Dr. Norman Golb, a prominent historian of Jewish antiquity, in which a series
of claims made in the "Virtual Qumran" film recently produced by Mr. Cargill are, in a word, shown
to be false and misleading. It must be emphasized that we do not appear to be dealing here with mere
differences of opinion, but with a dismaying endeavour, throughout My. Cargill's film, to misinform
the public as to the current state of research in this field (see Golb's article and the bibliography
contained in it for details).
ht!p://oi.uchicago.edulpdf/san diego virtual reality 2007.pdf
Of particular concern is a passage towards the end (pp. 6-7), where Golb discusses a marginal
comment in Mr. Cargill's film script that apparently was not intended for publication, and in
which My. Cargill appears to be referring to a secret policy of the film's makers ("there is a third
reason," says Mr. Cargill, "but I never write it down"). Given the demonstrably false claims made
throughout the film, the attitude of secrecy and concealment that appears to be signaled in such a
statement clearly raises significant ethical concerns.
Golb's books and articles have been published by distinguished presses and encyclopaedic works such
as the Cambridge History of Judaism; he is a distinguished figure in the field and one can hardly
imagine that he would make such charges lightly. Mr. Cargill, however, has yet to answer any of the
allegations made in the cited article.
Allow me to suggest that, in the interest of ensuring the highest guality of programming at
Morningstar, you might wish to look into this matter, and perhaps have the scholarship (a category
that certainly must include scientifically objective evaluation of data) of any further work produced by
Mr. Cargill reviewed by a panel of independent, neutral experts in the field.
With best wishes,
Robert Dworkin
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Subject: The recent conduct of Prof. William Schniedewincl and his graduate student Robeli Cargill
From: <cLmatthews52@yahoo.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Jan 2008 15:45:41 -0800 (PST)
To: calter@humnet.ucla.edll
BCC: cbaldlOs@hllmne1.ucla.edu, banani@ucla.edu, band@humnet.llcla.edu,
bodrogli@humnet.ucla.edu, boustan@history.ucla.edu, buccella@ucla.edu, burke@hunmet.ucla.edu,
cooperso@humnet.ucla.edu, cowe@humnet.ucla.edu, hdavidso@ucla.edu,
dieleman@humnet.ucla.edu, englund@ucla.edu, nezer@hunmet.ucla.edu, fishbein@hu111l1et.ucla.edu,
fitz@ucla.edu, hagigile@ucla.edu, hakaJc@hmnnet.ucla.edu, dhirsch@library.ucla.edu,
jaeckel@humnet.ucla.edu, anahidk@hu111l1et.ucla.edu, poonawal@humne1.ucla.edu,
sabar@humnet.ucla.edu, hschmidt@ucla.edu, shayegall@hu111l1et.ucla.edu, ssly@anthro.ucla.edu,
wendrich@hu111l1et.ucla.edu, naJlid@humnet.ucla.edu, ziai@hu111l1et.ucla.edu

Dear Professor Carter,
I write to you regarding an important, but delicate matter. It has come to my attention that Dr.
William Schniedewind's graduate student Robert Cargill (of your department) recently produced a
"virtual reality" film on KlIirbet Qumran, which was show to some 450,000 visitors to the San Diego
Natural History Museum's controversial exhibit of the Dead Sea Scrolls. According to published
accounts, this film (funded with $100,000 from Stephen Spielberg's Holocaust fund) essentially
presents Dr. Schniedewind's views on Qumran, and in doing so distorts the current state of research in
this field of studies, treating various disputed interpretations as facts and defending the old
Qumran-Essene theory without informing the public of the reasons why an entire series of
major researchers, including the officiaJly appointed Israel Antiquities Authority team led by Drs.
Magen and Peleg, have now rejected that theory. This becomes abundantly clear in University of
Chicago historian Norman Golb's review of the film, published on the Oriental Institute website (the
link is http://oi.uchicago.edu/pdf/san diego virtual reality 2007.pdf).
My conceTI] is as follows. To tlle best of my lmowledge, neither Dr. Schniedewind nor Mr. Cargill
have said a word in response to Dr. Golb's detailed critique of their film. But the maJcing of the film
has been the central part of Mr. Cargill's work towards his Ph.D. The accumulation
of transparently erroneous and mendacious statements made throughout the film, documented in Dr.
Golb's article and clearly designed to mislead the public, can hardly be called an example of ethical
conduct on the part of a doctoral candidate. "VI'hat is the Department of Near Eastern Lallguages and
Cultures at UCLA going to do to ensure that Mr. Cargill provides a candid explanation of
his behaviour in making this film? Will steps will be taken to ensure that he responds to Dr. Golb,
conects his false statements and issues a public apology for having misled 450,000 people? Will Mr.
Cal'gill be allowed to receive a Ph.D. for work of this quality, in tlle face ofunallswered criticisms?
I hope you will LUlderstand that my intent in writing to you has not been to harm Mr. Cargill's career
prospects; but surely we are dealing with a very serious issue here that canDot be neglected in aN ear
Eastern studies department at a major university such as UCLA It seems to me that Ml'. Cargill has
done great harm both to himself alld others by making this film, and that your department should take
steps to make sure that the damage is repaired.
With best regards,
D. Matthews
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Subject: The recent conduct of Dr. Sclmiedewind and his student Robert Cargill
From: Don Matthews <c1_matthews52@yallOo.com>
Date: Tue, 22 .Tan 2008 15:42:09 -0800 (PST)
To: carter@humnet.ucla.ec1u
BCC: cbalchos@hunllletucla.edu, banani@ucla.edu, band@humnet.ucla.ec1u,
bodrogli@hmnnet.ucla.edu, boustan@history.ucla.edu, buccella@ucla.edu, burke@humnet.ucla.edu,
cooperso@humnet.ucla.edu, cowe@humnet.ucla.edu, hc1avidso@ucla.edu,
dieleman@hunlllet.ucla.edu, englund@ucla.edu, nezer@hmnnet.ucla.ec1u, fishbein@humnet.ucla.edu,
fitz@ucla.edu, hagigile@ucla.edu, halcak@humnet.ucla.edu, dhirsch@library.ucla.edu,
jaeckel@humnet.ucla.edu, anahidk@hunmet.ucla.edu,poonawal@humnet.ucla.edu,
sabar@hunmet.ucla.edu, hschmidt@ucla.edu, shayegan@humnet.ucla.edu, ssly@anthro.ucla.edu,
wendrich@humnet.ucla.edu, nahid@humnet.ucla.edu, ziai@hum~et.ucla.edu

Dear Professor Carter,
As an alunmus of UCLA, I write to you concerning an important, but delicate matter.
It has come to my attention that Robert Cargill, a graduate student of Dr. William Schniedewind in
your department, recently produced a "virtual reality" film on Khirbet Qumran, which was shown to
some 450,000 visitors attending the San Diego Natural History Museum's controversial exhibit of the
Dead Sea Scrolls.

According to published accounts, this film (funded with $100,000 from Stephen Spielberg's Holocaust
fund) presents Dr. Schniedewind's views on Qumran, and in doing so distorts the current state of
research in this field of studies, malcing many demonstrably false claims, treating disputed
interpretations as facts and defending the old "Qu=an-Essene" theory without informing the public of
the reasons why an entire series of major researchers, including the officially appointed Israel
Antiquities Authority team led by Drs. Yitzhak Magen and Yuval Peleg; have now rejected that
theory. This becomes abundantly clear in a review of the film by University of Chicago historian
Norman Golb, published on the Oriental Institute website (see
http://oi.uchicago.edu/pdf/san diego virtual reality 2007.pdf).
My concern is as follows. I have scoured the internet in vain for any response by Dr. Schniedewind
or Mr. Cargill to this detailed critique oftheir film. But I have read that the preparation of the film has
been a key focal point of Mr. Cargill's work towards his PhD. The accmnulation
of transparently erroneous and mendacious statements made throughout tile film, documented in Dr.
Oolb's article and clearly designed to mislead the public, can hardly be called an example of ethical
conduct on the part of a doctoral candidate. If it were merely a question of Dr. Sclllliedewind failing
to answer criticisms of his views, one could write it off as another example of a typical academic
dispute, but in this case we are dealing with a graduate student, and with basic standards of
scholarship that obviously must be met; questions that those who adhere to such standards would
rightly expect to be raised at a dissertation defense; etc.
For example, in marginal conespondence that is apparently pmi of his unpublished film script, Mr.
Cargill refers to a "reason" justifying one of his statements that he is careful "never to write
down" (see Dr. Golb's review for details). One camlOt but wonder whether those attending Mr.
Cargill's dissertation defense will carefully question him as to precisely what this reason is that, in
violatioll of all canons of scholarship, he never writes A-269
down.

Ultimately, I feel that I have no choice but to aslc What is UCLA going to do to ensure that Mr.
Cargill provides a candid explanation of his behaviour with respect to this film? Will steps will be
taken to ensure that he responds to Dr. Golb's criticisms, corrects his false statements and issues a
public apology for having misled 450,000 people? Will Mr. Cargill be allowed to receive a Ph.D. for
work of this quality, in the face of an unanswered refutation published for all to see by an
influential historian teaching at the University of Chicago?
I conclude that we appear to be dealing with a serious issue here that should be dealt with forcefully
and responsibly, to avoid the risk of its being raised by various parties at Mr. Cargill's dissertation
defense, as well as the even more upsetting likelihood of hearing that it has been raised with the
university administration and local newspapers.
With best regards,
Steve Frankel
Never miss a thing. Make Yahoo your homepage.
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Subject: The recent conduct of Bill Sclmieelewind ,mel his student Robert Cargill
From: "Steve Frankel" <steve.franke12@gmaiJ.com>
Date: Tue, 22 .1 an 2008 18:55:47 -0500

To: cbaldlOs@humnet.ucla.edu, hanani@ucla.edu, band@hunmeLucJa.edu,
bodro gli@humnet.ucla.edu, boustill1@history.ucla.edu, buccella@ucla.edu, burke@humnet.ucla.edu,
cooperso@hlUnnet.ucla.edu, cowe@hunmet.ucla.edu, hdavidso@ucla.edu,
dieleman@humnet.ucla.edu, englund@uc1a.edu, nezer@hunmet.ucla.eclu, fishbein@humnet.ucla.edu,
fitz@ucla.edu, hagigile@ucla.edu, hakak@hunmet.ucla.edu, dhirsch@library.ucla.edu,
j aeckel@humnet.ucla.edu, anahidk@humnet.ucla.edu, poonawal@humnet.ucla.edu,
sabar@hunmet.ucla.edu, hschmidt@ucla.edu, shayegan@hunmet.ucla.edu, ssl y@ill1thro.ucla.edu,
wendrich@hunmet.ucla.edu, nahi d@humnet.ucla.edu, ziai@hlUImet. ucla. edu
Gentlemen,
A short while ago, I mailed the following to the chairman of your department from a friend's email
address, with a blind copy to all of you. Please address any conespondence to me at the above email.
Now we will see if Dr. Carter takes any action on this matter or hushes it up.
Best,
S. Frankel

Dear Professor Carter,
As an alumnns of UCLA, I write to you concerning an important, but delicate matter.

It has come to my attention that Robert Cargill, a graduate stndent of Dr. William Schniedewind in
your department, recently produced a "virtual reality" film on Khirbet Qumran, which was shown to
some 450,000 visitors attending the San Diego Natural History Museum's controversial exhibit of the
Dead Sea Scrolls.
According to published accounts, this film (funded with $100,000 from Stephen Spielberg's Holocaust
fund) presents Dr. Schniedewind's views on Qumran, and in doing so distorts the cunent state of
research in this field of studies, making mill1y demonstrably false claims, treating disputed
interpretations as facts and defending an old, and widely disputed, theory of Dead Sea Scroll origins
without informing the public of the reasons why an entire series of major researchers, including
the officially appointed Israel Antiquities Authority team led by Drs. Yitzhak Magen and Yuval
Peleg, have now rejected that theory. This becomes abundantly clear in a review ofthe film by
University of Chicago historian Norman Golb, published on the Oriental Institute website (see
http://oi.uchicago.edu/pdf/silll diego virtual reality 2007.pdf).
My concern is as follows. I have scoured the internet in vain for any response by Dr. Sclmiedewind
or Mr. Cargill to this detailed critique of their film. But I have read that the preparation of the film has
been 8 key focal point of Mr. Cargill's work towards his Ph.D. The accumulation
of transparently en·oneous and mendacious statements made throughout the film, documented in Dr.
Golb's article and clearly designed to mislead the public, can hardly be called an example of ethical
conduct on the part of a doctoral candidate. lfit were merely a question of Dr. Sclmiedewind failing
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to answer criticisms of his views, one could write it off as another example of a typical academic
dispute, but in this case we are dealing with a graduate student, and with basic standards of
scholarship that obviously must be met; questions that those who adhere to such standards would
rightly expect to be raised at a dissertation defense; etc.
F or example, in marginal correspondence that is apparently part of his unpublished film script, Mr.
Cargill refers to a "reason" justifYing one of his statements that he is careful "never to write
down" (see Dr. Golb's article for details). One cannot but wonder whether those attending Mr.
Cargill's dissertation defense will carefully question him as to precisely what this reason is that, in
.violation of all canons of scholarship, he never writes down.
Ultimately, I feel that I have no choice but to ask: What is UCLA going to do to ensure that Mr.
Cargill provides a candid explanation of his behavior with respecUo this film? Will steps will be
taken to ensure that he responds to Dr. Golb's criticisms, corrects his false statements and issues a
public apology for having misled 450,000 people? Will Mr. Cargill be allowed to receive a Ph.D. for
work of this quality, in the face of an unanswered refutation published for all to see by an
influential historian teaching at the University of Chicago?
I conclude that we appear to be dealing with a serious issue here that should be dealt with forcefully
and responsibly, to avoid the risk of its being raised by various parties at Mr. Cargill's dissertation
defense, as well as the even more upsetting likelihood of hearing that it has been raised with the
university administration and local newspapers.
With best regards,
Steve Frankel
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Subject: Fwd: The recent conduct of Bill Sclmiedewinc1 and his student Robeli Cargill
From: "Steve Frankel" <steve.frankeI2@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 22 .Tal1 2008 19:32:49 -0500
To: elean@saonet.ucla.eelu, cmkernan@gdnet.ucla.eelu, valerieb@humnet.ucla.eelu,
ssly@anthro.ucla.edu

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Steve Frankel <steve.frankeI2@gmail.com>
Date: Jan 22,2008 6:55 PM
Subject: The recent conduct of Bill Schniedewind and his student Robert Cargill
To: carter@humnet.ucla.edu
Dear Professor Carter,
As an alUl11l1us of UCLA, I write to you concerning an important, but delicate matter.
It has come to my attention that Robert Cargill, a graduate student of Dr. William Schniedewind in
your department, recently produced a "virtual reality" film on Khirbet Qumran, which was shown to
some 450,000 visitors attending the San Diego Natural History Museum's controversial exhibit of the
Dead Sea Scrolls.

According to published accounts, this film (funded with $100,000 from Stephen Spielberg's Holocaust
fund) presents Dr. Schniedewind's views on Qumran, al1d in doing so distorts the current state of
research in this field of studies, making many demonstrably false claims, treating disputed
interpretations as facts and defending an old, and widely disputed, theory of Dead Sea Scroll origins
without informing the public ofthe reasons why an entire series of major researchers, including
the officially appointed Israel Antiquities Authority team leel by Drs. Yitzhak Magen and Yuval
Peleg, have now rejected that theory. This becomes abundantly clear in a review ofthe film by
University of Chicago historian No=an Golb, published on the Oriental Institute website (see
http://oi.uchicago.edu/pdf/san eli ego virtual reality 2007.pdf).
My concern is as follows. I have scoured the internet in vain for any response by Dr. Sclmiedewinel
or Mr. Cargill to tllis detailed critique of their film. But I have read that the preparation of the film has
been a leey focal point ofMr. Cargill's work towards his Ph.D. The accumulation
of transparently erroneous and mendacious statements made throughout the film, documented in Dr.
Golb's article and clearly designed to mislead the public, can hardly be caIled an example of ethical
conduct on the part of a doctoral candidate. If it were merely a question of Dr. Schniedewind failing
to answer criticisms of his yiews, one could write it off as another example of a typical academic
dispute, but in this case we are dealing with a graduate student, and with basic standards of
scholarship that obviously must be met; questions that those who adhere to such standards would
rightly expect to be raised at a disseliation defense; etc.
For example, in marginal correspondence that is apparently part of his unpublisheel film script, Mr.
Cargill refers to a "reason" justifying one of his statements that he is careful "never to write
down" (see Dr. Golb's article for details). One cmmot but wonder whether those attending Mr.
Cmgill's dissertation defense will carefully question him as to precisely what this reason is that, in
violation of all canons of scholarship, he never writes down.
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Ultimately, I feel that I have no choice but to ask: What is UCLA going to do to ensure that Mr.
Cargill provides a candid explanation of his behavior with respect to this film? Will steps will be
taken to ensure that he responds to Dr. Golb's criticisms, corrects his false statements and issues a
public apology for having misled 450,000 people? Will Mr. Cargill be allowed to receive a Ph.D. for
work of this quality, in the face of an unanswered refutation published for all to see by an
influential historian teaching at the University of Chicago?
I conclude that we appear to be dealing with a serious issue here that should be dealt with forcefully
and responsibly, to avoid the risk of its being raised by various parties at Mr. Cargill's dissertation
defense, as well as the even more upsetting likelihood of hearing that it has been raised with the
university administration and local newspapers.
With best regards,
Steve Frankel
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Subject: Recent UI-IL affiliations of UCLA personnel
From: "Steve Frankel" <steve.frankeI2@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 9 Feb 2008 00:04:50 -0500
To: carter@humnet.ucla.edu
BCC: dean@saonet.ucla.edu, cmkernan@gdnet.ucla.edu, valerieb@humnet.lIcla.edu,

ssl y@anthm.ucla.edll
Dear Professor Carter,
As a follow-up to my recent letter, I must now write to point out that Dr. William Schniedewind, who
is a member of your department, appears to have served on the board of advisers (and as adjunct
professor) at the University of the Holy Land (UI-IL) until just a few months ago. See this web page
and scroll down:
http://cached-holy-Iand.blogspot. com/2 0 07/1 01did -william -sc1miedewind -serve-on-board.html
Furthermore, while it appears that Dr. Schniedewind's name has now disappeared from UHL's
website, the "Virtual Reality" film being promoted on your departmental website, co-authored by Dr.
Schniedewind and his student Robert Cargill (who himself holds a ministerial degree from Pepperdine
University), is still being promoted on the UI-IL site as well, see
http://www.uhl.ac/Qlllman3D/Qurnran3D.html
All of this obliges me to ask: was it appropriate for a UCLA faculty member to have sllch an
affiliation with an Evangelical Christian educational institution? Is it appropriate for your department's
auspices to be used for the promulgation of a fundamentalist Christian interpretation of historical data
which is also being promUlgated by UHL? After all, UCLA is a secular, state-run institution; doesn't
this pose a problem with respect to the United States Constitution and UCLA's own policies? Has Dr.
Schniedewind's affiliation with the University of the Holy Land been the subj ect of an investigation in
your department?
With best wishes,
Steve Frankel
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Subject: UCLA biblical scholar's affiliation with a Christian fundamentalist educational institution
From: "Steve Frankel" <steve.frankel2@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, II Feb 2008 23:26:24 -0500
To: elean@saonet.ucla.eelu, cmkeman@gdnet.ucla.edu, valerieb@humnet.ucla.eelu,
ssly@anthro.ucla.eelu, cmier@humnet.ucla.edu
As a follow-up to my recent message:
I see that a series of four photographs from the personnel pages of the "University of the Holy Land"
(UHL) have now been posted on the internet Qlttp:l!cached-holy-land.blogspot.com/), in which one
can clearly see that Dr. William Schniedewind of UCLA was, as of only a few months ago, listed as a
UHL "advisor" IDd "adjunct professor." (I have copied and attached one of the photos; see the linked
webpage for further details.)
Will UCLA continue to quietly ignore this situation, brushing it aside as an "ad hominem" issue, or
will it investigate and formulate a response IDd, if necessary, a policy with respect to this type
of external affiliation? After all, we seem here to be confronting a question of basic academic
responsibility: Is it, or is it not, appropriate for a biblical scholar teaching at UCLA also to serve
as advisor to a Christian fundmnentalist educational institution?
To be sure, Dr. Schniedewind's name was recently deleted from UHL's website, but his "Virtual
Qumran" film continues to be featured there as well as on the UCLA site. Is UCLA sheltering and
cooperating with Evangelical scholars? Can the aims of such scholars properly be described as
scientific, or are they not rather inherently apologetic?
Steve Frankel
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). recent emails

Subj eet: My recent emails
From: "Steve Frankel" <steve.franlceI2@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 12 Feb 2008 00:02:57 -0500
To: wendrich@humnet.ucla.edu

Dear Dr. Wendrich,
.Just a personal note to you: forgive me for writing to you again along with the others, but I was not
convinced by your reply. That a scholar with ties to an Evangelical Christian educational institution,
teaching at UCLA despite those ties, should be involved in the production of such a preposterous
film and fail to respond when the false, misleading, and sensationalist statements disseminated in
it are pointed out, is clearly significant. I urge you and your colleagues to carefully investigate this
matter.
With best regards,
Steve Franlcel
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A research team involved in new scandal?

Subject: UCLA research team involved in new scandal?

From: Joshua Reznick <joshua.reznick@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue, 18 Mar 200821 :03:11 -0700 (PDT)
To: carter@humnet.ucla.edu
BCC: amongelli@conet.ucla.edu, trice@conetucla.edu, dbrodahl@conet.ucla.edu,
rgo ldstein@conet.ucla.edu, grants@righteouspersons.org, lori.j ones@ncmail.net, mhager@sdnllln.org

To: Professor Elizabeth Carter, Chair, Dept. of Near Eastem Languages, UCLA

Dear Professor Carter,

I learned today, from a pair of po stings on the ANE-2 site, as well as from an article posted on the
IIDB site, that the members of a research team working out of your department have been using ideas
and teclmiques initially developed by Ferdinand Rohrhirsch (Katholische Universitat Eichstaett)
without giving him credit, claiming instead that they have made "the world's first"
computer-generated film on Kllirbet QUll1l·an. See the postings at
http://iidb.infidels.orglvbb/showthread.php?t=239497,
http://groups.yahoo.com/groupIANE-2/message/7746 and http://groups.yahoo.comlgroup
/ANE-2/message/7749.

This impression seems to be confirmed by UCLA's "Virtual Qumran" website (see
http://vl'ww.nelc.ucla.edu/gumranlabout.html) where Dr. Rolll'hirsch's 2000/2001 film is not
mentioned, and where William Schniedewind is clearly credited with having come up with the Viriual
Qumran lIidea,tl

As indicated on ANE-2, Dr. Schniedewind's student Roberi Cargill received $100,000
from the Righteous Persons foundation in 2006 to cover the production costs of the UCLA film.
Given the way this film has been presented to the public, are we to assume that Mr. Spielberg, when
he consented to the grant, was under the impression that the UCLA project would be the "world's
first" of its type?
What is more, a similar film dated 2002 (four yeaTs before the Spielberg grant) is also available on the
University ofthe Holy Land (UHL) site. This film, too, is not mentioned on the UCLA site, but it is
not clear if it is the work product of someone at UEL or of some collaboration between UEL and Dr.
Schniedewind, since the latter is lmown to have been affiliated with UEL (an affiliation which itself, I
might add, appears to violate UCLA regulations).
Allow me to express my hope that your department will come forward with a candid statement Oil the
appropriateness ofthe Schniedewind/Cargill presentation ("world's first", no mention of either of
the previolls films), providing, ifllecessary, details on the substance and dates of any cOITespondence
that Dr. Schniedewind may have had with Dr. Rohrhirsch and/or anyone at the University of the Holy
Land concerning these films, so that the public can form a proper understanding of the sequence of
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events and claims being made.

With best wishes,

Josh Reznick

Never miss a thing. Make Yahoo yoW' homepage.
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Subject: Defender of UCLA research team accuses historian of copyright violation
From: steve Frankel <frankeJ.steve@yahoo.com>
Date: TIm, 27 Mar 200819:15:53 -0700 (PDT)
To: anahielk@humnet.ucla.edu, banani@ucla.edu, band@hunmet.ucla.edu,
bodrogli@humnet.ucla.eelu, boustan@history.ucla.edu, buccella@ucla.edu, burke@humnet.ucla.edu,
cbakhos@humnet.ucla.edu, cooperso@hunmet.ucla.eelu, cowe@humnet.ucla.edu,
dhirsch@library. ucla. eelu, eli el eman@humnet.ucla.edu, engl und@ucla.edu,
fishbein@humnet.ucla.edu, hagigile@ucla.eelu, hakak@hmJ111et.ucla.eelu, hdavidso@ucla.edu,
hschmidt@ucla.edu, jaeckel@hunmet.ucla.edu, nahid@humneLucla.edu, nezer@humneLucla.edu,
poonawal@hlmmet.ucla.edu, sabar@hunmet.ucla.edu, shayegan@humnet.ucla.edu,
ssly@anthro.ucla.edu, wendrich@hunmet.ucla.edu, ziai@hunmet.ucla.edu
CC: ssly@antb.ro.ucla.edu

Dear Near Eastern Languages department members,
A University of Chicago historian has now been accused of copyright violation by one of your
colleagues, in the course of defending a member of your department and his student with respect to
their decision "never to write down" a secret, unidentified third reason, etc. I have also read a
response, tbat there is no copyright violation due to a "fair use" principle. I urge you once again
to loolc into this entire matter, as an extremely ugly fight about it has broken out on the internet.
Surely UCLA should issue some kind of statement on tbis issue? Was it appropriate not to WTite down
the reason? Will the reason be made public pursuant to departmental policy?
Start here .and read down the page:
http;lliidb.infidels.org/vbb/showthread.php?p=5234 7 36#post5234236
Best,
S. Frankel

Be a better friend, newshound, and know-it-all witb Yahoo I Mobile. Try it now.
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Dr. Ehrman's statement

Subject: Dr. Ehrman's statement
From: "Alberl White" <alberLwhite3@gmaiLcom>

Date: Sun, 20 lui 2008 22:20:06 -0400
To: dcampbell@div.duke.edu

11 looks like Bmi Ehrman over at UNC has gone and put his foot in his mouth again.
Are we going to have to take on filth from the Jewish Museum? J'm seeing this crop up everywhere on the web.

11ttp :lib i bIi cal ral eigh. word press. com/2 00 8/071] 71 unc~ pro fesso]'-(1 dm it!>~ hes-not -(1- s Crolls-expert-d efen ds ~ bjas eel -111 use 11 m-exh ibitl
http://iidb. infidels. org/vbb/showthread. php?t~2483 6 5 (scroll down)
Best,
Albert White, Ph.D.
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On Sun, Feb 8,2009 at 7:55 PM, Emily Kaufman <kaufman. emily 1(algmail.com> wrote:
Dear Professor Carter,
A student in your department, who prepared a film being shown in Dead Sea Scrolls exhibits, is
now involved in deleting infolmation about the controversy sUlTounding those exhibits from
wikipedia articles. I-Ie uses the pen-name "XKV8R" to this end -- see his user-page at
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:IsraeIXKV8R, and compare his edits and statements at
http://en.wikipedia.org/wlindex.php?title=Dead Sea scrolls&action=history
This activity is inappropriate for a Ph.D. candidate at UCLA. It is also inappropriate for the student
in question, because he has a conflict of interest, having been personally involved in preparation of
material used in the exhibits.
I hope you will take measures to stop "XKV8R" from inappropriately interfering in the
contributions I and other authors have been making to the wikipedia article on the Dead Sea
Scrolls. It is annoying to us to see our work suddenly disappear under one pretext or another,
simply because "XKV8R" is trying to snppress any discussion of a controversy sUlTounding exhibits
in whose preparation he has played a role.
Yours sincerely,
Emily Kaufman
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Subject:
From: Simon Adler <simon.adler2@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 3 Mar 2009 18:37:20 -0500

Dear Dean ,
As a Jewish alunmus of UCLA, I wish to draw your attention to a thinly veiled polemic directed
against an eminent Jewish historian, posted on the internet by a certain Robert Cargill, a Christian
minister and former senior manager at Christianity .com, who now presents himself as an adjunct
professor at UCLA who recently received a Ph.D. fi'om the Department of Near Eastern Languages.
Dr. Cargill's curriculim vitae, posted on his personal website, states that he currently teaches at UCLA
and at Azuza Pacific, a "Christian college" located in Azuza, CA. The curriculum vitae explains that
Dr. Cargill received a Ph.D. not for work of a philological, linguistic or historical nature (as one
would expect in the NEL deparment), but for a computer-generated remodeling project dealing with
the archaeological site of Qumran.
Now if you look at the polemic posted by Dr. Cargill, you will see that it presents itself as a serious
investigation into a variety of internet postings, all of which -- or so Dr. Cargill claims, without any
substantiating proof that I can see, apart from the mere fact that Dr. Cargill has assembled them -- are
the writings of one individual. But when one begins to give this material a closer read, it quicldy
becomes apparent that Dr. Cargill's fimdamental aim is to disparage a well-known Jewish historian.
Thus, we read that "the alias 'Charles Gadda' is one of over 60 anonymous internet aliases dedicated to
the advocacy and defense of the academic theories of Dr. Norman Golb, the Ludwig Rosenberger
Professor of Jewish History and Civilization at the University of Chicago's Oriental Institute." Then
we read: "All of the material you see here is the product of one individnal. This puppet master is
highly Imowledgeable of the theories, life, history, and publications ... of Dr. Norman Golb of the
University of Chicago's distinguished Oriental Institute. This individual has created over 60 aliases
that have all been employed in the defense and promotion ofthe views of Dr. Norman Golb.
Additionally, this individual has spared no effort in attempting to defame, discredit, and attack any
and all scholars that disagree with Dr. Golb."
The problem with these assertions, is that they are all quite visibly unsubstantiated and untrue. For
example, I followed Mr. Cargill's links to the page of articles posted by "Charles Gadda," and I find
there, for example, a discussion entitled "Antisemitism and the Dead Sea Scrolls." To be sure, the
article briefly cites an editorial by Dr. Golb among other sources, but one can hardly say that it is
"dedicated to the advocacy and defense of the academic theories of Dr. Norman Golb."
Another article by the same author is entitled "Full-page New York Times ad sneers at Jews," and
does not appear to cite Dr. Golb a( all or have anything (0 do with the Dead Sea Scrolls or indeed any
other Jewish historical topics. Still other articles appear to be critical of a series of exhibitions dealing
with the Dead Sea Scrolls; these articles again cite Golb among other sources, but the point the author
is clearly seeking to malee is that, in his view, the exhibitions have failed to accurately present current
research in this field of studies, including the views of a variety of Israeli archaeologists mId
historians. How does the listing of Dr. Golb among other sources amount to a "defense and
promotion" of this scholar's views? How does mly of this demonstrate lmowledge of the "life" and
A-284
"history" of Dr. Golh?

Nor do the articles appear to "defame" anyone, let alone "all scholars that disagree with Dr. Golb."
Rather, their author is apparently someone who is concerned with various manifestations of
anti-semitism in our intellectual culture, and who (unsurprisingly) has read either some of Dr. Golb's
publications, or else simply the various newspaper articles describing them which he cites.
Unfortunately, Dr. Cargill's distorted presentation of the "evidence" he has gathered makes it quite
clear that his goal here is not to establish the truth, but specifically to impugn the reputation of one of
our nation's principal Jewish scholars, by somehow associating him, through unproven innuendos and
suggestions, with controversial internet postings.
I for one find it upsetting to read such material, coming from an individual who presents himself as a
Christian scholar associated with UCLA and Azuza Pacific. Furthermore, since this attack against Dr.
Golb is of a gratuitous, obsessive and indeed somewhat irrational nature, one must wonder whether
the young man who saw fit to post it has not risked damaging his career in doing so. What were his
motivations? In this regard, surely it must be hoped that Mr. Cargill did not post such an item at the
behest of someone teaching at UCLA, and that his departmental advisors will counsel him on whether
he should associate himself, and by consequence UCLA, with this type of personal polemic directed
against a distinguished Hebraist.
Finally, I must point out to you that Azuza Pacific has issued a "faith statement" that contains
language of this sort: "We believe in the ... total moral depravity of humanity, resulting in our
exceeding sinfulness and lost estate, and necessitating our regeneration by the Holy Spirit." The
statement says that Azuza "expects faculty and staff not only to believe in such tenets, but to practice
them in daily living." Surely one must also hope that Dr. Cargill is not inculcating such tenets in his
adjunct classes at UCLA.
With best regards,
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Suhject: material posted by UCLA adjunct professor
From: David Kaplan <david88kaplan@gmail.com>
Date: Tue,3 Mar 2009 20:20:40 -0500
To: stowell@hunulet.ucla.edu, tstowell@college.ucla.edu

Dear Dean Stowell,
As all alwnnus of Berkely who has a great deal of respect for UCLA, I feel it is my duty to draw your
attention to a polemic directed against a Jewish scholar, posted on the internet by one Robert Cargill,
who presents himself as an adjunct professor and recent recipient of a Ph.D. from the UCLA
Department of Near Eastern Languages.
Dr. Cargill's curriculim vitae, posted on his website, states that he is a Christian minister and former
senior manager at Christianity.com, and that he currently teaches not only at UCLA, but also at a
Christian college called Azuza Pacific. The curriculum explains that Dr. Cargill received his doctoral
degree not for research of a philological, linguistic or historical nature (as one might perhaps expect in
a department of Near Eastern Languages), but for a computer-generated modeling project presenting a
reconstruction of the archaeological site of Qumran.
Now if you look at the polemic posted by Dr. Cargill, you will see that it presents itself as a serious
investigation into a variety of internet postings, all of which -- or so Dr. Cargill claims, without any
clear substantiating proof that I can malce out, apart from the mere fact that he has assembled them -are the writings of one individual. But when one begins to give this material a closer read, it quickly
becomes apparent that Dr. Cargill's true aim is to attack, by association and innuendo, a well-Imown
Jewish scholar.
Thus, Dr. Cargill's central claimi is that "the alias 'Charles Gadda' is one of over 60 anonymous
internet aliases dedicated to the advocacy and defense of the academic theories of Dr. Norman Golb,
the Ludwig Rosenberger Professor of Jewish History and Civilization at the University of Chicago's
Oriental Institute." Then he concludes that "all of the material you see here is the product of one
individual. This puppet master is highly lmowledgeable of the theories, life, history, and publications
... of Dr. Norman Golb of the University of Chicago's distinguished Oriental Institute. This individual
has created over 60 aliases that have all been employed in the defense and promoti on of the views of
Dr. NOl1l1an Golb. Additionally, this individual has spared no effort in attempting to defame, discredit,
and attack any and all scholars that disagree with Dr. Golb."
The problem with these asseliions, is that they are nearly all quite visibly unsubstantiated and untrue.
For example, follow Dr. Cargill's links to the page ofaliicles posted by "Charles Gadda." This author
is appal'ently concerned with various manifestations of anti-semitism in our intellectual culture. There
is, for example, an article entitled Antisemitism and the Dead Sea Scrolls, which briefly cites an
editorial by Dr. Golb among other sources, but can hardly be described as "dedicated to the advocacy
and defense of the academic theories of Dr. Nonnan Golb."
Another article by the same author is entitled Full-page New Y or]( Times Ad Sneers at Jews, and does
not appear to cite Dr. Golb at all. Idem for the Peddling of Religious Sensationalism in America. One
ruiicle is critical of Sarall Palin. Still others appear to be critical of a series of exhibitions dealing with
the Dead Sea Scrolls; the point the author is apparently seeking to make is tlmt, in his view, the
exhibitions have failed to accurately present "current research"
A-286 -- not merely of Dr. Golb, but of all
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kinds of Israeli scholars as well, who the author enumerates and to whose writings he provides links
and references.
What is not clear, is how any of this amounts to a "dedication to the defense and promotion" of Dr.
Golb's views, or how it demonstrates a knowledge of Dr. Golb's "life" and "history." Unfortunately,
Dr. Cargill's distorted presentation of the information he has gathered makes it quite clear that his goal
here is not to establish the truth, but specifically to smear the reputation of one of our nation's
principal Jewish scholars, by somehow associating him, through unproven innuendos and suggestions,
with controversial internet postings.
I for one find it peculiar and discomfiting to read material in such poor taste, coming from a person
who presents himself as a Christian scholar associated with both UCLA and Azuza Pacific.
Furthe=ore, since the attack is of a gratuitous, obsessive and indeed somewhat irrational nature, one
must wonder whether the zealous young man who posted it has not risked damaging his career in
doing so. What were his motivations? In this regard, it must be hoped that Dr. Cargill, the former
senior manager at Christianity. com, did not post this information for a member of the Near Eastern
Languages department at UCLA, and that his departmental advisers will counsel him on whether he
should associate himself, and by consequence UCLA, with this type of hateful personal polemic.
Finally, I also feel obliged to point out to you that Azuza Pacific has issued a "faith statement," which
you can read at the link I provided above. Here is a brief excerpt: "We believe in the ... total moral
depravity of humanity, resulting in our exceeding sinfulness and lost estate, and necessitating our
regeneration by the Holy Spirit." The statement says that Azuza "expects faculty and staff not only to
believe in such tenets, but to practice them in daily living." I assume that UCLA takes steps to ensure
that Christian ministers such as Dr. Cargill do not "practice" such tenets in their adjunct classes at
UCLA, but you may wish to consider this as well.
Yours sincerely,
David Kaplan
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Subject: The great Stephen Goranson, and your genizah theory
From: Carlo Gadda <carlogadda@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue, 22 Aug 200612:54:18 -0700 (PDT)
To: dastacey@tiscali.co.uk

Dear David Stacey,

J was amused to read that the great genius Stephen Goranson remains steadfast in his conviction that
"several" Dead Sea scrolls were written by the Essenes -- ha-ha-ha-ha-ha!

J was also interested to read about your "genizah" theory. Uso, this would be the only genizah ever
discovered which consists virtually in its entirety of scribal copies ofliterary texts. See, e.g., N.
Golb's detailed description of the contents of the Cairo Genizah in his book (which for some bizarre
reason is missing from the bibliography in your article on the "Archaeological Context of Qumran").
Where, among the scrolls found in the caves near Qumran, is the correspondence? Where are the
contracts? \IIThere are the other historical documents that automatically end up in a genizah? Was
(pre-Bar-Kokhba) Palestian Jewry so impoverished that it didn't possess such documents?
Your genizah theory, of course, is also obliged to treat the Copper Scroll as an umelated case, having
no connection with the other scrolls even though it describes "books" as being hidden alongside
several of the other treasure deposits listed in its columns.
This is precisely why Golb's theory remains the most powerful explanation of these stnnning finds -- it
situates them in the context of the major historical events of that period. What is clear is that
Goranson and others (including, I believe, yourself) are, forgive the term, squirming about trying to
--~----flild-a-way..t0··pre/ler-ve-80me.remnant.. of..the..Qumran-sectarian-theQry.... -.what;y.ou.ha¥e .all failed.to
realize is that once the idea of an organic connection between Qumran and the scrolls collapses, the
sectarian hypothesis simply becomes unnecessary and will eventually be dumped. This, in my view,
. is the difference between serious scholarship and light-weight affirmations whose only claim to our
attention is that they are not entirely implausible.
Charles Gadda (New York)
Talk is cheap. Use Yahoo! Messenger to make PC-to-Phone calls. Great rates starting at I ¢/min.

1 of 1
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Subject: Stephen Goranson
From: <carlogadda@yahoo.com>
Date: Fri, 8Jun 200715:26:01 -0700 (PDT)
To: blog@ntgateway.com

Dear Professor Goodacre,
I am wondering if you have ever met Stephen Goranson, who Jeceived a Ph.D. from the Duke
University Department of Religion in 1990, but is said to work in "stacks maintenance" at the library
there. Some people are saying that the fellow of that name working at the library doesn't "exist" or is
merely a front for someone else. J don't feel that it's fair to make such an accusation unless it's true.
Therefore, 1 would appreciate it if you could confirm that you have actually mel him and that he does
exist.
Charles'Gadda

of J
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P.s. (Never heard from anyone on my response to Stephen Goranson)

Subject: P.s. (Never heard from anyone on my response to Stephen Goranson)
From: paul kessler <kesslerJlaul@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue, 12 Feb 2008 14:06:59 -0800 (PST)
T(l: Niels Peter Lemche <np13867@yahoo.co.uk>
Niels,
Incidentally, I assume that my response to Stephen Goranson's item on new publications by Puech,
Yardeni, etc., was not approved because it reopened the Qumran discussion. Stephen, however, did
not simply infonn readers of new publications. Rather, he reopened the Qumran discussion himself
by lacing his message with his own observations (ones that in my view were highly misleading) on the
significance ofthose publications. Stephen's job as a librarian allows him to spot new publications
before others do, so .it's good to be notified about them by him. But it doesn't seem fair that he should
be allowed to take advantage of his position by introducing comments at the expense of other people
who don't share.itisopinionson Qumran.
Best,
Paul Kessler
NielsiReteroLemch.e<np13867@yah.oo.co.uk> wrote:

;,

Paul,

you cannot condenma huge organization like SBL on the basis of one
. - - - , ~iTloic:l.6flt..Ii*e-mi-s,.-H..is-a~hl;lge-cYrgani'Za1:ie>l'l..wi1:h-a"le>t-e>f..branches
and interests. I see no reason to start a futile discussion about it
here. Maybe Jim West's list will be more interested. To ANE people it
is ofless than peripheral interest.
Niels Peter Lemche

> After reading about what happened at the previous SBL meeting, I am
a

> bit hesitant about attending a gathering of this organization. See
> http://tinyurl.com/yptu8x
>
> Paul Kessler (NY)
>
> --- In ANE-2@yahoogroups.com, "richardhbeal"
wrote:

»
> > Colleagues,
»
> > The program for the 2008 Midwest AOS/ASORlSBL meeting (Feb. 15-17
at
> > Olivet Nazarene University, Bourbollilais, IL) is available for your

10f2
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).s. (Never heard from anyone on my response to Stephen Goranson)

> > viewing pleasure on the Midwest SBL site (www.midwestsbl.org);

click
> > (twice, if need be) the program and abstracts button.

»
> > Please post and distribute as appropriate, and pardon all cross> postings.

»
> > Sincerely,

»
> > .ToAnn Scurlock
> > Secretary-Treasurer

»

Be a better friend, newshound, and know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it now.
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statements poswd by one of your staffmembers

Sub.iect: statements posted by one of your staff members
From: Peter Kaufman <peter.kaufman2@yaboo.com>
Date: Tue, 1 .luI 2008 14:38:49 -0700 (PDT)

To: michael.finigan@duke.edu
Dear Dr. Finigan,
I am writing to express how dismayed I am to see, on a Raleigh-area newsite, that Stephen
Goranson, one of your stacks maintenance employees, has begun to post offensive statements about
historian Nonnan Golb (a Jewish historian teaching at the University of Chicago) and members of his
family.
From what I understand, Dr. Goranson, who received a degree from the Duke University Department
of Religion, has already been blocked from several internet forums on account of his personal attacks
against various scholars.
Although I am loathe to recommend any course of action to you, perhaps you might consider whether
it is appropriate for a Duke employee to engage in such conduct. I am particularly worried it will now
be suggested that Dr. Goranson is acting at the behest of faculty members at Duke.
See http://www.newsobserver.com/front/story/I123440 .h1m1 ?addcomment=true;#recent comm
With best wishes,
-Pefer-Kaufman, Ph]).
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posted by a Duke employee

Subject: statements posted by a Duke employee
From: Peter Kaufman <peteLkaufman2@yaboo.com>
Date: Tue, 1 Jul2008 14:53:12 -0700 (PDT)
To: peter.lange@duke.edu

Dear Provost Lange,
I am writing to express how dismayed I am to see, on a Raleigh-area newsite, that Stephen
Goranson, an employee of the Duke University library, has begun to post offensive statements about
historian Norman Golb (a Jewish historian teaching at the University of Chicago) and members of his
family.
From what I understand, Dr. Goranson, who received a degree from the Duke University Department
of Religion but does not hold a teaching position, has already been blocked from several internet
forums on account of his personal attacks against various scholars.
Although I am loathe to recommend any course of action to you, perhaps you might wish to consider
whether it is appropriate for a Duke employee to engage in such conduct. I am particularly worried it
will now be suggested that Dr. Goranson is acting at the behest of faculty members at Duke.
See http://www.newsobserver.comlfront/story/I123440.html?addcomment=true;#recent comm
With best wishes,
Peter Kaufman, Ph.D.

A-293

Subject: Statements posted by a Dulce employee
From: Peter Kaufinan <peter.kaufman2@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue, 1 Jul2008 14:57:20 -0700 (PDT)
To: president@duke.edu

Dear President Brodhead,
I am writing to eJ.}Jress how dismayed I am to see, on a Raleigh-area newsite, that an employee of the
Duke University library has begun to post offensive statements about historian Norman Golb (a
Jewish historian teaching at the University of Chicago) and members of his family.
From what I understand, Stephen Goranson, who received a degree from the Duke University
Department of Religion but does not hold a teaching position, has already been blocked from several
internet forums on account of his personal attacks against various scholars.
Although I am loathe to recommend any course of action to you, perhaps you might wish to consider
whether it is appropriate for a Duke employee to engage in such conduct. I am particularly worried it
will now be suggested that Dr. Goranson is acting at the behest of faculty members at Duke.
See http://www.newsobserver.comlfrontlstory/I123440.html?addcomment=true;#recent comm
With best wishes,
Peter Kaufman, Ph.D.
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Statements postea by a UuKe emplOybt:

Subject: Statements posted bya Duke employee
From: Peter Kaufman <peter.kaufman2@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue, I Jul2008 15:02:24 -0700 (PDT)
To: jolm.burness@duke.edu

Dear Dr. Burness,
I am writing to express how dismayed I am to see, on a Raleigh-area newsite, that an employee of the
Duke University library has started to post offensive statements about historian Norman Golb (a
Jewish historian teaching at the University of Chicago) and members of his family.
From what I understand, Stephen Goranson, who received a degree from the Duke University
Department of Religion but does not hold a teaching position, has already been blocked from several
internet forums on account of his personal attacks against various scholars.
Although I am loathe to recommend any course of action to you, perhaps you might wish to consider
whether it is appropriate for a Duke employee to engage in such conduct without the University
issuing a statement disassociating itself from the tenor of the remarks being made. I am particularly
worried it will now be suggested that Dr. Goranson is acting at the behest of faculty members at Duke.
See http://www.newsobserver.com/front/story/I123440 .html ?addcomment=true;#recent comm
With best wishes,
Peter Kaufman, Ph.D.
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Re: statements pO!:.led h)-.h :rhlkb.,empJoyee

Subject:R,,:!>lalet!1ents posted by a Dukeempioyee
From: _Peter Kaufman <peter.kaufman2@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue, "S1ul.2(J08 17:50:25 -0700 (PDT)
To: Peter Lange <Peter.Lange@duke.edu>
Dear Provost Lange,
As a purely legal matter, I'm sure what you say is true; but it would still undoubtedly be in Duke's best
interests if Mr. Goranson could be prevailed upon to moderate his tone and avoid unseemly personal
attacks on a respected historian of Jewish civilization.
At any rate, I certaiuly hope he will make it clear that he is speaking as a private citizen, because he
keeps asserting his opinions in an authoritative tone and posting a link to his Duke University website
which will lead many readers to erroneously conclude that he has an academic position at Duke. (It is
a bit unsettling, I might add, to see that such a website has been granted to a stacks maintenance
employee well known for his abusive conduct on the internet.)
Best,
Peter Kaufman, Ph.D.

----- Original Message ---From: Peter Lange <Peter.Lange@duke.edu>
To: Peter Kaufman <peter.kaufman2@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 8, 2008 1:30:46 PM
- 'Subject:Re:statementsposted-bya-Dukeemp-loyee-

Dear Dr. Kaufman,
Thank you for your email regarding statements made by Dr. Goranson, an employee of the Duke Library
system. I appreciate your bringing this matter to my attention and am grateful for your concern not only
about the content of his speech, but of its possible effect on Duke as well.
As I hope you can understand, Duke does not restrict the speech of its employees as long as they make
it clear that they are speaking as private citizens, not as spokespersons of the University_ In this
instance, it does not appear that Dr. Goranson has crossed that line.
Please know that while no action can be taken at this time, I do greatly appreciate your contacting me
about this situation.
Peter Lange
Peter Lange
Provost
Duke University
919-684-2378 (phone)
919-684-4421 (fax)
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Peter Kaufman
<peter.kaufman2@yahoo.com>

To peter.lange@duke.edu

cc
Subject statements posted by a Duke employee

07/01/200805:53 PM

Dear Provost Lange,
I am writing to express how dismayed I am to see, on a Raleigh-area newsite, that Stephen Goranson,
an employee of the Duke University library, has begun to post offensive statements about historian
Norman Golb (a Jewish historian teaching at the University of Chicago) and members of his family.
From what I understand, Dr. Goranson, who received a degree from the Duke University Department
of Religion but does not hold a teaching position, has already been blocked from several internet
forums on account of his personal attacks against various scholars.
Although I am loathe to recommend any course of action to you, perhaps you might wish to consider
whether it is appropriate for a Duke employee to engage in such conduct. I am particularly worried it
will now be suggested that Dr. Goranson is acting at the behest of faculty members at Duke.
See http://www.newsobserver.com/frontlstory/I 123440.html?addcomment=true;#recent comm
With best wishes,
Peter Kaufman, Ph.D.
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Fw: statements posted by a Duke employee

Sub.iect: Fw: statements posted by a Duke employee
From: Peter Kaufman <peter.kaufman2@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue, 8 Ju12008 19:59:25 -0700 (PDT)
To: j .golb@snafu.de

----- Forwarded Message ---From: Peter Lange [Provost of Duke University]
To: Peter Kaufman <peter.kaufman2@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 8, 20088:54:19 PM
Subject: Re: statements posted by a Duke employee

Dr. Kaufman,
He is being spoken to by his supervisor and advised of his obligations and of the matters of which he
should be aware.
Again, thanks for your interest and concern.
Peter Lange
Peter Lange
Provost
Duke University
919-684-2378 (phone)

-

-.-- -91'9=68ztc"4"421-(fax)

Peter Kaufman
<peter.kaufman2@yahoo.com>

07/08/200808:50 PM

To Peter Lange <Peter.Lange@duke.edu>

cc
Subject Re: statements posted by a Duke employee

Dear Provost Lange,
As a purely legal matter, I'm sure what you say is true; but it would still undoubtedly be in Duke's best
interests if Mr. Goranson could be prevailed upon to moderate his tone and avoid unseemly personal
attacks on a respected historian of Jewish civilization.
At any rate, I certainly hope he will make it clear that he is speaking as a private citizen, because he
keeps asserting his opinions in an authoritative tone and posting a link to his Duke University website
which will lead many readers to erroneously conclude that he has an academic position at Dulce. (It is
a bit unsettling, I might add, to see that such a website has been granted to a stacks maintenance
employee well lmown for his abusive conduct on the internet.)
Best,
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Fw: statements posted by a Duke employee

Peter Kaufman, Ph.D.

----- Original Message ---From: Peter Lange <Peter.Lange@duke.edu>
To: Peter Kaufman <peter.kaufman2@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 8, 2008 I :30:46 PM
Subject: Re: statements posted by a Duke employee

Dear Dr. Kaufman,
Thank you for your email regarding statements made by Dr. Goranson, an employee of the Duke Library
system. I appreciate your bringing this matter to my attention and am grateful for your concern not only
about the content of his speech, but of its possible effect on Duke as well.
As I hope you can understand, Duke does not restrict the speech of its employees as long as they make
it clear that they are speaking as private citizens, not as spokespersons of the University. In this
instance, it does not appear that Dr. Goranson has crossed that line.
Please know that while no action can be taken at this time, I do greatly appreciate your contacting me
about this situation.
Peter Lange
P_eter.Lange
Provost
Duke University
919-684-2378 (phone)
919-684-4421 (fax)
Peter Kaufman <peter.kaufman2@yahoo.com>

To peter.lange@duke.edu

07/01/2008 05:53 PM

cc
Subject statements posted by a Duke employee

Dear Provost Lange,

I am writing to express how dismayed I am to see, on a Raleigh-area newsite, that Stephen Goranson,
an employee of the Duke University library, has begun to post offensive statements about historian
Norman Golb (a Jewish historian teaching at the University of Chicago) and members of his family.
From what I understand, Dr. Goranson, who received a degree from the Duke University Department
2 on
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Dead Sea Scrolls

Subject: Dead Sea Scrolls
From: "Simon Adler" <simon.adler2@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 2 Dec 2008 21:33:27 -0500
To: lloyd@duke.edu
Dear Profepsor Bailey,
I saw your web statement on the Essene theory being largely
discredited, and my immediate reaction was: finally, a known American
academic has had the courage and decency to speak out, instead of
guarding a careful silence like everyone else.
In this regard, I would be interested to know if you are aware that
for the past ten years, an employee at the Duke University library has
been using the computer system there to publish demeaning and in part
defamatory personal attacks against Norman Golb and members of his
family - - e. g., "no evidence 11 but only II a sense of grievance II supports
his view, those who support him are merely his IIsock puppets, II etc.
These remarks have continued unchecked, and many of us have been under
the impression that the individual in question, who always injects an
offensive personal tone into his statements, is doing so at the behest
of members of the department of religion at Duke.
A friend of mine --wrote to someone at Duke about this, and received a
response to ,th~ ,.eLf,eat :tha~t Duke 1 s employee is not speaking for Duke,
but only for ,hims'el'L Yet he is an employee, using the library system
there to publ'ish, ':t-hese "of,f,ensiv;e attacks against a perfectly decent
person -..: ,±.s' },~ :no.rmal ,_t-hat such conduct is tolerated in an
insti tution such :'a's. ·:D.uke,?
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Re: Jesus tomb

Subject: Re: Jesus tomb
From: Carlo Gadda <carlogadda@yahoo.com>
Date: Wed, 14 Mar 200713:32:40 -0700 (PDT)
To:. Brian Bethune <Brian.Bethune@macleans.rogers.com>

Dear Mr. Bethune,
Thanks for your response to my letter. Rest assured, to begin with, that I am a secular,
scientific-minded person and have no interest in the typical "war-of-religions" slant being given to this
issue by the media.
That'being said, despite what you state, I do not believe you pressed the makers of this film hard
enough on two fundamental questions:
(1) why did they not do DNA analyses on the other ossuaries. The explanation given by Jacobovici to
the New York Times was: "Were not scientists. At the end ofthe day we can't wait till every ossuary
is tested for DNA. We took the story that far. At some point you have to say, I've done my job as a
journalist." Don't you see that there is something terribly wrong with this explanation? If they could
test two, why could they not test five, six, or all of them? And if further DNA analyses had shown that
none ofthe buried individuals were related, would there have been any film to make at all? Yes,
perhaps they believe in what they are saying and in that sense the film is not a hoax; but nonetheless,
surely you see my point.
(2) Both "Hunan" and "Yeshua" are merely guesses; one could even try and see the word "Shimeon"
there, if the X-like marking to the right is read, not as a "cross," but as a shin with one of the vertical
strokes missing (or eroded). The worst aspect of this, is the cavalier manner in which the claim
is being made. Frank Cross, for example, thumbs through the various readings in the
film, professorially assenting to all ofthem, but he does not explain this particular reading. They
needed to do much more than that -- they needed to show which letter is which, i.e., exactly where
they are trying to read each of the characters constituting the name "Yeshua" in the inscription.
My opinion is that it is all speculation, and you should have asked additional Hebrew paleographers if
they think the inscription is legible, before giving credence to this claim. The catalogue contains
many other illegible inscriptions of the sort which people have never been able to make sense
of. This is, in fact, normal given the effects of weather over the centuries, and the various guesses of
the original transcriber have never been considered important simply because historically significant,
controversial claims like the one made in this film were not preViously based on them.
Incidentally, I highly recommend that you read Norman Golb's most recent (2007) article on the
University of Chicago web-site, I believe you may have a different opinion of Frank Cross (to say
nothing of James Tabor) after you do so, given what that article reveals about his improper
paleographical treatment ofthe famous Qururan ostracon (the photographs are quite revealing).
Best,
Charles Gadda
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Brian Bethune <Brian.Bethune@Jnacleans.rogers.com> wrote:

Dear Mr. Gadda:

First, let me apologize if, as i suspect, I just sent you an empty email. I'm working from home
right now, and haven't quite mastered the work-email-by-remote technology. My previous try
simply disappeared from the screen moments ago, and may have headed to you.
That said, thank you for your email.
In response, I must reply that the tomb claim is no hoax. Its proponents may be-quite likely,
are---dead wrong in their claims, but I have met and spoken to them and I have no doubt of
their sincerity. They have spun, indeed torqued, the evidence that favours their side (as have
their opponents), but no one has forged anything or snuck genuine items from other
excavations into this one.
Secondly, the claim that the Yeshua reading is "at best remote" won't fly either. Amos Kloner
did put a question mark after it in his 1996 site report because of its faint tracing, but Yeshua
still represented his best, not wildest, conjecture-one supported by other inscription experts
in the film and book (including Frank Moore Cross) and further supported, Kloner noted at
the time, by the perfectly clear Juda son of Yeshua reading on that ossuary. Nor did Kloner
dispute the reading in 1996, when it was first raised by the BBC.
In addition, the fact that the names in the tomb were utterly common in first-century
Jerusalem is the best counter-argument against the filmmakers' claims; if we're going to
follow the same sort "odds favour" argument on that one inscription, then it's far more likely it
reads Yeshua (sixth most common name of the era) than the relatively rare Hunan.
Sincerely,
Brian Bethune

Don't be flakey. Get Yahoo! Mail for Mobile and
always stay connected to friends.
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More on San Diego exhibit

Subject: More on San Diego exhibit
From: Carlo Gadda <carlogadda@yahoo,com>
Date: Sat, 22 Sep 200700: 12:01 -0700 (PDT)
To: sdheritage@cox.net

Dear Mr. Harrison,
You may wish to have a look at the new version of my article
(http://www.nowpublic.com!culture/christian-fundamentalism-and -dead -sea-scrolls-san-diego) on the
Scrolls exhibit. I believe I have now presented the case in a more convincing manner.
I had forgotten to point out, for example, that David Noel Freedman, one of the "lunch trio" that led to
the creation of the exhibit, has been a Presbyterian minister since 1944 (although his parents were
Eastern European Jewish immigrants).
Thus, in terms of religious background and training, we now have:
•
•
•
•

Freedman: Presbyterian minister, member of original Dead Sea Scrolls monopoly
Fields: Th.D., Holy Land University network, also connected with monopoly
Schniedewind: Holy Land University network
Cargill: ministerial degree from Pepperdine (Churches of Christ)

these four being directly involved in the exhibit, to whom we may add their evangelical colleagues
who have been involved in other recent exhibits:
• James Tabor (M.A. Pepperdine, "Jesus Tomb" and "Essene toilet" claims)
• Joe Zias (Holy Land network, "Essene toilet" claim)
• Randall Price (World of Bible Ministries)
With respect to Freedman, we must also mention his devout Christian collaborators:
• Father Roland de Vaux (Dominican priest, promoter of Qumran-Essene theory, member of
original monopoly team)
• Frank Cross (Bachelor of Divinity from McCormick Theological Seminary, professor at
Harvard Divinity School, member of original monopoly team)
• Pam Fox Kuhlken (ministerial degrees from Pepperdine and Bethel Seminary)
And this is only a partial list (among many others, one could add, e,g., the Dominicans of the Ecole
Biblique in Jerusalem, or people like Stephen Pfann, David Bivin and Todd Bolen of the Holy Land
network; see my article and the additional comments added to it for details),
All of these people appear to be religiously convinced that the "beliefs, literature and men of the
Essene community" were a "vital part of the fabric of Jesus' world." In addition, at least some (and
perhaps all) of them appear to believe that on account of "disobedience ... Israel was temporarily set
aside ... but will again be awakened through repentance [i.e., conversion of the Jews to Christianity] to
enter into the land of blessing." (See the additional comments added to my article for details).
At the same time, a series of maj or Jewish and Israeli historians and archaeologists who disagree
with Freedman and his Christian colleagues have simply been excluded, the only explanation offered
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being that "you don't want to confuse people with all these theories." The excluded scholars believe
that no Essenes lived at Qumran, that the Scrolls came from the Jewish capital and, as Golb puts
it, that the "complex history of the Palestinian Jews on the eve of the First Revolt is being pushed
aside in favor of a bizarre, Christologically colored thesis."
The only Jewish person I can think of involved in creating the exhibit is Dr. Risa Levitt Kohn (I'm
assuming that she is indeed Jewish), who only recently completed her Ph.D., has difficult career
choices to make and is no doubt following advice given to her by Freedman and the others.
I believe these facts speak for themselves. While there is certainly no easy answer to the "why it
matters" question, we are clearly dealing with an exhibition tainted, at the very least, by intellectual
antisemitism, and with biased conduct that is abhorrent to our basic social sentiments and to the
principle of freedom of inquiry which lies at the core of our system of values.
This has obviously been going on for many years, and for a variety of reasons ranging from general
distaste to fear for one's career, everyone has always delicately passed it over in silence. I am glad
to have offered the facts for anyone to see, and will continue (perhaps naively) to hope that from now
on, there will always be a doubt in these people's minds as to how much longer they can get away with
it without the little allegations dogging them finally blowing up into something that people take
seriously.
With best regards,
Charles Gadda
Check out the hottest 2008 models today at Yahoo! Autos.
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Re: Message not approved: Fw: [agadeJ NOTICES: Remembering D ...

Subject: Re: Message not approved: Fw: [agade] NOTICES: Remembering D.N. Freedman
From: paul kessler <kessleryaul@yahoo.com>
Date: Sat, 12 Apr 2008 11 :38:17 -0700 (PDT)
To: Niels Peter Lemche <np13867@yahoo.co.uk>
You're right, and I'm somewhat ashamed of having submitted the comment (although BAR also
contributes nothing to scholarship).
Niels Peter Lemcke <np13867@yallOo.co.uk>wrote:
It is personal, contributes nothing to scholarship and includes a
number of allegations against a third part not here.

Niels Peter Lemche

> --- In ANE-2@yahoogroups.com, "Peter T. Daniels"
> wrote:

»
> > If this does not seal Hershel Shanks's reputation as a fool,
> nothing will. How can any scholar of the ancient Near East, or of
the
> > Bible, conscientiously publish with this fraud?

»
>
> The answer is simple: amateurs with money are exploiting others,
and
> being exploited themselves, in a sensationalist manner for
particular
> ends.
>
> Take a look at the "Foundation for Biblical Archaeology":
>
> http://www.tfba.org/contact.php#legal
>
> and look at their preposterous treatment ofthe Qumran ostracon:
>
> http://www.tfba.org/articlespreview.php?articleid=3

>
> (citing, as ifby chance, Biblical Archaeology Review as their
> source, without giving any bibliographical references which would
> enable readers to judge whether what they are saying has any merit
at
> all).
>
> It's a network, and it's all based on money.
>
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> It should also be said here that dishonest obituaries do credit
> neither to their authors nor to the deceased. Dr. Freedman wrote
and
> co-wrote many works, but he had his failings too. He was part of
the
> original Dead Sea Scrolls monopoly, in which capacity, like his
> colleague Frank Cross and a small coterie of other scholars (most
of
> them Christian), he was arbitrarily assigned publication "rights"
and
> sat on scrolls for many years (ultimately passing them out to
> students) while respected scholars around the world were not
> pennitted to see them. Serious obituaries (see, e.g., the New Yark
> Times piece on Strugnell) don't shy away from discussing such
matters.
>
> Paul Kessler (NY)

Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
http://maiLyahoo.com
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Dr. Ehrman's announcement

Subject: Dr. Ehrman's announcement
From: "Frank Cross" <frank.cross2@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 20 Jul 2008 21 :55:07 -0400
To: tyson@email.unc.edu

1t looks like Bart has gone and put his foot in his mouth again.
Are we going to have to take on the Jewish Museum? I'm seeing this crop up everywhere on the web.
http://biblicalraleigh,wordpress,com/20a8/07/1 7/un c- professor-admits-hes-n ot-a-seroUs-expert-d efen ds- biased-museum -exhibit!
http://iidb. infidels.orglvbblshowthread. php?t"'2483 65 (scroll down)
Best,

Frank Cross

A-307
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Dr. Ehm1an 's announcement

Subject: Dr. Ehrman's announcement
From: "Frank Cross" <frank.cross2@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 20 lui 2008 21 :56:37 -0400
To: tatweed@email.unc.edu
It looks like Bart has gone and put his foot in his mouth again.

Are we going to have to take on the Jewish Museum? I'm seeing this crop up everywhere on the web.
http://bibIicalraleigh.wordpress.comI2008/07/I 7/unc- professor-adrni ts-hes-no t -a -sera Us-ex pert-d efends-bias ed -museUiU -exh i bit!
http://iidb. infidels.org/vbb/showthread. php?c=248365 (scroll down)
Best,
Frank Cross
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Dr. Elllman's statement

Subject: Dr. Ehrman's statement
From: "Frank Cross" <frank.cross2@gmail.com>
Date: SUIl, 20 Jut 2008 21:58:03 -0400
To: rstyers@unc.edu
It looks like Bart has gone and put his foot in his mouth again.

Are we going to have to take on the Jewish Museum? I'm seeing this crop up everywhere on the web.
http://biblicalraleigh.wordpress .com/2 00 8/0 71171 tlnc-professol" -adm i ts-h es-n ot-a-scrolls-expert-defen ds-b iased -mus eum -exhi b it/
http://iidb.infidets.orglvbb/showthread.php?t=248365 (scrolt down)
Best,

Frank Cross
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Dr. Ehrman's statement

Subject: Dr. Ehrman's statement
From: "Frank Cross" <frank.cross2@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 20 Jul2008 21:59:26 -0400
To: omid@email.une.edu

It looks like Bart has gone and put his foot in his mouth again.
Are we going to have to take on the Jewish Museum? I'm seeing this crop up everywhere on the web.
http://bi bIi calraleigh. wordpress. COffin 00 8/07/17lun CN professor-admits-hes- not-a -sera lis-expert-defend s-biased -museUln -exhi bitI
http://iidb. infidels.orglvbb/showthread. php?t~2483 65 (scroll down)
Best,
Frank Cross
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Someone just responded to your comment

Subject: Someone just responded to your comment
From: "New Raleigh Admin" <Admin@newraleigh.com>
Date: Sat, 2 Aug 2008 12:12:45 -0700
To: albert.white3@gmail.com
Someone just responded to the entry you subscribed to at:
Articles
The title of the eritry is:
Dead Sea Scrolls
You can see the _comment at the following URL:
http://www.newraleigh.com/articles/archive/dead-sea-scrolls/
Lamar,

IYour

claim that the museum is tlnot taking sides II is belied by its own
website description of its exhibit, in which over and over again it
associates the so-called Qumran II community II (jargon for sect) with
authorship of the scrolls. If the museum doesnlt want to take sides, why
doesn't it change its website description?

IAs

for the biased lecture series, it seems to me that you've come up with
clever attempt to conceal the truth, possibly basing yourself on some
description you picked up at the museum. Here are the actual facts on the
seven remaining lecturers:

I1.

Emanuel Tov is the head of the Dea Sea scrolls monopoly group. Politely
calling him (as you do) "editor in chief" carmot hide this fact. He is
deeply involved in creating this biased scrolls exhibit that has been
traveling around the country, and he has never allowed any opponents of the
Qumran-sectarian theory to participate in his so-called "editorial team"
that prepared t~e 39-volume set to which you refer. In other words, he used
his authority to have one of the two basic theories [on which see again the
Jewish Museum armouncement] of scroll origins excluded from the so-called
"definitive II Oxford edition of the scrolls. And he is now doing the same
thing with museum exhibits.

I2.

Pnina Shor of the Israel Antiquities Authority has no scholarly
expertise on Qumran or scroll origins, but is involved (like Emanuel TOV) in
creating the biased and misleading scrolls exhibit. I'm happy to consider
her "neutral" for the sake of the argument, in which case you would have a
6-l count with one extra neutral party.

I3.

Eric Meyers, a past president of the American Schools of Oriental
Research (ASOR), is an archaeologist and biblical scholar, but (just like
Bart Ehrman) has never published anything of substance on Qumran or the Dead
Sea scrolls. The question arises why the museum would invite a
non-specialist to lecture at such an exhibit, while excluding (with the sale
exception of Elior) a range of major scholars who have rejected the
Qumran-sectarian theory. Well, the answer is clear: you can bet your bottom
dollar Meyers will be lending his influential name to support the
Qumran-sectarian theory. How could he do otherwise? Would he want to risk
the benefits he stands to derive from being friends with Emanuel Tov? Such
benefits would include, for example, privileged access for Meyers and ASOR
to archaeological sites in Israel.

I4.

Jodi Magness is a doctrinaire defender of the Qumran-sectarian theory,
closely tied to the corrupt Dorot Foundation which funds the Shrine of the
Book in Jerusalem (where the Qumran-Essene theory is presented to the public
as a fact). Magness monopolized the two lIarchaeology of Qumran II talks at
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last year's annual ASOR/SBL conference, and viciously attacked key Israeli
archaeologists Yitzhak Magen and Yuval Peleg (opponents of the
Qumran-sectarian theory) in at least one of them; there are several on-line
accounts of this. Why did the museum invite her, and not Magen and Peleg,
who are at the forefront of current archaeological research on Qumran? Is it
because she is a member of ASOR's Board of Trustees? Is it because Magen

and Peleg conclude, in their published reports, that no sect ever lived at
Qumran and that the scrolls are the remains of libraries from the Jerusalem
area, taken to the desert for hiding during the siege and sacking of the
city by the Romans?

I5.

Bart Ehrman is a popularizer of New Testament and "Jesus" studies
but, like Meyers, he appears to have published nothing on Qumran or the
scrolls. Yet the description of his lecture states, ex cathedra, that the
Essenes "probably" wrote the scrolls. What gives this non-specialist the
right to issue such a statement, given that the question of scroll origins
doesn't even fall within his field of studies? He knows Greek, but does he
even have any knowledge of Hebrew, let alone a serious scholarly knowledge?

I6.

I will leave others to decide whether La"'lrence Schiffman I s conduct
amounts to "plagiarism, II but it is certainly unethical to use an argument
first developed by another scholar without attributing it to him. I myself
am more concerned by the fact that he has not been truthful: see the
footnote in his book where he falsely attributes the "Jerusalem Temple
library" theory to University of Chicago scrolls scholar Norman Golb (who,
as is well known, has always carefully and explicitly distinguished his
multiple-libraries theory from Rengstorf's Temple theory). Schiffman is
known for his convoluted, self-contradictory attempts to demonstrate that
the "Qumran sectarians, Ii now thought never to have existed by all kinds of
researchers, were Sadducees rather than Essenes. He has a big beard and
speaks in a big booming voice as if he were absolutely certain of the truth
of what he is saying. This charismatic approach to the Dead Sea Scrolls may
appeal to popular audiences, but what's behind it other than a bunch of
complicated half-truths?

IAs

to your suggestion that Schiffman cannot be a plagiarist because they
allow him to teach in a university, isn't this begging the question? There
are many aspects to this scandal, and that is the least of them.

I7.

Finally, Sidnie White Crawford is a doctrinaire follower of the
Qumran-Essene theory (she studied with Essene ideologue Frank Cross) .
Although a professor of biblical studies (she teaches in Nebraska), it is
rumored that once, at one of her talks, she had difficulty pronouncing a
non-vocalized Hebrew term that properly trained Hebrew scholars know how to
pronounce. When asked to give the Hebrew term for a word from one of the
scrolls that she was quoting in English, she is said to have read out the
consonants one by one instead of pronouncing the word they represent.

ICrawford's

lecture description claims that the Damascus Document contains
"evidence" that "women participated in the Essene movement." There is no
evidence Whatsoever, however, that the Damascus Document was written by
Essenes. (Some, incidentally, have attempted to argue that the term
"Damascus" in the text is a metaphor for Qumran, but this is an
unsupported claim that has been rejected by numerous researchers.)

IWhat

Crawford has actually been doing in her popular lectures on the
"mystery involved in finding women's remains at a supposedly all male
Qumran community, II is engaging in a misleading attempt to convince people
that Pliny erred in saying the Essenes were celibate. While suggesting that
the graves of women found at Qumran might actually contain bedouin remains,
the main thrust of her lecture will be that since no doctrine of celibacy
has been found in the scrolls, the Essenes at Qumran were not celibate. All
of this fails to account for the basic problem arising from Pliny's
description of the Essenes of the Dead Sea area as celibate. If Pliny is
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Someone just responded to your comment

unreliable, why use him as the source for Essenes at Qumran at all?

ISo what

do we have, Lamar? Mind you, I wouldn't object to this lecture
series if, in addition to these various individuals, they also invited their
academic opponents; but as it stands the total picture is quite unethical,
and I find it difficult to understand why a reasonable, neutral-minded
person like you would wish to defend it.
To stop receiving notifications for this comment, click here:
http://www.newraleigh.com//?ACT~2&id~3797
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~ileen

Schuller's lecture

Subject: Eileen Schuller's lecture
From: "larry schiffman" <larry .schiffman@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 6 Aug 200818:09:36 -0400
To: pressoffice@thejm.org

Your announcement of Eileen Schuller's lecture on women in the Dead Sea Scrolls has disappeared
from the museum's website. Has Dr. Schuller's lecture been cancelled?
Lawrence Schiffman
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Dr. Schuller's lecture

Subject: Dr. Schuller's lecture
From: "Steven Fishbane" <steven.fishbane@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 6 Aug 2008 18:14:06 -0400
To: pressoffice@thejm.org

Your announcement of Eileen Schuller's lecture on women in the Dead Sea Scrolls has disappeared
from the museum's website, Has Dr. Schuller's lecture been cancelled? Thanks for letting me know so
I can make my plans accordingly, as my job requires me to travel a lot.
Steve Fishbane
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Policy on Responsible Use of NYU
Computers & Data
Responsible Officer: Associate Provost and ChiefInfonnation Technology Officer
Date of Latest Revision: February 6, 2006

POLICY STATEMENT
New York University expects members of the University community and affiliates to
employ reasonable and appropriate administrative, technical, and physical safeguards to
protect the computer and data resources that they use and the sensitive data stored on these
resources. Access to computer and data resources (including software, hardware,
computer, and email services) are privileges extended to members ofthe University
community and affiliates, and must be exercised in confonnity with all applicable NYU
policies and procedures and all applicable federal and state laws. Access to NYU computer
and data resources is limited to authorized persons and is for approved purposes only.
Approved purposes are those consistent with both the broad instructional and research
goals of the University and the person's relationship with the University. Authorization to
use these resources is granted by designated individuals at the University entrusted with
overall responsibility and management of data and related systems. Acceptance of
authorization to use NYU computer and data resources establishes an obligation on the
part of the individual to use these resources responsibly as defined in the Policy
Requirements and Specifications below.
This policy does not fonn a contract of any kind, including, among others, an employment
contract. The University reserves the right to modifY this policy without notice and at its
discretion. The current version of this policy is posted on the ITS website (www.nyu.edu!
its/policiesD .. \11 tenns noted in italics are defined at the 'end of this policy.

REASON FOR POLICY
New York University is a not- for~profit research university, and its facilities, including
computer and data resources, are to be usedin furtherance of its not-for-profit,
educational, research, and service purposes. More and more university activities are
conducted using computers and electronic communications, with increased convenience
and accessibility from and to all parts of the world. At the same time, today's interconnected environment intensifies the risks and threats of unauthorized access to
computers, inadvertent disclosures of sensitive data, and unexpected destruction of
essential infonnation, resulting in potentially serious consequences to individuals and to
institutions. Members ofthe University community and affiliates interact with a wide
spectrum of sensitive data for numerous reasons, Evolving federal and state regulations
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require organizations and individuals to protect sensitive data. With computing so widely
distributed throughout NYU, the responsibility to safeguard computers and data resources
extends to all members of the University community and affiliates.

WHO IS AFFECTED BY THIS POLICY
This policy applies to members of the University community and affiliates who use NYU's
computer and data resources and lor who have access to sensitive data stored on these
resources.

POLICY REQUIREMENTS
A. Acceptance of authorization to use NYU computer and data resources establishes
an obligation to:
1. behave in accordance with NYU's educational, research, and service
purposes and in a manner compliant with this and other applicable NYU
policies and procedures and all applicable laws and regulations;
2. behave with civil regard for other members of the NYU community and of
the wider community on the Internet;
3. take reasonable steps to ensure that any computer used to access NYU
resources, whether it is located on an NYU campus or elsewhere, is secure,
virus-free, and otherwise not compromised;
4. protect the confidentiality, security, integrity, and recoverability of all
computer and data resources and take reasonable and appropriate steps to
guard these resources from improper or unauthorized use, including such use
by third parties;
5. use applications that conform to NYU's privacy and security policies and
guidelines;
6. refrain from activities that interfere with the ability of others to use computer
and data resources; and
7. be aware of and comply with other relevant school and University policies,
procedures, and business rules; in all cases the more stringent standard
should be followed.
B. This obligation applies regardless of:
1. where the computer used to access computer and data resources is located in
an NYU office, classroom, public space, or lab, or at home or elsewhere
outside the University;
2. who owns the device used to access or store the sensitive data; or
3. the form or manner in which sensitive data are stored or transmitted,
including, but not limited to, local file, shared file, file on removable media
such as CD-ROM disk and jump drive, central database, fax, printer, copier,
network, phone, email, or voice mail.
C. Access and use, or causing or allowing access and use, of computer and data
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resources, including email services, by anyone other than as permitted by NYU is
strictly prohibited by NYU and by state and federal laws and may subject the
violator to criminal and civil penalties as well as NYU-initiated disciplinary
proceedings.
D. Use of some NYU computer and data resources may be governed by additional
University, college, school, or departmental policies and procedures. Anyone
authorized to use these resources is responsible to become familiar with and abide
by such policies and procedures.
E. In order to safeguard the security and efficiency of computer and data resources,
NYU computer systems and NYU-NET are routinely monitored and recorded for
integrity and operation of the system by authorized University staff. Computer and
data resources provided by NYU are the property of NYU and not the personal
property of the individual.
F. Designated individuals at the University entrusted with overall responsibility and
management of computer and data resources and sensitive data and related systems
have decision-making authority for authorizing access to and use of those resources
and systems.
1. These individuals at the University include, but are not limited to, Universitywide administrators, such as the Registrar, Deans, and other School
administrators, and the Senior Vice Provost for Research on data-intensive
research projects.
2. These individuals at the University have responsibility for the development,
implementation, and maintenance of policies and procedures related to
authorizing access to the shared stores of the various categories of sensitive
data in use in electronic form at NYU and for handling that data
appropriately wherever it resides. Such individuals may delegate
responsibilities as they deem appropriate in specific functional areas.
3. These individuals at the University may have more stringent standards for
the use, storage, and transmittal of the data they manage than those set forth
in this policy; the more stringent standard should be followed. Individuals
authorized to use the data are expected to be aware of relevant current
policies and to abide by them.
4. Access to sensitive data will be granted only on an "as needed/minimum
necessary" basis.
G. New York University'S Associate Provost and ChiefInformation Technology
Officer is responsible for periodic reviews of the University's security policies and
procedures relating to computer and data resources and sensitive data, which will
be revised as necessary and any updates publicized. Current versions of the
University'S policies relating to computer and data resources and sensitive data are
maintained on the ITS website (http://www.nvu.edU/its/policiesO. Questions for
clarification and suggestions about these policies can be sent to: cito.policies@nvu.
edu.
H. Violators of this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including
the termination of employment or contract with the University, or, in the case of
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students, suspension or expulsion from the University. Anyone who knows or has
reason to believe that another person has violated this policy shall report the matter
promptly to his or her supervisor, in the case of students to the Division of Student
Affairs, Director of Judicial Affairs, or to cito.policies@nyu.edu, as appropriate.
Any attempt to retaliate against a person for reporting a violation will itself be
considered a. violation of the policy and may result in disciplinary action up to and
including the termination of employment or contract with the University. The
appropriate office or entity, including the Office of the Associate Provost and Chief
Information Technology Officer, the Office of Legal Counsel, and other University
officials as required, will lead the investigation into all alleged violations or reports
of violations of this policy and, where appropriate, will take steps to remedy the
situation.

SPECIFICATIONS
A. NYU Computer Security
1. Safeguarding Computers for Individual Use
This section describes measures to safeguard computers typically used by
individuals in NYU-related activities and for accessing other University resources,
such as NYU-NET. As used in these operational specifications, "computers"
include but are not limited to desktops or laptop computers, personal digital
assistants (PDAs), multifunction cellular telephones, USB flash memory drives, or
similar devices.
a. Physical Security
1. Do not give physical access to computers to unauthorized persons.
11. Take appropriate precautions to prevent theft and damage.
111. . Where possible, position monitors to prevent casual viewing by
visitors or passersby.
b. System Security
1. Install anti-virus software and keep virus definitions up to date.
11. Install operating system and software patches and take other
recommended steps to mitigate known vulnerabilities of the computer
in a timely manner.
111. Use only NYU-approved software; do not download unauthorized
software.
IV. Use a locking screensaver or other mechanism to prevent
unauthorized use of the computer.
v. Do not leave your computer unattended without locking it or logging
off.
VI. Do not install or use Peer-to-Peer file sharing software, such as
KaZaA or Gnutella; these programs typically enable unauthorized
remote access without any password to the contents of the computer.
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Do not install or run software that requires a license without that
license. Respect license agreements and do not infringe on the
copyright of others.
Vlll. Respond promptly to notices from authorized University staff that
vulnerabilities have been detected in your computer's system.
IX. Take particular care to secure your NYU-access information (e.g.,
log-ins, passwords) on home computers from unauthorized use by
others.
c. Passwords
1. Where possible, secure all computer accounts with passwords, and
use passwords to protect all file sharing.
11. Use strong passwords. Strong passwords consist of at least eight (8)
characters. They should not be dictionary words or readily guessable.
They should include at least three (3) of the following four (4)
characteristics in any order: upper case letters, lower case letters,
numbers, and symbols.
111. Change passwords periodically. Avoid reusing a password for at least
several change iterations. If you have multiple accounts, avoid using
the same password for those accounts.
IV. Do not keep passwords in plain text in a computer file or in plain
sight on paper. Passwords should neither be sent in an email nor
provided verbally by telephone. If you must communicate account
access information in order to ensure business continuity, you should
communicate it in a secure manner. Supervisors and managers should
make certain that offices have plans for access to files and data for
business continuity.
v. Keep a well-secured copy of your passwords available for emergency
access. Encrypt any computer file containing passwords. Keep any
written file of passwords in a physically secure location, preferably
separate from the computer or application they secure.
VI. Passwords for sensitive websites or email accounts should not be
saved on the computer.
Vl1. Where possible, do not configure programs to automatically store
passwords.
V111. Shut down web browsers, email programs, or other applications that
might store passwords temporarily when they are not in use.
d. Remote Access
1. Any remote computer used to access NYU resources must conform to
these Specifications and may be subj ect to further resource-specific
restrictions. ii.
11. If you do not maintain or control the remote computer, do not use it
for access to, or transmission of, sensitive data. Access to nonsensitive data may be permissible. Check with responsible
department or a supervisor for guidance.
Vl1.
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Use remote access software and services with caution. Pay special
attention to the configuration of remote access software, hardware,
and services to ensure that they do not present a security risk to your
computer or to NYU. Consult with ITS Technology Security Services
(security@nyu.edu) for guidance on how to choose, set up, and
operate remote access technologies. iv.
IV. Obtain prior authorization from both your senior management and the
ITS Technology Security Services (security@nyu.edu) before using a
modem with a computer connected to the University network.
Modems present a significant security risk, because they enable
unmonitored and uncontrolled remote access to NYU's network and
data. v.
v. Ensure that your computer is not configured to allow unauthorized
access to NYU's network by other devices. Special access
arrangements, such as wireless access, RAS (Remote Access Server)
services access, and sharing network connections, must be authorized
by the ITS Executive Director of Communications and Computing
Services (C&CS).
2. Safeguarding Computers Used by MultipleIndividuals
The section covers additional measures for safeguarding computers used by
multiple individuals. All the operational specifications set forth above apply, as
well as the following additional measures to safeguard such computers.
a. Secure all computer accounts with passwords.
b. Give accounts to authorized persons only; provide individual log-ins. If you
share a computer with others, take appropriate precautions to protect
sensitive data that others may not be authorized to access and, where
possible, create separate accounts for each person who is authorized to use
the computer, setting appropriate permissions.
c. Where possible, enforce use of strong passwords and periodic password
changes.
d. Make every effort to maintain computer logs and review them on a regular
basis.
e. Stay familiar with best practices for administering the particular computer
and use them.
3. Business Continuity
Take reasonable steps to ensure that, in case of emergency, another authorized
person is able to access the NYU computer you use in order to provide continuity of
NYU functions performed on.and through it. There are numerous methods available
of ensuring shared responsibility for data and systems rather than sharing
passwords. For assistance, contact ITS Technology Security Services
(security@nvu.edu).
4. Purchasing
Discuss adherence to applicable NYU policies and procedures as part of the
purchasing process. Computers and software acquired for use with NYU computer
111.
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and data resources should confonn to these specifications.
5. Equipment Disposal orRedeployment
Before ctisposing of or re-deploying hardware, comply with University computer .
disposal guidelines, which can be found at www.nyu.edu/asset/.Click on Computer
Disposal. See also www.nyu.edU/its/security/disposalJ.

B. NYU Data Security
1. Protecting Sensitive Data on Computers
a. Follow NYU Computer Security Specifications set forth above.
b. Know what data are stored on your computer, the sensitivity of that data, and
what policies apply.
c. Keep local data retention to a minimum. Rely on unit, school, or University
storage where you can.
d. Where possible, passwordprotect or encrypt sensitive data.
e. Back up local data on a regular basis and keep the backup secure. Protect
backups with the same level of security as the original data. Test backup
recovery periodically to verify that it works.
f. If you use a computer shared with others, take appropriate precautions to
protect sensitive data that others may not be authorized to access. Where
possible, create separate accounts for each person who uses the computer,
setting appropriate pennissions.
2. Storing or Transmitting Sensitive Data
a. Do not redistribute sensitive data to others within or without the University,
unless you are an authoritative source for and an authorized distributor of
that data and the recipient is authorized to receive that data.
b. Do not allow sensitive data to be stored on computers or servers outside
NYU, unless such storage is authorized.
c. Whenever possible, sensitive data should be transferred in encrypted fonn, e.
g., using SSL (Secure Socket Layer) or SSH (Secure Shell).
d. Remember that email typically is not a secure fonn of communication. Care
should be taken to be certain that the recipient is authorized to receive that
data and the address is accurate.
e. Sensitive data, inclucting electronic protected health infonnation (EPHI),
Social Security numbers, or credit card infonnation, should not be sent
unencrypted via email. Ifuse of email is necessary, use encryption
technology to protect the transmission of sensitive data in email. This may
include the use ofVPN (Virtual Private Network), SSL, or encryption of the
message itself using software such as PGP (Pretty Good Privacy).
f. Do not transmit sensitive data using instant messaging technology (e.g.,
AOL Instant Messenger, Yahoo Messenger) which use servers outside of
NYU. These services may allow sensitive data to be accessed by or stored
by unauthorized parties. It is recommended that you consult with ITS
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Technology Security SerVices (security@nyu.edu) for guidance.
g. Take special care when sending sensitive data by fax to make sure that it is
clearly marked as confidential. Every effort should be made to ensure that
only the intended recipient has access to the faxed information.
h. Keep fax machines, printers, and copiers used for sensitive data in secure
areas. Faxes, printouts, and copies of sensitive data should be picked up
promptly and handled appropriately.
- 3~ Disposing of Sensitive Data
a. Sensitive data should be destroyed in a manner that prevents re-creation.
b. Reformat or physically destroy any removable storage media (such as floppy
disks, zip disks, tapes, or compact disks (CD)) that contained sensitive data
before disposing of them.
c. Shred printouts of sensitive data.
d. Ensure that sensitive data are removed from devices you use before you
dispose of or re-deploy those devices
4. Responding to Requests for Information
a. Do not share sensitive data with representatives of the press (radio,
television, print, or electronic media), other individuals, or in public forums,
such as mailing lists or web bulletin boards, without appropriate
authorization.
b. Refer subpoenas and similar requests or demands for the release of sensitive
data to the Office of Legal CounseL

RELATED DOCUMENTS AND RESOURCES
1. NYU Guidelines for compliance with the Family Educational Rights and Privacy
Act (FERPA): www.nyu.edu/apr/ferpa.htm
2. NYU Information Technology Services Policies: www.nvu.edU/its/policies
3. NYU Student's Guide, Policies and Procedures: www.nvu.edu/students.guide/
4. NYU HIPAA Information Security Policies: www.nvu.edU/its/policies/
5. NYU Responsibilities of All NYU Computer and Network Users: www.nvu.edU/its/
policies/respon.html
6. Guidelines on equipment disposal or redeployment: www.nyu.edu/asset/ and www.
nyu.edu/its/security/disposal/
7. Email address for computer security assistance and advice: security@nyu.edu
8. Email address for policy clarifications and suggestions: cito.policies@nyu.edu
9. Email address to report policy violations: cito.policies@nvu.edu

DEFINITIONS
1. Affiliates refers to individuals who have contractual or other relationships with the
University and who are not employees, faculty, or students.
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2. Authorization in this context means to grant permission to an identified individual to
use a computer or data resource. Acceptance of authorization to use NYU
computer and data resources establishes an obligation on the part of the individual
to use those resources responsibly.
3. Computer and data resources include computers and computing devices;
computing, application, and database access (including passwords); software,
hardware, computer, and email services; and associated computing accounts.
Computers and computing devices include, but are not limited to, desktops or laptop
computers, personal digital assistants (PDAs), multifunction cellular telephones,
USB flash memory drives, or similar devices.
4. Members of the University community refers to full- and part-time employees,
faculty, and students.
5. Sensitive data include, but are not limited to, information about prospective, current,
and former students, patients and clients of medical and dental facilities and
services, and users of legal and other services, employees and donors; also
information concerning research and University business, finance, and operations,
and passwords. Federal and state laws and regulations, as well as University policies
and office procedures, regulate the handling and reporting of many different kinds
of sensitive data.
All contents copyright
© New York University
All rights reserved
Page last revised: February 6, 2006
Page last reviewed: August 21,2006
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World Wide Web Policies & Procedures
I. Geueral Statemeut
The World Wide Web (the "Web") offers the New York University ("NYU") community rich
resources for advancing teaching and research. Individuals can retrieve materials for use in their
classes and scholarly activities as well as present materials for use by others. NYU supports the
rights of students-and-faculty to create and receive educational information available through the
Web, in keeping with its principles of academic and intellectual freedom.
Access to the Web is made available to the students, faculty and eligible staff of NYU as part of
the educational computing and networking resources of NYU. Such resources and the ability to
create a Web home page that is either linked to the official NYUHome pages or posted using
NYU computer facilities are privileges extended to members of the NYU community, within the
available resources of NYU, and must be exercised in conformity with all applicable NYU
policies and procedures and all applicable federal and state laws.
If any person has any doubt as to the applicability of the policies and procedures referred to
herein, such person should contact webteam@nyu.cdu before taking any action. Persons who do
not want their Web activities to be restricted by the policies and procedures contained in this
document, are advised to contact commercial Internet service providers.
II. NYU Policies Concerning Use of Computer Facilities and Creation of Web Pages
NYU is a nonprofit educational institution and the use of its facilities, including computer
facilities, is limited to the educational and other nonprofit purposes of its students, faculty and
eligible staff. Accordingly, Web pages may be created and posted only for the educational and
research purposes of the NYU community. No person may include in a Web page any
advertising materials or other materials relating to business or commercial activities of such
person or any third person. The content of any Web page and its compliance with applicable
policy and law is the sole responsibility of the author.
At any point in time, there are likely to be various federal and state laws that impose civil and/or
criminal liability for computer network transmission of certain types of materials or messages.
Currently, such laws restrict or prohibit transmission of, among other things, obscene materials
to minors and child pornography, and messages or materials that constitute libel or harassment.
Creation of Web pages for educational and research purposes may involve incorporation of
original works of third parties (e.g. literature, photographs, music, software, film, and video
works) that are covered by copyright laws. Web page authors are encouraged to obtain all
permissions that may be necessary to incorporate works of third parties in their Web page. Use
of such works may be permitted by principles of fair use, consistent with the copyright laws.
No person may use the name "NYU" or "New York University," the name of any school of NYU
or auy logo or trademark of NYU without first obtaining written permission from NYU's Office
of Weh Communications. It is permissible, however, for a Web page author to identify himself
or herself as a student, faculty or staff member of NYU, as appropriate.

III. Other Policies
In addition to the policies set forth in this document, each person using NYU's computer and
network facilities shall also comply with the policies contained in the Responsibilities q/All New
York University Computer and Network Users, Faculty Guide to Libraries & fTS, and the
University Policies and Procedures set forth in The Student's Guide to NYU.
NYU receives its Internet access from NYSERNet, and any network activity that !eaves NYU's
network destined for the Internet, including the posting of all Web pages, is bound by any
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policies of NYSERNel. In the event of an inconsistency between NYU's policy and those·of
NYSERNet, the more restrictive policy shall be observed.
NYU does not routinely monitor or edit the content of Web pages. However, in the event that
NYU becomes aware of a violation of NYU policy or law that involves a Web page, NYU
reserves the right to remove the Web page, restrict access to such page or take other action as
deemed appropriate by NYU. Any such violation may also lead to disciplinary action in
accordance with NYU rules and procedures, and referral to local, state and federal law
enforcement authorities.

THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT DISCUSS ALL APPLICABLE LAWS NOR SHOULD IT
BE INTERPRETED AS PROVIDING LEGAL ADVICE. EACH WEB PAGEAUTHOR
IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COMPLYING WITH ALL APPLICABLE LAWS WITH
RESPECT TO HIS OR HER WEB PAGE.
For more information about creating personal Web pages, read the NYU Web Guide. Any
questions concerning this policy should be directed to webteam@nyu.edu.

All contents copyright (c) New York Urti"versit:r
AU rights re.yerved
Page la.'t revised: Novemb,;r, J998
Page last reviewed: Augusr 22, 2006for URL ltp<i<Hes

Addendum to the World Wide Web Policies & Procedures-March 16,2007
Other NYU policies with which members of the NYU community should comply include:
• Policy on Responsible Use of .NYU Computer and Data
• Policy on Personal Identification Numbers
Policy URL: http://www.nyu.edulits/policies/webpolieyhtmi
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Policies and Guidelines for
Sending Bulk Email at NYU
Information Technology Services has a strong interest in promoting the proper utilization
of email at NYU. When used at its best, email is a powerful tool for conducting business
swiftly; Without generating large amounts of paper. Ifmisused, however, email can
generate significant negative reactions that do not normally occur with bulk mail on paper.
Even worse, NYU can become victimized by commercial activities or individuals with
malicious intent; this can threaten the orderly running of the University's computing
servIces.
Email Direct is an evolving ITS service for NYU faculty and administrators. It requires
advance authorization, which can be obtained by sending email to email.direct@nvu.edu.
With this background in mind, ITS offers authorized NYU employees the following
guidelines and recommendations for directing email to groups at NYU.

Using NYU Email Direct
For sending bulk email, please use NYU Email Direct. Email Direct will ensure that email
lists are kept confidential, systems are properly scheduled for orderly delivery, bounced
email and other anomalies are handled in a structured enviromnent, and that mailings are
coordinated across the University. For each Email Direct mailing, you need to provide the
following information:
•
•
•
•

the name and address from whom the email will be sent
the subject of the email
the text of the email
a selection from predefined groups of individuals who will get the email (e.g., all
CAS freshmen) and, optionally, a list of addresses that you possess or generate from
a database extract

Note that you supply all of this information via our Web frontend. Email Direct is a fully
web-based application. To use NYU Email Direct, go to the Email Direct submit page.

Sending Email to a Group
For lists of any substantial size, you must conceal the names on the list. Displaying the
recipients (failing to conceal the list) has several problems: it reveals the addresses of
individuals who might not want their addresses broadcast; it makes it possible for the
various recipients to reply to all the original recipients, which can have a snowball effect; it
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makes it possible to mistakenly reply to the entire list instead of just the sender; and it
allows unscrupulous individuals to collect and redistribute NYU email addresses,
particularly to commercial parties outside NYU targeting NYU students. Remember that
once a list becomes public via your email, there is no way to get it back.
The easiest way to prevent those receiving the email from seeing the other recipients is to
put the list of addresses in the "Blind cc" (Bcc) field in your email software. You may leave
the "T6" field blank. In addition to using the "Blind cc" field, you may want to set a "Replyto" field (sets an address for recipients to reply to) and have the capability of setting the
"From" field. Eudora Pro and Pine are two good email programs that have these
capabilities.

Help and Additional Information
For assistance with Email Direct, visit the About Email Direct page, or send email to emaiL
direct@nyu.edu BEFORE you send the maiL After the mail is sent, it will be difficult or
impossible to correct errors!
Page last reviewed: August 28, 2006
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/! Policies
ITS General Policies

ITS Policies & Guidance

NYU-NET Guidance

HIPAA Policies
Related University Policies

ITS General Policies
A Note on Illegal Downloading
Data Classification at NYU

(March 2007)

(June 2008)

Policy on Responsible Use of NYU Comollters & Data

(February 2006)

Understanding Your Obligations for the Responsible Use of NYU Computers & Data (340K
PDF) (Adobe Reader required)
NYU Student Email Policy

(Seotember 2003)

Guidelines for Student Email Use

(September 2003)

Responsibilities of All NYU Computer and Network Users
ITS Scheduled Maintenance Guidelines

(July 2006)

(April 2003)

NYU Home: Specific Policies and Information

(June 2002)

ResNet Accounts: Specific Policies and Information

(September 2004)

Responsibilities of Students Using the NYU Phone System

(August 2006)

Responsibilities of Faculty. Administrators. and Staff Using the NYU Phone System
(August 2004)
World Wide Web Policies and Procedures for All NYU Computer and Network Users
(August 2006)
Suspended Accounts

(June 1998)

Policies and Guidelines for Sending Bulk Email at NYU
Personal NYU Email Address Policy

(October 2004)

(October 2004)

NYU-NET Guidance
Security Scans on NYU-NET
Operational Principles

(August 2004)

(November 2002)

Providing Network Access to Outside Organizations
Configuration of ~10dem Pools on NYU-NET
Authenticated Access to the Internet
Restrictions on the Use of Napster

(May 1994)

(February 1995)

(June 1998)

Frequently Asked Ouestions about Napster
Mail Anti-Relaying Policy

(September 1993)

(August 2006)

(December j 99g)

Network Distribution of Copyrighted Materials
Operating DNS Servers on NYU-NET

!December 1998)

(October 1999)

Internet Domain Names OutSide NYU.EDU

(August 2006)

Windows 2000 Active Directory Disrupts NYU-NET

(May 2000)

HIPAA Policies
The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), signed into law on August 21,
1996, includes complex regulations especially regarding the privacy and security of health
information. NYU's Board of Trustees deSignated the University as a "hybrid entity" under
HIPAA with three health care delivery units (covered components): the School of Medicine,
Co liege of Dentistry, and University Health Center. NYU's 12 non-health care delivery units
consist of other deSignated University administrative units to the extent that each performs
activities that may involve access to individually identifiable health information in supporting
the three covered components. In order to comply with the standards and implementation
specifications that comprise the administrative, physical, and technical safeguards and the
organizational, procedural, and documentation requirements of the HIPAA Security Regulations,
NYU has developed a set of 19 poliCies and accompanying definitions.
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SUPREME COURT STATE OF NEW YORK

2

COUNTY 'OF NEW YORK

3

---------------------------------------X

4

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

CRIMINAL TERM PART:

71

Indict No.:
2721/09

5

6

-againstJury Trial

7
RAPHAEL GOLB,

8

Defendant

9

---------------------------------------X
(EXCERPTED TRANSCRIPT)

10

100 Centre Street
New York, New York
September 13, 2010

11
I'

12

i

B E FOR E:
THE HONORABLE CAROL BERKMAN, Justice

13

14
15
16
17

18

APPEARANCES:
CYRUS VANCE, JR., ESQ.,
District Attorney, New York County
One Hogan Place
BY: JOHN BANDLER, ESQ.
Assistant District Attorney

19
20

21

DAVID BREITBART, ESQ.,
152 West 57th Street 24th Floor
New York, New York
Attorney for Defendant
Raphael Go1b

22

23
/

24
25

RONALD KUBY, ESQ.,
119 West 23rd Street
New York, New York
Attorney for Defendant
Raphael Galb
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1

ready.

2

THE CDURT:

3

MR. KIJBY:

Yes, I'm listening.
I have repeatedly requested of

4

Mr. Bandler and on one occasion I've requested the court to

5

direct Mr. Bandler to provide us with a simple declarative

6

statement of what the intended Object of the alleged fraud

7

is of the 47 counts in the indictment, 47 of the 51 counts

8

of the indictment, each one of which has the element of

9

either fraud which is a gain or a loss or has the element of

10

causing a harm, preSl.llT'ably a legally ccgnizable one or

11

gaining sare sort of a benefit, and I've repeatedly asked

12

and I ask again now that we're literally on the morning of

13

trial for Mr. Bandler to tell us what it is he intends to

14

prove that the defendant intended to do i that is what was

15

the Object of the fraud, of the harm, of the benefit, of the

16

gain, because as the court said fran reviewing the Grand

17

Jury minutes a number of possible benefits occurred to you

18

and indeed a number of possible benefits of harm occurred to

19

rre, but I have no idea of the universe of the possible harms

20

or benefits which he intends to prove.

21

THE CDURT:

This is very interesting, Mr. Kilby,

22

it's a little late in litigation on discovery number one,

23

and number two, I am not aware of any requirement that the

24

People specify what the gain is, just like they don't have

25

to specify what the Object crirre is in a burglary crirre
Sheila Wesley
Senior
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1

case.

2

People being so happy without constraints in our society,

3

although Mr. Bandler is probably an exception to that rule,

4

I suspect strongly that he doesn't care to specify.

5

If they do, of course, they're l::xJund by it, so the

Would that be correct, Mr. Bandler?

!

MR.

6

I think we've specified it rrore than

BANDLER:

7

is required by the statute and it's laid out in the rrotion

8

practice and in the Voluntary Disclosure Form.
MR. KLlBY:

9

And Mr. Bandler has said that sort of

10

repeatedly that we've already specified, we've already told

11

so we're not going to tell you again.

12

but if he would be willing to -I'm willing to entertain that

THE CDURT:

13

Maybe I'm just dumb,

14

consideration, Mr. KiJby, but I am not willing to discuss

15

this issue any further.

16

at all.
MR. KLIBY:

17
18

due process.

19

to prepare a defense.

I don't believe he has to specify

Note my objection.

It's a rratter of

I think it's a right of inforrration, a right

Sure.

20

THE CDURT:

21

Okay, jury selection I seat the prospective jurors

22

one through eight, nine through sixteen.
Mr. Bandler, boN long do you think your case will

23

24

25

take?
MR.

BANDLER:

Your Honor, I have witnesses

Sheila Wesley
Senior Court Reporter
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So you have to keep an open mind.

1

2

opinion or conclusion with respect to the guilt or non guilt

3

of the defendant except to continue to presurre him innocent.
Anytcdy want a notetook?

4
5

I got one hand,

sergeant.

6

A SWORN JUROR:

7

THE COURT:

8

Your Honor?

TWo hands.

You can change your mind

later if you like.

9

)

D:::m't form any

So you're abJut to hear the People ITBke an opening

10

staterrent.

The defense may open as well.

11

you before that vvhat counsel say, whether an argurrent or

12

questions or an opening is not evidence, that has to care

13

from the witnesses and the exhibits actually admitted into

14

evidence.

15

A little pause for notetooks.

16

Okay, sir.

17

JV1R. BANDLER:

So let

Ire

remind

ladies and gentlerren, the evidence

18

will prove that the defendant, Raphael GoTh, seated right

19

there, engaged in a canp3.ign of irrpersonation and harassrrent

20

over the internet.

21

which was mostly of his own mind. and he elevated it into an

22

entirely different level.

23

theft, stealing identities, irrpersonating people, forging

24

e-mails.

25

conduct that rose to the level of criminal harassrrent.

He took a disagreerrent, a disagreerrent

He elevated it to the level of

He took it to the level of evasive and ala:r:ming

Sheila Wesley
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We're not here because of an academic dispute or

1

2

disagreerrent.

3

or liable or could be resolved civilly.

4

the defendant broke the law and thus made it a criminal

5

rratter.

6

conduct at them through cyberspace.

7

)

/

We're not here because this is just slander
We're here because

Assuming identities of victims, directing harassing

'Ibis case has an interesting background which

8

explains the defendant's notives but we're not here because

9

of the Dead Sea Scrolls.

We're here because the defendant

10

broke the law.

His notivation could have been anything that

11

could get people irate, it could have been noney, a lover,

12

anything.

13

conceal his tracks.

14

and as you'll hear during the trial, Dead Sea Scrolls are a

15

set of ancient documents that were discovered in the 1940s

16

and 50s near the Dead Sea and vvhat today is part of Israel.

17

They were found in caves near the ruins of an Ancient

18

settlerrent called Qumran.

19

important to rrany people because they contain information

20

including the earliest known text of the Bible.

21

important to people vIDo study religion, Judaism, early

22

Christianity, history of the Old East, old topics, part of

23

them the Old Testarrent from the Bible so they do contain a

24

glirrpse of vIDO wrote the Bible.

25

not central to the case.

He chose to camrit the crirres, he chose to
Why he did it that's just background

The writings in these scrolls are

They're

It's just background, it's

There's not going to be a quiz on

Sheila Wesley
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1

0

the Dead Sea Scrolls and it's not what you're deciding.
Scholars nay agree on certain things about the

2
3
-

---

Dead Sea Scrolls and they disagree about things about the

- ---

4

scrolls and that's as you would expect.
They're theorizing, crnpulatir:g about things that

5
6 !

were written and done thousands of years ago.
So many things about the scrolls are unsure but

7

8

one thing is sure the evidence you'll hear is not going to

9

solve anything about the Dead Sea Scrolls.

10

to solve whose theory is right or wrong.
The evidence will prove that the defendant did

11

)

12

what he did notivated because of this.

13

a srrart

14

He's has a Bachelor's, he has a Ph. D. fran Harvard in

15

canparative literature.

16

University, NYU.

17

who teaches at the University of Chicago, Dr. Norrran Golb.

18

\

\
)

,j

It's not going

I1BI1,

he's well educated.

And the defendant is

He has rrultiple degrees.

He has a law degree fran New York

He is the son of a university professor

Now Dr. Golb spent a good part of his academic

19

career studying who wrote the scrolls and he has theories

20

about it that he believes and there is a particular theory

21

that he charrpions but the defendant and his father, they're

22

not the only people with their own opinions on the Dead Sea

23

Scrolls, other people have developed theories or subscribed

24

to theories.

25

study this.

People around the United States and the world
Not only do they study the scrolls, they
Sheila Wesley
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1

studied the places near where they were fawrl QLrrnran.

2

Now in a nutshell the difference is this between

3

What the defendant and his father subscribe to and to What

4

sare other people in the camu.mity believes about the

5

scrolls.
Now 1lBIlY believe that the scrolls were rraintained

6

1

7

but not necessarily all written by the people who lived at

8

this settlement at QLrrnran near the caves where the scrolls

9

were fawrl.

And the defendant and his father they have a

10

different theory , they believe the scrolls were hidden in

11

the caves by people who were fleeing Jerusalem and that

12

those people fleeing who hid the scrolls, they did not live

13

at QLrrnran that site near the cave, they had nothing to do

14

with that site.

15

the defendant does not like the fact that rrany in the

16

academic world does not agree with his father or they don't

17

acknowledge his father's theory properly or perhaps he feels

18

they misstate his father's theory or they don' t give his

19

father the credit his father deserves for developing that

20

theory.

21

So that's the difference in a nutshell and

Now that's his IIDtivation to the crirres of the

22

campaign of impersonation and harassrrent by this defendant

23

using the internet designed to steal identity of other

24

professors and academics, to destroy their reputation and

25

careers, cause them alarm, fear, provoke them.
Sheila Wesley
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1

He didn't sirrply go online to express his opinion

2

or to disagree with others, he took it to another level and

3

the internet rrakes it easy to do that tcday.

4

these types of things 'Nhile hiding behind a catputer and, in

5

fact, the defendant did this fran behind a catputer at that

6

New York University library, the Bobst Library.

7

library he had access to because he is a graduate to it and

8

he donated to an alurmi fund.

enough.

11

though he tried to conceal his acts, the proof will reveal

12

that he did it beyond a reasonable doubt.
So this really is a pretty sirrple case and it may

14

have an interesting background to the ancient Dead Sea

15

Scrolls, the crirres were ccrrmitted through a very m:rlern

16

rrethod through corrputers and internet.

17

We had to track him through cyberspace to prove

18

that he's the one who did it but aside fran these backdrops,

19

it's a sirrple case, the defendant irrpersonated people, he

20

harassed people.

21

internet is the how, but the what is sirrple, irrpersonation,

22

identity theft, forgery of e-mails and harassment, all done

23

using the New York University crnputers in violation of

24

their te:rms of use.

\

)

'The proof will reveal that the defendant even

10

13

\

It's a

So as srrart as he is, you'll hear he was not srm.rt

9

I

You could do

25

'The Dead Sea Scrolls is the why, the

'The Grand Jury charged the defendant with 51

Sheila Wesley
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1

separate C01.ll1ts and nost of the C01.ll1ts are based upon

2

specific acts of irrpersonating conduct.

3

in the narre of sareone else, he sent an e-rrail fran that

4

e-rrail aCC01.ll1t pretending to be sareone else.

5

irrpersonated five people who were irwolved either directly

6

or indirectly with the Dead Sea Scrolls.

7

He opened an e-rrail

He

As to one victim, Dr. Schiffman, the defendant's

8

identity theft went into a whole broader range with a

9

continuing scherre.

So sane of the C01.ll1ts are a straight

10

act, he did it on a particular day.

11

scherre and Dr. lawrence Schiffrran were one of the five

12

people who was irrpersonated by the defendant.

13

harassed by the defendant.

14

Judaic studies at New York university.

15

in the field of the Dead Sea Scrolls and he's chairrran of

16

Hebrew and Judaic studies.

17

Sane are of a broader

He was also

He's a professor of Hebrew and
He is a lead scholar

In early August 2007, the testimony will show that

18

the defendant opened an e-rrail account at larry dot

19

Schiffman at gmail dot can, he cbtained the e-rrails of

20

Dr. Schiffman's students, colleagues, deans, associates, the

21

president and he sent e-rrails fran this e-rrail account

22

pretending to be Dr. Schiffman and supposedly confessing to

23

plagiarism and supposing to plagiarized Dr. Norrran Golb, the

24

defendant's father, and this was coupled with a broader

25

scherre to smear and attack Dr. Schiffman fran other e-rrail
Sheila Wesley
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1

accounts that the defendant created sending accusations

2

against Dr. Schiffuan and fran blcgs the defendant created.

The defendant was not simply content with creating

3
4

an individual act of impersonation.

5

schetres.

6

he attempted to ccmnit a separate one.

7

He had two broader

He ccmnitted identity theft of Dr. Schiffuan while

One was the defendant I s schetre to influence The

8

Jewish Museun.

9

east side of Manhattan and they were putting tcgether an

The Jewish Museum is a museum on the upper

10

exhibit on the Dead Sea Scrolls and Dr. schiffuan was

11

scheduled to speak at that and that exhibit was started in

12

September of 2008.

13

In July of 2007 the defendant becaIre fixated on

14

this exhibit and Dr. schiffuan was scheduled to speak at it

15

but the defendant I S father was not scheduled to speak there.

16

So the defendant I s plan was to get the museum to drop

17

Dr. Schiffuan as a speaker and add his father and thus his

18

elaborate scherre of deception was hatched, the

19

impersonation, the false confession of plagiarism,

20

pretending to be fran Dr. Schiffuan and the false ccmplaints

21

fran other avenues to NYU.

22

And, second, the defendant with these false

23

confessions and the impersonation and the false accusations

24

were designed to falsify the records of New York University

25

to generate an inquiry and a reaction based upon false
Sheila Wesley
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1

premises and all of this conduct against Dr. SchiffrrBn it

2

was also part of the defendant's scheme to harass

3

Dr. SchiffrrBn, evasive conduct that went into the realm of

4

criminal.

5

The defendant has irrpersc:mated Dr. Frank Cross,

6

another leading scholar in the field of the Dead Sea

7

Scrolls.

8

emeritus rreaning retired in good standing.

9

I)

He is a professor emeritus at the university.

An

You're not going to hear frcm Dr. Frank Cross

10

directly but you' 11 hear frcm his daughter Ellen Gindele and

11

you'll hear frcm his fo:orer student Dr. Sidnie Crawford who

12

also studied the Dead Sea Scrolls.
You'll hear that Dr. Cross is unable to attend due

13

14

to his poor health but that he would not have opened these

15

e-mail accounts, that he was not in the location where these

16

e-mails were opened, the Bobst Library in Manhattan, and

17

that he would not have given the defendant pe:rmission to

18

open these e-mail accounts in his name or to send e-mails in

19

his name and the defendant did send an e-mail in the name of

20

Dr. Frank Cross attacking another scholar in the field or

21

related field.

22

The defendant also irrpersc:mated Dr. Jonathan

23

Seidel.

He's a Rabbi and professor in Oregon.

24

and taught the Dead Sea Scrolls but that's not really his

25

primary area of study and frcm this irrpersonating e-mail
Sheila Wesley
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1

account the defendant sent e-mails attempting to stir up

2

controversy and also draw another victim into a dispute.

3

The defendant assumed the identity of Dr. Jeffrey

--------j----------

Gillson.

5

a Dead Sea Scrolls specialist but he is active on some

6

internet forums and he is of the misfortune to draw the

7

anger of one of the defendant's online aliases and because

8

of that, the defendant opened up an e-mail account

9

irrpersanating Dr. Gillson.

10

;

~~-~~

4

He's a professor of religion in Chicago.

He's not

Dr. Stephen Goranson was another victim of the

11

defendant's irrpersanation and also harassment.

12

works at Duke University.

13

has a Ph.D. in them or slightly related field and he also

14

had the misfortune to weigh in online against one of the

15

defendant's aliases.

16

defendant created an e-mail account in the name of

17

Dr. Goranson, didn't actually send any e-mails fran that

18

account but he did use Dr. Goranson's name to open other

19

alias accounts including accounts related to nine

20

harassments and irrpersonatians of Dr. SchiffrrBn in trying to

21

insert Dr. Goranson onto online disputes.

22

Dr. Goranson

He studied the Dead Sea Scrolls,

So the evidence will show the

Another victim is Dr. Robert cargill who is the

23

victim of the defendant's harassment going fran 2007 to

24

2009.

25

when he was working on his Ph.D. and he was Mr. Cargill and

Dr. cargill is fran California.

Sheila Wesley
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1

the defendant sought to prevent him fran getting his Ph.D.

2

and i f you want a career in the academic field without your

3

Ph. D. it's pretty rruch impossible to have such a career so

4

the defendant anonyrrously attacked Dr. Cargill's work using

5

anonyrrous e-rrail accounts and harassed him as you will hear

6

fran Dr. Cargill.

- --- -------

In addition to being a victim of a long standing

7
8

harassment, he's a pretty tenacious internet suit and

9

through these years of being harassed through anonyrrous

10

people, he worked to find out who those people or persons

11

were.

12

/)

13

each of five e-rrail accounts in the narre of actual people

14

and in so doing, carmitted offenses of Identity Theft in the

15

Third Degree and Criminal Irrpersonation in the Second

16

Degree.

17

The Grand Jury also charged the defendant with 34

18

counts related to the e-rrailing fran sare of these e-rrail

19

accounts often irrpersonating e-rrails .

20

was fran the Lrr:ry D. Schiffrran account that is charged and

21

for that he is charged with Identity Theft in the Third

22

Degree, Criminal Irrpersonation, and Forgery.

23

)

The evidence will show that the defendant opened

Five of these e-rrails

One count for each e-rrail or it's three separate

24

counts for each e-rrail under different but equally

25

applicable theory.
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He sent one e-rrail fran the Frank dot Cross

1
2

irrpersonating account that are charged by the Grand Jury and

3

four e-rrails fram the Seidel dot Jonathan irrpersonating

4

account and then there's three counts of harassrrent charged

5

by the Grand Jury, one count for each victim of harassrrent.

----------

The Grand Jury also charged the defendant with

6
7

unauthorized use of the New York University canputers.

8

evidence will prove the defendant used these canputers at

9

NYU to carrnit criminal acts.

He used the NYU canputers so

10

the act could not be traced directly to him or so he

11

thought.

12

The

He had his own canputer at hare, he had his own

13

internet service at hare but the defendant used the NYU

14

canputers in Manhattan to carrnit the criminal acts and that

15

was in violation of NYU canputer use policies.

16

So that's What we'll prove.

Here is how we' 11

17

prove it and I'm going to do my best to present this in a

18

logical forrrat, however, saretimes things rray care out of

19

order and in order to prove What the defendant did to your

20

satisfaction and beyond a reasonable doubt we have a good

21

nurriber of witnesses, many of them are fram out of state,

22

sare of them are fram clear across the country such as

23

california and Oregon, travel and lodging arrangerrents had

24

to be rrade well in advance.

25

representatives whose crnpanies had to be subpoenaed well in

Sare witnesses are business
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advance, and there is no way to predict with certainty how

2

quickly or slowly things will go.

3

continue to do our best to give it to you logically and

So we did our best, we'll

-----

4

pranptly but we' 11 also, rreeting our obligation to prove

5

these charges to your satisfaction and prove that the

6

defendant did these things, because he did take great pains

7

to hide himself.

8
9

()

You'll hear fran the victims that the defendant
did not have permission to impersonate them or to assume
'They'll provide sore background, too.

10

their identities.

11

You'll hear about the effect of the defendant's

12

impersonation and harassrrent.

13

result of the fake confession and the false allegation.

14

You'll hear the defendant did not have permission to use the

15

NYU computers in violation of their terms of use policy and

16

because of the defendant's efforts to conceal his identity,

17

because of my burden to prove it was him that did these

18

things, you'll hear evidence that links the crirres to him.

19

Sore of this evidence is voluminous or technical

You'll hear what NYU did as a

20

but it will be surrrrarized and broken dovm. to you.

21

going to be a lot of e-rrails, a few e-rrails that the

22

defendant sent oonstitutes specific crirres that are charged

23

by the Grand Jury and that you' 11 be considering in your

24

deliberations.

25

It's

Many e-rrails help prove the pattern of harassrrent.
Sheila Wesley
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1

Many e-mails help prove the defendant's identity and the

2

defendant's ITOtive.

3

prove What the defendant did.

4

All of these e-mails are necessary to

It's going to be a lot of internet protocol

5

addresses which help shows the defendant accessing the

6

e-mail accounts.

7

establish that it was the defendant that carrnitted these

8

crirres despite the defendant's best efforts to conceal his

9

identity.

10

There will be other records that help

Not every witness will be exciting.

You'll hear

11

from business representatives who will testify that certain

12

records from their ccnpany were made and kept in the

13

ordinary course of business, that's in order to rreet the

14

proper legal criteria to admit the records into evidence.

15

It is my legal burden to call these witnesses in order to

16

get these records admitted into evidence in order to prove

17

it was the defendant that did these things.

18

You'll hear about the search warrant conducted at

19

the defendant's residence located at 206 Thompson Street

20

apartrrent 12, county of New York, Manhattan, a couple blocks

21

away from the Bobst Library.

22

help show it was the defendant who was the one who used the

23

NYU library and their caq;luters to carrnit the crirres.

24
25

Sore of the evidence recovered

You'll hear about the analysis of the defendant's
caq;lUter from his hone and rerrember the evidence will show
Sheila Wesley
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1

the defendant never used his herre carputers to impersonate

2

anyone.

3

activities and to hide his tracks but there will be enough

He used the NYU carputers for the trost egregious

----------~--------

4

fran his hare cmputers to assist you in determining it is

5

the defendant who carmi. tted these acts i that the defendant

6

knew these acts were criminal; that the defendant also used

7

his herre carputer to engage in conduct that was connected to

8

his schemes but never directly to impersonate anyone.

9

You'll hear abcut the defendant's two statements

10

to law enforcement.

First statement was serre pedigree

11

inforrration which was written down.

12

recorded statement.

13

statement that the defendant rrade.

14

hours long and the defendant denies impersonating anyone, he

15

denies harassing anyone, he denies that he opened the I..an:y

16

dot Schiffm:m at grrail account, he denies he sent e-rrails

l7

fran that account, he denies impersonating Dr. GJranson, and

18

thus his denial was a continuation of his deceit and

19

continuing acknowleclgrrent he had stepped over the line and

20

into criminal conduct.

21

deception and the statement, it does help prove his case.

22

It helps prove the defendant did these acts, why he did it,

23

and that he knew that they were wrong and you'll be able to

24

view his video statement and view his responses and judge

25

for yourself.

Second was a video

You'll get to see the video recorded
It's just under two

But despite the denials and
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1

You'll see e-rrails and blog-s and e-rrails.

You rray

2

not see every one of them because this trial has to end sare

3

tirre, it cannot go on into infinity, but you're going to see

4

enough e-rrails.

5

see analysis of the evidence, you'll see full proof that the

6

person doing this, the person irrpersonating victims through

7

cyberspace, the person harassing victims through cyberspace

8

was the defendant.

You're going to see blog-s, you're going to

9

The evidence will also show a disturbing pattern

10

of conduct the defendant devoted hundreds i f not thousands

11

of hours to his plan using dozens and in fact over 70 e-rrail

12

accounts hiding and concealing his identity and you'll see

13

enough of vihat the defendant did to understand that it was

14

so alarming to be on the receiving end of this conduct.
ladies and gentlerreI1, use your CamDnsense, use

15
16

your experience, listen to the evidence.

17

has all been presented, I'll have one last chance to address

18

you, at that tirre I'll ask you to peel away any of the

19

irrelevant or the distractions that saretirres creep up

20

during the trial, I'll ask you to judge the testirrony

21

fairly, I'll ask you to rely on your camDnsense, I'll ask

22

you to find that the People have proved their case beyond a

23

reasonable doubt as to each count and I'll ask you to render

24

a verdict of guilty as to each of the crirres charged.

25

you.
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1

of Jerusalem in 70, and he said that in Ein Gedi there are

2

people their called the Essenes.

'-,-"

Ein Gedi that is a city on the southern end of the Dead

3

-----

Sea, it's a place everyone goes swirrming on a tourist trip to

5

Israel.
THE CDURT:

6

7

information.

8

Q

9

11

We're getting a little bit toe much

Is it fair to say that most people believe it was

Essenes that

10

MR. BREI'IBART:
question.

12

')
"

----

4

Obj ect to the fODll of the

This is a leading question.
THE CDURT:

You rray answer the question.

If you

13

got the question.

14

A

15

Q

IVbst scholars do believe in the Essenes hypothesis.
. ?
Which lS.

16

A

Which is that the people vvho lived at Qumran collected

'

\

17

the scrolls, wrote the sectarian ones because not all of them

18

are sectarians were the group Josephfus calls the Essenes.

19

Q

And Voihat is your theory?

20

A

Well I disagree with this theory not totally.

I've

21

agreed that there was a sect at Qumran and that this sect

22

gathered the nBI1uscript but in my opinion the sectarian group

23

started out through a split in the Sadducees priestly sect that

24

toek place after the Maccabees basically toek over the temple.

25

This is the Hanukkah story, right.

In 164 B.C. there was this
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1

2

Q

And so you got to look at the e-rrails, correct?

3

A

Yes.

4

Q

Did these e-rrailscare fran an e':'rrail accOllnt with the

5

(

)

narre sounding like yours?

6

A

7

them.

Yes, they carre fran accounts with my narre on the top of

8

Q

And did these narres direct the recipients to blogs?

9

A

In most cases, yes.

10

MR. BREI'IBART:

11

THE CDURT:

Objection.

Overruled..

12

Q

can you describe generally these e-rrails that you saw?

13

A

The llEssage of the e-rrails that were written in my narre

14

that I saw was that I was admitting to be a plagiarist and

15

asking the recipient to help to caver it up.

16

17

)

asked. llE about e-rrails they had received.

Q

And who were these e-rrails accusing you of

plagiarizing?

18

A

Who were -- I don't understand the question, I'm sorry.

19

Q

They accused. you of plagiarizing?

20

A

Yes, they accused. llE of plagiarizing Professor

21

Golb.

NOrrrBIl

22

Q

Do you know Dr. NOrrrBIl Golb?

23

A

Yes.

24

Q

And hovv do you know him?

25

A

I know him from scholarly conferences for many years
Sheila Wesley
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1

and we actually spent sare vexy pleasant tine with him and his

2

wife in Poland at a conference When my wife was there and we

3

actually did sare site seeing and other things together in the

4

eighties.

5

Q

6

And prior to this incident, how would you characterize

your relationship with Dr. NortlBD Golb?

7

I never had any negative experience with NortlBD Golb

A

8

and I thought my relationship was one of we don't agree arout

9

anything and we've argued arout that at conferences but that's

10
11

12

it.
And prior to this incident, did you know the defendant

Q

Raphael Golb?

13

A

No.

14

Q

Could you just generally describe the effect of these

15
16
17

e-mails and blogs?
A

Well, what happened was that -- first of all, sare of

my colleagues wanted to know what this was about.

18

MR. BREITBART:

19

THE COURT:

20
21

Objection.

Overruled.

And second of all, the university according to its

A

rules and regulations instituted a full investigation into ne.

And these e-mails was it a one tine thing or did they

22

Q

23

continue?

24

A

'They continued.

25

Q

And aside from the e-mails from an e-mail account Larry
Sheila Wesley
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1

A

Yes.
fv'lR. BANDLER.:

3

fv'lR. BREITBART:

4

Judge, I don 1 t have any obj ection

to this piece.

5

THE CDURT:

6

fv'lR. BANDLER.:

7

10-F in evidence.
And l'd like to display it, the

electronic version.

8

I

I ll'OVe 10-F into evidence.

2

(Displayed. )

9

Q

So, Dr. Schiffman, what lS 10-F?

10

A

Well, 10-F is an e-lTB.il that one of these grad students

11

sent to rre at that phony address not krJa..ving that it was not my

12

address and to the other three students giving essentially his

13

evaluation of the docurrents that actually follows which is the

14

one that was referred to in that other e-lTB.il where it gave the

15

http address and he gives his opinion of that.

16

Q

Now, I want to scroll down a little on that docurrent

17

and towards a little further down I see he 1 s pasted scrrething

18

about plagiarism and the Dead Sea Scrolls, "Did NYU professor

19

snitch Clricago historian 1 s work?"
You visited the blog site?

20
21

A

Yes.

22

Q

And does that appear to be close to what was on the

23

blog site on or about that tirre?

24

A

Yes.

25

Q

So did Cory say anything about Why he pasted the blog
Sheila Wesley
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1

see so far away for the jurors, it might be a gc:x:x:l idea to

2

read these things to the jury.

3

THE CDURT:

4

Would you proceed, please.

Thanks for the suggestion.

5

Q

So 10-1 has what date on it?

6

A

Tuesday, 5, August 2008.

7

Q

And approxirrately how rrany people was it sent to?

8

A

Well, it's the whole departrrent, you can COlIDt it.

9

Q

I'm going to withdraw it.

10

A

I guess it's about fifteen people.

11

Q

And who are sare of the people that it was sent to, if

12

you recognize the people?
A

13

14

NYU.

Well, Ronald zweig, Hasia Diner of our departrrent at
I can keep reading but every rrember of the departrrent.

15

Q

Every rrernber of your departrrent?

16

A

I believe every faculty rrember including post docs is

17

18
19

on this list.
Q

And this VJOUld be people in the departrrent that you're

the chair of?

20

A

Correct.

21

Q

And if you could just read the text of the e-rrail,

22
23

please.
A

Yes.

"Dear Colleagues, apparently, sareone is intent

24

on exposing a minor failing of mine that dates back allIDst

25

fifteen years ago. Every effort must be rrade to prevent this
Sheila Wesley
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--------

Q.

If an allegation of misconduct is brought to the

Provost's attention, what is he supposed to do?

3

A.

Have it investigated.

4

Q.

And does webling

5

(phonetic),

public blog we have talked about,

6

A.

Yes.

7

Q.

Now,

8

is that now the

4-B-3?

if I can have you look at Exhibit 10-M.

(Witness complies.)

9

Q.

Do you recognize lO-M?

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

How do you recognize it?

12

A.

This was forwarded to me by Dean Stimpson.

13

Q.

Is that a fair and accurate depiction of the

14
15

e-mail that Dean Stimpson forwarded to you?
A.

Yes.

16
17

MR.

BANDLER:

I move that into evidence,

Your Honor.

18

THE COURT:

19

(People's Exhibit 10M was received in

20

evidence .)

21
22
23

Q.

In evidence.

If we can display 10M.

So could you read that

for the jury.
A.

Yes.

Dear,

Dean Stimpson,

I would like to know

24

what action I can take to counter charges of plagiarism

25

that have been raised against me.

A-355
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1

is intending on exposing conduct of mine that dates back

2

almost 15 years ago.

3

Dr.

It is true that I

should have cited

Golb's articles when using his arguments and it is

-----~I----~---~------

--- --------

-

--

-- -- - ----- - - - -

4

true that I misrepresented his ideas.

5

simply the politics of Dead Sea Scrolls studies.

6

had given credit to this man,

7

from conferences around the world.

8

concerned that this affair may come to students

9

attention. My career is at stake.

10

understand.

11

Schiffman, professor.

But this is

If I

I would have been band
I am especially

I hope you will

And then there is a website and Lawrence

12

Q.

Do you have any idea what this person meant by --

13

A.

Well,

14

Q.

What does he mean by misrepresented his idea,

15
16

he accuses me of plagiarism.
if

you know?
A.

I

know from reading the blogs and also from the
They assert,

whoever wrote them,

that

17

blogs basically.

18

I purposely did not use certain articles,

19

certain articles of Professor Golb from which I took

20

ideas without giving him credit and furthermore

21

purposely falsely described the theory in order to say

22

it was false and then claim the ideas as my own.

two not cite

23

Q.

Is there any truth to those allegations?

24

A.

Yes.

25

Q.

Why is that?

A-356
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1

A.

In the first place,

2

to the book -- firstly,

3

the Dead Sea Scrolls,

when they refer specifically

they refer to my book,

reclaim

so they assert that I made use of

- - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - _ · · · · -------

4

articles that are not in the biography.

In fact,

my

5

files,

6

that period,

7

did not read those articles;

8

those articles.

9

ideas that they refer to were all common place in the

which I have all the copies of the articles from
did not have those articles and,
therefore,

Second of all,

I

in fact,

could not use

the specific terms and

10

field,

11

in different sources beforehand.

12

reason why the claim was not true.

13

term plagiarism has certain specific meanings that are

14

irrelevant to the discussion.

15

have been deserted by all kinds of other people

Q.

Now,

So that's a second
Third of all,

the

the accusation about supposed plagiarism and

16

supposed misrepresentation accuse you of having done it

17

when,

18

A.

recently?
No,

no,

it is an accusation.

This was done when

19

I published the article,

the exact date,

I don't

20

remember,

21

repeated in the book.

22

published an article in a volume edited by Hershel

23

Shanks,

24

biblical archaeology review some years before it ended

25

up in the book.

which is the first time they assert and then
Reclaiming would be when I

and that article had appeared originally in

They are asserting from the article to

A-357
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1

the collective work of Hershel Shanks to the book by me

2

reclaiming the Dead Sea Scrolls in all the works I

3

done this.

4

Q.

Approximately what year?

5

A.

Talking about

6

Q.

If I

7

'90s,

had

the early '90s.

could direct your attention to ION.

Do you

recognize that.

8

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

What do you recognize that to be?

10

A.

Well,

this is an e-mail which has copies sent or

11

was sent to the Washington Square News which is the NYU

12

newspaper.

13

Q.

Did they ever put that on-line?

14

A.

Yes,

they put this and some other materials which

15

I don't know how they got on-line regarding this entire

16

affair.

17
18
19

Q.

Is ION a fair and accurate depiction of what you

saw on-line?
A.

Yes.

20

MR.

BANDLER:

21

MR.

BREIBART:

22

(People's Exhibit ION was received in

23

evidence. )

24

MR.

25

BANDLER:

jury.

A-358

I move ION into evidence.
No objection.

If we can display ION for the
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1
2
3

Q.

So this is from the Larry dot Schiffman dot

g-mail account?
A.

It's to editor at NYU news dot com university at

-----~-I-----~-------

- -------

4

NYU new dot com, managing at NYU news dot come,

5

at NYU news dot com and editorial at NYU news dot com.

6

Q.

Those belong to who?

7

A.

Well,

8

I can't say.

campus

I only know one thing,

this

was posted at Washington Square News.

9

Q.

Could you read the first two lines?

10

A.

The following is self-explanatory.

I must ask

11

you not to publish a word about this in the Washington

12

Square News,

13

Lawrence Schiffman.

should it be brought to your attention.

14

Q.

What e-mail is forwarded?

15

A.

It's from Larry dot Schiffman at g-mail dot com.

16

Q.

Is this person forwarding an e-mail?

17

A.

Forwarding an e-mail for which I could not see an

18

address.

19

Q.

20

It is the e-mail addressed to Dean Stimpson.

If you could look at 10-0 for identification.

Did

you ever see that e-mail?

21

A.

Yes.

22

Q.

And is 10-0 a fair and accurate depiction of an

23
24
25

e-mail you eventually saw?
A.

Yes.
MR. BANDLER:

A-359

I move 10-0 into evidence.
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1

Norman Golb and other people.

2

whether the sentences selected were fair representations

3

of the theories of scholars whose work was being put on

4

a wall with

5

quotation and I informed them I thought it was very

6

fair.

7

Q.

8

Scrolls?

9

A.

On that one question.

10

Q.

Was there any fees paid to you for your work --

11

A.

I don't know if you call it a fee.

lett~ilng:

They wanted to know

I read over the lIsts of

-----

You were kind of a consultant on the Dead Sea

I expected I

12

was doing them a favor because it took me ten minutes,

13

but I did receive a $500 check with thanks.

14

Q.

That was for what part of the service?

15

A.

For helping them on the one issue.

16

Q.

How about speaking?

17

A.

Speaking,

18

$650.

19

Q.

How much do you get for speaking normally?

20

A.

I normally get about -- let's put it this way,

21

I got on honorarium, pre-arranged,

of

1,200 to 1,500 for a lecture like that.

22

Q.

And why did you get less?

23

A.

Two aspects to this.

I and a number of other

24

people feel that when there is an exhibit of scrolls run

25

by the antiquity authorities,

A-360

we owe it to them to work

.
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1

MR. BANDLER:

Actually,

PEOPLE--------------~

I would like to move

2

it into evidence if there is no objection so we can

3

discuss it.
MR-.-BXEIBART:

~

Can I

just read it?

5

(Pause in proceedings.)

6

MR. BREIBART:

7

THE COURT:

8

(People's Exhibit 16-H was received in

9

evidence.)

10
11

12
13

Okay.

MR. BANDLER:
Q.

No objection.

We can put 16-H up.

So just summarize for the jury what 16-H is

about.
A.

Well,

it begins by asking why my outrageous

14

misconduct has never been investigated, claiming I base

15

my career on the plagiarism and misrepresentation of

16

another scholar's work,

17

this information on wordpress named Larry Schiffman dot

18

wordpress dot com and then asks he would like them to

19

write back and tell him what they're doing about the

20

misconduct because it ignores NYU's code of academic

21

conduct.

22

refers to a blog which will give

After signing Peter Kaufman,

the writer

23

admits using an alias claiming his career at NYU could

24

be ruined if it became known that I finally had the

25

nerve to rat on Dr.

Schiffman concerning facts generally

A-361
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known for the past 15 years,

et cetera.

2

the way they were passed over in silence because of my

3

popularity.

It claims by

That's the bottom paragraph.

4

(Wherel..i-pon,

5

Wesley takes over the proceedings.)

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23

24
25

A-362
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1
2
3
4

e-mail address as oppose to some others.
Q

What is this person sending you the e-mail trying to

get you to do?
A

Well this person wants

Ire

to issue some type of

5

staterrent or response and this again is essentially a trap

6

because in internet vmat happens when you do that is you get

7

totally chop to pieces.

8

did something.

9

It's a way to get

MR. BREITBART:

10

evidence.

11

or language.

Ire

to admit that I

Judge, I obj ect .

'Ibis is opinion

He's not qualified as an expert in canputer lingo

12

THE COURT:

13

MR. BREITBART:

Sustained.
Thank you, Judge.

14

Q

Directing your attention to the second paragraph.

15

A

Yes.

16

Q

Mentions Jeffrey Gibson of Chicago.

If I could read

17

fran it, it says "If as I suspect the author of this outrageous

18

piece is Jeffrey Gibson of Chicago" -- and it's referring to by

19

outrageous piece that

20

believe is exhibit 40-B-3.

naN

public blog rrentioned there Which I

21

"So if as I suspect the author of this outrageous piece

22

is Jeffrey Gibson of Chicago, then you are dealing with an agent

23

provcx:::ateur driven by his

24

rrotivation is hatred of Golb and whose aim is sirrply to stir

25

further resentrrent arrong scholars prior to this case."

0A1Il

academic failure whose basic
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1

MR. BREIBART:

2

THE COURT:

3

MR. BANDLER:

4

PEOPLE------~------~

No objection.

Okay.
I will put triple D up.

That's

from what date?

5

A.

This is February 20, 2009.

6

Q.

And 16-E-E-E, do you know if that ever came to

7
8

you.
A.

Yes,

I don't believe I've seen this either.

MR. BANDLER:

9

Defense counsel will stipulate.

10

MR. BREIBART:

11

THE COURT:

12

MR. BANDLER:

No objection.

Okay.
I'll put triple E up.

13

Q.

16-F-F-F, do you know if that ever came to you?

14

A.

I think not.

MR. BANDLER:

15
16

stipulate.
MR. BREIBART:

17
18
19

If defense counsel will

Q.

No objection.

Do you recall about how many blogs came about you

or mentioning your name?

20

A.

21

long.

22

Q.

SO I'd like to hand you --

23

A.

I think the list was about 25 that I identified

24
25

I don't have a real number,

but it's very, very

and I imagine that I don't know all of them.

Q.

I will hand you 40-A-7?
YVETTE PACHECO - SENIOR COURT
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e-mail?

2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

If we can scroll down to the bottom of page one,

Just looking through it again.

4

and little lower,

5

dot blog spot dot com,

6

internet you found it?

so the web address,

Larry Schiffman

is that generally where in the

7

A.

Well,

S

Q.

If we could go to the bottom of page eight.

9

J

PEOPLE--------------~

It's not mine.

I certainly don't have it.

says posted by Larry Schiffman.

You didn't post it?

10

A.

No, of course not.

11

Q.

If we can go to Exhibit 40-A-S.

12

tha t?

13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

Where do you recognize that from?

15

A.

Basically the same short version of the same

16
17
IS

It

Do you recognize

thing.

Q.

Is that from website plagiarism hyphen Schiffman

dot blog spot?

19

A.

Yes.

20

Q.

Is 40-S-A generally a fair and accurate depiction

21
22

of the blog you viewed on-line?

A.

Yes.

23

MR. BANDLER:

I move 40-A-8 into evidence.

24

MR. BREIBART:

25

(People's Exhibit 40-A-S was received in

No objection.
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1
2

Q.

You said you think he's still teaching.

A.

Well,

4

Q.

Go to 40-C-16.

5

A.

Well,

I

know two years ago he was still teaching.
Do you recognize that?

I recognize the text, but not this blog.

If defense counsel would

MR. BANDLER:

6

stipulate, I'll put it up.

8

Q.

9

from?

10

A.

In the meantime, where do you recognize the text

It's a repeat of some texts that you asked me

11

about previously, which I referred to on various

12

e-mails,

13

Q.

14

copies of which I

did receive.

And you never opened up a blog Larry Schiffman

dot word press?

15

A.

No.

16

Q.

Did you give anyone permission to do so?

17

A.

No.

MR. BREIBART:

18
19

If counsel will stipulate to

40-C-16.
THE COURT:

20
21

You are

not a hundred percent sure of that?

3

7

PEOPLE--------------~

Q.

Okay.

It says charges of impropriety resurface.

22

implies that they surfaced once before,

23

accurate?

24

A.

I don't think it is.

25

Q.

Now,

That

is that

please explain.
YVETTE PACHECO - SENIOR COURT
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1

A.

Yes.

2

Q.

It links to one of the blogs we talked about?

3

A.

Yes.

4

r.-C-don't- think I've asked you,

5

6

)

PEOPLE--------------~

Cohn

who is Risa Le-vi tt

(phonetic)?

A.

Risa Levitt Cohn is a person who teaches at the

7

University of California in San Diego.

She was selected

8

by the museum,

9

curate the Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit they held there.

the exact name I don't remember,

to

10

She was subsequently selected to curate the North

11

Carolina exhibit and in Toronto and will be curating an

12

exhibit in New York,

13

from now.

14

Q.

which will open in about a year

Let me ask you about plagiarism,

15

accusations.

16

serious?

17

A.

and plagiarism

Is an accusation against your field

Very serious.

If you are caught plagiarizing,

18

you would be thrown out of your tenure position,

19

career,

job,

income.

20

Q.

Why is that so serious?

21

A.

Plagiarism in universities where people exchange

22

ideas creates a situation where people would be afraid

23

to exchange ideas. Let's say a grad student doesn't give

24

about paper because someone at the conference will

25

publish your ideas under your name,

even though that's

YVETTE PACHECO - SENIOR COURT
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2

3

PEOPLE----------------~

supposedly plagiarized Dr. Golb during what time period?

A.

Essentially, they start with materials published

in the late

'80s.

4

Q-.-ju-st explain again why the accusations are false?

5

A.

The thing is that first of all,

it is very

6

important to emphasize that my views on the whole

7

subject are totally different than Professor Golb.

8

the things they we agree are coming from a Judaic

9

studies background. He comes from the point of view of

Now,

10

Cairo Geniza.

11

collection of manuscripts found in Cairo in the late

12

19-Century which are like is the Dead Sea Scrolls in

13

their bombshell importance for the history of Judaism,

14

but mostly a later period, mostly a later period because

15

most material pertains to the middle ages.

16

that collection several texts found in the Dead Sea

17

Scrolls in a excellent manuscript.

18

research on Cairo Geniza.

19

the Dead Sea Scrolls, but similar.

20

manuscript corpora and both come from the Judaic study

21

tradition. There are certain things which are either

22

part of the tradition or published by people before us

23

or common knowledge we share and certain terms used in

24

the field,

25

something that claim were plagiarized from Dr. Golb, but

I will explain what that is.

It's a

There are in

Dr. Golb did a lot of

I did less, much less than
Both deal with the

like wide-ranging approaches to Judaism or
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1

A

Absolutely.

2

Q

And with Dr. Wise being a protege of Dr. Golli, would

3

that reflect pearly upon Dr. Golli?

4

A

Not necessarily.

5

Q

Could you tell the jUIY this irrpersonation of you that

6

occurred over a pericd of tirre, the false accusations of

7

plagiarism, the false confessions of plagiarism, could you tell

8

the jUIY what effect this had upon you?

A

9
10

view.
Directly on rre I was basically sort of emotionally

11

(

I

)

I think the effect could be analyzed fran twc pcints of

12

frozen.

I began to see this thing growing and growing and

13

growing.

14

happening was that I was finding that in serre quarters I was

15

being isolated and if I nBY, I wculd like to give the wcrse

16

exarrple of that.

I had no idea what the irrpact is and what was

17

Q

Sure.

18

A

I sought to get help fran the legal departrrent of my

university where I had wcrked by then I guess for 37 years

19

0NI1

20

and I e-nBiled them and I asked them if they could do serrething

21

about getting this investigated and I got no answer so I decided

22

to call up and I got this stony thing, we're not talking to you,

23

which I realized rreant only one of twc things - - well, I'm not

24

allowed to say that -- I'm not allowed. to say what I think,

25

right?
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1

Okay, so the bottan line is, I can tell you hO\fJ I felt.

2

I felt that they basically they no longer trusted

3

were afraid that it might be true and, therefore, they didn't

4

want to get involved in helping

5

them and I was like alrrost, let's put it in a non clinical

6

depression.

-- - -- -- ---

Ire

and they

--

'Ibat' s about

Ire

and I couldn't even talk to

Ire.

The second thing is that my colleagues were being

7
8

bc:rnbarded with the stuff and it was spreading and spreading and

9

spreading and people were beginning to take it seriously and

10
11

when you see this stuff grCJVJing on internet and grO\fJing on
i

internet you start to realize, I rrean everything is going to go

12

down the tubes because enough false - - let's be honest - - enough

13

false accusations, people stay away fran you and I had the

14

feeling that I was to becerre one of these people who got off

15

fran serre terrilile allegation and in reality people just think

16

you did it.

17

So this was not, to put it mildly, a joke.

And I should say about the legal office the thing that

18

really panicked

19

with them on a possilile rrerger for the Center of Jewish

20

Histories which is between 16th and 17th Street near NYU, near

21

the university.

22

day and suddenly they were not talking to

23

they're doing an investigation of

24

provost for research doesn't knON what it

25

sock puppet and phony people don't exist, and I don't knO\fJ who

Ire

about the legal office was I had been working

People I was working with day after day after

Ire

Ire

and then I find out

and that the senior vice
ITeanS,
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the sentence, and you read it correctly.
Q.

Thank you.

Have you had an opportunity to review your

Grand Jury minutes before coming here to testify?
Ii---A.-.--No-.-

Q.

--- ~

There was some discussion here on your direct testimony

6

when you were asked questions by Mr. Bandler with regard to the

7

Dead Sea Scrolls and what you described as their liberation.

8

you recall that?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

What did you mean by the Dead Sea Scrolls were

11

liberated?

12

A.

Do

Well, I think that many people are aware that there was

13

a very long controversy because there was a certain team of

14

scholars that were appointed by the Jordanian government in the

15

early '50s to prepare for publication all of the stuff other

16

than the seven original scrolls, and a few scattered fragments.

17

But the basic piece of it, especially the material from K4.

18

this team was appointed, made up of groups of Christians --

19

basically two types of Christians, Protestants and Catholics.

20

They were appointed in Jordan, and they didn't do their job.

21

Q.

They did not?

22

A.

Did not do their job.

And

They published maybe 1/8th of

23

what they were supposed to do.

24

of what eventually -- they got eight volumes out and eventually

25

there were 40.

If they published eight volumes

They published out of the necessary 40 volumes
Kathleen
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1

that would eventually be published.

2

responsibility.

3

material.

169

They failed to complete the

But, they had a monopoly, and access the

And in beginning of 1989 and running through 1990,

- - - - - 4 - -there-was----ct-struggletoovertnrn this, which a generally
5

referred to the liberation of the scrolls, in which immense

6

pressure was put on those scholars and on the Israeli government

7

that had come to control them after taking East Jerusalem In

8

1967.

9

scrolls.

10
11

)

That's generally refered to the liberation of the

Q.

Who is responsibility for the liberation of the

scrolls?

12

A.

Many people.

Hershel Shanks who is a biblical --

13

Q.

Herhel?

14

A.

Hershel Shanks, H-e-r-s-h-e-l S-h-a-n-k-s, of the

15

Biblical Archeology Review made a very, very strong campaign in

16

this his journal which was very influential.

17

newspapers editorialized and many scholars worked both Israeli

18

and non-Israeli to push the Israeli government to interfere in

19

this issue.

20

copies and release them to the public, which lead to the Israeli

21

government declaring them totally open, and appointing a new

22

publication team that completed the task within some reasonable

23

amount of time.

And then, some scholars were able to get purloined

24

Q.

Have you ever heard the name William Moffett, sir?

25

A.

Yes.

\

)

And many

Kathleen Aimone, RPR
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1

Q.

3

A.

----~4-

This is not access.

-cou±d-buy-±n-a-book store.

5

Q.

Anyone could buy?

6

A.

Anyone.

7

This is published text anyone

25 percent of the text were published and in

the public domain.

8

Q.

What is the monopoly, sir?

9

A.

The monopoly refers to the group of scholars that did

10

not let people like me and Professor Golb see the unpublished

11

scrolls, which was a total of 75 percent of the total of the

12

material which was in the hands of this group that had been

13

appointed by the Jordanian government, who failed to publish it,

14

and wouldn't let anyone else see it.

15

Q.

Isn't it a fact, sir, you had access to these scrolls

16

during the entire period when they were controlled by the

17

monopoly?

18

A.

Absolutely not.

19

Q.

Not?

20

A.

Absolutely not.

I could, if you want, tell you

21

specifically those items that I ever saw before the publish

22

release you just described.

23

can tell you where I saw them.

24

texts.

25

Q.

I could listed items for you.

I

But it is a very small group of

Did there come a time, sir, when you indicated to the
Kathleen
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1

public at large that you had access to the scrolls because of

2

your political connections?

3

A.

I never had access to the scrolls, so I would doubt it,

- - - - - · 4 - -lli'tl::ess-I-referred to those specific few i terns which I did see

5
6

7
8

9

before the general release.
Q.

Did you use those scrolls or those pictures of scrolls

or those films of scrolls in teaching to the students at NYU?
A.

I only had copies.

You say film.

before the release of the -- public release.

We are talking about
Before the public

10

release, the only text I had that I could have used to teach

11

anybody was the MMT text.

12

NYU by its editor, Elisha Quimron, who distributed copies.

13

yes, I did share those copies with students who were present in

14

that seminar and took other seminars.

15

possession, although I was shown a total of one, two texts in

16

their entirety.

17

And that text was first brought to
And

I had no other text in my

Now, in order to make sure that I can't get attacked

18

later for lying or something, at lectures we were sometimes

19

given to look at by people in the monopoly the text they were

20

working on.

21

wi th anybody else.

But I never had those in my possession to share

22

Q.

Who was Roland de Vauz?

23

A.

Roland de Vaux, he is the archeologist who excavated

24

the Qumran in the '50s.

And he was first head of the

25

international team that controlled what eventually became the
Kathleen Aimone l RPR
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182

lecture with regard to Qumran and archeological digs?

2

A.

Yeah.

3

Q.

Did you talk about the digs, do you put them on the

- - - - - , 4 - -:i:nternet-?-5

A.

My lectures, some lectures of me, a small number of

6

items by me are on internet.

7

don't put things on the internet, but I have put on my website,

8

things that others put on it.

9

Q.

I don't usually -- I don't, I

Did your findings disagree with the findings of Magel

10

and Eshel?

11

A.

12

research.

13

published certain things, which I take into consideration.

14

have done this only recently.

15

think they have a different views of the site than I do.

16

that's what you are asking.

I am not an archeologist.

I don't do archeological

Magen and Eshel investigated the site, and have
They

But it's not a question, I mean I
If

17

Q.

Yes, that's exactly what I am asking.

18

A.

They have a different view of the site than I do, yes.

19

Q.

Did they spend a great deal more time at the site than

20

you did?

21

A.

Yes, of course.

22

Q.

Can you go to Qumran

23

A.

Of course.

24

Q.

25

A.

and make
Sorry.
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MR. BAt\lDLER:

1

Your Honor, I don't obj ect.

I think

having them in evidence --

2

THE CDURT:

3

We'll wait until the jill)' takes a

----------------

4

break buT 6'IWe should go a little bit longer.

5

Q

6

i

As a result of the activities that you described, the

bl039ing, the e-rrails and the like, did you suffer any econanic

7

loss?

8

A

I can't know that.

9

Q

Were you asked that question in the Grand Jill)'?

10

A

I think I said no because I have no derronstrative

11

Q

The first question was, were you asked that question in

12
13

the Grand Jill)', sir?
A

14

I think I've
THE COURT:

Sir, I think I've already told you

15

stop yelling at the witness.

16

directed --

17

MR. BREITBART:

18

THE COURT:

If you need the witness

Judge, I wasn't yelling.

I misapprehended.

I apologize.

If

19

you need the witness directed, ask re.

20

A

I think I said I suffered no loss.

21

Q

Would you re.P=at that?

22

A

I believe I said to the Grand Jill)' that I suffered no

23
24

25

loss and that was before I did my 2009 incare tax.
Q

Would it be fair to say that you swore in the Grand

Jill)' that you don't k:naN of an econanic loss?
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1
2

A

Yes, that's correct.

loss, that's correct.

I do not know of an econa:nic

That's what I said to you here.

3

Q

I'm sony?

4

A

That's what I rreant when I said when you asked Ire the

5

first question and I said I don't know that I have any loss

6

whatever.

7

Q

It's correct.
Did there ccrre a tiIre, sir, when you were asked

8

questions about when you felt that you should proffer to the

9

jury the fact that you have a life contract?

10

A

You lost Ire a little bit.

11

Q

Did there ccrre a tiIre where you felt you needed to

12

proffer to the Grand Jury that you have a life contract at the

13

university?

14

A

I just don't reneriber, it's possible.

I rrean I do have

15

tenure at the university which is essentially a life contract

16

because we have no retirerrent age unlike everyone else.

17

Q

Well, did you indicate, sir, that you just wanted to

18

point out and this is page 58 line 20.

19

THE COURT:

20

for asking about a prior inconsistent statement.

21
22

I'm sorry, sir, there is no foundation

MR. BREITBART:

This is to refresh his

recollection, your Honor.
THE COURT:

23
24

question.

25

Q

Excuse Ire, sir, you haven't asked a

Did you
Sheila Wesley
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Ask a question before you refer to

2

prior testirrony which is hearsay.

3

Q

4

Did you indicate to the Grand Jury, sir, that you have

a life contract at the university?

5

A

I don't rerrember, I could of.

6

Q

Did you indicate, sir, that if you were found guilty of

7

)

TIlE CDURT:

1

this offense, you'll be gone tarorrow?

8

A

Yes.

9

Q

Now, when you were testifying to the Grand Jury, did

10

you indicate, sir, that you would not be gone because of the

11

blogs but you would have been gone because you were found guilty

12

of the irrpropriety of plagiarism?

13

A

Of course.

14

Q

Were there benefits that you received as a result of

15
16

17

18
19

this series of disagreerrents that you had?
A

to the present affair or the ongoing debate about the scrolls?
Q

A

21

luck.

22

Q

24

25

I'm talking about the subj ect rratter about which we're

here today.

20

23

When you say "series of disagreerrent" you're referring

Absolutely not.

A benefit?

I got a benefit?

Gocd

We should all have benefits like that.
Well, were you asked this question and did you give

this answer in the Grand Jury fran page 59 line 9:
"QUESTION:

The Grand Juror is inquiring if you knovv of

any financial consequences to Norrran Gclb' s son due to the
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1

A

Yes.

2

Q

Ib you kn.oN how rreny people attended the Royal Ontario

3

A

No, I have no idea.

5

Q

Would the number 200,000 surprise you?

6

A

It wouldn't, no.

7

Q

How about the Raleigh Museum, did you do that one also?

8

A

Yes, I was there.

9

underpaid.

11

\

j

Museum?

4

10

)

BREITBART/DR. SGlIFFMAN

You're just proving that I got

You're proving that we don't get paid m::mey to give

lectures of the Dead Sea Scrolls.
Q

Well, you've indicated in other places, sir, that there

12

are inherent benefits for being at the scroll exhibits, aren't

13

there?

14

A

Of course.

15

Q

What are the benefits that you get?

16

A

Well, you get to present your ideas to an audience, you

17

get to see a nice exhibit, get a free trip to see a nice

18

exhibit, you get to present your ideas, and people kn.oN about

19

you and you rrBy get invited to

20

and you might nBke a couple bucks here or there for doing it

21

which is an honest activity.

SCl1'e

other lectures in the area

22

Q

You describe that as notoriety; is that right?

23

A

Well, you could, okay.

24

Q

You have is 1Ad1at I'm saying?

25

A

Okay, yes, I would, I think it's fine.

l
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1

Q

Did you speak there?

2

A

I spoke there.

3

operation in Kansas City but yes, I was there.

4

Q

Did that have sarething to do with the scrolls?

5

A

I don't knaN, you'll have to answer that.

6

THE COURT:

7

THE WI'INFSS:

8

You rrean her breaking her leg?
Yes, he'll have to answer 1Nhether it

was the Dead Sea Scrolls.

9

THE CDURT:

You knaN 1Nhat, I'm going to take a

10

break because I don't knON 1Nhat the relevance of all of this

11

is.

12

)

JVIy wife broke her leg there and had an

13

14

THE WI'INFSS:

I can't tell if I'm testifying or if

he's testifying.
THE CDURT:

Professor Schiffnan, I apologize.

15

Jurors, have a nice little break.

16

minutes, make it twenty.

See you in fifteen

17

(The jury exited the courtrcx:m and the

18

follaNing occurred:)

19

(Witness exit.)

20
21
22

THE CDURT:

Yes, 25 words or less 1Nhat' s the

relevance of this?
JI!1R. BREITBART:

Your Honor, this is 1Nhat I would

23

describe as cross-examination.

I'm trying to use any prior

24

immoral, illegal, or vicious act perpetrated by this witness

25

to attack his credibility.
Sheila Wesley
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THE COURT:

1

Well in that case I'm not quite 1Nhich

2

immoral or vicious et cetera act you have asked him about,

3

but 1Nhile we know Mr. Ki.Jby' s politics, excuse rre, fran. his

4

notoriety, it is those who think rraking rroney is not immoral

5

or vicious acts.

6

understand that.

-

I am not amongst them so I don't

BREITBART:

7

lI/lR.

8

THE COURT:

9
10

that the

ITBI1

They provide him a notive.

Okay now that we have that established

has rrade his living as he has admitted by being

a scholar of the Dead Sea Scrolls and now we will nove on.
And what is the relevance of his providing

11
12

inforrration to the district attorney 1Nhich the district

13

attorney chose to use in his search warrant application?
BREITBART:

14

lI/lR.

15

THE COURT:

16

lI/lR.

What is the significance?

Well, you've offered --

BREITBART:

I '11 tell you 1Trf p.rrpose is, this

has never been investigated, no one has looked into his

17

ITBI1

18

activities, he carre to the district attorney's office, he

19

went to NYU, no one ever explored whether or not he was in

20

fact a plagiarist and a misrepresenter in any of the violent

21

acts that a scholar can rrake.

22

THE COURT:

I don' t really care whether the People

23

have or have not investigated him in this regard.

24

witness is not carpetent to so testify.

25

testify that he was involved in an investigation, I don't
Sheila Wesley
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1

knoN the extent at NYU, I don't knoN if he has firsthand

2

inforrration on it and I have nOfJ had enough of this.

3

we're not going to nove onto relevant llE.tters, we're going

4

to be done.

5

)

And my concern with the reference,

l'IJR. BANDLER.:

6

defense counsel's reference to the search warrant and for

7

the record, we're talking arout the search warrant of

8

January 12, 2009, pages four and five, the affidavit of

9

Investigator McKenna, Mr. Breitbart was trying to give the

vmen

10

jurors the impression that it was sarething nefarious

11

in fact Investigator McKenna's affidavit clearly sources his

12

basis for knoNled:Je and the pmpose of that.

13

of giving a misleading impression.
THE COURT:

14

So it's kind

I don't knoN 'Nhether they have a

15

misleading impression or not being asked as a lavvyer and a

16

Judge I knoN 'Nhat the pmpose of it was so but you like

17

knOfJing the purpose of this line of cross-examination so I

18

am not taking the docurrents into evidence and you llE.y have a

19

break.

20

l'IJR. KLJBY:

21

THE COURT:

When should we return?
Ten minutes.

22

(Recess. )

23

(Continued on next page.)

24

)

So if

25
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1

to read from the article
MR. BREIBART:

2
3

answer.
THE COURT:

Zl

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14

All it requires isa yes or no

A.

The answer is no.

. Counsel.
I answered it yesterday.

I will

answer it again.
Q.

It's your testimony that it doesn't say that you

appropriated portions of Golb's theory?
A.

Repeat.

If you -- the Judge says I can't translate it.

It does not say I appropriated his theory.
Q.

Not only that, without acknowledge the fact and without

giving him appropriate credit?
A.

Oh, the latter sentence is in fact in the article.

The

latter part of your sentence is in this article.

15

Q.

Is there a writing with regard to your response?

16

A.

Yes.

17

Q.

Does it say that isn't the issue, there's no innovation

18

in Golb's theory?

19

A.

That's correct.

That's what it says.

20

Q.

And Golb can say what he wants, the idea we're not

21

dealing with a sect is self-evident.

22

bible.

23

A.

Does he think he wrote the

It says that, although that's an incorrect -- the text

24

incorrectly got my comment, which I could explain if the Judge

25

wants me to.
Kathleen
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THE COURT:

1

which is hearsay, and once again, I am in that fog bank

3

trying to understand why we are doing this.
Mt\-.El~IElART:

THE COURT:

5

6

break.

7

Q.

8

May I explain?
No, I gave you a chance during the

We will not keep going with it.

Why don't you translate for us what what the portion

that you were directed to says?

9

A.

Here it is.

10

Q.

She can't take down Hebrew.

11

A.

So, she won't take down Hebrew.

12
\
)

I would like to leave this article,

2

----4

216

He says (speaking Hebrew)

THE COURT:

Just the translation.

13

Q.

She can't take down Hebrew.

14

A.

But you also in various articles that you published did

15

not hesitate to adopt pieces of the theory of Golb, without --

16

then the second part you correctly stated.

17

Q.

Why don't you finish it.

18

A.

Without admitting it or acknowledging it, and without

19
20

giving him appropriate credit.
Q.

Doesn't that exactly fit into the definition of

21

plagiarism from the NYU handbook and the NYU rules and

22

regulations that we just spoke about a moment ago?

23

A.

I have no idea.

24

MR. BREIBART:

25

THE COURT:

May we have a moment, your Honor?
Sure.

Kathleen
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1

you are telling me I took from Golb, Golb took or did by

2

accident or on purpose, from Rengstorf.

3

from other people.

And in 1955, Sparks published an article.

- - - - 4 - -You-krrow;-you-have--tolisten to me.

~

And Rengstorf took it

You are not asking me to

5

stop.

Spark published articles in which he says the material in

6

the Qumran collection does not come from one sect.

7

sitting here and telling me I plagiarized that from Golb.

8

Future get it.

No chance.

9

Q.

Then you plagiarized it from Sparks?

10

A.

No, of course not.

11

footnote Golb.

12

a mistake in it.

And you are

I footnote him in the same way I

You don't like the Golb footnote because there's
Everyone makes mistakes.

you generally make mistakes?

13

Q.

Do

14

A.

I usually don't but I sometimes do.

15

Q.

Is Sparks supposedly a major contributor In this field?

16

A.

No.

17

Q.

Is he a minor contributor in this field?

18

A.

Well, he wrote a -- he put together a collection of

19

texts that didn't sell too well that Oxford published.

20

a small article which discusses these issues.

He wrote

21

Q.

About the scrolls?

22

A.

Yes, about -- yes, about the Qumran collection.

23

Q.

How long was the article?

24

A.

About four pages.

25

me.

You are holding it there.

Four pages, five pages.
Kathleen
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1

Q.

Because what I do is not under oath.

2

THE COURT:

Mr. Breibart, since I don't understand

3

the relevance of this, this gentleman is not on trial here

21

for plagiari-sm.

5

could we move on to something relevant because I am done.

6

Q.

7

You are really pushing my buttons.

Well let me ask you a question.

Who wrote the book the

Encyclopedia of the Dead Sea Scrolls?

8

A.

It was written by 400 authors.

9

Q.

Were you one of them?

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

Were you the chief author?

12

A.

I was one of two editors of the encyclopedia.

13

Q.

Anywhere in there do you refer to Spark s?

14

A.

Probably not.

15

Q.

When did you write that encyclopedia?

16

A.

I didn't write the encyclopedia.

17

Q.

When did you put it together, sir?

18

A.

Truth is I don't remember the date.

19

I don't want to

give a false date.

20

Q.

In the '80s or '90s?

21

A.

I think it was early '90s, the '90s.
MR. BREIBART:

22
23

So

Q.

May I just have another moment?/

There came a time, sir, when you interacted with NYU or

24

the hierarchy of NYU with regard to the accusation of

25

plagiarism, correct?
Kathleen
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1

A.

2

reporters.

3

at various times.

As I said, I cannot remember now what I told to news

I talk to news reporters about a that lot of things
I hope that most of them record the truth.

-------4- -That-'-s-al-l-I-know.
5

I really said that.

6

York

7
8

repo~ter

And I hope that when they write things down,
I don't remember what I said to some AM New

and some non-date.

You have been testifying about events that occurred in

Q.

1960s and '70s --

9

';

223

Correct.

A.

But reporters, I talk to too many of them to

10

remember this stuff.

11

to a reporter.

12

I shouldn't have.

It's not worth remembering what you told

And sometimes I even tell things to the reporter

13

Q.

If you are asked, sir, now, today --

14

A.

Yeah.

15

Q.

Now, would it be fair so say that you mentioned that no

"

16

one will take these comments seriously?

17

A.

You just read me a different sentence.

18

Q.

This is the sentence you have to respond to.

19

A.

I believe no one would ever believe I'm plagiarist

20

because I did write 199 scholarly articles and 14 scholarly

21

books.

22

That the university took the accusation seriously is a totally

23

separate issue because of their obligations which go way, way

24

beyond.

25

not.

And I believe no one will ever believe I'm plagiarist.

And, therefore, it's not whether they believe it or

It's whether they investigated it or not, and whether I
Kathleen
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1

shortly thereafter.

2

Q

And when you received this e-ITa.il, what did you think?

3

A

I beg your pardon?

4

Q

When you received this e-rrail, what did you think?

5

A

This is really weird.

-

6

This

doesn't make sense.
well do you kn.oN Dr. SchiffrrBn?

7

Q

How

8

A

I know Dr. SchiffrrBn as a chair and I kn.oN

9

Dr. SchiffrrBn as a colleague and since I carre to New York

10

University in 1998 this e-rrail was sent in 2008, we'd had a

11

number of professional encounters.

12
)

Sarething is wrOll3 here.

13

Q

And on 10-M the e-rrail address on the to line is that

your e-rrail address?

14

A

Yes, it is.

15

Q

And scrolling down a little, are there any other

16

lawrence SchiffrrBn's in the university that you kn.oN of, a

17

Professor lawrence SchiffrrBn?

18

A

Not that I know of, no.

19

Q

And I'd like to display exhibit 10-K and you can tUlll

20

to 10-K \\dUch is in evidence.

21

(Displayed.)

22

Q

Do you recognize 10-K?

23

A

Oh, that's my auto reply.

24

Q

And I'd like to display exhibit 10-P \\dUch is in

25

evidence.
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1

evidence, what was the determination of New York University

2

regarding these this false confession and accusations against

3

Dr. Schiffman?

----4

5
6

A-.- -That

to call Dr. Schiffman a plagiarist was not

credible, and it was not substantiated.
Q.

Based on your personal knowledge and observations, what

7

effect did you notice this false confession and accusations had

8

upon your school that you were the dean of?

9

A.

The both the false confession and the accusations were

10

widely circulated, and they were sent to a number of people,

11

graduate students, faculty, staff, and I would say that this was

12

surprise, surprise, this doesn't make sense.

13

a, like a storm that shouldn't be happening.

14

15

Q.

And what effect did you notice from your observations

this had upon Dr. Schiffman?

16

MR. BRElBART:

17

THE COURT:

18

This is, this is

Q.

Obj ection.
Sustained.

Were you able to observe from your own observations of

19

Dr. Schiffman or communications with Dr. Schiffman whether he

20

had to spend time addressing this issue?

21

MR. BREIBART:

22

THE COURT:

Objection.
You may answer the question.

23

Q.

You can answer the question?

24

A.

Thank you.

25

prepare defenses.

He had to defend himself.

He had to

He had to help the deans understand what was
Kathleen
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1

THE

CDURT:

2

THE

WITNESS:

3

And cw:rent staff?

I don't rerrember it saying that but

it says it applies to members of the canrunity.

---1-------

4
5

MR. BANDLER.:
in !'I/ary.

6

MR. BREI'IBART:

9

Yes.

will you scroll down?

(Displayed. )

7

8

I tl:1iTIk we're talking about 10-M as

Q

Dean, this was received by you I think you said, right,

eventually?

10

A

Right.

11

Q

And it contains a nessage to you and allegedly it's

12

written by Lawrence Schiffm:3n and you rrede a detennination, did

13

you not, that Schif:Em:m didn't write that?

14

A

Yes.

15

Q

Is that basically because people don't write to you and

16

confess to plagiarism?

l7

A

No.

18

Q

What reason did you use to determine that that was not

19

credible?

20

A

TWo

reasons, in my thinking, one it didn't sound like

21

Professor Schiffl1BIl, that's not the way he signs his narre to ne,

22

that's not, he uses two e-m3.il addresses in my acquaintance with

23

him, none of them is that e-m3.il address.

24

the e-m3.il address, the way he signed the narre Larry Schif:Em:m

25

professor with a Sffi3.ll P, I don't rrean to sound pedantic but
Sheila Wesley
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1

that's just not how he signs his narre.

2

credibility on the surface of that and secondly I believed his

3

denial.

So there was a lack of

4

Q

I'm sorry, I couldn't hear you?

5

A

I believe Professor Schiffman's denial.

6

Q

I see.
I see that there is a link in there, did you follON the

7

8

link?

9

A

I rray have but I don't renerriber exactly doing so, no.

10

Q

So you don't know whether or not you looked into vvhat

11

the link, linked you to?

12

A

I don't rerrember.

13

Q

So it was not the link, you didn't explore the link, is

14

that fair to say?

15

A

I'm saying I don't rerrember.

16

Q

So you're entire decision rraking was based upon those

l7

18
19
20

things that you've just enmerated; is that right?
A

I believe you've asked ne vvhat was my decision rraking

about the credibility of that and that's all I was answering.

Q

Is it part of your role at the tine that you received

21

that, would it be fair to say that you had an obligation to take

22

a ccnplaint whether it carre in anonyrrously or in person?

23

A

24

narre?

25

Q

By in person you rrean by scneone signing his or her

Or caning in and saying hey I got a problem I'd like to
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F)

1
2
3

community to be aware of what's in it.
Q

Did you ask, for exanple, did you ask Dr. SchiffnBn

whether or not he had read the faculty handbook?

-----------

4
5
6

As a chair he probably

did but I did not ask him explicitly.
Q

If sareone adapts sareone else's ideas and puts it into

his own writings and doesn't give credit to the individual whose

8

ideas he's adapted is that plagiarism?

10

\

I did not ask him explicitly.

7

9

j

A

A

He publishes the writings, he takes sareone else's

ideas?

11

Q

Right.

12

A

He passes them off as his or her own?

13

Q

Correct.

14

A

And gives no credit to the other person?

15

Q

Correct.

16

A

I would call that plagiarism, yes.
MR. BREITBART:

17

18

Thank you very rruch for your help,

Doctor.
Thank you.

19

THE COURT:

20

THE WITNESS:

Thank you, Mr. Breitbart.

21

MR. BANDLER:

No further questions.

22

THE CXJURI':

23

Thank you.

(Witness excused.)

24

THE COURT:

25

MR. BANDLER:

Mr. Bandler.

The People call Dr. Susan
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1

Braunstein.
(Witness entering.)

2

CDURT ClERK:

3

)

JVIa'am, do you sincerely and solermly

4

swear or affirm that the testirrony you are about to give

5

this court will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing

6

but the truth, do you so swear or affirm?

7

DRS USA N BRA U N S TEl N,

8

having been called as a witness on behalf of the People,

9

testified as follows:

10

TIlE WITNESS:

I do.

11

CDURT OFFICER:

In a loud clear voice, state your

12

full narre, spell your last narre, and your C01.IDty of

13

residence.

14
15

16
17

TIlE WITNESS:
B-R-A-U-N-S-T-E-I-N.

Susan Braunstein,
Kings C01.IDty.

JVlR. BREI'IBART:

Judge, nay I irrpose upon you to

ask Miss Braunstein to keep her voice up.

18

TIlE CDURT:

19

need to use sare energy, too.

20

Please, the mic. is live although you

If you don't understand a question, let rre know so

21

we can ask it ITDre clearly and if there is an objection,

22

give rre a chance to tell you whether or not to answer it.

23

Your witness, sir.

24

JVlR. BANDLER:

25

Thank you.

DIRECT EXAMINATION
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1

BY

BANDLER:

Q

Miss Braunstein - - Dr. Braunstein, who are you errployed

4

A

The Jewish Museum.

5

Q

And what is your position at the Jewish Museum?

6

A

I'm Curator of Archeology and Judaica and chair of

2

3

7

by?

curatorial affairs.

8

Q

HON long have you been with the Jewish Museum?

9

A

Thirty years.

10

Q

And could you SLmlBrize for the jury what your duties

11

12
)

[VJR.

13

are as curator and chair of that departrrent?
A

A curator is responsible for creating exhibitions and

also for rraintaining the collections of a TmlSeum.

14

Q

And what's your educational background?

15

A

I have a rraster's and Ph.D. from Columbia university.

16

Q

What's your Ph.D. in?

17

A

Ancient Near Eastern Archeology.

18

Q

Did there care a tire When your TmlSeum was planning an

19

exhibit on the Dead Sea Scrolls?

20

A

That's correct.

21

Q

And when was that exhibit scheduled to take place?

22

A

It was going to open on September 21, 2008 and run

23

through January 4, 2009?

24

Q

And did it actually run as scheduled?

25

A

Yes, it did.
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1

Q

Who was in chaJ::ge of organizing that exhiliit?

2

A

I was in chaJ::ge of it.

3

Q

At about \\hen did you start planning and organizing for

4
5

A

Al:out a year and a half before it opened.

6

Q

And \\hat type of exhiliit was this that took place?

7

A

It was an exhiliition that was going to explore \\ho

8

wrote the Dead Sea Scrolls and \\hat they tell us about ancient

9

Judaism and Christianity and it featured both artifacts and six

10

/

.)

\

Q

And do you rerrember \\hat the exhiliit was called?

12

A

We called it the Dead Sea Scrolls Mystery of the

13

Ancient World.

14

Q

And \\hat types of things did this exhiliit include?

15

A

It included various artifacts, pottery, a woman's

16

haimet, cam, things that enabled us to talk about \\ho might

17

have used the Dead Sea Scrolls as well as six of the actual

18

scrolls.

20
21

)

Dead Sea Scrolls.

11

19

(

that exhiliit?

Q

Haw did you go about getting the scrolls and getting

the artifacts?
A

We work with the Israel Antiquities Authority \\hich is

22

the organization that is in chaJ::ge of the scrolls and the

23

artifacts as well.

24

25

Q

And aside from artifacts and exhiliits, \\hat else did

your exhiliit have?
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A

1
2

included a wall of quotations fran different scholars.

3

Q

And were there also speakers?

A

Yes, we organized several public prcgrams in

----1----- __

4
5

We write text panels, they're labels and we also

conjunction with the exhibition.

6

Q

And do you nonrally have speakers at events like this?

7

A

Yes, we usually have at least one public prcgram with

8
9
10

every exhibition that we hold.
Q

When you say a public prcgram when is that scheduled

for during the exhibit?

11

A

It's usually saretirre during the run of the exhibition.

12

Q

And so at this Jewish lI/.luseum exhibit on the Dead Sea

13

Scrolls, did you also have speakers for that exhibit?

14

A

Yes, we did.

15

Q

And 'Who were the speakers that spoke?

16

A

lawrence Schiffrran and Eileen Schuller.

17

Q

DJ you renanber 'When appraxirrately you started

18
19

arranging for the speakers?
A

20

2008.

21

Q

22
23
24
25

We probably started discussing it in the spring of

And do you renanber 'When appraxirrately you announced to

the public 'Who the speakers would be?
A

It probably was late sunrer 'When we start sending out

announcerrents about the exhibition and the prcgrams.
Q

Now, for this exhibit on the Dead Sea Scrolls, how did
Sheila Wesley
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1
2

you go about selecting a speaker?
A

'There is a public prcgram crnmittee that always rreet

3

regularly and \.\ihen they are ready to discuss 1Nhat lecturers they

4

want for a particular shaw, they ask the curator to attend their

5

rreeting and we bat around ideas about 1Nhat subj ects we would

6

like to cover or perhaps there are irrportant people who are

7

involved in this subj ect who we would like to engage.

-----------1---- ---

8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16

17

Q

And Dr. Schiffuan 1Nhat was his speech scheduled for,

1Nhat topic?
A

We asked him to speak about the history of ancient Jews

and Christians during the period of the Dead Sea Scrolls.

Q

And you mentioned Dr. Schuller, 1Nhat was the topic of

her speech?
A

We asked her to speak on waren and the Dead Sea

Scrolls.
Q

I think I asked this, \.\ihen did you start announcing to

the public vvho the speakers would be?

18

A

It was probably late summer.

19

Q

Now in general for your general \illSeum events, how do

20

you go about selecting a speaker?

21

rvIR. KIJBY:

Judge, I object to in general.

22

as to this event would be fine.

23

THE CDURT:

24
25

A

I ask

You nay answer the question.

In general we're looking for scxrebcrly who is first of

all who is an engaging speaker, sareane vvho knows their subj ect
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1

very well and sareane who also might be k:novvn. to the public so

2

they nay be interested in hearing them speak.

3
4

Q

Ib you rerrerriber when you first approached Dr. SchiffrrBn

about speaking at the event?

5

A

It was in April of 2008.

6

Q

And in addition to speaking, did Dr. Schiffrren perfo:rm

7

any other services for the museum related to this exhibit?

8

A

Yes, he did.

9

Q

And what services?

10

A

I asked if he would review a group of about eight to

11

ten quotations fran different scholars voicing their opinions of

12

who wrote the Dead Sea Scrolls that I was going to include in

13

the exhibition.

14
15
16
17

Q

And I'll ask a few more questions about that later but

were any fees paid to Dr. SchiffrrBn?
A

Yes, he received and honorarium for speaking and he

received an honorarium for speaking about those quotations.

18

Q

Ib you rerrerriber approxirrately how much he was paid?

19

A

Yes, I de.

20

It was the lecture honorarium was $650 and

the consultation was $500.

21

Q

And by honorarium, what dces that rrean in the field?

22

A

An hcnorarium is usually sarething that we offer as a

23

token of our thanks for speaking knowing that llOrtlBllY the fees

24

are much higher.

25

Q

Are speaking fees custanary?
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1

A

Yes.

2

Q

So I would like to talk a little bit about

3

Dr. Schif.fman's consultation for the exhibit, this text or the

4

quotes that Dr. Schif.fman reviewed, v.ihat was the pu:r:pose of

5

those within the exhibit?

6

A

They were to shaN that there were l1Bl1Y differing

7

interpretations of who wrote the Dead Sea Scrolls to shaN

8

different sides of the scholarly argurrents.

9

Q

And did one of those quotes include Dr. Nonren GoTh?

10

A

Yes, it did.

11

Q

And did Dr. Schiffrran review these different views

12

including Dr. GoTh?

13

A

Yes, he did.

14

Q

And did Dr. Schiffrran approve the presentation?

15

A

Yes, he did.

16

Q

So after Dr. Schiffrran' s consultation and review, the

17

exhibit still contained these different points of view?

18

A

Yes, they did.

19

Q

Including Dr. GoTh's view?

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

Have you ever rret Raphael GoTh?

22

A

I rret him once.

23

Q

And do you see him in the courtrocm today?

24

A

Yes, I do.

25

Q

And if you could just point to him and identify.
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1

(The witness indicated.)

A

2

MR. BANDLER:

3

MR. KIJBY:

Indicating the defendant.

Yes.

And do you rerember approxirrately when you rret

4

Q

5

Mr. GoTh?

6

A

It was in January of 2009.

7

Q

And when in relation to the

8

Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit!

was it before! during! after?

9

A

It had already closed.

10

Q

And was Mr. GoTh alone or with sareone else?

11

A

He was with sane1:xxly else.

12

Q

And who was he with?

13

A

Daniel Friedenberg.

14

Q

And was there any corwersation with Mr. GoTh?

15

A

Yes! I sfDke with him.

16

Q

And vihat was that topic about?

17

A

We spoke about his father I s review! NOmBIl GoTh I s

18

review of the exhibition.

19

Q

And do you know Dr. NOmBIl GoTh?

20

A

I don I t know him! I know of him.

21

Q

And so prior to ITeeting Mr. Raphael GoTh! the

22

defendant! had you had any conversations with him about the

23

exhibit?

24

A

No.

25

Q

So Dr. NOmBIl GoTh! do you know him?
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1

A

No.

2

Q

Had any contact with Dr. NoJ:l'TBIl Golb about tile exhibit

3
4

at the Jewish Museum?
A

He contacted rre to ask i f I IAOUld send him the text

5 , fran tile exhibition because he vvanted to write a review of it

6
7

8
9

10

and was unable to get to New York.
Q

And when in relation -- when approxirrately did this

take place?
A

Shortly after it opened.

On September 21st is when it

opened.

11

Q

So saretirre after September 21st?

12

A

Yes.

13

Q

Any carrnunication with Dr. NoJ:l'TBIl Golb before the

,
I

14

exhibit opened?

15

A

None that I can recall.

16

Q

And you mentioned Daniel Friedenberg, who is Daniel

17

18

Friedenberg?
A

Daniel Friedenberg was once a curator at the Jewish

19

Museun, he I S a collector of things related to Jewish life.

20

gave a collection to the m.lSeum and over the years have given us

21

other items fran his collection and been a good friend.

22

23

Q

He

And did Mr. Friedenberg ever approach you regarding

Dr. NmnBD Golb and the Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit?

24

A

Yes, he did.

25

Q

And do you retrember approxirrately when that was?
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1

A

I believe it was in August or late surrrrer of 2008.

2

Q

And could you please SLlI1JI1arize what he asked you

3

regarding Dr. Nomen GoTh?

------1---------

4

MR. KIlBY:

5

MR. BANDLER:

6

THE COURT:

9

:NOt for the t:ruth.
We'll accept it but not for its t:ruth.

Q

So if you could, surrrrerize what Mr. Friedenberg asked

A

He asked whether Nomen GoTh could speak at the Jewish

7

8

Objection, hearsay.

you?

10

Museum on the subj ect of who wrote the Dead Sea Scrolls and that

11

Daniel Friedenberg would be willing to pay for that lecture.

12

Q

And what was your reSfODSe to that?

l3

A

We told him that we did not think it was possible to

14

add this lecturer to the lecture series.

15

Q

And did he say why he was TtBking this request?

16

A

Yes, he said that he was concerned that lawrence

17

Schiffuan who he knew was speaking, would only give one side of

18

the debate and he felt that we should have the other side

19

represented.

20
21

Q

And what was your position as to the different sides of

the debate?

22

A

My personal opinion?

23

Q

'Ibat -was a bad question as I can tell.

24
25

What was your feeling as to whether differing sides
were represented in the exhibit?
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A

1
2

I rrade a very careful effort to show both sides.

was sort of the unusual aspect of the exhibition.

That

Most other

exhibitions had shown one side of the argurrent or charrpioned one
3
----------1-------·.··.····
side of the argurrent and I was very careful to show all sides of
4
5

it and to let the viewer decide for themselves.

6

Q

What's the website address for the Jewish MUseum?

7

A

The Jewish rruseum dot o:r:g.

8

Q

And if I was going to send an e-rrail to sareone who

9
10

works at the Jewish MUseum, what would care after the at sign in
the e-rrail address?

11

A

The J M dot o:r:g.

12

Q

And what would the following e-rrail address belong to

13

press office at the JM dot o:r:g?

14
15

A

press departrrent.
Q

And how about this e-rrail address info at the JM dot

A

That's a more general number for general inquiries that

16
17

18
19

That's our ccnmmications departrrent which is like our

o:r:g?

goes to the visitors' services departrrent.
J'IlR. BANDLER:

20
21

CROSS-EXAfv'Ill\lATION

22

BY J'IlR. KDBY :

No further questions.

23

Q

Good afternoon, Dr. Braunstein.

24

A

That's correct.

25

Q

You just testified that in curating this exhibit you
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1
2

A

That's correct.

3

Q

And is it fair to say that by both sides, there are two

4

A

Yes.

6

Q

There are a lot of other spinoff theories from those as

well, correct?

8

A

That's correct.

9

Q

But two basic ones and is it fair to say that on one

10

side would be characterized the views of Dr. Schif:En:en and his

11

colleagues?

12

13
14

"')

basic theories as to the origin of the Dead Sea Scrolls?

5

7

)

nade a careful effort to show both sides of the controversy?

A

In a very general way.

Dr. Schif:En:en already has an

alternate view arrongst the group that you're talking about.
Q

And again, very general, because I don't know we need

15

the specifics unless you feel I'm misrepresenting sarething, the

16

other side, the other theory is represented by Nor:rran Golb and

17

his colleagues?

18

A

That's correct.

19

Q

And Mr. JVJagen, I believe, JVJagen, are you familiar with

20

that narre?

21

A

Probably pronounced JVJa-Gan.

22

Q

JVJagen, sorry.

23

A

They are two archeologists working in Israel who

And Mr. Peleg?

24

recently re excavated the site of Qumran which has been

25

associated with the Dead Sea Scrolls.
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Q

1

And is it fair to say that generally that their view is

IT'Ore in accord with the Golb view than the Schiffman view?

2
3

A

Yes.

4

Q

And those two

1Tl2I1,

Mr. M3.gen and Mr. Peleg, they are

estee:red, respectable rrembers of the archeolcgical ccnm.mity?

5
6

A

That's correct.

7

Q

NON, you also said that IT'Ost exJ.1jbits showed only one

side of the story, is that your testimony?

8
9
10
11

I

A

M3.y I qualify what I said?

Q

SUre.

A

I believe that they tried to indicate that there were

12

other theories but that in the end they see:red to care dONn on

13

one side.

14

Q

'They charrpioned one side over the other and is it fair

15

to say that generally what you're referring to are those who

16

charrpioned what I would call the Schiffman side?

17

A

That's correct.

18

Q

And what you were trying to do is to charrpion neither

19

side, correct?

20

A

That's correct.

21

Q

And to present both theories?

22

A

That's correct.

23

Q

'The evidence supporting both theories?

24

A

I was actually the opposite, I felt that neither side

25

had proven their case.
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1

Q

So as far as this exhibition was conce:rned, you thought

2

that neither side had proven this beyond the doubt that you

3

wanted proof by; is that correct?

4

A

That's correct.

5

Q

And so you would sirrply explain that there were these

6

two differing theories, correct?

7

A

Correct.

8 I

Q

And no way at this point , given your understanding of

9

this research, to really tell who is right and who is vvrong?

10

A

Correct.

11

Q

You've been involved with the Jewish Museum for how

12

long?

13

A

Thirty years.

14

Q

And the Dead Sea Scrolls for how long?

15

A

'IWice.

16
l7

Once when we preparing a penmnent exhibition

in the nineties and now again so a few years.
Q

Is it fair to say in your experience the people who

18

care alxJut the origin of the scrolls in academia rrany of them

19

care very, very passionately about resolving this issue?

20

A

Very passionately?

21

Q

Now, when you rret Raphael GoTh, could you briefly

22
23

They care.

describe the conversation you had with him?
A

The part that I rerrember was his rrentioning that his

24

father's review indicated that he thought that all the labels

25

and text panels were vvritten by one person except those of the
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1

actual six scrolls, he felt that they were written by sarel::xxly

2

else and I told Raphael Galb that that was not the case, that I

3

had written them all, and had written them in conjunction with

4

the approval of the Israel Antiquities Authority.

5
6

And do you recall any other part of your conversation

with Raphael Galli?

7

A

I'm sorry I cannot.

8

Q

Do you recall Raphael Galb telling you that you should

9

not have had Schiffm:m as your speaker?

10

A

No, I clon' t rerrember that.

11

Q

And if that is sarething that he said, you would have

12
)

Q

remembered that?

13

A

No.

14

Q

Schiffm:m should have been cancelled fran this exhibit?

15

A

No.

16

Q

Schiffm:m should not speak at this exhibit?

17

A

No, he never said that.

18

Q

Did Raphael Galb ever rrake a derrand that his father be

19

presented?

20

A

No.

21

Q

That Mr. Ma.gen be presented?

22

A

No.

23

Q

That Mr. Peleg be presented?

24

A

No.

25

Q

Now you have had experience with exhibits that had
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1

generated controversy of one kind or another in the canrunity in

2

which they're primarily addressed; is that correct?

3

A

That's correct.

4

Q

And it's not uncarrron generally, different people have

5

different views of the rraterial, right?

6

A

Yes.

7

Q

And they VJaIlt their view charrpioned?

8

A

Yes.

9

Q

And they feel the other person is not telling the truth

10

or is wrong or mistaken?

11

A

Saretirres .

12

Q

Saretirres.
And you get letters, correct?

13

14

A

Yes.

15

Q

Complaining about exhibits?

16

A

We do.

17

Q

Letters praising them, letters complaining about

18

speakers?

19

A

Yes, we do.

20

Q

Letters praising speakers.
Do you rrake decisions as to who to cancel or who to

21
22
23
24
25

hire based on letters that people send complaints?
A

Hired for a position at the museun or hired for a

lecture?

Q

For a lecture?
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1

2
3

4

For a lecture, we would only get the complaint after

the lecture had. taken place so I think that would be -Q

You said you received one cCll1llJJIl.ication fran No:r:rren

Golb in which you said he wanted the text of the exhibits?

5

A

That's correct.

6

Q

Just tell rre very briefly, what do you rrean by the text

7

of the exhibit, when I go to museums I think of the dinosaurs at

8

the Natural Museum of History, I'm not sure what you rrean?

9

;

A

A

We write what we call text panels which are lengthy

10

discussions for the visitor to understand the nature of what lS

11

going on and what we want to tell them.

12

labels for each Object to explain that, and in this case we also

13

had what I call the 'Nall of quotes which were the quotations

14

fran different scholars about their opinions about who wrote the

15

Dead Sea Scrolls.

16

17

Q

We write individual

And Dr. Golb indicated that he wanted this because he

couldn't tmke it to New York to see the exhibit?

18

A

That's correct.

19

Q

Did you ever send them to him?

20

A

The press office sent them to him.

21

Q

That's nothing extraordinary for a scholar to request

22
23

of an exhibit, is it?
A

Well, usually they ccrre to the museum so they don't

24

request it but we would certainly provide that for a person fran

25

the press, a critic who wanted to review an exhibition, we would
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1

certainly provide the press and I believe they are in our press

2

packet.

3

4

And you knew who NorrtBIl Golb was prior to him ITBking

the request?

5

A

That's correct.

6

Q

And you had no problem with sending him a copy of the

7

text?

8

A

No problem.

9

Q

Because the exhibit is open to the public, correct?

10

A

That's correct.

11

Q

And really anybcx:1y can CaTITel1t on it who wants to

12
)

Q

comment on it, right?

13

A

That's correct.

14

Q

NO"N you corwerse with Mr. Friedenberg?

15

A

That's correct.

16

Q

You referred to him as sarebcxJy who has been very good

17

to the nuseum, is that correct, is it fair to say without

18

mischaracterizing it, is it fair to say When you say he' s been

19

very good to the nuseum this is sarebcxJy vvhose donations and

20

contributions have been ItBde in the past and they are ilIIXJrtant

21

to you?

22

A

Yes.

23

Q

And he was that person vvhen he nBde that request of

A

He was ilIIXJrtant.

24
25

you?
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1

Q

Yes?

2

A

Yes.

Q

And is he still tbat person now?

3

i-----

4

A

Yes.

5

Q

And he requested tbat Nonran Golb be included is as a

6

speaker; is tbat correct?

7

A

'Ibat's correct.

8

Q

And is it fair to say tbat you had already chosen the

9

speakers?

10

A

Yes, we had by then.

11

Q

And there VJasn' t tine to start to redo the prc:gram;

12

1S

tbat correct?

13

A

'Ibat' s correct.

14

Q

And you also explained to him look, this is not a

15

scholarly analysis of the minucia of who wrote the Lead Sea

16

Scrolls, this is more general presentation to shaN there are

17

different theories?

18

A

'Ibat is correct.

19

Q

And, therefore, the schiffnBnites (phonetic) versus the

20

Golbites (phonetic), i f I might say tbat, were really irrelevant

21

to what you were doing except they both exist?

22

23

A

We did not want the lecture series to be a fonrrn for

that debate.

24

Q

And did he ask that or appear to?

25

A

Yes, he did.
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1

Q

He didn't say invite GoTh or forget my contributions?

2

A

No, he did not.

3

Q

And he continues to ffi3ke contributions?
- - . - ...•

4

A

Yes.

5

Q

When Raphael GoTh, the defendant, when he spoke to you,

6

was he polite?

7

A

Yes, he was.

8

Q

Pleasant?

9

A

Yes.

10

Q

Appeared to be sarewhat well infomed alxJut the nature

11

of the exhibits and the nature of the controversy?

12

A

Yes.

13

Q

And engaged you in conversation and that was pretty

14
15

much the end of it, right?
A

Yes.

16

MR. KlJBY:

17

THE COURT:

18
19

Q

May I have just a m:nent, Judge?
Sure.

Was this the first time there had been a scrolls

presentation in New York City?

20

A

No, it was not.

21

Q

Okay, when was the previous one?

22

A

I believe the previous one was in 1994, if rrerrory

23

serves me correctly.

24

Q

25

'08, '09?

In the nineties.

So this was the first one more or less in a generation
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1

A

JVJaybe half a generation.

2

Q

And about how m:my people attended?

3

A

Excuse tre?

4

Q

About how m:my people attended?

5

A

Our exhibition?

6

Q

Your exhibit, yes?

7

A

About 36,000 people.

8

Q

36, 000.

9

A

Yes, a general admission to the muse1..IDl.

10

Q

And how rruch was that, is that?

11

A

I :regret to say I don't know.

12

Q

You get camp in?

13

A

I believe it's around $12.

14

Q

You had a conversation with -- well withdrawn.

15

Was there an admission charge for this?

you very rruch doctor -- Just a second.

16

I

am done, thank you.

l7

REDIRECT EXAMINATION

18

BY MR. BANDLER:

19

Q

20

Scrolls?

21

A

22
23
24
25

Thank

Would you consider yourself an expert on the Dead Sea

No, I don't, that takes a long titre to becare an expert

on the Dead Sea Scrolls.
Q

Would you consider yourself an expert on the deba.te

about the Dead Sea Scrolls?
A

To sare extent.
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1

2
3

Q

Is it fair to say there's a lot of different aspects

about the Dead Sea Scrolls?
A

Yes, it's a very complex subject.

-------1-------~----- -~

4

5

A

7

that.

9
10
11

)

Is it fair to say it nay not be black and white as

Schiffuan versus GoTh?

6

8

\

Q

Q

'!bat's correct.

It's nuch !tOre nuance and complex than

Is it fair to say that an accusation of plagiarism

might give you pause about vvhether that person should be a
speaker potentially and hypothetically?
A

I think several things might go into our consideration,

12

the reputation of the speaker and our knowledge of their

13

integrity, the nature of the accusation, was this a najor

14

horrific act or was it just a minor thing and I vvould say also

15

the nature of the press interest in that might affect our

16

decision.

17

MR. BANDLER:

18

MR. KUBY :

19

RE CROSS-EXAfv'Ill\JATION

20

BY MR. KLlBY:

21

Q

Thank you.

Briefly, Judge.

Before Dr. Schiffuan spoke at your exhibition, you were

22

aware, were you not, that there were accusations of plagiarism

23

rrade against him?

24

25

A

I can't recall vvhen I learned about this between the

spring and the sunrer and the fall but at sare point I becarre
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1
2

aware that there were these accusations.
Q

NOrnBD Golb wrote a book; is that correct?

3
4

About the Dead Sea -MR. BANDLER.:

6

MR. KIJBY:

Objection, beyond the scope.

No, it's foundational, Juege.

7

Q

And the narre of that book was?

8

A

I believe it was Who Wrote the Dead Sea Scrolls or

10

>

A

5

9

\

And in fact you were aware that in -- well withdrawn.

something to that effect.
Q

And you were aware that NOrnBD Golb had made the

11

accusation of plagiarism as against Dr. Schiffman in his book;

12

is that correct?

13

MR. BANDLER.:

14

TIlE CDURT:

Obj ection.
You may answer the question.

15

A

Yes.

16

Q

And that book was written in 1992 or something?

17

A

1995.

18

Q

Thank you.

19

And that played no role in your decision to

have Dr. Schiffman as your speaker; is that correct?

20

A

That is correct.

21

Q

So whatever could have happened, might have happened,

22

could have happened, would have happened in this case, it had no

23

role whatsoever in your decision; is that correct?

24
25

A

That is correct.
MR. KIJBY:

Thank you, D::lctor.
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1

MR. BANDLER:

2

THE CDURT:

No further questions.
Thank.

you.

(Witness exit.)

3

-- --- -

4

THE CDURT:

-

----- ----

NON, jurors, much to my grave

----

5

displeasure, Mr. Bandler has no further witnesses for us

6

tcday.

7

afternoon and evening.

8

10:30 to avoid the fire drill unless you all want to come to

9

the fire drill.

10

You see haN red his .cheeks are.

So have a gcxxl.

I'll see you tarorrON rro:ming at

I didn't think so, it's not fun.

And I' 11

see you 10:30 and we have an early break for the holiday.

11

(The jury exited the caurtrocm and the

12

follONing occurred:)
THE COURT:

13

Mr. Bandler, let rre just ask you one

14

rrore question the count with regard to Identity Theft in the

15

Third Degree, it's not on the V.D.F.

16

MR. BANDLER:

That would be the Criminal

17

Impersonation in the Second Degree.

18

misdemeanors charge, the Forgery in the Third Degree and the

19

Harassment so I guess I haven't specified.

20
21

THE CDURT:

So it would be Aggravated Harassment,

Criminal Irrpersonation, not the carputer charge?

22

MR. BANDLER:

23

MR. Kl.JBY:

24

THE CDURT:

25

There is the other

totality.

And that, too.

Sorry, not Identity Theft?
No, Identity Theft that would be a

Identity Theft requires an obj ect crirre.
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1

Identity Theft in the Second Degree requires a felony object

2

cnrre.

3

misderreanor.

Identity Theft in the Third Degree requires a
-

4

jVJR.

KIJBY:

-- --------

--

--

--- --

- ------

--

'Ihat's correct, Judge, and I'm just

5

trying to rrake it clear because there seems to be to my

6

perception a certain arrount of bootstrapping of the elerrents

7

of one offense in order to get to the felony level and I was

8

just trying to clarify VJhat Mr. Bandler considered Identity

9

Theft as one of the object offenses for the felonious

10

falsification.
THE OJURT:

11

12
13

14
15

No, we asked that question this

rrornirg.
jVJR.

KIJBY:

So there is Criminal Irrpersonation,

Forgery, and Aggravated Harassrrent.
THE OJURT:

He answered the question.

It's on the

16

V.D.F. as Scherre to Defraud and Falsifying Business Records

17

and we keep on going this is never ending because Falsifying

18

Business Records also ends up with carrnittirg another crirre

19

or two but I'm not really up to that yet.

20

(The trial was adjou:med until September 17,

21

2010 at 10:30 a.m.)

22
23
24
25
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1

A

She and I were colleagues, she had one of the positions

2

as dean of the graduate scheal which has a j oint reporting

3

relationship roth to the university level, the provost, and to

4

rre but Dean Still{lson and the dean of the undergrad colleg-e and i

5

would 1,Il()rk alrrost on a daily basis with each other.

6
7
8
9
10
11

Q

And boN about Dr. SchiffrrBn, YIhere did he fit in

relation to you vmen you were dean?
A

Science.

He was chair of one of the departrrents of Arts And

The departrrent of Hebrew and Judaic studies was housed

wi thin the Division of Hl.1ffi3l1i ties and so he reported to rre.
Q

I want to direct your attention to early August of

12

2008, were there serre e-rrails sent supposedly fran

13

Dr. SchiffrrBn?

14

A

Yes.

15

Q

And were there also serre e-rrails that came in fran

16

other sources accusing Dr. SchiffrrBn of plagiarism?

17

A

Yes.

18

Q

And did you receive serre of those e-rrails?

19

A

Yes.

20

Q

I'd like to display, I'm going to use the rronitor, if

21

you could just turn a little, I'm going to display first 10-M as

22

in JVJaJ:y.
(Displayed. )

23
24
25

Q

This e-rrail to catharine dot Still{lson did that e-rrail

eventually carre to you?
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1

e-rrail?

.

2

A

Yes.

3

Q

And 16-RR?

(Displayed. )

4
5

Q

Do you remember receiving that e-rrail?

6

A

Yes.

7

Q

How

8

serious is an accusation of plagiarism for sareone

in Dr. Schiffrran's field or your field?

9

A

It's very, very serious.

10

Q

And why is that?

11

A

The academic system rests is basically a system relies

12

on scholarly t:rust and honesty so charging sarebcdy with a

13

violation of that is very serious to one's reputation.

14

Q

IX::es NYU have a policy that covers plagiarism?

15

A

Yes, it does.

16

Q

Prior to testifying, did you get a chance to review

17

exhibit I-A which is in evidence?

18

A

Yes.

19

Q

And I'll just display the first page so we all lmow

20

what I-A is.
(Displayed. )

21

Q

22
23

NYU

And that fairly and accurately describe portions of the

policy?

24

A

Yes, that's correct.

25

Q

What action was taken by NYU in response to this false
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1

confession fran the Larry dot Schiffuan

2

these accusations coming fran other e-mail accounts?

3

A

-

Stirrpson and myself.

5

Schiffuan as well.

7
8

9
10

11

Q

-

- -

-

--

There were conversations with Professor

And were any records generated by New York University

as a result of this?
A

There was a staterrent that I wrote at sare p8int, a

short staterrent.
Q

And prior to testifying did you get a chance to review

what is in evidence as exhibit 2?
I I 11 display that.

12

i)

account as well as

There was a series of conversations between Dean

4

6

gtlBil

(Displayed. )

13

14

A

Yes, I did.

15

Q

And what is exhibit 2?

16

A

pardon Ire?

17

Q

What is exhibit 2, what is this?

18

A

Exhibit 2 is a rrerro stating that following our review

19
20

21

we determined that the claims of plagiarism were not credible.
Q

And if you had determined that they were credible you

would have had to do additional procedural action, correct?

22

A

That I S correct.

23

Q

Based on your personal observations, were you able to

24

tell if these accusations and irrpersonation had any effect upon

25

Dr. Schiffman?
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BREITBART:

1

MR.

2

THE CDURT:

3
4

Objection.

You rray answer the question.

Yes, I knew that he was very, very upset by these
allegations . _ u _ ________un Un -A

I

5

Q

And how were you able to tell that?

6

A

He told ne he was very, very upset.
BREITBART:

7

MR.

8

THE CDURT:

9

10
11

I'm sorry, I can't hear.

He told him so we're going to strike

that answer since that is hearsay.
Q

Aside fran what he told you, was there anything else

that rranifested his rrental state?

12

A

He reported to ne in an agitated tone of voice.

13

Q

Is this sarething that took tine for Dr. Schiffrran to

14

address?

15

A

No, no, he addressed it right away.

16

Q

But did it take him any arrot.m.t of effort and I guess

17
18

expenditure of tine I guess to address these false accusations?
A

Yes, he refOrted to ne that he spent considerable tine.

19

MR. BANDLER:

20

CROSS-EXAMINATION

21

BY MR. BREITBART:

22

Q

I have no further questions.

Dean Foley, my narre is David Breitbart.

23

attorneys that represent the defendant.

24

you sare questions on cross-examination.

25 !

A

I'm one of the

I'm going to be asking

Fine.
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1

Q

You indicated firstly that you were familiar with and

2

subsequent August 2008, you received and read 10-M, 10-P, 16-H,

3

16-1, 16-X, 16-KK, 16-LL, 16-RR; is that correct, sir?
--

4
5

A

---

--

---

- - - - - - ----- ---

I don't rerrember all the numbers but that rratches

what's the district attorney asked ne, the answer is yes.
Q

Did you read all of those things that had been sent to

8

A

Yes, I read them.

9

Q

There were blog links attached to those notes and

6
7

you?

,

10

rrerrorandwn that I see, did you read those links?

I

11

A

Not that I recall.

12

Q

Was there a reason that you chose not to follow the

13

link?

14

A

No particular reason.

15

Q

You read enough though to begin an inquiry with regard

16

to the plagiarism accusation against Dr. Schiffrran?

17

A

That's correct.

18

Q

The allegations against Dr. Schiffrran were contained in

19

the docurrents that you read; is that right?

20

A

Yes, that's correct.

21

Q

What investigation did you do to determine vvhether or

22
23

not those allegations were correct or not, false or true?
A

I had conversations with, extensive conversations with

24

Dean Stirrpson about the charges.

25

Professor Schiffrran about the charges and reached a conclusion

I had conversations with
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1

that they were not credible.
Q

3

also?

4

A

Yes, it was my opinion.

5

Q

Would it be fair to say that you rrade no inquiry

6

Whatsoever outside of these short discussions with Dean

7

Stirrpson?

8

A

9

I'm not sure if that's fair or not.

I nay have

discussed the case with sare other people, the Dean of

10

Hunanities who is Edward Sullivan, I nay have had a conversation

11

with Edward Sullivan as well.

12

)

In reaching that conclusion, sir, was that your opinion

2

13

Q

What does that rrean, you nay have had a discussion with

Dean Sullivan?

14

A

'That rreans I don't have a clear rrarory of this, it

15

would not have been unnatural for

16

we're in the dean office, we talk to each other on virtually a

17

daily basis about rrany, many things.

18

conversation with Edward Sullivan.

19
20

Q

23

to have a corwersation,

I nay have had a

Does that also rrean that you nay not have had a

conversation with Mr. Sullivan?

21
22

Ire

A

Yes, it does rrean I nay not have had a discussion with

Q

Basically you recall the conversation you had with Dean

him.

24

Stirrpson but you do not recall any conversation that you had

25

with Dean Sullivan?
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1
2

i

5

I
I,
,I

Q

JVIy question though was did you do outside, did you do

A

No, we did not.

Q

And when you say "we" now you're speakiIlJ for all of

the people that you've rrentianed Dean Stirrpson, Dean Sullivan?

6

7

That is co:n:ect.

anything outside of the NYU community to investigate the claim?

3
4

A

A

I

I don't have firsthand knowledge VJhat Dean Stirrpson

8

did.

9

perhaps Dean Sullivan.

10
11

JVIy investigations were limited to Professor Stirrpson and

Q

There were some pretty specific allegations against

Mr. SchiffrrBn, weren't there?

12

A

I don't recall all the details of the allegations.

13

Q

You don't even know VJhat he was accused of?

14

A

I know he was accused of plagiarism.

15

Q

What was the plagiarism?

16

A

I don't recall at this time.

17

Q

Who was he accused of plagiarizing?

18

A

It was a professor at the university of Chicago?

19

Q

Do you know the name of that individual?

20

A

GoTh.

21

Q

Did you attempt to communicate with Professor GoTh?

22

A

No, I did not.

23

Q

Did you know, sir, that Professor GoTh had written a

24
25

book called Who Had Written The Dead Sea Scrolls?
A

I didn't know the title of the book.
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1

2
3

)

written on the Dead Sea Scrolls.
Q

Did you k:n.ovJ there were entries in that book with

regard to the allegation of plagiarism?

4

A

No, I did not.

5

Q

Do you na.tJ k:n.ovJ it?

6

A

No.

7

Q

Would it be fair to say that you didn't look into

8

any - - picking up this book and ascertaining if there were any

9

reference to these allegations?

10

A

'Ibat 's correct.

11

Q

Did there care a tine when you learned that one of the

12

allegations was that he had previously been accused of

13

plagiarism by a very praninent j oumalist in Israel by the narre

14

of Avi Katsman?

15

A

Who is the he?

16

Q

Who is the he 1Nho was accused of plagiarism?

17

Schiffrran.

18

A

No, I was not aware of that.

19

Q

Was it not contained in the docurrents that you read

20
21

22
23

that contained the claim of plagiarism?
A

I looked aver the docurrents quickly before a quick

rreeting but I don't rem:mber that.
Q

If there had been docurrents either verifying or taking

24

Dr. Schiffrran's position, would it in fact had been beneficial

25

for you to explore those doct.rrrents?
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Does that indicate to you or refresh your recollection,

2

sir, that if one working for NYU appropriates portions of

3

another's scholar's theory and presents them as his own without

4- --g±virrg-appropriatecre-dit that falls under NYU' s definition of --

5
6

,i

A.

Yes, that is correct.

The appropriation of another

7

person's idea, process, or results, or reasons without giving

8

appropriate credit, research, conduct does not include honest

9

error or honest differences of preponderance;

10

/

plagiarism; is that right?

Q.

I f an NYU faculty member had been accused of doing

11

precisely that, and then told the NYU officials including

12

yourself that he had never been accused of plagiarism, would

13

that be appropriate?

14

A.

The definition of plagiarism is the appropriation of

15

another person's ideas without giving appropriate credit that

16

would not be appropriate.
If you asked Dr. Schiffman whether or not he or --

17

Q.

18

withdrawn.
Did you ask Dr. Schiffman whether he had in any way

19
20
21
22

committed plagiarism?
A.

I did ask him about these issues and concluded he had

not committed any plagiarism.

23

Q.

You concluded?

24

A.

I concluded.

25

Q.

Did you do any -- would it be fair to say, sir, you did
Kathleen
Aimone, RPR
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1

A.

Yes.

2

Q.

Page 9, a section titled the war of aliases?

3

A.

Yes.

4-11---9.

Page-1Q-,-a -section -titled the-current -aGGusatior:J.?-

5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

So, Dr. Schiffman did create a detailed document

7

322

addressing these internet accusations, correct?

8

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

Albeit a document created very soon after this

10

incident.

11

correct?

The university would accept an anonymous complaint,

12

A.

Would accept, yes.

13

Q.

Yes.

But is it fair to say someone who makes a

14

complaint anonymously carries less surface credibility than

15

someone who would do so under their true name?

16

A.

Yes.

17

Q.

Is it fair to say someone who impersonates someone

18

while making an accusation for false confession carries even

19

less surface credibility than someone who would do so under

20

either their own name or an alias?

21

A.

Yes.

22

Q.

And in fact, an act of deception such as impression

23

while making a complaint might tend to show that the accuser is

24

not credible?

25

A.

Yes.
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1

year?

2

A

"'--~

3

Yes, till the end of the academic year vvhich is

August 31st.
- ---- --

4
5

Q

- --

- - ------

So they would also get access to the computers inside

the library?

6

A

Yes.

7

Q

And just display the other two pages front and ba.ck.

(Displayed. )

8
9

Q

This you said is fran Vihere?

10

A

This is fran our website vvhich ba.sically, it ba.sically

11

tells you haw to becare a !1"EIllber of Friends of Bobst?

12

Q

And this last page, what is that?

13

A

This was our Friends of Bobst Library brochure?

14

Q

And on the ba.ck of that, that describes the friend

15

program?

16

A

Yes.

17

Q

I would just like to talk about a portion of 3-A in

18

evidence.

19

May 14th of 2007, $175 When would that give the person access

20

fran and to?

21

A

The NYU giving history and direct your attention to

If sareone joins in Mayor June of, the person rrakes

22

that gift at that level, then the person would have !1"EIllber

23

privileges through the end of the next academic year, so May 107

24

through August 31, 108 so it I S a kind of a bonus Where if you

25

join during the sumrer you get the sumrer rronths.
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1

2

And these records indicate a donation on August 29th of

Q

2008?

A
Well, then he would have had privileges then through
3
----------f------

4

August 31, 2009.

5

Q

What are the general hours of the Bobst Library?

6

A

The students it's essentially open 24/7 for the

7

students and professors.

8

midnight.

9

Q

Seven a.m. to midnight?

10

A

Yes.

11

Q

So if they were to care after midnight, the guard is

12

For friends there are allowed seven to

not suppose to let them in?

13

A

That's right.

14

Q

And What happens if they care in before midnight but

15

16

stay after midnight?
A

Well, they would just be there, the guard occasionally

17

goes around and he'll ask for an ID and if sareone is a friend

18

then they' 11 be asked to leave.

19

MR. BANDLER.:

20

CROSS-EXAMINATION

21

BY MR. KLlBY:

No further questions.

22

Q

Good afternoon.

23

A

Hi.

24

Q

The Bobst Library is a huge building; is that correct?

25

A

Yes, it's twelve stories.
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1

Q

2

Twelve stories and you have a fantastic collection of

french history in that library; is that correct?

3

A

I don't know.

4

Q

French literature?

5

A

I'm sorry, I don't know.

6

Q

It vvauldn' t surprise you though if they had them

- - - - - - -----

7

somewhere in those twelve stories?

8

A

I guess not, no.

9

Q

can

10

)

I

anybcdy vvalk into Bobst, is it open to the general

public?

11

A

No.

12

Q

What's the Wagner collection?

13

A

The Wagner, the Robert F Wagner Library archive is a

14

special collection of papers and other docurrentation of labor

15

unions.

16

Q

And is that open to the public?

17

A

Yes, that's open to the public, yes.

18

Q

And is that in Bobst Library?

19

A

Yes, it is.

20

Q

So if I vvanted to get into Bobst Library without paying

21

my $175 as a friend and vvalk over and say I'm here for the

22

Wagner collection and they'll let me in?

23
24

A

Yes, you generally need to !1Bke an appointment l::::ecause

it's a special collection, the materials don't circulate.

\

25

Q

But once I'm in. assuming, I don't do anything to stand
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1
2

3

was fifteen years ago now.
Q

IDes New York University have a policy on canputer and

network use?

4

A

Sure, yes.

5

Q

And Where are some of the places that's set forth?

6

A

It's included in harJdbcx)ks that are given to students

7
8

9

and faculty.

Q

It's also available on the web.

I'd like to show you What's marked as People's Exhibit

1-8 for identification.

In fact, I believe it's 16 pages.

Co you reccgnize that?

10

11

A

Yes.

12

Q

What do you reccgnize it to be?

13

A

It's the responsible use of NYU cc:mputers and data

14

policy as well as our web policy, the bulk e-rrail policy and

15

then a brochure that we give out to explain the rrain responsible

16

use policy as well as the last page is a printout of the web

17

page on Which all of our policies appear.

18

Q

And does exhibit 1-8 for identification fairly and

19

accurately describe New York University's canputer and network

20

use policy?

21

A

Yes, it does.

22

JV1R. BANDLER:

23

JV1R. KlJBY:

24

THE COURT:

25

Q

I'd like to nove 1-8 into evidence.

No objection.
In evidence.

If you could hand the binder back.
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THE WI'INFSS:

1
2

answer but that's fine.

3

Q

I'm sorry, I was going to arrplify my

Well, if you were continuing your response about the

1-------+-------------------------------

4
5

internet access.
A

Yes, I just wanted to say that we tell people that

6

there might be rules outside of NYU vvhich also apply so it's not

7

just our own rules but other websites or vihatever might have

8

their own rules which we remind people apply as well.

9

Q

And, in fact, I guess going back to pa.ge two pa.ragraph

10

A, your policy even prohibits or even says user must sub

11

pa.ragraph two behave with civil regard.

12

A

Yes.

13

Q

So it's a ffi.lch ffi.lch broader restriction than vihat you

14

were talking about or vihat you had just rrentioned?

15

A

Exactly, yes.

16

Q

I think you rrentioned affiliates so there is a section

17

in here, I'm on pa.ge 8, there is a section of this policy that

18

does have sene definitions of terms that are used, correct?

19

A

Yes.

20

Q

So going on to pa.ge 10 vvhich is titled World Wide Web

21

Policies and Procedures, direct your attention to the second

22

pa.ragraph .
(Displayed. )

23
24
25

Q

Does your policy restrict the rranner in vvhich people

can access the internet?
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A

1

people didn't think that hacking around was a big deal or

2

vmatever so that's why that section happens to be TlDre specific.

3

But section H doesn't exclude that possibility.

4

Q

And so the answer to my question is vmat?

5

A

Could you repeat your original question?

6

Q

Section C is the only section that mentions criminal

7

penalties for the violation; is that correct?

8

A

That mentions criminal penalties, yes.

9

Q

Thank you.

Now one of the requirerrents of sort of good

10

citizenship on the carputers is to behave with civil regard and

11

is that sort of a fancy way of just saying be nice?

12

A

Sure, yes.

13

Q

You know don't say anything that are nasty, don't use

14

the carputer for things that are offensive, right, civil regard?

15

A

Yes.

16

Q

And nobody is authorized by NYU to behave on the

17

carputers in an uncivil way, right?

18

A

That's correct.

19

Q

Because by its very nature once you behave uncivilly

20

you use your authorization to do what it is you're doing,

21

behaving uncivilly because you are not allowed to behave

22

uncivilly?

23

A

Yes.

24

Q

But you're still authorized to use the carputer unless

25

that privilege is taken away fran you as a consequence of your
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1

incivility.

2
3
4

A

Yes, it just rreans that your use could be taken fran

Q

Could be.

you.
Right.

And one other thing in the policy

5

you want the user confined sort of generally to the educational

6

rrUssion of NYU, correct?

7

A

Correct.

8

Q

'!bat is sort of no going on lady Gaga chat roan unless

9
10

lady Gaga is a course at NYU, you know, confine yourself to

educational type materials?

11

A

In general, yes.

12

Q

So assuming there is no source in lady Gaga, sareane is

13

not authorized at NYU to check out a lady Gaga's chat roan fran

14

the Bobst catplter?

15

A

I guess that's a strange use of the word authorization.

16

Q

Well, I'll withdraw it then.
Nobc::rly is authorized to do anything that is prohibited

17

18
19

in the cubby, right?
A

Right but those other uses aren't prohibited

20

necessarily, it's just that the use of the catplters is intended

21

for these pur:poses and these pur:poses take precedent over any

22

other use of the network and that violation of that depending on

23

the kind of violation and how it fits with the rest of the

24

policy can lead to disciplinary chaIges so if you're an errployee

25

spending all day looking at lady Gaga sites that's an H.R.
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j

1

problem, you know.

If you are a students spending all day

2

leaking at lady Gaga sites fran your roan that's a different

3

sort of event.

/

Q

4

Okay, well if you are using the Bobst canputer and you

5

are not behaving in accordance with NYU educational research and

6

service purposes, then are you in violation of the policy, I'm

7

not saying sarething terrible are going to happen to you, are

8

you in violation of the policy?

9

A

You can be.

10

Q

Hence nabcdy is authorized to engage in activity on the

11

NYU canputers that are not in accordance with the educational

12

research and service purposes, right?

13

A

I guess they're not affirmatively authorized, no.

14

Q

They're specifically prOhibited, correct, they are told

15

this is the way you can act and act in no other way?
A

16

You are behaving in accordance with those things but

17

that doesn' t necessarily rrean that everything you do is related

18

to sare bit of research or sare educational direct educational

19

act.

20

Q

You cut them sare slack, right?

21

A

Yes.

22

Q

SUbsection C, however, is quite specific about not

23

allONing access to persons other than those permitted by NYU; is

24

that right?

25

A

Yes.
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1

none of those rrachines were in fact at the ep3., and you could

2

rreke a pretty good guess that the person 1Aho sent it to you

3

really isn't saneone 1Aho work at the ep3..

~-------+-----------------------------------.--------------------

4

But for the casual reader and I recognize that you are

5

not the casual reader of these things, for the casual reader

6

they see sarething that cares fran nyu dot edu e-rrail address

7

that indicates that it carre fran sareJ:x:rly at the NYU carrmmity?

8

9
10

11

)

Q

A

Yes, that's 1Ahat people think because they believe

1Ahat 's on the fran line.
Q

And that's 1Ahy people fake their stuff to fool people

into believing that?

12

A

Yes.

13

Q

And I can tell fran listening to you that you have a

14

tremendous amount of experience in internet stuff, it doesn't

15

take saneone with your degree of intelligence and expertise to

16

forge one of those nyu dot edu headers?

17

18

A

No.

Headers are actually hard to forge.

An e-rrail

address is easy.

19

Q

20

A

21

Right, to forge a NYU -and these addresses are hard.

MR. KLJBY:

Mr. Kuby, could you have a little

22

synpathy for the court reporter because I'm letting you get

23

away with this and she's going to take revenge later.

24

can't take it down 1Ahen you roth talk and it's your fault.

25

Q

She

In order to forge a nyu dot edu e-rrail address 1Ahat
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A

1

jurors are gone v.ihat the relevance is of that, I forget v.ihat

3

is called, I think it's D-l the Investigative Opening

4

document.
MR. BREI'IBART:

The significance of it, Judge, it

6

was my intent through this witness to show that this

7

investigation was a non investigation.

8
9

10

)

Perhaps you can explain now that the

2

5

1

THE CDURT:

THE CDURT:

JVIy purpose was

Because it targeted Mr. Golb and

ncbcdy else?

MR. BREI'IBART:
~

Yes, for one.

But that

11

Dr. Schiffman took

12

allegations and that the DA ran with them and I was trying

13

in my own way to achieve that.

14

THE COURT:

the district attorney's office, made

Which I thought I did.

Well, the jw:y certainly knaNs that he

15

was quickly arrived at and that there were no other suspects

16

so I'm not exactly sure.

17

You know I never really quite know if you walk

18

into a nurder scene and there is a person standing there

19

with a SllDking gun and blood all

20

says I did it you never investigate anybc:rly else.

21

at trial is whether the evidence proves that he did it

22

beyond a reasonable doubt not whether anybcdy else was

23

investigated so I don't really quite understand all of that.

24
25

MR. BREI'IBART:

~

him testify and he
The issue

Well, let rre explain it to you,

Judge, every case doesn't have the district attorney- of New
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1

York COLll1ty being a recipient of funds fran the Skirball

2

Institute Which is where Mr. Schiffwan also gets his

3

so -THE COURT:

4

5

7

MR. BREITBART:

THE COURT:

He runs the Jewish Museum and as a

Mr. JVbrgenthau is not district

MR. BREITBART:

That's right.

At the inception of

this case he was.

12

)

fran the Skirball.

attorney any nore.

10

11

TIDn.ey

result of --

8

9

I'm sorry I didn't hear any evidence

that the district attorney gets any

6

TIDn.ey,

THE COURT:

Or because Mr. JVbrgenthau wanted to

l3

get Raphael Golb so he could get noney fran the Skirball

14

institute.
MR. BREITBART:

15

No, because Mr. Schiffwan was

16

funded by the sarre people that he was fW1ded by he wanted to

17

do a favor.
THE COURT:

18
19

That's very interesting but I haven't

heard any evidence in that regard.

20

Mr. Bandler, vis-a-vis the charge, I'm really not

21

getting the scherre to defraud so I'm not sure v.ihether you

22

can help rre out with that but I just don't get the scherre to

23

defraud.

24

defraud, I don't get either one.

25

MR. BANDLER:

There are two different theories of scherre to

For the scherre to defraud we're
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1
2

THE CDURT:

3

MR. BANDLER:

Right.
As

oppose to Count 2 so the scherre

4

to

5

internet campaign and the false accusations against Dr.

6

Schiffuan to influence the Jewish Museum to drop Dr.

7

schiffuan and add Dr. Golb.

8

9

/

talking COLmt 17

efra'Liris to-lilllliencetfie JeWlsfii"miSeumresecl.-oo-ffii-s

THE CDURT:

I'm still not sure I get it but I'll

take another look.

10

with regard to your request to charge

11

MR. KIJBY:

I'm sorry, Judge, before we do that can

12

I just ask for a clarification of the last discussion.

13

Because When Mr. Bandler opened I thought that he

14

articulated two sort of objects of the scherre to defraud or

15

harm or benefit.

16

schiffuan to be dropped fran the speech and I do understand

17

that although I have ccmrents to rrake alxJut that at the

18

appropriate time.

19

The first was the attempt to get Dr.

The second one was to generate an inquiry based on
Is it my understanding that Mr. Bandler is

20

false premises.

21

not relying on that any longer or that's going to cane as

22

part of sane other cOLmt7

23

MR. BANDLER:

There's two COLmts that charge

24

Identity Theft in the Second Degree, each has their

25

object crime.
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1

Count 1 vihich I just addressed, the object crirre

2

is an attempt to commit the felony of Scheme to Defraud in

3

the First Degree.
------------

4

I

The second count has the object crirre attempt to

5

commit the felony of falsifying business records in the

6

first degree and that pertains to New York Uhiversity.

7

THE COURT:

Scheme to Defraud is Vihat section so

8

it's your position that Schetre to Defraud subdivision (b)

9

does not require the obtaining of actual property?

10

MR. BANDLER:

I don't know if that's necessarily

11

the position but I do know that the object crirre does not

12

have to be a ccnpleted schetre to defraud.

13

attempted schetre to defraud.

14

THE COURT:

It can 2be and

I guess I'm just having you know

15

assuming this is referring to the Jewish Museum and I don't

16

know how we get rrore than one person because we got sort of

17

corporation and all the people who work for the corporation

18

so I'm not exactly sure about that but the language is odd.

19

I'm not rejecting it necessarily although I don't think

20

there is any intexpretation engages in a schetre constituting

21

a systematic ongoing course of conduct with an intent to

22

defraud rrore than one person.

23

you would have to stop there because then there is a second

24

or to obtain property fran rrore than one person and then

25

there is the and so for your position that and so obtains

In order to have this fit,
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1

property with a value in excess of $1,000 fran one or rrore

2

such persons wouldn't apply to the first clause of the

3

sentence.

4

I rrean it dOesn'E11BKesense-to nE--tiSillterpret

5

the sentence that way although that is not a gocrl rule of

6

statutory interpretation all the time.

7

Anyway take a look at it because I'm having

8

difficulty.

9

think, requires the obtaining of property.

10

)

I think that scheme to defraud requires I

l'vlR. BANDLER:

And even if that's the case as

11

charged, it's not necessary that the defendant have obtained

12

property as long as his intent was to camtit that.
THE CDURT:

13

Okay but then it's obtained property

14

in value in excess of a thousand dollars and vvhere would he

15

get that.

Think about it.

16

l'vlR. KDBY:

17

THE CDURT:

Sleep on it.

And then you were going to
And I was going to say that you don't

18

cite any authorities for your request to charge and I don't

19

think they're consistent with anything I'm aware of so I

20

would lave your authorities, if any.

21
22
23

l'vlR. KI.JBY:

Sure.

I '11 be happy to rrcdify and

return it.
Just so I'm clear once again the second object

24

that Mr. Bandler articulated before the jury which was to

25

generate an inquiry based on false premises, that is the
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1
2

3

ultinate abject of Count 2.
MR. BANDLER:

Yes, the atterrpt to falsify the

business records of NYU.

t - - - - - - - - - - : - - + - - - - - - - - - - c c = - - - - - - -..

4

)

MR. KIJBY :'Cfu:ve-6i'iela:st-issl.le-\.jith-respecE--Eo-

5

instructions, it seems to be -- it seems to rre to be

6

JVlr. Bandler's theory that the abject crirre of 190.78

7

Identity Theft in the Third Degree can be criminal

8

impersonation and I say it seems to rre because it's not

9

entirely clear but if I can get some clarification, if

10

that's JVlr. Bandler' s r:osition7

11

THE CDURT:

12

MR. BANDLER:

13

14

I believe that's what he said.
Yes, all of the A misderreanors

charged including the one you rrentioned.
MR. KIJBY:

Okay.

I will subnit something in

15

writing explaining vvhy I don't think that that can be,

16

that's the one misderreanor that I don't think can be an

17

abject crirre under that subsection.

18

THE CDURT:

'Thank you.

I look forvvard to it.

19

('Ihe trial vvas adj CJl.ll11ed until Septerrber 21,

20

2010 at 10:00 a.m.)

21
22
23
,
\.)

24
25
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SUPREME COURT STATE OF NEW YORK

2

COUNTY OF NEW YORK

3

---------------------------------------x

4

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

CRIMINAL TERM PART:

71

Indict No.:
2721/09

5

-against-

6

Jury Trial

7
RAPHAEL GOLB,

8
9

Defendant

---------------------------------------X

100 Centre Street
New York, New York
September 21, 2010

10
11
B E FOR E:

12
13
APPEARANCES:

14

(As previously entered.)
15

*******************

16
17

COURT CLERK:

case on trial.

18

parties are present.

19

THE COURT:

20

MR. BREITBART:

Raphael Golb.

All

The jillY is not present.
Mr. Breitbart.

Your Honor, predicated uron the

21

testirrony and the cross-examination of Mr. McKerma, we have

22

an application firstly for a mistrial and secondly to move

23

to reopen the application to controvert the search warrant

24

predicated upon his testirrony yesterday that he did not see

25

or do any of the things that are outlined in the affidavit
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1

to support the search warrant .

2

perpetrated upon, your Honor, sub:nitting you an affidavit in

3

the first person by Mr. McKenna that he was in fact the

4

afhant that he

5

included in the affidavit and yesterday he indicated under

6

oath that he didn't do any of them.

7

allinfS-alr of-tlie-fl:1.ings-tna1:Wer'e-----

For those reasons we v.ould rrnve to controvert the

8

search warrant or renew the application to controvert the

9

search warrant or for a mistrial.

10

)

diasee

Apparently fraud was

fv1R. BANDLER:

Well, first of all, under direct by

11

Mr. Breitbart aside fran his dozens of objectionable

12

questions, I think his questions were confusing and the

13

answers to those questions were taken out of context and I

14

think on redirect we clarify that Investigator McKenna for

15

everything he swore to, he verified that it was true, he

16

personally talked to each person that the affidavit said he

17

talked to and that he wasn' t personally swearing to the

18

truth of certain things as Mr. Breitbart was irrplying.

19

It was a highly misleading cross-examination by

20

Mr. Breitbart, he tried to get Investigator McKenna to admit

21

that Investigator McKenna personally was swearing to the

22

truth of facts about the Dead Sea Scrolls and on redirect I

23

think we clarified vvhat was going on there.

24
25

The search warrant its on his face, its already

been litigated by your Honor, he litigated the face of the
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1

search warrant despite Mr. Breitbart' s irrproper atterrpt to

2

litigate it in front of the jury, I think Irwestigator

3

McKenna's testimony was clear.

4

j

THE COURT::tt's nOt ClearWhatlhegroi..Jri:1S ·fof·

5

the mistrial.

6

[VJR..

BREITBART:

The initial application is with

7

regard to the search warrant, we learned during the trial

8

yesterday and the cross-examination of Mr. McKenna which by

9

the way was an affidavit that was in the first person Where

10

the first few lines of it indicate that this is the

11

affidavit of Patrick McKenna not that it was signed and he

12

was affirming 1Nhat other people had in fact told him.

13

These were, if you read it carefully, allegations

14

by Mr. McKenna as to 1Nhat he had seen, 1Nhat he had done, and

15

1Nhat he felt with regard to 1Nhat he was saying so basically

16

the application is for the search warrant and secondly as a

17

result of that if your Honor grant that application we don't

18

think that any of the evidence that is being referred to

19

here was legally obtained.

20

21

22
23

24
25

THE COURT:

I see.

And paragraph 11, the one that

indicates infonmtion and belief, that means nothing?
[VJR..

BREITBART:

I'm sorry, you're asking a

specific question?
THE COURT:

You're the one vm.o said he perjured

himself in the affidavit because he said he knew all of
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)

1

these things of his own krloNledge.

2

MR. BREITBART:

3

MR. BANDLER:

What Mr. Breitbart just said is

4

misleadIri.g and misstating what's in the affidavit just like

5

he was misstating it in front of the jury to try to put sare

6

kind of bug in the jury's mind but Investigator McKerma

7

in£omation is sourced including as your Honor indicated

8

paragraph 11 and then, for example, paragraph 19 vvhich

9

Mr. Breitbart chose to bring out in such detail in front of

10

the jury.

11

and then it goes on for, it's about twelve lines and at the

12

end of that sarre paragraph it says the allegations of

13

plagiarism are false.

14

would be that in this affidavit within every single sentence

15

it needs to be proceeded by "Who he's being infonred by.

16

That's not the standard for search warrants.

17

Investigator McKerma was sourcing, it's clear investigator

18

McKerma was not pretending to be a Lead Sea Scrolls scholar,

19

he wasn't pretending to have investigated these plagiarism

20

allegations and he wasn't pretending to krloN all of these

21

things on firsthand krloNledge.

22

does an affidavit, that's haN he does it.

23

people and report what they say.

24
\

I just want to check paragraph 11.

25

Paragraph 19 starts with Dr. Schiffrran informs rre

THE CDURI' :

And I guess Mr. Breitbart' s position

Actually .

It's clear "Who

He's an investigator and he
He inte:r:views

Technically the CPLR

requires that When you do an affidavit on infomation and
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1

belief that the source of the information for each

2

allegation should be recited.

3

people overlook that requirerrent through uselessness of

4

speech or whatever.

5

were to the issues of plagiarism being true or false had

6

anything to do with the granting of the application for the

7

warrant.

There you go.

8

!VIR. BANDLER:

9

THE COURT:

10

I don't think the issue

I agree.

So let's get the jurors, please.

The

rrotion is denied.
(Jury entering.)

11
12
13

I am pa.infully aware that

Jurors have entered and are being

COURT ClERK:

seated.

14

THE COURT:

15

Mr. Bandler.

16

!VIR. BANDLER:

Gcx:rl rrorning.

The People candida Gillson.

(Witness entering.)

17

18

COURT ClERK:

JVIa'am, do you sincerely and solemnly

19

swear or affirm that the testirrony you are al:xJut to give

20

this court will be the truth the vvhole truth, and nothing

21

but the truth do you so swear or affirm.

22

CAN DID A

23

having been called as a witness on behalf of the People,

24

testified as follows:

25

G I B SON,

THE WITNESS:

Yes.
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A

1
2

Q

Is there any limit to the nurriber of e-rrail addresses

that one can sign up for through Earthlink?

3

A

I think there is a limit, yes.

4

Q

Lb you have an idea of what that is?

5

A

I do not.

6

Q

The very first dOC\.lITeI1t that Mr. Bandler put up on the

7

screen which is fran People's exhiliit 5, I'd like to show you

8

that and ask you a question or two about it.
(Displayed. )

9
10

Q

I want to draw your attention to, Please note that

11

Earthlink does not verify the accuracy provided by the

12

subscriber.

Lb you see that?

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

What does that rrean?

15

A

It rreans When a subscriber opens an account and give us

16

an address, we don't verify that that is actually their address.

17

We don't verify that that's their phone nurriber.

18
19

Q

Is it fair to say that people can choose any e-rrail

address that they want or am I saying it correctly?

20

A

As long as it's not taken by another subscriber.

21

Q

So Raphael dot G was not already taken and sarel:xx1y

22

signed up for Raphael dot G?

23

A

Correct.

24

Q

And if it had been taken and sareone wanted Raphael dot

25

G they would get Raphael 1 dot G?
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1

A

Right.

2

Q

And you do have subscribers with numbers after their

3

name, correct?

4

A

Correct.

5

Q

And that frequently, not always, but frequently that

6

indicates that there are other people Who have that name?

7

A

Correct.

8

Q

So if I'm Sara dot Palin 125, sarebc:xJy might think that

9
10

there is a Sara dot Palin plus another, 124, Sara dot Palin and
I'm Sara dot Palin 125?

11

MR.

12

THE COURT:

13

Q

Objection.
Sustained.

ill you do anything at all to nake sure that the person

14

opening the e-mail address is not using the name of another real

15

person?

16

A

Not that I'm aware of.
MR. KUBY:

17

18

19

Q

I think I have no further questions.

And lastly, anybcx:l:y can do that any time they want as

long as they pay the fee, right, if the name is not taken?

20

A

You mean sign up for an e-mail account?

21

Q

Yes, under any name they wish unless it's not taken?

22

A

Yes, unless it's one of those high profile names you

23
24
\_ )i

BANDLER:

25

talked about.
MR. KUBY:

Thank you.

REDIRECT EXAMINA.TION
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THE COURT:

1

I understand but if he has to read the

2

docurrent that you've just offered into evidence, there is no

3

point in asking him to do that.

4

Q

When sarel:xrly signs up for Blcgger, do you verify their

6

A

I don't know.

7

Q

ill you verify their narre?

8

A

I don't believe so, no.

9

Q

Well, when Mr. Bandler asked you, I believe, do you do

5

It's in evidence.

age?

10

any verification - - he asked you the question do you verify the

11

info:r:mation that you' re given and you answered no i is that

12

correct?

13

A

Correct.

14

Q

So the answer is still no?

15

A

Correct.

16

Q

And in the terms of service, is it fair to say that the

17

user is told that the user is responsible for the content of

18

their blog?

19

MR. BANDLER.:

20

MR. KlJBY:

Judge, it's a foundational question to

THE COURT:

I 'm sorry, you're asking him to read

21

ask.

22
23

fran this docurrent?

24

MR. KUBY:

25

Objection.

No, I'm not.

I'm asking him a

question.
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1

2

Q

Are users told that they are responsible for the

content of their blogs?

3

MR. BANDLER.:

4

THE COURT:

Obj ection.

----

5

Q

Q

MR. BANDLER.:

9

THE COURT:

I don't knOvV if this witness

1S

MR. KIJBY:

I don't knOvV that he is either but it

12

sowrled like he was fran the direct examination so let

13

ask him the question.

14

Q

15

16

TIE

Not you personally police the content, do Gocgle police

the content of the blog?
A

I'm not sure exactly what you

TTEan

by police.

We do

17

have a team Who review abuse flags and things of that nature

18

when blogs are reported for abuse.

19

nor do I have any expertise in that.

20

)

Obj ection.

qualified to answer that question.

11

\

Objection.

of the blog?

8

10

( )

Lb you police the content -MR. BANDLER.:

6
7

Sustained.

Q

I don't work on that team

Is it fair to say that by its very nature blCffi"er dot

21

cern and blog spot nay carry offensive, ha:r:mful, inaccurate or

22

otherwise inappropriate naterial?

23

MR. BANDLER:

24

THE COURT:

25

MR. KIJBY:

Obj ection.
Sustained.

Form or content, Judge?
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J'v1r. Bandler nade inquiry about the bl099er service

1
2

on direct and I'm asking him same questions.
THE COURT:

3
4

let: is

5

Q

I don't see What relevance this has.

jusfagree that it can and

ITOVe

on.

Is it fair to say that using the bl09ger service either

6

Blog Spot or Bl09ger dot can, the creator of a blog is given

7

alrrost carplete freed.an by Gocg"le to say Whatever they wish to

8

say on their blog?
MR. BANDLER:

9

THE mURT:

10
11

12

Q

philosophy that info:mation is good -MR. BANDLER:

14

THE mURT:

16

Sustained.

Is it fair to say that Gocg"le has an institutional

13

15

Objection.

Q

Objection.
Sustained.

Is it fair to say that Gocg"le has an institutional

philosophy encouraging debate on the internet?

17

MR. BANDLER:

18

THE mURT:

Objection.
I really do not care about Gocg"le' s

19

institutional philosophy for the purpose of this case.

20

Q

LoeS Gocg"le have a policy with respect to Blog Spot or

21

Bl099er that people generally should be free to say Whatever

22

they wish to say?

23

MR. BANDLER:

24

THE COURT:

25

Q

Objection.
Sustained.

You do warn people that posting nay be mislabeled, do
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1

you not?

2

MR.

3

THE COURT:

4

BANDLER:

Obj ection.
Sustained.

Q . You don't do anything to verify the authenticity of the

5

identity of the people who are signing up for your service,

6

correct?

7

MR.

8

THE COURT:

9

10
11

12

A

BANDLER:

for our free services.
Q

You do

waTIl

people who are using the service that

pcsting might be deceptive, correct?
MR.

14

THE COURT:

16

Q

You

waTIl

BANDLER:

Sustained.

the user needs to beware of the content?
MR.

18

THE COURT:
Q

Q

BANDLER:

Objection.
Sustained.

You take pains, do you not -MR.

20

21

Objection.

people who use the service, do you not, that

17

19

You ooy answer the question.

No, we do not verify all the accounts that are created

13

15

Objection, asked and answered.

BANDLER:

Go ahead.

You take pains, do you not, to inform people that

22

Goo:3le does not endorse, support, represent, or guarantee the

23

truthfulness, accuracy, or reliability of any of the

24

communications?

25

MR.

BANDLER:

Objection.
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THE CDURT:

2

Gocgle doesn't TTBke the rules that applies to this

3

Sustained.

case.

4

MR. KIJBY:

5

THE CDURT:

I'm not sug:resting that they do, Judge.
So vvhat Gcggle says about the rules is

6

not relevant.

The court will instruct the jury on the law.

7

Please rrove on and that's the third tiJre I've asked you to

8

do that so let's do it this tiJre.

MR. KIJBY:

9

10

THE CDURT:

11

MR. KIJBY:

Note my objection.
Sure.
And I would like to TTBke an offer of

12

proof and an offer of relevance and I'd like to do it before

13

the witness goes back to california.

14

THE CDURT:

So in ten words or less, relevance.

15

MR. KIJBY:

The fact that Gocgle has a policy of

16

encouraging everyone to post anything they wish and that

17

Gocgle in no way attempts to verify any of the infonration

18

posted and the fact that Gocgle tells everyone who uses the

19

service to beware, caveat, don't take the stuff seriously

20

because anybcdy can do it and anybcdy does do it and we

21

don't rother to check, is relevant for the purpose of number

22

one as to the ag:rravated harasSJrent counts dealing with the

23

issue of

24

THE CDURT:

Okay, you're over ten words, sir.

25

Okay, here is the story, I will tell you, people

\

\

)
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1

can say anything and it could be false.

2

Whether in person, over the telephone, by internet,

3

Facebcx:lk, et cetera.

--- -

- - - - - - --

lVIR. KLlBY:

instruction as ITi.lch as it's appreciated and self-evident

6

addresses the issues.

7

Q

Let's talk a little bit about your gmail service, shall

we.

9

Let

10

Ire

shOtJ' you what I have mrrked as E-2 for

identification.

11

Do you recognize that?

12

A

Yes, this is a gmail accOilllt creation page.
lVIR. KLlBY:

13

14

lVIR. BANDLER:

16

VOIR DIRE EXAJ.VJINATION

17

BY lVIR. BANDLER:

18

Q

Just one question for the witness.

Is this the entire gmail accOilllt creation page, do you

knOtJ', is this one step in the process?

19
20

21

I would offer this into evidence,

Judge.

15

A
I

I'm not sure.

It looks like it's ITDst of the accOilllt

creation process, if not all.
lVIR. BANDLER:

22

!

I will nove on but I don't believe that

5

8

!

NOtJ'rrove on.

----

4

There you go.

I don't think this is the right

23

witness for this exhibit.

I'll stipulate to it caning in

24

but I don't think this is the right witness for this

25

exhibit.
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MR.. KUBY:

1

2

said he'll stipulate.

3

application page.

5

CROSS-EXAMINATION CONr'D

6

BY MR.. KUBY:
Q

As

part of the grrail

When you testified on direct examination about how

someone creates a grrail account, is it fair to say that this is

9

the form that they see on their cc:nputer screen when they open
up such an account?

11

MR..

12

THE CDURT:

13

BANDLER:

Objection.
I.b you know the

answer to that

question, sir?
THE WTINFSS:

14

)

I gather.

8

10

)

THE CDURT:

4

7

So that rreans it's in evidence since he

I believe that this would be when

15

you create a new grrail account, this could be one of the

16

ways that it would appear that you would create the account.

17

Q

Well, you recognize it, right?

18

A

Yes.

19

Q

You've seen it before?

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

And there is a request when it says first name, is

22

there any requirerrent that it actually be the first name of the

23

person Who is using it?

24

A

N::l.

25

Q

It says last name, is there any reguirerrent that it
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1
2

A

No.

3

Q

Is there any verification of the first narre or last

4

narre provided?

5

A

No.

6

Q

Ibes that not rrake it rem3Tkably easy for anytx:x:ly" to

7

create any narre they wish?

8

MR.

9

THE COURT:

10
11

)

actually be the last narre of the person using it?

Q

BANDLER:

Sustained.

In creating a greil narre, the first narre, can that be

separated with dots?

12

MR.

13

MR. KUBY:

14

Obj ection.

Q

BANDLER:

Objection.

I'm sorry, I'll withdraw the question.

I'll give you an exarrple.

A narre such as Sara dot

15

Palin 2, what would that signify to you?

16

MR. BANDLER:

17

THE COURT:

Obj ection.
Once again I haven't heard anything

18

that would say that this would signify anything to him, and

19

hew sClTl2h.ovv that expertise will assist the jury so I haven't

20

heard that so I won't permit it.

21

Q

Okay, what if anything would that signify to you?

22

MR.

23

THE COURT:

24
25

Q

BANDLER:

Objection.
Sustained.

When there is a 2 after the narre, does that rrean that

in fact that narre has -- the actual narre has already been used?
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1

JVlR. BANDLER:

2

THE COURT:

La you have any particular knowledge

3

other than the generic knowledge that all of us have fran

4

using--e-rrail accOlli1ts on this subject?
THE WI'INESS:

5

6

prcrluce the records.

7

Q

8

My jab is just to

I don't work on the product.

And is there any other inforrration that the user, to

JVlR: BANDLER:

10

THE COURT:

11

JVlR. KUBY:

12

No, I don't.

your knowledge, has to provide aside fran what is on this fonn?

9

)

Objection.

know?

Sustained.
On what basis, Judge?

That he doesn't

Of course he knows.
THE COURT:

13

Objection.

Excuse rre, I've said this 15 tirres

14

now.

15

to prcrluce the docurrents, so I don't know v.itJ.y you're using

16

him as an expert in the way this particular e-rrail

17

technically works.

18

19

I'm no longer slUllping.

JVlR. KUBY:

The gentlerran says his jab is

I'm not asking him as an expert, I'm

not asking him for his opinion on anything.

20

THE COURT:

The abj ection is sustained.

21

JVlR. KUBY:

Well, in that case we're done.

22

Thank. you.

23

JVlR. BANDLER:

24

THE COURT:

25

No redirect.
Thank. you, sir.

You are excused.

(witness excused.)
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1

account, correct, in tenns of service agreenent and other

2

things?

3

A

Yes.

4

Q

But this is what you have to do to actually open your

5

account?

6

A

Yes, that's correct.

7

Q

Where it says first na:rre, is there any requirerrent that

8

the person actually use her or his own first na:rre?
MR. BANDLER.:

9

10

Q

12

THE COURT:

13

A

Objection.

I f you know?

11

You nay

aIlS1ATer

the question.

They should, we would hope that the user would put in

their correct first and last na:rre.

14

Q

You would hope?

15

A

Yes.

16

Q

Is there any rreans of verifying?

17

A

No, we don't verify that info:rnation.

18

Q

And the last na:rre you also hope that they use their

19

,i

KAN}

real na:rre, correct?

20

A

Correct.

21

Q

But you don't verify it?

22

A

We don't verify that info:rnation.

23

Q

Is it fair to say if you were to verify it with a

24

credit card, driver's license, piece of identification, your

25

hope would becane lIDch closer to reality?
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1

A

I believe that was as far back as the fall of '08.

2

Q

And VIlho did you speak to, sir?

3

A

Mr. Bandler.

4

Q

Are you a Dead Sea Scrolls scholar?

5

A

It's trina:r:y to my field not really.

6
7

8

Q

Does that rrean that the answer to the question is that

you are not a scrolls scholar?
A

I'm not a scrolls scholar.

10

Q

Did you receive any camn..mications with regard to this

12
)

field really that I've studied or the fourth, not my main field.

9

11

\

It's the third

13
14

particular case fran Larry Schiffuan?
A

We talked info:r:rrallyat a conference about it but I did

not receive any camn..mication.
Q

When did you speak to him at a conference?

15

MR. BANDLER:

16

THE COURT:

17
18

A
believe.

Objection.
You may answer the question.

I think it was fall of '08 at either the A.J.S., I
Association of Jewish Studies.

19

Q

I'm sorry, I didn't hear that.

20

A

The Association of Jewish Studies.

21

Q

Did you ever receive any camn..mications by sareone by

22

the narre of Robert cargill?

23

A

No.

24

Q

How

25

A

No.

about the narre Jeffrey Gibson, did he contact you?
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1

Q

Did any museums contact you with regard to this case?

2

A

No.

3

Q

Did any museums forward you any e-rrails?

4

A

No.

5

Q

Have you ever published any scholarly articles

6
7

A

I have not.

8

Q

Taking away the scholarly, have you published any

9
10

/

)

specifically about the Dead Sea Scrolls?

articles at all focused on the Dead Sea Scrolls?
A

I mentioned the scrolls in lTo/ dissertation at

11

Berkeley, mentioned them.

12

it's not intrinsic to the point of lTo/ doctorate.

u. c.

It's mentioned for a few pages but

13

Q

'That would be in '82?

14

A

No, lTo/ doctorate finished in '96.

15

Q

'96?

16

A

u.c.

17

Q

Have you ever participated in any academic conferences

18

Berkeley, '96.

focused on the Dead Sea Scrolls?

19

A

I've been to the Society of Biblical Literature.

20

Q

The S.B L.?

21

A

The S. B . L. which had scrolls sessions which I've

22
23

24
25

attended over the years since the late seventies.
Q

Have you rrade any ccmrents to reporters about the Dead

Sea Scrolls controversy?
A

Not to reporters.

I've talked inforrrally to friends
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A

1

about it but no.

'c~

2
3
- --

)

- - -- -

--

A

Did not knCYvV Raphael GoTh, no .

5

Q

Did you know Nomen GoTh had a son or two?

6

A

I nBde an assumption that Dr. GoTh had a family.

7

not know his kids.

8

that's all.

\

I met him in 1988.

I did

I knew he had a family,

9

Q

Did you ever discuss the scrolls with Dr. GoTh?

10

A

No, we talked about his book on Runes, on the Jews of

11

France for an hour or two and TIBybe two seconds on Dead Sea

12

Scrolls.

13

Q

Do you know if Jonathan Seidel is a very camon narre in

the internet?

A

I haven't done a statistical study of the united States

16

but I know that there are sare younger Jonathan Seidels out

17

there and they never inpersonated me, they can just be

18

themselves but this narre is not canpletely uncamon for a Jew or

19

Christian to have the narre Seidel.

20

hundred nationally.

I suspect there are about a

21

Q

Very close.

22

A

Sarething like that, I don't knC1vV.

23

Q

Do you knC1vV hCYvV mmy Jonathan Seidels care up vvh.en you

24
)

know Raphael GoTh?

4

15

-

And I think. on direct you indicated that you did not

--

14

\,

Q

25

do a vvhite pages search on the internet?
A

No.
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1

Q

Would 119 surprise you?

2

A

'That was my ballpark.

3
4

Okay, ballpark was a hundred but

rraybe tvvo hundred, I dan' t k:rJoAT.
Yes, it was very close.

Q

Do you use the intell1et, sir?

5
6

A

Sure.

7

Q

Do you do any bl039in9 at all?

8

A

No, I thought about setting up a potential blog on my

9

10

synagogue site but never follONed through with it.
a blog.

Do you k:rJoAT anything about using anonymity on the

11

Q

12

internet?

13

MR. BANDLER:

14

THE CDURI':

15

I don't have

Objection.
Sustained.

There were calls that you said that you got fran people

Q

16

that asked you whether or not you were doing any bl039ing on the

17

internet?

18

A

19

20
21

within about a twenty-four hour period and then I just

immediately said no to all questions.
Q

Did you read the things that were reputed to have been

done in Jonathan Seidel's name?

22

A

Yes, I read them, yes.

23

Q

Are any of those blogs signed Rabbi Seidel?

24

A

No.

25

MR. BANDLER:

Blogs or e-rrails?
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9

1

A

Internet discussions, internet forum comments.

2

Q

Like blog type comments?

3

A

Right, none of tbem are signed Rabbi Seidel.

-----

4

Q

Just that the header was Jonathan dot Seidel?

5

A

It's actually Seidel dot Jonathan.

6

account at Rabbi Seidel at grrail.
MR. BREITBART:

7

May I just have a rrarent, your

8

Honor?

9

Q

Apparently you've taken a long trip to get here?

10

A

Yes.

11

Q

I hope you enjoyed it and you got a chance to go back

12
13

Thank you.

to the old neighborhood.
A

15

REDIRECT EXAJVilliIATION

16

BY MR. BANDLER:

17

18

Q

Thank you very rruch.

You're welcare.
MR. BANDLER:

14

Just to clarify.

I think. Mr. Brei tbart asked about blogs and people

contacting you.

19

'" /

I have my own grrail

Were there blogs in your narres or e-rrails in your narre?

20

A

These are, there's no blogs in my narre, no.

21

Q

So people contacted you about e-rrails?

22

A

John Seidel at aol dot can I've had for 23 years.

23

Rabbi Seidel is new.

No yahoo address.

The people contacted rre

24

through John Seidel because that's the one that goes way back to

25

the eighties under my narre John Seidel but the Rabbi Seidel is
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W

1

about three years old and that's what I use on grrail.

I was

2

shocked to see that there was a Seidel dot Jonailian, did not

3

feel very good.

~>.~.,

Felt bizarre and I was angIy about it.
'Ihank you.

4

l'IlR. BANDLER:

5

THE CDURT:

6

l'IlR. BREI'IBART:

7

THE CDURT:

May I excuse the witness, sir?
Yes, please.

'Ihank you, sir.

(Witness excused.)

8

l'IlR. BANDLER:

9

The People call Stephen Goranson.

(Witness entering.)

10

Sir, do you sincerely and solermly

CDURI' CLERK:

11

12

swear or affinn that the testinony you are about to give

13

this court will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing

14

but the truth, do you so swear or affinn?

15

DRS T E P HEN

G 0 RAN SON,

16

having been called as a witness on behalf of the People,

17

testified as follows:

18

THE WI'INESS:

19

CDURT OFFICER:

20

IJ.aIre

I do.

and spell your last

21

THE WI'INESS:

22

THE COURT:

In a loud clear voice, state your
IJ.aIre,

Stephen Goranson, G-O-R-A-N-S-O-N.
Okay, so I need you to keep your voice

23

up so every one can hear you.

24

personal energy, too.

25

please.

The mic. is live but require

If you don't understand a question, let
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1

Q

ill you k:rJovv Raphael GoTh?

2

A

Not personally.

3

Q

I want to ask you a couple questions, did you ever open

4
5

A

No.

6

Q

E-rrail addresses that have 1Ahere the at sign and then

7
8

9

(j

Duke dot edu, who do those belong to?
A

They belong to students and faculty and staff of Duke

University.

10

Q

Where you vvork?

11

A

Yes.

I got my Duke dot edu e-rrail when I was a

12

graduate student and I've had it ever since, twenty sarething

13

years.

14
15

Q

Did you ever open up a blog plagiarist dash Schiffrran

dash blog spot dot can?

16

A

No.

17

Q

E-rrail addresses that end with Brandeis dot edu, what

18
19
20

21

22

\, )

up an e-rrail account Steve dot Goranson at grrail dot can?

do those go to?
A

Brandeis University in Massachusetts.

When I was a

student we didn't have e-rrail back then.
Q

Did you ever draft a letter to Dean Richard Foley

concerning allegations of plagiarism against Lawrence Schiffrran?

23

A

No.

24

Q

Did you ever open up an e-rrail account Sara dot Palin 2

25

at grrail dot can?
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Q

1

A

No.

2

Q

Did you ever post a blOJ or send an e-rrail that condenn

"-.,-•• <

3

the filth coming out of Chicago?

4

A

No.

5

Q

And or ever post a blOJ or sent an e-rrail condemning

6

Norman Golb for his filth?

7

A

No.

8

Q

Now you rrentioned ANE 2, what is ANE 2?

9

A

It stands for Ancient Near East and it's t\tJO because

10

it's the second sort of incanJation of that list.

11

Q

And do you know vv.ho any of the rroderators are?

12

A

Yes, Jeffrey Gibson is one of them.

13

Q

And did you rreet him tcday?

14

A

I did.

15

Q

Had you met him before tcday?

16

A

Only by e-rrail.

17

Q

What's the website bib dash arch dot org?

18

A

Biblical Archeolcgy Society that publish biblical

19

archeolcgy review.

20

Q

And have you posted ccnrrents on that site?

21

A

Yes.

22

Q

But did you ever post any ccnrrents condemning the filth

23

caning out of Chicago?

24

A

No.

25

Q

Or of Norman Golb having sent filth out?
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1

A

No.

2

Q

So if sareone said their narre was Albert White Ph.D. a

3

friend of Steve Goranson, they would not be telling the truth?

4

A

Right, not be telling the truth.

5

Q

Have you ever heard the tenn stack rraintenance?

6

A

Yes.

7

Q

What does that refer to?

8

A

It refers to shelving and rraking sure that the beaks

9

are in order and so on.

10

Q

Do you know 1A7ho Saxe at Brandeis dot edu is?

11

A

No.

12

Q

Do you know 1A7ho Dr. Chang is?

l3

A

I think. if I am thinking of the right person, he was or

14

at Brandeis and wrote an article related to the Dead Sea

15

Scrolls.

16

Q

Who is Lloyd Bailey?

17

A

He used to be a professor at Duke University.

18

Q

And again Professor Eric Meyers is 1A7ho?

19

A

He is a professor and archeologist in the religion

20
21
22

departrrent and was my dissertation adviser.
Q

Did you ever have sare disagreerrent online with anyone

1A7ho used the narre Charles Gadda?

23

A

Yes.

24

Q

And What type of disagreerrent was that arout?

25

A

Over whether the scrolls carre fran Jerusalem to Qumran
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1
2

Q

Is Professor Meyers' address erne at Duke or ecm?

3

A

EMC.

4

Q

So if it was ecm that would be a mistyping?

5

A

I think so.

6

Q

Did there care a tine When you becarre aware of sare

7

)

or had sare connection with the people living at Qumran.

crnplaints being rrade against you?

8

A

Do you rrean online?

9

Q

Yes, via e-nail?

10

A

Well, online a couple, few years ago there started

11

being a lot nore attacks on people vv.ho didn't support the views

12

of Norrran Golb and I'm one of those.
MR. BREITBARI':

13

14

I'm sony, I couldn't get the last

part of that sentence.

15

THE COURT:

And I am one of those, he said.

16

A

I am one of those.

17

Q

And did there care a tine vv.hen you becarre aware of sare

18
19

crnplaints by e-nail to Duke?
A

Yes, this was later, I learned that frcm Michael

20

Finigan.

One of my supervisors got an e-nail crnplaining aJ::out

21

ne, he didn't rerreniler a vv.hole lot about it, he said it was not

22

gerrrane to my job and he deleted them and I asked the head

23

librarian too if she got sarething and she said I nay have been

24

sent sarethirg fran the provost but again didn't rerreniber a

25

vv.hole lot aJ::out it.

But crnplaints aJ::out ne and a suggestion
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1
2

3
4

5
6

)

Q

And so shortly after the complaints were made, is it

fair to say you were not notified?
A

I didn't know for avvhile.

I leaJ::1led sare rrnnths after

the fact, I think.
Q

So is it fair to say the university didn't ask you to

7

provide in£onration in cormection with sare investigation they

8

took?

9

A

'That is right, they did not.

10

Q

NON, potentially, VJhat could have happened as a result

11

(

that I be fired.

of sare of the complaints you have

12

MR. BREITBART:

13

THE COURT:

rJOJV

seen?

Objection, your Honor.

It sounds like the way you asked the

14

question the answer would be awfully speculative.

15

Q

16

You are suppose to perform your duties and carry

yourself in accordance with your enployer's requirements, right?

17

A

Surely.

18

Q

And if they determined that you have done sarething

19

wrong

20

MR. BREITBART:

21

operation of sareone else's mind.
THE COURI':

22

23
24
25

Q

Objection, it calls for the

You may answer the question.

If your enployer determines that you have done

sarething wrong, they can take disciplinary action?
A

Surely.
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1

And the rrost extreme disciplinaxy action would be what?

2

JVJR. BREITBART:

3

THE CDURT:

Objection.

You nay answer the question.

fired.

4

A

To be

5

Q

Did you open the e-nail account Steve dot Goranson at

6

c)

Q

gmail dot com?

7

A

I did not.

8

Q

HaN

9

A

No.

10

Q

HaN

11

A

No.

12

Q

Did you give Raphael GoTh permission or authority to

13

about us dot carrpus dot news at gmail dot com?

about the e-nail P dot Goranson at yahoo dot com?

open any e-nail account in your narre?

14

A

I did not.

15

Q

HaN

16

A

No blcgs in my narre.

17

Q

And you are not accusing him, you're just saying he

18
19

about any blcgs in your narre?

didn't have permission, right?
A

That's right.

20

JVJR. BAJ:\lDLER:

21

JVJR. BREITBART:

22

CROSS-EXAMINATION

23

BY JVJR. BREITBART:

24

25

Q

Thank you.

No further questions.

I just have a rrarent, Judge?

Good afternoon, Dr. Goranson, my narre is Breitbart, I'm

one of the attorneys that represent Raphael GoTh and I'm going
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1

to be asking you sare questions.

2
3

you told that there would be cross-examination?

4

A

Yes.

5

Q

Would you describe your e-mail and blogging activity as

6

being scholarly?

7

A

Certainly sare of it is.

8

Q

lYIr.

9

)

By the way, when you were preparing to testify, were

Bandler asked you questions about did you have

disagreerrents online, do you recall that?

10

A

Yes.

11

Q

And have you had disagreerrents online?

12

A

Yes.

13

Q

And as a result of those disagreerrents, have you been

14
15

16

thrown off many web sites?
A

I'm off one website, one lists now.

And when the lists

owner put rre off the lists, rrernbers voted rre back on.

17

Q

And what list was that?

18

A

G hyphen Megillot, which is Hebrew for scrolls.

19

Q

And \\by were you remJVed fran that?

20

A

The person, the list owner thought I made an ad haninem

21

attack.
Would you please explain to the jury what an ad haninem

22

Q

23

attack is?

24

A

25

the idea.

Certainly, it rreans attacking the person rather than
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1

Q

And were you accused of doing it in a vile fashion?

2

A

I don It rerrember the vvord vile but if you happen to

3

have a copy of the letter I wrote and I could read it without

4

any shaIre and I don It think. it IS ad haninem.

5

(Continued on next page.)

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
)

13

14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
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G

1

Q.

Are ad hominem attacks forbidden on the internet?

2

A.

On some lists, yes.

3

Q.

Is that the only time you were removed from the list?

4

A.

There have been temporary suspensions on some other

5

lists.

6

banned all together on the list because they didn't know where

7

they were.

8

Q.

9

)

\

internet for things that you have written?
A.

I don't know.

11

Q.

Many?

12

A.

Four, five maybe, along with other people.

13

Q.

Other people were also removed?

14

A.

Right.

15

Q.

But the scrolls, the list continued to go on?

16

A.

In some cases.

18

19

1

How many times have you been banned or suspended on the

10

17

j

There have also been times the Dead Sea Scrolls was

In some cases lists have died.

One

Dead Sea Scrolls list gave up and ended itself.
Q.

Weren't you removed three times from the Orion list

before they gave up?

20

A.

It's possible.

I don't remember the number.

21

Q.

Did you have some kind of search engine on your

22

computer that brought to your attention any time Norman Golb's

23

name came up on the internet?

24

A.

I do now.

I haven't -- I didn't years ago.

25

Q.

How about the last three or four years, did you have
Kathleen
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1

A

2

3
4

5

I think the last two or three year, yes, among with

many other names and Google search terms.
Q.

Every time Norman Golb's name appeared, did you take

certain action?
A.

No, not every time.

7

Q.

Many times, then, that Norman Golb's name appeared, did

you take certain action?

9

A.

Several times, yes.

10

Q.

What kind of action did you take?

11

)

A.

6

8

\

it?

Was it affirmative

or was it negative?

12

A.

I would read what he said and some times comment on it.

13

Q.

Were you known for attacking Norman Golb on the

14

internet, sir?

15

A.

Known by whom?

16

Q.

The rest of the people on the internet?

17

A.

All the rest of the people on the internet?

18

Q.

The people who accused you of doing improper things as

19
20

21
22

23

a result of seeing Norman Golb's name?
A.

I can speculate to some say that.

I don't know how

many.
Q.

How many times did you read that you were accused of

attacking Norman Golb?

24

A.

How many times?

25

Q.

Yes?
Kathleen Aimone, RPR
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1

A.

In recent years, a number of times.

2

Q.

Would that be 5, 10, 50, 100?

3

A.

I don't know the number.

4

Q.

How many times have you knowingly attacked Norman Golb

5
6
7

about the scholarship?
A.

There's a difference between being called an attacker

and attacking, sir.

8

Q.

I am aware of that, thank you.

9

A.

Tell me which one you are addressing at the time.

10

Q.

My question is how many times in your mind did you

11

attack Norman Golb?

12

A.

If you are men a personal attack, never.

13

Q.

I mean theories, theories of scholarship?

14

A.

Often.

15

Q.

When you say often is that 50, 100, 1,000?

16

A.

Not a thousand.

17

Q.

Under a thousand?

18

A.

Probably under a hundred.

19

Q.

Now, what seemed to be the problem that you were having

20

with Norman Golb?

21

yours?

22

A.

I don't know.

Was it his beliefs of theories as opposed to

I have written thousands of E-mails and they are not

23

all about Norman Golb.

24

many, many theories on the Dead Sea Scrolls.

25

Q.

Sorry.

I have criticized and praised many,

I missed what you said.
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1

8

Well, your enjoyment, as happy I am to

2

hear about it, really doesn't make it relevant.

3

Q.

4

Goranson?

5

A.

S-T-E-P-H-E-N.

6

Q.

And the Steve in Steve Goranson, how is that spelt?

7

A.

S-T-E-V-E.

8

Q.

So, there's a difference in the spelling of the

9
10
11
12

( )

THE COURT:

13

Steves?
A.

How do you spell your name the Stephen in Stephen

S-T-E-V-E--

It's a difference of spelling of Stephen and Steve, not

of the Steves.
Q.

The names that Mr. Bandler asked you about were Steve

Goranson, weren't they?

14

A.

Yes, he did ask that.

15

Q.

Did you ever accuse Norman Golb of blatant

16

misrepresentations?

17

A.

I'm not sure if I did or not.

18

Q.

I am using it as a quote, sir.

19

Was that a quote or
Did you accuse him of

misinformation of making errors --

20

A.

Making errors, certainly, yes.

21

Q.

Did you accuse him of making Essenophobic articles of

22

obscuring the relevant history of

23

A.

Oh, Essenophobic, yes, I remember that word.

24

Q.

You created that word?

25

A.

I guess I did.
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1

Q.

Did you accuse Norman Golb of being Essenophobic?

2

A.

I think I did many years ago.

3

Q.

Glad to remind you.

4

Did you accuse him of obscuring

the relevant history?

5

A.

I may have.

6

Q.

Did you accuse him of attempting to erase the history

7

of Essene Jews?

8

A.

I think I did.

9

Q.

Did you accuse him of being inaccurate and source of

10

/)

I had forgotten.

false myths?

11

A.

I may have.

12

Q.

Would it be fair to say that you've used those kinds of

13

terms and phrases over the years in describing Dr. Golb' s

14

theories?

15

A.

I think that batch was from many years ago.

16

Q.

So, for how many years, sir, have you been attacking

17

Norman Golb in these articles?

18

A.

I haven't said I've been attacking him.

19

Q.

For how many years you have been using these types of

20

terms and phrases in describing Norman Golb's work?
I think that was maybe years ago, that batch you just

21

A.

22

mentioned.

23

Q.

That batch was many years?

24

A.

I think so.

25

Q.

My question was for how many years have you been using
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1

2

3
4

5
6

7

1
)

that kind of verbiage?
A.

If you have saying that kind of verbiage, I haven't

used it for many years.
Q.

What's the latest writing that you did in opposition to

Norman Golb' s theories?
A.

I don't think I've written one in recent weeks.

I

don't remember --

8

Q.

In recent weeks?

9

A.

I don't think in recent weeks.

10

Q.

What about in recent months?

11

A.

I don't recall when the last one was.

12

Q.

Could you estimate for us how many times you've written

13

something taking a strong position of Norman Golb?

14

A.

Dozens.

15

Q.

Dozens?

16

A.

Surely.

17

negative.

And other people as well, positive and

Dozens of times for others as well.

18

Q.

How about Fred Cryer did you attack him?

19

A.

No, I did not attack Fred Cryer.

20

Q.

Did you say negative things about him and his ideas and

21

feelings?

22

A.

I said some negative things of his description of the

23

Tel Dan inscription Aramaic inscription.

24

wi th Dead Sea Scrolls.

25

Q.

It has nothing to do

Were you involved in the Yahad Ostracon?
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14
.

1

THE COURT:

2

MR. BREITBART:

Okay.

'=-.-~~-

3

has to be done in regards to witnesses and surmations and

4

charge conference and the like.

5

yet?

6

Well, you know, Mr. Breitbart, I

always like to think we can have a charge conference at any

8

tirre during the trial notwithstanding that experience

9

teaches rre that that optimism is overrated.

11
12

,

THE COURT:

Has that been worked out

7

10

(-')

Judge, there is sare plaIll:1illg that

l3

14

So, Mr. Kuby, had given rre sare requests to charge
and I asked him for authority because I couldn't find any.

MR. KUBY:

I will have the annotated version to

you tarorrow rrorning, Judge.
THE COURT:

Otherwise I would be happy to discuss

15

that but I have found no authority for his requests and to

16

the contrary, Mr. Bandler, I'm still - - bewildered is the

17

wrong word -- with regard to COlli1t 1, that is the Identity

18

Theft with the object crirre being Scherre to Defraud, I don't

19

know whether you have any authority for a Scherre to Defraud

20

not requiring the atterrpt at least since the charge -- since

21

atterrpt not requiring the intent to actually steal a certain

22

arrount of rroney.

23

And I don't knON that there is any proof to be

24

offered as to the arrount of rroney which sarehow could be

25

taken that the Scherre to Defraud work and the Jewish Museum
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1

reSPJnded.

2

I think the attempt to carrnit the

3

crirre does not require to be carpleted and the rroney be

4

stolen.

5

THE COURT:

6

MR. BANDLER:

7
8

9

Correct.
I think the attempt with respect to

the intent property in value in excess of $1, 000 .
THE COURT:

And rraybe you are contemplating

offering evidence as to the arrount but we did hear fran your

10

Jewish Museum witness, if I recall correctly, Which

11

certainly I might not, without an arrount being specified.

12

)

MR. BANDLER:

MR. BANDLER:

I don I t believe the exact arrounts

13

but I knON Dr. Schiffrran and Ms. Braunstein testified about

14

What he actually got paid I think it was $500 or $650 for

15

the speech and then another arrount for the honorariun and

16

for the consultation and that those arrounts were lOATer than

17

the no:rnal fee because it I S an honorariun not a full fee so

18

I think the ultirrate issue is proving What the defendant

19

intended to do and I think notwithstanding the actual arrount

20

being $500 plus $650 Which is over a thousand and the

21

speaking hOl1Orariun of Whatever it was under a thousand but

22

I think the no:rnal speaking fee is over a thousand so I

23

think we have a value there and there was testirrony that at

24

least fran Dr. Schiffrran that When he I s speaking serre place

25

he gets the free admission, he gets the travel, he gets the
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hotel, he gets the honorarium so in theory if Dr. GoTh was

2

ccnUng, if he was invited, we're talking travel, hotel,

3

speaking fee.

4

MR. KLlBY:

5

THE QJURT:

6

MR. KLlBY:

May I respond?

Yes.
Dr. Schiffrran testified that he

7

received -- well, first just as a matter of evidentiary

8

sufficiency, there is no evidence that I saw and I'll rrake

9

this argurren.t rrore fully at the appropriate tirre, there is

10

no evidence that I saw that there is any proof that Mr. Golb

11

under any identity attempted to get Dr. Schiffrran cancelled

12

fran the Jewish MuselD.ll and indeed the only person who had

13

any interaction with respect to that was Dr. Braunstein who

14

made it very clear that he made no such attempt in any point

15

in any communication that she's received.

16

Even if the court were to allow that issue to go

17

to the jury, Dr. Schiffrran testified that he received a $650

18

honorarilD.ll, and that he was surprised to learn that he was

19

given $500 for his consultation.

20

going to get that.

21

add the $500 to the $650, he really has to prove that

22

Raphael GoTh intended to deprive Dr. Schiffrran of an

23

honorarilD.ll that there is no evidence that Raphael GoTh knew

24

about it and even Dr. Schiffrran didn't know about it.

25

He didn't even know he was

So if Mr. Bandler wants to aggregate,

THE QJURT:

Excuse rre, Scherre to Defraud is what
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1
2

MR. BANDLER.:

3

Just to address one of Mr. Kuby' s ccmrents,

190.65 suJ::xlivision (1) (b) .

4

Obviously all of the proof is not in so the court will not

5

be rraking any decision as to whether the People had proved

6

the defendant's intent with respect to the Jewish Museum and

7

the irrpersonation of Dr. Schiffrran.

8

9

THE COURT:

Well, it's furmy language I have to

tell you for an intent because one of the problems of

10

instructing on attenpt is vvh.ere the attenpt always - - sorry,

11

I need to annunciate more clearly than I'm capable of today.

12

()

section?

Is always vvh.ere the intent goes to.

So for the

13

crnpleted crirre you need the intent to defraud more than one

14

person vvhatever that rreans and in order for the crnpleted

15

crirre, need to Obtain property more than a thousand dollars.

16

I don't know and to rre the language looks like and so Obtain

17

because it is the intent to defraud more than one person and

18

then the Obtaining of the armunt of property doesn't seem to

19

require the intent for the ornpleted crirre.

20

MR. BANDLER.:

21

THE COURT:

I INOLlld agree with that.
So I don't know vvh.ether for the

22

attenpted crirre you need to have an intent to recover that

23

armunt of money leaving aside so that's on the evidentiary

24

issue of how much you think you're getting by it.

25

So I don't know.

I will confess I'm a little,
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1

this is sarething of a stretch with regard to this situation

2

and I don't quite knON' what to say and I don't think,

3

although I haven't really looked specifically, I might spend

4

a little time this afternoon locking specifically, that

5

there is much case law under this since I last worked with

6

Scherre to Defraud ten, fifteen years ago.
MR. KIJBY:

7

I haven't found any thus far although

8

I'm always hoping that today will give sare guidance when I

9

get back to the office but he's not charged with atterrpt to

10

engage in a Scherre to Defraud, is he?

11

Scherre to Defraud.
THE CDURT:

12

He's charged with a

No, no, the Identity 'Theft requires an

13

Object felony.

14

felony.

15

Degree when he knowingly and intends to defraud, assurre the

16

identity of another person, et cetera and thereby carmits or

17

atterrpts to carmit a felony.

18

asserting with regard to Count 1 is Scherre to Defraud.

19

not charged with Scherre to Defraud, there is no charge of

20

Scherre to Defraud, that is the Object felony.

21
22

The felony Identity Theft requires an Object

A person is guilty of Identity 'Theft in the Second

The felony the People are
He's

So the question is when I instruct the jury on the
felony they need to understand what that felony is.

23

MR. KIJBY:

24

THE CDURT:

25

MR. KIJBY:

And my issue --

Or atterrpted issue.

Exactly.

JVIy issue is I don't kno.v that
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1

sub (b) can be an atterrpt because it has within its

2

definition the ccnpletion of an actual theft that is you

3

have to
THE COURT:

4

0NI1

Every crirre, robbery, and so obtained

5

property.

So the case - - actually, why don't you take a

6

look at this because I don't understand nost words of it.
There is a decision in the law journal this week

7

8

relating to burglary with the intent to commit crirre therein

9

where the fellOV\T, I don't have to say allegedly because he

10

vvas convicted, entered illegally and his intent vvas to have

11

sex with I believe it vvas a young wcmm who vvas in fact too

12

young.

13

discussion is preservation which anuses rre but not relative

14

right here, and the other part vvas did he have to k:rloN hOV\T

15

old she vvas and the answer that the trial judge gave vvas no

16

and the answer that I believe the Appellate Division

17

unaninously agreed upon although Judge McGuire wrote a

18

concurring opinion usually in a week or two.

19

everybcdy agreed but I'm not sure about that, no you don't

20

have to knOV\T it vvas a crirre, you had to have the intent to

21

commit the crirre which is defined as a crirre.

22

So the Whole discussion - - well, part of the

I believe

So it seems to rre there is sare analogy going on

23

here but I don't see why you can't have an Atterrpted ScheIre

24

to Defraud because if you act to the defraud two or nore

25

people in a systerratic ongoing scheIre.
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1

MR. BANDLER:

And just to clarify, we're not

2

limiting our theory to sul:xlivision (b).

3

(a) would apply as well.

4

people, the Jewish Museum people as well as other people.

5

He' s intending to defraud property fran one or rrore.

6

THE CDURT:

I think sul:xlivision

The intent to defraud two or rrore

Well, I'm a little troubled by that,

7

Mr. Bandler.

I don't really like charging the jUlY quite

8

that arrorphously so there is a global thing going on here

9

which is the various and sundry accusations and he's going

10

about to mmy, mmy different people but the only indicia of

11

an actual attempt to acquire sarething that is an

12

appointrrent to a particular job that's worth rroney is the

13

Jewish Museum.

14

MR. BANDLER:

Except to the extent that she

15

testified and camonsense tells us that if the world thinks

16

sarething about sareone that might be a reason not to have

17

that person be a speaker so if you can convince the world.

18

THE CDURT:

I think you're a little bit too -- I'm

19

just uncanfortable with it.

20

with it because it's too -- while I don't always defend

21

Mr. Kuby's definition of what due process is, it does

22

require sarething that the jury can all agree upon has been

23

proven beyond a reasonable doubt, so when I have these

24

various alternative theories, I'm not canfortable with that.

25

MR. KIJBY:

I continue to be uncanfortable

I just want to go back to subsection
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1

(b) and I totally understand the Court's reference to the

2

Appellate Division decision and I recognize the import of

3

that.

4

ccxnfortably there because what we would have then is

5

Mr. Golb atterrpting to engage in a scherre so he' s atterrpting

6

to engage.

I just don't think the text of sub (b) fits

THE CDURT:

7

8

No, he actually has engaged in a

scherre.
MR. KUBY:

9

I'm sorry, I thought he was atterrpting

10

to commit the crime of Scherre to Defraud in the First

11

Degree?

THE CDURT:

12

Yes.

But that doesn't necessarily

13

mean that he atterrpt to engage in a scherre.

14

hCM you do that.
MR. KUBY:

15

I don't k:rJoN

So he intended to engage in a scherre

16

and so contained property with a value in property in excess

17

of $1, 000 .

18

plus a realized dbject.

What you have there is a scherre, that is a plan,

19

THE CDURT:

20

MR. KUBY:

That's for the canpleted crime.
Yes, that's exactly right, that's for

21

the canpleted crime.

22

scherre Which I understand but part of the canpleted crime

23

itself requires actually dbtaining not intending to dbtain

24

but actually dbtaining.

25

THE CDURT:

So here you have an intent to commit a

For the canpleted crime.
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1

back to my original question, is there sarething al:xJut the

2

language because part of this and this rrakes

3

uncanEortable because I think. this is a natter to reach the

4

ultinate answer here of cama placerrent and I'm being

5

serious al:xJut it and I don't really understand how it cuts

6

in this particular phrase.

7

I

I

\

Ire

very

It says engaging in a scherre constituting a

8

systematic on going course of conduct with intent to defraud

9

rrore than one person or to obtain property frcm rrore than

10

one person by false or fraudulent pretenses so that or it's

11

like a whole independent thing.

12

MR. KIJBY:

13

THE COURT:

Right.
And so obtains property so the

14

question I asked the other day was, was the clause after the

15

cama applies to roth of the preceding clauses, the one

16

before the "or" or the one after the "or" or only to the

17

latter and there nay be a grarmatical explanation that one

18

of you srrart people because it has been rrany, rrany years

19

since I was an English najar, can explain to
MR. KIJBY:

20

21

You knaN we had him here, too and it's

a shane we didn't actually ask him.
THE COURT:

22

I just bring in my Eats, Shoots, and

I do have that on my bookshelf but I don't know

23

leaves.

24

What the rreaning.

25

Ire.

MR. KIJBY:

I think. and m:xlifies roth the clauses.
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1

2

\

THE mURT:

I would expect you would think that

because

3

MR. KLlBY:

4

THE CDURT :

5

MR. KLlBY:

6

THE mURT:

7

MR. KLlBY:

I'm a defense lawyer.
Exactly.
'They put a

CCllTIE.

there.

But I don't know why it should.
Because they put a

CCllTIE.

there.

If

8

they didn't put a

9

it would be quite clear that the and clarifies the secood

CCllTIE.

there, I wouldn't have no argurrent,

10

clause but the

11

that it rrcdifies both clauses.

12

THE CDURT:

CCllTIE.

nakes it as clear as they could nake it

I certainly disagree that it's as
Excuse rre, Mr. Kilby, nothing

13

clear as they could nake it.

14

personal, we've been getting along but that's the silliest

15

thing that you've said, as clear as they could nake it.

No.

16

I think he nay be correct about that

17

not quite sure V\fr1at you've been assuming in your argurrent

18

that that's the case that there has to be because if you are

19

in a scherre to defraud and you are telling people you are a

20

jury consultant, so I hold myself as a jury consultant.

21

say I'm an expert, I've done this and it's successful and

22

blah, blah, blah and I'm lying, just lying, I know nothing,

23

just a Judge, I don't know anything.

24

case would be as I go up to Mr. Breitbart and I say hire rre

25

as a jury consultant, I will only charge you $500 and I go

CCllTIE.

so I'm

I

I suppose the clear
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up to you and I say hire tre and I'll only charge you $450

2

and I find sare third victim because I have to have t'NO or

3

rrore and I charge them - - and it has to be over a thousand

4

dollars -- and I say $250 on the third guy.

5

\.)

Part of my scherre to defraud, my false pretense

6

has to be I lied abJut my qualifications, right?

7

that all of you are toe srrart for tre and none of you pay tre

8

a penny, doesn't rrean that I haven't attenpted the critre,

9

correct?

10

MR. KlJBY:

11

THE CDURI':

The fact

Correct.
So now the question is I now go up to

12

the sarre three lawyers or a different three lavvyers if you

13

don't like to be part of my exanples, I usually use 'NOrse

14

exanples on Janet.

15

If I then go up to the three lavvyers and say okay,

16

I'll be your jury consultant and, of course, you are no

17

foels you say okay, haw much is this going to cost my client

18

and I say well, it depends on haw much titre and blah, blah,

19

blah and this, that, and the other thing, and I' 11 send you

20

a bill and you very cleverly call the district attorney's

21

office and say that Charlotte is trying to get money fram

22

people but I never deposited an anount.

23

MR. KlJBY:

I suspect you have ccnmitted sare

24

cntre , probably a misdemeanor.

25

THE COURT:

Well, it's Attenpted Schetre to
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1

Defraud.

2

to Defraud when I don' t actually obtain the thousand dollars

3

and hew do I then,

4

second degree which is the misderreanor and the first degree

5

which is the felony unless there's sare requirerrent that I

6

have that part of my scherre is an atterrpt to get rrore than a

7

thousand dollars.

8
9

[VJr.

Bandler, distinguish between the

Now I'm not sure,

[VJr.

Bandler, that you haven't

established it or at least you haven't established it prima

10

facie because it's not ultimately my decision that you could

11

say here is what Dr. Schiffman's discount was.

12

you'll have factual questions because - - nevermind, but I

l3

think you' 11 have factual questions because it's none of my

14

business but in terms of charging I still need to know

15

whether the intent has to be to obtain an arrount of rroney

16

that's the one charge that requires it in excess of a

17

thousand dollars.

18

difficult you should kind of leave them alone.

19

I think

I always think when things are too

MR. KLlBY:

You think the grand jurors understood

20

any of this when they were voting out the original

21

indictment?

22

\

The question is whether it's an Atterrpted Scherre

TIlE CDURT:

I'm sorry, I have never seen it as a

23

standard whether the grand jurors understood anything nor

24

does the charge have to be with the sarre precision, blah,

25

blah, blah.
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I'm just having a lot of difficulty getting my

1

2

head around it so I suppose not on the legal issue, I'm

3

suggesting that perhaps you think about whether or not you

4

want to confuse the jurors as totally as you've confused the

5

Judge.
MR. KDBY:

6

!

()

7

being facetious here since Mr. Bandler already had the

8

opportunity to give a charge, this type of charge to one

9

group of jurors in the Grand Jury, that perhaps his first

10

efforts might be disclosed to us and we could sort of look

11

at that as an exarrple of what to tinker with, your Honor.

12

THE COURT:

13

MR. KDBY:

14

Thank you, Judge.

15

THE COURT:

..-

I take it that rreans no.

Now the crirre of falsifying business

records as a felony, the intent to cmmit another crirre and

17

your theory there is the other crirre is what?

18

MR. BANDLER.:

19

THE COURT:

20

MR. BANDLER.:

The other crirres charged.
Any of the other crirres charged?
Yes, I guess, except for COlli1t 1

which we've been discussing, leave that out.

22

~,

You are so funny.

16

21

,

I 1A1OUld suggest and I'm not entirely

THE COURT:

It also occurs to rre fran reading the

23

case law with regard to the inpersonation and the identity

24

theft is that the inpersonation has to be of a specific

25

person.
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Part of your argurrents have been all of this has

1

2

been a big coincidence and if I seem a little skeptical

3

about that, I'll charge it in front of the jury, but perhaps

4

you might concentrate on sare language because the forrred

5

charge just says another person and you might think that

6

that's not sufficiently clear.

7

NON, unauthorized use of a caTplter includes at

8

least in the forrred charge that it is a defense that the

9

defendant had reasonable grOlIDd to believe that he had

10

authorization to use the caTplter.
Ib I take it that you want that instructed?

11

I

12

honestly just don't know.

I'm not quite sure 1Ahy they say

13

that because the charge is when he KnONingly uses or

14

accesses a caTplter, et cetera, and it does seem to rre that

15

when you say in the defense that he had reasonable grounds

16

to believe that he had authorization that just goes to the

17

knowingness.
. So When you say sarething is a defense, it irrplies

18
19

sarething Which I don't particularly want to get into

20

telling the jury about just because it's a defense doesn't

21

neall,

22

defense it would be People would have to prove beyond a

23

reasonable doubt that.

24

I suppose if we do it like an alibi or like self

MR. KlJBY:

That would be my preference if that

\

25

COlIDt ends up surviving going to the jury.
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2

earlier in my papers that Mr. Bandler' s theory of this

3

transforms - - I rrean the gravarren of the crirre is gaining

4

access to a computer that you don't have the right to gain

5

access to.

6

clear that there is a difference between on the one hand

7

using false identification to get access to a computer which

8

is clearly intended to be criminalized and on the other hand

9

using a computer in a way that violates the terms of service

')

The legislative history seems to rrake it fairly

10

which they never intended to criminalize.

11

theory is that Raphael Golb violated --

12
/

I think the problem is that and I argued this

1

THE CDURT:

How do

Mr. Bandler' s

we know they never intended to

13

criminalize?

14

my computer here at 'WOrk which nobcdy wants rre to download

15

onto my computer at 'WOrk why am I not guilty of this crirre?

16
17

In other 'WOrds, if I download sarething into

MR. KUBY:

I 'WOuld maintain that that is not, that

you can't criminalize that.

18

Let's take another example, let's say instead of

19

downloading you were the Judge on the bench and you happen

20

to be looking at certain items that you're not suppose to

21

look at, pursuant to your judicial duties you were using the

22

computer for your

23

lose your job, you might quit your job, but you're not going

24

to be prosecuted for unauthorized use of a computer.

25

0NI1

THE CDURT:

delectation as you 'WOuld, you might

You

keep saying that but why are you
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1

assuming the conclusion?
MR. KDBY:

2
3

everywhere who violates a term of service of any contract

4

that they engage in with any service provider is ccnmitting

5

a crirre and that was the very problem we had in the larry

6

Drew case which I recognize it's a federal case but it still

7

sort of stand as one of the sweeping discussions of this

8

area we currently have in the law.
MR. BANlJ.LER.:

9

)

Because otherwise every person

I think there is a distinction to be

10

rrade and a lot of it is in the defendant's mind his rrens

11

rea, if you're just doing serrething innocuous and you're not

12

deliberately using the system to ccnmit a crirre, that's one

13

thing.
We're not opening the flcxxlgates to say that every

14

15

one who does serre violation of the terms of use is

16

ccnmitting this crirre.

17

deliberately using a computer for the specific purpose of

18

ccnmitting a crirre and when that person k:rloNs the terms of

19

use prohiliits the use of a computer to carrnit a crirre and

20

vvhen the very reason to use those computers is to conceal

21

his identity to carrnit a crirre then we're in a different

22

area.

23

MR. KDBY:

But when scrreone knavvingly and

The trouble is Mr. Bandler is drawing a

24

distinction without a legal difference.

25

simply saying we won't prosecute under those circumstances.
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1

But the reality fran vihat we at least heard fran the

2

witnesses is obviously if you ccmnit a crine using the

3

crnputer, you've ccmnitted a crine because you have

4

ccmnitted a crine pericxi when you use a crnputer or pen and

5

ink.
TIlE CDURT:

6

(

\

..

)

)

Let ne just say the following, okay, I

7

suppose I should invoke my Fifth Arrendrrent rights before we

8

have this discussion.

9

I do send e-mails on my personal account from this

10

crnputer which is probably not formally, I don't know, we're

11

not given a contract in terms of terms of use.

12

sarething written, I don't even know vihat it is, but okay,

13

there are just certain websites, for exarrple, which are

14

blocked.

15

criminal cases.

16

net I think it was an undercover police officer but in any

17

event through a website called I IDve Older Men and of

18

course I couldn't access that, although it was interesting

19

to ne related to that particular case.

20

be in love with any older rren because there aren't any, so

21

it wasn't for my as you call it delactation.

If there is

For exarrple, Facebook which is often relevant in
I once had a case in which the defendant

I couldn' t possibly

22

Assune there is sarething in writing, maybe there

23

is, I just don't pay attention to it because I will send an

24

e-mail saying "I'll be hare at six i f you want to go out for

25

a run" nabcdy is going to get too upset with ne.
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1

believe, I have reasonable grounds that I'm pemUtted to do

2

that since I can 't rrake a phone call.

3

(,
/

So the PJint is that you can I t open the flcx:x3gates

4

as long as a person has reasonable ground.

5

strictly speaking that the contract and I think probably

6

this is true in rrost corporations you I re not suppose to use

7

the ccnputer for personal use, blah, blah, blah, period, end

8

of story.

9

shoots off a quick e-mail and says "I expect to be free at

And yet the local cultural is that eve:rybcx:1y

10

seven and we I 11 rreet at" or sarething of that sort and that

11

would seen to rre leaving aside the Pecple being kind and

12

chcosing not to prosecute, that the defense would be made

13

out as a matter of law.
MR. KIJBY:

14

Here is the problem I have with that

15

analysis, the NYU PJlicy states very clearly in addition to

16

not being allowed to camri.t crirres using NYU canputers, you

17

are not pemUtted to behave in an uncivil fashion.

18

not permitted to behave in any nasty fashion to other

19

people.

20

constructive by virtue of them accessing the NYU canputer.

21

)

There may be

You are

Eve:rybcx:1y has notice of that PJlicy actual or

If Mr. Golli, knowingly knowing that that PJlicy is

22

in place and knowing that he I S not suppose to be nasty to

23

his girlfriend is nonetheless nasty to his girlfriend on the

24

NYU ccnputer then under Mr. Bandler I s theory he I s using the

25

ccnputer in an unauthorized way and can be convicted of a
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1

crine and I am not prepared to believe that the district

2

attorney's office believes that it can sweep quite so

3

broadly into our lives.

4

f)

5

clause.

6

is not vague.

7

friends or lovers.

9

is not a vagueness argurrent.

I'm not arguing vagueness.

This part

This part is really an

10

overboard argurrent and I knCJ..\T that we're not arguing that

11

clause, we're arguing two clauses above it, but they're all

12

contained in the sarre adrronition.

13

Mr. Bandler except oh, the geed sense of the DA's office in

14

not making that prosecution, if he so wishes.

There is nothing to stop

And you knCJ..\T What, if I got a

THE CDURT:

16

prosecution because he calls his girlfriend an unpleasant

17

word.

18

MR. KUBY:

19

THE CDURT:

21

)

That is not Whatever WlCivil neans between

MR. KUBY:

20

....

His theory is he used it to ccnrnit a crine and that

8

15

\

But we're not dealing with that

THE mURT:

You would do What?
I would deal with it when I got there.

But you knCJ..\T What, that's not What I have.
MR. BANDLER:

I don't knCJ..\T if this is a geed

22

analogy, if you think of carputers and you have access to

23

the carputer, I can do Whatever I want but if you rent a car

24

you're borrowing the car for a certain purpose to drive it,

25

not to drive it off a cliff, not to sell it out for parts,
Sheila Wesley
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1

not to take it into a denDlition derby so when you I:orrow

2

the use of the NYU carputer system, it's for certain

3

plllpOses, and there nay be shades of gray if civil or not

4

civil but When you deliberately I:orrowing it to commit a

5

crirre or to take the car into a denDlition derby, I think we

6

have a different issue.
MR. KI.lBY:

7

So if Junior

8

I:orrows dad's car to go to the store and without

9

authorization he stops off at his girlfriends' house, he can

10

be charged with unlawful use of an autrnobile When dad finds

11

out?

12

)

I actually like tbat.

TIlE CDURT:

'!bat brings up sarething fran rrany,

13

rrany years ago about detours and frolics and all those sorts

14

of things.

15

So Whether or not the corporation, for example, is

16

liable and the employee has used the crnpany van to go to

17

the ball game unauthorized .

18

phrase.

19

and you banter, banter or Whatever you want to call it and

20

it has sare fairly strong language in it, not necessarily

21

upsetting but uses strong language, you nay not have tbat

22

uncivil in tbat context as they say in the civil context, to

23

be liable, you have to look at context but I don't have tbat

24

case.

25

Uncivil is kind of a funny

So if you are having a relationship with sarebody

It's not tbat he was uncivil, it's not tbat he
Sheila Wesley
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1

accused Larry SchiffnBn of plagiarism which you might argue

2

is uncivil.

3

case then I would agree with you, I would say that's kind of

4

cdd, because clearly if there is no question whatever I

5

believe I think we all agree that if he used the carputer

6

and he sent an e-mail to Larry SchiffnBn at his correct

7

address and said you are a dirty plagiarist and he signed

8

it, indicated to or he signed it anonyrrous or he signed it

9

Raphael GoTh, he would be First Arrendrrent protected.

10

MR. KUBY:

11

THE COURT:

VJaS

the

I agree.
And \\hether or not it 1NOUld be

unauthorized use although it's not civil whatever that rreans

13

I don't have that.

15

MR. KUBY:
proposition.

can

We'll agree with your original

I get Mr. Bandler's agreerrent to that?

MR. BANDLER:

16

One e-mail I 1NOUld agree.

If he

17

sent a thousand e-mails to Dr. SchiffnBn then we might have

18

an aggravated harassrrent.

19

THE COURT:

A thousand e-mails might be so

20

excessive and bring it to stalking.

21

with that.

22

allowed to.

23

)

If that

12

14

,

That's not what we have here.

24
25

I'm not going to deal

I don't know \\hen I go over the line of you are

MR. KUBY:

I don't either.

IDes Mr. Bandler know

\\here the line is?
THE COURT:

That's not our case.
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1

interesting to talk about better cases than you got here but

2

I don't want to.

3

I think going back to Mr. Breitbart' s

4

question about scheduling - - well, I won't speak for the

5

People.

6

7

MR. BANDLER:

Well, you said you're putting on a

case or no?
I didn't say.

8

MR. KUBY:

9

MR. BANDLER:

10

()

MR. KUBY:

THE COURT:

I think I should be done Monday.
So you prepare a reasonably brief

11

rrotion to dismiss and I'll deal with it and then we'll start

12

putting on your case.
Would you prefer that in writing or do

13

MR. KUBY:

14

you Object to it in writing?

15
16

THE COURT:

I guess in terms I prefer it

writing because it's easier for

l7

MR. KUBY:

18

THE CDURT:

19

MR. KUBY:

20

THE COURT:

21

MR. KUBY:

Ire

1Il

to cope with.

Fine, thank you.
I don't require it in writing.
And you don't Object to it in writing?

I certainly do not.
Thank you, Judge.

22

(The trial was adjOl1lll.ed until September 24,

23

2010 at 10: 00 a. ffi.

)

24

25
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1

I wouldn't have wanted to have to bring him.

I would

2

have been very worried about his health and well-being.

3

tends to sleep a lot and the trip would be overwhelming for him,

4

I believe.

5

Q

6
7

He

So vvho would you say aside fran the rredical

professionals, vvho else would be closest to him as a care giver?
A

Well the aides at the facility are his primary

8

caretakers but my husband and I are the ones that have made

9

major contact with him.

10

11

\
/

A

Q

To your koowledge did your father ever open up an

e-mail account --

12

MR. BREITBART:

13

THE COURT:

14

15

Q

Objection, your Honor.

You may ask your question.

To your koowledge did your father ever open up an

e-mail account Frank dot Cross 2 at gmail dot can?

16

A

No.

17

Q

How

18

A

Well, in his desire to communicate with the outside

do you koow that?

19

world we have sat down with him in the last few months and setup

20

a gmail account for him.

21

Junior which is the way he would refer to himself either that or

22

Frank Moore Cross and we gave him a list of instructions one by

23

one so that we were hoping that he could get into the e-mail

24

account and begin writing to friends and he to my knowledge

25

never succeeded getting into the account.

He set it up in the narre of F M Cross
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2

reach my TIessage that he would send a TIessage to TIe on my hot

3

nail acoount and that's hON I would know and he' s not been able

4

to do that.

5

6

)

Q

And have you seen sare e-nails sent fran the e-nail

account Frank dot Cross 2 at grrail dot can?

7

A

I'm sorry, I don't understand.

8

Q

Did you ever look at sare e-rrails that were printed out

9

f

I left a TIessage on the account that if he were to

1

that were sent fran an e-nail account Frank dot Cross 2 at grrail

10

dot can?

11

A

They were sent to TIe fran your office.

12

Q

And the writings in that, in those e-nails is that your

13

14

father's style?
A

No.

15
16

17

IVlR. BREI'IBART:
Q

Objection, your Honor.

The writings in those e-nails was that your father's

style?

18

THE WITNESS:

19

THE COURT:

Can I answer that?

Yes, na' am.

20

A

It does not appear to be his style.

21

Q

And since your father been in the assisted living, has

22

he care to New York City?

23

A

Absolutely not.

24

Q

Has he care to the Bobst Library at New York

25

university?
Sheila Wesley
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1

university received?

2

A.

Yeah.

3

Q.

How did you become aware of that?

4

A.

Because I got called into the dean's office.

I mean

5

the dean called me, and said, hey, I got a letter.

What's going

6

on, who is this guy.

7

to Dr. Galb, it was in an E-mail, attached to an E-mail that

8

says this is a courtesy copy.

9

script.

Basically, when the museum sent the script

You asked for a copy of the

We are sending this to you.

And of course on the top

10

of the script, it said don't reproduce it.

11

around and took ten or eleven large excerpts out of that script

12

and published a critique of the script, not the movie --

13

MR. KUBY:

14

THE WITNESS:

15

MR. KUBY:

16

A.

He then turned

I don't understand what the he is.
Dr. Norman Galb, Dr. Galb.
Thank you.

Published critical comments, eleven excerpts from the

17

script and wrote comments that were marginal notes.

18

wrote a critique of the editorial notes that were involved in

19

the script.

20

Oriental Institute's -- online, than their website.

21

sent some letters, hand-signed letters in signed by Norman Galb

22

to my administers, basically asking them, you know, why I

23

excluded him.

24
25

Q.

Actually

So, he wrote a critique, he posted that on the

You said the Oriental Institute.

that?
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1

To my knowledge, the Oriental Institute is a center

2

within the University of Chicago, and it's a very prestigious

3

center.

4

ancient near eastern civilization.

It's a highly acclaimed center that basically studies

5

Q.

Dr. Norman Ga1b was part of that?

6

A.

Yes, he's part of the Oriental Institute.

7

Q.

Dr. Norman Ga1b wrote a letter complaining about your

8

work, but did you become aware of some E-mail complaints to

9

UCLA?

10
11
12
/)

A.

714

13
14

A.

about the same time that I was having my attention drawn.
Q.

How did you become aware of these E-mai1s that were

being sent?
A.

I received an E-mail that basically said -MR. KUBY:

15

16

Yes, administrators at UCLA were getting complaints

Objection, Judge, unless he is

referring to a document in evidence.

17

MR. BANDLER:

18

MR. KUBY:

19

THE COURT:

It's personal knowledge.
Hearsay.
We not having him say what the E-mail

20

said for its truth, but rather what the E-mail said.

21

you may continue, sir.

22

A.

Thank you.

The E-mail basically said I can't find a

23

review of that movie, could you point me to a review.

24

E-mail from someone I never heard of.

25

Q.

So,

It was an

This was an E-mail sent to your E-mail address?
Kathleen Aimone, RPR
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1

A.

Yes.

2

Q.

And did you become aware that other people at UCLA were

3

)

715

receiving E-mails from --

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

And how did you become aware of that?

6

A.

Because one scholar after another kept coming up to me

7

saying what is this, what are you doing, what is this, what's

8

going on here.

9

look, there's somebody out there who doesn't like my -- the way

And, I would have to go to the scholar and say,

10

I am arguing my dissertation.

They don't like the conclusion I

11

reached.

12

just have at it with me just to critique what I am doing.

13

are doing this online.

They are taking it upon themselves to go online and
They

14

Q.

Do you remember when approximately this started?

15

A.

Oh, I want to say 2007, late 2007.

16

Q.

Do you remember approximately how many people from UCLA

17

approached you to say, hey, I got this E-mail complaining of

18

about you?

19

A.

Everyone in my department, the Department of Near

20

Eastern Language and Cultures, people in the press room, the

21

provost of the university, the dean of my college, all of them

22

were saying, you know what, pardon me, what the hell is going

23

on, what is this all about.

24

25

Q.

And did there come a time when you became aware of some

internet blogs about your work?
Kathleen Aimone, RPR
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1

A.

Yeah.

Basically what was taking place was what we call

2

in the tech world a Goog1e bomb, a Goog1e bomb.

What you do is

3

in a Google bomb, is you write something on line, and algorithm

4

that drives Google search results is based upon how many other

5

it documents link to it and the credibility of those documents.

6

So, what you do is you post something online, then you would

7

copy and paste that on to a blog somewhere else, and link to

8

that.

9

update that document and link to the blog.

Then you would go back in the original document and
Then you paste that

10

on another b1og.

Then you paste that on another blog.

11

to build up as many of the same thing, and you use meta tags and

12

key words to

13

THE COURT:

14

THE WITNESS:

15

THE COURT:

16

THE WITNESS:

You try

Meta tags?
M-E-T-A.
What are those?
Key words.

There are -- sometimes

17

you are asked to describe, you do a keyword search.

18

Basically I want to search for greatest baseball team on

19

earth, right.

20

are in New York, it would be the Yankees or the Mets.

21

don't want to guide anyone in the room.

22

something like that.

23

you are blog, you put greatest baseball team on earth

24

Yankees because you want that result to come up.

25

was cutting and pasting the same thing over and over in the

And so, you are hoping that -- I am guess you

This would come up.

Kathleen
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1

attempt to elevate its search standings within Google.

2

Q.

3
4

'I
)

When in relation to these anonymous E-mail complaints

did this internet blog campaign take place?
A.

The internet campaign had been going on before I was

5

involved with the San Diego exhibit in 2007.

It had been going

6

on long before that.

7

the Kansas City exhibit, which was prior to the San Diego

8

exhibit in 2007, with the Seattle exhibit which was in 2006.

9

Then, of course, the San Diego exhibit.

I first began seeing blogs about it with

The scrolls then moved

10

to North Carolina, then New York, and Toronto.

11

a, just a massive campaign critiquing seeking all of those

12

exhil:(it.

13

14
15

Q.

Then there was

What was your initial action in connection to these

internet attacks upon you?
A.

when I first was attacked, I mean

Well, your first

16

your first inclination is to respond to them.

17

to respond because anything I say would be copied and pasted and

18

then responded to elsewhere.

19

Levvitt Kohn who was the curator of the San Diego

20
21

MR. KUBY:

within hearsay.

23

didn't respond.

24

A.

25

And the example was Dr. Risa

Judge, I will object to this hearsay

The example, whose example?

THE COURT:

22

I was warned not

I will permit it to explain why he

I was at San Diego.

said about the exhibit.

I saw very critical things being

And as someone who is online, I want to

Kathleen
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1

go in, just like you do at the bottom of a news article, and

2

respond to these comments, and I was warned not to do that.

3

Because Dr. Kohn had responded earlier to a critical complaint

4

about the thing, and then that comment was then copied, taken

5

elsewhere, posted on a blog, and then a response to that was

6

given, and then that give and take was copied over and over and

7

over with the intent to humiliate her.

8

Q.

So

9

)

MR. KUBY:

Objection to what he believes the

10

anonymous person's intent was.

11

THE COURT:

12

the jury.

13

Q.

14
15

16

Yes.

Intent will be a question for

I will strike that.

So, your initial response to these attacks on you were

to ignore it?
A.

You can't ignore it, but, you can -- yeah.

warned don't respond.

17

Q.

Don't respond?

18

A.

Whatever you do, just let it go.

19

has a bug, it's a bully, it will pass.

20

someone else to pick on later.

21
22

I was

Q.

Whoever it is, this

It will -- he'll find

Did there come a time when you started tracking various

aliases that were either sending E-mails or doing blogs?

23

A.

Yes, sir.

24

Q.

And why?

25

A.

It doesn't take a genius to realize that someone was
Kathleen Aimone, RPR
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1

copying and pasting the same thing and using a different name.

2

The language was the same, the grammar was the same, the content

3

was the same, the, the combative style was the same.

4

was the same comment to comment to comment.

5

every name underneath it would be a different name.

6

one from Charles Gadda, you get one from Frankel, you get one

7

from Friedman, you get one from -- just -- but it was

8

doesn't take a genius to see this is the same person.

9

the same person copied and pasted pasting the same thing and

10
11

12

( )

719

Everything

And yet, every,
So, you get

it
I assumed

used different name.
Q.

Why did it matter so much to you that you took the time

to do this, why did it matter?
Because they weren't going away.

The bully wasn't

13

A.

14

stopping.

15

go from critiquing just -- the original critique of the San

16

Diego exhibit was the same the as the critique of the Seattle

17

exhibit, and same as others, that is Dr. Norman Golb had not

18

been invited to speak.

19

theory.

20

of them were invited to speak, but Dr. Norman Golb wasn't.

21

There were campaigns online, campaigns against -- letters

22

written to San Diego.

23

handwritten letters, E-mails.readtheblogsoverandover.It

24

was a generic complaint, why didn't you invite Dr. Norman Golb

25

to speak.

It kept intensifying and intensifying.

It began to

He wasn't allowed to come present his

Other scholars, Dead Sea Scrolls, archeologists, a lot

Everyone in the museum had written either

But soon after that, as soon as it was found out I
Kathleen Aimone, RPR
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1

was involved, I hadn't yet -- I was just a grad student on a

2

research grant to provide some new technology that none of the

3

other scholars could do.

4

thing.

5

Q.

6
7

)

720

So, I was starting to build this

And, now it became personal attacks against me.
And how did you go about tracking various aliases and

their internet activity?
A.

As a researcher, you learn to write everything down.

8

You write everything down.

9

internet.

And I am very active on the

I grew up with Netscape, and, you know, the origins

IO

of internet browsing.

11

put myself through school is doing technology.

12

bookmarking everything that I read that had anything -- I was

13

already doing this because as a scholar writing, acti vel y

14

writing a dissertation on the Dead Sea Scrolls, I want to know

15

every internet resource available to me.

16

file for all of these critical things I thought were the same

17

guy or the same people, some group of people or one person.

18

thought everything that was critical, that had the same grammar,

19

same style, that could be the same person, I put into a bookmark

20

in a folder.

21
22
23

Q.

That's what I have done.

That's how I
And so, I began

But I had a special

I

And, what kinds of things made you thought it was the

same person?
A.

As I stated, the subject matter is the same, the Dead

24

Sea Scrolls.

The argument is the same, it's an attack against

25

Dead Sea Scrolls exhibition, specifically against those who are
Kathleen Aimone, RPR
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1

asked to come and speak at the exhibition as a part of the

2

distinguished lecturer series.

3

make arguments in defense and promoting and defending Norman

4

Golb, Dr. Norman Golb at the University of Chicago.

5

always arguing that he had a theory that everyone was ignoring,

6

that no one was paying attention to, and it was some form of

7

conspiracy or some form of, you know, something bad that was

8

taking place to keep Norman Golb off this thing.

9

letters were basically there, and they say in the letters, I

It would always, always, always

It was

And so, these

10

mean, the letters when you read them, they actually say things

11

like, this is very disturbing, it's embarrassing, things like

12

that to try to influence the museum to bring Dr. Golb out to

13

serve as a lecturer.

14

Q.

Have you ever used aliases when posting things online?

15

A.

Sure.

16

Q.

Do you ever impersonate anyone?

17

A.

No.

18

Q.

Do you do a lot under your own name or your own hand?

19

A.

I do, yeah.

20

I am very -- a whole lot under my own

name.

21

Q.

Do you have a handle?

22

A.

Yeah.

23

Q.

What's that?

24

A.

I have a couple of handles.

25

One is bobcargill, all --

no space in between all lower case, and for a long time, I wrote
Kathleen Aimone, RPR
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1

everything in no caps.

2

-- it's actually because if you look at a URL at the top of your

3

browser when you go to Yahoo, at the top, that's all lower case.

4

When you look at E-mail addresses, everything is in lower case.

5

Early programming languages were done in lower case.

6

times you can identify programers by they use all lower case

7

when they are online.

8

told.

And people ask me why.

Often

That and E.E. Cummings used to do it I am

Q.

They are a programmer or they don't like the shift key?

10

A.

I have been accused of being lazy, not wanting to reach

12

13
14

15

over and hit the shift key.
Q.

At the time the internet attacks were happening against

you, what was happening with respect to your PhD?
A.

Well, the handles I was using was bobcargill.

I have

another

16

Q.

I am asking about the time

17

A.

I was in min progress, was still working on my PhD.

18

Q.

Did you use -- were you able to determine internet

19

protocol addresses of this alias?

20

A.

Sure.

21

Q.

And how were you able to determine that?

22

A.

By a number of means.

Sometimes when you post on

23

let's say, for instance, a news article comes out online.

24

There's a comments box at the bottom.

25

type in comments and just type in any name you want.
Kathleen
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1

you have to register.

2

That's becoming more and more frequent because of the abuse of

3

anonymity.

4

not post E-mail address.

5

right below it.

6

with critiques of Dead Sea Scrolls museums, and defense and

7

promoting Dr. Norman Golb were just anonymous names.

8

them actually printed the IP address next to it.

9

see, here's an IP address.

You have to give them your full name.

A lot of time they will post a name, they mayor may
And some blogs post the IP address

Most of the comments that were made consistent

Some of

Then you can

I know IP address, every computer

10

online has to have a way to connect to the internet.

11

address is a unique identifier for someone's machine online.

12

Another way to do it is using Wikipedia.

13

not register your account, whatever

14

a comment online, they just record and log the IP address right

15

up there.

16

and see the IP address.

17

write a blog and someone leaves a comment, like I've got this

18

guy that leaves a comment on my blog every day, I never approve.

19

He leaves comments on my blog.

20

blog, it gives the name of the person or at least whatever name

21

they gave.

22

give.

It gives you the IP address.

23

that.

The IP address is shown there.

24

that IP address.

25

software, What is My IP.

The IP

Wikipedia, if you do

t~rminal

from which you make

Wikipedia administers can also go behind the scenes
The third way is via blogs.

When you

When you leave a comment on a

It gives the E-mail address or whatever E-mail they
They have no control over
And then you can look at

And then I went to publicly available
There's lots of them out there.
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1

scholars were sending me these E-mai1s saying, I got this one.

2

I said make sure you get the header, because at the time, the

3

defendant didn't know that the E-mail, a -- the IP address were

4

contained in the header of these E-mails.
MR. KUBY:

5

6

THE COURT:

Sustained.

8

Q.

So

9

A.

What this individual who was passing himself --

10
11

THE COURT:

13

Don't tell us what somebody else's

state of mind is, that's the point.
THE WITNESS:

12
/

Judge, I object to what Mr. Cargill

believes the defendant did or did not do.

7

\

727

Q.

Sure.

Let me get you to early August of 2008.

Did there come

14

a time when you saw a blog that accused Dr. Schiffman of

15

plagiarism?

16

A.

Yes, sir.

17

Q.

And what was your reaction when you saw that blog?

18

MR. KUBY:

19

THE COURT:

Objection to his reaction.
Sustained.

20

Q.

What did you do as a result of seeing that blog?

21

A.

I called Dr. Schiffman, like I had called every other

22

scholar who had been attacked by this campaign.

23

Q.

Did you provide Dr. Schiffman with some information?

24

A.

I did.

25

Q.

And you spent quite a lot of time tracking this
Kathleen Aimone, RPR
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1

b10g, but it has the advantage of being deemed as a news site,

2

so that on Google alerts, the alerts I get come from news

3

alerts, which are valued higher than blog alerts.

4

)

729

Q.

I

want to direct your attention to on or about

5

September 12, 2008.

Did there come a time when you made a

6

complaint to NowPublic?

7

A.

Yes, ·sir.

8

Q.

Can you tell the jurors and why you did it?

9

A.

When

I

I

made several complaints to NowPublic.

first read some of the things which the alias

10

Charles Gadda had written,

11

lot of evidence to suggest that this is an alias, it's not a

12

real person, and that it's a part of a widespread campaign to

13

defame to critique the Dead Sea Scrolls exhibition and the

14

scholars involved in them.

15

exchange with some of them, basically said we are going to let

16

it go.

17

Dr. Schiffman complaint, I called them back and said this is

18

wrong, this is just you can't do this.

19

20
21

Q.

I

wrote to NowPublic saying we have a

They wrote me back.

We will keep an eye on it.

Later on when

had,

I

I

I

had an

saw the

And , do you remember which blogger b10gging accounts

those pertain to?
A.

When

I

complained, NowPublic put under review -- they

22

didn't delete the blogs.

They had -- they didn't delete the

23

blogs until the day after the defendant was arrested.

They

24

didn't delete the blogs.

And the

25

two accounts they put under review was Peter Kaufman, the author

They put them under review.

Kathleen Aimone, RPR
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1

of the one critiquing Larry Schiffman, and Charles Gadda.

2

two were based under review after my complaint off the Peter

3

Kaufman blog.

4

5

Q.

Those

Did you tell Now Public there was a criminal

investigation going?

6

A.

Yes, I did.

7

Q.

And can you tell the jury why you did that?

8

A.

I had written to NowPublic trying to convince them,

9

look, this is not right.

This is wrong it's an alias.

It's a

10

part of a widespread campaign, you know.

11

kind of journalistic credibility, you need to do something.

12

they what they would normally do is they would end the coming--

13

14

MR. KOBY:

And

Judge, objection to NowPublic's normal

policy unless he's a representative thereof.
THE COURT:

15
16

You need to have some

A.

Okay.

Tell us what happened, sir.

NowPublic sometimes did not remove the content.

17

What they would do, though, is an administer with NowPublic

18

could come in and they would see the comments, the responses to

19

these articles were constituting what we call in the internet

20

world flaming.

21

responding.

22

come on and say we are closing the commenting to this argument

23

because this is flamed.

24

the opinion of the administer supervising --

25

They are deliberate intent to bait people into

They are incendiary comments.

MR. KOBY:

The administer would

In my -- not only in my opinion, but at

Objection, Judge.
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1

point in tileir career were involved with the study of the Dead

2

Sea Scrolls that it must be corrupt, tile conclusions reached by

3

those scholars it must be corrupt.

4

blog.

5

6

Q

And is Frank Cross one of those supposedly corrupt

Christian scholars?

7

MR. KUBY:

8

THE CDURT:

Jud]e, at this point I obj ect.
Sustained.

you rerrember i f that blog rrentioned Frank Cross?

9

Q

Do

10

A

Yes, sir.
MR. KUBY:

11

\
i

TIlat' s tile surmro:y of that

Objection, Judge -- withdrawn.

12

Q

What's ASOR?

13

A

ASOR is the AIrerican School of Oriental Research.

It's

14

an organization of scholars TIDst of vvhan are archeologists, Who

15

dig in What we would consider the Ancient Near East that is

16

Israel, Palestine, Cyprus, Egypt, Syria, that region.

17

18

Q

Was your doctoral adviser Dr. Schniedewind also

attacked online?

19

A

Yes he vvas, quite a lot.

20

Q

Who is Dr. EhnrBn, E-H-R-M-A-N.

21

A

Dr. Bart EhnrBn is a specialist in paleographical

22

literature.

TIlat rreans literature that didn't necessarily nBke

23

it into the Bible but vvas considered to be biblical literature

24

but it didn't get it in the carmon either the Hebrew Bible or

25

the Christian literature and he's either at Duke or tile

Sheila Wesley
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1

A

No, these would be e-rrails fran people other than

2

No:t:m3I1 GoTh critiquing me about not agreeing with the

3

conclusions of Dr. No:t:m3I1 GoTh.

4

between late 2007, all the way up through the day before the

5

defendant's arrest.

It would have been sare time

6

Q

New what is the effectiveness upon you?

7

A

I was a grad student at the time, I wanted to do my

8

research, get my dissertation, rraybe publish an article and

9

becare a teacher, that's what I wanted to do.

That's still what

10

I want to do.

11

Who critique one another, that's part of the process.

12

the critique.

13

who disagreed with me to care and critique me, that was part of

14

a conference that reviewed my l:cok.

15

was part of the carmittee to critique me.

16

criticism.

17

critique me and I stand up and I stand up to that and you have

18

to expect sare form of criticism in this field, that's hew

19

scholarship work.

20

I understand that in this field there are people
I invite

When I published my J:cok I invited Jody Magness

I invited Vidal Delwick Who
I invited the

There are scholars who care in their

0NI1

narre and

But to wake up every day and to see ananyrrous people

21

taking shots, not just at my conclusions, not just because I

22

didn't agree with Dr. No:t:m3I1 GoTh, because I went to Pepperdine,

23

because I am a Christian, because I studied under Dr. William

24

Schniedewind.

25

thought crossed a big line.

To have these personal attacks against me, I
To then have that -- it's one thing

Sheila Wesley
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1

i f they send an e-rrail to tre, you send tre the e-rrail, I can

2

block the e-rrail address, I can change it, I can do sarething.

3

When you're sending it to my faculty, to my administration, to

4

my provost, to anyone who has any control over vihether or not I

5

get that Ph. D., whether or not my career actually advanced and

6

go forward, and those people are calling you into the office and

7

saying what the hell is this, what is going on, what are you

8

doing and I have to stand there and say I'm not doing anything,

9

all I'm doing is my research, my job, sareone is disgruntled and

10

they're taking aliases and I had to do that titre and titre again

11

until Dr. Schniedewind my adviser wrote an e-rrail to the

12

faculty.
MR. KIJBY:

14

THE CDURT:

15

A

16

Bob is not at fault here, this is sareone who is disgruntled

17

he's using -THE CDURT:

)

I just want the jury to understand

19

that Dr. Schniedewind, that letter is not evidence for its

20

truth.

21

A

Fair enough.

That I'm not the one at fault here, that

22

I'm trying to do my research and there's an army of aliases that

23

are trying to attack tre.

24
..

Over:ruled.

He wrote an e-rrail to the faculty including tre and said

18

\

Objection, your Honor.

13

25

MR. KIJBY:

Me, Dr. Schniedewind -Objection, Judge, to what other people

are trying to do.
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1
2

)

,

/

A

I '11 pemti..t the witness' perception.

An army of aliases that I believe were fran one person,

3

rraybe a few people that were t:r:ying to just rrake my narre into a

4

nuisance that every tine my narre cares across on a daily e-rrail

5

every faculty, the provost, the dean, all of these people there

6

is cargill's narre again and you say every tine those e-rrails are

7

associated with words like rrendacious or spurious or doesn't

8

know What he's talkir:g about or did he consider this or is he

9

going to be allowed to get his Ph. D. for shcildy" vvork like this.

10

When every day to walk into the office to have saretx:rly go, I

11

got another one of those e-rrails again, even tbough

12

Dr. Scbniedewind wrote them and told them to ignore it, to every

l3

day to read, to know that these other faculty lTffribers are

14

walking around and saying I 1IVOl1der if there is any truth at all

15

to this, I1IVOl1der if.

16

I didn't like it.

17

studies and I think that's the point of it, if you can chase out

18

anyone trying to do original research --

When it's just a carrplign to harass ne.

It rrade ne regret ever getting into Qumran

19

MR. KIJBY:

20

MR. BANDLER.:

21

No further questions.

22

THE COURT:

23

CROSS-EXAMINATION

24

BY MR. KIJBY:

25

Q

Objection, objection, objection.

'!bank you, doctor.

'!bank you.

Good trOrning, Dr. cargill.
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1
2
3

A

Before the University of aricago rerroved it, yes, I saw

Q

We'll get to that in a minute.

it.

You saw it, right?

4
5

A

I did see it, yes.

6

Q

And you read it, correct?

7

A

I did, yes, sir, I'm sorry, yes.

8

Q

And is it fair to say it's sarething like a dozen or

9
10

11

more single spaced pages of scholarly criticism of your work?
A

I don't k:r:iavJ how long it was but yes it was criticism,

scholarly criticism of my work, that's fair to say.

12

Q

It wasn't a smear, was it?

l3

A

I believe one portion of it was an atterrpt to smear.

14

Q

You thought one portion was an atterrpt to smear you,

15

but overall it was a scholarly critique of your work?

16

A

It indeed was a scholarly critique of my work.

17

Q

It attacked your methods, correct?

18

A

I don't recall but it rray have.

19

Q

It attacked your conclusions?

20

A

It rray, yes.

21

Q

It attacked the way you got to your conclusions?

22

A

It attacked the way I got to my conclusions, yes, I

23
24
25

would agree.
Q

'The methodolcgy by which you started at point A?
THE COURT:

Mr. Kuby, don't talk while the witness
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is talking, okay.

1

2

MR. KIJBY:

3

THE CDURT:

MR. KDBY:

5
A

6
7

Professor Cargill, we can't take both
It's his fault.

I'm sony.

I would agree with your last three staterrents that he

attacked my trethodolcgy, that he attacked my conclusions.
Q

8

9

Sony.

of you at once but it's not your fault.

4

\. )

You are a la\lJ'fer you know better.

And it's fair to say, is it not, that you, Dr. Cargill,

invite criticism of your work?

10

A

I do.

11

Q

And you, in fact, are one of academias, you are am:mg

12

academia four nost prqxments of putting scholarly work online

13

for criticism?

14

A

I would agree with that, yes.

15

Q

The earlier preview process was anonynously, colleagues

16

of yours review your work, they give it a thumbs up or thumbs

17

down or criticism, that's sort of old school?

18

19
20

21
22

A

I had written against old school pre review tretbcds,

Q

We'll call it new school, the younger hipper version to

yes.

put it online so that anybody can read it?
A

I don't know how hip it is.

I won't characterize it as

23

hip as we're all still pretty rruch nerds writing about the Dead

24

Sea Scrolls.

25

Q

I'm not hip any nore but the younger version?
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1

A

Sure.

2

Q

And you know fran your own online experiences when

3
4

A

Sare of them, yes.

5

Q

And they invite credits?

6

A

Sare of them do, yes.

7

Q

And anybcrly with a cursor and an idea can critique it?

8

A

If it's allc:wed, yes.

9

Q

I f it's online?

10

A

If it's allc:wed online, yes.

11

Q

Now you repeatedly said that NontBIl. Golb attacked your

12

)

articles are posted online they invite criticism?

13

script, correct, on direct examination?
A

I'd have to have it read back to Ire.

I don't know if I

14

used the word "attacked." I know that you've just used the word

15

attack.

16

Q

Pardon Ire?

l7

A

You just characterized it as an attack.

18

Q

Do you recall your earlier testinDny?

19

THE CDlJRT:

I'm sorry, the JUIY has heard his

20

earlier testirrony.

21

sareone what their earlier testirrony was in this courtrcx:m.
MR. KUBY:

22

23
24

25

It's one of my pet peeves when you ask

I had no idea that was a pet peeve of

yours.
THE COURT:

Now you know, that's why I told you so

you would know.
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1

testirrony you sat there and talked about the irrpact this had on

2

you.

3

A

Right.

4

Q

Tell

5
6

7
8

9
10
11

\

Ire

the thing that you considered the worse thing

that was said about your film?
A

I didn't appreciate many things, one of them that

sticks in my mind was this concept of rrendaciousness, rrendacity.
Q

For those of us who don't have dictionaries in front of

us and cannot use our handheld devices, give us the definition
of rrendacity?
A

I had to look it up, too because it's not that canmn

12

of a word as you just said.

13

on anonyrrous attacks on my work and one on a hand signed letter

14

by Noman GoTh, that's where I saw the word rrendacious.

But I had seen it two places, one

15

Q

Tell us what it rreans though.

16

A

It essentially is a synonym for lying.

17

Q

Dishonesty?

18

A

Dishonesty, academic dishonesty.

19

Q

And your work was the worst thing that the online

20
21
22

poster said about your film was it was rrendacious?
A

I don't think it was the worse thing, it was one of

many things.

23

Q

That was a real bad thing, right near the tap of awful?

24

A

Yes.

25

Q

Give us one other one, maybe a word that we're
Sheila Wesley
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1
2

Q

And you published a review of this as well in the

Archeological Review as well?

3

A

Of this paper?

4

Q

At the NOVEniJ::;er 23rd lecture and this lecture was

5
6

Not to my knowledge.

before 1Nhan again?
A

It was again to my recollection the Society of Biblical

7

Literature, it was a session on online research.

8

different sessions within the Society of Biblical you can give a

9

lecture on the Sarruel lecture or the prophet lecture and they

10
11

There are

have one on technolcgy and use of research.
Q

And in that lecture did you say the following quote

12

despite No:man and Raphael ITBIly criticisms, the Dead Sea Scrolls

13

exhibits were experiencing trerrendous success and No:man GoTh

14

was still not being invited to speak at the museums lectures.

15

Our patient vigilance had begun to payoff and the GoThs

16

experience increasing difficulty in getting out their rressage

17

end quote.

18

A

19

If it's not word for word, that's consistent with

scrrething that I said in the lecture.

20

Q

Well, would you like to listen to a CD of that?

21

A

Sure -- no, but I guess you're going to play it anyway.

22

Q

No, I'm not.

23

THE OJURT:

I'm not exactly sure why we're doing

24

that.

He already admitted to saying scrrething like that and

25

the jury rray take it to be a particular bias and they rray
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1

A

I never published in Archeolcgy Magazine.

2

Q

I'm sony, Dr. Cm:gill, just take a look at the

3

docurrent rrarked page one, scan it silently to yourself if you

4

please and after you've satisfied yourself and you know what it

5

is.
(The witness CatIllied.)

6

A

7

Q

What do you reccgnize that to be, sir?

8

A

This is a document that I wrote for consideration to

9
10
11

publication for Archeology Magazine?

Q

So you sent it to Archeology Magazine for publicationi

is that correct?

12

A

I was working with an editor there.

13

Q

And did they publish it?

14

A

No, sir.

15

Q

Could you hand it back, please?

16

COURT CLERK:

17

MR. KDBY:

18

Q

And that is rrarked as?

H-l.

And with respect to this article, you've delivered

19

variations of this article in the form of a lecturei is that

20

correct?

21

A

I have not delivered variations, I' ve delivered one

22

redacted variation of that article, the one that we've already

23

described at SBL.

24

Q

And this article, you wrote this article, right?

25

A

Yes.
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1

Q

Did you end the article by saying unfortunately the

2

'iNOrds of shrine of the beak curator Magen Broshi still appears

3

to echo true tcday.

4

he dies.

Quote when will be we free of GoTh?

When

Close quote.
You wrote that?

5
6

A

I'm sorry?

7

Q

You wrote that?

8

A

Magen Broshi wrote that.

9

Q

You vvere quoting Magen Broshi?

10

A

In the initial draft, in the first draft of this

11

article, I had a lot of things and things that we ended up

12

redacting out of the article thinking the article is too long.

13

Q

But in the Society for Biblical lecture that you gave

14

on November 23rd, you included that portion in the speech that

15

you gave, did you not?

16

A

I do not recall?

17

Q

You do not recall?

18

A

Including that portion.

19

Q

Well, we'll hold that for now.
Magen Broshi you identified him in this article as the

20
21

shrine of the beak curator, correct?

22

A

I believe so.

23

Q

And what is the shrine of the beak?

24

A

'The shrine of the beak is a building that contains rrBI1Y

25

of the Dead Sea Scrolls.

It's a part of the Israel museum in
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1

Jerusalem.

2

Q

So it's an iI1p)rtant institution in your area of work?

3

A

In my area of work, yes, it's an iI1p)rtant place.

4

Q

And you were aware, were you not, that in an interview

"i

5

with the newspaper Iris, Magen Broshi vJ.hen will we be free of

6

GoTh?

7

A

8

When he dies.

I read that quote in Dr. GoTh's books that's when I

learned of that quote.

9

Q

And you saw fit to quote it in your papers, correct?

10

A

No, I did not.

I saw fit to include it in the original

11

draft of the paper Which was later redacted fran the paper.

12

one every publicly saw that.

No

,
)

13

Q

Pardon me?

14

A

NJ

15

Q

I'm not asking you that question, you wrote those

16
17
18
19

one ever publicly saw that.

words, correct?
A

I quoted Dr. Broshi in the early draft of a docurrent

that I wrote.
(Continued on next page.)

20

21
22

23
24

25
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1

And when you say you in your portion, that is the

2

portion that you had not, simply to quote, unfortunately

3

Broshi's [phonetic] words are still true, you mean by that it's

4

unfortunate that you wouldn't be rid Norman Golb sooner than his

5

death?

6

A.

No, sir, that's not what I meant.

7

Q.

Do you know how old Norman Golb is?

8

A.

I do not.

9

Q.

Do you have any idea?

10

A.

I would have to speculate.

11

Q.

Any notion of how long you have to wait to be free of

12
\

Q.

767

him?

13

MR. BANDLER:

14

THE COURT:

15

16
17

18

Q.

Objection.
Sustained.

You also wrote, did you not, that Norman Golb will,

quote, fight his litigious losing battle until the bitter end?
A.

Sorry, are you quoting from a draft of a manuscript I

wrote from?

19

Q.

I am asking you if you wrote the following words?

20

A.

I don't recall.

21
22

23

I mean, we would have to see if it's

in a draft of a manuscript that was never published?
Q.

Did you ever deliver those words to the Society of

Biblical Literature on November 23rd?

24

A.

I don't recall.

25

Q.

You don't recall.

Is this the kind of thing you would

Kathleen
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1

objection to Dr. Go1b and my opinion violating copyright.

2

Publishing things that he was just publishing, well, I will

3

leave why I think he did it to myself.

4

Oriental Institute saying this is wrong, you can't do this, and

5

then removing the document after my E-mail exchange with them.

6

Q.

The end, that's where it ended?

7

A.

I wish that's where it would have ended.

8

Q.

Right, because the University of Chicago then took

9
10
11

)

A.

I can't -- I don't know how to answer that.

It was

13

no longer on the Oriental Institute website.

16

Q.

It was

And his personal website is through the University of

Chicago?
A.

If I recall, I believe it's University of Chicago, it

17

was revised version where he took out of content, to which I

18

objected, and re-put the argument back up, and then -- but it

19

was removed, all of the stuff to which I objected.

20
21

\

on their website; is that correct?

published on Dr. Norman Golb's private personal website.

15

;i

Norman Golb's review with the couple of revisions and posted it

12

14

(

And then me writing the

Q.

Well, you received a letter from the University of

Chicago counsel, is that correct, in response to your complaint?

22

MR. BANDLER:

23

THE COURT:

24

MR. KUBY:

25

THE COURT:

Obj ection .
Sustained.
Judge
What does this have to do with --

Kathleen
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1

It has to do with, number one, the fact

MR. KOBY:

2

that, that the University of Chicago counsel told him that

3

this false
Why is what the University of Chicago

4

THE COURT:

5

counsel told him not hearsay?

6

MR. BANDLER:

7

MR. KOBY:

8

THE COURT:

9

MR. KOBY:

Objection.
It is hearsay, and -Then don't ask it.
It goes to his state of mind, and the

10

reason it goes to his state of mind is when he blogs about

11

this, he does -- he never mentioned the fact it was told by

12

counsel

13

THE COURT:

14

MR. KOBY:

15

THE COURT:

Excuse me, step back.
-- to stop doing it.

So

The jury will disregard that comment.

16

That is hearsay.

I don't know whether counsel is good, bad

17

or indifferent, correct or incorrect.

18

I don't believe is part of any of the charges in this case.

19

Please proceed.

20

MR. KOBY:

21

THE COURT:

22

MR. KOBY:

23
24

25

And his state of mind

Judge this -Excuse me, please proceed.
Could I get this marked as -- where are

we?
THE COURT:
listen to her.

Pat tells me it's lunchtime.

So, jurors have a good lunch.

Kathleen
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1

you at 2:20.

2

(Whereupon, the jury exited the courtroom.)

3

THE COURT:

4

(Whereupon, the witness was excused.)

5

6

KOBY :

Judge, if I can make an offer of proof

for this witness.

7

THE COURT:

8

lI/lR.

9

( )

lI/lR.

I will see you after lunch.

KOBY:

Sure.
Dr. Cargill acknowledged on direct

examination that he blogs about this episode and he talks

10

about the alleged copyright infringement, his complaint, and

11

how it was redressed by the Oriental Institute.

12

blogging, that's where he stops and he makes it seem -- he

13

makes it seem as though in his own writings that somehow he

14

triumphs over Dr. Golb and Dr. Golb was wrong.

15

never does on his blogs is the rest of the story which is,

16

A, it was put back up on the University of Chicago's

17

website, which we did elicit; and B, the legal counsel for

18

the University of Chicago told him that you may not like

19

Professor Golb's critique your work.

20

respond to Professor Golb on the merit rather than

21

attempt

22

THE COURT:

23

lI/lR •

KOBY :

Excuse me.

In his

What he

We welcome you to

That is relevant to what?

It's relevant to show that Dr. Cargill

24

in his public discussions, and both on direct examination

25

about the incident, the offer Oriental Institute incident as
Kathleen
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well as his public discussion, it is not being completely or

2

even at all honest about --

3

THE COURT:

4

MR. KUBY:

5

THE COURT:

6

That's number one.

7

here.

8

Dr. Cargill.

Dr. Normal Go1b is not on trial here.
Number two, Dr. Cargill is not on trial

There is actually, I don't know if --

THE COURT:

10

Yes.

So, there are a few charges with regard to

MR. KUBY:

9

I am a little confused, Mr. Kuby.

Judge, I believe there's one.
Aggravated harassment.

So, the

11

question is whether there were communications from your

12

client intended to annoy, harass, or alarm him, and which

13

were likely to annoy, harass, or alarm him.

14

So, the issue as to whether or not Dr. Cargill was

15

correct that his copyright had been violated, and that it

16

was adamantly redressed is fascinating.

17

bias.

18

which will be resolved by any verdict in this case.

19

It doesn't it go to interest.

MR. KUBY:

It doesn't go to

It is not an issue

Judge, I am not trying to resolve that

20

issue.

All I am trying to do is demonstrate when Dr.

21

Cargill both speak and writes about this episode, which was

22

at least a central part of the direct examination.

23

not speaking and writing about it honestly.

24

And his credibility is very much at issue.

He is

That's all.

\

)

25

THE COURT:

The fact the lawyer said we fixed you
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now mayor may not be correct.

2

actually it may be federal because it's copyright, you know,

3

but I don't -- I honestly just don't -- you know, there it

4

is.

5

bring in the lawyer said this just like that newspaper

6

article where somebody asked a question and all of the

7

sudden that's proof of a fact.

8

evidence as I understand it.

9

nice lunch.

10
11

)

It's out there.

MR. KUBY:

It's Illinois law.

Well,

And there you are, you are trying to

That is not rules of
So you can't do it.

Have a

I would like this marked as a Court

Exhibit, if I may, so it's properly in the court record.

12

THE COURT:

Sure.

No problem.

13

THE CLERK:

That will be Court Exhibit 3.

14

(Whereupon, a luncheon recess was taken.)

15

16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
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1

A

2

having all the aliases caning after us and the idea 'NaS you

3

never respond, you never to respond to anything that the

4

defendant says, you never are to respond to any of the aliases.

5

In fact, you never -MR. BREI'IBART:

6

7

motorcycle go by?

8

A

he 'Nait a little until the

Sorry about that, I apologize.

10

paste and posted on other blogs.

11

rrention of Dr. Golb, just write everything dovvn.

12

rrention of anything that the defendant say, just write it down.

13

14

Q

So the idea 'NaS don't rrak.e
Don't rrake

So the third reason is you in fact had a policy of

never rrentioning Norrren Golb's narre?

15

A

Not true.

16

Q

If I misunderstocd what you just said?

17

A

This is a play on words.

It is an inside joke.

I

18

think it's safe to say that this is a third reason and the third

19

reason is I'm saying you never write it dovvn because we were

20

writing everything down.

21
22
23

\

can

You never vvant to respond because it will be cut and

9

\,j

There were discussions at the beginning when we were

Q

I 'NaS already --

I'm sorry, what is it that you don't write down?

I'm

just not -- I didn't get that.
A

There 'NaS a third reason I would like to rrention

24

Hirschfeld, Dr. Yizhar Hirschfeld and I rerroved Brian Wocd' s

25

narre so we would have rocm, the sane arrount of narres and the
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1

third reason is I never write it da-m. .

. ",,-r'

2

Q

What is it that you never write da-m.?

3

A

I tIl' to refrain fran writing da-m. references to

4

Dr. GoTh.

5

Q

Okay, thank you.
'When you say there was an agreerrent arrong a group of

6
7

you, vvho else was in that group who nade that agreerrent with you

8

not to write da-m.?

9

A

It wasn't a formal agreement.

10

MR. BANDLER:

11

THE COURT:

12

Q

MR. BANDLER:

14

THE COURT:

16

Q

Objection.
Sustained.

Was Risa levitt Kobn one of the people vvho agreed with

you to not write da-m. Norrran GoTh's rraterial or narre?

17

MR. BANDLER:

18

THE COURT:

19

Sustained.

'!here were other people as well, were there not?

13

15

Objection.

Q

Objection.
Sustained.

On direct examination I think you said that you used,

20

you yourself have used, I think the word was pseudonyms on the

21

internet; is that correct?

22

A

That's not what I said, no.

23

Q

What did you say, I'm sorry?

24

A

I was asked if I had handles, if I was prolific on the

25

internet.

\

\ )
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1

Q

I'm sorry, what is a handle?

2

A

A handle?

3

Q

Yes.

4

A

A handle is a usell1aIlE.

If you rerreniber back in CB

5

radio you had a handle other people knew who you were or you had

6

a

7

narre, who are you, Robert Ca1:gill and then they 1A7OUld say what

8

1A7OUld you like your

9

online, use the sane

USell1aIlE.

On mmy websites tcday even when they ask you your

USell1aIlE
USell1aIlE

to be and mmy people, you do a lot
over and over again.

is your handle?

10

Q

And your

11

A

I have a couple of them.

USell1aIlE

One as I said earlier is Bob

12

Ca1:gill all lower case and no space and the next one X - K-V and

13

the number 8-R which phonetically is excavator.
Have you ever used any aliases on the internet

14

Q

15

yourself?

16

A

I just answered that question.

17

Q

I

18

A

19

Q

Nanes that are not your narre?

20

A

Excavator is not my narre.

21

Q

Besides excavator?

22

23

rrean besides that?

THE COURT:

I think he rreans real narres like John

Smith, Peter Kougasian.

24

THE WI'INESS:

25

THE COURT:

I'm sorry?
Just a real narre?
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1

THE WITNESS:

2

THE COURT:

3

THE WITNESS:

THE COURT:
Other than your

Other than your

0IVIl.

and other than the ones you've told

7

Q

8

us about?

9

A

I have used other narres.

10

Q

And What other narres have you used?

11

A

I have used Robert cargill, I have used Bob cargill, I

12

)

Yes.

Have you ever used other real narres on the internet?

Q

6

\

Nabcdy is going to think X-K- Whatever

is your real narre?

4
5

Yes.

13

0IVIl

have used, I'm certain there's more.
Q

Okay, have you used any other narres on the inteJ::llet

14

aside the excavator and variations on the narre Robert or Bob

15

cargill?

16

A

Yes.

17

Q

What are they?

18

JVlR.. BANDLER:

19

THE COURT:

20

A

Obj ection.
You may answer the question.

One of than is Israelxcvar I-S-R-A-E-L-X-K-V-A-R.

The

21

reason I did that one, Gocgle rrandates 6 characters and xkv8r

22

(excavator) is only five and I couldn't use it.

23

24

25

Q

Any other narres of people besides those that you've

just articulated?
A

No narres of individuals, no.
Sheila Wesley
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1

an alias to engage in online debates and that it's camon arrong

3

those V\d1o either lack professional standing and arrong sare

4

professionals who wish to conceal their identity while issuing

5

staterrents they would not no:r:mally rrake in their

0NIl

narre?

6

A

Correct.

7

Q

And that's a practice that you acknowledge, correct?

8

A

Yes.

9

Q

And, in fact, you just wrote what I said, right?

10

A

Yes.

11

Q

And it's widespread?

12

A

I'm sorry?

13

Q

Widespread?

14

A

Yes.

16

I think, I

Trean,

I think there is a lot of

anonymity online, sure.
Q

Did you have the opfX)rtunity to rronitor sare of the

17

blog exchanges about the San Diego exhiliit when they were being

18

posted?

19
20

21
22

\
/

You are aware that there is a practice of hiding behind

2

15

,

Q

A

I tried to rronitor just about everything that had

anything to do with the Dead Sea Scrolls.
Q

And the person that -- well Charles Gadda posted on

there, correct?

23

A

Yes.

24

Q

And there was sarebcdy, i f you recall, V\d1o was

25

attacking Charles Gadda called B Ralph, do you recall that?
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A

I do.

2

Q

w you

MR. BANDLER:

3
4

Q

MR. BANDLER:

6

THE COURT:
Q

8
9

Objection.
Sustained.

Withdrawn.
There vvas sarel:xx:ly vIDa vvas criticizing Charles Gadda

under the narre Raphael Joel, do you recall that?

do.

10

A

I

11

Q

w you

12

Objection?

w you think that is the person's real narre?

5

7

)

know vIDa that vvas?

know vIDa the critic of Charles Gadda vvas calling

himself Raphael Joel?

do.

13

A

I

14

Q

Who vvas that?

15

A

I rrade sare ccmrents.

16

Q

Under the narre Raphael Joel and that vvas your reference

17

to Raphael Golb?

18

A

No.

19

Q

Who vvas the Raphael you were talking about?

20

A

Who is Raphael Joel?

21

Joel.

22

Q

Okay, the Raphael in the Raphael Joel?

23

A

Yes.

24

Q

Who are you talkirg about, who were you intending to --

25

THE COURT:

I don't know anyone narred Raphael

I'm sorry, you're assuning a fact not

Sheila Wesley
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1

in evidence.

,"

2

Where did you get the narre Raphael fran?

3

TIlE WITNESS:

It's a narre that I

behind the alias.

4

thought was the

5

Q

Raphael Golb, correct?

6

A

Yes.

7

Q

And 1Aho is the Joel?

8

A

The Joel is another person that I think is behind the

9
10

11
12
)

It's a narre.

13
14

15

1lBI1

aliases that were attacking me.
Q

And that would be Joel Golb, correct, so you knew that

Raphael and Joel were in fact real people?
A

Of course.

I never met either of them but I had

assurred they were real people.
Q

And the comments that you pest under the narre Raphael

Joel attacked the views of Charles Gadda, correct?

16

A

They questioned the views of Charles Gadda.

17

Q

Questioned, by saying -- give me an idea of a question

18

19

that's not an attack that you used?
A

I left a comment once as excavator all lower case --

20

all lower caps calling into question on an article written on

21

Indy Week, it's an online newspapers called Indy Week.

22

article, the author of the article wrote this piece talking

23

about the contract I believe it was a controversy of Qurro:'an and

24

cited Robert Darwin, cited one of the defendant's alias Robert

25

Darwin 1Aho had posted a blog.

The

I imrediately went into the
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1

article and posted as X-K-V-8-R, my handle, everyone who kn.oNs

2

rre kn.oNs it is.

3

I find it comical this author is citing an alias and I follow it

4

up as a ccmrent that Raphael Joel basically their sense of the

5

ccmrent was, you can't hide any rrore I know who you are.

6
7

Q

I wasn't disguising anything.

I said sarething

You can't hide any rrore, I know who you are, did you

intend that as a threat?

8

A

No.

9

Q

Did you intend it to intimidate?

10

A

No.

11

Q

Did you intend it to get the people you thought were

12
13
14
15
16

posting blcgs to stop posting them?
A

I don't know what the intent was.

The intent was to

let him know that I knew who he was.
Q

Any reason you couldn't do that under the narre Robert

Cargill, your narre?

17

A

To be honest

18

Q

Yes, that would be gcx:d.

19

A

I didn't do it with Robert Cargill, I did it right

20

before I left the Raphael Joel, I left the X-K-V-8-R ccmrent to

21

which the defendant wrote that everyone knows that X-K-V-8-R is

22

Robert Cargill, here is a link to his Wikipedia, here the

23

defendant himself said I know who

24
25

Q

X-~V-8-R

is.

Why did you use the narre of Raphael Joel aside Bob

Cargill or excavator?
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1

withdrawn.

2
3
4

5
6

You made reference to getting Now Public to delete a
blog site; is that correct?
A

Now Public sites, let's put it that way.
Q

And is it fair to say that Now Public is a site that

7

really does encourage alnost, alnost every one to say alnost

8

anything that is on their mind?
JVJR. BANDLER:

9

10
11

( )

I wrote them asking them to a blog news - - one of their

THE CDURT:
Q

Objection.
Sustained.

Was that your understanding of Now Public?

12

JVJR. BANDLER:

13

THE COURT:

Objection.
Sustained.

14

Q

And first you wrote to them ccnplaining, correct?

15

A

I'm sorry?

16

Q

Well, withdrawn.
I'IoN many carrrunications did you have with Now Public?

17

18
19

JVJR. BANDLER:
A

Objection.

Oh, gosh, I can't recall.

I lmc:Mr that VJhen I first

20

started to see the Charles Gadda articles I wrote to one of the

21

editors VJho responded to

22

recollection serves

23

Kaufman the alias Peter Kaufman wrote against larry Schiffman.

Ire

Ire,

we had tv\o or three exchanges if my

well and I wrote them again when Peter

24

Q

So now we're up to like three?

25

A

I think I sul:mitted a cament via the vehicle, they
Sheila Wesley
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1

2

Q

I'm just asking for the number of tirres?

3

A

You asked for the number of e-rrails and I didn't always

4
5

6

send e-rrails.
Q

No, I'm asking you the number of tirres you contacted

them canplaining?

7

A

The number of tirres it vvould be tvvo.

8

Q

And the first one they did not take it dON.l.1, correct?

9

A

Not to my recollection.

10

Q

And the second tirre is vvhen you told them there was a

11
12

)

don't have - - they don't put their - - if you have a canplaint

police investigation, correct?
A

I can't recall what I told them but yes, I basically

13

ccmrunicated to them there is an investigation going on and they

14

need to take this seriously.

15

Q

Didn't you indicate on direct examination you

16

ccmrunicated to them there was a police investigation or a

17

criminal investigation going on?

18
19
20
21

A

I don't recall if I said police, criminal, civil, I

don't recall what I said.
Q

And you said you should not have done that, is that

what you said on direct?

22

A

Yeah, probably.

23

Q

And the reason you should not have done it is because

24

you should not be in the business of telling other people what

25

they can write, what they can't write, correct?
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lYlR. BANDLER:

2

THE COURT:

Sustained.

3

Q

How did you know there was an investigation?

4

A

I was contacted by the New York district atto:mey's

5

office.

6

Q

And he told you that - - and vvhen was this?

7

A

Not long after, if my rrerrory if I can rerrember, not

8

long after the defendant wrote the piece against larry

9

Schiffman.

10

11

Q

And when you say New York county district attorney's

office, you dealt with Mr. Bandler here; is that correct?

12

A

T:t:ue, yes.

13

Q

And you had a number of conversations with Mr. Bandler

14

over a period of tine; is that right?

15

A

I had rrore than one, yes.

16

Q

And was it Mr. Bandler who advised you that there was

17

an investigation going on?

18

lYlR. BANDLER:

19

THE COURT:

20

)

Objection.

Q

Objection.
Sustained.

Well, when you told Now Public that there was an

21

investigation going on, were you saying that based on

22

infomation you received fran Mr. Bandler?

23

lYlR. BANDLER:

24

THE COURT:

25

Q

Objection.
Sustained.

Going back to the San Diego exhibit blog site, are you
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1

2
3

4

MR. BREITBARI':
Q

When was the last titre you bad an e-nail camu.mication

fran Dr. Cross?
A

It must bave been over three or four years ago.

6

Q

And vv:hat was his e-nail address?

7

MR. BANDLER:

8

THE COURT:

10

Q

Cross?
A

Yes, he did.

12

Q

And was MJore always included as part of his narre?

13

MR. BANDLER:

14

THE COURT:

So far as you know, you nay answer the

question.
MR. BREI'IBART:

17

nay answer the question.

20
21

THE COURT:
A

I think the Judge just said you

You nay answer the question.

In publications he always used MJore.

I think in lIDre

less settle he would just say Frank Cross.
Q

22

\

Obj ection.

16

19

/

Sustained.

Did Frank MJore Cross always use the narre Frank MJore

18

\

Objection.

11

15

/

Yes.

5

9

/.)

ccmrunicated with him by e-nail?

How

rrany titres -- withdrawn.

You said the last titre was three years ago?

23

A

At least.

24

Q

And before that?

25

A

Yes, I received e-nail canrunications fran him.
Sheila Wesley
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1

MR. KlJBY:

2

THE CDURT:

3

I can take it.

4

tnmcated yours.

5

0'

6

7
8

9
10

c)

clock..

Who doesn't, Judge?

I knON' you all laugh at

So have a great weekend.

it's okay,

I'm so:rry I

I '11 see you JVbnday morning at ten

D::m.' t discuss the case.

A SWJRN JUROR:

Keep an open mind.

Sorry, Judge, are you expecting

next Wednesday to be the sarre or possibly not?

THE CDURT :

Possibly not but I can't tell you.

I'm sorry I'm not carrnitted.
Okay, I'll see you Monday.

11

(Jury exit.)

12

(Witness exit.)

13

ITE,

THE CDURT:

I have Mr. Bandler' s e-mail address

14

since I assure it's the usual and if you gentlerren would

15

like to provide

16

various docurrents you may find il1lfDrtant.

ITE

with one, I can give you drafts of

17

MR. KlJBY:

18

MR. BREI'IBART:

19

THE

cam:

Ron Kuby at AOL dot can.

Breitbart D at AOL dot can.

I highlighted serre of the more

20

original language as I mentioned briefly earlier in the day.

21

I'm not sure if you were here Mr. Kuby.

22

MR. KlJBY:

23

THE CDURT:

I'm sure that I wasn't.
In considering all of this and trying

24

to sirrplify it for the jury, I don't think. I'm giving any of

25

the Identity Theft in the Third Degree charges.
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1

me particularly under the facts of this case it's clearly

2

the

3

mentioned, Mr. Bandler, there were sare counts where there

4

weren't forgeries, there's always a criminal inpersonation

5

so I don't really, looking at it, see that there is a

6

difference and I like to keep it simple.

SarrE

as the criminal inpersonation.

I know you

I'm also sending you, it's not really a proposed

7

8

verdict sheet but my list which would then be transferred to

9

a verdict sheet.

It's a little unstable because I've

10

transferred it fran word to word perfect because that's what

11

we use here in our rrcdern court system, rraking lots of

12

things very difficult for me but that's okay, it keeps me

13

sharp.

Stays off Alzheimer's.
Mr. Bandler, I am not clear on what public servant

14
15

was being imitated in carmection with the Seidel charges.

16

It's only with regard to Seidel.

17

MR. BANDLER:

18

THE COURT:

Not public servant.
That's the count you've charged,

19

that's what it says in the indictment.

20

indictment.
MR. BANDLER:

21
22

says.

25

That's what the indictment language

There is and or clause in that new section.
You're talking about subdivision (4) of 190.25

23
24

It sites that in the

which

becarrE

effective after November 1st of 2008?

So there is and or.
Sheila Wesley
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THE CDURT:

2

MR. BANDLER.:

)

\ ...

says men you plead it in the indictrrent you have to use the

4

and even though in no:nral -- in the statute it's and or but

5

there's sare Court of Appeals rule that says the pleading

6

has to have an and even though that's not the way no:nral

7

people think and write and interpret so that's why all our

8

pleading cl.ocurrents V\hen there is and or in the statute our

9

pleadirJg cl.ocurrents put an and in.

12

charged with doing here.

13

THE CDURT : Apparently I misread the count.

14

That's 1I.hat happens men you multitask.

15

there is and or V\here there is an and, and the charge would

16

be irrpersonating another to be Jonathan Seidel.

17

difference between that and subdivision (1) is what?

20

)\

I'm sorry, I'll just repeat an earlier

question I'm not exactly sure 1I.hat Mr. Golb is actually

19

,~

MR. KIJBY:

11

18

\

That's because the court of Appeals

3

10

(

What you recite in the indictrrent.

1

MR. BANDLER.:

So in the statute

The

Is the elerrent of internet or

electronic means.
THE COURT:

Right, and the People are advantaged

21

by having that sutmitted in addition to the regular criminal

22

irrpersonation because?

23

MR. BANDLER.:

24

THE COURT:

25

Maybe we're not.

Irrpersonated another and adds an

additional elerrent.
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JVlR. KLJBY:

1

in sare sense a lesser included of sul:xlivision (4) and

2

(1)

3

it has the added draw back of having gone into effect at a

4

specific date which post dates I believe sare of the e-mails

5

but certainly not all of them.
Well, certainly post dates all of

JVlR. BANDLER:

6
7

the victims that were irrpersonated expect for Jonathan

8

Seidel.

9

()

Which would actually rrake sul:xlivision

THE COURT:

I see.

It's not that he irrpersonates

10

a public se:r:vant, we'll have to ignore that on the verdict

11

sheet and so forth.

12

seeing a difference again sort of like a criminal

13

irrpersonation and the identity theft, I don't see the

14

difference in practical effect.

15

one requirerrent, another requires another intent.

16

the jury may agree on one and not the other.

17

kind of the sarre thing, the sarre intent, sarre irrpersonation

18

so I'm not seeing Why.

19

20

I'll correct it on Monday.

It's not like one requires

You can sleep on it if you like.

Is this your last witness?

22

JVlR. BANDLER:

23

THE COURT:

25

Perhaps

This is like

I'm not changing

anything illltil Monday but it's not like rraking sense to me.

21

24

I'm not

Yes.
Be

advised gentlerren, since

Mr. Breitbart is always asking me my schedule.
JVlR. BREITBART:

It's important, Judge.
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THE COURT:

1

But you see you won't

2

tell me whether there is a defense case so it's hard for me

3

to tell you my schedule so
MR. BREITBART:

4

5

TJO,N

you know.

You haven't asked anything about

the defense case.
THE COURT:

6

)

I knew that.

Because I don't ask that question

7

because no defense lawyer has ever arJSIATered it and I don't

8

think this team will do it but

9

That should give you a gocd weekend.

10

MR. BREITBART:

11

THE COURT:

12

MR. BANDLER:

13

THE COURT:

18
19
20

21

How long will this witness be on?

I don't knew.

Mr. Bandler, how long?

will you keep your cross to ten

Is it another hour or another three

hours?

16
17

you knew rrore than I do.

minutes?

14

15

TJO,N

I think two to three, two, we'll

MR. BANDLER:
see.
MR. BREITBART:

It's our feeling at this time that

the defense will be putting on a case, your Honor.
MR. BANDLER:

I'll t:ty to get it done quickly so

they can have rraybe late rrorning you can put it on.

22

THE COURT:

That will be lovely.

23

With regard to the question that the juror asked,

24

it's my reading of the statute that if the ju:ry starts

25

deliberating and I send them hare I have to corwene the next
Sheila Wesley
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1

workday and I don't know but this nay be totally academic if

2

there is a defense case anyway because I have a huge

3

calendar on Wednesday and I suspect there nay be questions

4

fran this jury so I will be asking in the event Which is

5

probably unlikely that they start deliberating that we skip

6

Wednesday.
MR. KLlBY:

7

8

Wednesday.
THE CDURI':

9

10

()

MR. KLlBY:

I don't

I actually foolishly nade sare plans

for Wednesday anyway so I'm just as happy to carry them out.
I'm happy to obliged, you know

13

THE COURT:

14

MR. BREITBART:

Ire.

Would it be your intention, your

15

Honor, to ask us to sum up on the sarre day that there is

16

testimony that's finishing?
THE CDURT:

l7

You're asking

Ire

again a question that

18

I don't know the answer to because i f you only fill an hour

19

in the rrorning of the day and there is the 'Nhole day ahead

20

of us.

21

so that the jurors are not exhausted, yes.

22

)

If there is a defense case.

know if we'll get to that particular.

11

12

I have no obj ection to skipping

If it's 3:30, no.

MR. BREITBART:

If it's early enough in the day

'!hank you.

23

(The trial was adjourned until September 27,

24

2010 at 10: 00 a.m.)

25
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1

MR. BANDLER.:

I don't think the juxy should have

4

to, if there is a particular e-rrail that is illlXlrtant, I

5

don't think they should have to go through the thousands of

6

e-rrails to do their

7

records that are already in evidence for them.

8

9

\

Can I just see the exhibit again?

(Published to the court.)

2
3

)

THE COURT:

MR. KUBY:

Q1NIl.

analysis when we've surnrerized the

Judge, I recognize that the giant rrass

of data dictates for juxy clarification, the need to produce

10

surnrery charts which technically are objectionable because

11

they're just a recapitulation of evidence that has already

12

been introduced, that's fine, and I get it, there is no

13

other way to do this in an effective way.

14

further in colurm J and add Mr. Bandler's view of what he

15

think the jury ought to be looking at with respect to the

16

others is argument.

17

presUltl3bly you' 11 give him the tirre to do this.

18

THE COURT:

To then go

He gets to do a S\.1lTl1B.tion and

I'll clarify this, although I'm not
If you start with

19

sure it can be reacted, number one.

20

Albert White, it starts with alternate e-rrail that's kind of

21

not argument.

22

MR. KUBY:

23

THE COURT:

24
25

That's fine.
The final line about Schiffrran

plagiarism allegation is argument.
MR. KUBY:

Correct.
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1

2

a:rgurrent and the next one, the access fran GemBny and

3

discussion about Jeffrey Gibson is.

4

MR. KIJBY:

5

THE CDURT:

Yes.
So do you think naybe you could sit

6

down with Mr. Bandler and be rrore specific because sare of

7

the things 1NOU.ld be helpful to the jury to have as it's

8

referring them to another exhibit Where sare of them are.
MR. KIJBY:

9

10

I 1NOU.ld love to sit dONIl with

Mr. Bandler and do that, Judge, I'll be happy to.

11

THE CDURT:

12

MR. KIJBY:

13

THE mURT:

Right away, please.
Yes.
And, Mr. Bandler, let rre say this now

14

because vv.hat we'll need 'Nhen the jury is deliberating a

15

clean computer.

16

MR. BANDLER:

17

THE mURT:

Leave them a computer?
Clean computer.

I know we've done

18

this before, Ms. Manley has provided a computer that has no

19

other stuff on it and you can provide it to the jury and

20

they can look at it as they wish.

21

MR. BANDLER:

Sure and Mr. Kuby nay just want to

22

check to rrake sure things on the DVDs, there nay be sare

23

things that we don't want to give the entire DVD.

24

)

'That one doesn't seem to be an

THE mURT:

25

THE CDURT:

tcgether .

Good.

You all have a nice lunch

Fortunately I don't have to join you.
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And, Mr. Bandler, I take it that was your last

1
2

witness?

3

MR. BANDLER:

4

THE COURT:

5

I do have a writing fran Mr. KiJby

entitled Motion for a Trial Order of Dismissal.
MR. KIJBY:

6

Correct and I take it since that was

7

your last witness, you rest at this p:lint all though he nay

8

want to rest in front of the jury.
THE COURT:

9

10

I would presurre so.

So that's been

served and filed.
I think as we've discussed off the record, it is

11
12

not the People's theory with regard to falsifying the

13

business records that it was the Gcx:gle records that are

14

falsified but rather it was the NYU records that were

15

falsified or attempted to be falsified and as I had

16

indicated I don't know INhere this cares, I'm not giving the

17

criminal inpersonation under sul:::division (4) under the

18

circumstances here, that totally overlaps so that's for

19

sirrplicity.

20

jeopardy.

I will venture no opinion on the double

MR. KIJBY:

21

\

Yes, your Honor.

So that would be Counts 22, 34, 35, and

All of which reference sub 4 and all of which also

22

38.

23

include sub (1) as alternative counts.

24

understanding.

That's my

\

J

25

THE COURT:

I'm sorry, I have 22, 26, 30, 34, and
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38.

Are

we on the sane page?

2

MR. KLlBY:

wrong that COilllt 25 was the referenced to sub (4) but I nay

4

have misread it.

5

THE COURT:

It dcesn't really rrake a difference.

6

MR. KIJBY:

It only wakes a difference if in fact

one of the counts end up being subnitted.
THE COURT:

8

9

.)
.

No.

25 is illlder sub (1) and 26 is

illlder sub (4).
MR. KLlBY:

10

\.

My reading of that and it nay be

3

7

/

Yes.

I apologize and my paper should reflect

11

on page 11 Count 26 not count 25 and I'm correcting that

12

right now.

13

THE COURT:

Notwithstanding your diligent effort

14

to turn this into a First AIrendrrent case, I think I've

15

discussed that as much as I need to.

16

On the Scherre to Defraud, Count I, I have SenE

17

issues with it but I think it should be presented to the

18

jury because it's a totally independent count of Count 2 and

19

I'll let the jury wake the decision in the first instance.

20

Other than that rrotion is denied.

21

MR. KIJBY:

Thank you, Judge.

22

THE COURT:

See you later.

23

MR. BANDLER:

24

ccmrents or deal with it later?

25

THE COURT:

Dealing with the charge, a couple of

We can do that later.
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1

2

anticipating happening?
THE CDURT:

3

4

MR. BREITBART:

I got that idea fran the press.

THE COURT:

8

MR. BREITBART:

MR. BANDLER:

No.

THE COURT:

(Lunch recess.)

13

AFTERNOON SESSION

14

CDURT CLERK:

15

case on trial.

MR. KIJBY:

I'm withdrawing my abjection to column

J.

19

THE CDURT:

20

MR. KIJBY:

And the videotape as well?
And the video version, yes, the J::x:x:iks

21

the rrovie, and the T-shirt.

22

column J.
MR. BANDLER:

23
24
25

All parties are

present.

17

18

roy chance we're going to be sunming

up this afternoon?

12

16

I didn't know there was any press

involved in that decision.

10
11

Defense is prepared to go forward.

Mr. Golb is going to take the stand this afternoon.

7

9

)

I anticipate the defense either going

forward or resting.

5

6

And this afternoon vvhat are we

They can all care in under

The DVD version.

The

m

version.
THE CDURT:

Shall we bring in the jury.
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August and then there were other e-rrails that I sent informing

2

New York University faculty nanbers of the publication of the

3

article and then I rroved onto other things basically and

4

was arrested it carre as a shock.

5

6

Q

vmen

I

During the pericd of tine after you got a law degree,

did you ever do anything with criminal law?

7

A

No.

8

Q

So you're saying it was a complete surprise to you that

9
10

there was a criminal statute that you were being arrested under?
A

11

I)

mill

I'm not sure I understand the question.
I had thought about vvhen I received the e-rrail fran NON

12

Public saying that I was the subject of a criminal

13

irwestigation, I thought about, I asked myself vvhether there was

14

sare law I could of violated and I rapidly concluded no.

15

out a parody, I had accused sarebody of plagiarism these are

16

civil rratters not criminal natters in my knowledge of the law.
'THE COURT:

17
18

I sent

The jury will of course take the law

fran ne and ignorance of the law is not a defense.

19

You nay proceed.

20

Q

What is plagiarism, sir?

21

A

Well, there are rrany different forms of plagiarism, it

22

depends on vvhich definition you're looking at.

23

definitions that I've always used and k:t:1ovm of are that

24

plagiarism involves appropriating, taking over, adopting the

25

ideas, the argurrents, even the research nethods, the
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1

2

Raphael?

3

A

Yes.

4

Q

Does this help you refresh your recollection about the

5

things that you were talking about?
A

7

question.

8

Q

10
11

12

I highlighted the sentences in

If it's being used to refresh your recollection you may

not read it except to yourself and then you put it down and tell
us what it refreshed.
A

Well, I don't want to read it.

What I just said to you

is a paraphrase of what's said here.
THE COURT:

13

I'm sorry, don't paraphrase it, don't

14

read it, does it refresh your recollection with respect to

15

the definition of plagiarism?

16

THE DEFENDANT:

Yes.

It refreshes my recollection

17

as to what the .A!rerican Historical Association says the

18

definition that they give for plagiarism.

19

Q

I'm sorry, I missed that.

20

A

The definition that the American Historical Association

21

gives of plagiarism is slightly different than the differences

22

that New York University, for exanple, gives for plagiarism but

23

basically it's the same thing.

24
\

I'm sure it will.

6

9

\ )

Is this the docurrent that you were referr-ing to,

Q

25

Q

As a result of feeling that or k:nc:Ming that Lawrence

Schiffrran had plagiarized your father, did you take certain
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1

tirre to read this book so there is no pu:qnse in having this

2

in evidence.

MR. BREI'IBARI':

3

4

THE COURT:

Sir, I don't think that it qualifies

as a learned treatise even if it were relevant.

7

MR. BREI'IBART:

8

treatise on the subject.
THE COURT:

9

\

Well nostly, your Honor, I'm going

to be asking him about a very srrall portion of the book.

5

6

It's irrelevant.

I think it's the nost learned

I don't kn.oN whether it is or it

10

isn't, sir, but so far as I know you are not an expert in

11

the Dead Sea Scrolls and I' m certainly not so I don't think

12

that Mr. Golb can qualify his father's book as the

13

authoritative or an authoritative or whatever.

14

care in through this witness.

15

sarething for a different issue, a page here or a page

16

there, that's another story.

17

MR. BREI'IBART:

18

THE COURT:

19

did.

20

Q

That can't

So if you want to offer

That's all I want to do, Judge.

Well, sir, that's not what you just

Is there a particular portion in that book, one page,

21

one paragraph where your father indicates that Schiffrran

22

plagiarized his work?

23

24

25

A

'IWo

paragraphs and a footnote where he also discusses

the misrepresentations.
Q

And what page is that on?
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1

edition carre out.
MR.. BREI'IBART:

3

able to wark and offer this as --

4

THE COURT:

5

MR.. BREI'IBART:

6

as a learned treatise.

7

Q

I'm sorry, wark it as what?
An exhiliit so that I can offer it

Would you shaN the book to Mr. Golb.
Do you recognize that book?

8
9

A

Yes.

10

Q

What do you recognize it to be?

11

A

It's a copy of the paperback edition of my father'S

12
13

book published by Sirron Schuster in 1996.
Q

Does that contain writings with regard to the Dead Sea

14

Scrolls?

15

A

Yes.

16

Q

Does it contain the allegations that you just spoke

17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24

( )

Your Honor, I would ask that we be

2

25

about where Mr. Schiffman is accused of plagiarism?
A

Yes.
MR.. BREITBART:

I would offer that book at this

tine, your Honor?
MR.. BANDLER:

can

I see it, please?

(Published to counsel.)
MR.. BANDLER:

Your Honor, I'm going to obj ect

first off there's notes in serre of the margins.
Second of all, the jury is never going to have
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1

2

A

fcotnote - - give me a rrarent, please.
The fcotnote is on page 423 note 75.

3

4

The two paragraphs are on page 215 and the

215.

75.
MR. BREITBART:

5

6

MR. BANDLER:

8

MR. BREITBART:

I

/

'\

•.

)

Its already been testified to by

THE CDURT:

You knOA7 I don't care if they're

11

offered to shew what Dr. Golb said about that particular

12

topic but you don't have a dOC\.lID2l1t that is simply those

13

relevant portions or barely those relevant portions.

14

you do, I'm not dealing with it.

15
16

MR. BREITBART:

THE CDURI':

18

MR. BREITBARI':

19

THE CDURT:

21
22
23

can

Till

we just rrake a xerox copy of

that page?

17

20

)

Obj ection.

Miss Braunstein.

10

I

I would offer those two paragraphs

and that fcotnote, your Honor?

7

9

423 to 424, note

hall and xerox it?

You have it?
No, I don't.

And would you like me to run down the

Excuse me, sarcasm, sorry.

MR. BREITBART:

Are you trying to ridicule me in

front of the jw::y vmile I'm putting my witness on?
THE CDURT:

I beg your pardon, sir, the Whole beak
If you wish that portion put into

24

is plainly irrelevant.

25

evidence then prcduce it for me.

I'm not doing it.
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BREITBART:

1

MR.

2

THE CDURT:

mLE

That's all I want.

J

3

And I'm sony you feel ridicule, it's

not my intention.

4

MR.

BREITBART:

The record should reflect that you

5

slapped yourself in the face.

6

THE CDURT:

To punish myself for sarcasm.

7

proceed, that's enough.

8

Q

9

What does your father say in the bcok with regard to

Schiffmm and plagiarism and misrepresentation?

10

MR. BANDLER:

11

THE CDURT:

12
13

Q

Objection.
Sustained.

IDn't read it fran the book, tell us fran your best

recollection?

14

MR. BANDLER:

15

THE COURT:

16

Now

Q

Obj ection.
Sustained.

Let's get to the blc:gs and e-wails now - - by the way,

17

did you ever open up a blc:g entitled Raphael Golb dot blc:g spot

18

dot can?

19

A

No, I did not.

20

Q

Ires a blc:g with that

21

A

Yes.

22

Q

Did you ever receive any requests or give any

23

rJaIre

exist?

permission to open it?

24

A

No.

Neither.

25

Q

Do you intend to file an identity theft or criminal
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1

Q

Have you read on the Dead Sea Scrolls?

2

A

I've read my father's book.

3

Dr. SchiffrrBn' s.

4

by Magen and Peleg.

5

about the scrolls by other people whose names I don't recall

6

offband.

7

I've read portions of other books about them but I would not

8

describe myself as a Dead Sea Scrolls scholar.

9

focus of mine.

I read the article or rraytJe several articles
I've look.ed at, I've read other articles

I've read rreny things on the internet about them.

It's not the

10

Q

Is your father a Dead Sea Scrolls scholar?

11

A

My father is a Dead Sea Scrolls scholar, yes.

12

Q

Is SchiffrrBn a Dead Sea Scrolls scholar?

13

A

You could call him that.

14

Q

You were talking about silencing scholarship, do you

15

<J

I've read sare writings of

recall that?

16

A

Yes.

17

Q

Why don't you tell us about that?

18

A

Well, the basic principle of all research of all

19

scholarship is that you, it's a quest for the t:ruth and a

20

principle follows frem that, you can't get the t:ruth unless you

21

have free and open debate between scholars who have different

22

opinions about things.

23

position as the t:ruth and don't give other people the

24

opportunity to debate with you, then you have a serious problem

25

and this is what has been going on with the Dead Sea Scrolls

If you sinply dogrratically present a

Sheila Wesley
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1

aver the past sixty years.

2

Q

Six zero?

3

A

And its taken different forms at different pericds

4

during different pericds of the past sixty years.

5

interested in was the fo:tm its taken aver the past five or six

6

years.
Q

And What form is that?

8

A

The use of museum exhibits to present propaganda for

one particular theory While excluding the entire group of

10

scholars we're talking about sare Israel rrDst irrportant

11

archeologists, for example, who have agreed with my father that

12

this theory has no basis and there is no evidence for it at all.

l3

Q

What is your father's theory called?

14

A

Well, I think. the appropriate term for it is the

15

Jerusalan libraries theory in the plural, libraries.

16

Q

Is that as oppose to the Qumran Essene theories?

17

A

Yes.

18

Q

Yes.

19

A

According to the Qumran Essene theory the Dead Sea

Shall I sum than up for you?

20

Scrolls were written by a radical groups of sectarians who had a

21

very particular vision, religious vision who lived at the site

22

of Qumran according to the people who have this theory.

23

'" j

What I becaIre

7

9

/)

mill

Now there are different variations of this theory, sare

24

people say that it wasn't Essence it must have been sare other

25

sect.

Sare people say that they didn't live in the site of
Sheila Wesley
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1

shall I tell you that after I --

2

Q

Why don't you finish telling us VI1ho Hirschfeld is?

3

A

Hirschfeld is one of the series of major Israeli

4

archeologists who re-examined the site of Qumran after 110/

5

father's beak carre out because at that point people realized

6

that there was a problem and they went back to the site they

7

started re-examining the evidence and Hirschfeld is one of those

8

who carre out saying that there was no evidence, they could find

9

no evidence at all that the site had ever been inhabited by any

10

sectarian group at all, it's just a secular site which was

11

constructed as a military fortress and according to Hirschfeld

12

it was then used as a kind of a trading post, like a commercial

13

trading post and he as well as Magen and Peleg they sinply had

14

not addressed the issue of whether it was then again used as a

15

fortress during the revolt of the Jews against Rare.

16

this will only make sense if I explain 110/ father's theory.

17

(Continued on next page.)
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19
20
21
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1

Q.

Keep your voice up, please.

2

A.

One of the two basic theories is that the scrolls were

~~

3

written by a sect living at Qumran.

4

variations.

5

Qumran, and that there is no connection between the scrolls and

6

Qumran, and that most likely they came from the Jerusalem area.

7

8

Q.

( )

'I'he other theory is that no sect ever lived at

Now, you mentioned a couple of other names you

mentioned during the trial.

9

10

'I'here are different

Yizhak :Magen, who is Yizhak :Magen?
A.

Yizhak :Magen is one of the most famous living

11

archaeologist in Israel.

12

excavations in what's called Judeo and Samaria, or the West Bank

13

area of Israel, and he has published many books on many

14

different topics, and he went back, he is one of the Israeli

15

scholars who went back to the site after my father's book came

16

out, and ended up doing digs there for ten years trying to find

17

any sign that a sect had ever lived there, and he concluded, his

18

team concluded that there was no such evidence, and that the

19

scrolls came from the Jerusalem area just like my father had

20

said it.

21

He is the chief of all archaeological

So one can now speak of two groups of scholars:

'I'hose

22

who share the view that there was a sect, Dr. Schiffman is one

23

of that group, and those who believe that there was no sect in

24

Qumran, that the scrolls came undoubtedly from Jerusalem.

25

father was the original person who argued for that view, and now
Sati Singh, RPR
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1

there is a whole series of major figures including Hirschfield

2

and Peleg.

3

Q.

Is Peleg a separate individual?

4

A.

Yes, Yuval Peleg.

5

Q.

P-E-L-E-G?

6

A.

Yes.

7

Q.

And what theory does he adopt?

8

A.

He also adapts the theory that there is no connection

9
10
11

between Qt=an and the Dead Sea Scrolls, and that there is no
evidence that any sect ever lived at Qt=an.
(Continued on next page.)
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1

DIRECT EXAMINATION

2

BY MR. BREITBART:

3

Q

Did Peleg work with Magen?

4

A

Yes.

5

Q

During the pericxl of tine during the ten years of

6
7

A

Yes, they're a team for ten years, yes.

8

Q

Did they issue a report, a preliminary report with

9

A

Yes, they did.

11

Q

Did they respond to the other theory in their report?

12

A

In great detail.

13

Q

And did they indicate a carparison between "What they

14

found and "What the Essenes were espousing were really the

15

theory?

17
18
19

\

regard to "What they found?

10

16

,

excavation?

A

They indicated that they found nothing to confirm the

old theory that Essenes lived there.
Q

In their writings did they indicate that they were

adopting the second theory, the one espoused by your father?
Yes, they explained that the scrolls carre fran

20

A

21

Jerusalem.

22

Q

Of the people who were involved in these selections of

23

theories, which are the newest, later, hottest accurate of the

24

theories?

25

MR. BANDLER:

Obj ection.
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THE CDURT:

1

2
3

Q

Sustained.

When did Magen and Peleg and Hirschfield and your

father care out with their position?

4

MR. BANDLER.:

5

THE CDURT:
Q

6

Objection.
Sustained.

One of the things we did before was we said that you

7

did send out all of the e-rrails that had been shoNn here in

8

evidence; is that right?

9

A

Yes.

10

Q

And you posted blogs too; is that right?

11

A

Yes.

12

Q

And you regarded all this as whistle blowing?

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

What was your purpose?

15

A

My

16

purpose was to expose a pattern of illlethical conduct

in this field of studies in its various forms.
My

17

purpose was to expose the exclusion of scholars fran

18

conferences and nuseum exhibits and in particular nuseum

19

exhibits.

20

My

purpose was to expose the plagiarism, to expose the

21

misrepresentations, to expose the srrearing, to expose the

22

silencing, to expose the failure to give free -- to provide free

23

and

24
25

open access to the rranuscript.
Q

What rrethods did you use, What were the rrethc::ds that

· ?
you used ,slr.
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1

intended for Dr. SchiffrrBn to lose his jab.

2

with the concept of an inquiry that this vvould be openly

3

discussed not concealed as it had been for fifteen years at

4

Q

NYU.

Were you aware of any statenents by academic

5

organizations Where rrembers of the academic camumity that say

6

that ridicule is an appropriate punishrent for plagiarism?
MR. BANDLER.:

7

8

A

10

THE CDURT:
Q

11

e-rrails?

12

A

Obj ection.

Yes, I was.

9

( )

lVIy interest ended

Sustained.

Disregard the answer.

Did you seek to benefit in any way fran sending the

Not at all.

I sought to produce a benefit for the

13

academic camumity and for the public and even I might add for

14

Dr. SchiffrrBn himself because it IS not gocd to conceal things.

15

It IS better to discuss them openly and to rebut them.

16

Q

"What benefit were you trying to produce?

17

A

Free and open discussion of this entire scandal of

18

Dr. SchiffrrBn Is conduct, perhaps sare explanation of it.

19

don It knaw of one, I never heard one.

20

21
22

Q

Were you aware VJhen you sent the e-rrail of any previous

examples of similar conduct?
A

Yes, I was.

23

MR. BANDLER.:

24

MR. BREITBART:

25

I

Objection.
The Judge is going to rule on this

abjection.
Sheila Wesley
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I'm sorty/ I don't k:n.oN what similar/

2

similar conduct of Dr. Schiffm:m/ similar conduct of his

3

(]NTl?

4

JVlR. BREI'IBART:

5

THE COURT:

6

7

/

THE COURT:

1

Q

Similar conduct of his (]NTl.

I see.

Objection sustained.

Why do you say that it becarre apparent that the e-rrails

were parcdies?

8

JVlR. BANDLER:

9

THE COURT:

Objection.
Sustained.

10

Q

Do you rEgret your parcdies of Dr. Schiffm:m?

11

A

No / I do not.

12

Q

When you sent out all of these e-rrails / did you ever

13
14

I have no rEgret for exposing a scandal.

send any of them to anyone's private e-rrail address?
A

No / I did not.

All the e-rrail addresses I used were

15

available on university's websites/ they were posted by

16

professors because they invite this kind of debate about issues

17

of pressing concern.

18

life wouldn't be able to continue in this country.

19
20
21

Q

Othe:rwise the academic life/ intellectual

You contacted hundreds upon hundreds of people/ did any

of them ever ask you to take them off your list?
A

Three or four people in my rrarory asked rre to take them

22

off the list.

The virtual 99 percent never asked rre to take

23

them off the list.

24

Q

What did you do when they asked you to take them off?

25

A

I asked for a confi:rnation and then I teak them off the
Sheila Wesley
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1

list as I I ve seen dane by other people.

2

Q

Did anyone respond favorably to your blc:gs and e-rrails?

3

A

Yes, several people responded favorably.

4

Q

Could you layout for us who they were?
MR. BANDLER:

5

Q

6

You don I t have to narre them, you can describe them.

7

MR. BANDLER:

8

THE COURT:
Q

9

Obj ection.

Objection.
SUstained.

Did you ever receive any derrBIJd fran an atto:rney to

10

stop posting or to stop sending e-rrails?

11

MR. BANDLER.:

12

THE COURT:

13

MR. BREITBART:

14

THE COURT:

15

16

Q

19
20

SUstained.
I I m sorry, Judge?

Sustained.

Well, let I s go over the other witnesses one by one

beginning with Robert cargill Vlho testified here on Friday.
What were the concerns that led you to crnplain about

17
18

Objection.

him?
A

'This is a VIhole big topic dealing with the museun

exhibit on the Dead Sea Scrolls that took place at the San Diego

21
22

Q

Keep your voice up, please.

23

A

At the San Diego Natural History Museum in 2007.

There

24

was like a block -- a thing armounced a blockbuster exhibit, $6

25

million on the Dead Sea Scrolls.

It was armounced that it would

Sheila Wesley
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1

the Holy land website, clearly they had been contacted but I had

2

already printed out, at that point I printed out the cached

3

version of it on Gcx::gle because it stays online for awhile even

4

if it's taken off of a website.

5

posted that on a blcg raising the question has Dr. William

6

Schniedewind been associated with the University of the Holy

7

land that is the origin of the 1A1hole conflict with Robert

8

Cargill.

So I printed that out and I

'Then I began to noticed that whenever I tried to post

9
10
11

JVlR. BANDLER:

12

THE COURT:

l3

14

JVlR. BANDLER:

15

THE COURT:
A

Sustained.

He then published an article on --

A

16

Obj ection.

An

Sustained.

article appeared -THE COURT:

17

Objection.

Maybe we should have another question,

18

Mr. Breitbart.

19

Q

What were your criticisms about the things that you

A

My criticisms were that these were not findings, that

20
21

saw?

22

they were not citing previous scholarships in the field, that

23

there was an association here with Christian fundarrentalism in

24

the nuseum exhibits at the science nuseum at San Diego.

25

struck

Ire

as highly llilusual.
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1

sir?
MR. BANDLER:

2

I don't think it's responsive to the

3

question and its been about five minutes since a question

4

was asked.
THE CDURT:

5

Well, the particular abj ection is the

6

question but we're going a bit far afield fran any issues

7

relevant, even arguably relevant to the issues in this

8

trial.

9

Q

ID you have any feelings about C1rristian beliefs?

10

MR. BANDLER:

11

THE COURT:

12
13

Q

Objection.
Sustained.

Did you discuss the legality fran quoting fran

cargill's script with your father?

14

A

Yes, I did.

15

Q

And the two of you reached a conclusion?

MR. BANDLER:

16
17

A

19

Q

A

23
24
25

Q

Obj ection.

Yes, I did.
THE COURT:

22

Sustained.

Did you contact UClA?
MR. BANDLER:

20
21

Yes, we did.
THE CDURT:

18

Objection.

Overruled.

The Judge said the abjection is overruled.
THE CDURI':

He answered the question.

he contacted UClA.
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1
2

Q

3

MR. BANDLER.:

4

THE COURT:

Q

6

his Ph.D.?
A

Objection.
Sustained.

Did you suggest to anyone that Cargill shouldn't get

5

No.

I questioned VIlhether he should get his Ph. D.

8

before answering the questions that my father had raised.

9

don't believe that anyl:xx:Jy should get a Ph.D. without answering

10

i)

Were you told that your letters were perfectly

reasonable carplaints about the conduct engaged in by Cargill?

7

I

mm

I

criticism of their work.

11

Q

Is it part of the Ph.D. process?

12

A

Yes.

13

Q

What is it called?

14

A

Well, there is a thing called the defense.

When you

15

get your Ph.D., rrembers of the public are usually invited to

16

come to Ph.D. defenses precisely for that reason, if they have

17

objections, problems with VIlhat' s been said, questions,

18

criticisms.

19

Q

Let's nove on to Jonathan Seidel.

21

A

I made the narre up.

22

Q

What do you nean you rrade the narre up?

23

A

I rrade the narre up.

20

Did you irrpersonate

him?

If you go through my list of

24

narres, you' 11 see narres like Joshua Reznick, Jessie Friedrran, I

25

can't even rerrember the narres because I would have to have the
Sheila Wesley
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1

list in front of me.

2

Seidel was one of them, I didn I t even know this guy exist.

Jonathan

3

Q

Did you know that he was a Rabbi in Oregon?

4

A

No, I did not.

5

Q

Did you know anything about him?

6

A

No, I did not.

7

Q

Did you believe that you were using the narre of sareone

8

\r

There were so rrany of them.

that had sare contact with Schif:Erren?

9

A

No, I did not.

10

Q

Did you believe he had any contact with your father?

11

A

No, I did not.

12

Q

So what you are saying is that this is an accident, you

13

happened to pick a narre?

14

A

Exactly.

15

Q

Do you recall whether or not you picked Jonathan first

16
17

or Seidel first?
A

I would nornBlly pick a last narre first.

I rrust have

18

picked Seidel first which for me is like a GernBn sounding narre.

19

There is a poet narred Frederick Seidel who is accused of

20

antisemitism during the 1960s but my purpose was ironical.

21

used that e-mail account initially I believe to send out a

22

parody attacking my father to call attention to sare of the

23

vicious attacks that were going around about my father.

24

wanted to canbine the GernBn sounding narre with a good Jewish

25

first narre.

I

And I

'That is my rre:ro:r:y of how I carre up with that narre.
Sheila Wesley
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2

)

Jonathan Seidel?
A

Yes, I did.

4

Q

What did you find?

5

A

Well, I found that there are 119 Jonathan Seidels.

6

Q

So are you telling us that you didn't know that this

7

was a yaung, attractive Rabbi in Oregon vvho had the narre

8

Jonathan Seidel?

9

A

Exactly, that's exactly what I'm telling you.

10

Q

And would it be fair to say that you didn't want to

hurt Jonathan Seidel?

12

A

Not at all.

13

Q

You didn't want to benefit fran using the narre Jonathan

14

Seidel?

15

A

Not at all.

16

Q

You just used it as any of the other narres as you had

17

()

After you were arrested, did you look up the narre

3

11

\, . . '

Q

previously used?

18

A

Yes, I used shifting pseudonyms for several reasons.

19

Q

I didn't hear you.

20

A

I used shifting pseudonyms for several reasons.

It's

21

called shifting pseudonyms vvhen you just change your narre like

22

that all the time.

23

Q

Well, vvhy do you do that?

24

A

First reason I was being stalked by Robert Cargill

25

wanted to shake him off.
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1

Second reason, it's a way of saying that I want you to

'.~~./

2

pay attention to the substance of vkla.t I'm saying, to the

3

content of vkla.t I'm saying.

4

doesn't natter.

5

could be NOIJlBl1 Golli' s uncle, I could be his nephew, I could be

6

his friend.

7

keep on rraking this into a personal rratter engaging rre in a

8

personal dispute inplying that I'm NOIJlBl1 Golli' s son and,

9

therefore, vkla.t I'm saying doesn't need to be attended to.

10

pcint was that it's the content of my rressage that rratter.

Not to my identity, who am I,

It doesn't rratter if I'm NOIJlBl1 Golli's son.

I could be a friend of Magen and Peleg-.

I

Why do you

My

And the third reason is that they were rraking claims In

11

12

all of these museum exhibits that they had a consensus, despite

13

the fact that a whole series of Israeli archeolcgists aver the

14

past ten years had rej ected their view, they said we have a

15

consensus and in fact in the conference they had in 2007, the

16

New York Tirres quoted --

17

MR. BANDLER:

18

THE CDURT:

19

Tirres said.

20

A

Obj ection.
Yes, don't tell us vkla.t the New York

Well, the idea of a consensus was subj ect to dispute

21

already in nany sources and I felt that it was wrong for the

22

museum to be rraking this claim and, therefore, I used as rrany

23

pseudonyms as I could to ironically call attention to that

24

pcint.

25

'!hey said they have a consensus, okay, then they are
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1

fabricating a false consensus.

I'll fabricate a controversy

2

between all kinds of characters talking about theirs on the

3

internet.

4

Q

What about Stephen Goranson?

5

A

Stephen Goranson, well, what about him?

'-~

That was the roint, those three things.

6

'This goes back to thirteen years ago, at least thirteen

7

or fourteen years ago there are various websites where they chat

8

about the Dead Sea Scrolls online.

9

websites constantly rraking nasty rerrerks about my father, sare

He 1NOU.ld go on all of these

10

of which had an antisemitic hint to them insinuation and he was

11

reproached for this by many European scholars who engaged him in

12

debates over these rratters.

13

this through the years.

14

address.

It was veIY upsetting for

Ire

Now I never sent any e-rrails fran that

did you spell the narre?

15

Q

How

16

A

I spelled it Steven with a V rather than a P-H.

17

to see

It was

a personal joke with myself.

18

Q

And what did you use that e-rrail accOLmt for?

19

A

I used it to store e-rrail addresses of all the faculty

20

rrembers at NYU and other institutions where I intended to send

21

out e-rrails referring them to the article about lawrence

22

Schiffman's plagiarism.

23

It was a personnel joke with myself that I derived sare

24

personal satisfaction simply fran associating Dr. Schiffman and

25

Goranson because these are the two people who have been IIDSt,
Sheila Wesley
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1

behaved in the nost despicable marmer towards my father aver the

2

years.

3

Q

Did you send any e-nails fran that account?

4

A

No, I did not.

5

Q

Did you ever intend anyone to see them?

6

A

No, I did not.

When I opened up, I open up a bl(J9 at

7

one point and When you open up a bl(J9, you have to put in, plunk

8

in an e-nail address so you get a confinration e-nail.

9

plunked in that address, I don't rerrember why, it was simply a

I

10

personal thing between me and the carputer.

11

inagined that anyone could even see that e-nail, that e-nail

12

address doesn't care up on the bl(J9.

13

Dr. Goranson's narre through anybcxiy else through my articles

14

with Dr. Schiffnan.

15

16

Q

I never even

I never meant to associate

It was a persormel thing with myself.

Was there any intent to benefit or injure anyone with

mmy of the narres that you used?

l7

A

No.

18

Q

Was there any other ill(J9ical thing about sareone being

19

at Duke University who had an irrational obsession with Nonran

20

Golb going all the way to the Bobst Library to attack sarel:xxiy?

21

A

Of course that would be utterly irrational and one of

22

the, you k:ncNv, the joke with myself, the humr of it with myself

23

in storing all of these e-nail addresses in an e-nail account in

24

the narre Steve Goranson was that Dr. Goranson has been

25

publishing all these nasty remarks about my father using
Sheila Wesley
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1

cmputers in the Duke University library and that's not really

2

appropriate.

3

4
5

Did you know anything about Goranson's background and

getting thrown off of websites?
A

Oh, yes, I was very much aware of that.

Being thrown

off of websites and trying to cancel a lecture that somebody

7

gave at a rreeting in Rare in 2004, somebody VIiho agrees with my

8

father.

10

)

Q

6

9

(

mm

Q

Did you know anything about Goranson engaging in ad

haninem attacks on people?

11

MR.

12

THE CDURT:

13

Q

BANDLER:

MR.

15

THE CDURT:

17

Q

SUstained.

What was Goranson thrown off those sites for?

14

16

Objection to leading.

BANDLER:

Obj ection.
SUstained.

Did you get a response fran anyone with regard to your

bl099ing with Goranson?

18

MR.

19

THE CDURT:

BANDLER:

Objection.
SUstained.

20

Q

Did you receive anything back fran the provost at Duke?

21

A

Yes.

22

MR.

23

THE CDURT:

BANDLER:

Objection.
Sustained.

24

Q

What about Jeffrey Gibson, sir?

25

A

Jeffrey Gibson took over the A.N.E. site, that's
Sheila Wesley
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1

Ancient Near Eastern.

2

that operated out of the Oriental Institute out of the

3

University of Chicago by a librarian at the Oriental Institute

4

and they closed it down in 2005 or 2006 and Jeffrey Gibson took

5

it over.
I only gradually becarre avvare of its existence because

6
7

he vvas the owner and rrcrlerator of that site and because when I

8

went looking for Stephen Goranson because I vvas wondering Who

9

Stephen Goranson vvas Whether he had an academic position because

10

I knew that he blcgged a lot about my father.
MR. BANDLER:

11

12

)

'!hat vvas a website that usually exist,

A

But I didn 't kn.avv he vvas a professor or not.

13

THE COURT:

14

MR. BANDLER:

15

know Jeffrey Gibson.

16

THE COURT:

17

A

Objection.

Sorry to "What were you objecting?
I think the question vvas just did he

Overruled.

And there is a website when I vvas looking for Goranson,

18

I carre across the website called the Aliases of Jeffrey Gibson

19

in Which it I s argued that all of these people blcgging about the

20

Dead Sea Scrolls are on the internet are actually Jeffrey Gibson

21

just using all kind of aliases and staging debates and this

22

struck rre as very amusing because it reminded rre of the farrous

23

poet Fernando Pessoa Who had over 70 pseudonyms that he used to

24

stage debates and conversations between various people in the

25

newspapers all over the world and this is a delightful part of

\

, /
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1

intellectual life is this use of pseudonyms by so many poets and

2

philosophers, and authors and 'Ad1en I saw that blcg about Jeffrey

3

Gibson I becarre IlDre aware of his existence.

4

verify that Goranson was not one of those aliases.

5

I was able to

Later he sucked Ire into a vicious conversation with him

6

on a website called the Internet Infidel vihere they respect

7

anonymity on Jeffrey Gibson's website.

8

cannot be anonyrrous although a lot people on that website are

9

anonyrrous but on the Internet Infidel it's IlDre camon on the

He has ruled that you

10

internet that they respect anonymity, they protect your

11

anonymity.

12

Well, Jeffrey Gibson got Ire into a big argurrent about

13

the film, the Robert cargill stuff, and about the Society of

14

Biblical Literature and he revealed my narre in the course of the

15

conversation and the !lDderator imrediately contacted Ire and

16

asked Ire if I had any objection to my narre being used and I said

17

yes, I did and then he tack, he rerroved that reference to my

18

narre and then a little later Gibson basically accused my father

19

of carrnitting a criIre by exercising his right to freedan of

20

research to academic freedom by criticizing this film script.

21

The problem being that you can't have a film in a mJSeun vihich

22

is shown to 450,000 people and then not allow anybody to

23

criticize it under the pretext that you can't quote from it.

24

That rrak:es no sense.

25

scholar viho gets a hold of the script from the mJSeun has the

If you show a film to 450, 000 people, any

Sheila Wesley
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1

write to quote that script as much as he like and refute the

2

film and criticize it.

3

procedure.

4

Gibson accused my father of carrnitting a crirre by citing the

5

film script.

.-'

6

That's a form part of academic

It's called the Principles of Fair Use and Jeffrey

(Continued on next page.)

7
8
9
10
11

12
l3

14
15
16
l7

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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1

Q.

Let's talk about Frank Cross, Frank Moore Cross.

2

A.

Frank Moore Cross.

3

Q.

Did you ever use the name Frank Moore Cross?

4

A.

I did not use the name Frank Moore Cross.

I do not

5

recall his name as Frank Moore Cross.

I did use the name Frank

6

Cross.

7

Q.

8

his name?

9

A.

I knew a lot about him.

10

Q.

Did you know that he was sick or that he was in an old

11

age home?

12

A.

That I did not know.

13

Q.

What did you know?

14

A.

I knew that he was a member of the original Dead Sea

Did you know anything about him at the time you used

15

Scrolls monopoly.

I knew that he -- that he had, during the

16

1990 ' s, made claims about a particular document found at Qumran

17

in the side on a piece of pottery which were then presented by

18

the Jewish Museum as being furnished proof ever discovered that

19

the sect ever lived at Qumran, and I knew that his reading from

20

the word in question was a falsification, was exposed as

21

fraudulent at an academic conference in Jerusalem in 1997.

22

Q.

Does that incident have a name?

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

Is that Y-a-h-a-d?

25

A.

Yes.

It's called the Yahad ostracon.

Sati Singh, RPR
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1

Q.

The Yahad ostracon?

2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

What did Frank Cross try to do at that Yahad ostracon?

4

A.

He tried to show that a word on the ostracon, an

5

ostracon is a piece of pottery, and sometimes they would write

6

like a sales, you know, like a contract of sales or something,

7

they didn't have a piece of paper, so they would write it on a

8

piece of pottery, and the portions of it are a little difficult

9

to read, and he tried to make out that a word found there was

10

the word yahad which is the word which means group or

11

brotherhood, it is a word that appears in maybe five or six of

12

the Dead Sea Scrolls, and it's on the basis of that word that

13

they originally forrrulated this theory that a sect, the Yahad

14

sect had lived at Qumran.

15
16

Now, when IllY father was in Jerusalem at this time, they
made this claim and they specifically said --

17

MR. BANDLER:

18

THE COURT:

19

MR. BREITBART:

20

Objection.

Relevance.

Sustained.
May I argue the relevance issue,

your Honor?

21

Frank Cross is the guy that's one of the

22

complaining witnesses in the indictment who never showed up

23

here, and i f he had, we would have been able to

24

cross-examine him with this material.

25

THE COURT:

That may well be, although the

Sati Singh, RPR
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1

cross-examination as to academic differences and this and

2

that, I must say has bewildered me.
MR. BREI'IBART:

3

But this is basically an

4

allegation of a major fraud being perpetrated on the

5

academic corrmunity.

6

THE COURT:

That's fascinating, and i f he had

7

testified, you could ask him whether he perpetrated a major

8

fraud on the academic community as would reflect on his

9

credibility, but the fact -- never mind.

Let me not go

10

further than that at this point, but as the jury will hear

11

when I instruct them, the relevance of whether or not these

12

people perpetrated an academic fraud, which is off to the

13

side, and not in the center.

14

Have a lovely evening, jurors.

15

case.

16

Wednesday you have off.

17

everybody.

Don't discuss the

I will see you at 10 o'clock tomorrow.

Oh, and

So I told one of you and not

18

(Jury exits the courtroom.)

19

THE COURT:

20

Does the defense intend on asking for a

21
22
23
24
25

You may step down.

Thanks.

voluntariness charge on the statement?
MR. KUBY:
decision yet.

I don't know that we have made that

I will speak with Mr. Breitbart about that.

THE COURT:

And, Mr. Bandler, you had a couple of

things on the charge.
Sati Singh, RPR
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1

They were very minor.

Just on the

2

jury sheet sometimes it listed the victim's name and

3

sometimes it didn't.

4

60.

5

accoWlt, and sometimes it didn't.

6

record, 60 being the spreadsheet of e-mail accoWlts.

7

)

MR. BANDLER:
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Sometimes it referenced Exhibit 6 and

For example, the creation of an impersonating Gmail

THE COURT:

Six being the Gmail

Sorry, Mr. Bandler, that's the verdict

8

sheet, I'm having trouble with that, so if you could write

9

it on it so that we can see what it is, I have no ownership

10

interest in the verdict sheet.

11

MR. BANDLER:

Okay, for the charge.

The public

12

servant issue we took care of because those COWlts are out,

13

and for definition of written instrument, if you could add

14

the words from the definition including computer data.

15

THE COURT:

Anything else?

16

MR. BANDLER:

17

MR. KUBY:

No.

Judge, I have a number of objections

18

that I will submit to you tomorrow morning in writing so as

19

not to clog up the record, but one objection which I think

20

may be an error on your part, rather than simply a

21

disagreement, second line on the bottom of page 15.

22

THE COURT:

23

I'm not on page 15 anymore.

24

MR. KUBY:

25

I made so many revisions this morning,

When you are talking about falsifying

business records as a felony, when your intent is to comnit
Sati Singh, RPR
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1

another crime, you include forgery in the third degree,

2

which we at no point defined because we omitted -- sorry,

3

identity theft in the third degree.

4

THE COURT:

5

MR. KUBY:

6

THE COURT:

7
8
9

I took that out.
Okay.
All the identity theft in the third

degree is out.
MR. KUBY:

Because it is mentioned in the part of

the charge of falsifying business records as one of the

10

underlying abject crimes.

11

"Where I see it?

12

THE COURT:

13

MR. KUBY:

Can I approach and just show you

Yes, please.

What's wrong with that?

You took out all the counts with

14

respect to identity theft in the third degree, and you

15

don't instruct the jury about identity theft in the third

16

degree, so tell them that's an abject crime, without a

17

definition.

18
19

THE COURT:

So it's not forgery in the third

degree, it's the identity theft in the third degree?

20

MR. KUBY:

Yes.

Thank you.

21

I'm asking if you would e-mail me a copy of it?

22

THE COURT:

I'm assuming Mr. GoTh is your last

23

witness just based on the practice and custom.

24

will we get to summation, tomorrow afternoon?

25

MR. KUBY:

So, when

And i f we do, will it be your intent

Sati Singh, RPR
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1

then to charge on Thursday?

2

THE COURT:

Yes.

Sometimes, I will begin i f I can

3

get that far, I will begin with the first part of the

4

charge just so I can start the day fresh with the

5

substantive portion.

6

before then, and i f you can look at the verdict sheet

7

because we have to start making that up, and I'm not quite

8

sure.

9

exhibi ts in because I was not clear as to whether they were

10
11

':

1033

So your objections will be helpful

I may have been inconsistent with putting the

generalized or not.
MR. BREITBART:

Judge, you are going to send us

12

another e-mail indicating what the charges are that are

13

going to the jury?

/

14
15

THE COURT:
right to it.

Sure.

Right now.

I will just hop

DBreitbart--

16

MR. BREITBART:

17

MR. KUBY:

No .

Brei tbartD.

Just so the record is clear, the jury

18

request that I had made, number one through six which are

19

before the Court as Court Exhibit C, I will take it to the

20

extent you have not included those, those are denied?

21

THE COURT:

22

MR. KUBY:

23

THE COURT:

24

(Trial is adjourned to Tuesday, September 28th,

25

Co=ect.
Thank you.

Okay.

Okay.

2010, at 10:00 a.m.)
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THE COURT:

1

2

and why would you be able to put this into evidence?

MR. BREITBART:

3

4

THE COURT:

MR. BANDLER:

Judge, since Mr. Breitbart is rraking

8

an argurrent in front of the jury, let's just put it in so

9

the jury can see it but nove on with the testirrnny.

10

THE COURT:

11

nove on.

12

Q

MR. BANDLER:

14

THE COURT:

Q

Fine.

On consent in evidence.

Let's

Would you please read it to us?

13

15

Objection.
Yes, objection is sustained.

Yesterday -- let's just clarify a few things that we

16

left unfinished yesterday.

17

Cross, did you ever seek to rrake anyone believe that you were

18

Frank l\1core Cross of Harvard University?

19

\
/

I'm sony, why isn't it collateral?

Critical issue in the case, I don't believe it is.

7

)

Because it's a critical issue in

the case.

5

6

I'm sony, why isn't that collateral

A

You said you used the narre Frank

No, I never said Professor Cross, I never said Harvard

20

University.

21

humoristic element to this.

22

obviously and the idea was that the person I was talking about

23

in an e-mail, Bart EhIman had just like Frank Cross participated

24

in fraudulent assertions.

25

Frank Cross is a very camon narre.

There was a

I was alluding to Frank Cross

I also, this e-mail address is Frank Cross 2 and part
Sheila Wesley
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This was the answer to the Frank
And the text of the

2

Cross, this was an anateur Frank Cross.

3

e-rrail was also outlandish.

4

has gone and put his foot in his ITDUth again.

5

send out e-rrails like that.

I think it said it looks like Bart
Professors don I t

6

Q

What was your purpose in sending that e-rrail, sir?

7

A

To draw the attention of the people I sent the e-rrail

8

to, to the conduct of Bart EhrrrBn who was one of the lecturers

9

in the Raleigh exhibit on the Lead Sea Scrolls.

He I s a New

10

Testament specialist not a specialist on the Dead Sea Scrolls

11

and in e-rrail correspondence he confessed that he I s not an

12

expert on the Dead Sea Scrolls and I asked him, I was using an

13

alias of course, and I asked him if he thought it was

14

appropriate for sareone who I s not an expert on the Dead Sea

15

Scrolls to be giving a lecture on the Lead Sea Scrolls in a

16

rrajor museum exhibit sponsored by the Departrrent of Errvironrrent

17

of North carolina when all of the rrajor opponents of the theory

18

that was being chanpioned in that exhibit had not been invited,

19

had been excluded fran the exhibit and when their ideas had been

20

belittled in the exhibit and he got ve:r:y huffy, and I felt that

21

this was a rratter of public interest, that the Departrrent of the

22

Errvironrrent of North carolina was putting on such an exhibit and

23

having people give lectures 1Nh.o are not even specialists on the

24

Dead Sea Scrolls and excluding all the other people 1Nh.o were

25

specialists on the scrolls.
Sheila Wesley
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2

sent out that e-mail to faculty members in the religion

3

departrrent at Duke University to call attention to the exchange.

4

5
6

Returning to Jeffrey Gibson, did you send any e-mails

frcm that address?
A

No.

That address was like the Steve Goranson 's

address, it was just like a personal joke with myself.

8

Basically everybcdy who attacked my father or vvho I criticized

9

in the Charles Gadda articles was graced with an e-mail address.

10

This was just passing the tirre.

11

any rressages frcm it as far as I rerrember, I intended to use it

12

to store e-mail addresses just like the Steve Goranson one.

I never intended even to send

13

I don 't rerrember if - - sare addresses I used them for a

14

little vv.hile or I would open them and then I would forget hOlrV to

15

get back into them and then I would open up a new one.

16

have been, I don 't rerrember 'Aihat date I opened the Jeffrey

17

Gibson thing, if it was before or after the Steve Goranson, but

18

at any rate it was the sarre type of thing.

19

anybcdy to think that I was Jeffrey Gibson.

21
22

\

Q

7

20

.

So I post the exchange with him on the internet and I

1

Q

It might

I never rreant

In sending these letters, sir, were you in any way

rrotivated by your religious beliefs?
A

Absolutely not.

I respect all religious beliefs.

What

23

I was opposing in my campaign was that certain religious

24

perspective seem to be sending the agenda of science mJSeun

25

exhibits to the exclusion of other perspectives, both religious

\

)
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1

perspective and secular nonreligious perspective.

2

NOItJ

there's already a problem if you have religion in

3

science museums because science and religion doesn't mesh well.

4

If you cheose to do that, you have to take special care to give

5

all points of view, all religious points of view an opportunity

6

to be expressed in the exhibit and this in fact is what the Cede

7

of Ethics of the MUseum Association specifically says.

8

O1apter 9 of the Cede of Ethics of the MUseun

9

Association vvhen there is a controversy, the responsiliility of

10

the exhibiter is to show both sides of the controversy.

11

say it very specifically there.

They

I have it sarewhere.

But the point is, Susan Braunstein is a professional

12

)

mrn

l3

curator at the New York Jewish MUseum, she understccd this,

14

that's vvhy she did the right thing.

15

The other curators in the Dead Sea Scrolls exhibits,

16

they are people vvho just care in who are part of the Dead Sea

17

Scrolls clique and they care in and they do these special

18

exhibits, the museun just kind of grant them you knOltJ an

19

opportunity to do that and there is a lack of responsiliility

20

being shown there.

21

Q

Sir, hOltJ rruch time did you spend on all of this?

22

A

Quite a bit but it actually leoks like I spent more

23

time than I did because a lot of it was just cutting and pasting

24

stuff.

25

Once you knOItJ how to open a blcg on word press, it doesn't take

Once I had my articles, it doesn't take teo rruch time.

\

/
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1
2

MR. KUBY:

Judge, I would like to be heard for a

roornent.

3

THE COURT:

4

MR. KUBY:

5

THE COURT:

6

1106

not hearing you.

7

About what?
About the examination of this witness.
No.

It's Mr. Breitbart's witness, I'm

Don't double team me.

MR. KUBY:

Thank you.

I'm not double teaming.

It is a

8

generalized Due Process Clause objection based upon your

9

conduct with other witnesses, and your conduct with this

10

witness.

It is not this witness specific.

May I be heard?

11

THE COURT:

Sure.

12

MR. KUBY:

13

Throughout the course of this trial, when crucial

Thank you.

14

prosecution witnesses have testified, they have explained

15

their answers even though they were yes and no questions.

16

When either I or Mr. Breitbart asks the Court for

17

admonitions for a witness to answer yes or no questions if

18

they could, if the answer calls for a yes or no, this Court

19

consistently refused to do so.

20

The assumption that counsel made was that the same

21

rules would be applied to the crucial witness for the

22

defense, the defendant himself, and those rules, Judge,

23

with all due respect, have changed, and changed

24

dramatically.

25

object.

I think that's fundamentally unfair, and I

You can do it either way you want.
Sati Singh, RPR
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1

the witnesses to answer at great length or you can control

2

them, it's your courtroom, but respectfully what you cannot

3

do is have one set of rules for the prosecution and another

4

set of rules for the defense, and the record will reflect

5

that's exactly what's happening.

6

MR. BANDLER:

Your Honor, I think the record will

7

reflect the Il'aIlIler of cross-examination.

8

cross-examination by defense counsel, improper

9

cross-examination.

The Il'aIlIler of

The Il'aIlIler of cross-examination by the

10

People, proper leading questions that call for a yes or no

11

answer which the defendant refuses to answer yes or no.

12

It's defense counsel's own fault when they ask

13

improper questions on cross, and they should not be blaming

14

the Court.
THE COURT:

15
16

Yes.

Well, the record speaks for

itself.

17

MR. KUBY:

Thank you.

18

THE COURT:

19

(Brief recess taken. )

20

(Continued on next page.)

Let's take a break.

21
22
23
24
25
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MR. BREITBART:

1

2

this tine.
THE COURT:

3

4

(Jurors exit.)
Mr. Bandler, it's my practice not to

THE COURT:

6

7

ask in front of the jury but I assurre the Pecple are also

8

resting at this tine?
MR. BANDLER:

9

THE COURT:

10

11
12
!

Okay, jurors, about 2: 30, don't

discuss the case, you're not ready.

5

\

Your Honor, the defendant rests at

13
14

15
16

Yes, your Honor.
JVbtions at the close of the entire

case?
Renew the ootion fran before 1Nhich was

MR. KIlBY:

submitted at the close of the Pecple's case.
THE COURT:

Are you resting on the record,

Mr. Bandler?

Yes, your Honor, except to the

MR. BANDLER:

17

extent that the defendant's testioony was utterly not

18

credible and I think helps the People's case so we're in a

19

little better spot

20

21
22

Da\'

THE COURT:

than we were at the previous ootion.

I'll let the jury rrake their

credibility determinations.
I do have before ne the defense objections with

23

regard to paragraph 4 or position 4.

24

language in its entirety.

25

I've taken out that

With regard to paragraph five, I'll simply refer
Sheila Wesley
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1

to the records of NYU.

2

arrend the instructions if need be because of sarething

3

that's said during closing argurrents.
MR. KIJBY:

4

I vvould sirrply

reiterate my desire that you use the sarre vvords that

6

Mr. Bandler used in his opening that the obj ect was to

7

generate an investigation based possible false premises.

9

I don't think it addressees the

TIlE CDURT:

particular charge.
MR. KIJBY:

10

!

I understand, Judge.

5

8

\

And of course I reserve the right to

Well, I didn't either frankly but that

11

was his theory that I thought that you should sort of stay

12

with it frankly than giving a better and newer theory.

13

That's my objection.
I'm not sure that the People's

MR. BANDLER:

14
15

opening constitutes the legal charge.

16

before.
MR. BREITBARI':

17

18

21

Judge, what's your plan for this

afternoon?

19

20

I haven't heard that

TIlE COURT:

My

plan to proceed as far as we can

go.
MR. BREITBARI':

My

problem is that it's really

22

difficult when sumations are not on the sarre day

23

imrediately followed by a charge.

24

rreke the district attorney's s1.lITIT'ation part of your charge.

25

TIlE COURT:

It sort of, it's going to

You know I don't like it either,

Sheila Wesley
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1

Mr. Breitbart, but unfortunately you knew it is physically

2

irrpossilile for rre to get two things in the sarre place.

3

don't how long your surmation is, I'm not in the habit of

4

asking.

5

He's got a lot of rraterial to cover and I guess you do too

6

so I don't knew.

7

simultaneously so I understand you don't like it, I don't

8

like it either.

9

but I can't.

10

(

)

I can't do it, I can't do them

If I could do everything at once I would

MR. BREITBART:

My suggestion is that we do it all

on Thursday.

12

like to begin first thing in the ITDrning and then he can

13

finish his and then you can charge the jury.

We're going to be down tarorrew anyway so I'd

THE CDURT:

I reject that suggestion.

This jury

15

wants to get out of here and they are entitled.

16

pick a very intelligent jury, by the way, so I'm sure they

17

can they can keep things in their mind.

18

19
20

)
~.....

I don't knew how long Mr. Bandler' s surmation is.

11

14

I

And you did

(Lunch recess.)

AFTERNOON
THE COURT:

SESSION

Let rre put one thing on the record so

21

it's quite clear, I have been sending out PIDfX)sed verdict

22

sheets so both sides are aware of what counts are being

23

suhnitted to the jury.

24

MR. KUBY:

That's correct, Judge.

25

MR. BANDLER:

/

The verdict sheet I have still

Sheila Wesley
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1

rrentions public SeIVaIlt I the typo.

2

THE COURT:

3

MR. BANDLER.:

M3.ybe I have

COURT CLERK:

NO I later on l Count 24 still says

4

that.

7

THE COURT:

S

MR. BANDLER.:

9

an older version

printed.

5

6

I thought I took them all out.

'Ibat I S a mistake.
The cotmt charging criminal

impersonation over the internet under subsection (4) those

10

are the cotmts out.

Those are 221 26 1 30 1 34 1 and 3S.

11

other criminal impersonation Cotmts under subsection (1) are

12

still in.

13

THE COURT:

14

MR. BANDLER.:

15

Right.

THE COURT:

17

MR. BANDLER.:

MR. KIJBY:

23
24
25

Right lffiybe there is on one of
I

SOrryl SO 44 and 46 are the sending and

the creation?

21
22

Public se:rvant.

those.

19
20

And a couple of those mistakenly

rrention --

16

IS

The

THE COURT:

Right

I

those are not subdivision (4)

cotmts.
MR. BANDLER.:

Just for the record none of them
I

were charged under the public SeIVaIlt theory.
THE COURT:

Yes.

Sheila Wesley
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MR. BANDLER.:

2

'IRE CDURT:

3

CDURT CLERK:

4

I picked that up.

Correct.

'IRE CDURT:

6

COURT CLERK:

MR.

9

COURT CLERK:

nDtJ

are 22, 26,

Correct.

BANDLER:

MR. KDBY:

10

12

And the counts out

3D, 34, and 38?

8

11

So there is no public servant

rrentioned at all in any of the others?

5

7

It's just the way --

And I'll adjust it accordingly.

My count is we milled this doNn to a

mere 31?
I don't knDtJ.

'IRE COURT:

I never count because I

l3

didn't nunber them sequentially because it nBkes record

14

keeping very difficult.

15
16

MR. KlJBY:

Is that Mr. Bandler' s view i am I

counting 31?

l7

MR.

18

'IRE CDURT:

19

MR. KDBY:

BANDLER:

I have not counted.
Okay.

Judge, I do have one observation about

20

the verdict sheet, it's really more of a question, I noticed

21

that there are several references to exhibits after the

22

counts, is the People's position that the counts rests

23

exclusively on those exhibits or is that just emblermtic of

24

sare of the exhibits because i f it's the fomer, I don't

25

have an objection but if it's just like by the way you
Sheila Wesley
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1

should look at this as well as other things then I do.

2

I don't k:r1av the answer to that.

THE COURT:

With

3

regard to sare of the COLmts is a particular e-rrail so I

4

assurre that is the particular exhibit.

5

so I got a little confused with that, at least that's my

6

excuse at the rrarent why I am not consistent with regards to

7

those.

8
9
10
11

MR. BANDLER.:

Sare of them are not

Well, sare of the COLmts pertain to

a specific act like sending an e-rrail or opening an e-rrail
accOLmt so I think that's there to avoid jury confusion.
Certainly if our whole case on that COLmt was just

12

based on one single exhibit, this wouldn't have been a two

13

and a half week trial, I could have put that exhibit in in

14

ten nTInutes.

15

but it does help show' what COLmt pertains to what conduct.

So it's not the entire proof as to the COLmt

16

THE COURT:

17

MR. BANDLER.:

18

THE COURT:

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

But it's a particular act?
Yes.
When it says one exhibit, it's the one

that says 60 or sarething like that, that I'm not clear on.
MR. KlJBY:

In that case, Judge, I would object to

any references to the exhibits on the verdict sheet.
THE COURT:

I'm sorry, as to all of them or as to

just the ones where it's a broader issue?
MR. KlJBY:

As to all of them.

I trean Mr. Bandler

gets an argurrent and I assure you will let him argue as long
Sheila Wesley
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as you let him argue.

2

THE COURT:

Well, if you're objecting, I'm taking

3

it out because the statute doesn't explicitly relate to it.

4

So all the references to exhibit numbers are out.

6

QJURI'

CLERK:

7

parties are present.

8

THE CDURT:

9

of counsel.

case on trial continued.

All

The jury bas entered is being seated.

Okay, so we're up to closing argurrents

We begin, as I told you, with defense counsel.

10

I'm not sure VIlhich one of you is.

11

MR. BREI'IBART:

12

Okay.

(Jury entering.)

5

()

He doesn't get to rrake

I am, Judge.

With the permission

of the court.

13

THE CDURT:

14

MR. BREITBARI':

SUre.
Ron, Rapbael, Mr. BarJdler, rradam

15

forelady, ladies and gentlerren of the jury, this part of the

16

trial is called the summations.

17

that's rrade by counsel.

18

afternoon and after I sum up then Mr. BarJdler is going to

19

sum up and its been decided by the wisdan of the courts that

20

since the burden of proof is on the district attorney, the

21

district attorney sums up last so there will be no rebuttal

22

surrnation.

23

and then the Judge will cbarge you on the law.

24

25

It's the last argurrent

I'm going to be surrming up this

You will hear fran

ffi2,

you will hear fran him,

I will ask you to try as best you can to recall
the argurrents that are trade because I'm not going to be able
Sheila Wesley
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1

he wouldn't say V\ho wrote the affidavit.

2

he's been on the job for over 40 years, right, he said he

3

started in '64, those guys don' t give up another.

4

wouldn't say that Mr. Bandler 1NaS the author of that

5

affidavit.

6

what he considered integrity, but it 1NaS clear vvhen it 1NaS

7

discussed that Mr. Bandler 1NaS the other signature on that

8

affidavit, and that Mr. Bandler points out that it 1NaS -- I

9

think the 1Nay he corrected it 1NaS saying - - it's a fact,

He

Maybe that's gcxxi, rraybe that's

10

isn't it, that the affidavit is not ba.sed on your personal

11

k:rJ.ovJledge?

12

his personal k:rJ.ovJledge, and even rraterial that he included

13

in there and one of the things that it said in that

14

affidavit was that the allegations of plagiarism were false.

15

()

He refused.

He's been a cap,

And Pat said, that's correct, it 1Nasn' t ba.sed on

Well, I'm going to assurre because I don't believe

16

that the district attorney would intentionally and

17

consciously support perjill}'.
Objection, your Honor.

18

MR. BANDLER.:

19

MR. BREITBART:

20

THE COURT:

That was a canplirrent.

I'm glad but I'm frankly not sure if

21

we have procf that the allegation of plagiarism are or are

22

not true or false.

23

MR. BREITBART:

24

after the jill}' looks at J-l, Judge.

25

MR. BANDLER:

Well, that would be determined

Objection.
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THE COURT:

1

No, that will not be.

I admitted J-l

2

on your client's state of mind and not for its t:ruth because

3

it's plainly hearsay.
Well, there is no question that in

MR. BREITBART:

4

5

the affidavit in support of the search warrant the affidavit

6

says that the allegations of plagiarism are false.

7

MR. BANDLER:

8

THE COURT:

9

Objection.

Misstates the affidavit.

The jurors' evaluation of the evidence

will control.

10

MR. BREITBART:

There is no question though that

11

they never did anything to check out if the allegations of

12

plagiarism were false.
What is this all arout then?

13

Is it arout rroney?

14

There was sare questions that were asked arout rroney, you

15

know, that there were exhibits all aver the country.

16

Questions were asked and answers were given, that there was

17

an exhibition in St. Pauls, Minnesota in 2010.

18

that there was an exhibition in Milwaukee in 2010.

19

that there was an exhibition at the Royal Ontario Museum in

20

2009.

You know that there was an exhibition in Raleigh in

21

2008.

You know that there was a San Diego exhibit in 2007.

22

You know that there was a Kansas City exhibit in 2007.

23

know that there was an exhibit in 2006.

24

was an exhibit in Charlotte in 2006.

25

was one in Ottawa in 2004.

You know
You know

You know that there

You know that there

-

()

You

You know there was one in
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is not what this is about.

2

othexwise it's just a distraction.

3

real life people.

4

can't do that to do wrong, to deceive, or to defraud or

5

injure.

6

plagiarism, sarething that could derail a career or speaking

7

engagements or to otherwise deceive people and stir up

8

disputes and controversy.

9

--

)

You can't impersonate

You can't assurre their identities.

You

To do bad things like sending a false confession of

This case could be about any rrotive.

It just

10

bappens to be about the defendant wanting his father's

11

theory to get rrore credit.

12

'"

It's just his rrotive and

His obsession with that.

let's think about two accOill1tants vv.ho work at the

13

sane catpany.

let's call them Bob and Pete.

Bob is angry

14

at Pete because Pete got a big prarotion that they vvere both

15

going for or rraybe he's rrad at him for any reason, Pete

16

keeps taking Bob's lunch without Bob pemri.ssion.

17

annoying habits and Bob can't stand them so Bob opens up an

18

e-rrail accOill1t in Pete's narre and sends e-rrails to their

19

bosses and colleagues and in the e-rrail it looks like Pete

20

is admitting to stealing in the past.

21

Pete vv.ho denies it and denies even knowing about the e-rrail

22

address but of course the catpany bas to investigate and

23

ultirrately the investigation sboNs no evidence of any

24

wrongdoing of any kind, Pete bas been a great enployee.

25

goes through a lot of stress, annoyance, alarm, fixation

Pete bas

The bosses confront
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1

because of the allegations and that stain, that accusation

2

it's always out there in the back of people's mind in the

3

canpany, they always rerrember that cmplaint and they'll

4

always associate it with Pete and Pete krlaNs this so it's

5

always in the back of Pete's mind causing him stress,

6

tu:r:rroil, annoyance, and alarm.

It doesn't just go away.

Think about it, 1A1hat I just described is not

7

8

Mllstle blowing.

9

Pete's identity for the sole purpose of hurting Pete.

10

It's Bob's walicious and fraudulent use of

Now let's say Bob really thought Pete was

11

stealing.

12

not the way to blow the Mllstle.

13

going to the boss and telling the boss you think Pete is

14

doing sarething wrong or you might even send an ananyrrous

15

letter or e-wail.

16

person's identity and stealing their identity.

l7

to those lengths, there is only one reason to do it, it's

18

not Mllstle blowing, it's an intent to defraud and deceive.

19

It's an intent to torment.

20

Opening up an e-wail account in Pete's name is
You blow the Mllstle by

But you don't do it by taking the other
When you go

Now let's say sareone did it anonyrrously, in good

21

faith and then they're confronted, hey, did you send that

22

e-wail accusing him of stealing?

23

you can get to the substance of your cmplaint.

24

wouldn't deny it unless 1A1hat you did was walicious and

25

you' re deceptive.

You admit it prmptly so
You

Because if you are a Mllstle blower, you
Sheila Wesley
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The investigation was conducted properly the search

2

warrants were obtained in --

I

MR. BREI'IBART:

3
4

MR. BANDLER:

'Ihe arrest and staterrent were

obtained properly.
THE COURT:

7

)

I

l

coaching.

5

6

Obj ection your Honor that's

Excuse ne

l

the jurors will base their

8

verdict on the evidence but certainly the issue of

9

irrproprieties and search warrants and so forth and so on has

10

nothing to do with this trial and nothing to do with the

11

jury's function except on a limited basis of credibility of

12

the one witness question on the subj ect.
MR. BANDLER:

13

So those issues are not before you.

14

The issue is whether the evidence presented proved the

15

defendant's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.
Another thing designed to distract you are

16
17

reredied by folloong the Judge's instruction follow the

18

evidence

19

because in the defendant's world he says everyone else is

20

part of a conspiracy I he says eveJ:YOIle else is lying but

21

he' s the one who is full of deception and untruths I and

22

misrepresentations.

23

I

I

follow the law don't speculate.
I

And it's ironic

Prine exanple is his video staterrent.

He's

24

arrested for irrpersonating Dr. SchiffrrBn arrong other things.

25

He knows he did it and 1A1hat does he

dOl
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1

conspiracy, he blarres Dr. Schiffrran for setting him up, for

2

falsely accusing him of doing this.

3
4

these charges, and that's what the evidence presented was

5

about.

6

\

)

You are here to decide this case, this defendant,

D::m' t be distracted.

Part of my burden is proving 1Ad1o did it.

Who spun

7

this eno:mous web of deceit and because of my burden,

8

because of the defendant's lies during his video staterrent,

9

because of his continuing deceit, :you heard voluminous

10

evidence proving that he did it.

The evidence was so

11

voluminous that the defendant testified and was forced to

12

admit doing it.

13

evidence about it and evidence that corroborates that what

14

the defendant said about having done it.

But before he testified, :you saw a lot of

15

NON you wouldn't want to take the defendant's \NOrd

16

for anything without corroboration because the defendant and

17

the truth are very far apart and they only rreet ....men it's

18

convenient for him.

19

The evidence corroborates the defendant's

20

admission that he opened the e-rrail accounts in question and

21

sent the e-rrails and then the defendant himself corroborated

22

much of the evidence.

We went through a lot of it with him,

23

he didn't dispute it.

He might have been evasive and

24

reluctant but he didn't dispute it.

25

Yes, he said that stuff was on my caIputer.
Sheila wesley
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1

Dr. cargill did not stalk the defendant like the defendant

2

clairred on the stand.

3

exist.

4

person.

5

in New York for this conduct we call it harassrrent.

'--,."

)

He can I t stalk sareane V\l.ho doesn I t

You can I t stalk an anonyrrous identity.

A fictitious

It is the defendant that stalked Dr. cargill except

6

Defense counsel elicited fran Dr. cargill the fact

7

that Dr. cargill wrote sanething in V\l.hich Dr. cargill quoted

8

another Lead Sea Scrolls scholar and that scholar had said,

9

"When will the vvorld be free of Dr. GoTh?"

D:m't forget

10

that Dr. cargill wrote that long after the defendant vvas

11

arrested and this conduct vvas tenninated so Dr. cargill

12

quoting of this other scholar could not have been an

l3

execution for the defendant I S harassrrent of Dr. cargill, it

14

happened after.

15

You as the fact finders decide V\l.here the

16

defendant I s conduct lies.

I..cok at V\l.hat he did, haN he did

17

it.

18

people, false confessions, false accusations, V\l.hen you hate

19

them, V\I.hen you devote hundreds of hours to your scherre,

20

that I S an intent to harass, arm.oy, and alann, to persecute,

21

to torment, and attack.

You dete:rntine his likely intent V\I.hen you irrpersonate

With all this V\l.hen you look at the evidence you

22
23

can see vvhy it would have been so alamri.ng to be on the

24

receiving end of his conduct.

25

not okay.

let him knON V\l.hat he did is

FollON the law, apply each statute charged to the
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1

vvould be worried if he knew he had done sarething wrong, if

2

he knew he had said sarething untruthful because he can't be

3

held liable for truthful statements.

4

\)

Plagiarism accusations were untruthful.

His

5

irrpersonation of five people were untruthful acts.

His

6

denial of these acts were untruthful.

7

Dr. Schiffman had falsely accused him of doing this was

8

untruthful.

His accusation that

9

There is a pattern here and don't be focled by the

10

defendant's testirronyon the stand oh, when I gave the video

11

tape I was overtired, I was exhausted.

12

was just lying.

13

rrost convenient for him to tell at the tine and he wasn't

14

intimidated or coerced.

15

He wasn't tired, he

He was telling the story he thought was

Just lock at the video.

Look at how he answers.

16

He' s aggressive, he's not afraid to interrupt, he's not

17

afraid to say whatever he feels will suit him and lock at

18

his written pedigree statement which is rrade before his

19

video statement, he wants to talk to the DA.

20

coerced into talking to the DA and it's because of his

21

deception there and throughout so many witnesses were

22

called, so rruch proof.

23

why he had to change his story. 'The proof of his guilt is

24

OV"eJ:whelming.

25

continuing deception.

He wasn't

That's why he had to testify, that's

His testirrony is just the latest phase in his
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1

verdict sheet that is going to list the counts and a lot of

2

times it's going to list who the victim is.
Counts 1 and 2 are Identity Theft in the Second

3
4

Legree.

5

is the defendant atterrpted to carrnit a Scherre to Defraud and

6

influence The Jewish Museum.

7

in the Second Legree, he assumed the identity of

8

Dr. Schiffman and he atterrpted to falsify the business

9

records of NYU with a false confession and false

10

There are two different theories.

Second count of Identity Theft

accusations.
Count 3 is the aggravated harassment of

11

12

Dr. Schiffman.

l3

evidence.

14

The first theory

'Through that in a totality look at all the

Count 5 is Criminal Impersonation Second, that

15

concerns the creation of the Larry dot Schiffman e-mail

16

account so you can look at exhibit 60, for example.

l7

18

(Displayed.)
MR. BANDLER.:

We're looking at Exhibit 60-C which

19

is 60 sorted by the date.

Now renanber for this I asked the

20

defendant about each e-mail accounthesaidyes.Idid it,

21

except maybe one or two which his brother opened but for

22

each irrpersonating e-mail account I asked him did you open

23

it, was it on this date, he said yes.

24

at 60-C, too, because this shows why the defendant had to

25

testify and admit what he did because it helps link all of

So on 60-C and look
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case and for serving as jurors, for listening to the

2

evidence, and evaluating it fairly, following the Judge's

3

instructions, use your carrronsense and your everyday

4

experience.

5

assurred their identity, he forged e-mails pretending they

6

were fran three of them.

7

harassed three people in a long and rrean spirited way.

8

had no right to do that either.

9

intent to do harm, to deceive, to alann, to injure.

The defendant irrpersonated five people, he

He had no right to do so.

He

He did all this with the

He used

10

the NYU carputers to carmit crimes knowing he was not

11

allowed to do this.

12

overwhelming.

l3

actions he took and the decisions he made and return a

14

verdict of guilty as to each of the counts because the

15

evidence has oveTINh.elmingly proven his guilt.

'The evidence has proved this

I ask that you hold him responsible for the

TIlE mURT:

16

He

'Thank you.

Okay, goc:rl time for a break, jurors.

17

I won't be as long as either lawyer so I don't want you to

18

\NOrry.

19

to tvvelve, that will give me plenty of time to finish the

20

other cases.

21
22
23

I presurre you want coffee, shall vve resurre at five

(Jury exits.)

TIlE COURT:

Before you go, What do you want me to

do with the alternates?

24

MR. BREI'IBART:

25

TIlE mURT:

We won't stipulate.

I'm sorry, you want me to excuse them?
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1

MR.. BREITBARI':

2

THE COURT:

I just need you to know while the jury

3

is deliberating, I' 11 of course excuse you for lunch but

4

otherwise I expect you in or around the courtrcx::m.
If the jury should ask for an exhibit of course

5

6

since you' 11 be in and around the courtrcx::m you can just

7

check to rrBke sure the correct exhibit is given, do we need

8

to go back on the reconi?

10

Certainly we have no intention on

MR.. BREITBARI':

9

leaving the courtrcx::m area.

11

)

Yes.

THE mURT:

The question is do I need to go back

12

on the record or just assemble the exhibits and send them

l3

in?

14
15

on the record, your Honor.

16

THE COURT:

17

COURT CLERK:

18

21

Okay.

I've given everybcdy a copy of the

verdict sheet to lcok through.

19
20

It's our position that we want it

MR.. BREI'IBART:

MR.. BREITBARI':

La you want it initialed in sare

way, Pat?
THE COURT:

You can put it on the record.

22

are your copies to keep.

23

it on the record.

24

MR.. KUBY:

25

THE COURT:

Those

If you find it sufficient just put

No abjection.
Mr. Bandler, hew about you?
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1

JVlR. BANDlER.:

2

My only carrrent Count 13 doesn't have the victim's

3

I'm still going through it, Judge.

narre.

4

THE COURT:

Is that Schiffm3n?

5

JVlR. BANDlER.:

Yes.

And Count 42 it spells

Goranson

7

to take out the blank lines on the second page?

\IVIDI1g,

I'm not sure that rratters.

And do we want

6

8

JVlR. KUBY:

9

corrections that he rrentioned.

10

11

I have no abjection to the two

COURT CLERK:

Ib you have any abjections to the

blank line?

12

JVlR. KUBY:

I sort of like them.

13

(Recess. )

14

(Jury entering.)

15

CDURr CLERK:

16

parties are present.

17

seated.

18

THE COURT:

case on trial continued.

All

'The jury is present and properly

Jurors, before you deliberate, I will

19

explain the rules of law which you rrust follaw in order to

20

be fair to both sides which is of course your swom duty.

21

Whatever you need when you're deliberating,

22

whether it's read back of testirrony or exhibits actually

23

admitted into evidence, or instructions on the law, send rre

24

a note to be signed by your foreperson, juror number one, by

25

operation of law.
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Particularly when it cares to read back of

1

2

testimony, I would suggest that you try to be specific in

3

your request.

4

testimony you're asking for but it will save you the tirre

5

and the distraction in hearing testimony you don't really

6

need for your discussions.

7

Sare of you have taken notes and as I've said

8

before, note taking should not distract you fran the

9

proceedings.

to your o.vn namry and rray not take precedence aver your

11

recollection.
Those of you who have not taken notes must rely on

13

your o.vn independent recollection of the evidence and don't

14

be influenced by the notes of another juror.
In other words, the notes are only for the note

15

.

16

taker's o.vn personal use, in refreshing his or her o.vn

17

recollection of the evidence.

18

between your recollection and the notes, request a read back

19

of the record because the court's transcript prevails aver

20

the notes.

21

the official record or for the

22

as I instruct you.

23

your notes, whatever you want to do with them.

24

"..

,

Your notes that you have taken are only an aid

10

12

)

It will take us a little longer to find the

If there is a discrepancy

In other words, they are not a substitute for
g~g

principles of law

After the trial is aver, you can keep

I begin with general instructions and then I'll

\

)

25

turn to the specific issues and charges in the case and I'm
Sheila Wesley
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1

going to try to be brief because you should feel free to ask

2

Ire

to repeat or to clarify an instruction as you need it.
If I repeat an instruction, don't think it's rrore

3

4

irrportant as a :rule of law.

5

refer to evidence only to help you to understand a :rule of

6

law.

7

rrention is rrore irrportant or rrore credible.

8

recollection of the evidence that controls, not mine, so

9

follow your own recollection.

That in no way implies that the item of evidence I

I am neutral.

10

)

\

Nothing I've said or done during

this trial, my :rulings, questions I've asked, what I say

12

during these instructions, nothing reflects an opinion about

13

the facts.
It's neither my intention nor my function to rrake

15

factual judgrrents.

16

you, but you are the judges of the facts.

17

duty to rrake your factual determinations based on the

18

evidence or insufficiency of the evidence in the case.

19

Do not speculate or be influenced by bias or

You must follow the law as I instruct
It is your sworn

20

prejudice or sympathy.

21

might personally think is "just" and I put quotes around

22

that.

23

)

It's your

11

14

\

Also understand that I will

Follow the law and not what you

In short, rrake your decision based on the law as I

24

instruct you and without reference to anything outside the

25

four comers of the evidence.
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It's part of a lawyer's function to make

1

2

objections and mine to rule on them and I'm sure that you

3

understand that your duty to evaluate the evidence and

4

follaN the law are separate fran any feelings you nay have

5

about the lawyers or

6

)

The lawyers have nade arguments to you about the
evidence.

8

argument, is not evidence.

9

reject a lawyer's argument about the evidence, in whole or

10

in part, depending on vvhether or not you find the argument

11

reasonable and logical, based on the evidence as you recall

12

it, and consistent with the evidence.

13

What they say, vvhether in questions or in
You have the right to accept or

The evidence consists of the testimony of the

14

witnesses under oath, any concessions or agree:rrents or

15

stipulations between counsel.
A stipulation is inforrration the parties agree to

17

present to you without calling a witness to testify.

18

the exhibits that have actually been admitted into evidence.

19
20

"'-. )

the Judge.

7

16

!

lTE

And

Testimony stricken fran the record or to vvhich an
objection was sustained must be disregarded.

21

Exhibits vvhich were not received in evidence are

22

not evidence and are not available for your inspection and

23

consideration, although any testinony based on such an

24

exhibit nay be considered.

25

NaN, vvhile you nay rely on your everyday life
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1

experiences in evaluating the evidence, you nay not use or

2

share your special expertise, professional or otherwise, to

3

insert facts outside the record because if you do that, you

4

becare an

5

just not fair or permissible.

UI1SWOll1

and uncross-examined witness and that's

The indictrrent is not evidence.

6

It's only a

7

procedural device that sets forth the charges the People

8

nust prove.
Issues of sentence and punishrrent are not

9
10

evidence.

They nust not enter in any way into your

11

deliberations .

12

NaN,

as judges of the facts, you alone determine

13

the truthfulness and accuracy of the testirrony of each

14

witness.

15

truth and was accurate or testified falsely or was mistaken

16

or inaccurate.

You have to decide whether the witness told the

It's also up to you to decide what importance to

17
18

give any testirrony you accept as truthful and accurate.

19

There is no particular formula for this process of

20

evaluation.

21

experience, because all of us frequently decide the

22

truthfulness and accuracy of staterrents nade to us by other

23

people so the tests and techniques you use in your lives for

24

evaluating credibility are equally valid in your function as

25

a juror.

You have to use your ccmn:msense, use your life
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1

It is the quality and not the quantity of the

2

evidence that controls.

So far as the law is concerned, one

3

witness is sufficient to prove guilt beyond a reasonable

4

doubt if the jury is so satisfied.

5

jury nay look at m:my witnesses and say, still not enough in

6

terms of sufficiency or credibility to establish all the

7

elements of a crime.

And, in other cases, a

8

So, again, the rule is quality not quantity.

9

Use the sarre tests in evaluating the testirrony of

10

law enforcement officials as you use for any other witness.

11

The mere fact that a witness is in law enforcement or

12

associated with the district attorney's office does not mean

13

that his or her testirrony should be afforded any greater or

14

any lesser weight than that of any other witness.

15

I'm going to treI1tion sare possible oonsiderations

16

in your credibility evaluation but understand these are only

17

suggestions.

18

impact it has, if any, up to you to decide and you're

19

certainly not limited to the factors I treI1tion.

20

of the canronsense tests you use in your everyday lives to

21

rrake irrportant decisions.

22

Whether or not a factor is present, what

Apply any

So you could ask yourselves, did the witness have

23

an adequate opportunity to see or hear the events about

24

which he or she testified?

25

What was the witness' ability to recall the
Sheila Wesley
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1

events?

2

Did the witness' account seem likely to be true?

3

Was the witness' testirrony consistent or

4

inconsistent with other evidence?
If there are inconsistencies, consider whether

5
6

they were significant, related to irrportant facts, or the

7

kind of minor inconsistency you V\OL1ld naturally expect fran

8

various witnesses to the sane events?
Are there any factors in the witness' background,

9
10

training, education, or experience VJhich affect the

11

believability of his or her testirrony?
Does the witness have a bias, hostility or some

12
13

other attitude VJhich influenced his or her testirrony or

14

sarehow affected the t:ruthfulness of the witness' testim::m.y?
You have the right to consider any witness'

15
16

character as it bears on Whether he or she is likely to lie

17

on the stand.

18

witness has been convicted of a crine or has engaged in

19

criminal conduct and this is relevant to credibility because

20

it nay show a willingness and or an inclination on the

21

witness' part to put his own interests ahead of those of

22

society and in terms of credibility that V\OL1ld be to violate

23

the cath to tell the t:ruth the witness teak in this

24

courtroan.

25

testimony of a witness with a conviction or accept the

So in this regard you nay consider whether a

Though you are not required to reject the
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1

testirrony of an apparently law-abiding witness, but it is a

2

factor you nay consider.

3
4

motive affect truthfulness?
Was there no apparent motive to lie?

6

Did the witness hope for or expect any benefit for

8
9

testifying or for testifying in a certain way?
In detennirring the credibility of any witness, you
have the right to consider \tJbether the witness has any bias

10

or prejudice for or against any party, and similarly, you

11

nay consider 1IVhether a witness has an interest in the

12

outcome of the trial.

13

14
15

Of course a defendant is an interested witness.
He has a prirrary interest in the outcome of the trial.
Evidence that a witness nade a prior staterrent

16

inconsistent with his or her testirrony at trial nay be used

17

only to irrpea.ch credibility, in other words, you are to

18

consider the inconsistency and 1iVhat effect it has on

19

credibility.

20

\

Did that

5

7

j

Did the witness have a motive to lie?

In general, out of court staterrents are not

21

evidence in chief, that is evidence 1IVhich shows 1iVhat

22

happened or on 1IVhich you nay rest a guilty verdict.

23

question of whether a prior staterrent is inconsistent, the

24

effect of any inconsistency you find on the witness I

25

credibility, again questions of fact for you to determine.
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2

falsely as to a material fact then the effect an credibility

3

is up to you to detennine.

4

of that witness I testirrony or sirrply disregard the

5

untruthful portions and accept only what you find to be

6

truthful.

7

9

the burden of proof, the requirerrent of proof beyond a

,

)

The presurrptian of innocence,

reasonable doubt.
A plea of not guilty requires the People to prove

12

guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.

13

presurred innocent and you must find him not guilty unless

14

you find that the credible evidence at this trial

15

establishes his guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.

16

the presurrptian with you into the jUIY rocm and you start

17

your deliberations by presuming defendant I s innocence.

18

cloak of the presurrption falls from him only if the evidence

19

that you accept and you believe convinces you of guilt

20

beyond a reasonable doubt.

21

\.~.•.

We now come to the basic principles of law that
apply to all criminal trials:

11

)

You have the right to rej ect all

8

10

(

If you find a witness has deliberately testified

1

So the defendant is

You take

The

In determining whether the People have satisfied

22

their burden of proving guilt beyond a reasonable doubt, you

23

may consider all of the evidence presented, whether

24

presented by the People or by the defendant.

25

Rerrerriber, however, that even though the defendant
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1

has presented evidence, the burden of proving guilt renains

2

on the People and never shifts to the defense.

3

4

guilty or to prove anything.

5

have the burden of proving the defendant's guilt beyond a

6

reasonable doubt.

7

the defendant guilty of a crirre, the People nust prove,

8

beyond a reasonable doubt, eveIY elerrent of the crirre and

9

that the defendant camri.tted it.

contrary, the People

So this rreans that before you can find

'The burden of procf never

If the People fail to prove guilt

shifts to the defense.

11

beyond a reasonable doubt then you nust find the defendant

12

not guilty.
The law uses the tenn proof beyond a reasonable

14

doubt to tell you how strong the evidence nust be to pennit

15

a guilty verdict.

16

Now the law recognizes that in dealing with human

17

affairs there are very few things that we know or can prove

18

with absolute certainty so the law doesn't require proof

19

beyond all possible doubt and proof beyond a reasonable

20

doubt doesn't require that the People produce eveIY possible

21

witness or eveIY possible exhibit.

22

)

To the

10

13

\

The defendant is not required to prove he is not

On the other hand, the standard of proof beyond a

23

reasonable doubt requires rrore than proof the defendant is

24

probably guilty.

25

nust be proof beyond a reasonable doubt.

'The proof must be stronger than that.
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A reasonable doubt is an honest doubt of the

1
2

defendant's guilt for which there is a reason/ a reason

3

based upon the nature and or quality of the evidence.

4

It's not a fanciful or inagiIlill}' doubt.

It

5

doubt that a reasonable person/ acting in a natter of this

6

irrportance / would be likely to entertain because of the

7

evidence presented or because of sare lack or insufficiency

8

of naterial/ convincing and or necessary evidence.

lS

a

In determining "Whether or not the People have

9
10

proved the defendant's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt/ you

11

must rrake a full and fair evaluation of the evidence.
Your verdict must not rest upon outlandish

12
13

theories or baseless speculation.

Nor nay your verdict nay

14

be in any way influenced by bias or prejudice or syrrpathy or

15

a mere desire to end deliberations or a mere desire to avoid

16

the unpleasant and difficult duty of returning a verdict

17

that will rrake one party or another unhappy.
Each juror must consider/ weigh/ and carefully

18
19

review the evidence and decide which evidence you accept is

20

credible.

21

The next duty of each of you is to determine as to

22

each count "Whether you have a reasonable doubt.

23

find that the People have not proved guilt beyond a

24

reasonable doubt/ as I've just defined it/ you must find the

25

defendant not guilty of that crirre and acquit.
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1

If, on the other hand, you are satisfied that the

-,

2

People have proved the defendant's guilt, beyond a

3

reasonable doubt, then you must find the defendant guilty of

4

that charge.

5
6
7

I'm going to turn
charges in the case.

IlOAT

to the definition of the

One second, water break.

There are only a few definitions as rrany of the

8

counts charge the sarre offense as allegedly ccnmitted

9

against a different victim and or on a different date.

10

Your verdict sheet lists for you the charges you

11

are to consider with notations as to the date and or the

12

alleged victim.

13

helping you distinguish one COilllt fran the other.

14

proof of nothing.

15

These notations are only for the purpose of
They are

Also you'll note that the charges are not

16

sequentially nunbered.

17

eliminated sare of the counts for the sake of simplifying

18

your jab so that you don't have to do it.

19
20
21

Draw no inference fran that.

I just

Now the first two counts charge Identity Theft in
the Second Degree under slightly different theories.
A person is guilty of Identity Theft in the Second

22

Degree vvhen he knowingly, and with intent to defraud,

23

assmes the identity of another person by presenting himself

24

as that other person, or by acting as that other person or

25

by using personal identifying inforrration of that other
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1

2

)

So the object felony alleged with respect to COLIDt

3

1 is Scherre to Iefraud in the First r:egl:ee and the obj ect

4

felony with respect to Count 2 is Falsifying Business

5

Records in the First Iegree.

6

of those terms for you.

7

)

person, and thereby ccnmits or attenpts to ccnmit a felony.

And I '11 start to define all

A person kno.Ningly assurres the identity of another

8

person when that person is aware that he has assl.lttEd the

9

identity of that other person.

10

Intent rreans conscious objective or pmpose.

11

A person acts with the intent to defraud when his

12

conscious obj ective or pmpose is to deceive or trick

13

another with intent to deprive that person of his or her

14

right or in sare mmner to do him or her an injury.

15

The word defraud to give you a dictianmy

16

definition rreans to practice fraud, to cheat or trick, to

17

deprive a person of property or any interest or right by

18

fraud, deceit, or artifice.

19

its legal usage and in its canmn usage is the sarre, a

20

deliberately planned pmpose and intent to cheat, or

21

deceive, or unlawfully deprive sareone of sare advantage,

22

benefit, or property.

So the meaning of fraud both in

23

To defraud is to intentionally use.

24

Dishonest rreans to deprive another person of their

25

property or to imperil their rights or interest.
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2

proof beyond a reasonable doubt of a specific intent or

3

intents and I'm going to detail them as I define the

4

chaxges.

5

chaxges require the intentional irrpersonation of an actual

7

person and the intent to obtain a benefit or injure or

8

defraud another.

\

The aggravated harassrrent chaxges require the

10

intent to annoy, harass, or alarm the designated victim.

11

Let me do a little aside here.

12

./

For exanple, the chaxge is criminal irrpersonation

6

9

)

Each charge that you are to consider requires the

1

There have been nurrerous references during this
~t,

l3

trial to the First

to free academic discussion,

14

to parcxiy, which for a dictiOIJa.IY definition is the close

15

imitation of the style of an author or a vvork for conic

16

effect or in ridicule, and to satire, which is a form of

17

hurror 1Alhere a writer tries to mike the reader have a

18

negative opinion of another by" laughing at that person or

19

miking that person seem ridiculous or foolish, and the like.

20

New in this COlIDtry as I'm sure you all kn.oN', we

21

zealously protect the right to speak freely, 1Alhether under

22

one's own name or anonyrrously, or even under a fake name, or

23

a pseudonym.

24

speech is correct or incorrect, truthful or not, derogatory

25

or positive.

We zealously protect that right 1Alhether the
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1

So focusing for the rrarent on the criminal

2

irrpersonation charges/ without the intent to deceive or

3

defraud as to the source of the speech with the intent to

4

reap a benefit from that deceit/ there is no crime.

5

So / in other words / Tina Fey is free to keep doing

6

her fannus Sarah Palin imitation without the danger of

7

criminal irrpersonation.
SVDRN JUROR:

8

9
10

you're speaking.

,(

\.

)

THE COURT:
you again.

No.

You ask me and I'll give it to

I'll try to slCMT do;,vn.

13

NCMT as I said/ we have freedan of speech but words

14

can be the tools by which crimes are ccmnitted/ as/ for very

15

obvious exanple/ when a robber says/ Your lIDl1ey or your

16

life/ the First Arrendrrent doesn't protect that.

17

means which this person threatens you to take your property

18

or Bernie Madoff' s fraud/ in large part vvas rrade with words.

19

Words by a

So the questions for you are not the legal issues

20

of freedan of speech under the First Arrendrrent to the United

21

States Constitution/ but rather whether the elements of a

22

charged crime have been proved beyond a reasonable doubt.

23

")

Those definitions/ do we get a copy of

those?

11

12

I don't take notes as quickly as

So what a person intends is the operation of his

24

mind.

We're not mind readers.

25

or technique to determine the mind' s operations directly so

There is no special device
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1

you have to look at all the circumstances, the entire

2

context as you find the credible evidence establishes, and

3

then use your camonsense and your life experience, just as

4

you do in your every day lives, to draw inferences, to reach

5

conclusions about the purpose with 1Nhich another person

6

acted.

7
8

the reason vvhy a person acts.

9

can be bad.

10

11

( )

J'lbtive is

Sare reasons can be good, it

It can be rational or it can be irrational.

It's not the element of a crime.
But, on the other hand, if you find credible

12

evidence showing rrotive, the reason a person acts, the Why,

13

obviously can bear on \\frJat the person wants to acccnplish.

14

Just like the absence of rrotive nay be sarething

15

you nay consider to establish lack of criminal intent.

16

absence or presence of rrotive is sirrply a factor to be

17

considered in dete:t:mining vvhether a specific intent has been

18

proved beyond a reasonable doubt.

19

The

There are many other factors you nay wish to

20

consider in detemrining vvhether the evidence establishes the

21

requisite intent beyond a reasonable doubt.

22

\)

Now intent and rrotive aren't the sarre.

For exarrple, \\frJat if anything the evidence shows

23

that the defendant did or said before the event, during it,

24

and afterwards?

25

What were the nature and rranner of the defendant's
Sheila Wesley
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1

acts?

2
3

What were the natural and probable consequences of
his acts?

4

You have the right to conclude, if you consider it

5

factually appropriate under all of the circumstances, that

6

the defendant intended the natural and probable consequences

7

of his acts.

8
9

In the final analysis, whether or not the People
have proved to your satisfaction

~

a reasonable doubt

10

whether the defendant acted with the intent required for the

11

camUssion of the crime is a question of fact for you, the

12

jury, to be decided on the basis of all of the evidence in

13

the case.

14

Personal identifying information as it applies

15

here means a person's narre, address, telephone number, date

16

of birth, driver's license :mmiber, social security number,

17

place of employment, et cetera.

18

A felony Scherre to Defraud is ccnmitted when a

19

person engages in a scherre constitutirg a systerratic ongoing

20

course of conduct with the intent to defraud rrore than one

21

person or to obtain property fran rrore than one person by

22

false of fraudulent representations, and so obtains property

23

with a value in excess of $1,000 fran one or rrore such

24

person at least one of whan is identified.

25

NON in the definition that's given the camUssion
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1

or the attempted commission of a felony, so you need to know

2

that this felony is attempted when a person intends to

3

commit the crirre, intending to defraud and to obtain

4

property vvorth more than $1,000 fran one or more persons,

5

and comes dangerously close to doing so.

6

A person is guilty of falsifying business records

7

- - you see I said I will go slovver and I'm tripping over my

8

vvords, sorry .

9

A person is guilty of falsifying business records

10

as a felony when he lffikes or causes a false entry in the

11

business records of an ente:r:prise, and when his intent to

12

defraud includes an intent to carrnit another crirre

13

specifically here Criminal Irrpersonation in the Second

14

D2gree or Forgery in the Third Degree, or to aid or to

15

conceal the commission thereof.

16

So, again, a person attempts to falsify business

17

records when he intends to do so and comes dangerously close

18

to succeeding.

19
20
21

Broadly speaking, the People's theory here is that
the defendant sought to falsify business records of NYU.

So in order for you to find the defendant guilty

22

of this crirre, the People are required to prove fran all of

23

the evidence beyond a reasonable doubt each of the following

24

four elerrents:

25

One, that fran on or about July 1st of 2008 to
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1

December 31st of 2008 in the county of New York, the

2

defendant assmed. the identity of lawrence schiffuan by

3

using his narre.

4
5
6

Two, that the defendant did so knc:NVingly and with

the intent to defraud.
'Three, that the defendant thereby cannitted or

7

attempted to cannit a felony, Scheme to Defraud as to Cbunt

8

Ii Falsifying Business Records as to Count 2.

9

If you find the People have proved all of these

10

elerrents beyond a reasonable doubt as to a count you nust

11

find the defendant guilty of the crirre.

12

If you find that the People have not proved. any

13

one or rrore of the elerrents of the crirre, you nust find the

14

defendant not guilty of that charge.

15

This :rule is true as to each count so I won I t keep

16

repeating it, all the elerrents nust be proved. beyond a

17

reasonable doubt for a verdict of guilt.

18

as to any one or rrore of the elerrents requires a verdict of

19

not guilty.

20

A reasonable doubt

Cbunts 3, 40, and 48 charges Aggravated Harassrrent

21

in the Second. Degree against lawrence Schiffuan, Stephen

22

Goranson, and Robert cargill respectfully.

23

A person is guilty of Aggravated Harassrrent in the

24

Second Degree when with intent to harass, armoy, threaten,

25

or alann another person, he carrnunicates with a person
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1

anonyrrouslyor otherwise/ by telephone/ telegraph/ nail/ or

2

any other fOl::m of written ccmnunication/ in a rranner likely

3

to cause annoyance or alarm.

4

In order to find the defendant guilty of this

5

crirre / the People ITU.lSt prove beyond a reasonable doubt the

6

following two elements:

7

As to Count 3/ that on or about August 1st to

8

December 31st of 2008 in the county of New York/ the

9

defendant ccmnunicated anonyrrously or otherwise by any fo:r:m

10

of written ccmnunication/ in a rranner likely to cause

11

annoyance or alarm to Dr. Schiffuan.

12

)

And/ two/ that the defendant did so with the

13

intent to harass/ annoy/ threaten/ or alarm Dr. Schiffuan.

14

Count 40/ relates to the period fran July 1st to

15

December 31st of 2008/ the alleged victim is Stephen

16

Goranson.

17
18

Count 48/ is the period fran June 1st of 2007 to
March 1st of 2009 and the alleged victim is RObert Cargill.

19

Of course the elements are the same and you have

20

this on your verdict sheet/ you don't have to rrerrorize it.

21

Criminal Inpersonation in the Second Degree and we

22

have a lists of counts here 5/ 7/ 10/ 13/ 16/ 19/ 23/ 25/

23

29/ 33/ 37/ 42/ 44/ 46/ and 50 charge Criminal Impersonation

24

in the Second Degree under the theory that the defendant

25

intentionally impersonated an actual person.
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1

2

the Second Degree when he knowingly irrpersonates a specific

3

other person and acts in such assurred character with intent

4

to obtain a benefit or to injure or defraud another.

5

beneficiary and includes any gain or advantage to a third

7

person pursuant to tile desire or consent of tile beneficiary.

8

kr:i gain or advantage to tile beneficiary including any gain

9

or advantage to a third person pursuant to tile desire or

11

)

A benefit means any gain or advantage to tile

6

10

/

A person is guilty of Criminal Irrpersonation in

consent of tile beneficiary.
In order for you to find the defendant guilty of

12

this critre, the People must prove beyond a reasonable doubt

l3

the following three elenents:

14

One, that on or about the date or dates specified

15

in tile county of New York, the defendant knowingly

16

impersonated another real person.

17

TWo, that tile defendant acted in such assurred

18

character with the intent to obtain a benefit or to injure

19

or defraud another.

20

saying the wrong mmiber of elerrents.

21

irrpersonation and the intent to obtain a benefit or to

22

injure or defraud another.

23

I guess I can't count because I keep
So it's the knowing

Forgery in the Third Degree and that's Count 8,

24

II, 14, 17, 20, 27, 31, 35, 39, and 47 charge Forgery in the

25

Third Degree.
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A person is guilty of Forgery in the Third Degree

1

...

2

when, with the intent to defraud, deceive, or injure

3

another, he falsely makes, completes, or alters a written

4

instrurrent .

5

A written instrurrent rreans any instrurrent or

6

article, including ccnputer data, containing written or

7

printed rratter, or the equivalent thereof, used for the

8

purpose of reciting, embcrlying, corweying, or recording

9

inforrration which is cap3ble of being used to the advantage

10

or disadvantage of sare person.

11

)

A person falsely makes a written instrurrent when

12

he makes or draws a written instrurrent, which purports to be

l3

an authentic creation of its ostensible maker or drawer, but

14

which is not such either because the ostensible maker or

15

drawer is fictitious or because, if real, he or she did not

16

authorize the making or drawing thereof.

17

So we have t\NO elerrents:

18

One, that on or about the date or dates specified

19

in the county of New York, the defendant falsely rrade,

20

completed, or altered a written instrurrent.
And, second, that the defendant did so with the

21
22

intent to defraud, deceive, or injure another.

23
24

C)

25

Finally, Count 51 charges unauthorized use of a
Oomputer.
A person is guilty of unauthorized use of a
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carputer when he knowingly uses, causes to be used, or

2

accesses a carputer, carputer service, or carputer network

3

without authorization.

4
5

this case is that the defendant used the NYU carputer to

6

carrnit a crirre in violation of the terms of use.

7

The People must prove beyond a reasonable doubt

8

that the defendant had no reasonable grounds to believe that

9

he had authorization to use the carputer for the purpose.

10

/

The People's theory of lack of authorization in

A carputer rreans a device or group of devices

11

vvhich, by llBDipulation of electronic, rragnetic, optical, or

12

electrochemical irrpulses, pursuant to a carputer prcgram,

13

can automatically perform arithmetic, logical, storage or

14

retrieval operations with or on carputer data, and it

15

includes any connected or directly related device,

16

equiprent, or facility vvhich enables such carputer to store,

17

retrieve, or canrunicate to or fran a person, another

18

carputer or another device the results of carputer

19

operations, carputer prcgrams, or carputer data.

20

Crnputer service rreans any and all services

21

provided by or through the facilities of any carputer

22

canrunication system allowing the input, output,

23

examination, or transfer, of carputer data or carputer

24

programs fran one carputer to another.

25

CaTIputer network rreans the interconnection of
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1

hardwire or wireless ccxrrmmication lines with a canputer

2

through rerrote tenuinals, or a ccnplex consisting of two or

3

rrore interconnected canputers.
Access rreans to instruct, ccxrrmmicate with, store

4
5

data in, retrieve fran, or otherwise !lBke use of any

6

resources of a canputer physically, directly, or by

7

electronic rreans.
Without authorization rreans to use or to access a

8
9

canputer, ca:nputer service, or a canputer network without

10

the permission of the avvner or lessor or sareone licensed or

11

privileged by the a..vner or lessor Where the actor knew his

12

use or access was without permission.

13

So three elerrents:

14

One, that on or about July I, 2008 to March 1st of

15

I

09 in the county of New York, the defendant used, or

16

accessed a ca:nputer, ca:nputer service, or canputer network

17

without authorization.
Two, that the defendant did so knowing he had no

18
19

permission for the use, in that he used the canputer,

20

canputer service, or ca:nputer network to carrnit a crirre or

21

crirres.

22

And, three, that the defendant did not have

23

reasonable grounds to believe that he had authorization to

24

use ccnputer for a criminal purpose.

25

Ib we need to speak before I conclude?
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1
2

c

Only reiterate the rratters vvhat were

reiterated earlier, Judge.
CDURT:

We'll take that as read.

3

'THE

4

So your verdict must be tmanirrous and it must also

5

,

MR. KlJBY:

'Ihank you.

represent the considered ju.dgment of each juror.

6

It is your duty as jurors, to be open minded, to

7

consult with one another, and to deliberate with a goal of

8

reaching an agrearent.

9

yourself but only after an impartial consideration of the

10
11

Each of you must decide the case for

evidence with your fellow jurors.
In the course of your discussions , constantly

12

examine and re-examine your views.

13

you are convinced it's erroneous but don't give up your

14

views as to the weight and effect of the evidence simply

15

because your views differ fran the opinions of your fellow

16

jurors or only to reach a verdict.

17

Change your opinion if

You are each a judge of the facts.

It's your duty

18

to use your best efforts to reach a tmanirrous decision, if

19

at all possible, as to whether or not the evidence

20

establishes guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.

21

We can have the jury retire.

22

I need the alternates to get their property, if

23

any, in the jury roan and return to the courtra::m, please.

24

(The jury retired to the jury room to

25

consider their verdict and commence
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1

deliberations. )

2

(Time noted: 12 :46 p.m.)

MR. KlJBY:

3

4

obviously was to the repeat of my earlier objections and my

5

objection to the court overruling my proposed language.

6

Thank you.

7

(Alternates entering.)
THE COURT:

8

9
10

So, folks, you nay well ask Why I nade

you listen to ne when you're not going to get to deliberate
because I am going to discharge you at this tine.
Well, the answer is, number one, it's tradition

11

)

My cryptic reference on the record

12

and, number two, since you've been here for three weeks you

13

might as well know the details of the law that covers the

14

case just, I don't know, for your edification, like it or

15

not.

16

You know a lot of tines we do need to use our

17

alternates.

18

so llBIlY of you and I know you attended very faithfully and a

19

lot of you took notes and it was very inconvenient and

20

evexybcx:ly appreciates it and you are free to discuss or not

21

discuss this case with vvharever you like, up to you,

22

entirely your choice but we do thank you.

23

We were a little worried which is Why we picked

You are free to get your hmch which has been

24

ordered for you and naybe we can give you a place in the

25

witness rcx:m to have it, if you feel like staying.
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You are free to call us and check on what happened

1

2

although I think it will be reported in the press lIDSt

3

likely and any other questions?

MR. KDBY:

5

Judge, do you have than deliberate past

five o'clock at night?
THE COURT:

7

I think there's at least one juror vv.ho

8

has child care issues but I usually let them within reason

9

rrake their own decision on that subj ect.

Saretirres they

10

think they can finish and they're wrong and they get

11

exhausted.

12

)

I do thank you.

(Alternates excused.)

4

6

No.

*
THE COURT:

13

14

case on trial.

defendant are present.

15

*

*

Counsel and the

The jurors are not present.

The first note sent in by the jurors asked for

16

exhibits 60-A through C and all the e-nBil binders.

17

at one

18

0' clock.

It was

I directed that they should have those.

Then the other notes vv.hich everybcdy has had a

19

chance to read ask for a definition of falsifying business

20

records and a read back of Mr. Bandler' s surmations re

21

exhibits to nBtch up to the counts.

22

Impersonation in the Second Degree defined and define

23

Forgery in the Third Degree.

24

MR. BREITBARI':

25

THE CDURT:

We want Criminal

Is that a fourth note, Judge?

No, just three.

The third note has
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1

two requests.
MR. BREITBARI':

2
3

forgery.

4

THE COURT:

5

MR. BREITBART:

6

THE COURT:

7

I didn't see that one about

Okay, you want to see it again.
Okay.

You llE.y, you don't have to take my

word for it.
(Published to counsel.)

8

THE COURT:

9

I think. with regard to the read back

10

of Mr. Bandler's surmation, while I can do that but it would

11

be better for me to read the counts and the exhibit number.

12

That's what I want to do.

13

exhibit number go to which counts.

14

MR. BREITBART:

15

I can read to the jurors what

I think they should be advised

that they can't have the surmation read back.
THE COURT:

16

Well, they can have the surmation read

It's in the Court's discretion.

I just rather not.

17

back.

18

If you don't want me to go through the counts and the

19

exhibits that the People say go to them then --

20
21

MR. KUBY:

l'IJay I just corwerse, your Honor?

(Defense counsels conferring.)

22

MR. KUBY:

23

THE COURT:

24

MR. KUBY:

25

THE COURT:

"As to that we' 11 go to plan B.

Plan B is being me?
Yes.
Plan Berkn:rul.
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MR. KI.JBY:

1

2

I cbjected.

3

THE COURT:

4

MR. KlJBY:

5

THE COURT:

Right, correct.
And with regard to the definitions, ltrf

usual practice is just to do the short form, just a short

7

form definition to tell them if they want the terms inside

8

defined they can ask
MR. KlJBY:

ITE.

That's fine.
I think they just want the short form.

10

THE COURT:

11

MR. BANDLER.:

12

14

THE COURT:

Okay, do you want to shaN it to

counsel.

15

16

I wrote in red the exhiliits that

pertains to each count.

l3

(Published to counsel.)
MR. BANDLER.:

I just note that in the laptop \\frrich

17

the jury doesn't have yet but if they wanted it, the e-rrails

18

that are charged as separate counts are also contained in a

19

separate folder.

20

THE COURT:

21

MR. BANDLER.:

Is that an exhiliit?
They are exhiliits but it's just

22

sorted a little differently.

23

one folder.

24
)

Right.

6

9

\j

Yes, \\frrich was originally plan A before

25

THE COURT:

They're grouped together in

Guess counsel has to look at them

because I like to send them a clean copy so they can look at
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1

the videotape.

2

]VJR..

point that out to the jury.

4

that's corresponding and we're doing the specific e-nail.

They vvant to k:n.oN the exhibits

I'm not pointing out anything.

THE COURT:

He was

6

pointing it out to rre so I was just trying to give him a

7

head's up if they ask to view the staterrent which they nay

8

or nay not do.

9
10

And there are no exhibit numbers which you said

relate to Counts 1 and 2?

11

]VJR..

BANDLER.:

There are but I indicate a lot so I

12

think my thought is that they understand it's the totality

13

of the evidence as to tbose counts.

14

So I'll just tell them as to tbose

THE COURT:

15

counts there wasn't a specific number for them to look,

16

correct?

17

.~-./)

I dan' t think that it's necessary to

3

5

)

KLlBY:

]VJR..

BANDLER.:

Right.

Obviously each exhibit is

18

not the sole exclusive proof for each count, just to point

19

them to the particular act.
Are we ready for the jury?

20

THE COURT:

21

]VJR..

22

can you just tell rre h.oN you will fo:rrrlliate what

KLlBY:

We are, Judge.

23

Mr. Bandler just said as to the exhibit numbers for Counts 1

24

and 2?

25

THE COURT:

And as well as the aggravated
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1

harassment counts as well do not have specifics numbers.

2

MR. BANDLER:

Nor does the last count.

3

I f I could just note for the record when I was

4

completing my case I had had an exhibit for Miss Briglia to

5

testify to to simplify what count was what but at that point

6

when we had the jury verdict sheet, the exhibits were on it

7

and Mr. Kilby had consented to it.

8

People rested that Mr. Kilby objected to the exhibit numbers

9

being on it so I was not able to put in that piece of

It was only after the

10

evidence which would have simplified these things for the

11

jury.

12

THE COURT:

13

could of, should of.
MR. KIJBY:

14

All right, there you go, would of,
Let's forget about it.
I'm sorry, I don't recall addressing

15

the verdict sheet and I didn't address it until recently and

16

I'm certainly not in any way rrean to sandbag Mr. Bandler but

17

I would have objected to that exhibit anyway to simplify the

18

counts for the jury as a piece of evidence because I

19

consider that oral argurrent unless vvhen it cares fran you.
Are you done?

20

THE COURT:

21

MR. KIJBY:

22

MR. BREI'IBART:

23

Yes.
HcNv nany binders are going in,

Judge?

24

THE COURT:

25

COURT CLERK:

HcNv nany binders went in, Pat?

Exhibit 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
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1
2

40.

3

Sare of the binders have two exhibits in them so

4

those are the exhibits that went in aside from 60-A, B, C.

5

MR.. BREITBART:

6

THE COURT:

7

MR.. BREI'IBART:

'They went in already?

Yes.
I thought we agreed that nothing

8

was going to go in w1less we had all agreed to it.

9

asked that and we did not consent to anything going in until

10

it was shown to counsel first.

11

THE COURT:

You had

'Then I apolcgize, counsel, but my

12

understanding was that you wanted to put on the record and I

13

did not want the jw::y to spend an hour without them or an

14

hour and a half without them.

15

MR.. BREITBART:

On the contraxy, what we wanted

16

was an opportunity to see that the exhibits that were sent

17

in confonred to the request by the jurors.

18
19

THE CDURT:
conform?

MR.. BREI'IBART:

20

21

them.

22

in.

23

Well, you just heard so did it not

I don' t krloN w1less I look at

I don't know what went in.
I don't krloN what went in.
COURT CLERK:

I krloN what nUllbers went
Objection, your Honor.

Would you like

Ire

to read the narres

24

of the exhibits that went in or would you like to see the

25

exhibit list?
Sheila Wesley
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MR. BREITBARI':

1

Yes, I would like to see it.

-

2

(Published to counsel.)
THE COURT:

3

4

say rather than read back Mr. Bandler' s surmation, I will

5

list the exhiliit Mr. Bandler specifically referred to in his

6

closing as to various counts.

7

mrrrerous exhibits so there will be no specific number

8

supplied.

9

)

A number of counts rests on

Okay?
MR. KJJBY:

Yes.

(Jury entering.)

10

~

Okay, if I can read my writing I will

11

COURT CLERK:

12

THE COURT:

'The jury has entered and is seated.
Okay, so let's see, we sent in the

l3

exhiliits and then the next note you \.\1aI1ted read back of the

14

definition of falsifying business records and read back fran

15

Mr. Bandler' s surmation regarding the counts and the

16

exhiliits that natch up and then a definition of Criminal

17

Irrpersonation in the Second Degree and Forgery in the Third

18

Degree and I know you just sent out another request for a

19

definition but I \.\1aI1t to consult with counsel first and

20

naybe you're asking for too nuch at once.

21

one at a tine but you can tell ne.

22

the rcx::m, if you \.\1aI1t it right away that will be fine, too.

It will be easier

I'll send you back into

So let ne start with the request for the

23
24

surmation.

Rather than read back fran surmations, at this

25

point I'm going to list the exhiliits JVJr. Bandler
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1

specifically referred to in his closing as to various of the

2

counts.

3

I should say that a nurriber of the counts rests on,

4

according to his argurrent, nurrerous exhiliits so there was no

5

and there will be no specific nurriber supplied as to those

6

counts.

7

So Count 5, exhiliit 60.

8

Counts 7 and 8, exhiliit 10-E.

9

Counts 10 and 11, 10-1.

10

13 and 14, 10-M, M as in MaIy.

11

16 and 17, 10-L as in Linda.

12

19 and 20, 10-R.

13

23, 60.

14

25 and 27, 12-B as in boy.

15

29 and 31, 12-N as in Nancy.

16

33 and 35, 12-P as in Peter.

17

37 and 38, 12-ZZ.

18

42 and 44, 60.

19

46 and 47, 14-A as in apple.

20

And 50 is exhiliit 60.

21

Falsifying business records.

22

is give you the short form without all the footnotes and

23

definitions, okay.

24
\

\

)

What 11m going to do

25

A person is guilty of falsifying business records
as a felony when he makes or causes a false entry in the
Sheila Wesley
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1

business records of an enterprise, and 1Nhen his intent to

2

defraud includes an intent to cannit another crilTE

3

specifically as charged here, Criminal Inpersonation in the

4

Second Degree or Forgery in the Third Degree, or to aid or

5

conceal the cannission thereof.

Slow enough.

6

Criminal Irrpersonation in the Second Degree, a

7

person is guilty of Criminal Irrpersonation in the Second

8

Degree 1Nhen he knowingly irrpersonates a specific other

9

person, other real person, I should say, and acts in such

10

assurred character with intent to obtain a benefit or to

11

injure or defraud another.

12

A person is guilty of Forgery in the Third Degree

13

1Nhen, with the intent to defraud, deceive, or injure

14

another, he falsely 1lBkes, cOTlpletes, or alters a written

15

inst:r:1.llreI1t .

16

So let lTE send you back in and send lTE a note if

17

you want the other definition right away otheIWise I'll wait

18

for your command.

19

(The jury retired to the jury room to

20

continue their deliberations.)

21

(Time noted: 2:47 p.m.)

22

THE CDURT:

The latest note this is Court exhibit

23

IX, ask for a definition of Aggravated HarasSlTEllt in the

24

Second Degree.

25

M3.ybe you better show it to Mr. Breitbart since he

Sheila Wesley
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1

never believes

(Published to defense counsel.)

2
3

*

*
THE COURT:

4
5

Ire.

*

case on trial.

defendant are present.

Counsel and the

'The jurors are not present.

6

I have Court exhibit X where they ask for all

7

e-nail charts and then they say example and they have a

8

picture but it's an example canplied by Briglia so it looks

9

like they want all e-nail charts to

Ire.

10

MR.. KUBY:

11

THE COURT:

12

counsel are present.

13

have, just limiting myself to substantive natters, they've

14

asked for the aggravated harassrrent definition so I think we

15

agreed but I think it

16

back the definition previously.

17

MR.. KUBY:

18

THE CDURT:

case on trial.

The defendant and

The jurors are not yet present.

1A7aS

'They

off the reoord that I 1IVOUld read

Correct.
So shall we bring in the jurors.

(Jury entering.)

19

CDURT CLERK:

20
21

Okay.

'The jurors have entered and is being

seated.
THE COURT:

22

Okay, let

Ire

just say as a

23

housekeeping natter, we've ordered your coffee so I'm

24

assuming you want to stay after five but your wish is my

25

ccmnand.

Sheila Wesley
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1

Well, it's 4:25, you tell rre within reason.

2

SWORN JUROR:

3

Il0N

we're feeling up to

staying.
THE OJURT:

4

Whatever.

It's none of my business

5

and I've never been 1.lB.ITied so optimism is not high in my

6

list.

7

experience, so it's really up to you.

8

within reason because if you're looking too pale and tired,

9

I don't want you to be rushing along, this is too i1Tl[X)rtant.

10
11
12

)

Right

'That old expression the tril..l!Tph of hope over
You let rre know

So you've asked for the definition of ag¥avated
harassrrent.
A person is guilty of Aggravated Harassrrent in the

13

Second degree when, with intent to harass, annoy, threaten,

14

or alarm another person, he ccmrunicates with a person

15

anonyrrously or otherwise by telephone, telegraph, rrail, or

16

any other form of written carrnunication, in a ffi3Ill1er likely

17

to cause annoyance or alarm.

18

So the intent to harass, annoy, threaten, or

19

alarm, or carrnunicate in writing and in a ffi3Ill1er likely to

20

cause annoyance or alarm.

21

The jury rray retire and I stand at your service.

22

(The jury retired to the jury room to

23

continue their deliberations.)

24

(Time noted: 4:32 p.m.)

25

JV1R. KIJBY:

Just so the record is clear, my
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1

agrearent that that is what the court should do is without

2

prejudice to my original and repeated disagreerrent with the

3

fact that I disagree with that charge but clearly given the

4

charge you gave, your conduct in repeating it was totally

5

appropriate.

6

*

*
TIlE COURT:

7

case on trial.

*
Counsel and the

8

defendant are present.

9

They have sent us a note that they've reached a verdict.
Shall we bring them in and take the verdict,

10
11

please.
(Jury entering.)

12

CDURT CLERK:

13
14

The jurors are not yet present.

The jury has entered and is properly

seated.

15

will the foreperson please rise.

16

Has the jury reached a verdict?

17

SWORN JUROR:

We have.

18

CDURT CLERK:

Madam foreperson, hOlT do you say to

19

the first cooot of the indictrrent charging the defendant,

20

Raphael Golli, under indictrrent number 2721 of 2009 with the

21

crirre of Identity Theft in the Second Degree, do you find

22

the defendant guilty or not guilty?

23

SWORN JUROR:

Guilty.

24

CDURT CLERK:

And as to the second count of that

25

indictrrent charging the defendant with the crirre of Identity
Sheila Wesley
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1

Theft in the Second Degree, how do you find the defendant,

2

guilty or not guilty?

3

SWJRN" JUROR:

Guilty.

4

COURT CLERK:

As to the third count of that

5

indictxrent charging the defendant with the critre of

6

Agjravated Harassment in the Second Degree, hO'vV do you find

7

the defendant, guilty or not guilty?

8

SWJRN" JUROR:

Guilty.

9

COURT CLERK:

As to Count 5 of the indictxrent

10

charging the defendant with the critre of Criminal

11

Inpersonation in the Second Degree, how do you find the

12

defendant, guilty or not guilty?

13

SWJRN" JUROR:

Guilty.

14

COURT CLERK:

As to Count 7 of the indictrrent

15

charging the defendant with the critre of Criminal

16

Inpersonation in the Second Degree, how do you find the

17

defendant, guilty or not guilty?

18

SWJRN" JUROR:

Guilty.

19

COURT CLERK:

As to Count 8 of the indictrrent

20

charging the defendant with the critre of Forgery in the

21

Second Degree, how do you find the defendant, guilty or not

22

guilty?

23

24
25

THE mURT:

Excuse tre, that's third degree,

Patricia.
COURT CLERK:

Sony, Judge.
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with the crirre of Forgery in the Third Degree, how

1

2

)

do you find the defendant, guilty or not guilty?

3

SWORN JUROR:

Guilty.

4

CDURT CLERK:

As to Count 10 of the indictrrent

5

charging the defendant with the crirre of Criminal

6

Irrpersonation in the Second Degree, how do you find the

7

defendant, guilty or not guilty?

8

SWORN JUROR:

Guilty.

9

CDURT CLERK:

As to Count 11 of the indictrrent

10

charging the defendant with the crirre of Forgery in the

11

Third Degree, how do you find the defendant, guilty or not

12

guilty?

13

SWORN JUROR:

Guilty.

14

CDURT CLERK:

As to Count 13 of the indictrrent

15

charging the defendant with the crirre of Criminal

16

Irrpersonation in the Second Degree, how do you find the

17

defendant, guilty or not guilty?

18

SWORN JUROR:

Guilty.

19

CDURT CLERK:

As to Count 14 of the indictrrent

20

charging the defendant with the crirre of Forgery in the

21

Third Degree, how do you find the defendant, guilty or not

22

guilty?

23

SWORN JUROR:

Guilty.

24

CDURT CLERK:

As to Count 16 of the indictrrent

25

charging the defendant with the crirre of Criminal
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1

Inpersonation in the Second Degree, hoN do you find the

2

defendant, guilty or not guilty?

3

SWJRN JUROR:

Guilty.

4

CDURT CLERK:

As to Count 17 of the indictrrent

5

charging the defendant with the critre of Forgery in the

6

Third Degree, hoN do you find the defendant, guilty or not

7

guilty?

8

SWJRN JUROR:

Guilty.

9

CDURT CLERK:

As to Count 19 of the indictrrent

10

charging the defendant with the critre of Criminal

11

Impersonation in the Second Degree, hoN do you find the

12

defendant, guilty or not guilty?

13

SWJRN JUROR:

Guilty.

14

CDURT CLERK:

As to Count 20 of the indictrrent

15

charging the defendant with the critre of Forgery in the

16

Third Degree, hoN do you find the defendant, guilty or not

17

guilty?

18

SWJRN JUROR:

Guilty.

19

CDURT CLERK:

As to Count 23 of the indictrrent

20

charging the defendant with the critre of Criminal

21

Inpersonation in the Second Degree, hON' do you find the

22

defendant, guilty or not guilty?

23

SWJRN JUROR:

Guilty.

24

CDURT CLERK:

As to Count 25 of the indictrrent

25

charging the defendant with the critre of Criminal
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1

Irrpersonatian in the Second Degree, bON do you find the

2

defendant, guilty or not guilty?

3

SWJRN JUROR:

Guilty.

4

mURT CLERK:

As to Count 27 of the indictment

5

charging the defendant with the crirre of Forgery in the

6

Third Degree, haN do you find the defendant, guilty or not

7

guilty?

8

SWORN JUROR:

Guilty.

9

mURT CLERK:

As to Count 29 of the indictment

10

charging the defendant with the crirre of Criminal

11

Irrpersonatian in the Second Degree, bON do you find the

12

defendant, guilty or not guilty?

13

SWJRN JUROR:

Guilty.

14

mURT CLERK:

As to Count 31 of the indictment

15

charging the defendant with the crirre of Forgery in the

16

Third Degree, bON do you find the defendant, guilty or not

17

guilty?

18

SWORN JUROR:

Guilty.

19

mURT CLERK:

As to Count 33 of the indictment

20

charging the defendant with the crirre of Criminal

21

Irrpersonatian in the Second Degree, bON do you find the

22

defendant, guilty or not guilty?

23

SWORN JUROR:

Guilty.

24

COURT CLERK:

As to Count 35 of the indictrrent

25

charging the defendant with the crirre of Forgery in the
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1

Third Degree, hDN do you find the defendant, guilty or not

2

guilty?

3

SViDRN JUROR:

Guilty.

4

CDURT CLERK:

As to Count 37 of the indictrrent

5

charging the defendant with the crirre of Criminal

6

Irrpersonation in the Second Degree, how do you find the

7

defendant, guilty or not guilty?

8

SViDRN JUROR:

Guilty.

9

COURT CLERK:

Count 39 of the indictrrent charging

10

the defendant with the crirre of Forgery in the Third Degree,

11

how do you find the defendant, guilty or not guilty?

12

SViDRN JUROR:

Guilty.

13

COURT CLERK:

Count 40 of the indictrrent charging

14

the defendant with the crirre of Affiravated Harassrrent in the

15

Second Degree, hDN do you find the defendant, guilty or not

16

guilty?

17

SViDRN JUROR:

Guilty.

18

COURT CLERK:

Count 42 of the indictrrent charging

19

the defendant with the crirre of Criminal Irrpersonation in

20

the Second Degree, hDN do you find the defendant, guilty or

21

not guilty?

22

SViDRN JUROR:

Guilty.

23

COURT CLERK:

Count 44 of the indictrrent charging

24

the defendant with the crirre of Criminal Irrpersonation in

25

the Second Degree, hDN do you find the defendant, guilty or
Sheila wesley
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2

SIDRN JUROR:

Guilty.

3

COURT CLERK:

COLlllt 46 of the indictrrent charging

4

the defendant with the crirre of Criminal Irrpersonation in

5

the Second Degree, hoAr do you find the defendant, guilty or

6

not guilty?

7

SIDRN JUROR:

Guilty.

8

COURT CLERK:

Count 47 of the indictrrent charging

9
10

(

)

not guilty?

the defendant with the crirre of Forgery in the Third Degree,
how do you find the defendant, guilty or not guilty?

11

SIDRN JUROR:

Guilty.

12

COURT CLERK:

Count 48 of the indictrrent charging

13

the defendant with the crirre of Aggravated Harassrrent in the

14

Second Degree, how do you find the defendant, guilty or not

15

guilty?

16

SIDRN JUROR:

Guilty.

17

COURT CLERK:

COLlllt 50 of the indictrrent charging

18

the defendant with the crirre of Criminal Irrpersonation in

19

the Second Degree, hew do you find the defendant, guilty or

20

not guilty?

21

SIDRN JUROR:

Not guilty.

22

COURT CLERK:

And Count 51 of the indictrrent

23

charging the defendant with the crirre of Unauthorized use of

24

a Canputer, hew do you find the defendant, guilty or not

25

guilty?
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1

SWJRN JUROR:

Guilty.

2

COURT CLERK:

Merribers of the jury, listen to your

3

verdict as it stands recorded.

You and each of you say

4

through your foreperson that you find the defendant, Raphael

5

GoTh, guilty of Count 1 charging him with the crirre of

6

Identity Theft in the Second Degree.

7

with Identity Theft in the Second Degree.

8

him with Aggravated Harassrrent in the Second Degree.

9

5, charging him with Criminal Irrpersonation in the Second

Colmt 2 charging him
Count 3, charging
Colmt

Colmt 7, charging Criminal Irrpersonation in the

10

Degree.

11

Second Degree.

12

Degree.

13

Second Degree.

14

Degree.

15

Second Degree.

16

Degree.

17

Second Degree.

18

Degree.

19

Second Degree.

20

Degree.

21

Second Degree.

22

the Second Degree.

23

Degree.

24

Second Degree.

25

Degree.

Colmt 8, charging Forgery in the Third

Colmt 10, charging Criminal Irrpersonation in the
Colmt 11, charging Forgery in the Third

Colmt 13, charging Criminal Irrpersonation in the
Colmt 14, charging Forgery in the Third

Colmt 16, charging Criminal Irrpersonation in the
Colmt 17, charging Forgery in the Third

Colmt 19, charging Criminal Irrpersonation in the
Count 20, charging Forgery in the Third

Count 23, charging Criminal Irrpersonation in the
Count 25, charging Criminal Inpersonation in
Colmt 27 charging Forgery in the Third

Colmt 29 charging Criminal Irrpersonation in the
Count 31 charging Forgery in the Third

Count 33 charging Criminal Inpersonation in the
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1

Second Degree.

2

Degree.

3

Second Degree.

4

Degree.

5

Second Degree.

6

the Second Degree.

7

in the Second Degree.

8

Irrpersonation in the Second Degree.

9

criminal - - sorry, Count 47 charging Forgery in the Third

Count 37 charging Criminal Irrpersonation in the
Count 39 charging Forgery in the Third

Count 40 charging Aggravated Harassment in the
Count 42 charging Criminal Irrpersonation in
COlll1t 44 charging Criminal irrpersonation
Count 46, charging Criminal
Count 47 charging

10

Degree.

11

Second Degree.

12

Ccxrputer and that you find the defendant not guilty of Count

13

50, Criminal Irrpersonation in the Second Degree and so say

14

you all.

COlll1t 48 charging Aggravated Harassment in the
Count 51 charging Unauthorized use of a

15

Would either side like the jmy polled?

16

MR. BREI'IEART:

17

COURT CLERK:

18

I 1A7OUld like the jmy polled.
Juror mmiber one, ma'am, are those

your verdicts?

19

SWORN JUROR:

Yes.

20

COURT CLERK:

Juror mmiber tlNO, sir, are those

21

your verdicts?

22

SWORN JUROR:

Yes.

23

COURI' CLERK:

Juror number 3, sir, are those your

SWORN JUROR:

Yes.

24

")

Count 35 charging Forgery in the Third

25

verdicts?
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COURT CLERK:

Juror number four, !lB.' am, are those

\-..;;.

2
3

SWJRN JUROR:

Yes.

4

mURT CLERK:

Juror number five, sir, are those

5

SWJRN JUROR:

Yes.

7

COURT CLERK:

Juror number six, !lB.' am, are those

SWJRN JUROR:

Yes.

10

COURT CLERK:

Juror number seven, !lB.' am, are those

your verdicts?

12

SWJRN JUROR:

Yes.

13

COURT CLERK:

Juror number eight, !lB.'am, are those

14

your verdicts?

15

SWJRN JUROR:

Yes.

16

COURT CLERK:

Juror number nine, !lB.' am, are those

17

your verdicts?

18

SWJRN JUROR:

Yes.

19

mURT CLERK:

Juror number ten, sir, are those

20

your verdicts?

21

SWJRN JUROR:

Yes.

22

mURT CLERK:

Juror number eleven, !lB.' am, are

23

\

your verdicts?

9

11

)

your verdicts?

6

8

)

your verdicts?

those your verdicts?

24

SWJRN JUROR:

Yes.

25

mURT CLERK:

And juror number twelve, are those
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your verdicts, sir?

1

SW)RN

3

COURT CLERK:

4

THE COURT:

Yes.
The jmy has been polled.

Okay, jurors, thank you.

I won't rrake

5

a speech, I will cane in the back in just a couple of

6

minutes if you can bear with Ire for a few minutes.

7

keep you long.

8

we can escort the jurors to the jmy rcx:m.

I knOJV you are all anxious to get out.

THE COURT:

10
11

application by the People at this tiIre?
MR. BANDLER:

13

THE COURT:

Increase in bail?
Yes, I don't knOJV what other

14

application you might rrake.

15

have one.

MR. BANDLER:

17

THE COURT:

18

You don't have one, you don't

I'm just asking.

16

Not that I'm aware of, your Honor.
Okay, November 18th for sentence.

9:30.

19

MR. KDBY:

20

COURT CLERK:

Fine, Judge.

'Thank you.

11/18.

(Proceedings concluded.)

21
22

*

*

*

I, Sheila Wesley, Senior Court Reporter, of the State of
New York, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and
rate trans9ript of my stenographic notes.

23

25

If

Mr. Bandler, sir, is there an

12

24

I won't

(Jurors exit courtrcx:m at 5:30 p.m.)

9

IJ

JUROR:

2

~

_ck.kJu~

.
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Proceedings

o

1

THE CIERK:

2

MR. BANDLER:

3

David Bandler, B-A-N-D-L-E-R, for

the People.
Good morning.

5

MR. BREITBART:

8

For the defendant, Raphael Golb,

David Breitbart, 152 West 57th Street.
MR. KUBY:

7

And Ronald Kuby, K-U-B-Y, 1119 West

23rd Street.
THE COURT:

9

)

Calendar Number 3, Raphael Golb.

4

6

2

Okay.

10

I don't have all of the letters in front of me.

11

My recollection is that Mr. Kuby pointed out that I have

12

reserved on Count 1 and something else.
MR. KUBY:

13

That you had reserved on Count 1 in

14

the motion for a trial order of dismissal that we made at

15

the close of the People's case and that you, in fact, did

16

not rule on the renewed motion as to all counts that we

17

made

18

correct.

at the conclusion of all the evidence, that's

19
20
21
22

THE COURT:

And did you wish to be heard

further?
MR. KUBY:

No, Judge, we'll rest on our papers and

the record.

23

THE COURT:

24

MR. BANDLER:

25

THE COURT:

And you, Mr. Bandler?
Similarly, your Honor.
Okay.
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In that case, I will deny those motions.

2

I have another legal question, you protested, Mr.

3

Kuby, in your last correspondence, to, I guess the third

4

condition that the People suggested, and so I assume it's 0

5

that you have your objection to?

6

MR. KUBY:

7

I first have a question about it.

8

I object to it no matter what it means, but

9

\

)

3

That's correct.

grammatically it would seem to suggest that Mr. Golb is

10

prohibited from soliciting, requesting, aiding, and those

11

other words in the first clause, anyone else to communicate

12

about any of the victims.

13

suggests.

Grammatically that is what it

14

Logically, though, I find it hard to imagine that

15

the prosecutor wants to prevent Mr. Golb from asking other

16

people to talk about the so-called victims while at the

17

same time allowing him to do so.

18
19
20

21

So not for the first time in this Court in this
case logically grammar seems at war with each other.
You remember the last fight we had about the
comma, Judge?

22

THE COURT:

Mr. Kuby, we had so many fights.

23

MR. KUBY:

24

THE COURT:

The comma, yes, I do remember that.

25

MR. KUBY:

You see, I don't know what it means,

It

was about the comma.
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1

THE COURT:

3

MR. BANDLER:

5

6
7

Well, Mr. Bandler.
First, I will say I have not seen

any correspondence about Paragraph 3.
THE COURT:

I don't think it will help you.

It

didn't help me, which I didn't like.
MR. KUBY:

This is a longer legal argument,

8

including a constitutional amendment, I throw in as well.

9

I am sorry I faxed it to you yesterday.

10

\j

but I object to it under either meaning.

2

4

4

MR. BANDLER:

Paragraph 3; really, the Orders of

11

Protection, I assume, are going to prohibit the defendant

12

from doing a number of things including this third party

13

harassment against the victims.

14

of Protection will also say "no third party contact," "no

15

contact whatsoever."

16

Paragraph 3 and the Orders

We're all aware of the rules of accessorial

17

liability for conduct of others.

18

defendant cannot solicit or request other people to do what

19

the defendant can't.

20

Paragraph 3 just says the

So the defendant is not allowed to e-mail victims

21

or e-mail about victims or blog about victims.

22

is not allowed to ask other people to do that.

23

THE COURT:

That's not accurate.

Defendant

He is allowed to

24

do it in his own name or anonymously because the crime of

25

which he is found guilty on this case is using specific
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1

other names for that purpose, a few other elements, but I

2

won't bother.
MR. BANDLER:

3
4

can't solicit other people to do those things anonymously

5

except under those conditions.
MR. KOBY:

6

Get rid of Sub D is what we'll do and

7

it achieves what Mr. Bandler wants to achieve, trampling

8

allover the First Amendment.

9

First Amendment.
THE COURT:

10
11

13

It only sort of scuffs the

Please don't take my silence as

agreement.
MR. KOBY:

12

)

So we'll modify Sub D to say that he

Me, I never would do that, your

Honor.
THE COURT:

14

Well, I don't offhand see any problem

15

with getting rid of Sub D because it seems to me there is

16

an umbrella here that says the defendant may not solicit,

17

request, aid or cause another person to act in violation of

18

this Order of Protection, which is an umbrella clause which

19

covers it.

20

additional conditions set forth by the Court.

I don't know what B means exactly to any of the

21

MR. BANDLER:

22

THE COURT:

For example, Paragraphs 1 and 2 -Okay.

23

it meant.

24

Order of Protection.

25

I am not easily confused.

That's why I didn't know what

I meant for paragraphs 1 and 2 to be part of the
So I was little confused about that.
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2

Okay.

The way they have that form

set up

3

THE COURT:

4

MR. BANDLER:

5

THE COURT:

6

MR. BANDLER:

7

THE COURT:

8

So defendant is before this Court for sentence on

9

)

MR. BANDLER:

1

It doesn't fit in there.
Okay.

I understand.

It would have to be as an addendum.
That's what I meant also.
Okay.

his convictions; the two counts of identity theft in the

10

second degree; aggravated harassment in the second degree

11

as to Schiffman; criminal impersonation in the second

12

degree; criminal impersonation in the second degree;

13

forgery in the third degree; criminal impersonation in the

14

second degree; forgery in the third degree; criminal

15

impersonation in the second degree; forgery in the third

16

degree; criminal impersonation in the second degree;

17

forgery in the third degree; criminal impersonation in the

18

second degree; criminal impersonation in the third degree;

19

criminal impersonation in the second degree; another count

20

of criminal impersonation in the second degree; forgery in

21

the third degree; criminal impersonation in the second

22

degree; forgery in the third degree; criminal impersonation

23

in the second degree; forgery in the third degree; criminal

24

impersonation in the second degree; forgery in the third

25

degree; aggravated harassment in the second degree;
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1

criminal impersonation in the second degree; criminal

2

impersonation in the second degree; another count of

3

criminal impersonation in the second degree; forgery in the

4

third degree; aggravated harassment in the second degree;

5

criminal impersonation in the second degree -- excuse me --

6

strike that last part -- criminal impersonation, that was

7

an acquittal, and unauthorized use of a computer.

8

Do the People wish to be heard?

9

MR. BANDLER:

Your Honor, the defendant should get exactly what

10

)

Yes, your Honor.

11

he deserves, not a tiny bit less.

He should get no

12

leniency.

13

consisted of hundreds of individual acts.

14

conduct over a period of many months, even years, hundreds

15

or thousands of hours of malicious harassment and

16

impersonation.

His conduct, as he stands convicted of it,
A course of

He has had hundreds of opportunities to abandon

17
18

his scheme, or to mitigate the harm, or apologize, or show

19

remorse.

20

Honor.

21

the victims.

22

two felonies and 28 misdemeanors; two counts of identity

23

theft in the second degree, three counts of aggravated

24

harassment in the second degree as to three separate

25

victims, 14 counts of criminal impersonation in the second

He never did.

There was a full trial before your

The Court heard all the evidence and heard from all
The defendant was found guilty on 30 counts,
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1

degree as to four different victims, forgery in the third

2

degree as to the four victims, and unauthorized use of a

3

computer regarding the NYU computer systems, and he used

4

therein that protocol address to commit crimes in their

5

computers.

6

)

8

The defendant was convicted of conduct directed

7

against five people.

8

against Dr. Schiffman; impersonation plus a malicious smear

9

campaign designed to destroy Dr. Schiffman's career.

And

10

it wasn't a one time act, it was a course of conduct.

He

11

didn't log onto that impersonating account one time, but

12

dozens of times.

13

one person, but to dozens of people, and it was coupled

14

with blogs, e-mails under other anonymous aliases to

15

hundreds of people.

16

The most egregious was his actions

He didn't send impersonating e-mails to

•

And while the defendant testified he is a whistle

17

blower about plagiarism, the evidence before this Court

18

demonstrated an e-mail from this defendant saying he didn't

19

care about the plagiarism thing.

20

Other victims the defendant was convicted of

21

targeting included Dr. Robert Cargill, Dr. Frank Cross, Dr.

22

Stephen Goranson and Dr. Jonathan Seidel.

23
24

25

Defendant was acquitted of impersonating Dr.
Jeffrey Gibson.
The People are still requesting an Order of
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1

Protection as to Dr. Gibson.

2

defendant did open an e-mail account in the name Jeffrey

3

Gibson.

4

an Order of Protection as to Dr. Gibson as well.

5

There was evidence that the

The defendant admitted that.

So we are asking for

There was evidence that the defendant targeted

6

others in the world of the Dead Sea Scrolls.

7

no leniency, just what he deserves.

8

9

He should get

Now, he put the People to their full burden and
he is entitled to do that, but in so doing he has done

10

nothing to earn any form of leniency.

11

stipulate to anything, not even to business records, not

12

even to the fact that Dr. Frank Cross, who is in a nursing

13

home, didn't give the defendant permission to open an

14

e-mail account in his name.

15

have prejudiced their defense at all.

16

not dispute.

17

He refused to

And that stipulation would not
It's a fact they did

All of these refusals to stipulate turned this

18

into a three week trial.

19

including nine from out of state, at a tremendous expense

20

to the People.

21

California and lodged, and it was a burden to the

22

witnesses, many of whom have extremely busy schedules.

23

The People called 22 witnesses,

Witnesses were flown in from Oregon and

Dr. Seidel came from Oregon.

He came one day and

24

left the next.

He had to rearrange his schedule.

25

Cross' daughter, she had to come from Rochester and go
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1

back in one day.

2

representatives who were taken out from their normal duties

3

for one or more days.

4

ultimately conceded.

6
7

Many corporations had to send

All for facts the defendant

The Court heard the impact this had on the

5
victims.

Now, he is entitled to put the People to their

8

full burden, but now that he has been found guilty of 30

9

counts, he should bear the full consequences of his actions

10
11

)

10

and get exactly what he deserves.
The defendant testified, and he lied on the stand.

12

As evidenced by the jury's verdict, they did not believe

13

him at all.

14

during the commission of the crime, after arrest, and on

15

the stand, you can't credit anything he says.

16

17
18

And he has told so many different stories from

But worse is that he lied under oath in Court.
He's an attorney, so theoretically he should know better.
I want to point out a couple of things he was

19

untruthful about.

20

statement he gave to law enforcement.

21

about what the investigators and myself, the Assistant

22

District Attorney, told him.

23

He lied about his arrest and the
He made up facts

And part of his lies was that the investigators

24

coerced him into giving a statement, and the credible

25

testimony of the investigators as well as the video
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1

statement itself shows that what the defendant said on the

2

stand was not true.

3

that also because they could have asked for a voluntariness

4

charge from the Court, and they did not.

6

issue immaterial to the trial, in order to shield the

7

defendant from a potential perjury charge.
Defendant tailored his testimony to what he had

8
9

hearing during the trial.
For example, Miss Delfavero from NYU, in charge of

10
11

computer security, Mr. Kuby was trying to get her to admit

12

Mr. Kuby's theory was true.

13

everybody forges G-mail, e-mail accounts.

14

knows that they're fictitious and forged and that a real

15

verifiable e-mail address would have an NYU EDU domain.

16

That was Mr. Kuby's point, which the defendant, I am

17

sure, believed and Miss Delfavero corrected him.

18

said, no, you can't forge an NYU EDU.

19

how.

Mr. Kuby's theory was that
That everybody

She

Then she explained

Then when he, the defendant testified, oh, no, I

20

'\
)

And I would submit the attorneys knew

And I submit they did not in order to make that

5

)

11

21

wasn't intending to trick anyone into believing it was Dr.

22

Schiffman.

23

domain.

24

the trial testimony, not based on the truth.

25

I f I had, I would have used an NYU dot EDU

He manufactured that, fabricated that based upon

NOW,

another example is Dean Stimpson.
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Stimpson testified one reason she knew that that

2

forged e-mail was forged, one reason was that there was a

3

small "p" in professor where it was signed Professor

4

Schiffman.

5

)

Then when the defendant testified, he said, oh, it

6

was a parody, I was intending to let people know it was a

7

parody because I put a small "p" there.

8

Again, manufactured and tailored testimony.

9

Once defendant heard that the evidence at trial

10

was conclusive as to his identity, he decided he had to

11

testify, and that's why he made up why he did it.

12

up what his intent was.

13

but they saw through it.

14

He made

He was trying to fool the jury,

According to the defendant, this is about free

15

speech, but in reality only as long as defendant is

16

speaking, only as long as it's no one else speaking out

17

against his theories or his father's theories.

18

according to him, his free speech rights allow him to

19

harass and impersonate others, and the jury found

20

differently.

21

in the defendant's mind, and they found that the defendant

22

was deliberately and with criminal intent harassing,

23

impersonating and forging and assuming identities.

24

25

And

It was their factual determination what was

The evidence overwhelmingly proved his guilt.
is guilty of 30 counts, including two Class E felonies.
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1

has not accepted responsibility at any stage.

His entire

2

course of conduct was based on deception and lies and he

3

has used every opportunity to continue to smear and attack

4

the victims, either directly or indirectly, through his

5

attorneys.

6

and continued to attack them.

7

promptly posted online.

8

during and after trial have attacked the victims.

9

trial testimony, including the opening, cross examination,

In motion practices he attacked the victims,
And the motions have been

Statements to the press before,
The

10

the defendant's testimony and summation, all continue to

11

attack the victims.

12

He showed no remorse at any time and continues to

13

blame others, including the victims, the District

14

Attorney's office and the Court for his own conduct.

15

But what the defendant has done by continuing to

16

attack the victims is take advantage of litigation

17

privileges.

18

those protections to continue to attack the victims, doing

19

stuff he was afraid to do under his own name.

20

Because he is in this litigation, he uses

Defendants frequently earn leniency at sentencing

21

all the time.

They plead guilty and spare the victims,

22

the People and the Court the expense and time of a trial.

23

They accept responsibility.

24

earn leniency for stipulating.

25

lying under oath.

They accept their guilt.

They

They earn leniency for not

If their choice is either to lie under
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1

oath or to admit their guilt, they could choose to exercise

2

their right to remain silent.

3

i

14

But here he has earned no leniency whatsoever.

4

His conduct shows he'll go to any lengths to engage in

5

deception to try to excuse himself.

6

exactly what he deserves, not a day less and not a dollar

7

less.

8

commit the same crimes again.

9

punishment, followed by significant supervision, backed by

So he should get

If he thinks his conduct is okay, he is likely to
So only a significant

10

an appropriate deterrent with that supervision could both

11

punish and stop him and deter him from doing it again.

12

For those reasons, your Honor, the People

13

recommend a net sentence of one-and-one-third to four years

14

state prison, a $20,000 fine, and full and final Orders of

15

Protection for Dr. Schiffman, Dr. Cargill, Dr. Cross, Dr.

16

Goranson, Dr. Seidel and Dr. Gibson, whose account there

17

was an acquittal on, including the conditions on the Orders

18

of Protection as set forth by the Court.

19

And with that sentence, he'll be eligible for

20

parole very soon, and that maximum term of four years

21

ensures that he will be under parole supervision.

22

And if the Court felt he deserved any leniency, I

23

would submit the way to grant him leniency would be to

24

reduce the minimum term to one year, make it one to four.

25

The People submit he does not deserve any
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1

leniency.

Such a sentence of one-and-one-third to four

2

gives him the incentive to accept responsibility and change

3

his conduct.

4

supervise him and punish him if he offends again.

It gives the government the tools to properly

The fine, I submit, is nothing given the amount he

5
6

has been able to spend on criminal representation.

7

could pay a fine.
In sum, he should get exactly the punishment he

8
9

He

deserves, not a day less, not a dollar less.

10

It's one-and-one-third to four years state prison,

11

$20,000 fine, and it's full and final Orders of

12

Protection.

13

Thank you.

14

MR. BREITBART:

Judge, I have been trying cases

15

for a long time, over 40 years.

16

a punishment in this case should be predicated upon trial

17

theory attributes fault to Raphael Golb, but it's not his

18

fault.

19

regard to stipulations or no stipulations, for the 40 some

20

years that I have been trying cases I've never stipulated

21

to anything and I continue to carry that as a theory to use

22

during the trial of the case.

23

For Mr. Bandler to suggest

If there were determinations that were made with

But Raphael Golb had nothing to do with making a

24

decision with regard to stipulations in this case.

25

was a determination that was made by counsel for the
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1

defense.

2

Raphael Golb is not a trial lawyer.

3

closings and he was constantly guided by counsel.

He does real estate

My reading of Mr. Golb's testimony is not that he

4
5

perjured himself, he scrupulously and carefully told the

6

truth.

7

not believe he committed a crime, not that he was lying

8

about the crimes.

9

what Mr. Bandler said because what he said is an outrageous

What I read, what I heard was that Rapahel Golb did

And I find myself stuck on responding to

10

attempt to get this Court to incarcerate Mr. Golb.

11

not the purpose of the sentence, as I understand it.

That's

He also talked about defendant testifying falsely,

12
!

To punish him for that would be totally wrong.

13

the NYU EDU account was proof that he did not intend to

14

impersonate.

/

If your Honor's recalls, in the motions, in the

15
16

Franks motion almost a year before DelFavero testified, Mr.

17

Kuby argued that the fact that defendant used the G-mail

18

rather than an NYU EDU account was proof that he did not

19

intend to impersonate.

20

Golb for something that Mr. Kuby wrote in the motion a year

21

ago, something that I decided was part of the theory of

22

defense.

It's again giving credit to Mr.

23

I didn't come here with the intent of attacking

24

the People's case from an evidentiary point of view, but

25

the only witness that perjured themselves was Dr.
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1

Schiffman.

He perjured himself and it became apparent

2

when the Golb book was put into evidence and when he

3

denied ever having been accused of writing something that

4

was the work of someone else, but I don't think that's the

5

point.

/

6

I think the point is what would be a fair and just

7

sentence at this stage based upon the uniqueness, and I

8

most respectfully suggest Raphael Golb is a unique

9

defendant in the Supreme Court of New York County in the

10

Criminal Court.

11

was exemplary, your Honor.

12

been in trouble.

13

statutes or the Courts or anyone else.

14

Graduated with an undergraduate degree from Oberlin and a

15

PhD from Harvard.

16

incredible background.

17

that for my next case or the one after that or the one

18

after that.

19

been in trouble before.

20

His background up to a couple of years ago
Fifty years old, he's never

He's never done anything to offend the
Brilliant scholar.

He has a law degree from NYU.

An

I wish I could stockpile some of

He's got an exemplary background.

He's never

He's never had a problem.

I think what's obvious and dispositive is that

21

your Honor gave him instructions when he was arraigned that

22

he was not to in any way violate the rules with regard to

23

e-mailing or blogging with regard to any of the

24

individuals.

25

scrupulously followed.

The Orders of Protection, they have been
He has not done anything to violate
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1

those orders.

2

was mandated that he be here.

3

greatest respect with regard to that.

5

making this case, but that's what the system is about.

6

That's what the system is about, putting the People to

7

their proof.
Now, in all the years that I have been trying

8
9

cases I recall that there were three basic principles with

10

regard to the concept of sentencing.

11

supposed to send a message to the community at large that

12

this conduct should not be engaged in.

13

supposed to rehabilitate a defendant and give him an

14

opportunity to think about what he has done before.

15

sentencing also is a punishment for the actions that were

16

done by the individual.

17

\

He has shown the Court the

We're sorry that the government had to spend money

4

)

He has been in court religiously whenever it

Sentencing is

Sentencing is

And

I most respectfully suggest that there has been a

18

loud and clear message sent with regard to the use of the

19

internet as a result of the way this case has been tried.

20

The message is very, very clear, don't send an e-mail when

21

you impersonate someone else, where you use someone else's

22

name.

23

It's been in all of the newspapers the gentle persons are

24

here to perpetuate.

25

THE COURT:

The fact that the message has gotten out is clear.

Gentle persons?

./
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Gentle persons.

Some are much

2

more gentle than others and some much more attractive than

3

others.

4

THE COURT:

Mr. Breitbart, we grow too soon old

5

and too late smart.

So gentle persons is to include the

6

staff members of the person and gentle persons is an

7

expression.

8

looks and we don't need to talk about things like that

9

because it's inappropriate.

10

Mr. Golb.

11

please.

12

)

MR. BREITBART:

1

19

So we don't need to talk about people's

That has nothing to do with

So let's just make that clear.

MR. BREITBART:

Don't do that,

He is very bright, Judge.

If he

13

is told not to do something, he understands and he follows

14

that instruction.

15

by putting him in Rikers Island for a year just doesn't

16

make sense to this observer.

17

supposed to do.

18

if the purpose is merely to while him into obedience, that

19

is, of course, an alternative that is available to the

20

Court, but it's one that none of the professionals saw fit

21

to use as an example that is necessary.

22

The idea of rehabilitating this scholar

That's not what we're

If the purpose is merely to punish him,

This morning we were given a copy of the probation

23

report, and I would like to point out that not only does

24

the Probation Department recommend probation in this case,

25

but none of the alleged victims suggest that incarceration
Theresa Magniccari
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1

20

is appropriate.

2

And I most respectfully suggest that I don't often

3

want to follow the mandates of the Probation Department,

4

but I believe in this particular case the Court should

5

follow that suggestion from the Probation Department.

6

They had an opportunity to speak to him.

7

was cooperative.

8

asked for.

9

professional way thousands of cases, and this case where

They say that he

He gave them whatever materials they

They have researched obviously in their

10

my client has a PhD, a law degree and a Bachelor's degree,

11

where he is a scholar, where his activities in addition to

12

blogging and e-mailing include dance and drumming, I most

13

respectfully suggest that incarceration would be the wrong

14

thing to do.

I think it would be dangerous.

Raphael Golb weighs 120 pounds, that speaks very,

15
16

very loudly to me.

17

Island.

18

weighs 120 pounds.

19

listened very carefully when Mr. Golb was on the stand and

20

you heard a great deal about him.

21

to see who and what he is.

22

the District Attorney of New York County has determined

23

that that was an illegal way of going about sending a

24

message that he felt that he had to send.

25

I have spent a lot of time at Rikers

I wouldn't want to go there as a 50 year old who
But I am sure that your Honor has

You got an opportunity

He was fighting a cause.

And

I would ask the Court not to follow the mandate or
Theresa Magniccari
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1

2

the suggestion that Raphael Golb be incarcerated.
If in spite of my plea, in spite of my arguments

3

in rebutting the arguments made by Mr. Bandler, I most

4

respectfully suggest that if your Honor decides that

5

incarceration is an appropriate sentence in this case, that

6

your Honor not set the surrender date until the 29th of

7

November, which would be after Thanksgiving, so that he

8

could have Thanksgiving dinner with his folks.

9
10

)

21

Thank you for listening so carefully, Judge.
THE COURT:

You know, since this trial there was

11

something in the press about a letter written by Lawrence

12

Trib and some revival of some blogs with regard to alleged

13

plagiarism by a number of Harvard law professors, which I

14

probably would have skipped it but for the fact that I just

15

tried this case, and I was very bemused by the contrast or

16

the page after page of text quoted in those blogs as

17

opposed to the sentence or two that Mr. Golb is so

18

concerned with.

19

I don't think I have the equipment to determine

20

whether or not what Mr. Golb says is plagiarism or not.

21

have my views on the subject, but I think it requires at

22

the end more knowledge of what is done in the academic

23

community and more knowledge of this area of scholarship

24

than I have for my light reading on the subject, so I do

25

not go there.
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You know, as I said, I have a point of view that's

1

2

private and not judicial on the subject.
NOW, as much as the defense insisted that the

3

(

)

4

trial here was about speech, the defendant was, in fact,

5

convicted for conduct, and it was conduct which constituted

6

a deliberate invasion of the substantial privacy interest

7

of these victims, as the jury found, whom he intentionally

8

imitated to their detriment and to his benefit in an

9

essentially intolerable manner.

So this is not about the

10

victims being tainted, although they apparently are, and

11

it's not about what Mr. Golb said, the contents of his

12

speech, but what he did, so it's not his words but his

13

conduct and the rules with regard to that are set forth in

14

People against Slash, 86 NY 2d, and People against Mangano

15

at 100 NY 2d.

16

So I gather also that there is a pending case in

17

the Supreme Court in the United Sates about offense of

18

speech, but that case has nothing to do with this one.
In New York, as Mr. Kuby says, it maybe mundane,

19

20

but we get insulted before breakfast, but it is still a

21

crime to imitate people in the manner that the defendant

22

did.

23
24

25

I think People against Johnson at 208 Appellate
Division 2d 1051 is interesting on that subject.
The fact that he did it with words, that the
Theresa Magniccari
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words showed his intent, the Supreme Court of the United

2

States has also said does not make it a First Amendment

3

case.
Now, I think you're right, Mr. Breitbart, it is

4

)

23

5

inappropriate for a Court to sentence somebody based upon

6

his insistence on his constitutional rights, the trial

7

strategy.

8

I see a gray area here in a way because the defendant's

9

trial strategy was there before the lawyers entered the

I never seen a case that quite put it that way.

10

case.

Defendant's trial strategy was set forth in the

11

defendant's statement to Mr. Bandler in great part, but he

12

is entitled to go to trial and he is entitled to have a

13

strategy.
Of course, the Court may premise its sentence on

14

15

perjury because that's clear, that's not a gray area at

16

all.

17

trial, the theory that the defendant set forth in his

18

statement to Mr. Bandler, it's at least in the area, if

19

not on the other side of the line, and I did not rely on

20

it.

21

It's the refusal to stipulate, the decision to go to

I do think that by the jury's verdict there was a

22

clear finding that Mr. Golb's testimony was untruthful in a

23

number of important respects, because he didn't simply say

24

"I don't believe I committed a crime."

25

intend certain actions," and the jury plainly rejected that
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1

portion of the testimony.

2

rest of the details that Mr. Bandler referred to.

3

nothing further to say about the claim that Dr. Schiffman

4

perjured himself.

I have

I find this a troubling case to sentence because,

5

)

And I do not want to discuss the

6

of course, it is a crime that does not involve actual

7

physical violence, but the kind of violence this invasion

8

of privacy, and obviously in the probation report, still

9

echoes it.

The victims felt invaded and hurt by this.

10

Nevertheless, Mr. Kuby had rushed in, just because their

11

feelings are hurt, too bad for them.

12

conduct.

13

what kind of crime this is.

14

Again, this is

I simply mention this because it has to do with

I despair for various reasons, which I think are

15

clear in the face of the entire record, and I won't recount

16

here, of Mr. Golb's ceasing this behavior, but I will put a

17

period on that and strike the but.

18

I think accordingly there needs to be a clear

19

message as to the consequences of his continuing in such

20

behavior.

21
22
23
24
25

On each felony, he is sentenced to a term of six
months concurrent with five years probation.
On each misdemeanor, he is sentenced to a term of
three months concurrent with three years of probation.
All terms to run concurrently.
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Special terms of probation and attendant to the

1

~:-

2

Order of Protection are as we have discussed:
One:

3

4

seminar or other program at which Professor Lawrence

5

Schiffman, Professor Robert Cargill or Stephen Goranson is

6

a featured participant, presenter or participant unless

7

said lecture, seminar, or other program is held in a venue

8

designed for an audience of at least one hundred (100)

9

people.

10

/')
\.

The defendant may not attend a lecture,

Two:

The defendant may not have indirect contact

11

with Professor Lawrence Schiffman, Professor Robert Cargill

12

or Stephen Goranson.

13

participation in any discussion group, blogs, chat rooms or

14

the like, or communications bye-mail, on the internet,

15

relating to the Dead Sea Scrolls or Qumran, except under

16

the use of his own name, Raphael Golb, or anonymously, as

17

denominated by the appellation, "anonymous."

18

any other names for this purpose, whether fictitious,

19

invented, historical or the like, constitutes indirect

20

contact with the protected parties, as that term is used

21

herein.

22

Three:

Indirect contact includes

The use of

The defendant may not solicit, request,

23

command, aid, or attempt to cause another person (a) to act

24

in violation of this Order of Protection, or (b) to contact

25

Professor Lawrence Schiffman, Professor Robert Cargill or
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1

Stephen Goranson.
I have no problem with an Order of Protection

2
3

against the gentleman whose name he did not use as in

4

contacting other people, but I decline to put him in the

5

special conditions.

6

appropriate.

That's Dr. Gibson.

The fees and assessments are imposed and I am sure

7
8

I don't think that would be

you will advise your client of his rights.
I decline to stay sentence.

9

MR. KUBY:

10

Excuse me, Judge.

I am sorry, it's a

11

small matter, but we did not make an application for a stay

12

of sentence.
Prior to your imposition of sentence Mr.

13

14

Breitbart requested a voluntary surrender date, which I

15

take it, you have declined to provide.

16

a stay.
It's a small matter, but we requested a stay, but

17
18

not from this Court.
THE COURT:

19
20

MR. KUBY:

22

THE COURT:

24
25

I gather from somebody who knows less

about it.

21

23

We did not request

Thank you, Judge.
I am sorry.

I stand corrected.

I did

not hear from Mr. Golb.
MR. KUBY:

We would have indicated that he did not

want to address the Court.
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THE DEFENDANT:

2

THE COURT:

He still has the right and I was so

3

distracted I made an error, and I should before we finally

4

sign off on anything give him a chance.

5

Anything you would like to say, Mr. Galb.

6

THE DEFENDANT:

7

This is just a statement that I

prepared to read.

8

THE COURT:

9

THE DEFENDANT:

Whenever you would like, Mr. Galb.
Your Honor, obviously, I'm sorry

10

for all the wounding of feelings that my e-mail antics have

11

caused.

12

)

I f I could make a statement.

I have a brief statement.
I read through the transcripts, and I wondered if

13

my testimony may have led to a misapprehension that I

14

somehow intended these e-mails to be in the nature of

15

light-hearted comedy.

16

because especially in the world of e-mails, one man's joke

17

is another's mortal insult.

18

mind when I said that I had used the techniques of irony,

19

satire and parody, are the following -- I quote from

20

Merriam Webster's online page of these terms.

21
22
23
24

25

1.

I'm troubled by the notion of humor,

The definitions that I had in

A literary work holding up human vices and

follies to ridicule or scorn.
2.

Trenchant wit, irony, or sarcasm used to

expose and discredit vice or folly.
See also the Random House Dictionary.
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like, in exposing, denouncing or deriding vice, folly, et

3

cetera.
A literary composition, in verse or prose, in

which human folly and vice are held up to scorn, derision,

6

or ridicule.
And in a publication of the University of

8

Victoria, I read:

9

means of ridicule and derision, with the avowed intention

"Satire arouses laughter or scorn as a

10

of correcting human faults.

11

include individuals ('personal satire'), types of people,

12

social groups, institutions, and human nature."

13

Common targets of satire

And so I want to also address the question of the

14

definition of parody and sarcasm that was used in which a

15

element of humor seemed to be prominent, and I have trouble

16

with that.

17

)

2.

5

7

\

The use of irony, sarcasm, ridicule, or the

2

4

( )

1.

1

28

I also want to apologize for being less specific

18

than I should have been during my testimony about my

19

understanding of the word "impersonate."

20

looked the verb up and I find two definitions.

21

equivalent of criminal impersonation, as in impersonating a

22

policeman, and the other refers to the type of

23

impersonation that is commonly engaged in by entertainers

24

or by people like the Yes Men or the Canadian radio show

25

duo who impersonated Nicolas Sarkozy on the telephone with
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1

Sarah Palin, and she actually believed she was talking with

2

the French president.

3

So my point in my testimony was that, in my view,

4

I had not impersonated Lawrence Schiffman in the criminal

5

sense, but that I had engaged in the same kind of ironical

6

speech act that many others have engaged in the past.

7

example, in the famous Danny Hellman case, the Court

8

referred to the e-mail parodies involved there as an "act

9

of literary impersonation."

Allow me to point out that

10

e-mails are letters, and that letters are literary

11

artifacts.

12

from the same Latin term.

13

For

The words "letter" and "literature" both come

Before this case, I did not know that satirical

14

hoaxes of the sort were treated as crimes in the United

15

States of America, but as this Court said, ignorance of the

16

law is not an excuse.

17

was that in my mind, the question involved in this case was

18

whether the state has a compelling interest in

19

criminalizing undeclared parodies in which the author of

20

the verbal act uses the name of the individual he's

21

lampooning to achieve his purpose.

22

come down to the same things as harm to reputation.

23

when we say, "my good name is at stake."

24

answer to that question, but this Court has ruled, I

25

respect that ruling, and I can only say that if I have

At any rate, what I meant to explain
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1

indeed violated the law, then I'm terribly sorry and

2

obviously have no choice but to accept whatever the

3

consequences are for me.

4

ordinary case, and that it defines a fundamental set of

5

choices that face all of us in the years ahead.

6

glad I've litigated it, and I hope the fact that I choose

7

to do so won't be taken against me.

-

But I do believe that this is no

8

THE COURT:

9

Well, it's a very interesting problem.

So I'm

Okay.
Mr. Golb,

10

you know, of course, I looked up satire and parody in the

11

course of preparing my instructions to the jury, but then I

12

never used it, though they had asked me to use it, and I

13

asked myself not to, it assumes the conclusion.

14

certain elements to the crime.

There are

So you recall that I instructed about imitators

15
16

such as Tina Fay and what their intent might or might not

17

be.

18

As

to the Canadian fellow who imitated so-called

19

Sarah Palin, I have no comment on whether he is

20

prosecutable.

21

you just go ahead and what the jury found and what the

22

evidence supports is the criminal intent which brought you

23

a parody over the line, and that is, I guess, the reason I

24

despair over supervision because you seem to believe that

25

you were carrying a banner for the First Amendment and what

But, you know, you assume the conclusion and
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1

you were doing is a form of yelling fire in that crowded

2

theatre.

3

I am adhering to the previously imposed sentence.

4

I take it, you have advised your client of his

5
6

MR. KUBY:

7

THE COURT:

8
9

10
11

12
(

)

appellate rights?
That's correct, Judge.
Bail exonerated.

***
Certified to be a true and accurate transcription
of the minutes taken in the above-captioned matter.
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15
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17

18
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20
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PUBLIC-SOURCE REFERENCES TO CRITICAL OR SATIRICAL
IMPERSONATIONS
Websites opened in names of individuals who are being criticized:
http://keitholbermann.com (criticism of political commentator Keith
Olbermann); http://sirpeterscott.com (criticism of Sir Peter Scott, the former
chancellor of Kingston University); http://harvey-mars.com/ (criticism of
attorney Harvey Mars); http://robert-lloyd-goldstein.com/ (criticism of
Robert Lloyd Goldstein, a professor of clinical psychiatry at Columbia
University); http://harrietmiers.blogspot.com/ (mocks former White House
counsel Harriet Miers); http://patrickjfitzgerald.blogspot.com/ (mocks
Patrick J. Fitzgerald); http://samuelalito.blogspot.com/ (mocks Justice
Samuel Alito); http://tomdelay.blogspot.com/ (mocks Tom Delay); see also
http://www.algorelabs.com/ (mocks Al Gore).
Groups like the Yes Men open websites that look exactly like the sites of the
companies and organizations they are criticizing. See, e.g.,
http://www.museumofhoaxes.com/hoax/archive/permalink/the_yes_mens_b
hopal_hoax/ and http://tedfellows.posterous.com/chevron-spoofed-in-afantastic-hoax-by-the-br (copycat versions of official websites of Dow
Chemical and Chevron; reporter who called the fake Dow Chemical phone
number listed on one of these sites believed he was having a conversation
with a Dow representative).
Raphael Golb has himself been impersonated on the “unorthodox-jew”
website. http://theunorthodoxjew.blogspot.com/2009/02/open-letter-to-rabbimatisyahu-salomon.html. Websites opened by blogger Geoff Hudson in
names of Raphael Golb (http://raphaelgolb.blogspot.com/) and Norman Golb
(http://normangolb.blogspot.com) contain critical comments about many
DSS scholars.
Fake accounts have been opened on a myriad of social networking sites
including, e.g., Friendster and Facebook. See, e.g., Danah Boyd, “None of
This is Real,” at http://www.danah.org/papers/NoneOfThisIsReal.pdf
(describing the interactions between large numbers of “Fakesters” and
“Pretendsters” on the Friendster site);
http://news.softpedia.com/news/Facebook-s-Inner-Workings-Facilitate-
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Impersonation-160245.shtml (bloggers from the “TechCrunch” site created a
fake Facebook profile of Google’s CEO Eric Schmidt; “tens of friend
requests started pouring [in] soon after the rogue account was created using
a real email address that belonged to [Schmidt]. YouTube’s founder Chad
Hurley and Facebook’s own Vice President Elliot Schrage were amongst the
people who befriended the fake Eric Schmidt”). See also
http://www.businessinsider.com/are-a-third-of-facebooks-users-fake-2010-7
Even a highly respected political commentator has had the idea of
purchasing a domain name and email address in the name of someone he
wishes to criticize. See
http://www.observer.com/2010/media/tucker-carlson-has-some-fun-keitholbermanns-expense (New York Observer reported that a “series of insane
emails that purportedly came from Keith Olbermann were actually the work
of Tucker Carlson’s conservative news site….” The journalist who received
the emails, told The Observer that he “believed the emails to be coming
from Olbermann.” The emails came from the address
keith@keitholbermann.com, which was actually an email account and a
website owned by Tucker Carlson).
Statements falsely attributed to various public figures often circulate around
the Internet. See, e.g., http://www.usatoday.com/life/people/2006-12-05andy-rooney_x.htm,
http://urbanlegends.about.com/library/blbadamerican.htm and
http://urbanlegends.about.com/od/barackobama/a/obama_funds.htm (phony
op-eds and racist commentary falsely attributed to Maureen Dowd, and to
“Andy Rooney, George Carlin, Ted Nugent, Denis Leary, and others”).
At least one satirical news sites has created a fake email account in President
Obama’s name. See http://www.theonion.com/articles/inside-obamasemails,16792/ (The Onion opened email account
barry.obama1961@gmail.com and ran a story featured photographs of its
“inbox” and “outbox,” with email subject headings mocking President
Obama and other politicians).
Many websites specialize in “fake email” spoofing mechanisms. See, e.g.,
fakemailgenerator.com.
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Newspapers have mistakenly printed satirical emails purporting to be from
public figures who never sent them. See, e.g.,
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/12/22/opinion/l22kennedy.html (The New
York Times apologized for printing an email that claimed to be from
Bertrand Delanoë, the Mayor of Paris, in which Caroline Kennedy’s bid for
a senate seat was criticized);
http://thecaucus.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/01/09/live-blog-latestdevelopments-on-arizona-shooting/#preview (The New York Times
published a “correction” stating: “A previous version of this post incorrectly
attributed a Twitter message to Ms. [Sarah] Palin. The message was actually
from a parody site designed to look like Ms. Palin's Twitter feed”).
Many satirical Internet blogs have been opened in the names of real people,
sometimes fooling newspapers. See
http://mashable.com/2007/08/25/msnbc-thought-fake-al-sharpton-was-real/
(after mistakenly treating the satirical Al Sharpton site as a reliable news
source, MSNBC published a correction, stating: “An earlier version of this
article quoted from a blog entry purportedly by the Rev. Al Sharpton.
MSNBC.com has determined that the blog is a hoax”);
http://long18th.wordpress.com/2007/12/11/satire-and-the-fake-first-personvoice/ (Professor David Mazella describes “an entire constellation of fake
blogs” that impersonate Steve Jobs, John McCain and other figures; Dr.
Mazella observes: “One of the keys to this kind of online writing is the
strategic mystery surrounding its sources: the satire always works better, I
think, when there is genuine uncertainty regarding its origins and therefore
its purposes”).
Online impersonation has also been used as an advertising technique. See
http://www.forward.com/articles/13734/ (prominent New York public
relations firm admitted to impersonating opponents of company it
represented in comments posted on an Internet blog).
Examples of Internet impersonation dealt with in civil lawsuits:
Rall v. Hellman, 284 A.D.2d 113 (2001) (author Ted Rall sued cartoonist
Danny Hellman when Hellman attributed statements to Rall in a series of
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emails that went out under Rall’s name; court called the emails an “act of
literary impersonation” and case never went to trial); New York Stock
Exchange, Inc. v. Gahary and Zito, 196 F.Supp2d 401 (S.D.N.Y. 2001) (New
York Stock Exchange sued for trademark infringement when emails were
posted in online forum in various forms of director’s name, Richard Grasso;
lawsuit was dropped); Leser v. Penido, 62 AD 3d 510 (N.Y. Appellate Div.,
1st Dept., 2009) (plaintiff sued defendants claiming that they sought to
destroy her business (i) by making false allegations about her on the Internet,
and (ii) by using her name, photo and e-mail address on the Internet,
including on a pornographic site, to cast her and her business in a negative
and false light); Draker v. Schreiber, 271 S.W. 3d 318 (Tex. Ct. App. 2008)
(upholding summary judgment for defendants where plaintiff, assistant
principal Anna Draker, sued defendants for defamation and intentional
infliction of emotional distress, alleging that they posted a fake Myspace
page which appeared to have been created by Draker, contained her name,
photo, and place of employment, as well as explicit and graphic sexual
references); Layshock v. Hermitage Sch. Dist., 496 F. Supp.2d 587 (WD
Pennsylvania 2007) (student's opening of an offensive fake Myspace profile
in name of high school principal Eric Trosch was an exercise of the student's
“First Amendment right to freedom of expression”; he was therefore entitled
to damages against the school district for disciplining him in violation of his
rights); http://www.spike.com/blog/steven-tyler-sues/68987 (Steven Tyler,
singer in the Aerosmith rock band, “sued unknown bloggers who …
impersonated him on the Web, writing about the death of his mother and
other ‘intimate details’ from his life”);
http://www.newyorkpersonalinjuryattorneyblog.com/2009/11/new-yorkattorney-sues-internet-poster-for-defamation-after-impersonation-psychhospital-sued.html (Glen Feinberg, an attorney in New York, sued the SLS
Residential psychiatric hospital and Andrew Rath, a producer of videos,
claiming that they “defamed him by impersonation in an internet forum”);
Buckles v. Brides Club, Inc., Case No. 2:08-cv-00849 CW (D.Utah, 2010)
(Ash Buckles sued defendant who allegedly created a fake blog and
“linkedkin” account in Buckles’ name);
http://torontoist.com/2010/08/rob_ford_sends_cease-anddesist_to_parody_blogger.php and
http://torontoist.com/2010/09/rob_ford_parody_blog_is_back_under_a_new
_name_despite_legal_threats.php (Toronto Mayor Rob Ford sent cease-and-
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desist letter to owner of satirical “RobFordMayor.com” blog mocking him;
blog contained first-person entries written in Ford’s voice, and “strewn
liberally with references to bizarre sexual acts”);
http://www.citmedialaw.org/blog/2009/will-glenn-beck-sue-defamatorywebsite-2009 (Glenn Beck filed WIPO claim against creator of allegedly
defamatory site glennbeckrapedandmurdereda younggirlin1990.com);
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/02/14/business/media/14link.html (fake press
release sent out by a group claiming to be Koch Industries; Koch filed
trademark suit; lawyers for author of the release argue that it was parody and
that “lifting anonymity must be the purpose of the lawsuit”; NYTimes article
points out that “on the Internet, parody and mockery have never been easier
to pull off”). A copy of the fake release is available at
http://green.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/12/10/a-koch-industries-climatechange-spoof/.
43 examples of fake Twitter accounts reported on in the media:
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,518480,00.html (fake Twitter
accounts in names of Condoleezza Rice, Bill Gates, Tina Fey, Usama bin
Laden, Rep. Don Young [R-AK], composer Steve Reich, and news
commentators Geraldo Rivera, Bill O’Reilly, and Shepard Smith; article
indicates that “sometimes the line can be blurry” between recognizable and
unrecognizable parodies);
http://www.christianpost.com/article/20090326/robert-h-schuller-joinstwitter-after-imposter-s-ouster/ (account in name of televangelist Robert H.
Schuller attracted 1,000 readers in one week and was closed after Schuller
complained to Twitter);
http://www.museumofhoaxes.com/hoax/weblog/permalink/the_dalai_lama_t
witters_and_then_is_gone/ (fake account in name of Dalai Lama had 20,000
followers within one week and was closed);
http://www.sunbeltreporting.com/sunbelt-blog/bid/33449/Twitter-IdentityTheft-Parodies-and-Copyright-Infringement (many fake Oprah accounts
with her photo and tens of thousands of followers);
http://mashable.com/2010/05/27/bp-public-relations-twitter/ (fake account
purporting to be BP’s public relations group, @BPGlobalPR, “offers dark,
satirical commentary” about Gulf of Mexico oil spill and is “run by an
anonymous person”); http://gawker.com/5187725/twitters-fake-christopher-
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walken-silenced (fake account in name of actor Christopher Walken had at
least 73,000 “avid followers” by March 24, 2009, and was then closed);
http://www.mid-day.com/sports/2009/aug/310809-Mahendra-Singh-DhoniSachin-Tendulkar-Yuvraj-Singh-Rahul-Dravid-Sourav-Ganguly-Twitter.htm
(all members of top Indian cricket team repeatedly impersonated; champion
batsman Sachin Tendulkar has as many as seven accounts with one of them,
which has his photo, having over 4,594 followers);
http://sports.espn.go.com/mlb/news/story?id=4235409 (account in name of
Dallas Cowboys linebacker DeMarcus Ware gave false updates on his
contract negotiations; followers of fake Ben Roethlisberger were told that
the Pittsburgh Steelers quarterback has skin cancer; NBA star Shaquille
O’Neal’s name taken, “so he picked name The-Real-Shaq and accumulated
more than 1.16 million followers”; half-dozen Michael Phelps accounts,
“some of them obviously fake and some purporting to be real, even though
the swimming star says none are genuine”);
http://www.pcworld.com/article/166151/three_strikes_against_tony_la_russa
s_twitter_lawsuit.html (St. Louis Cardinals manager Tony La Russa sued
Twitter, claiming someone created fake account and sent out “derogatory”
remarks under his name; suit settled when Twitter agreed to pay La Russa’s
legal fees and to contribute a small sum to his Animal Rescue Foundation);
http://www.justmeans.com/Social-Media-Trends-Introducing-You-WorldOf-Phweeters/34029.html (Rick Sanchez, Kanye West, Karl Lagerfeld;
article indicates that “phony tweets are considered a fun and lively social
media trend... Some fake accounts are so convincing that celebrities have to
publicly state that they are not in fact behind the account, while some have
provoked anger, such as the @BPGlobalPR account”);
http://www.forbes.com/2010/08/02/bp-angelina-jolie-technologytwitter.html (“Users are impersonating everything and everyone from BP to
Angelina Jolie... There’s a plethora of online social commentators masked as
tongue-in-cheek versions of powerful CEOs and public figures on Twitter...
And fake Microsoft chief @StevenABallmer seems to hate everything from
the ‘definitely EVIL’ iPad to Wall Street Journal tech columnist Walt
Mossberg”);
http://www.politico.com/click/stories/1103/rahm_meets_his_twitter_imposte
r.html (Rahm Emanuel offered 5,000 dollars to meet his Twitter
impersonator; the money was donated to Young Chicago Authors group and
the two appeared on the radio together);
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http://www.pcworld.com/article/159492/15_fake_and_funny_twitter_accoun
ts.html (Chuck Norris, Megan Fox, Nick Nolte, Roger Clemens, Stephen
Colbert, Michael Bay, William Shatner, Abe Vigoda, CNN; article
comments that “faux accounts are all the rage” and that “fake Twitter
accounts have been in the news a lot lately”);
http://techcrunch.com/2011/03/01/charlie-sheen-twitter/ (Charlie Sheen);
http://www.fakeblog.de/2009/08/06/twitterjackers-and-phweeters-top-10twitter-fake-accounts/ (David Hasselhof, Darth Vader, Roger Federer, Leona
Lewis, Vanessa Hudgens, Adam Sandler, Franz Muenterfering);
http://www.techxav.com/2009/07/27/top-5-famous-fake-twitter-profiles/
(Emma Watson and public relations firm Tanner Friedman).
Republican Party activists have also begun to open fake Twitter accounts.
See, e.g., http://articles.courant.com/2009-10-08/news/hc-fake-twittergop.art.artoct08_1_140-character-messages-budget-implementers-mrdonovan (accounts impersonating Democratic representatives Chris
Donovan and Denise Merrill; article comments that sometimes the satirical
nature of the accounts is not “obvious..., so gullible people could be
misled”).
Voice impersonators:
Use of the telephones wires to impersonate people for critical purposes is a
frequent phenomenon. See, e.g.
http://www.mcclatchydc.com/2009/12/23/81200/karzai-impersonator-testslimits.html (a “crass impersonation of … President Hamid Karzai …
bounces from cell phone to cell phone around the nation’s capital”; the
anonymous impersonator “has become the newest voice of underground
political dissent.... For 150 seconds, Karzai hurls some startling insults ... at
political challenger Ashraf Ghani… [T]he audio clip has boomeranged
around Kabul, bopping from Bluetooth to Bluetooth. Inside the presidential
palace, it’s caught the ears of Karzai aides, who privately scolded the wouldbe comedian for pushing the boundaries of the country’s shaky free speech
protections... ‘[F]reedom of speech should have its limits,’ [an] aide said. ‘I
don’t think cursing one’s wife — or insulting someone’s personality —
should have a place in freedom of speech’”).
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Voice impersonations are a common part of radio shows. See, e.g.,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evil_Dave_Letterman (the individual known as
“Evil Dave Letterman” earns a living by satirizing Dave Letterman on the
Howard Stern show; unwitting listeners might actually believe that they are
hearing Mr. Letterman’s voice). Hoax phone calls to various public figures,
designed to ridicule both the “victims” of the calls and the impersonated
individuals, are a common variation on this theme. See, e.g.,
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/618065.stm (caller pretending to be
British opposition leader William Hague spoke with Prime Minister Tony
Blair; caller pretending to be Canadian Prime Minister Jean Chretien spoke
for fifteen minutes with the Queen of England);
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/2637395.stm (Miami radio hosts
pretending to be Fidel Castro spoke with Hugo Chavez);
http://www.latinamericanstudies.org/fidel/transcript.htm (Miami radio hosts
pretending to be Hugo Chavez spoke with Fidel Castro);
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/huff-wires/20081101/canada-palin-prankcall/ (caller pretending French President Nicolas Sarkozy spoke to Sarah
Palin);
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/feb/24/scott-walker-governerwisconsin-prank-called (caller pretending to be billionaire David Koch
spoke with Wisconsin governor).
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